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Foreword 

"A big book,’ said Callimachus the Alexandrian poet, ‘is a big evil!’ On the whole I feel inclined to share 

this view. If, therefore, 1 venture to put the present volume l>efore the reader, it Ls Ixxause, as evils go, 

this bcK>k is a minor one. Nevertheless, it calls for a sp>ecial explanation; for I have some time ago written 

a lK>ok on the same subject. ‘WLsdom of the Wt"st’ is an entirely new work; though, of course, it w^oultl 

never have appeared had not my ‘History^ of Western Philosophy’ preceded it. 

What is here attempted is a conspectus of W^estem Philosophy from Thales to Wittgenstein, together 

with stmie reminders of the historical circumstances in which thLs story unfolds itself. I'o sup|x>rt the 

account, there is a collection of f>ictures of men, placi's and dcKruments, w’hich have l>een chosen as nearly 

as possible frr>m sources Irelonging to the period t<i wiiich they refer. Alx>ve all, an attempt has l>een 

made, wherever this .seemed feasible, to translate philosophic ideas, norntally’ expresses:! only in w^ords, 

into diagrams that convey the same information by way of geometrical metaphor. There is little* to fall 

back on here, and the rc'sults are therefore not always entirely successful. However, it seems that such 

methods of presentation are worth exploring. Diagrammatic exposition, so far as it can Ik* achiev'ed, has 

the further advantage of not being tied to any particular tongue. 

As to the appearance of yet another historx' of philosophy, two things may l>e said in extenuation. In 

the first place, there are few accounts that are compact and reasonably comprehensive at the same lime*. 

There are, indeed, many histories of gre.ater compass that dead wdth each item at liiuch greater length. 

With these w^orks the present vcjlurne obviously docs not set out to coinjK'te. Those who develop a dei*per 

interest in the subject will no doubt consult them in due course, and will fw'rhaps even go to the origirud 

texts. Secondly, the current trend towards more and fiercer .sf>ecialisms is making men forget their 

intellectual debts to their forbears. I'his study aims to counter such forgetfulness. In some serious sense, 

all Western philos<jpby is Cireek philosophy; and it is idle to indulge in philosophic thought w^hile cutting 

the ties that link us w'ith the great thinkers of the past. It itscxl once to f>e held, f>t!:rha|>s wrongly, that 

it was meet for a |)hilosopher to know .something about everything. Philo.sophy claimed all knowlcdgt* 

for its province. However thi.s may l>e, the prevailing view that philosophers need know nothing alx^iit 

anything is quite certainly wxong. l’hf>se w'ho think that philosophy 'really’ bt*gan in 1921, or at any 

rale not huig I>efore, fail to .see that current philosophic problems have not arisen all of a sudden and out 

of nothing. No apology is therefore offered for the comparatively generous treatment of Grc*ek phih^opby^ 

An account of the history of' philosophy may pr<jceed in one t>f tw^> w^ays. Either the story^ is purely 

expository, showing what this man said and how' that man w’as influe:icr*d. Alternatively, the expx>silion 

may lx* combined w'ith a certain mea.surc of critic.al dist:oursc, in order to show how philosophic 

discussion prexeeds. This second course has been adopted here. It may lx* added that this should not 

mislead the reader into lx*iieving that a thinker may lx* dismissed out of hand merely Ixcause his View.s 

have lx*en found wanting. Kant once saic’ that he was not so much afraid f>f being refuted as of lx*ing 

misunderstood. We should try to understand what philosophers are .dttempting to say before we set 

them aside. It must be confessed, all the same, that the effort sometimes seems out of proportion to the 

insight achieved. In the end, this is a matter of judgment which even^one has to resolve for himself. 

The scope and treatment of the subject in this volume differ from those in my earlier fxK>k. The new 

material owes much to my editor Dr. Paul Foulki^s, who has helped me in the writing of the text and 

has aLso chosen many of the illustrations and devised most of the diagrams. The aim has Ixen to pr<ivide 

a surv^ey of some of the leading questions that phikxsophers have discussed. If', on jx*rusing th(*sc* pages, 

the reader is tempted to pursue the subject further than he might otherwise have done, the chief purpose 

of the book will have been attained. 



Prolo^e 

What are philosophers doing when the*y arc at work?This is indeed an 

odd question, and we might try to answer it by first setting out what 

they are not doing. There are, in the world around us, many things 

which are understood fairly w^ell. Take, for instance, the working of 

a steam engine. This falls within the fields of mechanics and thermo- 

dvnamics. Again, we know quite a lot about the way in which the 

human body is built and functions, '[’hese are matters that are 

studied in anatomy and physiology. Or, finally, consider the move¬ 

ment of the stars alxiut which we know a great deal. This comes 

under the heading of astronomy. All such pieces of well defined 

knowledge bekmg to one or other of the sciences. 

But all these provinces of knowledge border on a circumambient 

area of the unknown. As one comes into the border regions and 

beyond, one passes from science into the field of speculation. This 

speculative activity is a kind of exploration, and this, among other 

things, is w^hat philosophy is. As we shall see later, the various fields 

of science all started as philmophic exploration in this sense. Once 

a sc ience fiecomes solicily grounded, it proceecis more or less inde- 

{>endently, except for iKirderline problems and questions of methcxl. 

But in a way the exploratory prcxress does not advance as such, it 

simply goes on and finds new employment. 

At the same time we must distinguish philosophv from other kinds 

of speculation. In it.self philosophy sets out neither to solve our 

troubles nor to save our souls. It is, as the Cireeks put it, a kind of 

sightseeing adventure undertaken for its own sake. 'Fherc* is thus in 

principle no question of dogma, or rites, or sacred entities of any 

kind, even thcjugh individual philosophers may of course turn out 

to lx* stublx)rnly dogmatic. There arc indeed two attitudes that 

might be adopted towards the unknown. One is to accept the pro- 

nouneeinents of people who say they know, on the basis of books, 

mysteries or other sources of inspiration. The other way is to go out 

and lcK)k for oneself, and this is the way of .science and philosophy. 



l^tl), we nia\ note one y>ecuhar feature of philosophy If someone 

ai>k the que^stion what is matheniaiics, we can qive him a dictionary 

dehnition, let us say the sc lence of number, for the sake of an^ument 

As far as li i><x*s this is an uncontroversial statement, and moreover 

one that ran be easily understood b\ the questionei though he ma) 

be Ignorant of mathematics Definitions may l>e given in this wa) ol 

^niy field where a lx>d\ of dehnite know Ic'dge exists But philosophs 

cannot be so defincrl Any dehmtion is controversial and already 

emlKxlies a philosophic attitude The only wav to find out what 

philoscyphy is, is to do philosophy To show how men have done this 

m the past is the mam aim of this Ixxik 



'Inhere arc many questions that people who think do at some time or 

other ask themselves, where science cannot yield an answer. Neither 

will those who try to think for themselves be willing to take on trust 

the ready answers given by soothsayers. It is the task of philosophy 

to explore these questions, and sometimes to dispose of them. 

Thus, we may be tempted to ask ourselves such questions as what is 

the meaning of life, if indeed it have any at all. Has the world a 

purpose, docs the. unfolding of history lead somewhere, or are these 

senseless questions? 

Then there arc problems such as whether nature really is ruled by 

laws, or whether we merely think this is so because we like to see 

things in some order. Again, there is the general query whether the 

world is divided into two disparate parts, mind and matter, and, if 

so, how they hang together. 

And what are we to say of man? Is he a speck of dust crawling 

helplessly on a small and unimportant planet, as the astronomers see 

it? Or is he, as the chemists might hold, a heap of chemicals put 

together in some cunning way? Or, finally, is man what he appears 

to Hamlet, noble in reason, infinite in faculty? Is man, perhaps, all 

of these at once? 

Along with this there are ethical questions about good and evil. Is 

there a way of life that is gcxid, and another that is bad, or is it 

indifferent how we live? If there be a good way of life, what is it, 

and how can we Icam to live it? Is there something we may call 

wisdom, or is what seems to be such mere empty madness? 

All therse arc puzzling questions. One cannot settle them by carrying 

out experiments in a laboratory, and those of an independent frame 

of mind arc unwilling to fall back on the pronouncements of dis¬ 

pensers of universal nostrums. To such as these the history of philo¬ 

sophy supplies what answer can be given. In studying this difficult 

subj€x:t we learn what others at other times have thought about 

these matters. And so we come to understand them better, for their 

way of tackling philosophy is an imp>ortant facet of their way of life. 

In the end this may show us how to live though knowing little. 

Is man a helpless dwarf? 

Or is he a lump of earth? 

Or is he as Hamlet sees him? 





Before Socrates 

Philosophy bei^iiis when somroric asks a general qijeslH>n, and so 

does sc K*n< e, The first people to f‘virire this kind ol curiosity were* the 

Cirec-ks. Philosophy and sc irnre, as we ncjw know them, are Oreek 

iriventiciiis. I'he rise* of (irec^k civilisation wiiirh produced this out¬ 

burst of intc'lh'c'tual activity is one of the most spectacular c'vc*nts in 

history. Nothing like it has ever occurred before or since. Within the 

short space ol tv\o centuries, the’ Circ’eks poured forth in art, litera- 

1 he pala<e al ( nowus, in ilrele^ lure, science and philosophy, an astonishing stream of masterpieces 

ihf forhea? of (wjeek i imltzatwn which have set the gc’nc’ral standards lor Western civilisation. 

Philosophy and science Ix'gin with Thales of Miletus in the* early^ 

sixth century n.c. What course of previous events had cejine to set ofl' 

this sudden unfolding ol the Greek genius? As l>cst we may we must 

attempt to find an an.swer. With the help of arc haeology, which has 

made great strides since the turn of the century', we can piece 

together c^uite a fair account of how' the (ireek world developed. 

Among the civ ilisations of the world the Greek is a late comer. l'ho.se 

of Kgvpt and Mesopcjtarnia are older by several millennia. These 

agricultural societies grew up along the great rivers and wc're ruled 

by divine kings, a military aristcxrracy and a powerful class of priests 

who presided over the elaborate polytheistic re ligious systems. The 

bulk of the jxjpulation were serfs who worked the land. 



Both Kt^ypt and Babylonia furnished some kncmledpje which the 

Greeks later t<K>k over. But neither developed science or philosophy. 

Whether this is due to lack of native ja^enius or to s<H:ial conditions is 

not a fruitful question here, b(>th no doul>t play their f>art. What is 

significant is that the function of religion was not conducive to the 

exercise of intellectual adventure. 

Jn Kgypt religion was much ccmcerned with life after death. The 

pyramids are funeral monuments. Some knowle-dge of astrorioinv was 

ree|iiired to ensure efrcctive prediction of the floods of the Nile, and 

as administrators, the f)riesthood had develf»ped a form of picture 

writing. But no great resources ^^ere hdt over for development in 

other directions. 

In Meso[>otamia, th<' great Semitic empires supplanted the earlier 

Sumerians from whc>m they adopted cuneiform writing. On the side 

of religion, the central interest lay mon* in welfare in this world. 

Recording the movement of the stars and the as.sociated practices of 

magic and divination were directed to these ends. 

Sornew'hal later we find the development of trading communities. 

Foremost among these were the inhafiitants of Oete, w'hose civilisa¬ 

tion has only recently come to light again. I'he Cretans probably 

came from tfie coast lands of .A^sia .Minor and rapidly gained |ire- 

(‘ininence throughout the islands of (he Aegean. A new wave of 

immigrants, towards the middle of the* third millennium b.c:., led to 

iiri extraordinary development of CTetan culture, (iri al palaces were 

built at Cnossos and Phaestos, and Cretan shi|rxs plied the M<*diter- 

ranean from end to end. 

From 1700 B.c:. onwards, recairrent earthquakes and volc anic erup¬ 

tions set of!' a Cretan migration to neigfiliouring (ireece and A.sia 

Minor. Cretan craftsmanship transformed the < liUure of tfie main¬ 

land peopic-s. In CJrecee, the best known site* to show this is Mycenae 

in the Argolid, the traditional home of Aganieninon. It is the 

.Mycenaean period whose inemoric's are reported in Homer. About 

1400 B.c:., Crete siiffercxl a violent earthquake whic h pul a sudden 

end to Cretan suprc inacy. 

Ihf I.unn^aie: at Myirrtae, u here 

(jietati influrnf^ t(tnk root 

Thc“ Crreek mainland had hitherto absorbed two successive wavc-s of 

invaders. Tfie first of these were tfie lonians, who came from the 

north, about 2000 b.c., and seem to have become gradually merged 

wath the indigenous population. 'Fhree hnndrc'd years later followed 

the Achaean invasion, which this [ime formed a ruling class. I’he 

Korlif.st knoivn (’reek in.srriptinri, 

ott an Hth tentury stone fioin f hero 



12 Dionysusy tht 1 hracian i^od^ 

symbol of the mystical and violent 

masters of Mycenae and (he Homeric Greeks in general belonged to 

this ruling caste. 

The Creto-Achaeans had extensive trade relations throughout the 

Mediterranean- The Cretan catastrophe of 1400 did not interrupt 

this. Amongst the ‘peoples of the sea’ who threatened Egypt about 

12CK> B.c, we find the Cretans, called Peliset by the Egyptians. These 

were the original Philistines from whom Palestine, the land where 

they settled, tCH>k its name 

Alxiut I HK) a further invasion achieved what the blows of 

nature had failed to accomplish. Under the impact of the Dorian 

invasions, the whole of Greece and the Aegean fell to the vigorous 

uncivilised conquering hordes, llie Achaeans had exhausted them¬ 

selves in the 'Projan War early in the 12th century B.c. and could not 

withstand the onslaught. Sea [X)wer falls to the Phoenicians, and 

Greece now enters a period of obscurity. It is about this lime that the 

Greeks adopted the Semitic alphal>et from Phoenician traders, com¬ 

pleting it by adding the vowels. 

(Greece proper Ls rugged in as|3ect as well as in climate. The countr^^ 

is divided by barren mountain ranges. Passage by land from valley 

to valley is difficult. Separate communities grew up in the fertile 

plains, and when the land no longer could carry- their numbers, some 

would set out across the sea to found colonies. From the middle of 

the eighth to the middle of the sixth century- b.c. the shores of Sicily-, 

Southern Italy, and the Black Sea l>ecame dotted with (^reek cities. 

With the rise of colonies trade develoj^ed, and (he Greeks came inUi 

renewed contact with the East. 

Politically, post-Dorian (]ret‘ce underwent a regular sequence of 

changes l>eginning with kingship. Gradually power came into the 

hands of the aristocracy, which in turn was followed by a peri<xi of 

non-hereditary- monarchs or tyrants. In the end, political power fell 

to the citizens, w hich is the literal meaning of‘dcm<x:racy\ TyTanny 

and democracy henceforth alternate. Pure democracy may work so 

long <is all the citizens can be* gathered into the market place. In 

our lime it sur\'ives only in a few of the smaller cantons of Sw-itzer- 

larid. 

The earli<*st and greatest literary monument of the Greek world is 

the work of Homer, Al^Kiut the man we know- nothing definite. Some 

even think then* was a line of poets later called by this name. At all 

events, the (wo great Homeric poems, the Iliad and the Odyssey, 

seem to have been completed by about fkx) B.c. The Trojan W’^ar, 

around which the j>oem.s turn, tcxik place .shortly after 1200 B.c:. We 

thus have a j> )s(-Dorian account of a pre-Dorian event, and hence a 

ccTTtain amount of inconsi.stency. In their present form, the poems go 

back to the recension of Peisistratus, the Athenian tyrant c^f the sixth 

century b.c. Much of the brutality of the earlier jxtriod has been 

softened in Homer, though traces of it survive. The poems indeed 

reflect the rational attitudes of an emancipated ruling class. Bodies 

are cremated, not buried as we know they were in Mycenaean times. 

The Olympic Pantheon are a noisy crew of hard living masters. 



Religion is as good as absent, whereas sophisticated customs, like 

hospitality to strangers, are strong, fhe more primitive elements, like 

human sacrifice in the form of ceremonial killing of prisoners, do 

occasionally break through, but very rarely. On the whole, the tone 

is one of restraint. 

In a way, this symbolises the tension of the Oreek soul. On the one 

side there is the orderly and rational, on the other side the imruly 

and instinctive. M'he former give rise to pliilosophy, art and sei(‘iiee. 

I’he latter emerge in the more primitive religion connected with 

fertility rites. This element seems very' much under control in Homer; 

in later times, especially with renewed contact w'ith the East, it 

comes to the fore again. It is as.sociatcd with the worship of Dionysus 

or Bacchus, originally a deity of 'Ehrace. A reforming influence on 

this pristine savagery ari.ses in the legendary figure of Orpheus, who 

is said to have been torn limb from limb liy intoxieaicd Baechantt's. 

The Orphic doctrine tends towards asectieisni and emphasises mental 

f*cstasy. By this it is hoped to achieve a state of‘enthusiasm' or union 

with the god, and thus to gain mystical knowledge not to he had 

otherwise. In this refmtxl form, Orphic religion had a profouiul effect 

on (irerk philosophy. It first apjK'ars in Pythag<>ras who adapts it to 

his own mysticism. From there, elements of it found their w^ay into 

Plato and into most other Greek phiK»sophy, insofar as it was not 

purely scientific. 

But the more primitive elements surv^ived ev^en in the Orphic tra¬ 

dition. They are indeed the source of (ireek tragedy. I’herr. sym¬ 

pathy lies alw'ays on the side of those who are Uissed by violent 

cmotifms and pa.ssions. Aristotle rightly sj3eaks of tragedy as a 

catharsis, or purging of the emotions. In the end it is this twofold 

aspect of the Creek character which enabled it, once and lc>r all, to 

transform tlie world. Nietz.sche called these two elements the Aj>ol- 

lonian and the Dionysiac. Neither alone could have brought forth 

the extraordinary' explosion of Greek culture. In the East, die 

mystical element reigned supreme. What .saved the Cireeks from 

falling under its sole .spell was the rise of the scientific scIuk>I.s of 

Ionia. But serenity on its own is just as incapable as mysticism, of 

causing an intellectual revolution. What Is net'ded Is a passionate 

search for truth and l>eauty. It seems that the Orphic influence 

providetl just that conception. Philosophy, to Socratt^s, Is a way of 

life. It is worth rememiK'ring that the Cireek word theory first meant 

something like ‘sight-seeing'. Herodotus uses it in this sense. A lively 

curiosity, bent on passionate yet disinterested in<iuiry’, this Is what 

gives the ancient (Jreeks their unique place in history. 

The civilization of the West, which ha:, sprung from (ireck sources, 

is based on a philosophic and scientific tradition that began in Miletus 

two and a half thou.sand years ago. In this it differs from the other 

great civilizations of the world. The leading notion that runs through 

Greek philosophy is the logos. It Is a term that connotes, amongsi 

other things, ‘word’ and ‘measure’. Thus, philosophic discourse and 

scientific inquiry are closely linked. The ethical doctrine that arises 

from this connection sees the goixl in knowledge, which is the Issue 

of disinterested inquiry. 

Apollo, the Olympian 

symbol of light and reason 



I ht’ philosopher a sks general 

(fue.stintts ahoul order tti thiritis 

I hc asking of gcnrral qnrstioris, wc said, is tiu* lK*ginniiig ol pliilo- 

sophy and sciriii r. Wliat, then, is tin* form oi siicli questions? In 

t[ie widest sense they amount to seeking an order in what to tin 

c asual ohser\xT looks like a string of haphazard, fori nitons events. 

It is interesting to note whence the notion of order is hrst derived. 

Man, according to Aristotle, is a political animal. He lives, not on 

his own, l>nt in a society. Kveii at the most primitive level this in 

volves some kind ofOrgani.sation, and from this source the notion of 

orde r is drawn. Order is first and foremost social order. Some regulat 

changes in nature, suc h as the .sequence of day and night, and tlu' 

cycle of the sc‘a.sons, were no doubt discoven*d a vctv long time ago. 

Still, it is in the light of some human inlerf)retation that thc^se changes 

were first understcK>d. I'hc* heavenly bodies are gods, the forces oi 

nature spirits, made by man in his own image. 

Mile prolilem of survival means in thc^ first place that man must try 

tci bc‘nd the forces of nature tc» his own will. Before this was done* in 

wavs that we could now de scribe as sc ientific, man practised magic. 

Mile underlying general notion is the same in the two cases. For 

magic is an attempt to obtain .specific results on the basis of certain 

rigidly defined rilc*.s. It is based on a recognition of the principle of 

causality, that given the same antecedent conditions, the same results 

will follow . Magic is thus proto-science. Religion, on the other hand, 

springs from a difTer<*nl source. There, the atlem})l is to obtain results 

against or in spite of logular sequence. It functions in the region of 

the miraculous, whie h involve s the abrogation of c ausality. M hc'se 

two ways of thinking are thus quite different, e\ en though in jirirni- 

tive thought w'c* ofteai find them inixe^d up together. 

Out e)f the' e-ommon activities in which groups participate, thc're* 

dc'velop.s the means of communication w hich w'e call language. M he 

fundamental object is to enable men to apply them.selves to a common 

purpose. M hu-s the* basic notion here is agreement. Likewise, this 

might well be taken as the starling point cjf Icjgic. It arises from the 

fact that in cemimunicating, men eventually come* to agrc'e, even if 

they do no more than agrc'c to diffe r. When such an impasse was 

reached our ancestors no doubt settled the matter by trial of 

strength. Onex* yc>u despatch your interlocutor he no longer contra¬ 

dicts you. Mile alternative sometimes adopted is 1(3 pursue the matter 

by discusskiii, if it is pursucxl at all. 1 his is the way of .science and 

philosophy. Mlie reader may judge for himself how far we have 

progrc'ssed in this since prehistoric time's. 

M he philo.sophy of the (irtx'ks reveals throughout its stages the 

I ^ influence c>f a number of dualisms. In one form or another th<*se have 

coiitinuc'd to be topics alxnit which philc3Sophers WTite or argue. At 

the basis of them all lies the distinction between truth and falsehcMid. 

(Mosely connected with it in Greek thought are the dualisms of good 

and evil, and of harmony and strife. Then there is the dualism of 

appearance and reality which is very much alive today. Along with 

these' we have the questions of mind and matter, and freed<3m and 

necessity. Further, there are cosmological questions concerning 

whether things are one or many, simple or complex, and finally the* 

dualisms of chaos and order, and of the boundless and the limit. 



'I*hr way in which these prohlems were tackh^d [)v rhe earlv philo¬ 

sophers is instructive. One school mi^ht come down on one sid<- ofa 

dualism, another suhse(|uentlv would raise criticisms and adopt tlie 

opjK)site view. In the end a third would come* aloji^ and elTVc t sfime 

kind of compromise, siipersedint; both the orit^inal views, h is bv 

observint^ tliis see-saw battle between rival doctrines amoni^^st the 

[)re-s()(Tatic philos(>j)liers that lleij;el first developed his iK.iion of 

the diabetic. 

Many of these dualisms an* in some wa\ s interrelated. In a rou”h 

and read> way we murhl however set tfiem apart from <‘ach otin r to 

show what have* been the different tvpes of ».juesti(nis pfiilosophv has 

been dt^aliiyty with. I ruth and false hood are thse ussed in bnpe. (aeod 

and evil, harmemv and strife, are (jueslions beloiu;ini;, on the face of 

it, to ethics. Appearance and n*alitv, and die (|ue‘stion o( tnind and 

matter, might be set down as the traditional pniblems e»f ilie theorv 

of knowledge, or episte-mology. I’he remaining dualisms beloug more 

or le*ss to otilology, or th(‘ theory of being. I he re is nothing hard and 

last alKKit these divasieiiis, of course. In fart, some* ol the more 

( haraeteristic features e)l (iree k philos(*phy lie m flu* \va\ ir? wfiich 

these boundarie's are broke n down. 

Is the urn perse simple or complex, 

oideied or chaotu:^ 



Thales o f Miletus 

A logical development pervades Mil¬ 
esian materialism, Thales said all 
things are made of water, hut did 
not explain how 

'Ilie first school of scientific philosophers sprang up in Miletus. This 

town on the Ionian coast was a lively crossroads for trade and 

commerce. To the south-east lie Cyprus, Phoenicia and Egypt; to 

the north, the Aegean and the Black Sea, westward across the 

Aegean, the mainland of Greece and the island of Crete. In the east, 

Miletus is in close touch with Lydia, and through it with the empires 

of Mesopotamia. From Lydia the Milesians learnt the practice of 

striking gold coins for money. The port of Miletus was thronged with 

sails from many nations and her warehouses were stocked with goods 

from ail over the world. With money a universal means of storing 

value and exchanging one kind of merchandise for another it is not 

suqirising to find that the Milesian philosophers asked the question 

what all things are made of. 

"All things are made of water’, I'hales of Miletus is reporU^ as 

having said. And so philosophy and science Ix^gin. Greek tradition 

counts Thales as one of the seven Wise Men. From Herexiotus we 

gather that he predicted an eclipse of the sun. Astronomers have 

computed that this occurred in 585 b.c. which is therefore taken as 

his floruit. It is unlikely that Thales had a theory of eclipses, but he 

must have Iieen fiimiliar with Babylonian records on these pheno¬ 

mena, and would therefore know when to look out for them. As 

luck would have it, this one was visible in Miletus, which was a good 

thing for chronology, as no doubt for his own fame too. Likewi.se, it 

is very doubtful whether in geometry he had established the 

theorems concerning similarity of triangles. Certainly, however, he 

applied the Egyptian rule of thumb for the height of a pyramid to 

finding the distance of ships at sea, and of other inaccessible objects. 

He thus had some notion that geometric rules have general scope. 

This notion of generality is original and Greek. 

Thales is also said to have stated that the magnet has a soul liccausc 

it can move iron. 'Fhc further statement that all things are full of 

gods is more questionable. This may well have Ijcen attributed to 

him on the basis of the former saying, but seems to make it super¬ 

fluous. To .say the magnet has a soul has sense only so long as other 

things have not. 

Many stories have come to be linked with Thales, some of them 

[x>ssibly true. It is said that when challenjged on one occasion, he 

showed his practical genius by cornering the market for olive oil. 

His grasp of meteorology told him beforehand that the harvest would 

be rich. He therefore hired all the presses he could lay hands on, 

and, w'hen the time came, let them at his own price. He thus made 

quite a sum and showed the .scciffers that |)hilosophers can make 

money if they choose. 

The most important of Thales’ views is his statement that the world 

is made of water. This is neither so far fetched as at first glance it 

might appear, nor yet a pure figment of imagination cut off from 

observation. Hydrogen, the stuff that generates water, has been held 

in our owm time to be the chemical element from which all other 

elements can be synthetized. The view that all matter is one is quite 

a reputable scientific hypothesis. As for observation, the proximity 



ol'the sea makes it more than plausible that ori<r should notu e iliai 

the sun evaporates water, that mists rise Iroin the surface to Ibrrn 

clouds, which dissolve again in the form of rain. The earth, on this 

view, is a ff>rrn of concentrated water. The details might thus be 

fanciful enough, but it is still a handsome leat to have discovered 

that a substance remains the same in different states of aggregation. 

Th(‘ next of the Milesian j)hilosophers is Anaximander, who was 

born, it seems, about fiio n.c. Jake Idiales, he was an inventor and 

man of practical affairs. He is the first mapmaker and was the leader 

of one of the Milesian colonies on the coast of the Black Sea. 

Anaximander criticised the cosmological ilieorv of his predecessor. 

Why, indeed, choose water? "I’he yjriinary stuff that things are made 

of cannot be one of its own special forms. It must, therefore, be 

something different from all these, .something more fundamental. 

For the various forms of matter are continually in strife witli cacJi 

other, hot against cold, and wet against dry. These continually 

encroach upon each other, or commit ‘injustice’ in the Greek seme 

in wJiich this means lack of balance. If any one of these forms were 

the basic matter it would long since Jiavc overcome the others. The 

original matter is what Aristotle r^lls the material cause. Anaxi¬ 

mander calls it the Boundless, an infinite fund of material extending 

in all directions. From it the world arises and into it will in the end 

return. 



Anaximander tries to explain how all 

things are made: the ^'Boundless" is 

the source; stresses somehow arise in 

it, causing wet and dry, hot and 

cold, to separate out. Their mix¬ 

tures form all things, change being 

strife of opposites 

Anaximenes sees change as the wor¬ 

king of the external forces of con¬ 

densation and rarefaction on matter. 

Any form of matter may then serve 

as basic. He chose air 

Anaximander regarded the earth as a free floating cylinder with 

ourselves on one of the end faces. Moreover, our world is supposed to 

be surrounded by innumerable other worlds. A world here is what 

we should now call a galaxy. The internal function of each world is 

governed by a vortex motion which attracts the earth to the centre. 

The heavenly bodies are wheels of fires concealed by air except at 

one point. We might think of them as bicycle tul>cs, with the valve 

the unconcealed point. We must of course remember that air to the 

Greeks of that time is something that can make things invisible. 

Concerrning the origin of man, Anaximander held an extremely 

‘modern’ view. 01>serving that the human young need a long period 

of care and protection, he concludes that, had man always been as 

he is now, he could not have survived, therefore he must once have 

been different, that is, he must have evolved from an animal which 

c.an fend for itself more quickly. I'lns kind of argument Ls called a 

reductio ad al>surdum. From a given assumption you deduce some¬ 

thing which LS manifestly wrong, in this case that man did not 

survive. Hence the a.ssumption must l>e rejected. If this argument is 

sound, that is if from the a.ssumption that man always was as he is 

now it follows, as I feel inclined to think it docs, that he could not 

have survived, then the argument c.stablishes without further ado 

that some sort of evolutionary' process does go on. But Anaximander 

did not content himself with this argument. He went on to state tliat 

man derives from the fish of the sea, and this he backed up by obser¬ 

vations on fossil remains and on how sharks feed their young. It is 

no doubt on these grounds that Anaximander enjoins us not to cat 

fish. Whether our brethren of the deq^ cluTish equally delicate 

sentiments towards us is not recorded. 

*rhe third of the famous Milesian thinkers was Anaximenes. Beyond 

the fact that he was the youngest of the three, we know nothing 

definite alxnit his date. HLs theories, in some w^ays, arc a backward 

step from his precursor, but while his thinking w as less adventurous, 

his views were on the whole more durable. Like Anaximander, he 

holds there is a basic malicr, but sees this in the specific substance 

air. The different forms of matter we find around us arise from air 

through processes of condensation and rarefaction. Since this is a 

way of saying that all differences are differences of quantity, it is quite 

all right to take a specific substance as basic. Air is what the soul is 

made of, and just as it keeps us alive so it does the world. This is a 

view which was adopted later by the Pythagoreans. In his cosmology 

Anaximenes was on tlie wrong track. Fortunately the Pythagoreans 

in this respect followed Anaximander. For the rest, they rather 

tended to borrow from Anaximenes, and in a sense this is justified. 

He was the last representative of the .schcKil and had inherited its 

entire tradition. Besides,it was his theory of condensation and rare¬ 

faction which really completed the Milesian view of the world. 

The philosophers of Miletus were men of different mettle from the 

specialists that pa.ss under this head today. They were men engaged 

in the practical affairs of* the city and able to meet all kinds of 

emergencies. It has l)cen suggested that Anaximander’s theories were 

expounded in a treatise on geography in a wide sense. The surviving 



titles of early treatises now lost mean ‘accounts of the physical nature 

of things’. Thus the range of subjects was wide and the treatment 

probably not very deep. It was no doubt against this sort of‘know¬ 

ledge of many things’ that Heraclitus later protested. 

In philosophy, what is important Ls not so much the answers that are 

given, but rather the questions that are asked. On this score the 

Milesian school deserves its fame. It is not surprising that Ionia, 

which had produced Homer, should also be the cradle of science and 

philosophy. As we .saw, religion in Ffomcr is olympian in character, 

and so it continued to be. Where no great weight of mysticism bears 

down on a society, scientific speculation is more likely to get under 

weigh. And while many of the later schcx>l.s of Greek philosophy had 

their share of mysticism, it must always be remembered that all of 

them were indebted to the Milesians. 

The Milesian school was in no way tied to any religious movement. 

Indeed, it is one of the remarkable features of the prcsocratic^s that 

they were all (}f them at variance with the prevailing religious 

traditions. This is true even of schcxjls like (he P>thagorean, which 

was not in itself opposed to religion. Tlic religious practices of the 

Greeks were on th<‘ whole linked w'ith the established customs of the 

various city states. When philo.sophers struck out along paths of their 

ow'u it was not then surprising that they should come into conflict 

with the state religions of their cities, a fate apt to overtake the 

independent minded at all times and places. Anaximander 



Pythagoras, on a 4th century coin 
from Athens. On the back, the owl, 
symbol of wisdom and Athens 

A stone's throw from the Ionian coast lic.‘s the island of Samos. In 

spite of ptiysical nearness, however, the traditions of the islands were 

in some important respects more conserv^ative than those of the 

mainland cities. Here, a greater continuity with the Aegean civilisa¬ 

tion of the past seems to have survived, and in what follows it is well 

to keep in mind this difference. Whereas the Ionia of Homer and 

the early Milesian school was on the wdiole not inclined to take 

religion seriously, the island world was from the beginning more 

receptive to the orphic influence which came to graft itself on such 

beliefs as had remained from Crcto-Achaean days. 

I'he Olympian cult was verv^ much a national aflfair without a strict 

religious dogma. Orphicisrn, on the other hand, possessed sacred texts 

and held its followers together by the bonds of shared belief. Philo¬ 

sophy in this context becomes a way of life, an outlcK>k which was 

later adopted by Socrates. 

The pioneer of this new spirit in philosophy was Pythagoras, a native 

of Samos. Little is known about his date and the details of his life. 

He is said to have flourished in 532 b.c., during the tyrantship of 

Polycrates. The town of Samos was a rival of Miletus and other 

mainland towns which had fallen to the invading Persians after they 

had taken Sardis in 544 b.c. Samian vessels plied the length and 

breadth of the Mediterranean. Polycrates w^as for a time a close ally 

of Amasis, the King of Egy pt. This no doubt gave rise to the story 

that Pythagoras travelled to Egypt and thence derived his mathe¬ 

matical knowledge. At all events he left Samos because he could not 



hear Polycratcs’ oppressive rule. He settled down in Croton, a Greek 

city of Southern Italy, where he set up his society. He lived in Ooton 

for twenty years, until 510 b.c. Following a revolt against the school, 

he retired to Metapontion where he remained until his death. 

For the Milesians, as we have seen, philosophy was an intensely 

practical matter, and philosopliers could be and were men of action. 

Within the Pythagorean tradition the opposite conception came to 

the fore. Here, philosophy becomes detached contemplation of the 

world. This is connected with the orphic influence embodied in the 

Pythagorean attitude to life, Wc have a division of men into three' 

ways of life. Just as there are three kinds of men w'ho come to attend 

the Olympic games, so there are three kinds of men in society. At the 

lowest level, there are those who come to buy and sell: next w'e have 

those who take part in the contest, and finally we have the spectators 

who come to see, the tlieoreticians in the literal sense. 'Fhese last 

correspond to the philoso])hers. 'Fhe philosophic way of life is the 

only one which holds out .some hope ff)r transcending the fortuities of 

existence, it provides an escape from the w’heel of birth. For, accor¬ 

ding to the Pythagoreans, the soul is subject to a sequence of 

transmigrations. 

I'his side of the tradition is connected w^ith a number of primitive 

tabus and rules of abstinence. The tripartite division of ways of life 

will meet us again in Plato's Republic, as indeed much else in 

l\’thagorcanism and in the other pre-socratic schools. Plato, it might 

be said, provides the synthesis of the doctrinal struggles of the early 

philosophers. 

On the other hand, the Pythagorean school gave rise to a scientific 

and more especially a mathematical tradition. It is the mathema¬ 

ticians that are the true inheritors of Pythagoreanism. In spite of the 

mystical element arising from the orphic revival, this scientific side 

of the school is not really distorted by religious ideas. Science itself 

does not become religious, even if the pursuit of the scientific way of 

life is cndow'cd with religious significance. 

A powerful agent in the purifying aspect of this way of life is music. 

Fhe Pythagorean interest in it may well ari.se from this influence. 

I'hiwcver this may be, Pythagoras discovered the simple numerical 

relations of w hat wc call musical intervals. A tuned string will sound 

the octave if its length is halved. Similarly, if the length is reduced 

to three-quarters we obtain a fourth, if to two-thirds a fifth. A fourth 

and a fifth together makes one octave, that is 4/3 X 3/2 =^2/1. Thus 

these intervals correspond to the ratios in the harmonic progression 

2 : 4/3 ; I. It has been suggested that the three intervals of the tuned 

string were compared with the three ways of life. While this must 

remain speculation it is certainly true that tlie tuned string hence¬ 

forth plays a central part in Greek philosophical thought. The 

notion of harmony, in the sense of balance, the adjustment and 

combination of opposites like high and low, through proper tuning, 

the conception of the mean or middle path in ethics, and the 

doctrine of the four temperaments, all of these go back in the end to 

Pythagoras’ discovery. Much of this we shall find again in Plato. 

7 h,r full string sounds the tonic, 
('lamped at it .sounds a fourth 
hi^^her. This shortened string is now 
damped at of its lengthy sounding 
a fifth higher .still. The final length 
is i the original., and sounds an 
octave above it 
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The tetraktys, Triangular' number 

of four rows, and symbol by which 

the Pythagoreans swore 

*^Square^ numbers, the sums of suc^ 

cessive odd numbers 

Oblong' numbers, the sums of suc¬ 

cessive even numbers 

It is ver>' likely that the discoveries in music led to the notion that all 

things are nuinl)ers. Thus, to understand the world around us, we 

must find the number in things. Once the numerical structure is 

grasped, we have control over the world. This is indeed a most 

important conception. While its significance suffered a temporary 

eclipse after Hellenistic times, it was once more recognised whem the 

revival of learning brought forth a renewed interest in ancient 

sources. It is a dominant feature of the mr>dem concep^tion of science. 

With Pythagoras, too, we find for the first time an interest in mathe¬ 

matics not dictated primarily by practical needs. The Flgypjtians had 

some mathematical knowledge, but no more than was needed to 

build their pyramids or mea.sure their fields. The (Greeks l>egan to 

study, such matters ‘for the sake of enquiry’, to use a phrase of 

Herodotus, and Pythagoras was foremost amongst them. 

He had dcrv'eloped a way of representing numbers as arrangements 

of dots or pebbles. This indeed is a method of reckoning which in 

some form or other survived for a long time. 'Fhe Latin word 

‘calculation’ means ‘a handling of pebbles’. 

Connected with this is th<* study of certain arithmetical series. If we 

arrange lines of j^ebbles each containing one more than the first, 

starting with one, we obtain a ‘triangular’ number. Special signifi¬ 

cance was attached to the tetraktys, consisting of four lines and 

showing that i 4-2 7 3 I 4— 10. Similarly, the sum of successive odd 

numbers givc^ rise U> a ‘square’ number, and the sum of successive 

even numbers to an ‘oblong’ number. 

In geometry, Pythagoras discovered the famous p3rop>osition that the 

square on the hypotenuse equals the sum of the squares on the other 

two sides, though we do not know what proof he gave of* it. Here, 

again, wc have an exam pile of general method and demonstration 

as oppo.sed to rule of thumb. Hie discovery of this propo.sition 

however led to a tremendous scandal in the school. For one conse¬ 

quence of it is that the square on the diagonal of a square equals 

twice the .square on the side. But no ‘square’ numbt^r can be broken 

up into two equal square numbers. Hence the problem cannot be 

solved by means of what we now call rational nuinliers. T'he diagonal 

is incommensurable with the side. To solv^e the problem we nee'd a 

theory^ of irrational numbers which was developed liy later Pytha¬ 

goreans. The name ‘irrational’ in this context evidently goes back to 

this early mathematical scandal. The story goes that one of the 

brotherh(K>d was drowned at sea for divulging the secret. 

In his theory of the world, Pythagoras bases himself directly on the 

Milesians, and combines this with his own theories concerning 

number. The numbers in the arrangements mentioned earlier are 

called ‘Ixmndary stones’, no doubt because this conception goes 

back to measuring fields, or ‘geometry’ in the literal sense. Our I^tin 

word ‘term’ has the same literal meaning. According to Pythagoras, 

the l)oundless air is what keeps the units distinct, and the units are 

what gives measure to the lK>undless. Furthermore, the boundless is 

identified with the dark, and the limit with fire. This evidently is a 

conception arising from the sky and the stars. Like the Milesians, 



Pythagoras thought there were many worlds, though on his view 

of number it Ls unlikely that he considered them to he innumerable. 

Developing the view of Anaximander, Pythagoras held that the 

earth was a sphere, and abandoned the vortex theory of the Mile¬ 

sians. It was, however, to be left to another, later native of Samos to 

put forward the heliocentric theory. 

It is the Pythagorean preoccupation with mathematics that gave 

rise to what we shall later meet as the theory of ideas, or as the theory 

of universals. When a mathematician proves a proposition about 

triangles, it is not about any figure drawn somewhere that he is 

talking; rather, it is something he .sees in the mind's eye. Thus arises 

the distinction between the intelligible and the sensible. Moreover, 

the proposition established is true without reservation and for all 

time. It is only a step from this Uj the view' that the intelligible alone 

is the real, perfect and eternal, whereas the sensible is apparent, 

defective and transient. 'Fhese are direct consequences of Pythag- 

orcanisin that have dominated philosophical thought as well as 

theology ever since. 

We must remember, too, that the chief god of'the Pythagoreans was 

Apollo, in spite of the orphic elements in their beliefs. It is the 

Apollonian strain which distinguishes the rationalistic theology of 

Europe from the mysticism of the East. 

c = |a-bf+4*iab 

Pythagoras 

= aVb 2 

1 he famous theorem of Pythagoras. 
What proof he had is not known 

An isosceles right-angled triangle of 
side / has a hypotenuse not expres¬ 
sible as a rational number 
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Anaximander's opposites and Pytha¬ 
goras^ tuned string lead to Heracli¬ 
tus' view: harmony from opposing 
tensions^ as in a bow 

Under iht* influence of the early Pythagoreans the old Olympian 

religion was thus displaced, and a new religious conception developed 

in its stead. A much more virulent assault on the traditional gods 

was made by Xenophanes. Born probably in 365 b.c. in Ionia, he 

fled to Sicily when the Persians came, in 540. His principal object 

seems to have been to eradicate the Olympian pantheon with its 

gods made in the image of man. He was likewise opposed to the 

mysticism of the Orphic revival and makes fun ol* Pythagtiras. 

The next in line of the philosophic tradition was another Ionian, 

Heraclitus of Ephesus, who flourished about the turn of the sixth 

century. AlK)ut his life we know' almost nothing !)eyond the fact that 

he belonged to an aristocratic family. Some fragments of his writings 

have however survived. From these we can readily see why fie was 

regarded as obscure. His sayings have the ring of prophetic utter* 

antes. 'Fhe fragments are terse and elegant, and full of vivid 

metaphors. Speaking of tfie eternal round of life and death he says 

‘Time is a child playing draughts, the kingly power is a child’s’. In 

his disdainful taunts of the undiscerriing he gives rein to his contempt 

in biting phrases. ‘Fools when they do hear arc like tfie deaf: of 

them does the saying bear w'itness that they are af>senl when present’, 

and again ‘Eyes and ears are had witnes.ses to men if tfiey fiave souls 

that understand not their language’. 

I'o remind us that worthwfiile achievemenl.s cost much w'ork and 

eflort he says ‘ Fhose who seek f(>r gold dig up much earth and find 

a little’. Those who find this too hard a task are dismissed with 

‘A.SSCS w'cjuld rather have straw' tfian gold’. Even so, he foresfiadows 

a thought later expres.sed in a famous saying fiy Socrates, that we 

should not be loo proud of what we di> learn. ‘Man is called a baby 

by Cod, even a.s a child by man'. 

A somewhat closer study of Heraclitus’ theory w ill help to make some 

of these sayings a little clearer. Although Heraclitus did not fiave the 

scientific interests of fiis Ionian predecessors, his theorising never¬ 

theless is grounded in the teachings fjoth of the lonians and of 

Pythagoras. Anaximander had said that the competing opposites 

return into the LK>undless to atone for their mutual encroachments. 

From Pythagoras comes tfie notion of harmony. Heraclitus develops 

a new' theory from these ingredients, and this is his signal dLscovery 

and contribution to philosophy: the real world consists in a balanced 

adjustment of opposing tendencies. Behind the strife between 

opposites, according to meastircs, tfiere lies a hidden harmony or 

attuneinent which is the world. 

This universal notion is often not apparent, because ‘nature loves to 

hide’. Indeed, he seems to have held that in a sense an attuneinent 

must be something which does not strike the eye at once. ‘The 

hidden attunement is better than the open*. In fact, the existence of 

harmony is usually overkxiked. ‘Men do not know how what is at 

variance agrees with itself It is an attunement of opposite tensions, 

like that of the bow and the lyre’. 

Thus strife is the motive principle which keeps the world alive. 

‘Homer was wrong in saying, “Would that strife might perish from 



among g(KJs and men!” He did not see tfiat lie was praying Tor the 

destruction of the universe, for, if iiis prayer were heard, all things 

would pass away'. It is in this logical sense, and not as a military 

maxim, that we must take his statement that ‘War is the father of all'. 

This view' requires a new fundamental matter which would empha¬ 

sise the importance of activity. Following the Milesians in principle, 

though not in detail, he chose I'ire. ‘All things are an exchange lor 

Fire, and Fire for all things, even as wares for gold and gold for 

wares’. I his mercantile simile shows the point ol llie theory. Fhe 

flame of an oil lamp looks like s(jinr fixed object. Yet all the while 

oil is being sucked up, fuel is transformed into flame, and soot settles 

down from the burning of it. I’hus everything tfiat goes on in the 

world is a process of exchanges of this kind, nothing ever slays the 

same. ‘You cannot step twnce into the same river, for fresh waters are 

ever flowing in upon you’, h is because of this kind of illustration 

that later writers attribute to Heraclitus the famous saying that ‘All 

things are in flux’. Socrates sf)eak.s of tlje Heracliteans under the 

nickname ol ‘the flowing ones’. 

It is important to contrast this with another fragment from Heraclitus 

which says that ‘We step and do not step into the same river, we 

ar<‘ and are not’. At first sight it seems this cannot be reconciled 

with the previous statement. However, this present saying belongs to 

a different aspect of the theory. The clue lies in the second half. We 

are and we are not is a somewhat cryptic way of saying that the 

unity of our existence consists in perpetual change, or to expre.s.s it 

in the language later forged by Plato, our being is a perpetual 

becoming. Likewise with tiie example of the river. Ifl ste[) into tlu* 

Thames today, and again tomorrow, 1 step into the same river, yet 

the water I step into is not the same, 'Fhe point is, 1 imagine, clear 

enough, as I would not recommend to the reader to try the exercise. 

Another statement of this is found in the saying that ‘ Fhe upward 

and the downward path are one and the same'. We have already 

oliserved this in the case of the flames: the oil rises, the soot falls, 

both are part of the process of burning. It may well i)e that in the 

first place the statement must be taken literallv. A sloping road goes 

both up and down, depending on which way you go. Heraclitus’ 

theory of opposites here reminds us that what appear to be conflicting 

features are really essential parts of a situation. One of the most 

striking ways of putting it occurs in the statement that ‘Ciood and ill 

are one’. This evidently does not mean that good and evil are one 

and the same thing. On the contrary, just as one could not conceive 

of an upward path without a downward path, so one could not 

understand the notion of g(K>d without at the same time understand¬ 

ing the notion of evil. In fact, if you destroy the way up, by removing 

the hillside, for example, you also abolish the way down; and 

likewise with good and evil. 

Fhus far the theory that all things arc in flux is not really new. 

Anaximander held precisely similar views. But the explanation of 

why nevertheless things remain the same is an advance on the 

Milesians. The leading notion of’ measures comes from Pythagoras. 

It is by preserving proper measures that the perpetual change 

maintains things as they are. This is as true of man as of the world. 

* * 
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Hnaclilus, on a ^Ih century coin 

from Ephesus^ his native town 



The ivay up^ and down, are the same. 
Removing one, you remove both 

1 n nature things arc transformed according to measures, and likewise 

within the human soul, where there are changes Ix^tween the dry 

and the moist. A moist soul declines and stands in danger of 

disintegration if this goes unchecked by fire, a not altogether inac¬ 

curate piece of observation on a man in his cups. On the other hand, 

‘'I'he dry soul is the wisest and best’, though we must not err on the 

side of excellence either, for an excess of fire will kill the soul as 

surely as unbridled moistening. Annihilation by fire appears how¬ 

ever to be reckoned as a more glorious end, since ‘Greater deaths 

win greater portions’. The reason for this Ls f>resumably that fire is 

the eternal substance: ‘This world, which is the same for all, no one 

of gods or men has made; but it was ever, is now and ever shall be 

an ever-living Fire with measures kindling, and measures going out’. 

As for the processes ol nature, they all conlbrm tf> their measures. 

Injustice is not, as Anaximander held, to be sought in the strife 

between opposites, but in the disregarding of the measures. ‘'I'he sun 

will not overstep his measures, if he does, the Erinyes, the handmaids 

of justice will find him out’. But the measures are not absolutely 

rigid, provided they do not exceed the bounds. They may in fact 

oscillate within certain ranges, and this accounts for such periodic 

phenomena as day and night in nature, waking and sleeping in man, 

and similar changes. It is tempting to connect the notion of oscilla¬ 

ting measures with the Pythagorean construction of irrational 

numl:>ers by continued fractions, where successive approximations 

alternately exceed and fall short of the exact value. However we do 

not know whether the early Pythagoreans did evolve this method, 

and though by Plato’s time it w'as certainly well known, we cannot 

with certainty attribute such knowledge to Heraclitus. 

Like Xenophanes, Heraclitus was scornful of the religion of his day, 

Ixjth in its Olympian and Orphic form. It is not through rites and 

sacrifices that men will become good. He recognised clearly the 

superficial and primitive character of ritual practices. ‘They vainly 

purify themselves by defiling themselves with blood, just as if one 

who had stepped into the mud were to wash his feet in mud. Any 

man who marked him doing this would deem him mad’. No good 

can come from this direction. 

However, there is one way in which wisdom can be achieved, and 

that is by grasping the underlying principle of things. This formula 

is the harmony of'opposites, but men do not recognise it, though it 

manifests itself everywhere. ‘The formula, which Ls as I say, men 

always fail to grasp, before they hear it, and once they have heard it. 

For though all things happen according to this formula, men seem 

as though they had no experience of it, even when they cxfjcricnce 

such words and deeds as I explain, when I distinguish each thing 

after its kind and show how it is’. If we do not recognise the formula, 

then no amount of learning is going to be of any use. ‘The learning 

of many things docs not teach understanding’. This is a view which 

wc shall find again in Hegel, and Heraclitus is the source of it. 

Wisdom, then, cxmsLsts in grasping the underlying formula which is 

common to all things. This wc must follow as a city follows its laws. 



Indeed we must do it even more strictly, for the common formula is 

universal, even if the laws of different cities differ. Heraclitus thus 

insists on the absolute character of the common as against the 

notion of relativism which was developing at that time on the basis 

of comparisons between the various customs of different peoples. 

The Heraclitean doctrine is opposed to the pragmatic view of the 

Sophists, which Protagoras later expressed in the statement that 

‘Man is the measure of all things’. 

But though the universal formula, or Logos, is found everywhere, the 

many arc blind to this and behave as though each had a private 

wisdom of his own. Thus, the common fornuila is anything but public 

opinion. For this blindness Heraclitus despises the crowd. He is in 

the literal sense of the word an aristocrat, one who favours the power 

of the best. ‘The Ephesians would do well to hang themselves, every 

grown man of them, and leave the city to beardless lads; for they 

have cast out Herrncxlorus, the best man among them, saying, “wc 

will have none who is best among us; if there be any such, let him 

be so el.sewhere and among others”.’ 

Of himself Heraclitus no doubt had quite a gof>d opinion, for which 

he may perhaps be forgiven. Fhis personal kink set aside, he emerges 

as a powerul thinker, bringing together the leading conceptions of 

his predecessors, and exerting a vital influence on Plato. 

Fhe Heraclitean d<x:trine of flux draws attention to the fact that all 

things arc involved in some kind of motion. Fhe next turn in (ireek 

philosophy takes us to the other extreme of the scale and denies 

motion altogether. I iew of iht site of Ephesus 



A feature shared !)y all the theories so far reviewed is that in each 

an attempt is made to explain the world by means of some one 

principle alone. I’lie individual solutions offered differ from school 

to school, but each of them propound one basic principle concerning 

what all things are made of. So far, however, no one had critically 

examined this general point of view'. The critic who undertook this 

task was Parmenides. 

The Parwenidean ‘what is, is' leads 

to a solid spherical world, rigid, 

uniform and motionless 

About his life, as wath so many others, we know little of interest. He 

was a native of Elea in Southern Italy, and founded a school w'hich 

was named Elea tic, after the town. He flourished during the first half 

of the fifth centurs- and, if we are to believe Plato, together w'ith his 

follower Zeno, he visited Athens, wluTe both of them met Socrates 

some time about 45^) b.c. Of all the Greek philosophers, Parmenides 

and Empedocles were the only ones to .set forth their theories in 

poetic form. I'he poem of Parmenides was entitled ‘On Nature’, as 

many other of the writings of the older philosophers w'ere called. It 

is divided into two sections of which the first, ‘The Way of IVuth’, 

contains his logical doc trine mainly of interest to us here. In the 

second part, ‘ I'he Way of Opinion*, he sets out a cosmology w hich is 

essentially Pythagorc'an, but he is cpiite explicit in saying we must 

rc!gard all this as illusory. He had himself been a follower of the 

Pythagorean doctrine, but abandoned it when he came to formulate 

his general criticisms. This part of the poem thus is intended as a 

catalogue of errors from W'hich he had freed himself 

Parmenides’ criticism begins from a weakness common to the 

theori(*s of all his predecessors. 'Fhis he found in the inconsistency 

betw(*en the view' that all things are made of some basic stuff and 

at the same time speaking of empty space. The material we can 

describe by saying, ‘It is’, and empty space by saying, ‘It is not’. 

Now all previous philosophers had made the mistake of speaking of 

what is not as though it were. Heraclitus might even be described as 

saying that it is and is not both at onc:e. As against all these, Par¬ 

menides asserts simply that ‘It is’. Ehe point is that w'hat is not 

cannot even be thought cjf, for one cannot think of nothing. What 

cannot be thought cannot be, and therefore w^hat can Ik* can be 

thought. This is the general trend of the Pannenidean argument. 

Some consequences emerge at once. ‘It is’ means that the world is 

full of matter everywhere. Empty space simply does not exist, either 

within it or outside it. Moreover there must l^e as much matter in 

one place as in any other, since, if this were not .so, wt should have 

to say of a place cjf smallt'r density that it sc^mehow was not, and this 

is impo.ssible. ‘It’ must be equally in all directions, and cannot reach 

out to infinity, since this would mean that it was incomplete. It Ls 

uncreated and eternal; neither can it arise from, or di.ssolve into, 

nothing, nor can it arise frcjm something, since there is nothing else 

along with it. And so we arrive at a picture of the world as a solid, 

finite, uniform material sphere, without time, motion or change. 

This is indeed a monstrous blow to commonsense, but it is the 

logical conclu.sion of a thorough-going material monism. If this 

offend our senses, so much the worse for them; we must write off 

sense experience as illusory, and this is precisely what Parmenides 



docs. By working through the moriist theory to the bitter end he 

compels later thinkers to make a fresh start. The sphere of 

Parmenides illustrates what Heraclitus meant by saying that, if 

strife were ever to come to an end, so would the world. 

It is worth noting that the Parmenidean criticism does not touch 

Heraclitus’ theory taken correctly. For the view tliat things are made 

of fire is not really es.sential to hLs theory. Its function is metaphorical, 

in that the flame illustrates in a colourful way the important notion 

that nothing ever stays still, that all things are processes. How a 

statement like ‘it is and is not' must be construed in Heraclitus was 

explained earlier. In fact, the Hcraclitean doctrine already contains 

an implicit criticism of the linguistic metaphysics in Parmenides. 

The Parmenidean theory in its linguistic form amounts simply to 

this: when you think or speak, you think or speak of .something. It 

follows that there must be independent, external things to think and 

speak about. This you can do on many different occasions, and 

therefiire the objects f)f tliought or discourse must always exist. If 

they cannot fail to exist at any time, cliange must be impossible. 

What Parmenides overlooked is that on his view he could never deny 

anything, since this would involve him in saying what is not. But 

if this were so, then he could never assert anything either, and thus 

all dLscourse, all speech, all thought would be impossible. Nothing 

survives except ‘It Ls’, an empty formula of identity. 

NevTrlhelcss, the theory brings out the important point that if we 

can use a word intelligil)ly it must have some meaning, and what it 

means must exist in some sense or other, Fhe paradox is removed il 

we remember Heraclitus. When the matter is made suflicicntly 

explicit, wc find that no one ever really says that it is not, but rather 

that it is not of a certain kind. Thus if I say ‘grass is not red’, 1 am 

not .saying grass is not, but rather that it is not of a certain sort that 

other things are. 1 could indeed not .say this if 1 had no examples to 

offer of other things that were red, for instance bu.ses. The Heracli- 

tean point is that what is red now may be green tomorrow, you 

might put a coat of green on a red l)us. 

This raises the general question of the conditions under which words 

arc meaningful, which is too l)ig an i.ssuc to be treated here. However, 

Parmenides’ denial of change lies at the origin of all subsequent 

theories of materialism, Fhe ‘It’ to which he attributes existence is 

what came later to be called substance, the invariable and indes¬ 

tructible stuff of which materialists say all things are made. 

Parmenides and Heraclitus constitute the two extreme opposites 

amongst the thinkers of pre.socratic times. It is w^(»rth noting that, 

bedsides Plato, the atomists produced a synthesis these two opposing 

|:>oints of view. From Parmenides they lx)rrow their immutable 

elementary particles, while from Heraclitus comes the notion of 

cea.srlcss movement. This is one of the classical examples w^hich first 

suggested the Hegelian dialectic. It is certainly true of intellectual 

progress that it arises from a synthesis of this kind, consequent upon 

an unrelenting exploration of extreme positions. 

Ruins at Elea ; 6lh century Phocaean 

colony, birthplace of Parmenides 



rhc criticism of Parmenides called fora new approach to the question 

oi what the world was made of This was supplied by F4mpcd<x:les of 

Acragas. Once again, wc know little alxiut his date. He flourished in 

the first half of the fifth century. Politically, he was on the side of the 

many. IVaditioii tells of him as a democratic leader. At the same 

time there w^as a mystic streak in him which appears to be connected 

with the Orphic influence of the Pythagoreans. Like Parmenides, he 

seems to have been under the spell of the Pythagorean teaching, and 

like him later brcjke away fWiin it. Some miraculous tales survive 

alx)Ut him. He could, legend has it, influence the weather. Owing, 

no doubt, to his medical skill he succeeded in staying an epidemic of 

malaria in Selinus, an event which was laler gratefully remembered 

on coins struck in that city. He is .said to have considered himself a 

god, and when he died was suppo.sed to have been wafted on high. 

Others say he jumped into the crater of Kina, though this seems quite 

incredible; no politician worth his salt ever jumps into a volcano. 

When Strife expels Love^ the fovr 
elements are separated 

In order to strike a compromise between the Kleatic dotlrine and 

the ordinary evidence of the senses, Empedtx.les adopted all of the 

items hitherto tried as basic, adding to them a fourth. These he called 

the Toots’ of things, and Aristotle later called them elements. "Phis is 

the famous theory of the four elements, water, air, fire and earth, 

wdiich dominated chemical science for nearly two thou.sand years. 

Vestiges of it survive in ordinary speech even now, as when we speak 

of the fury of the elements. 'Phis theory is really a hyposta.sis of the 

two sets of opposites, wet and dry, hot and cold. 

Wc might note that to meet the criticism of Parmenides it is not 

enough merely to multiply the kinds of substance regarded as funda¬ 

mental. There must l>e, in addition, something that causes the basic 

stuff to mix in various ways. This is supplied by Empedocles’ two 

active principles of love and strife. Their only function is to unite and 

divide, though, as the notion of insubstantial agency had not then 

been devckiped, they had to be taken as substances. 'Phey were 

therefore themselves regarded as material or sul>stantial and are 

counted along with the four others to make six. Thus, when the four 

substances were separated, strife takes up the space between them, 

whereas when they are united, love cements them together. Wc might 

note, incidentally, that there is some Justification for the view that an 

agent must be material. For though this notion has been somewhat 

refined it is still the view of modern science that an agency must have 

a substantial source somewhere, even if not where it acts. 

Already Anaximenes had taken air to be suf>stantial, though we do 

not know on what grounds. Empedocles is on different ground, for he 

discovered the fact that air was material. This he found by experi¬ 

menting with water-clocks. It is therefore worthy of note that where 

his predecessors speak of air he calls this substance aether, both of 

them Greek words. The latter gained new scientific status in the 

second half of the 19th century when electro-magnetic theory 

required some medium for the propagation of waves. 

While making these innovations, Empedocles retained a gcx>d deal of 

the Eleatic theory. Thus, the elementary substances are eternal and 



unchanging and cannot themselves be further explained. This, too. 

remains an important, if often not explicitly stated, principle oi 

scientific explanation. If, to take a familiar example, onc' explains tfie 

facts of cheniLstry in terms of atoms, these atoms tiiemselves must be 

left unexplained. In order to explain them (»ne lias to take them as 

made up of still smaller hits which in their turn are not explained. 

As before, then, what is is, nothing can arise* from what is not, nor 

anything [>ass into it. All this is perlec ily sound Kleatic rnaterialisiii. 

We may note here a general point on which the Kmpedocleaii 

revision oi the materialist doctritie lails to meet the (riticism (A 

Parmenides. 'Pfie point is that as soon as one admits c hange one has 

to admit the void as well. For if change is possible, then in prinri])le 

it is ecjually possible that the amount of matter in a given space can 

be diminished until nothing is left. It is no g<K>d merely to inc rease 

the numlier of suInstance's. Parmenides is thus quite right in denving 

the possibility of change once he has denied the possilnlity ol empty 

space, anci Empedocles does not really help to ovc*r<‘ome this 

difficulty. We shall sc‘e later how' the alomists solved tfie prohlem. 

Empedocles knew that light takes time to travel and that the moon s 

light is indirec t, though w<* cannot tell whc*nce he derived this infor¬ 

mation. His cosmology is ba.scd on a series of cycles starting the world 

spliere whth strife outside and love within, holding the other eleineitts 

togc'lher. Then strilc! expels love until the various elements are quite 

separate and love without. I'hen the rc'verse happens until we come 

to the .starting |>oint again. His theory of life is tied to this cycle. In 

the la.st stage of the cycle, when love invades the sphere, different 

parts of animals are fc»rmed .separately. Next, when strife is again 

C|uile without wc* have* haphazard combinations subject to the 

survival of the fittest. When strife once more begins to center, a 

proct'ss of differentiation develops. Our own world is in an advanced 

stage of this process, which is once more governed f)y the evolutionary 

])rinriplc' of survival of the fittest. 

Finally we mu.st note Empedocles, interest in medicine and physi- 

ology. From the physician Alcinaeon oi Croton, a follow(*i ol the 

Pythagoreans, he took cjver tfie tfic'ory that health is a proper balance* 

between the opposite components, and disease cK*eurs if any one takes 

the upper hand. Likewise he adopted the iheorv' of pores, or pas.sages, 

through which the entire IkkIv breathes. It is these pores that enable 

us to have sense perceptions. In particular, his theory of vision, which 

held sway for a long time, provides for a meeting of effluences from 

the object seen and a ray of fire coming forth from the eye. 

His religious views were in the orphic tradition, they are quite 

divorced from his philosophy and need not detain us. It is however 

of'some interest that in his religious writings he seems to hold views 

which cannot be reconciled with his theory of the world, 'Phis kind 

of discrepancy is a very common occurrence, more e.specially amongst 

those who arc not given to critical examination of their Ixdiefs. It is 

indeed not possible to entertain such conflicting views together at one 

moment. But men cheerfully believe one thing now and the opposite 

to-morrow without even suspecting there might be inconsistency. 

Coin o f SelinuSy in honour of Empe¬ 
docles'' containing an epidemic 



Our story has by now brought us well into the 5th century b,c. A 

good deal of what must be discussed under the heading of prcsocratic 

philosophy is in fact contemporary with Socrates. It is often not 

possible to avoid overlapping in some measure. To present a 

connected account one must from time to time overstep the bounds 

of mere chronology. This is a difficulty besetting all historical inquiry. 

History pays scant attention to the convenience of the chronicler. 

Soiiiewhat later, we shall be more specifically concerned with Athens. 

At present w'e must take a brief general glance at the social and 

political conditions ol fifth century Greece. 

Although the Persian Wars had given the Greeks a deeper under¬ 

standing of their common bonds of language, culture and nationhood, 

the city state ver\ much remained the centre of interest. Beyond the 

traditions belonging to ail who spoke the tongue of Hellas, the local 

customs of each single city continued their own vigorous lile and 

maintained their identity. Horner might indeed be a common 

heritage, but Sparta was as different from Athens as a prison from a 

]>lavground, and either was different from C'*orinth or Thebes. 

riit development of Sparta had taken a peculiar turn of its own. 

Owing to the gniwih ol their number, the Spartans had been forced 

into sulxluing the neighbouring tribe of the Mes.seniaris wdio were 

reduced to a race of servants. As a result the Spartan state became 

tran.slormed into a military camp. 

riie government consisted of a popular assembly w'hich elected a 

council of elders and appointed tw'o ephors or supervisors. There also 

were two kings, one each from a noble family, but the effective power 

lay in the hands of the ephors. The entire aim of education was to 

produce disciplined soldiers. The Spartan hoplitcs were famous 

throughout Greecc,and did indeed represent a formidable force. The 

stand of Leonidas and his three hundred men against the Persian 

host of Xerxes at Thermopylae must count amongst the memorable 

feats ol history. The Spartans were not a morbidly sentimental people. 

Discipline was harsh and private feelings sulxlued. Misshapx*n infants 

were exposed in Girder not to dilute the vigour of the race. The young 

were taken from their parents at an early age and brought up in 

institutions resembling military barracks. Girls were on the whole 

treated in the same way as boys, and the social position of women w'as 

largely one of equality. A g(X)d deal of Plato’s ideal state is inspired 

by the example of Sparta. 

Warrior; from Sparta^ which met The city of Cfirinth, on the isthmus, held a commanding position for 

economic with military pressure trade and commerce. She was ruled by an oligarchy and had joined 

the Peloponnesian league under Spartan leadership. The Corinthians 

had their contingents in the Persian wars, but they exercised no 

leadership. Their interests were chiefly commercial, and Corinth was 

famous not as a home of statesmen and thinkers, but rather for her 

places of amusement. She also was the metropolis of one of the 

greatest of all Greek colonies, the city of Syracuse in Sicily. Between 

these two cities^and with Magna Graccia in general,there existed 

lively trade links along the sheltered seaiane of the Gulf ol* Corinth. 



In Sicily, the (irccks were next-door neighbours to the powerful 

Phoenician city of Carthage. In concert with Xerxes’ invasion of 

Greece, the Carthaginians had tried to overrun the island in 480 b.c. 

I’he vast resources of* Syracuse and the leadership of the tyrant of 

Gela foiled this attempt as permanently as the mainland Greeks had 

warded off the danger of conquest by the Great King. 

'Fhe gradual displacement of Corinth by Athens in the course of the 

fifth centur>^ no doubt helped to spark off the Peloponnesian War, 

and it was the disastrous Syracusan campaign that in the end brought 

Athens dow'ii. 

In the Boeotian plains, North West of Athens, stands the ancient city 

oi l’liebes, linked to the famous legends of Oedipus. During the fifth 

century I'hcbes, too, was ruled by an aristocratic oligarchy. Its role 

during the Persian Wars had not been altogetlier commendable. A 

i'heban detachment had perished with Leonidas, but after Xerxes 

had overrun the country, the 'Lhehans fijught alongside the Persians 

at Platae.a. For this defection Athens puiiisfied Tliebes by depriving 

her oflie^r leading position in Boef>tia. T he 'rhel)ans were thenceforth 

held in mild contempt l)y the Athenians. Hut as the power of Athens 

grew, Sparta .sided with 'Lhehes to counterbalance this growth. In 

the Peloponnesian War Thebes held out against Athens though the 

surrounding countryside was overrun. Yei when the Sjiartans had 

w'on, Iludjcs switched sides and lent her support to Athens. 

Most of the city states controlled the territory of their immediate 

neighbourhood. Those who livttd in the country might till the fields, 

but till' power of government was concentrated in the city. Where 

there was scope for it, as in the democratic states, participation in the 

running of public affairs was universal amongst the citizens. A man 

who look no interest in politics was frowaied upon, and was called an 

‘idiot', which is (Jreck lor ‘given over to private interests’. 

Fhe soil of (Jreece is not suitable for cultivation on a large scale. As 

the population grew it thus became necessary to import grain from 

elsew here. Fhe main source of supply were the lands bordering tht* 

shores of the Euxine, where a large number of Greek colonies had 

been set uj) over the centuries. Greece in return exported olive oil and 

pottery. 

Fhe strong individualist streak of the Greeks show's itself in their 

attitude towards the law. In this they are quite on their own and 

utterly difFerent from their contemporaries in Asia. There, the 

authority of a ruler is upheld by laws considered as godgiven, whereas 

the Greeks recognised that laws are made by and for men. Ifa law is 

no longer in conformity with the limes it can be changed by common 

consent. But as long as it has the force of common backing it must be 

obeyed. The classical example of this respect for law is the refusal of 

Socrates to escape the death sentence of the Athenian court. 

At the same time, this meant that different cities had different laws, 

so that there was no authority which could settle disputes between 

them in a peaceful manner. 

Alerchant vessel; from (Jurhiih, 

which saw its hope in trade 

Olive harvest, main Greek expoit 



Greece thus was too far divided by internal jealousies and disruptive 

individualism ever to achieve national stability. She fell to Alexander 

and later to Rome. Nevertheless tliere were common institutions and 

ideals which allowed for her sun^ival as a cultural unit. The national 

epic has already been mentioned. But there were other bonds as well* 

Ail Greeks revered the shrine at Delphi, in the hills north ol the Gulf 

of Corinth, and in some measure respected the Delphic Oracle. 

Athena's temple; at Delphi, home of 
the oracle, pan hellenic shrine 
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Delphi was the centre of w'orship of the god Apollo, w ho stands for 

the forces of light and reason. Ancient legend had it that he had 

killed the Python, the mythical reptile symbolising darkness, and for 

this feat men built the slirine at Delphi. Here Apollo exercised his 

protection f»ver the achievements of the Greek spirit. Along with this, 

the Apollonian cult contains an ethical strain linked with purifying 

rites. The god him.self had had to expiate the miasma of his victory 

over the Python, and now he h(‘ld out h<»p«* to others w ho had defiled 

themselves with bl(K)d. T here is one exception however; a matricide 

could not lye Ibrgiven. It is an arresting symptom of the growth of 

Athenian self confidence to find, in Aeschylus’ tragedy, Orestes finally 

acquitted of just this crime, by Athena and a somewhat anachronistic 

Aeropagus. T he other main shrine of Apollo stricKl on the island of 

Delos w'hich had been a religious rallying point for the Ionian tribes, 

and for a while w'as the home of the treasury of the Delian league. 

Another great panhellenic institution were the games at Olympia, in 

the western Peloponnese. T hese recurred once every four years and 

UK>k precedence over any other business, including war. No greater 

honour could be gained tliaii an Olympic victoi^. A winiuT was 

crowned with a wreath of laurel, and his city w-ould set up in its own 

shrine at Olympia a statue to commemorate the <*vent. These 

competitions were first held in 77!) ilc. and since then the Greeks 

reckoned time by Olympiads. 

The Olympic (iames were a living sign of the value (he Greeks 

attached to the body. Onc<‘ more this typifies tlie characteristic 

emphasis on harmony. Men have bodies as well as minds, and both 

must be disciplined. It is well to remember that the thinkers of 

(ireece w'ere not ivory tower intellectuals of the kind that our modern 

world has inherited from the scholastic traditions of the middle ages. 

Finally, we must add a word about slavery. It has often been said 

that the (ireeks failed as experimenters because this meant dirtying 

one’s hands, a pastime strictly reserved for slaves. Nothing could be 

more misleading than such a summary conclusion. The evidence 

clearly points the other way, as is shown both by the records of their 

scientific: achievements and the remains of their sculpture and archi¬ 

tecture. In any case the importance of slaves must not be overrated, 

even though there was a .strong snobbish feeling that gentlemen did 

not use their hands. It is true that those who worked the silver mines 

at Laurion bore an inhuman lot. But on the whole, the slave 

population of the cities was not treated w'ith calculated cruelty. For 

one thing, a slave was too valuable, especially if he were skilled in 

some craft. Many slaves eventually l.)ecame freed men. Slavery on a 

massive scale •belongs to a later age than fifth century^ Greece. 



What is perhaps most astonishing aUjut the hfth century is the 

sudden outburst of intellectual experiment and invention. This is 

true in the arts as much as in philosophy. Where the sculpture of the 

previous century still retains the stiff'formality of its Egyptian proto¬ 

types, now it comes suddenly to life. In literature, the formalistic 

rites of old change into the ever more flexible mould of Attic drama. 

Everything is expanding and no goal seems to lyc beyond the reach 

of man. 1 his tremendous feeling of self confidence is nowhere 

Ijctter expressed than in the famous chorus of Sophocles’ Antigone: 

‘many a mighty creature lives, but none mightier than man’. This 

kind of sentiment is lost in later ages, but revives again during the 

renaissance in modern limes. In the writings of the Italian humanist 

Alberti one can find very similar views on the .status of man. An age 

of' such vitality does not take stock of itself. But self confidence is 

apt to lead to hybris. It was Socrates, in the later stages of the 

century, who began to remind in<‘n of the form of the good. 

This, then, is the setting in which the civilization of Greece reached 

its unequalled heights. Based on an underlying principle of harmony, 

it was torn by internal strife, and this may in the end have enhanced 

its greatness. For though it never could evolve a viable panhcllenic 

state, it conquered all those who ccuiquered the land of Hellas, and to 

this dav remains the framework of tin* ( ivilizalion of the West. 

View of Olympia^ every four years 
the scene of pan-hellenic games 



All things contain (mlions o f every- 

thing. What seems white has^ on 

looking close, some black in it 

Thr first philosopher who came to live in Athens was Anaxagoras, 

who stayed there for a peruKl of some thirty years, from the end of the 

Persian Wars to the middle of the century. By birth he was an Ionian, 

from Clazomenae, and in his interests he is the heir of the Ionian 

scIkk)! at Miletus. His home town had been ( aptured by the Persians 

at the time of the Ionian revolt, arid it seems that he came to Athens 

with the Persian army. It is recorded that he became a teacher and 

friend of Pericles, and some even suggest that Euripides was once 

aniong his pupils. 

Anaxagoras was mainly concerned with scientific and cosmological 

questions. We know of at least one piece of evidence that shows him 

as an astute observer. In 468-1)7 b.c. a sizeable hunk of meteoric rock 

fell into the river Aigospotamos, and it is no doubt partly on this 

account that Anaxagoras developed his view that the stars were made 

of glowing hot rock. 

In spite of his influential friends at Athens, Anaxagoras aroicsed the 

ill will of the more narrow kind of Athenian conservatism. Indepen¬ 

dent and unpopular thinking is a precarious business at the l)est of 

times, and when it runs against the pious prejudices ol those who 

imagine they know best it can become positively dangerous for the 

iion-conlbrmist. "I'he case was moreover complicated by the fact that 

in his youth Anaxagoras had been a Persian syinpathi.ser. It would 

seem indeed as though the pattern has not greatly changed these last 

2500 years. At all events Anaxagoras was tri<‘d on charges of'impiety 

and Medism. What the punishment might have been and how he 

escaped it is not quite certain. His Ifiend Pericles probably snatched 

him from prison and whisked him away. Afterwards, he went to live 

in Lampsacus where he continued teaching until his death. Very 

cornmendably, the citizens of that town took a more enlightened 

view of his activities. Anaxagoras must he the only phih>sopher in 

history whose death was commemorated by an annual scliot)! holiday. 

The teaching of Anaxagoras was set down in a book and some 

fragments of this have survived in r)ther sources. Socrates, who was 

later tried on similar charges i)f impiety, tells the judges that the 

unconventional views he is accused ol holding really are those of 

Anaxagoras, whose bcH)k could be bought ])y anyone for one drachma. 

The theory of Anaxagoras, like that of Empedocles l)efbre him, was a 

fresh attempt at digesting the Parmenidean criticism. Where 

Empedocles had thr)ught of each of the parts of the pairs of Opposites, 

hot and cold, dry and w'ct, as a basic stuff, Anaxagoras on the 

contrary^ thinks lltat each of these in varying prf)portions is contained 

in every tiny scrap of material, be it ever so small. Fo make his point 

he falls back on the infinite divisibility of matter. Merely cutting 

things into smaller bits, so he w/ould say, docs not eventually land us 

with something different, for Parmenides had shown that what is can¬ 

not in any way fail to be, or become what is not. The assumption that 

matter is infinitely divisible is interesting. This is the first time that it 

makes its appearance. That it is wrong Ls unimportant here. What it 

does bring to the lore is the notion of infinite divisibility which docs 

apply to space. It seems that here we have a starting point from 

which the notion of empl)' space was later developed by the atomists. 



Be that as it may, il we grant the assumption, Anaxagoras’ criticism 

of Empedocles is so far sound. 

The differences between things are due to the greater {)reponderance 

of one or the other of the opposites. Thus Anaxagoras w(»uld say that, 

in some measure, snow is black, but that white predominates. In a 

way there is a touch of Heraclitus in this. 'Die opposites hang to¬ 

gether and everything may change into anything else. Anaxagoras 

says that ‘the things that are in the world are not divided nor cut off 

from one another with a hatchet’ and that ‘in everything there Ls a 

portion of even'thing except Nous, and there are some things in 

which there is Nous also’. 

The Nous, or intelligence, w'hich is here mentioned, Ls the. active 

principle which takes the place of Ihnpedocles’ love and strife. But 

it is still considered as a substance, although a very rare and subtle 

one. Nous is different from (>t!u*r siil)stancc‘s in that it is pure and 

unmixed. It is Nous that sets things into motion. Furtiier, the pos- 

ses.sion of it sets apart (he living from the inanimate. 

For the origin of our world he |)ut firrward a view which in some way 

resembles much more recent speculation on this subject. Nous sets off 

an eddy motion somewhere, and as this gatinas strength there is a 

separation of various things according l<» w ln tlier they an* more or 

ic.ss mas.sive. Heavy chunks ol rock, hurled out by the earth’s 

rotation, go farther than other objects. Because they move so fast 

they begin to glow', and this exj)Iains (he nature of the stars. Like the 

Ionia ns, he thought there were many worlds. 

Concerning perception, he advanced th<‘ ingenious l)iol(>gical j>riii- 

ciple that sen.sation depends on contrasts. I’hus, vision is a breaking 

in of light on the opposite dark. \ (‘ry inten.se sen.sations rau.se pain 

and di.scoinfort. 'Fhese are views that are still current in physiology. 

In.sf)nie w^ays, then, Anaxagoras pnKlueed a more refined theory than 

his predecessor. Fhere are at least hints that he tried to struggle 

through to a conception ol empty space. But though at times it 

looks as though he wants to make Nous an insub.slantial agent, lie 

does not quite succeed. A.s in the case ol fan[ledodes, therelore, the 

fundamental criticism of Parmenides is not met. In the meantime, 

however, the sugge.stion of infinite divLsihility marks a new advance 

in the account of how tlie world is constituted. 1 here remains the 

step of recognising that divisibility belongs to sjiace, and the stage is 

set for atomism. 

/{riaxai^ora.'i: com from Clazonunac, 

the lunian city oj his birth 

Il would be wrong to imagine that Anaxagoras was an atheist. How¬ 

ever, his conception of god W'as philosophical and not in line with 

the state religion of Athens. It is because of his unorthodox opitUMUs 

that the charge of impiety was laid against him. For he equated god 

with Nous, the active principle which is the source of all motion. 

Such a view was lx>und to attract the unfavourable notice of the 

govermnent, since it naturally raises doubts as to the value of estab¬ 

lished ritual performances, and to that extent touches ujx>n the 

authority of the state. 



Why Pythagoras and his school had been expelled from Croton in 

510 B.c. we shall probably never know. Still, it is not U>o difficult to 

see where the school might come into conflict with upright citizens. 

For we must remember, Pythagoras did meddle with politics, as was 

the wont with Greek philosophers. Although philosophers are on the 

whob' "irwed with forbearing indifference by the rest of mankind, it 

is remarkable, when they set forth a critical opinion, how they 

succeed in stirring up the murky waters of profe.ssional politics. 

Nothing annoys those who govern more than the suggestion that they 

might after all be not so wise as they themselves imagined. No doubt 

it was on grounds such as these that the C’rotonians burnt the 

Pythagorean sch(X>l. But burning schools, or men for that matter, has 

always proved singularly unhelpful in stamping out unorthodoxy. 

As a result of the disaster which had overtaken the original school, 

its views became more widely known than ever, through the activi¬ 

ties of surviving members who returned eastward to Greece. 

We have seen that the founder of the Kleatic school had been at first 

a follower of Pythagoras. From the Eleatic philosopher Zeno, the 

Pythagorean theory of number was to receive a devastating attack a 

little later. It is therefore essential to grasp what tliis theory involves. 

Numbers were thought of as made up of units, and the units, rep¬ 

resented by dots, were taken as having spatial dimensions. A point 

on this view is a unit having position, that is, it has dimensions of 

some .sort, whatever they are. 'Phis theory of number is quite adequate 

for dealing with rational numbers. It is always possible to choose as 

unit a rational number in such a way that any numl>er of rational 

numbcis are integral multiples of the unit. But the account comes to 

grief when we meet irrational numbers. They cannot be measured in 

this way. It is worth noting that the Greek of which irrational is a 

translation meant measurele.ss rather than bereft of reason, at any 

rate for Pythagoras. In order to overcome this difficulty, the Pythago¬ 

reans invented a method of finding these elusive numbers through a 

sequence of approximations. This is the construction of continued 

fractions mentioned earlier. In such a sequence, successive steps 

alternately exceed and fall short of the mark by ever diminishing 

amounts. But the process is essentially infinite. The irrational number 

aimed at is the limit of the process. The point of the exercise is that 

we can reach rational approximations as close as we like to the limit. 

This feature is indeed the same as that involved in the modern con¬ 

ception of a limit. 

A theory of number can thus be worked out along these lines. Never¬ 

theless the notion of the unit conceals a fundamental confusion 

between discrete number and continuous quantity, and this becomes 

patent as soon as the Pythagorean theory is applied in geometry. 

What the difficulties arc we shall see in discussing Zeno’s criticism. 

The other main legacy of Pythagorean mathematics is the theory of 

ideas, which was adopted and further developed by Socrates. This, 

too, was effectively criticised by the Elcatics, if Plato is a reliable 

guide. Wc have already hinted at the mathematical origin of this 

theory. Take for instance the theorem of Pythagoras. It would be of 



IK) avail to draw an cxlrcinrly accurate diagram of a riglu angled 

triangle and the squares on its sides, and then proceed to measure 

their areas. However accurate the drawing, it is not perfectly accurate, 

indeed it could never be. It is not such diagrams as these that giv(‘ 

the proof of the theorem. For that \vv require a perfect diagram, 

of the kind that can be imagined l)ut not drawn. Anv actual drawing 

must needs be a more or less faithful copy of the menial image. 'I bis 

is the burden of the theory of ideas whicli wa.s a well known part of 

the* doctrine of the later Pythagoreans. 

We saw' how Pythagoras had developed a firinciple of harmony from 

his discovery on tuned strings f rom it stem the medical theories 

w hich consider health £is .some sort of balance betw een opposites. The 

later Pythagoreans took this one stage further and applied the notion 

of harmony to the soul. According to this view' the soul is an at- 

tunement of the body, so that the .soul becomes a function of the w ell 

ordered condition of the body. When the organization of the body 

breaks down the body disintegrates and so does the soul, W<- might 

think of the soul as the stretched string of a musical instrument, and 

of the body as the framework on which it is strung. If the frame is 

destroyed the string becomes slack and loses its aitunemeiit. This 

view is quite at variance with the earlier Pythagorean notions on 

this subject. Pythagoras, it seems, believed in the transmigration of 

souls, w'hereas on this more recent view .souls die as surelv as bodies. 

In astronomy, the later Pythagoreans developed a very bold hypo¬ 

thesis. According to this, the centre of the world i.s not the earth, but 

a central fire. The earth is a planet revolving round this fire, but 

it is invisible for us because our side of th<‘ earth alw'ays points 

away from the centre. The sun, too, was considered as a planet, 

receiving its light by reflection Ifom the central fire, riiis was a long 

step forw^ard to the heliocentric hypothesis later put forward by 

Ari.slarchus. But in the form in which the Pythagoreans had developed 

their theory so many diflicullies remained that Aristotle reinstated a 

flat earth view. Because of his greater authority in other matters 

this, instead of the true view', came to prevail in later times w hen tlie 

sources were forgolti'n. 

As for the growth of theories on the constitution ol things, Pythago- 

rcanisrn recognises one feature which is overlooked or misunder 

stood by many of the earlier thinkers, I’his is the notion ol the void. 

Without it a satisfactory account of motion is impossible. Here, tou, 

the Aristotelian doctrine was later to return to the backward view' 

that nature abhors the vacuum. It is to the atomists that we must 

look for the true line of'development of physical theory. 

Meanwhile the Pythagorean school sought to accommodate the 

advances made by Empedocles. Their mathematical oiill<M)k &i(\ not, 

of course, allow' them to adopt these elements as ultimate. Instead, 

they produced a compromise which laid the foundations of a mathe¬ 

matical theory of the constitution of matter. I’he elements were now 

considered as cpnsisting of particles of the shape of regular solids. 'Phis 

theory is further developed in Plato’s ‘Timaeus’. The word ‘element’ 

itselfseem.s to have been coined by these later Pythagorean thinkers. 

A perfect triangle cannot he drawn, 

it ts seen with the mitid\s eye 



A [if^ure IS infinitely divisible; there 
can he no ultimate units ^ either finite 
or size less 

None of'the materialist attempts to meet the criticism of Parmenides 

up to this point can be considered as altogether satisfactory. What¬ 

ever the weaknesses of the Eleatic theory itself, the fact remains 

that mere multiplication ol fundamental substances cannot provide a 

solution. This point was brought home very forcefully by a series of 

arguments put fi^rward by the followers of Parmenides. }‘V>rcinost 

amongst these is Zeno of Elea, a countryman and disciple of Parmeni¬ 

des. Zeno was born alwml 490 n.c. Beyond the fact that he tcK)k an 

interest in political affairs, the one important thing we know about 

him is that he and Parmenides met Socrates in Athens. 'Phis is 

reported by Plato, and there is no reason for disbelieving him. 

The Eleatic doctrine, as w’as sh<mn earlier, leads to very startling 

conclusions. For this reason many attempts were madt' to patch up 

the materialist doctrine. What Zeno was trying to show was that if 

Eleaticism did not commend itself to common sense, rival theories 

purf>orting to overcome this impas.se led to even stranger difhculties. 

Thus, instead of giving a direct defence of I'armeriides, he tackled the 

opposition on its own ground. Starling from the assumption of an 

tipponent, he would show by dediu:tive argument tliat this involved 

impos.sil>Ie consequences. Fherefore the original a.ssumptioii could 

not be entertained and was in fact destroyed. 

This kind of argument is similar to the re^hi<tioad absurd urn argument 

mcnlioiicd in the di.scussion of Anaximander's theory of evolution. 

But there is an important difference. In the ordinary reductio ad 

ahsurdum, one argues that since ilie conclusion is in fact false, there¬ 

fore one of the premisses is in fact false. 

Zeno, on the. other hand, tries to show that from a certain assumption 

one can clcrivx two contradictory conclusions. 1 his means that the 

set of conclusions is not Just in fact untrue, but impossible. 

Hence, so he argues, the assumption from which the conclusions 

follow is itself impossible. This kind of argumtmt proceeds without 

any comparison l)etw'een the conclusions and the* facts, ft is in this 

sense purely dialectic, that is, in the realm of question and answ'cr. 

Dialectic argument w^as first systematically used by Zeno. It has a 

very important function in philosophy. Socrates and Plato adopted 

it from the Eleatics and develoj:)ed it in their own way, and it has 

loomed large in philo.sopliy ever since. 

The arguiiieiits <if Zeno are in the main an attack on the Pythagorean 

conception of the unit. Connected with this there arc certain 

arguments against the void and against the possibility of motion. 

Ix't us first consider an argument showing the unsoundness of the 

notion of unit. Whatever is, so Zeno would argue, must have some 

magnitude. If it had no magnitude at all it would not exist. So much 

being granted, the same may be said of each part, it too will have 

some magnitude. It is all the same to say this once and to say it al¬ 

ways, he goes on to state. This is a terse way of introducing infinite 

divisibility^ no part could be said to lx* the smallest. If, then, things 

are many, they will have to be small and large at the .same time. 

Indeed, they must be .so small as to be without size, for infmitt* 



divisibility sliows that the numl)cr ol parts is infinite, which requires 

units without magnitude, and therefore any sum ol tliese has no 

magnitude either. But at the same time*, the unit must have some 

magnitude, and therefore things are infinitely great. 

"Jliis argument is important in showing that the* Pytliagorean theory 

of number fails in geometry. If vvt* consider a line, then, according to 

I^thagoras, wc ought to l)e able to say how many units there are in 

it. Clearly, if we as.sume infinile divisil)ility, then the theory of units 

breaks down at once. At the same time it is important to grasp that 

this does not prove Pythagoras wrong. What it does prove is that the 

thcoryof units and inhnite divisil)ilitycannot lx* entertained together, 

or, in other words, that they are incompatil)Ie. One or the other must 

be given up. Mathematics required inhnite divisibiIity,therefore the 

Pythagorean unit must be abandoned. A further point worth noting 

concerns reductio ad absurdiim itself. A single proposition which 

makes .sense cannot have immediate cemsequences that are incom¬ 

patible. It is only wdien other propositions are combined with it that 

contradictions can be generated, to wit, when in two different 

arguments the additional proposition in one argument is incom¬ 

patible with the additional proposition of the second argument. Thus, 

in the present case wc have two arguments; first, things are many 

and units have no size, therelorc things have nc» size; second, things 

are many and units have size, therefore tlhiigs are inhnite in size. The 

two incompatible additional premisses are that units have no size, 

and that they have .some size. On either count, the conclusion is 

manifestly absurd. It follows that scjinething is wrong with the 

premisses in each argument. What is wrong is the Pythagorean (on- 

ception of the unit. 

I’o vindicate Parmenides' position against tlic void, Zeno pul for¬ 

ward a new argument. II space exists it must be contained in some¬ 

thing, and this can only be more .space, and so on indefinitely. 

Unwilling to accept this regress, Zeno concludes there is no space. 

What this really amounts to is a denial of the vie\^’ that space is an 

empty container. Thus, on Zeno’s view we must not distinguish 

between a body and the .space in which it is. It is ea.sy to see that the 

container theory could be turned againsi the sphere of Parmenides. 

For to say that the world is a finite sphere would in this case mean 

that it was in empty space. Zeno here tries to preserve his master’s 

theory, but it is doubtful whether it makes scn.se even so to speak o! a 

finite sphere if lieyond there is nothing. 

An argument of this kind which can be re[>eatcd over and over again 

is called an infinite regress. Tliis does not always lead to a contradic¬ 

tion. Indeed, no f)ne would nowadays object to the vaew that any 

space is part ol' a bigger space. For Zeno a contradiction arises just 

because he takes it for granted that ‘what is' is finite. He therefore Is 

confronted with what is called a vicious infinile regress. 

Regressive arguments of the vicious type are really a form of 

reductio ad absurdurn. What they show is tliat the basis c»r the 

argument is incom]>atible with some other proposition which is 

assumed to be true. 

^eno dmied infwitr sfmu\ for i f the 

earth were contairo d in space^ what 

contained it in fui n * 



Achilles and the tortoise 

The most famous of Zeno’s arguments arc the four paradoxes of 

motion, and foremost amongst these, the story of Achilles and the 

tortoise. Once again, the defence of Parmenides’ theory is indirect. 

The onus is thrown on the Pythagoreans to produce something better 

since their own theory cannot account for motion either. I he argu¬ 

ment is that if Achilles and the tortoise run a handicap race, Achilles 

can never overtake his competitor. Suppose the tortoise starts a 

certain distance down the track, then while Achilles runs up to the 

starting point of the tortoise, the latter will have moved somewhat 

further ahead. While Achilles runs to this new position, the tortoise 

again will have gained a point slightly further on. Every time 

Achilles closes in on the tortoise’s previous position, the wretched 

creature will have moved away. Achilles does of course come closer 

and closer to the tortoise, but he will never catch up with it. 

We must remember that the argument is directed against the 

Pythagoreans. I'heir assumption is therefore adopted and a line is 

taken as made up of units, or points. The conclusion is therefore a way 

of saying that however slowly the tortoise moves, it will have to cover 

an infinite distance before the race is run. Here, then, is another form 

of the argument that things arc infinite in size. 

Although it is not difficult to show what is wrong with the conclusion, 

it must be quite clear that, as a counter to Pythagorean doctrines of 

the unit, the argument is impeccable. It is only when we abandon this 

view of the unit that we can develop a theory of infinite series which 

shows where the conclusion errs. If, for instance, a series consists of 

terms diminishing in a constant ratio, as do the lengths of successive 

stages in the race, then we can work out where Achilles will overtake 

the tortoise. The sum of such a series is defined as a number such that 

the sum of any number of terms, however large, will never exceed it, 

but the sum of a sufficiently large number of terms comes as close to 

it as we like. Fhat there Is one such number, and one only, for a given 

series, must here be stated without demonstration. The kind of series 

involved in the race is called geometrical. Anyone familiar with 

elementary mathematics can cope with it nowadays. But let us not 

forget that it was precisely the critical work of Zeno that has made it 

possible to develop an adequate theory of continuous quantity on 

which to base these sums that now seem child’s play to us. 

Another paradox, sometimes called the racecourse, brings out the 

other half of the dialectic attack. I'he argument is that one could 

never cross from one side of the racecourse to the other, for this would 

mean that we must traverse an infinite number of points in a finite 

time. More precisely, before reaching any point, one must reach the 

halfway mark, and so on indefinitely. I'herefore, one could never 

start moving at all. This, together with Achilles and the tortoise, 

which shows that having started one could never stop, disposes of the 

hypothesis that a line consists of infinitely many units. 

Two more paradoxes arc given by Zeno to show that we cannot mend 

matters by supposing there is only a finite number of units in a line. 

First, let us take three equal parallel segments of lines, made up of the 

same finite number of units. Let one of them be at rest, and’the other 



two moving in opposite directions with equal speed, in such a way 

that they all come to lie alongside each other when the moving lines 

pass the stationary one. The relative velocity of the two moving lines 

is twice as great as the relative velocity of each of these and the 

stationary line. The argument now depends on the furtlier assumption 

that there are units of time as well as of space. Speed, then, is 

measured by the number of points to move past a given point in a 

given number of moments. While one of the moving lines passes half 

the length of the stationary line it passes the entire length of the other 

moving line. Hence the latter time is twice the former. But to reach 

their position alongside each other the two moving lines take the 

same time. Thus it would seem that the moving lines move twice as 

last as they move. The argument is a little complicated because we do 

not normally think in moments so much as in distances, but it is a 

perfectly sound criticism of the theory of units. 

Finally, there is the paradox ol the arrow. At any moment the arrow 

in flight occupies a space equal to itself and is therefore at rest. Hence 

it is always at rest. This shows that motion cannot even start, whereas 

the previous paradox showed that motion is alw'ays faster than it is. 

By having thus demoli.shed the Pythagorean theory of discrete 

quantity, Zeno has laid the foundatifins for a theory of continuity. 

And this is just what is needed to defend the theory of Parmenides’ 

continuous sphere. 

The other Kleatic philosopher of note was Melissus of Samos, a 

cf)n temporary of Zeno. Of his life we know' only that he was a general 

during the Samian revolt and defeated an Athenian fleet in 4.41 n.c. 

Mclis.sus amended the theory of Parmenides in one important respect. 

We saw already that Zeno had to reas.sert the denial of the void. But 

it is not then possible to speak of what is as a finite sphere, because 

this suggests that there is something outside it, to wit, empty space. 

The void being ruled out, we are compelled to regard the material 

universe as infinite in all directions, which is Melissus’ conclusion. 

While Achilles runs the handicaps 
the tortoise has ji^one ahead some dis~ 
tance, and so on^ indefinitely 

In his defence of the Eleatic One, Melissus went so far as to fore¬ 

shadow the atomic theory. If things are many, so he argues, then 

each of the.se must itself be like the One of Parmenides. For nothing 

can come to be or pass away. Thus the only tenable theory that there 

arc many is obtained by breaking up the sphere of Parmenides into 

little .spheres. This is just wdiat the atomists went on to do. 

If distance and time consist of units^ 
the middle row moves at two dif¬ 
ferent speeds at once 

The dialectic of Zeno was in the main a destructive attack on Pytha¬ 

gorean positions. At the same time it provides the frnmdations of 

the dialectic of Socrates, in particular for the method of hypothesis 

which we shall meet later. Moreover, here for the first time one 

finds a systematic use of close argument on a specific issue The 

Eleatics were presumably well versed in Pythagorean mathematics, 

and it is in that field one expects to see applications of this pro¬ 

cedure. About the actual ways in which Greek mathematicians 

carried out analysis unfortunately very little is known. It seems 

clear, however, that the rapid development in mathematics during 

the latter half of the fifth century was in some measure linked with 

the emergence of settled canons of argument. 



('hatifie as rearrangement of atoms 
that remain themselves unchanged 

How can we account for the changing world around us at all? 

Evidently it is of the very nature of explanation that its grounds 

should not themselves be shifting. The first to ask the question were 

the earlv Milesians, and we have seen how subsequent schools 

gradually transformed and refined the problem. In the end it was 

another Milesian thinker who gave the final answer to this question. 

Leucippus, of whom nothing else ol note is known, was the father of 

atomism. The atomic theory is a direct outcome of Eleaticism. 

MelLssus had all but stumbled cm it. 

The theory is a compromise between the one and the many. 

Leucipptis introduced the notion of innumerable constituent 

particles, each of which shared with the spheie of Parmenides the 

feature of being rigid, solid and indivisible. 1 he.se were the atoms , 

the things that cannot be cut. They are always moving in empty 

space. The atoms were all supposed to be the same in composition, 

but could differ in shape. What was indivisible or ‘atomic? about 

these particles was that they could not be physirallv broken asunder. 

I'he space they occupy' is of course mathematically' divisible without 

limit. The reason wdiy atoms are not seen in the ordinary way' is that 

they are so extremely small. An account can now' be given of becoming 

or change. 'Fhe ever-changing aspect of the world arises from re- 

aTTangernents ol atoms. 

In the language of Parmenides, the atomists would hav'c to say that 

what is not is just as real as what is. In other words, there is such a 

thing as space. What this is it would be difficult to say'. On this score I 

do not think we are any further ahead today than were the (Greeks. 

Empty space is that of which in some sense geometry is true. 'Phai is 

really all one can say with confidence. I'he earlier difficulties of 

materialism arose from the insistence that everything must be 

corporeal. The only one who had a clear notion of what the void 

might be was Parmenides, and he, of course, had denied its existence. 

All the same, it is worthwhile to remember that to say what is not is 

does not, in (ireek, amount to a contradiction in terms. The clue lies 

in the fact that there are two Greek words for ‘not’. One of them is 

categorical, as in the statement ‘I do not like X’. 1 he other is 

hypothetical and is used in commands, w ishes and the like. It is this 

hypothetical ‘not’ which figures in the phrase ‘w'hat is not’, or ‘not 

being’, as used by the Eleatics. If the categorical ‘not’ w ere used in 

‘what is not is’ it would t)f course be plain gibberish. In English the 

distinction is lacking, and this digression therefore unavoidable. 

It has often been asked w’^hethei the atomic theory of the Greeks was 

based on observation, or whether it was merely a lucky shot in the 

dark, having no other groundwork than philosophic speculation. 

The answer to this question is not .at all so simple as might be thought. 

On the one hand, it is clear from what was said above that atomism 

is the only viable compromise between common .sense and Eleaticism. 

The Kleatic theory is a logical criticism of the earlier materialist 

doctrine. On the other hand, Leucippus was a Milesian and well 

versed in the theories of his great countrymen and predecessors. His 

ow'n cosmology bears witness to this, for he returned to the earlier 

view*^ of Anaximander instead of following the Pythagoreans. 



Anaxiiiiciies' theory of conclensalion and rarelaction is evidenllv in 

some measure based on observation of such phenomena as the con¬ 

densing of mists on smooth surfaces. Fhe problem thus was one f»f 

incorporating the Elcatic criticism into a theory of particles. That the 

atoms should be subject to perpetual motion may well be suggested 

by the same observation, or from the dancing of dust in a beam ol 

sunlight- In any case the theory of Anaximenes does not r(‘ally work 

unless we think of more or less densely packed batches of particles. 

It is thus certainly not true that Greek atomtsm was just a lucky guess. 

When Dalton revived the atomic theory in modern times, he was well 

aware of the (ireek views on the subject and found that this provided 

an account of his observati(»n on the ('onstant pro|M>rtions in which 

clicmical substances combine. 

fhere is however a deeper reason why the atomic theory was not a 

iortuitous discovery'. U his is connected with the logical slnictuie of 

explanation itself. For what is it to give an account of smnething? 

It is to show how^ what occurs is a conse(|uence of the changing con- 

hguralion of things. Thus il wr wish to explain a change in a material 

object, we must do this by relerence to changing arrangements of 

hypothetical constituents that remain theni.selves unexplained. The 

explicative force of the atom remains intact as long as the atom is iu>l 

itself under investigation. As soon as ihi.s happens the atom becomes 

the <)bj<‘cl of an empirical enquiry, and tlie explicative entities be¬ 

come sub-atcimic particles, which in their turn remain unexplained. 

This aspect of the atomic theory' has been discussed at great length by 

the Freiu h philosopher I*’.. Meyerson. I’hus, atomism as such ( onforms 

to the structure of cau-sal explanation. 

I'he atomic theory was further developed by Democritus, a native 

ol Abdera, who flourished about 4/20 B.c In particular, he went on to 

di.'^tinguish between things as they really w'ere and as they seemed ro 

us. Thus, the atomic view, the world around us really consists 

just of atoms in rnotirm, whereas we experience it in a variety of ways. 

This gives rise to a distinction betw^een what were much later called 

primary and secondary qualities. On the one side there are shape, 

si/e and matter, and on the othei, colours, sounds, ta.stes and the like. 

ITe latter are then explained in terms of the former, which Ix'long to 

the atoms themselves. 

The theory of atoms we shall meet several linnts more in the course (»l 

our enquiry. What might be its limitations will be discussed in the 

appropriate places. Here, let us merely note that atomism is the out¬ 

come not of fanciful speculation, but a .serious answer, one hundrecl 

and fifty years in the making, to the Milesian question. 

Beyond its importance for natural .science, atomism also gave 

rise to a new theory of the soul. Like everything else the soul 

is made up of atoms. These constituents of the soul are mon- 

ref ined than other atoms, and arc distributed throughout the body. 

On such a view death means disintegration and personal immort¬ 

ality does not exist, a consequence later drawm by F^picurus and 

his followers. Well being, which is the end of life, consists in a 

balanced state of the soul. 

Democritus of A hdn a 



The sophuis taught at a price, 
training for practical success 

Along with ihc development of the philosophic schools during the 

fifth century, there arose a class of people who were in a sense on the 

fringe of philosophy. I’here were the men who were generally re¬ 

ferred to as the sophists. It is to them that Socrates refers contempl- 

uously as those who make the weaker seem the stronger reason. It 

is important to understand how this movement came into being, and 

what was its function in Greek society. 

i'he shifting scene of philosophic combat had made it difhcull to see 

on what side the truth might be. If there is one thing that practical 

men have no time for it is an issue which remains open. To those who 

want to get things done merely to be active, an undecided question 

is anathema. 'Fliis, on the whole, w^as the predicament in which the 

sophists found themselves. The conflicting theories of the philo.sophers 

held out no hope that knowledge was possible at all. Besides, the 

broadening experience of contact with other nations had shown 

that there were unbridgeable gaps between the customs of different 

nations. Herodotus tells an anecdote on thus. At the Great King’s 

court, delegations from tribes of different lands in the Persian Empire 

were present. Each gasped with horror when they learned of the 

funeral customs of the others. One lot used to incinerate the dead, 

the other gobble them up. Herodotus quotes Pindar in conclusion: 

custom is King of all. 

Since the sophists felt that knowledge could not be had, they de¬ 

clared that it was unimportant. What mattered w^as useful opinion. 

There is of course some truth in this. In the conduct of practical 

affairs succc.ss is indeed the one overriding consideration. Here again, 

the Socratic view is the very opposite. Where the Sophists were 

interested in sound practice, Socrates held that this was not enough, 

that in fact the unexamined life was not worth living. 

At a time when there was little if any systematic education in Greece, 

the Sophists fulfilled just this task. They were itinerant teachers who 

would give lectureiior tuition on a professional basis. One of the things 

Socrates dislikes about them is their taking of fees. One may well feel 

that Socrates was here a little unfair, for even talkers have to eat 

sometimes. Still, it is worth noting that the academic tradition holds 

salaries to be a kind of retainer which should enable the professor 

to forget about material problems. 

In their teaching, the Sophists severally emphasised different subject 

matters. The most respectable of their activities was simply the 

provision of a literary education. But there were others who taught 

46 subjects of more immediate practical bearing. With the spread of 

democratic constitutions during the fifth century, it became 

important to be able to make speeches. This need was catered for by 

the teachers of rhetoric. Likewise, there were teachers of politics who 

would instruct their disciples on how to handle affairs in the 

assembly. Finally, there were the tcacheis of disputation, or eristic, 

men who could make the worse appear the better case. This art has 

obvious uses in the law courts, where the accused had to conduct his 

own defence, and its tcacheis taught how to twist arguments and 

produce paradoxes. 



It is important to distinguish eristic from dialectic. Those who 

practise the Ibrrner are out to win, whereas the dialecticians are 

trying to discover the truth. It is really the distinction between debate 

and discussion. 

While in the field of education the sophists thus performed a valuable 

task, their philosophical outlook was inimical to enejuiry. For theirs 

was a scepticism of despair, a negative attitude to the problem of' 

know ledge. The sum ol this position is tlu* famous saying of Protagoras, 

that ‘Man is the measure of all things, of things that are that they are, 

and of things that are not that they are not’. Thus, each man’s 

opinit)n is true for him, and dLsagreements between men cannot be 

decided on the score of truth. Small wonder, then, that the sophist 

rhrasyiTiachus defines justice as llu* advantage of the stronger. 

While, therefore, Protagoras aliandons the quest for truth, he still 

seems to allow that one opinion can be better than another, in the 

pragmatic sense, tfiough this position is open to the general logical 

criticism against f)ragmatism. For if we ask which of two opinions is 

in fact the better, we are at once driven back to the notion of absolute 

truth. At all events, Protagoras is the originator of pragmatism. 

An amusing tale shows how' the sophists came to be viewed. 

Protagoras, convinced his teaching was Icxilprcof, told an indigent 

pupil to pay from the proceeds of his first court case. Once trained, 

tfie youngster would not begin to practise. Protagoras proscc uted to 

recover his fee, arguing before* court that the student must pay: liy 

the bargain if he won, and by the verdict if he lost. The accu.sed gave 

as good as he got and better. I’hc payment w'as forfeit, he declared: 

by the verdict if be won, and by the bargain if be lost. 

Fhe word sophist itself means something like man of wisdom. Since 

Socrates, Uk), was a teacher, it is not surprising that the undiscerning 

in his own time called him a sophist. That this cla.ssification is wrong 

we have already shown. Not until Idato’s time, however, was the 

distinction properly recognised. In one sense, of course, philosophers 

and sophists provoke similar responses Irom the crowd. 

Towards philosophy in gencrab those who arc not philos(»phically 

minded have from time immemorial evinced a rather curious and 

inconsistent attitude. On the one hand, they tend to treat philosophers 

with mild and benevolent condescension as harmless fools, as cranks 

who walk with their heads in the clouds and ask silly questions, out of 

touch with the real concerns of men, and unmindful of those things 

to which sensible citizens ought to attend. On the other hand, 

philosophic speculation can have a profoundly uiiscUling influence 

on established practice and custom. The philosopher is now regarded 

with suspicion as a non-conformist who upsets traditions and conven¬ 

tions and does not give unconditional assent to the habits and views 

that seem to be gocxl enough for everyone else. To have their 

cherished beliefs called into question makes those who are not used to 

such treatment feel insecure, and they react with hatred and hostility. 

Thus Socrates was accused of subversive teaching just as much as the 

sophists in general, and the teachers of eristic in particular. 

Socrates taught informally, 

hrinyin^ men to know themselves 



Athens 

The three greatest figures in Greek phih>sophy were all ol tliein 

linked with Athens. Socrates and Plato were born Athenians, and 

Aristotle studied and later taught there. It is thus helpful to look 

at tfie city in which they lived, before we discuss their work. 'I'he 

barbarian hordes of Darius had been beaten by the Athenians 

alone, on the plains of Marathon in 490 B.c. Ten years later, the 

combined efl'orts of the Greeks broke the land and sea forces ol 

Xerxes. At Thermo{>ylae, a Spartan rearguard had taken fearful 

toll of the Persians, and later, at Salamis, the Cireek ships under 

Athenian leadership dealt a death blow to the enemy navy. The 

ibllowing year, at Plataea, the Persians suffered final defeat. 

But Athens lay waste; her people had been evacuated, and the 

Persians had burnt the city and the temples. A great rectmstruction 

now began. Athens had borne the brunt of the lighting. She had 

be<*n a leader during the War. Now that the danger was past, she 

became a leader iti pcrace time as well. I’he mainland Cireek.s had 

now l)een saved, the next step was to free the islands of the Aegean. 

In this the arniv of the S|)artans was of little use, so it fell to the lot 

ol naval Athens to keep the (ireat King at bay. d’hiis. Alliens came 

to hold sway in lh<‘ Aegean. What began a.s the Delian I.eagur, witfi 

its centre on the island of Delos, ended as tht* Athenian Kmjiire, 

wiih the treasury taken Irorn Delos to Athens. 





PfTules, leader of A them in 
deed, ihou^^h not in title 

Athens had suffered in the common cause, now it was only right, 

so she felt, that her temples should be built again from the common 

funds; and so rose the new Arrop<»lis, the ‘city on the peak', with the 

Parthenon and other buildings, whose ruins still remain today. 

Athens became the most inagnihcent city in Greece, and the meet¬ 

ing place of artists and thinkers, as well as a centre of shipping and 

trade. I’heidias the sculptor made statues for the new temples, 

especially the colossal image of tlie goddess Athena which, dominat¬ 

ing the Acropolis, overlcKiked the entrance hall and steps. Hercxlotus 

the historian, from Halicarnassus in Ionia, came to live in Athens 

and wrote liis histor)^ of the Persian wars, (ircek tragedy came into 

its own with Aeschylus who had (ought at Salaniis. The ‘Persae', in 

which he tells of Xe^rxes' defeat, for once deals with a theme not 

derived from Horner, d'he tragedians Sophocles and Kuripides 

lived to see the decline of Athens, and so did the comic poet Aristo¬ 

phanes, whose biting satire s|>art“d no one. Thucydidc*s, who was to 

become the recorder of the great war of Sparta and Athens, was the 

first scientific historian. Both politically and culturally Athens 

reachc'd her peak in these decades betwe<*n the Persian and the Pelo¬ 

ponnesian wars. I'he man whose name this period hears is Periclc*s. 

Pericles was an aristocrat by birth. His mother was a niece of 

Cleisthenes the reformer, who had begun tfie work of making the 

Athenian constitution more democratic. Anaxogaras had been one 

of Pericles' teachers, and from the philosopher the young nobleman 

had learnt a mechanical theorv of the universe. Perich's grew into a 

man free from the popular sujierstitions of the time, reserved and 

moderate in cfiaracter, and on the whole somewhat disdainful of 

the people. Yet it was under him that Athenian democracy at¬ 

tained full maturity. Already the c ounc il of the Areopagus, a kind 

ol upper house, had lost much of its power. Exceyit for the trial ol 

homicide, all its functions wctc taken ov(t by’ the council C)f five 

hundred, the AsserubK and the law courts. All members of these 

became fiaid state officials elected by simple lot. A new system ol 

social services somew'hat changed the old and traditional virtues. 

But Pericles was of the stuff that makes a leader. After tlie 

ostracism of Thucydides m 4.^3 b.c., Pericles w^as chosen as one of 

the generals year after yc'ar. As he was well liked by the people, a 

powerful syjeaker and able staU'sman who far outshone his colleagues, 

he ruled almost like an autocrat. Thucydides was later to write of 

Penclean Athens that she had been in word a democracy, but in 

deed the rule of the first citizen. Only during the years just before 

the Peloponnesian war did the democratic party begin to ask for 

more power. By then, the bad effects of the restriction of citizenship 

to Athenians born of Athenian parents, dating back to 441 b.c., and 

the strain on finance due to lavish building programmes, began to 

be felt. Fhe war, brought about by Spartan jealousy of Athenian 

imperialism, lasted fre^m 431 to 404 B.c:. and ended in total defeat 

for Athens. Pericles himself died in the early part of it in 429, as 

the re.sult of the plague that had hit the city the year before. But as 

a cultural centre Athens outlived her political downfall. To our own 

day she ha.s remained a symbol of all that is great and beautiful in 

the endeavours of man. 



The Erechiheion^ seen from the 
Parthenoh; built on the Acropoli. 
in the time of Pericles 

Sophocles 

Aeschylus 

Euripides 



Socrates 

We come now to Socrates the Athenian. He is perhaps the one 

philosopher whose name at least is known to all. About his life 

we do not know' a great deal. He was born about 470 B.c. He was a 

citizen of Athens, had little money, nor tried very hard to get more. 

Indeed, his favourite j)astime w'as di.scussion with friends and 

others, and teaching philosophy to young Athenians. But, unlike 

the Soj)hists, he took n(» money for it. In ‘The ( clouds’ the comedian 

Aristophanes makes lun of him, so he must have been a well known 

sight around U)wii. In '-599 b.c:. he was condemned for un-Athenian 

activities and executed by poisoning. 

For the rest, we have to rely on the writings of tw'O ol his pupils, 

Xenophon the general, and Plato the philosopher. Ol these Plato 

is the more important. In several of his dialogues he shows us 

Socrates as he lived and talked. We learn from the ‘Symposium' 

that Socrates was apt to go into fits of al)seni-mind<*dness. He w’f)uld 

suddenly stop sciinewhere and rt'rnain lost in thought, sometimes 

for hours on end. At the same time he was physif:ally tough. From 

his days of military service it was known that he stot)d up to heat 

and cold better, and could do without ibod or drink longer, than 

anyone el.se. We also know’ that he was courageous in battle. At 

great risk to himself he once saved the life of his friend Alcibiades, 

who, wounded, had stumbled tf) the ground. In war and peace alike, 

Socrates was a man unafraid, and so he remained in the hour of 

de<uh. M was an ugly man to look at and took little care in dr<‘.ss. 

His tunic was shabl)y and crushed, and he was alw'ays barefoot. 

In all he did he was moderate and had amazing control over his 

body, rhough he rarely took wane, when the occ:asion arose he 

could drink all his companions under the table without getting 

tipsy. 

In Socrates we line! a I'orerunner ol both the Stoic and the CXnic 

schools of later Greek philosophy. With the (Vnics he shares his 

lack of concern about worldly goods, whlb the Stoics his interest in 

virtue as the greatest good. Except in his younger days, Socrates 

was not much given to sc.ienlilic speculation. His foremost interest 

was with the Ciood. In the early dialogues of Plato, where Socrates 

stands out most clearly, we find him hx^king for the definition of 

ethical terms. In the ‘Charmides’, the question is what is modera¬ 

tion; in the ‘Lysis’, w'hat is friend.ship; in the ‘Laches’, what is 

courage. We are not given final answers to those questions, but we 

are shown that it is important to ask them. 

I’liis brings out the main line t)f thought in Socrates himself though 

he always says he knows nothing, he does not think knowledge lies 

beyond our reach. What matters is precisely that wc should try to 

seek knowledge. For he holds that what makes a man sin is lack of 

knowledge. If only he knew, he would not sin. The (me overriding 

cause of evil is therefore ignorance. Hence, to reach the Good wc 

mu.st have knowledge, and so the Good is knowledge. The link 

between Good and knowledge is a mark of Greek thought through¬ 

out. Chri.stian ethics Is quite opposed to this. I’here, the important 

thing is a pure heart, and that is likely to be found more readily 

among the ignorant. 



Socrates, then, tried to clarify these ethical problems by discussion. 

This way of finding out things by question and answer is called 

dialectic, and Socrates was a master of it, though he was not the 

first to use it. It is stated in Plato’s dialogue ‘F^amenides’ that 

Socrates as a young man met Zeno and Parmenides and was given 

a dialectic thrashing of the kind he later dealt out to others. The 

dialogues of Plato show Socrates as a man with a very livelv sen.se 

of humour and a biting wit. Fie was famous and feared for his 

irony, iiie literal meaning of' ‘irony’, wiiich is a Greek word, is 

sf)mething like that of the Eaiglish word ‘understatement’. Thus 

when Socrates says he knows f»nly that he know's notFiing he is 

being ironical, though, as always, there is a sf‘rious point lurking 

beneath the top layer of fun. Socrates was no doubt familiar with 

the achievememts of all the thinkers, winters and artists of (ireece. 

But what we knovr is little, and as nothing when set against the 

infinite vastness of the unknown. Once w^e see this, we can truly DrinUriif rup; ^symposium 

sav w^e knov\ nothing. for 'drinkino party' 



The best picture of Socrates in action is the ‘Apology’, which shows 

us his trial. It is his speech in defence of himself, or rather what 

Plato later remembered him as saying, not a word for word report, 

but something of the kind that Socrates could and would have said. 

Such ‘reporting’ was not unusual, Thucydides the historian does it 

quite openly. The Apology is thus a piece of historical writing. 

Socrates was accused of non-conformism with state religion, and of 

corrupting the young by his teaching. This was only a sham in¬ 

dictment. What the government had against him was his link with 

the aristocratic party, to which most of his friends and pupils 

belonged. But since there had been an amnesty the court could not 

press this charge. The formal accusers were Anytus, a democratic 

jx>litician, Melctus, a tragic poet, and Lycon, a teacher of rhetoric. 

From the outset Socrates gives free rein to his irony. His prosecu¬ 

tors, so he says, arc guilty of eloquence and make nicely orna¬ 

mented speeches. He himself had reached seventy years of age, had 

never appeared in court before, and asks the judges to bear with his 

unlegal way of talking. Socrates now mentions a class of accusers 

older and more dangerous, because more elusive. They are those 

Delphic Apollo; his oracle told 
Socrates none was wiser than he 



who have been going round speaking of Socrates as ‘a wise man, who 

speculated about the heavens alK)ve and searched into the earth 

beneath, and made the worse appear the better cause’. He replies 

that he is not a scientist, nor does he leach for money like the 

Sophists, nor docs he know what they know. 

Why, then, do people call him wise? The reason is that the Delphic 

Oracle once said that none was wiser than Socrates. He had tried 

to show the oracle wrong. 'Fhus, he sought out men held to l>c wise 

and questioned them. He asked politicians, pt)ets, craftsmen, and 

found that none could give an account of what they were doing, 

none were wise. In showing up their ignorance he made many 

enemies. In the end he understood what the oracle meant: God 

alone Ls wise, man’s wisdom is paltry, he is wisest among men who 

sees, like Socrates, that his wisdom is worth nothing. So he spent 

his time debunking pretence to wisdom. This has left him a poor 

man, but he must live up to the oracle. 

Questioning his prosecutor Melctus, he forces him to admit that 

everyone in the state improves the young except Socrates himself. 

But it is better to live among good men rather than bad. He thus 

would not corrupt the Athenians wittingly, and if he did it un¬ 

wittingly, Mcletus should put him right, not prosecute him. The 

charge says that Socrates had set up new gods of his own, but 

Meletus slates him as an atheist, a clear contradiction. 

Socrates now tells the court that his duty is to fulfil the God’s order 

to search into himself and other men, even at the risk of falling 

foul of the stale. This attitude of Socrates reminds us that the 

problem of divided loyalties is one of the main themes of Greek 

tragedy. He goes on to speak of himself' as a gadfly to the state and 

mentions an inner voice which always guides him. It forbids, but 

never commands him to do something. It Ls this voice which 

stopped him from going into jx)litics, when' no one r.an stay honest 

for long. 7'he pro.secution have produced none of his former pupils 

present in the court. He would not plead for mercy by bringing his 

weeping children, he must convince the judges, not beg favours. 

When the verdict was guilty, Socrates made a biting and sarcastic 

speech, and offered to pay a fine of 30 minae. This was bound to be 

rejected, and the death penalty was confirmed. In a final speech, 

Socrates warns those who had condemned him that they in turn 

will be heavily punished for this misdeed. Then, turning to his 

friends, he tells them what has happened was not evil. Death should 

not be feared. Either it is a dreamless sleep, or it is life in another 

world where he can talk undisturbed with Orpheus, Musaeus, 

Hesiod and Homer, and there they certainly do not kill a man 

for asking questions. 

Socrates spent one month in prison before drinking the hemlock. 

Until the return of the stateship, delayed by storms on its yearly 

religious trip to Delos, no one could be executed. He refused to 

escape, and the ‘Phaedo* shows him spending his last hours with 

friends and disciples discussing immortality. 

Socrates 

m 



11 you look through tlu* pages of this volume you will find that no 

single philosopher has been given as much space as Plato, or Aris¬ 

totle. I’hal this should be so results from their unique position in the 

history ol philosophy. First, the-y come as the h<*irs and systernatisers 

ol the presocratic schools, dt‘veloping what had been handed down 

to them, and making explicit much that had not lully broken 

through in the earlier thinkers. Next, they have exercised throughout 

the ages a tremendous influence on the imaginatu)n of men. Wher- 

ev'er speculative reasoning has flourished in the West, the shadows 

of Plato and Aristotle were hovering in the background. Finally, 

their contribution to philo.sophy is more substantial than that ol 

probably any thinkers before or since. I’here is hardly a phiio.siiphic 

problem on which they did not say something of value, and any(jne 

who nowadays .sets out to be original, while ignoring Athenian 

philosophy, does so at his own peril. 

The life ui Plato spans the period iVoin the decline of Athens to the 

rise of Macedonia. He was born in 428 ii.c., one year after the death 

ol Pericles, and thus grew up during the Peloponnesian war. He lived 

to over eighty and died in 448 h.c. His family l)ackground was 

aristocratic, and so was his upbringing. Ariston, his father, traced 

his own ancestry back to the Athenian royalty of old, whereas 

Periciione, the mother ol Plato, came Iroin a faniilv whicli had long 

been active* in politics. Ariston died when Plato was still a bov, and 

Perictione subsequently married her uncle INrilampes, a friend and 

partisan o( Pericles. Plato seems to have sj:)ent his formative years \n 

the home of his stcpl’alher. With such a background it is small 

wonder that he held strong vi(*ws on the political duties <d'a citizen. 

I’hese he not only put forward, notably in the Republic, but prac¬ 

tised himself. In his early years it seems that he showed promise as 

a poet, and it was more or less understood that he should take up 

a political career. I’his ambition came to a sudden end when 

Socrates was condemned to death. Phis iearf'ul piece of political 

intrigue and .spitefuln(‘ss left an indelible impression upon the. young 

man’s mind. No one could long maintain his independence and 

integrity within the framework of party politics. It is from this time 

(orw'ard that Plato finally turned to a life devoted to philosophy. 

Socrates had been an old friend of tfie family, and Plato had known 

him since childh<x>d. After the execution, Plato together with some 

otfier followers of Socrates took refuge in Megara, where they 

remained until the scandal had died down. After this, Plato appears 

to have travelled for some years. Sicily, Southern Italy and possibly 

even Egypt were on his itiiuTary, but we know very little about thi.s 

period. At all events we find him again in Athens in 387 b.c., when 

he laid the fecundations of a .school. Phis place of learning was 

established in a grove a little distance north west of the town. The 

piece of land was linked with the name of the legendary hero 

Aeademus, and the institution was therefore called Academy. Its 

organisation was modelled on the Pythagorean schools of Southern 

Italy with wh<cm Plato had been in contact during his travels. The 

Academy is the ancestor of the universities as they developed from 

the Middle Ages onward. As a school, it survived for over 900 years, 

which is longer than any such institution before or since. In a.d. ^29 



ii was linally closed down l)y die Kinperor Jiislinian, whose ('hristian 

princi])les were ofFended by this survival ol'classical traditions. 

The Acadeinic studies ran roughly parallel to the traditional sub¬ 

jects ol the Pythagorean scliools. Arithmetic, geometry both two 

and three dimensional, astn)nomy, and sound, or harmonics, con¬ 

stituted the basic suljstance ol the curriculum. As might be <txpectcd 

with the strong INthagorean links, great emphasis was placed on 

mathematics. It is said that the entrance to the .school carri<‘d an 

in.scrif)tion bidding any who might dislike such studies refrain from 

entering. I'en years were spent on training in these disciplines. 

The aim ol this cours(‘ ol instruction was to turn the thoughts of men 

Ifom the shifting changes of the experienced world to the immutable 

framework lying behind it, from becoming to being, to use the 

words of Plato. 

.None ol these disciplines are, howev(!r, autonomous. In the end they 

are all responsible to the canons of dialectic, and it is a study of 

thes(‘ which is the real distinguishing feature of education. 

In a very real stmse this remains tlu‘ object of genuine education 

even today. It is not the function of a university to cram the heads 

ol students with as many facts as can be squeezed in. Its proper task 

is to lead them int(‘ habits of critical examination and an under¬ 

standing of ( anotis and criteria wdiich bear on all subject matters. 

Mow the Academy was organised in detail we are unlikely ever to 

know. But from literary hints wc can infer tlial it must have resem¬ 

bled modern iiistiliiles of higher learning in many ways. It was 

provided with scientilie equipment and a library, and conducted 

lectures rnu] seminars. 

With the prov ision of education in suc h a .school, th(! Sophist move¬ 

ment declined rapidly. No doubt those who attended its courses 

must have contributed .something to its upkeep. But then the 

question of money is not really the vital point, c|uife apart from the 

tact that Plato, being well-to-do, could alford to ignore such matters. 

I’he important thing is the Academic aim, which was to train men’s 

minds to think for themselves in the light of rea.son. No immediate 

practical goal was envisageil, in contrast with the Sophists who 

sought nothing Ix'vond proficieney in practical aHairs. 

One of the earliest students at the Academy was afso the most famous. 

As a young man, Aristotle w'cnt to Athens to attend the school and 

remained there almost twenty years, until FMato’s death. Aristotle 

tells us that his master lectured without prepared notes. From other 

sources w^e learn that in seminars or discussion groups, problems 

would be put forward for the students to solve. The dialogues were 

literary philosophic essays aimed not at his students .so much as at 

a wider educated public. Plato never wrote a text book and always 

refused to set down his philosophy as a system. He seems to have 

felt that the world at large is loo complex to be strained into a 

preconceived literary mould. 

AcaUbUiy 

The grove oj AcaclerniLs, site, of 

Plato's school, a mile from town 

Aristotle,, student at the. Academy 



Stadium entrance; at Syracuse, 

scene oj Plato's political work 
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I'hr Academy had been running for twenty years when Plato once 

more went abroad. In 367 b.c. Dionysius I, the ruler of Syracuse, 

died. His son and heir, Dionysius II, succeeded him, a somewhat 

raw and callow youth of thirty who was ill equipp^ed for the task of 

directing the fortunes of so important a }X)lity as S)Tacuse. The real 

p)owcr lay in the hands of Dion, brother-in-law of the yf>ung Diony¬ 

sius, atul an ardent friend and admirer of Plato. It was he who 

invited Platf> to come to Syracuse in order to put Dionysius through 

his paces and make a well informed man of him. The odds against 

success in such an enterprise are slender at the best of times, but 

Plato agreed to try, partly no doubt because of‘friendship for Dion, 

l)ut also because this was a challenge to the reputation of the 

Academy. Here indeed was Plato’s chance of putting his theory of 

the education of rulers to the test. Whether a scientific education 

as such makes a statesman a clearer thinker in political affairs is 

of course questionable, but Plato evidently thought it did. A strong 

ruler in Sicily w-^as essential if tlie Western (ireeks were to hold their 

ow’n against the growing power of Carthage, and if .some training 

in mathematics might turn Dionysius into such a man much w'ould 

be gained, while, if the treatment failed, nothing, at any rate, would 

l>e lost. Some headw'ay w'as made at first, but not for long. Diony¬ 

sius had not the mental vigour to withstand pirolonged educational 

treatment, besides wdiich he was a thoroughly unpleasant schemer 

in his own right. Envious of his brother-in law’s influence in Syracuse 

and friendship with Plato, he forced him into exile. Plato could 

now' do nothing further l)y staying on, and therefore returned to 

Athens and the Academy. H(‘ tried, as best he could, to mend 

matters from a distance, but witliout avail. In 3f>i b.o., he went 

once more to Syracuse in a final attempt to put things riglu. Nearly 

a year was spent on trying to work out some practical measures to 

unite the Sicilian Greeks in the face of the ("artfiaginian f)eril. 

In the end the ill will of the conservative faction f.)roved to be an 

insuperable obstacle. Not without first incurring some danger to 

his owm life, Plato finally managed to leave for Athens, in 3()() b.c. 

Dion, in the sequel, recovered his position by force, but, in spite of 

FMato’s warnings, showed himself to be an impolitic ruler, and got 

himself murdered in due course. Still Plato urged the followers of 

Dion to pursue the old policy, but his advice went unheeded. The 

final fate of Sicily was conquest from abroad, as Plato had foreseen. 

On his return in 360, he went back to his teaching and writing at 

the Academy, remaining active as an author to the last. Of all the 

philosophers of antiquity Plato Is the only one w'ho.se works have 

come dowm to us nearly complete. The dialogues, as has been 

mentioned, are not to be taken as formal and technical treatises on 

philosophical topics. Plato was much too aware of the difficulties 

be.setting this kind of enquiry ever to aspire at laying down a 

system to end all systems, as so many philosophers have done since. 

Furthermore, he is unique amongst philo.sophcrs in being not only 

a great thinker but a great w'riter as well. 'Fhe works of Plato mark 

him as one of the outstanding figures in world literature. This 

distinction has unfortunately remained exceptional in philosophy. 

There arc great masses of philosophic writing which arc turgid, dull 

and bomba.stic. Indeed, there is, in some places, what almost 



amounts to a tradition that philosphir works must he obscurr and 

clumsy in style in order to be profound. This is a pity, because it 

frightens off the interested layman. It must not be imagined, of 

course, that the educated Athenian of Plato’s day could read the 

dialogues and appreciate their philosophic importance at first blush. 

It would be just as reasonable to expect a layman innocent of 

mathematics to pick up a book on differential geometry and be a 

better man for it. At all events, however, you can read Plato, which 

is more than can be said of most philosophers. 

Apart from the dialogues, there surv'ive some letters of Plato, mainly 

to his friends in Syracuse. These are valuable as historical docu¬ 

ments but are otherwise of no special f)hilo.sophic interest. 

Something must here be said of the role (jf Socrates in the dialogues. 

Socrates himself never wrote anything, so that his philosophy has 

survived mainly through what we learn from Plato. At the same 

time, Plato in his later work developed theories of his own. One 

must therefore distinguish in the dialogues what is Plato and wliat 

is Socrates. This is a task of some delicacy but nevertheless not 

impossible. For one thing, in what we can juclge on independent 

grounds to be later dialogues, Plate.) criticises some of the earlier 

theories which are set forth by Socrates. It used to he thought that 

the Socrates of the dialogues was merely a mf>uth[)icce of Plato, 

who by means of this literary device put f(.)rvvard whatever view.s 

haf)pencd to exercise his mind at the time. This appraisal, however, 

does violence to the facts and no longer prevails. 

The influence of Plato on philosophy is probal)ly greater than that 

of any other man. 'I’he heir of Socrates and the presocratics, the 

founder of the Academy and Aristotle’s teacher, Plato .stands at 

the centre of philosophic thought. It is this, no doubt, that leads 

the French logician K. Goblot to write that Plato’s is not a meta¬ 

physic, but the one and only metaphysics. If we keep in mind the 

distinction between Socrates and Plato, then it might be more 

accurate to say that it is the Platonic Socrates w'hose doctrines have 

mainly influenced philosophy. I’he revival of Plato in his own right 

is a much mcire recent thing. In the .scientific field it dates back tf> 

the early seventeenth century, w'hereas in philosophy proper it 

l>eIongs to our own times. 

In studying Plato, it is important to keep in mind the central role of 

mathematics. This is one of the features which distinguishes Plat<- 

from Socrates, whose interests had early grown away from scient r 

and mathematics. Subsequent ages, that were not subtle enough tc 59 

grasp the theories of Plato, turned his serious studies into numerical 

mystery-rriongering. an aberration which is unfortunately not as 

uncommon as one might wish. Mathematics, of course, remains 

field of special interest to the logician. Wc must now proceed v * 

examine some of the problems which are treated in the dialogues. 

The literary merit of the works cannot so easily be conveyed and is iri 

any case not our main concern. But even in translation suflicient 

colour survives to show that philo.sophy need not be unreadable to 

be significant. 



(X) 

WJirn Plato is mentioned one thinks at once of the theon ol k1( 

It IS set out b\ Socrates in several dialogues Whethei it is du( u 

Socrates rather than Plato has long been (ontioversial In ilit 

‘Parmenides’, which, though a later dialogue, describes a sccim 

when Socrates was young and Plato not vet born, we see Socrates 

trving to uphold the theoi\ ol ideas against Zeno and Painienides 

In other places we hnd Socrates talking to people who it is taken 

lor granted, are familiar w ilh the theorv Its origins are P\ ih.igorean 

Let us look at the aeceiunt ol it in the ‘Repiibhe 

\\i/huut philosophy^ U( atr likt Let us begin with the question whal is a philosoplie r Matei<ill\, the 

shiitows, the form of the (rood word means a loser ol wisdom But not everyone wlio is e unous to 

shows the world in full lolom know is a philosc)[)hcr llie clelmition iiiiist he narrowed down a 

philosopiher is one v\h> lovers the \ isioii ol truth An art collet tor 

loves iKautiluI things, l)ut that does not make him a pliilosopher 

I he philosopher lenes beauts in Use 11 I he le)\(r e)l beautiliil things 

IS tire'anmig, the Ie>v(r ol beauts Use II is awake Wht‘ie the art losei 

has oiils ej})inie)n, the le>ver ol beauts itsell has kiiemledge ^e)s^ 

knowleelge must hast an e)h)f*et, it must be ol something lh«il is, or 

else It IS nothing, as Parmemclcs weiuld have said Kne)wledge is 

lixed and ecrlain, it is truth Ire^e Irorn trreir Opinion, eju the either 

hanel can be mistake'll But since o[)imori is neither kneiwlt'dge ol 

whal is, nor set nothing, U must he ol what heith is and is neit, as 

Heraclitus ssemld put it 

Ihus, Socrate's thinks that all particular things, which wt gras[) 

through our senses, have opposite features A particular heautilul 

statue also has some ugl\ aspects A particular thing which is large 

Irorn some point ol \kw is also small Irorn another All these art 

ohjt'cts of opinion But heautv as such and largeness as such do not 

come to us through our senses, ihev are unchanging and eternal, 

lhe\ are objects ol knowledge B\ taking Parmenides and Heraclitus 

together, Socralc's works out his tlu'ors ol hde'as’ or ‘lorms’, some 

thing ru'w which is not in c'ltlier ol the two earlier thinkers The 

Cireek we)rd ‘idea’ means ‘picture' or ‘pattern 



riiis theory li.is n logicaJ side and a metaphysical side. On the 

logical side we have the distinction between particular objects of 

some kind and the general words we call them l)y. Thus the general 

word 'horse’ ret'ers not to this horse or that horse, but to any horse. 

Its meaning is indep^endent of particular horses and what happens 

to them, it is not in space and time, but eternal. On the metaphysical 

side, it means there is somewhere nr other an ‘ideal’ horse, the 

horse as such, imif|ue and unchanging, and this is what the general 

wf>rd 'horse* refers to. Particular horses are what they are in so far as 

they fall under, or have a part in, the ‘ideal’ horse. The idea is 

perfect and real, llie particular is deficient and tmly apparent. 

To help us understand the theory of ideas, Socrates outlines the 

laiiious simile ol the cave. Those who arc without [ihilo.sophy are 

like prisoners in a cave. They are in chains and cannot turn rourid. 

Behind them is a fire, and before them the empty cave shut off at 

the liack by a blank wall. On ifiis, as on a .screen, tfiey see their owai 

shadows, and that ol things between them and the fire. Because 

they can see nolfiing else, they think the sliadows arc the real 

things. In tfie end, <uie man throvv.s off his letters and gropies liis 

way towards the mouth of the cave. 'Then*, lor the first time, he sees 

the light ol the siiii, shining on the full-blooded things <if the real 

world. He goes hack into the cave to tedl his lellow creatures about 

his findings, and tries to show them tliat theirs is no .nore than a 

dim retlcclion olTeality, a world of mere shadows. But, having seen 

the light of the sun, his sight has become daz/.led by its brilliance, 

and he fit^ds it harder now to make out the shadows. He tries to 

sfiow them the way to tfu* light, l)ut to lliern he .seems more stup^id 

than before, and therefore it is no easy task to convince them. If 

we arc strangers t(» philosophy, then wc arc like tlic pmsoners. We 

see only shadows, apipearances of tfiings. But when we are pihilo- 

sop>hers, we .see things outside, in the sunlight of reason and truth, 

and this is reality. 'This light, which gives us truth, and the p>ower 

of knowing, stands lor the idea ol the (hxKl. 



Si-ij 

TV 
The form {E) cannot be linked to 
the particular ( .4) ; each attempt 
produces two more gaps 

The theory as here set forth is, in the main, inspired by Pythagorean 
notions, as has been stated earlier. That it was not Plato’s own view, 
at any rate in his later and maturcr period, seems to be fairly well 
attested by the fact that in the later dialogues the theory of ideas 
is first demolished, and then disappears altogether. The task of 
refuting it is one of the central themes of the ‘Parmenides’. The 
meeting of Parmenides and Zeno with Socrates is not in the least 
implausible and may be taken as historical, though, of course, what 
was said on the occasion is less likely to be reported in the dialogue. 
Still, the speakers all of them run true to character, and they express 
views that are in line w^ith what we know about them from inde¬ 
pendent sources. Parmenides, it will be remembered, had in his 
younger days been influenced by the Pythagoreans, and later broke 
his connections with their teaching. The theory of ideas is therefore 
not new to him, and he finds ready criticisms for the formulations 

given it by the young Socrates. 

To begin with, Parmenides points out that there is no good reason 
why Socrates should allow forms for mathematical objects and for 
notions like the good and the beautiful, but deny them to the 
elements and meaner things. This leads on to a very much more 
serious matter. The central difficulty in the Socratic theory of forms 
is the connection between the forms and the particulars. For the 
form is one and the particulars are many. Socrates* account of the 
link between them uses the notion of participation, but it is some 
puzzle to see how the particulars could participate in the forms. 
Clearly the whole form cannot be present in each particular, since 
then it would not l>e one form. The alternative is that each particu¬ 
lar contains a part of the Ibrm, but then the form explains nothing. 

But there is worse to come. In order to explain the connection 
between the form and the particulars that come under it, Socrates 
has to introduce participation, and this itself, being exemplified in 
many cases, is a form. But then we must ask at once how this form 
is connected on the one side to the original form and on the other 
to the particular. Two more forms arc, it seems, required, and we 
arc led into a vicious infinite regress. Every time we try to close a 
gap by introducing a form, two further gaps appear. Bridging the 
gap is thus a Herculean task without Hercules* escape. This is the 
famous Third Man argument, so called after the special case of it 
where the form in question is that of man. Socrates tries to evade 
the difficulty by suggesting that the forms arc patterns and that 
particulars resemble them. But this falls victim to the Third Man 
argument too. Thus, Socrates can give no account of how the forms 
are linked with their particulars. But this can be shown directly too. 
For it has been assumed that forms are not sensible, but intelligible. 
Within their own realm they can only be linked amongst them¬ 
selves, and likewise with particulars. The forms thus seem to be 
unknowable. If the forms are unknowable, then, of course, they arc 
superfluous and once again incapable of explaining anything. We may 
put the matter differently thus: if the forms arc by themselves, 
unrelated to our world, they are vacuous; if on the other hand they 
are so related, then they cannot belong to a world of their own, and 
the metaphysical doctrine of forms is untenable. 



How Plato himself tackles the problem of universals we shall sec 

later. Here we need merely note that the Socratic doctrine does not 

stand close examination. In the ‘Parmenides’ this matter is not 

pursued any further. Parmenides turns to the different problem of 

showing that all is not well even within the realm of Socrates’ forms. 

The elaborate dialectic in the style of Zeno shows the unsoundness 

of Socrates’ original contention that the forms are all separate from 

each other, and this prepares the ground for Plato’s solution. 

There is, however, another difficulty which harks back to the 

Pythagorean origin of the theory of ideas. We saw earlier how that 

side of the theory springs from an account of the objects of argument 

in mathematics. When the mathematician establishes a theorem 

about triangles he is apparently not concerned with any figure that 

one might actually draw on paper. For any such figure has imper¬ 

fections which fall outside mathematical considerations. However 

hard one might try to draw an accurately straight line, it will never 

be perfectly accurate. From this it is concluded that the perfectly 

straight line belongs to a different world, and hence we have the 

view that forms belong to an order of existence different from that 

of sensible objects. 

At first glance this view is not without a certain plausibility. It 

seems not unreasonable, for instance, to hold that two sensible 

objects arc nearly but not quite equal, that they might tend towards 

equality but never quite achieve it. At any rate it may be difficult, if 

not impossible, ever to decide that they were perfectly equal. On 

the other hand, let us take two unequal things. Here, we often see 

at once that they are unequal, so that the form of inequality seems 

to reveal itself quite plainly in the sensible world. Instead of formu¬ 

lating this in the terminology of forms, let us turn to how we 

ordinarily put these matters. We say altogether naturally of two 

things that they are almost equal but not quite. But no good sense 

attaches to saying of two things that they are nearly, but not quite, 

unequal. This criticism directly shows up the theory of forms. 

Why, it might be asked, if the theory of ideas had suffered such 

damaging criticism at the hands of the Eleatics, did Socrates con¬ 

tinue to hold it unchanged? For the force of the attack must surely 

have been clear to him. It seems, however, more to the point to 

turn this question round. It is precisely because of the difficulties 

that Socrates, in his intellectual interests, retreated to questions of 

ethics and aesthetics. The goodness of man is in any case not seen 

quite in the same sense as, for example, the colour of his hair. But 

even in this field Socrates eventually became somewhat dissatisfied 

with the theory of participation, though he never put forward 

anything else. There is nevertheless a hint that the solution must be 

sought not in things, but in what we can say about them, in argu¬ 

ments. It is in this direction that Plato’s own efforts on the problem 

of universals continue. 

i' V. 

Inequality is a form, yet here 

it is seen in the world of seme 
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The matter is mentioned in passing by Socrates in the ^Phaedo*, 

though he docs not go on to develop this aspect of the problem. 

Plato takes it up again in the ‘Thcactetus’ and the ‘Sophist*. 



7 he ideal state: each part plays 

its proper role 

The ‘Rc^public' is probably the most famous of Plato's dialogues. It 

contains the forerunners ol many a line of enquiry taken up by later 

thinkers down to our owm times. The building up of an ideal state 

discussed in it has given the dialogue its name. It is this polity w^hich 

we shall now describe. As v\^e saw, the (Greeks thought of the state as 

a city. This is shown by the Greek word ‘polity’ which meatis 

roughly ‘townshi[)\ in the sense in which this includes the whole 

social fabric that goes with a w^ell run town. I’his word is the (Treek 

title of the dialogue. Our word ‘political’ comes from it. 

i’or Platti, the citizens in the ideal state are divided into three 

clas.ses: the guardians, the soldiers and the common people. The 

guardians are a small elite which alone wields political jiower. 

When the state is first set up, the lawmaker appoints the guardians, 

and thereafter they will be succeeded l)y their own kin. Outstanding 

children from the lower classes may, how^ever, be raised into the 

ruling class, while worthle.ss offspring of their own may be sent down 

into the soldiery or the common herd. The guardians’ task is to see 

that the lawgiver’s will is done. I'o make sure they will do this, 

Plat o has a whole set of plans on how they must be brought up and 

live. 'Phey will be educated both in mind and body. For the mind, 

there is ‘music’, that is, any art watched over by the muses; 

for the body, ‘gymnastics', sports for which no teams are needed. 

Training in ‘music’, or culture, is to produce* gentlemen. It is from 

Plato that the notion of a gentleman, as understood in England, is 

derived. The young must be taught to behave with dignity, grace 

and courage. I'o attain this there is strict censorship of l)ooks. The 

poets must be banned; Homer and Hesiod show' the gods carrying 

on like quarrelsome intemperate men, wdiich is bad for respect. 

Ciod should be shown as the creator not of* the whole w'orld, but 

only of what is not evil in it. Again, there are passages likely to 

inspire fear of death, or admiration for riotous behaviour, or 

suspicion that the wicked may thrive wdiile the good suffer. All this 

must be banned. Music, in the narrow sense of today, is also censored: 

only those modes and rhythms are allowed that further courage and 

temperance. They must live on plain fare, they will then need no 

doctors. When they are young they must be sheltered from what is 

nasty, but at a certain age they are to meet both terrors and tempta¬ 

tions, Only if they resist them both are they fit to be guardians. 

Fhe social and economic life of the guardians shall be a rigid 

communism. They have small houses and own barely what they 

need for their personal existence. 'I’hey eat together in groups, 

feeding on simple fare. There is complete equality of the sexes; all 

women are the common wives of all men. To maintain their 

numbers, the rulers will bring together, at certain festivals, a 

suitable group of men and women, chosen allegedly by lot, but 

actually with a view to producing sound offspring. Children are 

taken away at birth and brought up together in such a way that 

no one knows who his physical parents or children arc. Those born 

from unsanctioned unions arc illegitimate, those that are deformed 

or of inferior stock are done away with. Thus will private sentiments 

grow weak and public spirit strong. The best are chosen for training 

in philosophy. Those who master it are at last fit to rule. 



The government has the right to lie il the public interest demands 

it. In particular, it will inculcate the ‘royal lie' which presents this 

brave new world as god-given. In two generations this would conn* 

to be believed without protest, at any rale bv the herd. 

We finally come to th(‘ definition of justice which was the pretext 

for the whole discussion, .since Plato introduced his ideal city because 

he felt it mighi be easier to di.scuss justice on a large scale first. 

Justice reigns when everyone minds his own business. Each is to 

do the work of his .station without meddling in other men's affairs. 

In this way the body politic functions quiet!v and efficientlv. Justice, 

in this (Jreek sense, is linked with the notion of harnuuiv, the smooth 

working of the whole through the proper function of t^ach |)ar(. 
The ideal state's three classes: 
Guardians^ soldierSy workers 



Monarchy^ the rule «/ one; under 

rule of I au\ to he preferred 

I 

Here, indeed, we have a learlul picture of a state machine in which 

men as individuals almost disappear. The utopia described in the 

‘Republic’ is the first of a long line of similar phantasies right down 

to Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World. No doubt, too, it has given 

inspiration to potentates who w'cre in a position to effect major 

sc>cial changes with complete disregard for the suffering inflicted, 

rhis is bound tf) happen wherever the view prevails that men are 

made to fit into preconceived systems. That the state migfit be the 

ser\'ant of its citizt ns, rather than they its slaves, would even now 

be regarded as heretical in st)me quarters. Just where the balance 

lies is a complicated issue which is not liere at stake. In sum, however, 

the ideal state of the ‘Republic’ has led many who o{)pose its 

principles to be.stow' all kinds of lurid labels on Plato. We must 

therefore examine w hat preci.sely is the imf>ort of the political theory' 

it propounds. 

At the outset, it must be remembered that Plato’s own later develop¬ 

ment in political matters took quite a different turn. 7’his we shall 

examine a little later, d'he ideal stale of the ‘Republic’ is Socratic 

more than Platonic and seems to be directly inspired by Pythagorean 

ideals. Phis brings us to the crux of the matter. The ideal state is 

really a scientist’s view of th(‘ jiroper way to run the cfiuntry. As 

a scientist’s model, it may well tempt a social engineer to wTcak 

vast changes in the fond belief that he was being scientific. If 

technologists had their way this is the sort of thing they would do. 

At the same time, this recognition takes a good deal of the sting 

from the conception of the ideal state. For, after all, it is simply a 

model, for di.scussion and clarification of certain issues. It is clearly 

with this intention that it is put forward by Socrates. This is obvious 

from what may appear some of the more extreme provisions in this 

paradise on earth. Besides, wr must take into account a certain 

measure of irony. No om*, for instance, really wants to l)an tlie poets. 

.\or does anyone really contemplate introducing a thoroughgoing 

sexual communism. Some of the features of the ideal stale are, of 

course, derived from observing Sparta as she actually was. Neverthe¬ 

less, the model remains a model. It is not suggested as a practical 

plan for setting up an actual city. When Plato later became involved 

in the politics of Syracuse he was not trying to establish an ideal 

state on this pattern. As we saw, his aim was the more modest and 

practical one of making a spoilt prince into a man fit to conduct the 

affairs of an important city which was already a going concern, 

rhat Plato was unsucces.sful is another matter and merely shows 

that education is not so universal a remedy as is often thought. 

hemocraey, the rule of many; in the In the later dialogues Plato twice returns to a discussion of political 

tihsence oj law, the least evil questions. In the ‘Statesman’ we find an account of the various 

political organisations that might exist in a city. The different 

possibilities depend on the number of rulers and on the manner of 

their rule. We may have a monarchy, or an oligarchy, or a demo¬ 

cracy, and each of these may function either according to legal 

principles, or else without them, giving in all six different com¬ 

binations. If there is no rule of law, power in the hands of the many 

is considered to be productive of the least evil, since there will be 

no unity of purpose. On the other hand, if there is rule of law. 



democracy is the worst constitution, because now a common 

purpose is required if anything is to be achieved. Here, then, a 

monarch is to be preferred. 

There remains the possibility of a mixed constitution, taking some 

of the elements of the six simple ones. In his last work, the ‘Laws’, 

Plato finally decides that in lliis world of ours, in which, it .seems, 

philosopher kings are not to be found, the best we can dn is to 

combine, under the rule of law, the rule of One with the rule f)f 

Many, riie ‘Laws’ give very detailed instructions on how this kind 

of system is to be organised, and how office b(\irers are to be elected. 

On matters of education, too, a great deal of detail is given to the 

timing and content of what we now call secondary education. In 

hellenistic times, grammar schools were a firmly established stage 

in the education of the young. "Fhe basis for this kind of institution 

is laid down in the ‘Laws’. 

The political ideals of the ‘Rej)ublic’, as we have said, are not 

recommendations to be translated into fact. In this respect, tlie 

later thought of Plato is quite different. His political and educa¬ 

tional suggestions are extremely |)raciical and down to earth. Many 

of them were quietly adopted in later times, whereas their origins 

were soon forgotten. It is otherwise with the system of the ‘Republic'. 

As a sysUun it has generally beeTi misunderstood, but its spectacular 

provisions have more than once found ardent sup|)orters, much to 

the detriment of the human guineapigs that suffered the conse- 

(juences. ft is from this circumstance that Plato is occasionalK 

described as a precursor of those who first failed to understartd him 

and then rushed into misguided action on the strength of it. 

For all that, it must l)e allowed that even Plato displays a certain 

naiTOvvness in his political thinking. In this he simply shares the 

common (ireek feeling of distance to the barbarian. VV^hether this 

was a selfconscious feeling of superiority, or merely a natural way 

of thinking that arose from the unquestioned supremacy of (ireek 

culture, it would be difficult to de('idr. At any rale, the Plato of the 

‘Laws’ still thinks that in founding a new city, which is the artificial 

pretext for the dialogue, one should select a site remote from the 

sea, to avoid the corrupting influence of trade and contact with 

foreigners. Phis, of course, leads to difficulties, since some meastire 

of trading activity must go on. It is necessary for lho.se who are not 

endowed with independent means to make a living somehow. 

Characteristirally, when talking of tfie teachers in his proposed 

grammar schools, Plato says tfiese will have to l^e paid and musi 

therefore be foreigners. by 

I’his attitude of isolation in political matters is in ifie end responsible 

for the Greek world’s inability to achieve a viable organisation of 

wider scope. The kind of political life that they envisaged was 

static, whereas the world around them was changing rapidly. This 

was the main weakness in the political thinking of the Greeks. In 

the end imperial Rome was to establish a world state. If the Romans 

lacked (Jreek originality, they were also free from the excessive 

individualism of the citv state. 



// the soul alternates between 

Life within and without a body\ 

learning is remembering. Hence 

the importance of dialectic 

While, then, in matters of |)oliticaI tlieory, we can distinguish a 

Socratic theory from the later, Platonic, developments, there remain 

c(*rtain features of social theory in general which are common to both 

men. These are their views on the nature of education. Indeed, 

their approach merely makes explicit the outlook of Cireek traditions 

ol enquiry. We recall that science and philosophy were pursued in 

schools or societies where there was cIo.se collaboration between 

teachers and .students. The important truth which seems to have been 

understood, implicitly at least, from tlu' v<Ty luginning is that 

learning is not a process of dishing out information. Some of this, of 

course, there must be. But it is neither the sole function ol the teacher, 

nor yet the most important one. This is indeed more evident today 

than it was at that lime, Ibr written records were rarer and harder to 

find than they are now\ With us, it stands to reason that anyone who 

(an read can collect information from a library. Less than ever be- 

ibie should a teacher need to pass on mere iulormalion. All the more 

is it to the credit of the philosophers of (ireece that they should have 

grasped how genuine education must be pursued. The role ol the 

teacher is one of guidance, ol britiging the pupil to see lor himself 

But learning to think independently is not an ability that comes all 

ol a piece. It must be acquired by dint of personal ellorl and with the 

h<‘lp ol a mentor w ho can direct these eflbrts. Phis is the method of 

research under supervision as we know’ it today in our universities. 

It may be said that an academic institution fulfils its proper function 

to the extent that it fo.sters independent habits of mind and a spirit of 

<*nquiry free from the bias and prejudices of the moment. In so far as 

a university fails in this task it .sinks to the l(‘vel of indoctrination. At 

the .same time such a failure has more serious consequence's still. For 

w here independent thinking diers out, w hether from lack of courage 

or absence of discipline, there the evil wee'ds of propaganda and 

authoritarianism proliferate uncheckc'd. The stifling of criticism is 

thus a much more seri^ius thing than many people realise. Far from 

creating a living unity of purpo.se in a society, it impo.ses a kind of 

insipid, brittle uniformity upon the body politic. It is a pity that men 

in places of f>ow'er and responsibility are not more often aware of this, 

Kducalion, then, is learning to think for oiu'self under the guidance 

of a teacher. This was, in fact, the practice from the beginning of the 

Ionian school, and it was recognised explicitly by the Pythagoreans. 

Indeed, it has been suggested by the French philosopher, G. Sorel, 

that philosophy originally meant not love of wisdom, but rathiT, 

‘the Friends’ wisdom’, the Friends in question l)eing, of course, the 

Pythagorean brotherhood. Whether this be .so or not, it does at 

least emphasise that science and philosophy grow as traditions and 

not as isolated, individual efforts. At the same time we see w'hy it was 

that Socrates and Plato were so violently opposed to the Sophists. 

For these were simply purveyors of useful knowledge; their teaching, 

if such it may be called, was superficial. They may be able to in¬ 

struct a man in scjme measure to make adequate responses in a variety 

of situations, but such piling up of information is ungrounded, un- 

exarnined. This is, of course, not to .say that a genuine teacher may 

not run up against hopeless cases. Indeed, it is a distinctive feature of 

the educative process that there must be effort on both sides. 



In Socratrs, this educational theory is linked with another notion 

that goes back to the early Pythagoreans. In the ‘Meno’, the process 

of learning is called a remembering of things learnt in a previous 

existence and since forgotten. It is this that requires the joint effort 

described above. As for the notion of remembering, or anamnesis, it 

is based on the view that the soul goes through a series of alternate 

embodied and disembodied states, a view that has obvious links with 

the theory of transmigration as held by Pythagoras. The disembodied 

soul is as if asleep, and that is why, when it is in a waking and em- 

iKKiied state, what it lias learned in a previous existence must be 

awakened too. Socrates here tries to show this by questioning one of 

Meno's slave l)oys. Beyond a knowledge of ordinary' Creek, the bo\' 

is quite uneducated, as w( might ynU it. Yet Socrates, merely 1>\ 

asking simple questions succeeds in eliciting from the youngster the 

construction of a square of tw ice the area of a given square. It must 

h(‘ admitted that the account is not altogether convincing as a proof 

of the theory of anamnesis. For it is Socrates who draws the figures in 

the .sand and puts the boy on the track of his errors whenever he does 

go astray. On the other hand, here is a pretty accurate description of 

an educational situation. It is the interplay of student and teacher in 

the way .set out in this example tliat produces genuine learning. It is 

iti this sense that learning mav })e descrilx-d as a dialectic |)roress, 

when' the w'ord has its original Creek meaning. 

It is not without interest to note that the educational theory here 

described has left its mark on ordinary language as spoken quite 

apart from learning or philosophy. For w'c rommonly speak of some¬ 

one's interest in a subject being awakened or aroused. This is an 

instance of a general phenomenon in the growth of idiom. Ordinars 

language is the resting-ground of bits and pieces of philcxsophic 

speculation from the past. It would he a good thing if this were 

oct asionally remembered by those w ho tend to deify ordinary speech 

as though it were .somehow’ beyf>nd the canons of enquiry. 

As for the theory of anamnesis, it was used by Socrates in an attempt 

to prove that the soul is immortal- I’his is descril>cd in the ‘Phaedoy 

though it may be remarked that the case is not successful. At all 

events, it is worth remembering that the theory of transmigration 

was dropped i>y the later Pythagoreans. As wt saw ear her, they 

adopted a view based on the notion of harmony, which in fact leads 

to the opposite result that the soul is mortal. On the educational 

aspect of the remembering process we may note that the practice of 

psychoanalytic therapy is based precisely on this notion of reaw'aken- 

ing memories from the past. For all its more mysterious elements, 

psychoanalysis has a sounder grasp of the connection belw'een 

education and thcrap\ than did the associationist psychology based on 

Hume. In a wide sense, education, for Socrates, is therapy of 

the soul. 

It is a process leading to knowledge and therefore to the (^ood. 

Ignorance might thus be regarded as something in the way of free¬ 

dom, a free way of life being achieved by knowledge and insight. A 

similar view is found in Hegel’s philosophy, where freedom is 

described as meaning that one understands the working of necessity. 
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Dflmitum hy i>enu.\ and difference: 

X IS defined ns ) 

There is another and perhaps more important problem which is 

treated in the ‘Meno’, though its discussion in the ‘Ruthyphro’ is 

more interesting. This is the logical problem of definition. Fhe 

question asked in the ‘Euthyphro' is what is the holy, and the 

dialogue shows Faithyphro attempting to give a definition of it. That 

all his (‘florts turn out to be fruitless in the end is not important. In 

the course of the discussion Socrates makes him see what is required 

in the framing ol a definition and thus clarifies the formal logical 

character of what is called definition by genus and diffen'nce. 

'1*0 the modern reader this manner of treatmenl ol matters of logic 

seems smnewhat odd. One is used today to dry and stolid text book 

accounts, in the manner of Aristotle. 'The writing of philosophical 

dialogues, which was invented by Plato, Ibund many imitators bul 

has now gone out of fashion. Phis is perhaps a pity, lor it cannot be 

said that tlie style of philosophic writing in our day is what it could 

be. Dialogue imposes on the author a greater nu'asure of literary 

discipline than any other form of writing. In this respect the early 

dialogues of Plato are w ithout equal. We must remember that wt are 

dealing with pieces written shortly after the death ol Socrates at a 

lime when Plato's own thought was still in the making, and his 

powers as a dramatic artist at their best. As a result of it these 

dialogues are easier to read as literature than the later ones, Init their 

philosophic content is harder to glean. 

In several of the earlier dialogues w<‘ meet speakers who commit an 

elementary if common blunder w hen asked to give a definition ol a 

term. Wfiat they do iristead is to give instances of it. It is no gfK)d to 

reply to the question what is the Holy as Euthyj)hro does. The Holy, 

says Ruthyphro, is to prosecute the offender against religion. But in 

effect this is not a definition at all. I’he statement merely says that 

prosecuting the offender is a holy act. J'here may be others. As to 

what holiness is, wr an as much as ever in the dark. It is as though 

.someone, when asked what is a philosopher, were to reply Socrates is 

a philosopher. 1 fie situation is delightfully ironic if w^e recall the 

setting of the conversation. Sficrates, on his way to court in order to 

discover the nature of the charge laid against him, meets Ruthyphro 

who al.so has legal business on hand. He is arraigning his own father 

for manslaughter of a slave who had died of neglect. Ruthyphro is 

acting according to the proper riles and religious practice's of the 

community, and evinces the usual cocksurencss and self-certainty of 

those who give uncritical if virtuous assent to the formal customs of 

their tribe. Socrates therefore flatters him as an expert and feigns to 

be asking ethical advice from Ruthyphro, who must surely be an 

authority in such matters. 

Reaving the ethical question aside for the moment, we find that 

Socrates succeeds in explaining what is required logically. We are 

asking for the‘form’ of the Holy, a statement of that which makes holy 

things what they are. Using more familiar language, we should now 

.state the case in terms of necessary and sufficient conditions. Thus, if 

and only if, an animal is rational is it human, leaving out perhaps 

toddlers, who start on all fours wfith other quadrupeds. Schematically, 

we can show this by means of two intersecting circles. Man, the term 



to bf defined, is the cornnKjn part of the two circles which cover 

respectively what is rational and what is animal. The way in whicfi 

we arrive at such a definition is by takint; one of the terms, in this case 

animal, and limiting it by the second term, rational. Th(‘ first is called 

the genus, the second the difference, that which singles out from 

amongst animals the species man. Man, if you like, is an animal w ith 

a difference, the differenc<‘ of being rational. So at least th(‘ text botiks 

seem to think. Looking round, one wonders if, tfiough formally 

correct, this definition might not in substance be a pious ern»r. 

On the ethical side, th(‘ dialogiu' tfirows some light on the Athenian 

state religion, and on how' tlu' ethic ol Socrates differed from tliis. It 

is the difference between authoritarian and fundamentalist ethics. 

Socrates brings the rpK'stioti into locus when he asks for some clarifi¬ 

cation of Euthyphro's suggesUTl definition ol the Holy as that which 

the gods apprf)ve of unanimously. Socrates wants to know whether a 

thing is holy becausi* the gods approve of it, or whether the gods 

approve of it because it is holy. The c|uestion is really a veiled 

criticism of what evidently is Euthyphro's attitude to the problem. 

For him all that matters is that the gods should have issued a 

command that something be done. In the Athenian context where 

there was a state religion, this meant in effect that the ordinances of 

the ecclesia were to be obeyed as such. Cairiously enough, Socrates 

him.selI agreed with this as a mat((T of political f)ractice. But at the 

.same time he fell himself C(jmpelled to ask the ethical question about 

the activity of the state it.self, a move which to tli<‘ Euthyphros of this 

w'orld would and could not occur. And this at once leads us to the 

age-old dilemma of divided loyalties w hich, as we noted earlier, is 

one of the great themes of (ireek drama. That this is by no means a 

dead and liuriecl i.ssui* is clear f rom the fact that the problem of law 

and justice is always wath us. What is the relation between the two."^ 

What are w^e to do when called upon to oliey a law which wt find 

unjust? I he question is .more alive than ever when blind obedience 

to our political masters threatens to plunge the world into total and 

irreparable destruction. 

I'he difference between Euthyphro and Socrates is in the end that 

the former thinks of the law as something static, whereas the Socratic 

view implies that the law is not unalterable. Although he does not 

say this in so many w-ords, Socrates here appears as an ernpiiicist in 

social theory. As such it behoves him to enquire into w hether certain 

practices are good or evil, no matter wdio commanded them. That 

this will make him liable to ill-wall from, and persecution by, the 

state, he must surely have known. It seems, indeed, that this is not an 

uncommon fate of heretical thinkers who strike at the roots of 

orthodoxy. No matter that they might act from the purely dis¬ 

interested motive of righting wrongs done to others, the hostility 

evinced towards them will be the same. 

Socrates’ attitude to the laws of Athens is set out in the ‘Crito*, 

which shows him unwilling to flee and so escape sentence. Though 

the laws be unjust they must be obeyed lest the rule of law fall into 

disrepute. He fails to see that this might happen precisely because 

of injustice. 
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His inconsistent attitude in matters concerning authority led 

Socrates to spurn the easy solution of escape. In refusing to com¬ 

promise he forced the hands of the prosecution and became a 

martyr of free thought. His last hours are described in the ‘Phaedo’, 

a work which ranks amongst the masterpieces of Western literature. 

The discussion in the dialogue centres on an attempt to prove that 

the soul is immortal. We need not here consider the arguments in 

detail. 'I’hey are not very sound as arguments, though they raise 

interesting issues about the mind-body prt)blem, I’owards the end 

of the dialogue, the discu.ssion reaches a point where no one is pre¬ 

pared to raise further objections. It cannot well have escaped the 

notice of the Pythagoreans present that fresh difficulties could have 

been produced. But it seems that the ominous character of the event, 

together with a feeling of piety, made Socrates’ friends refrain from 

casting ultimate doubts on his conclusions. What is philosophically 

perhaps the most important part in the dialogue is the description 

of the method of hypothesis and deduction, which is the framework 

for all scientific argument. 

k 
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The method of hypothesis: /I, /?, C 

are appearances to be saved. 

H fails to save C; X destroys H. 

does sane the appearances 

Socrates explains the matter when a certain feeling of dismay seems 

to settle on the company because of insuperable difficulties in the 

argument. He warns his friends against misology, the mistrust and 

rejection of argument in general, and a little later proceeds with a 

formal outline of his method. 

We must start with some suppositiiin, or hypiolhesis. The two words 

mean the same, a putting underneath of something. 'Phe point is 

that we must lay the groundwork on w'hich the argument is to be 

built. From the hypothesis we deduce the consequences that follow 

ffoni it and see whether they square w ith the facts. This is what was 

originally meant by the phrase ‘saving appearances’. A hypothesis 

whose consequences do justice to the facts .saves the appearances, the 

things around us as they appear, riiis notion is in the first instance 

no doubt connected with the astronomy of the later Pythagoreans, 

more particularly w'ith the notion of the trampstars, or planets, 

fheir apparent motion is irregular, a feature which does not fit in 

with certain metaphysical demands for simplicity. Hence the need 

for a simple hypothesis which will save the appearances. 

If the facts do not agree with the consequences of the hypothesis, the 

latter is destroyed, and we must try some other hypothesis. The 

important thing to notice is that hypotheses themselves remain 

unproved. This is not to say that one chooses starting points quite 

arbitrarily, but it does mean that in argument one must begin with 

something which is admitted by all participants, if not from convic¬ 

tion then at least for the sake of argument. The proving of hypotheses 

is quite another matter. Here we must begin from a higher starting 

point of which the hypothesis in question may be shown to be a 

con.scqucnce. I’his is precisely the task of dialectic as Socrates con¬ 

ceives it. We must destroy the special hypotheses of the various 

sciences, in the sense of removing them as special. In the end, the 

aim of dialectic is to reach the one .supreme starting point, the form 

of the (iood. This, of course, may .strike us as a somewhat vain hope. 

Still, it remains the case that theoretical science is always moving 



in the direction of greater generality, and unification of fields that 

might at first seem quite disparate. What was more especially in the 

minds of the mathematical philosophers was a unification of arith¬ 

metic and geometry, a problem which was finally solved with great 

brilliancy by Descartes some two thousand years later. 

That Socrates was not the first to use argument from hypothesis we 

have already seen. The Eleatics had already used this procedure for 

their polemics against those who held that things were many. But 

theirs was on the whole a destructive purpose. What is new here is 

the notion of saving the appearances. In other words, the problem 

is one of giving a positive account, or logos, of facts as we observe 

them. By giving an account, we explain the facts in terms of the 

hypothesis. It is worth noting that in this approach there is a con¬ 

cealed ethical notion that an explained fact is somehow better than 

an unexplained one. We may recall that Socrates held that the 

unexamined way of life was not worth living. Ultimately, all this is 

connected with the Pythagorean ethic that enquiry as such is g(K>d. 

Moreover, the tendency towards greater and greater unification 

until everything is ultimately subsumed under the form of the Good 

j)oints in .some measure to the positive content of Eleaticism. The 

lorrn of the Ciood and the Eleatic One have this in common, that 

theoretical science works in the way these notions hint at. 

The method ol hypothesis and deduction has never been stated 

better than in the ‘Phaedo’. Oddly enough, Socrates never seems to 

have spotted a curious inconsistency between this and his theory 

of knowledge and opinion. For, clearly, the theory of deduction 

from hypotheses requires that the appearances to be saved can as 

such be unmistakable. Otherwise there could be no comparison 

between them and the con.scquences of the hyp)othesis. On the other 

hand, appearances are apprehended by the senses, and these are 

held to be productive of opinion which is fallible. If, therefore, we are 

to take the theory of hypothesis and deduction seriously, we must 

abandon the theory oi' knowledge and opinion, and indirectly this 

undermines the theory of ideas insofar as it is built on the distinction 

between knowledge and opinion. I’his is what empiricLsin has done. 

One question which has not been touched at all is how a hypothesis 

is set up in the first place. To this we can give no general answer. 

There is no formal prescription which will ensure success in enquiry. 

It is perhaps a measure of Socrates’ insight that he docs not even 

raise the question. There is no such thing as a logic of invention. 

H 

a b c d 
riie ‘Phaedo’ is evidently a historical document in the same sense as 

the ‘Apology’. As such it shows Socrates maintaining his attitude to 

life right to the end. He is considerate to others, proud in an un¬ 

selfconscious way, courageous and composed. Excessive display of 

emotions he finds undignified, and he rebukes his friends who 

threaten to break down under the strain of the final moments before 

the hemlock is brought to him. With great indifference and detach¬ 

ment he drinks the poison and lies down to await death. His last 

request is to his friend Crito, to sacrifice a cock to Asclepius, as 

though death, the release of soul from body, were like a healing. 

Destroying special hypotheses: 

H destroys hi and h^, unifying 

what was hitherto disparate 
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Truth and falsehood belong to 
judgements. If X and T overlap, 
some X is ') is true. If they do 
not overlaps some X is ') is false 

W'c have already discussed the criticism of the Socratic theory of 

ideas by Parmenides, in the dialogue of that name. In the 

‘Theaetetus’, which was written, it seems, at the same time as the 

‘Parmenides', we are definitely moving away from the theories of 

Socrates, and Plato's ow'n views are beginning to take shape. We 

may recall that, for Socrates, knowledge is of the forms, where<i.s th(‘ 

scn.ses give rise merely to opinion. Phis view correctly underlines a 

certain difTerence between mathematical knowledge and sen.se 

experience, but as a general theory of knowledge it is never made 

good. Indeed, the ‘Parmenides’ shows that it could not be. In the 

‘^rheaetetus’ a new atternf)t is made to dispose of the problem. 

Socrates still appears as the central figure in the dialogue. Since 

here we are given a criticism of th(‘ theory of know ledge implicit in 

the ‘Republic’ it seems not inappropriate that it should be discu.ssed 

by Socrates him.sclf. Already, however, the Socratic point of view 

no longer dominates. In subsecpient dialogue.s, where Plato at last 

has reached mature views of his own, he u.ses the devdee of intro¬ 

ducing a stranger to propound his theories, and Socrates sub.sid(‘s. 

Iheaetctus, after w^hom this dialogue was named, was a famous 

mathematician who had distinguished himself both in arithmetic 

and geometry, lie invented a general method for working out 

quadratic surds and completed the theory of the regular .solids. In 

the dialogue we me^et him as a promfsing lad, shortly l^efdre the trial 

of Socrates, 'riie piece is dedicated to the memory of d heaetetus, 

victim to wounds and sickness after the battle of Clorinth in 

. 

mas&mnw 

The question to which the introductory banter leads up is what is 

knowledge. Theaetetus first makes the usual mistake of giving 

instances instead of a definition, but quickly sees the error and 

proceeds to give a first definition. Knowledge, he says, is aesthesis. 

This is the general Circek term for perception of any kind. Our own 

word anaesthetic simply means a blotting out of pen eption. More 

particularly, w^e are here concerned wath sense pjerception. The view' 

that knowledge is .sense perception is really the same as the formula 

of Protagoras, that man is the measure of all things. In sense 

perception things appear as they appear, so that we cannot go 

wrong. In the ensuing di.scussion it becomes clear that the proposed 

definition of knowledge is not adeqtiate. 'To begin with, it will not 

do to say that something is as it appears, since nothing really is; 

things are always in a state of becoming, as Heraclitus had said. 

Sense perception is, in fact, an interaction between pcrceiver and 

perceived. Moreover, Protagoras hirn.self would have admitted that 

in matters where a dccLsion mu.st be made, one man’s view is not 

as good as another’s, the expert is a better judge than the layman. 

Besides, a man untainted by philosophic thought will hardly give 

assent to the formula, so on his own showing Protagoras must admit 

that for such a perstm the theory is not true. I’he upshot of the 

discussion is this: if we try to describe knowledge in terms of a 

Hcraclilean theory of flux we find that nothing can be said. Before 

anything can be pinned down by a word it has melted away into 

something else. We must therefore try some other way of answering 

the question what is knowledge. 



Let us then consider the fact that while the senses each have their 

proper objects, anything which involves connection between per¬ 

ceptions by different senses requires the function of some overall 

sense. This is the soul or mind, the two are not distinct in Plato. 

The soul apprehends such general predicates as identity, difference, 

existence, number, as well as the general predicates of ethics and 

art. Hence it is not possible to define knowledge simply as sense 

perception. Let us therefore try to see whether we can find a de¬ 

finition on the side of the soul. The function of the so\il is to conduct 

dialogues with itself . On reaching a settlement of a question we say 

that it has made a judgement. We must now examine whether we 

may define knowledge as true judgement. On investigation we find 

tliat it is impossible on this theory to give a satisfactory account of 

false judgement, or error. That errors are made is obviously granted 

by all. d’hc distinction between truth and error is not worked out at 

this stage. Plato merely clears the ground, his own account of the 

problem may well not have been fully developed at that time. 

But false judgement is impossible if judgement is an activity of the 

soul alone. We might suppose that the mind was like a tablet with 

memory marks impressed on it. f>ror might then consist in con¬ 

necting a prc~scnt sensation to the wrong imprint. But this fails for 

mistakes in arithmetic when there is nothing to have sen.sations of. 

If we suppose the mind to be some sort of l)irdcage, the birds in 

which are pieces of knowledge, then we might occasionally net the 

wrong bird, and that would be error. But then, to commit an error 

is not the same as to utter an irrelevant truth. We must therefore 

suppose that some of the birds arc pieces of error. But if we catch 

one of these we know that it is an error as soon as it is caught, so 

that we could never be in error. Besides, we may note the point 

which the argument overlooks, that if one introduces pieces of error, 

then the entire story becomes circular as an account of error. 

Again, a man may well utter a true judgement by accident, or from 

other causes, such as wanting to hold a view which happens to be 

in fact true. I’he final definition triers to meet this: knowledge is 

lru(‘ judgement supported by argument. In the ab.scnce o( argument 

there is no knowledge. We may think of letters which can be named 

but have no meaning, and their combination into syllal)les which 

can in turn be analysed and therefore are objects ol knowledge. But 

if the syllabic is the sum of its letters it is as unknowable as they are, 

if more, then it is this additional feature which makes it knowable, 

and the statement becf)mes empty. Besides, what is meant by argu¬ 

ment here? Cllearly, an account of how the thing differs from all 

others. This is either a further judgement, or amounts to a knowledge 

of the difference. The first implies a regress, the second a circle in 

definition. No solution to our problem is given, but the air is cleared 

of certain mrsconceptions. Neither sense perception nor ratiocin¬ 

ation can, on its own, account for knowledge. 

The problem of knowledge and the problem ol error are evidently 

two sides of the same que\stion. As neither of them is settled in the 

present discussion, a fresh start must be made. Lo this we shall now 

turn our attention. 

Ij km)wledi>€ were purely mental, 

how explain error:* Ihe birdcage 

simile fails: if catching^ we know, 

error would be unmasked at once 

IF) 



Definition by division, the basis 

of classification. At each statue 

the genus is divided in two 

Wc come now to a piece which purports to continue the conversation 

of the ‘T'heactetus’ on the following day. This is the ‘Sophist’, a 

dialogue which on stylistic grounds can be dated as a good deal 

later than the ‘Theaetetus\ rhe company assembled are the same, 

but in addition an Eleatic stranger appears on the scene. It is the 

stranger who stands at the centre of the dialogue, whereas Socrates 

plays a verv' minor part in the discussion. Outwardly, the ‘Sophist’ 

is concerned with a problem of definition. Vhe question is to define 

what is a sophist, and to distinguish him from the philosopher. I'he 

veiled antagonism implied in this seems to be directed mainly against 

the Sfxrratic school of Megara, which had developed a one-sided and 

destructive mode of Eleatic logic chopping. The Eleatic stranger, in 

whom we may sec the voice of Plato himself, shows a truer grasp 

f)f the issues and produces a brilliant solution of the problem of error. 

By using the stranger as a mouthpiece, Plato gives us to understand 

that he hiwLself stands in the true tradition of philosophic develop¬ 

ment, whereas the sophistical paradoxmongers of Megara have 

strayed from the path. 

f he real problem which is tackled in the 'Sophist’ is the Parrnenidcan 

puzzle about Not-being. In Parmenides this was of course mainly a 

matter concerning the physical world. In his followers, it spread 

into logic as well, and it is this problem that we find here examined. 

Before turning to this, the central question of the dialogue, we may 

add a few comments on the method of division, especially since it 

is the classificalory prtxedure which was used in the Academy. The 

work of Aristotle on the classification of animals belongs to his 

Academic period. I’he method provides us with detailed definitions 

of terms, starting with the genus and dividing it into two at each 

step, by giving sets of alternative differences. A preliminary example 

is given in the ‘Sophist’ to explain the procedure. Ehe term to be 

defined is angling. To begin with, angling is an art, so that the arts 

constitute the first genus. We may divide them into arts of produc¬ 

tion and arts of acquisition, and angling evidently belongs to the 

latter. Acquisition is now divided into cases where its objects give 

consent, and where they are simply captured. Again, angling belongs 

to the second of these. Capture can be divided into open and 

concealed, angling being of the latter kind. The things taken may be 

inanimate or living; angling is concerned with living things. The 

animals in question may live on land or in a fluid, and again the 

term to be defined belongs to the second class. Inhabitants of fluids 

may be birds or fish, fish may be caught by net or by striking, and 

you may strike by night or day. Angling is done in daylight. We 

may strike from above or below, and angling is of the latter kind. 

Retracing our steps and collecting all the differences, wc define 

angling as the art of acquiring by concealed capture animals that 

live in water, catching by day and striking from below. I’he example 

is not to be taken too .seriously, it is chosen because the sophist may 

also be taken as an angler, his quarry being the souls of men. 

Various definitions of the sophist follow, but we need not pursue 

this matter. 

Instead, we shall now turn to the discussion of the Eleatic problem. 

I’he difficulty about Not-being arises because the philosophers have 



not properly understood what is meant by Being, as the stranger 

shows with great acumen. Referring back to the ‘ rheactetus’,wc may 

recall that knowledge, whatever else it may also require, at least 

requires interaction and therefore Motion. But it also requires Rest, 

since otherwise there would be nothing to be talked about. Things 

must in some sense stay put if they are tf> be objects of enquiry. This 

gives us a hint for attacking the problem. For Motion and Rest 

undoubtedly both exist, but as they are opposites, they cannot be 

combined. Three possibilities for combination seem to suggest 

themselves. Either all things remain completely separate, in which 

case Motion and Rest cannot have a part in Being. Or all things 

can merge, in which case Motion and Rest could come together, 

which they clearly cannot. It therefore remains that some things 

can, and others cannot, combine. The solution of our difficulties 

lies in recognising that Being and Not-being are meaningless ex¬ 

pressions on their own. It is only in a judgement that they make 

sense. I’he ‘forms' or kinds, like Motion, Rest, Being, arc the 

gerteral predicates already mentioned in the ‘ rheaetetus’. They arc 

clearly quite different from the forms ol Socrates. I’his Platonic 

theory of forms is the starting point of what later developed into the 

theory of categories. 

riic function of dialectic is to study which of these forms or ‘highest 

kinds' combine, and which do not. Motion and Rest, as we have 

seen already, do not combine with each other, but each of them 

( ombincs with Being, each is. Again, Motion is the same as itself 

but other than Rest. Sameness, or identity, and otherness, or 

difference, like Being, are all-pervasive. For each is identical with 

itself and different from all the others. 

We can .see now what is meant by Not-being. Motion, we might say, 

both is and is not. For it is Motion, but it is not Rest. In this sense, 

then,.Not-being is on the same level as Being. But it is plain that the 

Not-being here evolved must not be taken in complete abstraction. 

It is a Not-being such and such, or better, a Being other than such 

and such. Plato has thus brought out the source of the difficulty. In 

modern jargon, we must dLstinguish the existential use of ‘is’ from 

the use of it as a copula in a proposition. It is the second of these 

which is logically important. 

On this basis wc can now give a simple account of error. To judge 

truly is to judge something to be as it is. If we judge something to 

be as it is not, we judge falsely, and so we commit error. It may 

surprise the reader that the outcome is no more formidable or 

mysterious than that. But then as much holds of any problem once 

we know the solution. 

W'e may note, in conclusion, that the problem of the ‘Theactetus’ has 

been incidentally disposed of as well. In a sense it is not a proper 

question. We must stick to judgements, and these, as we can now 

see, may be true or false. But how do we know whether a given 

judgement is one or the other? I’he answer is just that it is true if 

things are so, and if not, not. There is no formal criterion which 

ensures us against error. 

'Plat(mic\forms answer rarmentdes 

who said it is or is not, hut 

Motion {K) both is and is not: it is\ 

Rest (2^) /c, hut Motion is not Rest 



7 he two bfisic triangles, Plato 

holds the elements are made oj 

these^ a geometric nuclear theory 

'I’hc account of Not-hcing wc have just outlined enables us hence¬ 

forth to dispose of the problem ol‘change. It makes the Hcraclitean 

theory explicit and removes from it the apparent aura of paradox. 

Vet there is in Plato artothcr theory of change which links up 

directly with both atomism and mathematical physics as wc know 

it today. The theory is given in the ‘ rimaeus’, another dialogue 

belonging to the last and mature period of Plato’s thought. An 

account of the cosmogony set out in that dialogue would lead us 

too far afield, we merely note that there is a great deal of advanced 

P\^thagoreanism in it, together with hints on the proper explanation 

of planetary motion. Indeed, it is likely that the heliocentric 

hypothesis was an Academic discovery. A good many other scientific 

matters are touched on in the dialogue, but we must leave these 

aside. Let us turn at once to what might well be called Plato's 

geometrical or mathematical atomism. According to this view we 

have to make a threefold distinction between forms, basic matter 

and the corporeal reality of the sensible world. The basic matter 

here is simply empty space. Sensible reality is the outcome of a 

mixture between forms and the space on which they are somehow 

imprinted. On this basis we are now presented with an account ol 

the material world, both phvsical and biological, in terms of the 

four elements. But these in turn are now considered as geometrical 

bodies made up of two kinds f)f elementary triangles, that which 

consists of half an equilateral triangle, and the right-angled isosceles 

triangle, which is half a square. Out of these triangles we can 

construct four of the five regular .solids. The tetrahedron is the 

bfisic particle of fire, the cube of earth, the octohedron of air and the 

icosahedron of water. By breaking up these bodies intf) their con¬ 

stituent triangles and rearranging them we can cB'ect transforma¬ 

tions between the elements. Again, the fiery particles, having sharp 

points, penetrate the other bodies. Water consists of much smoother 

particles, hence the gliding of fluids. 

T he theory of transformation here suggested is in fact a remarkable 

precursor of modern physical theories. Indeed, Plato goes much 

further than the materialist atomism of' Democritus. 'Lhe basic 

triangles are evidently counterparts of what in modern physics are 

called nuclear or elementary particles. They are the constituents of 

the basic particles. We may note, too, that these particles are not 

called atoms. This, to a (ircck, would be a flagrant .solecism, and 

.so indeed it really remains. The word atom means literally an 

indivisible thing. A thing which is made up of other things should 

in all strictness not be called an atom. 

Plato here appears as the precursor of the main tradition of modern 

science. The view that everything can be reduced to geonictr\' is 

explicitly held by Descartes, and in a different way by Ein.slein. 

'Phat Plato should confine himself to four elements is of course in 

one sense a limitation. The reason for this choice is that such was the 

prevailing view of the times. What Plato tried to do is to give a 

‘logos’ or account of this view in order to .save the appearances, and 

the hypothesis he employs is mathematical. That the world is 

ultimately intelligible in terms of number was, as we saw, a part of 

the Pythagorean doctrine which Plato accepted. Wc thus have a 



mathematical model for physical explanation. In method this is just 

the aim of mathematical physics today. 

rhat this theory should be linked more particularly to the theory of 

the regular solids is perhaps a streak of Pythagorean mysticism. 

Indeed, there remains,on this scheme, noplace for the dodecahedron. 

Phis alone, of the five solids, has faces not made up from the two 

elementary triangles, but from regular pentagons. 'Phe pentagon, 

it may be recalled, was one of the mystical symbols of the Pytha- 

goreans, and its construction involves the irrational number shown 

when we discussed the later Pythagoreans. Furthermore, the 

dodecahedron looks rounder than any of the other (bur solids. Plato 

therefore makes it stand for the world. This speculation does not 

affect the soundness or otherwise of the mathematical model. 

Plato’s theory of mathematics we have not the time to treat fully 

here. It must in any case be pieced together from a few hints in the 

dialogues and statements in Aristotle. It is nevertheless important 

to note two items. The first is that Plato, or at any rate the Academy, 

revised the Pythagorean doctrine of number in order to escape the 

Fleatic criticisms of it. In this, again, an extremely modern view is 

foreshadowed. The beginning of the number series is recognised to 

be zero instead of the unit. Phis makes it po.ssible to develop a 

general theory of irrationals, which, if one were pedantic, should 

now no longer be called irrational. Likewise, in geometry, lines arc 

now thought of'as generated by the motion of'a point, a view which 

plays a central part in New'lon’s theory of fluxions, whicli was one 

of the early forms of what came to be called differential calculuJi. 

We see clearly the way in which the.se developments make for a 

lu^ification of arithmetic and geometry in the spirit of the dialectic. 

The second important matter is a statement of Aristotle’s that Plato 

said numbers could nf>t be added. 'I’his somewhat lapidary pro¬ 

nouncement contains in fact the germs ()r an extremely modern 

view of number. Following the Pythagoreans, Plato regarded 

numbers as forms. 'Phese evidently cannot be added together. What 

happens when we make additions is that we pul together things of 

a certain kind, let us say pebbles, d’he sort of thing that mathe¬ 

maticians talk about is, however, different from the pebbles as well 

as from the forms. It is somehow intermediate between the tw'o. 

What mathematicians add together is things of an unspecified kind, 

any kind, provided that in the relevant respect the kind is the same 

for all the things added. All this stands out very clearly in terms of 

the definition of number that was given by Frege, and later by 

Whitehead and myself The number three, for example, is the class 

of all triplets. A triplet is a class of objects of a given kind. Likewise 

for any other cardinal number. The number two is the cla.ss of 

couples, a couple being a class of things. You can add a triplet and 

a couple of one kind, but not the number three and the number two. 

'Phis concludes a bare outline of some ol the more important theories 

of Plato. Few, if any, philosophers have ever reached his range and 

depth, and none has surpas.sed him. Anyone who would engage in 

philosophic enquiry is unwise to ignore him. 

1 he elemenls\ the tetrahedron Jire^ 
the cube earthy the octahedron 
07the icosahedron u nter 



Aristotle, the last of the three great thinkers who lived arid taught 

in Athens, was probably the first professional philosopher. With him 

the climax of the classical period is already passing. Politically 

Greece was becoming less important; Alexander of Macedon, who 

as a lad had been Aristotle’s pupil, laid the imperial foundations on 

which the hcllenistic world began to flourish. But of this later. 

Unlike Socrates and Plato, Aristotle was a foreigner in Athens. He 

was born in about 384 H.c. at Stagira in Thrace. His father was 

court physician to the Kings of Macedon. At the age of eighteen 

Aristotle was sent to Athens to study tinder Plato at the Academy, 

f lc remained a member of the Academy until the death ol Plato in 

348-7 B.C., some twenty years in all. 'The new head of the At ademy, 

Spcirsippus, was strongly in sympathy with the mathematical strain 

in Platonic philosophy, the feature w^hich Aristotle understood least 

and disliked most. He therelVire left Athens and during the next 

twelve years we find him working in a number (jI places. Following 

an invitation from his former sclK>ollfiend, Hermeias, a ruler in 

Mysia on the coast of Asia Minor, Aristotle joined a group ol 

Academicians there and married the niece of liis host. Three years 

later he went to Mitylene on the island of Lesbos. 

His work on the classification of animals belongs, as we have said, 

to his Academic period. During his stay irj die Aegean he must have 

conducted his researche.s in marine bifilogy, a field in which he made 

contributions that were not improved on until the ipth century. In 

343 he was called to the Macedonian court of Philip II, who was 

looking for a tutor to his son Alexander. For three ye^ars Aristotle 

filled this office, but on this period we have no trustworthy sources. 

'This is perhaps unfortunate; one cannot help w'ondering what hold 

the wfise philosopher had on the unruly prince. Still, it .seems safe 

to say that there was not a lot on which the two might see eye tc) eye. 

Aristotle’s political views were l)a.sed on the (ireek city state which 

was all but on the way out. Gentralised empires like that of the 

Great King would seem to him, as indeed to all Greeks, a barbarian 

invention. In this, as in eultural matters generally, they had a healthy 

respect for their own superiority. But the limes were changing, the 

city state in decline and hellenistic empire in the oiling. That 

Alexander admired Athens for her culture is true enough, but then 

so did everyone else, and Aristotle was not the cau.se of it. 

From 340 until the death of Philip in 335, Aristotle lived in his 

home town once more, and from then until Alexander’s death in 

323, he worked in Athens. It is at this time that he founded a scIkk)! 
of his own, the Lyceum, named after the nearby temple of Apollo 

Lykeiiis, that is the wolf-slayer. Here Aristotle would lecture his 

classes, walking through the halls and gardens and talking as he 

went. From tliis habit the teaching of the Lyceum came to be known 

as the peripatetic, or walk-about, philosophy. It is interesting to note 

that our own word discourse literally means a running about. Its 

Latin forbear did not come to be used w^ith its present meaning of 

reasoned argument until the Middle Ages. It may have acquired 

this sense from being used in connection with the peripatetic 

philosophy, though this is entirely problematic. 



Following the death of Alexander, the Athenians rose in revolt 

against Macedonian rule. Aristotle was naturally suspected of pro- 

Macedonian sympathies and was charged with impiety. As the case 

of Socrates had shown, such legal exercises could on occasion lead 

to somew'hat unpleasant consequences. Aristotle was no Socrates 

and decided to shun the fangs of the patriots, lest the Athenians 

score another crime against philosophy. He left the running of the 

Lyceum to l'he(»phrastus, w'ithdrew to Chalcis, and died there in 322. 

It is to the second Athenian period that most of what has come 

down to us as the writings of Aristotle belongs. Not all of these are 

actually hooks. There seems little doubt that some of the Aristotelian 

corpus is based on lecture notes. 'I’hus Aristotle appears to be the 

first writer of text liooks. Some of the works even seem to be records 

taken down by students. As a result of this, .Vristotle’s stvle is rather 

dull and uninspired, though it is known that he also wrote dialogues 

in the manner of Plato. None of these survives, but it is evident 

(ioin the rest that Aristotle was not a literary figure of the stature 

of Plato. Where Plato wrote dramatic masterpieces, Aristotle turned 

out dry school liooks. Where Plato poured forth rambling dialogues, 

Aristotle produced systematic treatises. 

'fo understand .Aristotle we mu-st remember that he is the first 

critic: of Plato. Still, it cannot be said that Aristotelian criticism is 

always well inl'ormed. It is usually safe to trust Aristotle w^hen he 

siate.s the doc trine of Plato, but wlien he proceeds to explain its 

significance he is no longer relialile. It may of course be a.ssumcd 

that Aristotle was accjuaintcd wadi the mathematics of his day. His 

menibersliip of the Academy would seem to vouch for that. But it 

is equally clear that he was out of sympathy with the mathematical 

philosophy of Plato. Indeed, he never really understood it. 'Fhe 

same re.serv'ations must be made wliere Aristotle comments on the 

presocratics. Where wa! have straight reports we can rely on them, 

the interpretations imisi all be taken with a grain of salt. 

While Aristotle was a f)iologist of note, even if we allow for some 

rather peculiar lapses, his view's on pliysics and astronomy were 

hopelessly muddled. Plato, combining the Milesian and Pythagorean 

traditions, had been much nearer tiie mark, and so were later 

Hellenistic scientists like Aristarchus and Eratosthenes. Aristotle's 

most famous contribution to systematic thought is prohably his work 

in logic. Much of it is derivative from Plato, but where in Plato 

logical doctrines are scattered amidst much other material, in 

Arislotle they arc gathered together and set out in a form in which 

they have continued to be taught almost unchanged until the 

present. Historically, Aristotle’s influence has been rather obstruc¬ 

tive, mainly because of the blind and slavish dogmatism of many 

of his followers. For this, of course, we cannot lay the blame on 

Aristotle himself. It still remains that the scientific revival of the 

renaissance was a breakaway from Aristotle and a return to Plato. 

In his outlook, Aristotle remained a child of the classical age, though 

Athens was declining before he was born. He never understood the 

significance of the political changes that took place during his life¬ 

time. The classical period had long since reached its term. 

7 he (froiff of Apollo Lukeios, site 
of the Lyceum, Aristotle's school 

Alexander the Great 



Aiatler and form are abstractions^ a 
concrete thing has both 

The metaphysics of Aristotle is not easy to discuss, partly because it 

is widely scattered throughout his work, and partly because there is 

a certain want of clearcut commitment. It is worth noting from the 

outset that what we now call metaphysics did not go by that name 

in Aristotle’s time. ‘Metaphysics’ literally means simply ‘after phy* 

sics’. The book received this title because an early editor placed it 

after the Physics in his arrangement of the works. It would have been 

more to the point to have placed it before physics, because that is 

where it naturally belongs. Aristotle would have called it ‘first philo¬ 

sophy’, a discussion of the general preconditions of enquiry. The 

name metaphysics has however gained currency. 

Aristotle’s work in this field may be considered as an atternpH to 

replace the S<K:ratic theory of ideas by a new' theory of his own. I’he 

chief criticism of Aristotle is the third man argument applied to the 

doctrine of participation. This merely re-echoes tlie criticism Plato 

had already put forward in the ‘Parmenides’. 'Phe alternative sug¬ 

gested by Aristotle is the theory c>f matter and form. Take for 

instance the stuff that goes into the making of a column. This would 

be the matter. The form is something like the architect’s drawings 

of the column. Both these are in a sense abstractions, in that the real 

object is a combination of the two. Aristotle would say that it is the 

form, when imposed on the matter, which makes the latter what it is. 

The form confers characteristics upon the matter, turns it, in fact, 

into a substance. It is important not to confuse matter with sub¬ 

stance if we are to understand Aristotle aright. Substance is a literal 

translation from Aristotle’s Greek and simply means the underlying 

thing. It is some immutable thing which is the carrier of qualities. 

It is because we naturally tend to think in terms of some kind of 

atomic theory that we are prone to identify substance with matter. 

For atoms are, in the sense here required, substantial entities whose 

function it is to carry’ qualities and account for change. I’his we have 

already hinted at in connection with the atomlsts. 

In the Aristotelian theory, forms turn out after all to be more 

important than matter. For it is form that is creative, matter being 

of coiu^e. required too, biit merely as raw material. The form turns 

uui to be substantial in the literal sense. From what has just been 

explained it w'ill be clear that this means forms are immutable and 

eternal entities underlying the process of the real world. They are 

thus after all not so very different from the ideas or forms of Socrates. 

I'o say that forms are substantial implies that they exist inde¬ 

pendently of particular things. How these substances exist is never 

clearly explained. At any rate, there seems to be no attempt at 

assigning to them a distinct world of their own. It is worth noting 

that Aristotle thinks his forms to be quite different from universals. 

The criticism of the theory of ideas is really linked to a simple point 

of language. There are in ordinary talk words for things and words 

for what these things arc like. The former arc nouns, the latter 

adjectives. In technical jargon nouns are sometimes called sub¬ 

stantives. This is a term that goes back to hellenistic times and 

show's how strongly Aristotelian theories influenced the gram¬ 

marians. Nouns, then, arc substance words, whereas adjectives are 

quality words. But it is w^ong to infer from this that there must be 



separately existing universals of which adjectives are the names. 

Aristotle’s view ol universals is a more organic one, as might well 

be expected IVom a biologist. Universals somehow intervene in the 

production of things, but they do not exist in a shadowy world of 

their own. For all that Aristotle does not intend his theory of matter 

and form to take the place of universals,it nevertheless bears on this 

problem^ and, as we saw, does not really succeed in breaking away 

from the theory of ideas. It is important to remember, t<KJ, that on 

Aristotle’s theory one may quite properly speak of immaterial 

substances. One example of this is the soul, which, as that which 

giv^es form to the body, is a substance but not material. 

Along with the problem of universals g(jes the perennial question of 

accounting for change. Some find this so difficult that, like Par¬ 

menides, they simply deny it. Others adopt a refined Kleaticism and 

resort to atomic explanations, w'hile others still make use of some 

theory of universals. All this we have already mentioned. In 

Aristotle we find a theory of actuality and potentiality more akin 

to universals than to alomi.sm. 

In discussing the problem of potentiality we must l>e careful to set 

aside one rather trivial form of it. There is a way of talking in which 

the word potential merely functions as idle wisdom after the event. 

If a flask of oil begins to burn we may say that this is because it w as 

])otentially so even beforehand. But this is clearly no explanation at 

all. Indeed,for reasons of this kind some philo.sophic schcxils denied 

that anything useful could be said on the subject. Antisthenes of 

Megara was one of' these, as w'c shall see later. According to tiiis 

view, either a thing is of a certain sort or it is not, anything beyond 

this is nonsense. But clearly, we do make statements like ‘oil is 

inflammable’ and they make perfectly gwxl sense. Aristotle’s 

analysis provides the correct answer. In saying that a thing is 

potentially A,we mean that under certain conditions it will in fact 

be actually so. To say that oil is inflammable is to recognise that, 

given a set of circumstances that can be s|)ecificd, it will burn. Thus, 

if the temperature is right and you strike a match holding it to the 

surface of the oil you will set fire to it. The conditions in question 

must of course be such that they can in fact occur, or be actual. In 

this sense the actual is logically prior to the potential. An account of 

change can now be given in terms of a substance which is the 

potential bearer of a scries of qualities that Ixxomc successively 

actual in it. Whatever shortcomings such an account might have in 

practice, it is at least not trivial in principle, if we remember the 

Aristotelian analysis of potentiality. Such an approach is clearly 

more reminiscent of Socrates and Plato than of the alomists. The 

Aristotelian view is partly influenced by scientific interests in biology, 

where the notion of potentiality is particularly useful. The account 

here given is incomplete in one important respect. It dex^s not 

mention how and why changes occur. On this Aristotle has a very 

detailed answer which we shall consider when we come to his theory 

of causality. As to cosmogony and the view of Ood as the first cause, 

or unmoved mover, this too will be left till later. We should however 

remember that Aristotle’s theology is considered by him as part of 

what we now call metaphysics. 

Change; potential qualities become 
actual^ by turns, in a substance 



All M are I\ all S are M all S 

are P 

A first Jigure syllogism called Bar- 

bara^ usinj^ Euler's circles 

So M are 1\ all S are M fio S 

are P 

A first figure syllogism railed 

delarent 

Let us now turn to Aristotle’s work in logic. We have said earlier that 

one distinctive feature of (ireek science and philosophy is the notion 

of proof. Where the astronomers of the East had been content to 

record appearances, the thinkers of Greece sought to save them. The 

prtKess of proving a proposition invx)lves the construction of argu¬ 

ments. f'his, of course, had been going on for a long time before 

Aristotle; but no one, to our knowledge, had ever given a detailed 

general account of the form which arguments take. Here Aristotle’s 

work supplies a survey which he, and Kant, at any rate, imagined to 

be complete. That in this he was sadly mistaken is not really im¬ 

portant; the vital step was to have seen the possibility of giving a 

general account of formal logic. It is perhaps best to emphasi/e 

straight away that there is no such thing as informal logic. Wliat i.s 

meant is the general form of arguments, a study which belongs to the 

field of logic. The Aristotelian logic depends on a number of as¬ 

sumptions which are connected with his metaphysics. F'irst of all it is 

taken for granted that all prt>positions are of the subject-predicate 

type. Many propositions in ordinary speech are of this type and this 

is one of the sources of the metaphysics of substance and quality. The 

subject-predicate form is of course suggested already by Plato in the 

‘Theaetetus’ whence presumably Aristotle derived it in the first place. 

It is in this context that the problem of universalsarises. Propositions 

are divided according to whether they are about universals or in¬ 

dividuals. In the former ca.se they may encompass the whole scope of 

the universal, as in 'all men are mortal’, which is called a universal 

proposition. Alternatively, the statenjcnt may cover only part of the 

universal, as in ‘some men are wise’, and this is called a particular 

proposition. The ca.se of the individual proposition is exemplified by 

a proposition like ‘Socrates is a man’. When we come to combining 

propositions in an argument the individual must be treated as a 

universal proposition. Propositions are aflirmative or negative 

according to whether something is a.sserted or denied of a subject. 

On the basis of this classification we may now consider what 

happens in argument. Starting from one or more propositions called 

premisses, we deduce other propositions which follow from, or are 

consequences of, these prcmi.sses. The fundamental type of all 

argument, according to Aristotle, is what he called syllogism. A 

syllogism is an argument with two subject-predicate premisses that 

have one term in common. This middle term disappears in the con¬ 

clusion. I’hus, all humans are rational, babies are human, there¬ 

fore babies are rational, is an example of a syllogism. In this case the 

conclusion docs follow from the premisses, .so that the argument is 

valid. As to the truth or otherwise of the premisses, that is of course 

quite a different question. Indeed, it is |>ossible to derive true con¬ 

clusions from false premisses. The important thing however is that 

if the prernis.ses are true, then any conclusion validly derived is also 

true. It is therefore important to discover which syllogistic arguments 

are valid and which are not. Aristotle gives a systematic account of 

valid syllogisms. Arguments arc first classified as to their figure, which 

depends on the arrangement of the terms. Three different con¬ 

figurations were recognised by Aristotle, and the Stoics later dis¬ 

covered a fourth. In each figure .some arguments arc valid and some 

not. An ingenious method of testing syllogistic arguments was in- 



vented by the i8th century Swiss mathematician Kuler. By re¬ 

presenting the scope of a term by means of a circle it becomes vans to 

see whether an argument is sound or not. I’hus, the example we gave 

previously is easily seen to be correct. It is a first figure syllogism to 

which the scholastics gave the technical name Barbara. Similarly, no 

mammal can fly, all pigs are mammals, therefore no pig can fl\', is a 

valid first figure argument. 'I'his form is called Olareni. Notice that 

in this particular exam|)le the conclusion is true though one of tfi(‘ 

premisses is false. For bats are mammals and yet can fly. 

As a result of the authority w'hich Aristotle commarided in later 

times, syllogism remained for some two thoui^and years the onh type 

of argument recognised by logicians. Some of tfie criticisms that 

were levelled against it in the end were forestalled by Aristotle him¬ 

self. Thus, in the case of an argument like all men are inortaL 

Socrates is a man, therefore Socrates is mortal, it has be<*n suppos<*d 

that to know the first premiss one would already have to know the 

conelusion so that the argument l>egs the question. I his i.s based on a 

misunderstanding of how we come to know a statement like all A are 

B. It is not necessary nor even usual to look at each A in turn and sec 

tfiat it is B. On the contrary, it is often enough to look at a single 

exemplar to see the connection. This is obviously so in geometry. All 

triangles have the sum of their angles equal to two right angles, 

luit no geometer worth hLs salt is going to charge* about peering at 

triangles to satisfy his mind l^elore risking a universal statement. 

This, in brief, is the gist of the theory ol syllogism. Aristotle aLso dealt 

with syllogisms made* up e)f modal pro[X)sitions, that is statements 

that contain ‘maybe’ or ‘must’ instead of‘is’. Modal le>gic is coming 

to the fore again in the field e>r contenifxirary symbolic logic. Fhe 

dextrine of syllogism, in the light of more recent developments, 

af>pears now' as rather less impe>rlant than it ust*d to be; the>ught. 

As far as science is concerned, the operation e>f syllogi.sm leaves the* 

premisses unproved. This raises the question of starting points. 

According to ArLstotle science must begin w ilh statements that stand 

in no need of demonstration. These he called axioms. They need riot 

lx* especially common in experience, provided only that they are 

clearly underst(X)d as soon as they are explained. It is perhaps not 

superfluous to point out that this concerns the .setting out of a Ixxiy of 

.scientific fact rather than the proce.ss of scientific enquiry. The 

expository order always conceals the order of discovery. In the actual 

pursuit of enquiry, there is a great deal of haze and imprecision w'hich 

is cleared as soon as the problem is solved. 

What Aristotle seems to have had in mind when talking alxjui 

axioms is geometry, which w'as by his time Ijeginning to appear in 

systematic form. Only a few decades separate Aristotle from Euclid. 

No other science at that time had reached a stage where it could be 

presented in the manner of geometry. That sciences can be ordered 

in some sort of hierarchy seems to follow from this. Mathematics is 

here supreme. Astronomy, for instance, would come, below it, for 

it must call on mathematics to give the reasons for the motions it 

observes. In this field Aristotle foreshadows later work, csix'cialiy 

the classification of sciences of the French positivist Comte. 

7//C three Ansloleliafi fipaes 
.yyllo^i.\nt 

M-P 
M-S 
S-P 



Substance Socrates 

Quality philosopher 

Quantity five foot eight 

Relation friend of Plato 

Place in the Agora 

Time at noon 

Position standing 

State ill-clad 

Action talking 

Affection being taunted 

1 he ten Aristotelian categories 

rhe study of language, for Aristotle, is an important philosophic 

pursuit. A beginning here too was made by Plato, in the ‘Theactetus’ 

and the ‘Sophist’. Indeed, one of the leading notions in Greek 

philosophy is the conception of logos, a term which we first meet in 

this context with Pythagoras and Heraclitus. It variously means 

word, measure, formula, argument, account. I'his range of signifi¬ 

cance must be kept in mind if one is to grasp the spirit of Greek 

philosophy. 'I’he term ‘logic’ is evidently derived from it. Logic 

is the science of the logos. 

But logic somehow has a peculiar status. It is not quite of the same 

kind as what are normally called sciences. Aristotle distinguished 

three types of science according to the main purjx>se achieved by 

each. I’heoretical science provides knowledge, in the sense in which 

this is opposed to opinion. Mathematics is the most obvious example 

here, though Aristotle also includes physics and metaphysics. 

Physics in his sense is not quite what we understand by it today. It 

is rather a general study of space, time and causality sorru‘ of w hich 

we should probably consider under the heading of metaphysics, or 

perhaps even logic, if given a sufficiently wide sense. 

'Fhere are, next, practical sciences like ethics which are designed to 

govern man’s conduct in society, and finally |)roductive sciences 

w'hose function it is to guide us in the creation of objects for use or 

artistic contemplation. Logic, it seems, fits into none of these. It is 

therefore not a science in the ordinary sense, but rather a general 

way of dealing with things which is in fact indispensable for science. 

It affords criteria for dLscriinination and demonstration and should 

be considered as a tool or instrument which is brought to bear on 

.scientific enquiry. This is the meaning of the Greek ‘organon’ which 

Aristotle used when speaking of logic. The term logic itself was in¬ 

vented later by the Stoics. As to the study of the form of argument, 

this Aristotle called analytics, which literally means a setting free. 

What is thus set free for inspection is the structure of argument. 

T’hough logic, then, has to do with words, it is not, for Aristotle, 

concerned with mere words. For most words are more or less for¬ 

tuitous marks that stand for non-verbal things. Thus, logic is not the 

same as grammar, though logic may influence grammatic.al science. 

Neither is logic the same as metaphysics, for it is not so much about 

what is as alx>ut our way of knowing this. It is here that Aristotle’s 

rejection of tfie theory of ideas is im|x>rtant. For someone who holds 

such a theory,logic in the restricted sense we are considering might 

be identified with metaphysics. Aristotle, on the contrary, held them 

to be distinct. His attempt at solving the problem of universals 

proceeds with the help of what we may call ‘concepts* which at any 

rate do not live in a world other than ours. Finally, logic is not the 

same as psychology. This stands out especially well in the case of 

mathematics. The deductive order of Euclid’s Elements is one thing, 

the tortuous mental writhings involved in the mathematical enquiry 

that brought this knowledge to light is quite another. The logical 

structure of science and the psychology of scientific enquiry arc two 

distinct and separate things. So in aesthetics, the merits of* a work 

of art have nothing to do with the psychology of production. 



By way of introduction, a survey of logic must somewhere assess the 

structure of language and what can be said in it. In the Aristotelian 

organon this is dealt with in a work called the ‘C^ategories’. Here, 

too, there is a beginning in Plato, as we saw in discussing the 

‘Sophist’. The Aristotelian discussion is however much more down 

to earth and more closely concerned with the facts of language. It 

distinguishes ten different general items that can be discerned in 

discourse. These are substance, quality, quantity, relation, place, 

time, position, state, action and affection, 'i’hc lirst is substance, 

which is what any statement is about. The other categories cover 

the various sorts of statement that may be made of a substance. 

'Phus, if we speak about Socrates, we may say that he has a certain 

quality, to wit that he is a philosopher. There is a certain amount of 

him, whatever the size may be. 'Phis answers to quantity. He stands 

in certain relations to other things and is located in space and time, 

and interacts with his surroundings by doing and suffering certain 

things. The theory of categories has had many distinguished succes¬ 

sors as we shall see later, though in most cases these have been more 

metaphysically tainted than the linguistic study of Aristotle. Pliis is 

particularly so with Kant and Hegel. 

C'ategories are of course abstractions. "Phey answer the most general 

questions that may be asked about anything. Aristotle considers that 

the categcjries are what words m<\in on their own. The meanings of 

words are objects of knowledge in a different sense from the import 

ol judgements. In the former case, Aristotle would say, one has a 

direct apprehension. In modern linguistics this is sometimes ex- 

pres.sed as ‘having the concept of’ whatever it might be. The sort of 

knowledge one has in the case of a true judgement is quite a different 

matter. Here concepts combine to signify a state of affairs. 

The logic of Aristotle is a first attempt to set out in systematic fashion 

the general form of language and argument. Much of it is in.spired 

from sources in Plato, but this does not diminish its merit. In Plato, 

logical points arise here and there throughout the dialogues, and 

some particular issue might be taken up and dropped again as the 

mood of the moment dictates. Aristotle in a way did for logic what 

Euclid was shortly going to do for geometry. Aristotelian logic ha.s 

reigned supreme until the 19th century- Like much else in Aristotle, 

the logic came to be taught in a fossilized condition by men who 

were so overawed by Aristotle’s authority as not to dare question 

him. It is characteristic of most modern philosophers of the period 

of the revival that they were thorouglily dissatisfied w'ith the Aristote¬ 

lians of the .schools. This has produced a reaction against everything 

connected with the name of Aristotle, which Is unfortunate since 

much that Is valuable can be learnt from him. In one important 

respect, however, the logic of Aristotle was serioasly incomplete. 

It did not concern itself with relational argument which Is c.specially 

important in mathematics. Take a simple example like A is greater 

than B, B is greater than C, therefore A is greater than G. The vital 

thing here is the transitive character of the relation ‘greater than’. 

With some ingenuity this argument can be forced into the mould of 

syllogism, but in more complicated cases it seems hopeless. Even so, 

the relational character of the argument is lost from sight. 

A^B 

B^C 

A=-C 
One kind of relational argument, 

Aristotle did not recognise them 



A material sphere, placed in a 

certain way, pushed off the step 
seeks a lower level: an example 
oj Aristotle's four causes 

W c must now turn to a number of general problems which might be 

discussed under the heading of philosophy of nature. This is the title 

of the lK>ok in which they are principally discussed. The Greek wwd 

physics, it should be recalled, means nature. When Aristotle wrote he 

could lf)ok back on a Jong line of predecessors who had published 

w'orks entitled 'On Nature'. From the time of Thales everyone w^ho 

thought he had at last discovered the true workings of the world had 

wTiiten in this vein. Physics nowadays connotes something rather 

more specific, though these more general questions do intervene. 

Until not so long ago, it used to l)e called natural philosophy, a term 

which survives in the universities of Scotland. This is not to l)e con¬ 

fused with the philosophy of nature of the German idealists, which is 

a kind of metaphysical al)erration in physics. Of this we shall learn 

more later. 

One of the most im[X)rtant items here is Aristotle's theory of causality. 

This is connected with the theory of matter and form. In a causal 

situation there is a material aspect and a Ibrmal aspect. The latter is 

itself divided into three parts. There is first the formal aspect in the 

restricted sense, what might be called the configuration. Secondly 

wc have the agent which actually sets off the change, as the pulling 

of a trigger sets off a rifle. Thirdly, there is the purpose or end which 

the change is striving to achieve. These four aspects are called the 

material, formal, efficient and final causes, respectively. A simple 

example will make this clear. Ck)n.sider a stone tottering on the brink 

ofa step, being pushed over the edge and about to fall. The material 

cause in this situation is the matter of the stone itself 1 he formal 

cause is the general lie of the land, to wit the step and the [x>sition of 

the stone on it. 'Fhe efficient cause is whatever does the pushing. The 

final cause is the stone’s desire to seek the lowest possible level, that 

is the attractive force of gravdtatifin. 

About material and formal causes little need be said. We do no 

longer speak of these as causes. 'I hey are necessary conditions in a 

causal situation in the sense that something has to be sornew'here for 

anything to happen at all. As for efficient and final cau.ses, both of 

these merit some comment. The efficient cause is what in modern 

terminology is called simply the cause. Thus, a stone falls from a 

step, because someone or .something gives it a push. In physical 

science, this is the only kind of causality recognised. On the whole, 

the tendency in science is to try to establish explanations in terms of 

efficient causes. The notion of final cause is not admitted into 

physics nowadays, though vestiges of' teleology survive in its voca¬ 

bulary. Words like attraction and repulsion, seeking the centre and 

the like, arc remnants of teleological notions and remind us of the 

fact that Aristotle’s theory ot causality was undisputed until some 

three hundred and fifty years ago. The trouble with final causality is 

very similar to the danger incurred in using the notion of poten¬ 

tiality which we discussed earlier. 1 o say a stone iklls because it has a 

tendency to fall is really to give no account at all. But here again 

there arc occasions on which the terminology of ends docs fulfil a rea¬ 

sonable purpose. In the field of ethics, for instance, it is not trivial to 

point to a goal as a cause for conduct or action of a certain kind. The 

same is true in the field of human activity in general. Present 



expectations of future events are motives for our actions. This is 

true ol animals too, and there are cases when one might feel inclined 

to use this sort of talk even of plants. Clearly, then, finality is not 

merely trivial when we consider biological and social problems. It is 

from his biological interests that Aristotle derived the notion of final 

causes. In this context it becomes clear that |:K>tentiality and finality 

go together. The biologist is confronted with the question how a seed 

gives rise to the full-grown plant or animal. In Aristotelian terms, he 

would say that the acorn potentially contains the oak, and what turns 

it into a tree is the tendency to realise itself.'rhis way of talking is of 

(ours(‘ an example of the trivial use of these notions. Quite gener¬ 

ally, as a science develops, final explanations are replaced by acc¬ 

ounts using efficient causes. Even psychology follows this trend. 

Psycho-analysis, whatever its merits or failings might be, tries to 

explain beliavioLir by means of w'hat happened before rather than 

by what might yet befall. 

The teleological view ultimately derives its force from the fact that 

our natural surroundings appear to display some sort of order. 

C.ausal necessity, which is connected with efficient causality, seems 

to be a blind force whose operation does not account for this order. 

'JVlcology, on the other hand is as though informed with foresight. 

Here, again, the biological order might well incline one in favour of 

a teleological view'. Bui in any case, Aristotle recognises the operation 

of both necessity and finality. It is clear that on such a basis natural 

science was not going to prosper. The science of physics in particular 

suffered a serious setback which was not made good until with 

Cialileo there came, in the field of method, a return to Plato. To a 

mathematician, the notion of finality is not so likelv to occur as to 

a biologist, and we need not be surprised to find that Plato is free 

from it. Teleology is ultimately at fault in being anthropomorphic or 

theological. It is men who have purposes and pursue ends. Accord¬ 

ingly it is in this sphere that finality does make sense. But sticks and 

stones harlxiur no goals, and no good can come from trying to talk 

as though they did. With proper safeguards we may of course use the 

notion of tendency just as we .saw was possible with potentiality. 

lo say a .stone has a tendency to fall means that given certain con¬ 

ditions it will fall. This, however, is not what Aristotle has in mind. 

For him finality is linked w'ith purpose, and this he infers from the 

existence of order which to him indicates design. That on such 

principles the study of physical science cannot flourish is clear 

enough. For if the enquirer’s curiosity is soothed with sham explana¬ 

tions, then real accounts of natural phenomena will not be forth¬ 

coming. In the field of astronomy, in particular, Aristotle did grave 

disservice to science. The theory of finality which assigned to every¬ 

thing its propicr place led him to make a distinction between the 

sublunary regions and what lies beyond the moon. Fhe two parts are 

held to be governed by different principles. This entirely fanciful 

speculation is rank lunacy when compared with the advanced 

astronomy of the Academy. The real damage was however done by 

those who would not treat Aristotle in a critical manner, accepting 

him wholly instead of rejecting what was bad, thus bringing him 

generally into disrepute. 

JSiecessify is blind; in contrasl 

Finality seems to have foiestj^hi 



Place and time are treated in a 
similar way by Aristotle: all 
places are within other places^ 
all times within other times 

90 

Another general topic which is discussed in natural philosophy is 

space, time, and motion. The last of these we have already mentioned 

in connection with change. Aristotle’s procedure here is worth 

noting. Where the Eleatics found insuperable difliculties in trying to 

construct an account of motion, Aristotle approaches the question 

from the other end. Movement does occur, and this must be our 

starting point. Taking this ior granted, the problem is to give an 

account of it. To apply a modern distinction here, Aristotle stands 

out as an empiricist as against the Eleatic rationalists. The point is 

not witfiout importance, especially since it is often wrongly believed 

that there is sometJiing unreliable and untidy about the empirical 

procedure. In the case of motion, for instance, Aristotle maintains 

the view that there is continuity, and this is a perfectly sensible thing 

to do. It is then possible to go on to find out what this continuity 

involves, but it is not possible to manufacture continuity out of the 

discontinuous. This latter point is often overlooked by mathemati¬ 

cians who from the time ol Pythagoras have hoped to build a mathe¬ 

matical world out r^f nothing. While an analytic theory of con¬ 

tinuity can be constructed in a {)urely logical manner, its application 

to geometry depends on a postulate of continuity. 

The case of movement we considerc'd (*arlier was change of quality. 

There arc two other kinds of movement, change of quantity and 

change of place. Thes<‘ are the only three categories under which 

movement may fall. On Aristotle’s theory, it is not possible to reduce 

all change to movement of j^articles as the atomists do. Eor it is not 

po.ssible to reduce one category to another. Here again, the Aristo¬ 

telian view is on the side of empiricism, while the atomists, who, 

as we saw, are heirs of the I’Jeatic tradition, think in terms of the 

rationalist principle of reduction. 

On space and time, the theory of Aristotle has much in common 

with modern views. That there Ls such a thing as position Aristotle 

infers from the fact that different objects may at different times 

occupy the same space. One must therefore distingui.sh space from 

what is in it. In order to dete'rmine the location of an object we may 

begin by specifying a region in which it is, and this is then pro¬ 

gressively narrowed down until we come to its proper place. Pro¬ 

ceeding in this manner, Aristotle defines the place of a Ixjdy as its 

boundary. This, on the face of it, is a rather meagre conclusion to 

have reached in what might .seem so foimidable a problem. How¬ 

ever, in analysing this kind of question the outcome is often sur¬ 

prisingly simple and down to earth. Moreover, anodyne as such 

solutions appear, they always carry some interesting consequences. 

In the present case we conclude that it makes sense to ask of any 

object where it is, but it is noasense to ask where the world is. All 

things, that is, are in space; but the universe is not. For it is not con¬ 

tained in anything, it is in fact not a thing in the sense in w^ich 

chairs and tables are. We can thus quite confidently tell anyone who 

wishes to travel to the ends of the world that he is setting out on a 

wild goose chase. It should perhaps be mentioned that in his analysis 

of place or location Aristotle is not providing a theory of space in the 

sense in which mathematicians or physicists might. What he is doing 

is more akin to linguistic analysis. The two are however not un- 



related. If we can analyse the meaning of location, this will evidently 

help us to improve our understanding of statements about space. 

In opposition to the atomists, Aristotle holds that there is no void. 

For this view he advances a number of arguments all of which are 

unsound. The most interesting of these is a reductio ad absurdum 

starting from the fact that in a medium the speed of lK>dies varies 

according to the density of the medium and the weight of the body. 

From this he concludes first that in a void bodies should move with 

infinite speed,which is absurd: all movement takes some time. Next, 

a heavier body should move faster than a lighter one, but in a void 

there is no reason why this should be. On these two counts he 

declares a vacuum to be impossible. The conclusions however do not 

follow from the premisses. It does not follow from the fact that in a 

rarer medium a body moves faster that in the void it will move 

infinitely fast. As to the other point, observation shows that in an 

evacuated space a light body docs fall at the .same speed as a heavy 

one. "Ilic Aristotelian misconceptions concerning the void were not 

clarified until some two thousand years later. All the same it is only 

fair to .say that even in modern times scientists have felt uneasy about 

the void. They have filled it with peculiar matter like the aether, or 

more recently with distributions of energy. 

Aristotle’s discussion of time is very similar to his analysis of place. 

Events are within a sequence of times just as objects are within a 

sequence of places. Just as an object has a proper place, so an event 

has a proper time. With regard to continuity, Aristotle distinguishes 

three ways in which things may be ordered. First of all, they may be 

consecutive, one thing coming after another without any intervening 

term of the series being considered. Next, we may have things in 

contact, as when consecutive terms are adjacent, and finally the 

order may be continuous, when successive terms actually share their 

boundaries. If two things are continuous with each other they are 

also in contact, but the reverse does not follow. Likcwi.se,iwo things 

in contact arc also consecutive,but not the other way round. 

With these preliminaries settled, we see that a continuous quantity 

cannot l>e made up of indivisible elements. Evidently an indivisible 

can have no boundaries, otherwise it can be further divided. If on 

the other hand the indivisibles have no size, it makes nonsen.se to 

speak of them as consecutive, adjacent or continuous. Between any 

two points of a line, for example, there are other points, and likewise 

between any two moments in a stretch of time there are other 

moments. Space and time are thus continuous and infinitely divisible. 

In this context, Aristotle proceeds to give an account of Zeno’s 

paradoxes. The solution he provides is in fact correct, but misses the 

point of Zeno’s arguments. As we have seen, Zeno did not put for¬ 

ward a positive theory of his own but rather set out to show that all 

was not well with the Pythagorean theory of units. His Eleatic pre¬ 

conceptions set aside, he might well have agreed with Aristotle. 

□mm 

Things are /) consecutive, or s) con¬ 
tiguous, Of 3) continuous: 
if 2) then / ) hut not vice versa, if 
then 2) but not vice versa 

9^ 

The detailed scientific theories of Aristotle need not concern us here. 

I’hough he did some good work, especially in biology, his record is 

marred by extravagancies no pre-Socratic would have countenanced. 



The souCs rationaly misittve, 
nutritive faculties: man has three, 
animals two, plants one 

We have seen earlier that final causes may with some plausibility be 

sought in ethics. It is from this field that teleology is derived in the 

first place. I'he good, for Aristotle, is that towards which all things 

strive. Since he rejects the theory of ideas wc shall of course not find 

a form of the good. He notes the fact that the word good has various 

<iifferen( u.ses which cannot all be brought under one head. Never¬ 

theless, the good in any of its manifestations is ultimately derived 

iroin the goodness of (iod. It is thus neither so very different nor so 

iar removed from the theory of ideas as might at first appear. I’his 

sort of vacillation is found throughout Aristotle’s philosophy. On one 

.side he breaks away from the Academy and on the other he seems to 

come back to it. In stune cases, as in the present, it is possible to 

separate the two sides and consider the first on its own merits. The 

analysis of the uses ol the word good provide.s some valuabh* dis¬ 

tinctions that may sometimes be overlooked. This is intt^resiing but 

docs not take us very far, though some modern linguistic analysts 

would say that nothing remains to be done be\f>nd this point. In 

this they are perhaps a litth* rash. Ff)r they fail to do jastice to the 

wide and f)opular spread ofsoine kinds of nonsense. Truth is alter all 

not a matter of majority decisions. As to the metaphysical status of 

(i(xl, this for Aristotle is quite an impersonal matter, (iod is th(‘ un¬ 

moved prime mover who gives the world its original impulse. This 

task performed, he ceases to take an active interest in the world, and 

certainly docs not watch tlie doings of mankind. It is a colourles.s 

philosopher's ( iod, an adjunct to the theorv ol e ausality. 

In order to grasp the drift of Aristotle's ethics we mu.st .say something 

alK»u( his theory of the soul, f rom Plato he borrows the tripartite 

division. He speaks ol tht* nutritive, sensitive and rational .st)ul. I'he 

first of these l)rk»ngs to ail living things, they all havr a metabolism, 

as we might put it. Sensitivity belongs to animals and men but not 

to plants, whereas reason is peculiar to the human race. It is only at 

the rational level that ethics intervenes. Plant.s merely vegetate and 

atiimal.s merely live like animals. The soul, giving unity to the IxKly, 

is f)rm to its rrmtter. it does not survive death in a personal sense, 

tiiough reason as s\ich is immortal. 

I'he ethical question arises when we ask what is the end of human 

lilt'. Aristotle sees it in the wellbeing ol the rational soul, and thi.s in 

lurn connotes for him a life of active rational activity, informed with 

virtue and pursued with contimiity. Virtue, on the Ari.stotelian 

theory, is thus a meam to an end. I his end is of course not achieved 

ov everyone to the same extent, but it is nevertheless the highest goal 

.1 man inav reach. As with Socrates, the theoretical life is the best. 

It is important to understand that this does not, to a Greek of 

Aristotle’s time, imply seclusion from the world and a turning away 

Irom its affairs. In the first place, the ethical life involves activity, 

nough this should be disinterested. Thus,the theoretical life is not 

rne reason whv the experimental method fell into alxyancc, thougli 

;ri ArLstotle the emphasis is on a contemplativ^e review of truth 

.liready gathered rather than on new' discovery’. This raises a difii- 

cuitv which he overlooks, for in order to have something to assess, 

')Tie must make an initial intellectual cfibrl, and who is to say when 



an adequate measure of it has \ycvn spent? The truth of the matter is 

that enquiry cannot l)c limited in this way. In the second place, the 

trood I ili/eii must fulfil his civic duties and perlorni various services, 

both in peace and war. The ivory tower conception of philosophy 

is due to the Stoics. It w^as their turning away Irorri the world of 

sense that caused the dry ing up of the scientific movement. 

In connection with the moral virtues, or virtues f»f character, Aris- 

tf>tle puts forward the llieory of virliu* as a mean. In each case there 

may be a deficiency f)r a surfeit neither of which constitute proper 

conduct. Virtue is soinewhere between these extremes. Thus, 

steadfast courage is neither rash aggressiveness nor timid withdraw^al. 

rile theory of the mean is inspired by the doctrine of attimement 

which goes bac k to Pythagoras and Heraclitus. Aristotle proceeds to 

give a |)icture of the man wlio has all the virtues, the man with the 

great soul. I'liis giv^es us a lair picture of the kind of thing 

that was generally held to be admiral)le in th<- comportment of 

citizens at that time. The result, in sum, is somewhat overpowering, 

though the absence of false modesty is rather refreshing. A man 

sliould not overestimate his worth, but likevvisi* ht‘ should not be¬ 

little himself. But in the end the magnanimous man must be a very 

rare specimen if only for the fact that most men never have the 

opportunities of exercising all these virtues. As with Socrates and 

Plato, the emphasis tends to lie on an ethical elite. I’lie doctrine oi' 

the mean is not altogether succe.ssful. I low, for instance, i.s one to 

define truthfulne.ss? I’liis is recognised as a virtue; l>ut we can hardly 

say that it is halfway between t(‘llirig l)ig lies and little lies, though 

()n<' suspects that in .some quarters this \'i(‘W' is not unpojnilar. In any 

case such definitions do not apply to the intelleelual virtues. 

Of the good and evil that men do Aristotle holds that action is 

voluntary, except where there is compulsion or ignorance. As 

against the Socratic. view he allows that one may act deliberately in 

an evil manner. Along with this he develops an analysis of ihe 

meaning of choice, a problem that could of cx)urse not arise in the 

theory which holds that no cine ever sins wiltully. 

In his theory of justice, ,.\ri.stotle adoj^ts I l ie distril)Utive principle, 

wfiich operates in Socrates’ definition in the ‘Republic’. Justice is 

done if everyone receives his fair portion. The inherent difficulty in 

such a view is that it d<H‘s not provide a basis deciding whai i.s 

fair. What are to l>c the criteria? Socrates at least insists on one 

criterion wdiich seems rea.soiiabIy objective, to w'it the measure ol 

education. This is a view which is largely in Ibrrc with us tcxlay, 

though during the Middle Ages it was not. 'I'he question of deciding 

what is fair must evidently l)e resolved somehow^ if the theory ol 

justice is to be applied. 

yirlue a mean between extremes: 

Composure^ the mean between 
aggressiveness and subset vie me 

Finally, we must mention Aristotle’s views on friendship. To live the 

good life one must have friends to consult and lean on as circum¬ 

stances might require. Friendship, for Aristotle, is an extension of 

self-esteem to others. It is in your own interest that you must love 

your brother as you love yourself. Here, as in general, Aristotle’s 

ethics suffer from being somewhat smug and self centred. 



Aristotle^s ideal state: it must he 

within sight from a hill top 

'I'wo thing^s strike us from the outset when we come to consider 

Aristotle’s political theory. First, we note that in politics argument is 

of necessity teleological, and Aristotle is quite aware of it. Secondly, 

there is an almost exclusive concentration on the city state. As to the 

latter, Aristotle simply did not grasp that the days of the Greek city 

slate were fast running out in his own lifetime. Macedonia was 

taking over the leadership in Greece and, under Alexander, went on 

to conquer an empire, but the [xilitical problems of such an organi¬ 

sation do not interest Aristotle. There are, it is true, a few pale 

references to the Great King, Egypt and Babylon, but such minor 

barbarian excursions only sharpen the contrast. The Greek city 

state, for Aristotle, exhibits political life in its highest (orm; what goes 

on abroad is barbarism of one kind or another. 

The teleological approach, which we have seen elsewhere, is used 

from the l)cginning. Associations are formed in order to pursue some 

end. The state, being the greatest and most comprehensive of these, 

must pursue the greatest end. This is of cotirse the good life of the 

Ethics and is achieved in a community of a certain size, namely 

the city state, formed by the banding together of smaller groups 

which in turn are based on the household or family. It is natural for 

man to live as a political animal because he strives after the gcK>d 

life. No ordinary mortal is so self-sufficient that he can live alone. 

Aristotle goes on to discuss the problem of slavery and says that 

throughout nature we find a dualism of the superior and the inferior. 

The cases of lK>dy and soul, man and animals, spring to mind. In 

such circumstances it is lx!St for both sides that there should be 

ruler and ruled. Greeks are naturally superior to barbarians and it is 

therefore in order for foreigners to be slaves, though not for Greeks. 

In a way this is already a recognition that slavery cannot in the end 

bt' justified. Every barbarian tril)e will no doubt consider itself 

superior and treat the question from its own point of view. Indeed, 

this the semi-barbarians from Macedonia were then doing. 

In his discussion of wealth and the means of acquiring it, Aristotle 

brings out a distinction which came to exercise great influence 

during Medieval times. A thing is said to have two values. The first 

of these is its pro|>cr value, or value in use, as when a man wears a 

pair of shoes. The second is value in exchange; and this gives rise to 

a kind of unnatural value, as when a pair of shoes is exchanged not 

for some other commodity for immediate proffer use, but for money. 

Money has certain advantages in that it constitutes a compact form 

of value which can be carried more easily, but it has disadvantages 

in that it acquires a kind of independent value of its own. The worst 

example of this is when money is lent at a rate of interest. Much of 

Aristode’s objection is probably due to economic and social prejudice. 

It will not do for a gentleman to indulge in money-making at the 

expense of cultivating the good life. What he overlooks is that 

without some financial resources it is impossible to pursue such aims. 

As for money-lending, the objection here is based on a rather narrow 

view of the function of capital. No doubt an impoverished freeman 

may fall into slavery through enlbting the help of a lender at a time 

when his own fortunes arc on the decline, and to this one may quite 

prop)crly object. But there arc also constructive uses of capital to 



finance Commercial ventures. This kind of money-lending may not 

have commended itself to Aristotle since large scale trade, especially 

with foreigners, was regarded as an unfortunate necessity. 

I urning now to the discussion t)f the ideal state we find that its 

provisions arc more mellow than those of the blue-print in the 

‘Republic’. In particular, Aristotle emphasises the importance of the 

family unit. In order to develop real affection there must be some 

restriction of the area in which it operates. To receive proper atten¬ 

tion a child must be in the care of its own parents; purely communal 

responsibility in this sphere tends to produce neglect. The ideal 

state of the ‘Republic* is altogether too monolithic. It overlooks the 

fact that within certain limits the state is a community of many 

different interests. We may note incidentally that if one recognises 

the plurality of interests there would be no need for royal lies. 

With regard to the ownership of land, Aristotle recommends that it 

should be private but its products should be enjoyed by the com¬ 

munity. This amounts to a form of enlightened private ownership 

where the owner uses his wealth to the advantage of the com¬ 

munity. What produces this spirit of responsibility is education. 

In his conception of citizenship Aristotle adopts a rather narrow 

j>oint of view. Only those men who are equipped not only to cast a 

vote but to take a direct and active part in the process of governing 

the state are to be called citizens, 'fhis excludes the vast mass of 

farmers and labourers who are deemed unfit to exercise political 

functions. The possibility of government by representation could 

not well occur to anyone at that lime. 

C.)n the question of the various different types of constitution, 

Aristotle largely follows Plato’s scheme in the ‘Politicus’. He does 

however bring out the importance of wealth as against numbers. It 

does not matter whether the few or the many govern, but whether 

they do or do not command economic power. As to just claims to 

power, Aristotle recognises that all and sundry will demand power 

fiir themselves invoking the same principle of justice in each case. 

This is that equals should have equal shares and unecjuals not. The 

trouble is how to assess equality and inequality. Those who excel in 

one sphere often think thcm.selves superior in everything. In the end 

the only way out of this impasse lies in the recognition of the ethical 

principle. Equality must be judged on the criterion of goodness. It 

is the good that should have power. 

Mortfiern and Eastern barbarian^ a 
Greek in the middle: only Greeks 
combine JVorthern brawn with 
Eastern wit 

After a long survey of the various types of constitution Aristotle 

reaches the conclusion that on the whole the best constitution is one 

in which there is neither t<xj much nor too little wealth. Thiis, the 

state with a preponderant middle class is the best and most stable. 

The causes of revolution and their prevention are next discussed. The 

basic cause is perversion of the principle of justice: because men are 

equal or unequal in some respects it does not follow they are so in all. 

Finally, there is an account of the ideal state. Its population must 

have the right size with the right skills, it should be taken in at a 

glance from a hilltop, and its citizens should be Greeks who alone 

combine the vitality of the North with the intelligence of the E^st. 
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In conclusion, wc must touch on a work which, thoui^h slender in 

size, has had great influence on the liistory of art criticism, particu¬ 

larly in the field of dramatic literature. This is Aristotle’s ‘Poetics’, a 

l>ook df'voted chiefly to the discussion ol tragedy and epic poetry. The 

word poetics itself, it should be noted, means literally a process of 

making things. In general it could therefore l>e used of any productive 

activity, but in the present context it is restricted to artistic produc¬ 

tion. A poet, in the sense this carries tf)day, is a versevvright. 

All art, according to Aristotle, is iniitatixe. His classification first 

.separates painting and sculpture from the rest, leaving music, dancing 

and [X>etry in the modern sen.se as one group. The various ways in 

which imitation interwnes distinguish the* different ly[><*s ol |X)etry 

from eaeh other. What is meant by imitation is n<‘v<‘r aciuaJiy 

explained. The noti<>n is of ronrs<* familiar from the llie<»ry of ideas, 

w’here particulars may be .said to iinitalr univ'ersals. Iii Aristotle, 

irnitatiori seems to imply arj evt>kiug by artificial nieaiis of'seniiments 

that are like the real tiling. The entire discussion seems to have been 

worked out with an eve on dramatic art, since it is in that field that 

the imitative principle is most naturally applied. 'This Ix coines even 

clearer wlien Aristotle go<\s on to spt'ak ol iinitalion of human aetion. 

The behaviour of men can lie portrayed in threr* ways. Wa* can show 

them precisely as they ar(*, oi \v^* may aim at imitating either some¬ 

thing alnwe normal standards of conduct or souK^thing below it. By 

this means wv can difler<*ntiat(* betv\ecu tragedy and comedy. In 

tragedy, men are shown greater than life size, thougli not .so far 

removed from us as to pna lude our taking a sympathetic interest in 

their affairs. (Virncdy, on the other hand, sliows men worse than they 

are, for it emphasi.ses tlx* ridiculous side of lilt*, d ht* farcical element 

in human character is held tr> be a delec t, lliough not a particularly 

harmful one. We note here a certain running together of artistic 

values wath ethical ones. Thi.s is a bias which cornc's from the* 

‘Republic’, where arti.stic as.se.ssiiieiu is close ly linked to .social and 

ethical criteria. Sheer vdllainy could never f>e aesthc tically valuable, 

a limitation modern literary standards do not admit. 

Aristotle next distinguishes beiwc-en poetry lliat tells a story and 

poetry which prc'sents an ac tion, d'his .sets aside* e*pic from drama. The 

origin cTdramatic art is to l>e found in the recitations connected with 

religious riles. It is clear that Cireek trag<*dy Ix^gan from certain 

inc:antations taking place at Orfihic ceremonies. One |x)ssible (*x- 

planation of the term itself Is that it refers to a goal song, the* animal 

being one of the symliols ejf Orpheus, fragos is (ireek for goat, and 

-ode means song. In its erarliest form tragic ceremony had a leader wdio 

s[X>kc verses, and a responding crciwd, much as in a religious function 

today. From this dev'cloped the first actor and the* cdiorus, as 

Arislejtle poiriLs out. Comedy, on the* other hand aro.se from Ifionysian 

revelry, as is indicated by the name which means a song of revels. 

Fpic poetry makes use of tfie same metre throughout, w hereas tragedy 

has a variety, for different portions. But, what is more important, 

tragedy is more circumscribed in the .setting of its scene. Aristotle 

docs not put forward a clear-cut theory of unity of place, lime* and 

action. It is more a matter of practical limitations inherent in the two 



kinds of composition. A play must l>c performed at one sitting within 

a confined space, whereas an epic can be as long as you like and uses 

the imagination for a stage. Aristotle defines tragedy as the imitation 

of human action. It should be good, complete and of reasonable 

dimensions, and sliould produce in the beholder sympathetic feelings 

of fear and pity which thereby become purged from the soul. 

As to completeness, Aristotle insists that a tragedy should have a 

beginning, a middle and an end. At first sight this does not seem to l>e 

a very informative pronouncement. What is meant is however quite 

sensible: a tragedy must have a plausible point of departure, develop 

in a rational manner and coitic to a conclusiv^e issue. It must be 

complete in the sense of being self-contained. Size matters, for the 

mind falters if a piece is too long; if too short, it does not register. 

The Hnal cause of* tragedy is the cleansing of the soul l)y a purging of 

the emotions. I'his is the meaning of the (^reek word catharsis. It is 

through the experience of vicarious emotions ol fear and pity tfiat the 

sf>ul can unh)ad itself from this burden. Thus tragedy has a thera- 

peutii purpose. The terminology here is lK>rrf>wed frmn medicine. 

Where Aristotle’s views are <»riginal is in sugge sting a cure by a mild 

form of the complaint itsell', a kind of psychiatric inoculation. In this 

account of the end of tragedy it must of ('oursc be taken for granted 

that fear and pity fiauni ns all, whiclt is probably' true. 

Aristotle goes on tt> c'xamine Vcirious aspects of a work of tragedy'. Vhv 

most important cjf these is the plot. Without it there can l>c no 

drama. In so far as it is through the plot that characters realise them- 

.selves, they are secondary to it. Potential character becomes actual 

in the plot. With regard to the action, two ty'pes of incidents are 

especially im[>ortant. 'I'hese are first a sudden reversal of forturu', 

and secondly the discc>very of some unexpected circumstance bear¬ 

ing on the plot. These events should overtake a person not inn out¬ 

standing in any of the virtues, ancJ his downfall should be caused not 

l>y' vice but bv lark of judgement, which drags him from high 

position and influence and makes him an outcast. I ficrc are many' 

cxantples of this kind of situation in Cirrek drama. 

or the treatment of character, Aristotle* requires primarily that it 

should be true to type. As in the case of the plot, the characters must 

commend themselves as being lifelike. It is in this sense that one 

must take Aristotle’s statement elsewhere that poetry deals with 

universal situations, whereas history^ describes the particular. In 

tragedy , we recognise general features of human life which give a 

theme to the work. It is of importance to note that what we might 

call the asp<'ct of stage prcxluction, although mentioned by Aristotle, 

is regarded by him as of minor weight. This places the emphasis al¬ 

most entirely on the literary quality of a work. He may well have 

considered tragedy fit for reading as much as for stage performance. 

The ^Poetics’ does not provide a full-blown theory of art and of beauty. 

But it sets out with clarity a numl:>er of criteria which have greatly 

influenced literary criticism ever since. Above ail, there is a re¬ 

freshing absence of talk about authors’ feelings and intentions, and a 

concentration on the works themselves. 



We have seen thal Greek philf)S(>[>hy is coeval with rational science. 

It lies in the nature ol the case that philosophic questions arise at the 

borderlines of scientific enquiry. In particular this is true of mathe¬ 

matics. Since the time of Pythagoras, arithmetic and geometry have 

played a vital [)art in Cireek philosophy. There are several reasons 

why mathematics is especially important here. First of all, a mathe¬ 

matical problem is clear cut and simple. This does not mean it is always 

easy to solve, it need not be simple in this sense. But ordinary 

problems in mathematics are sirnf)le when f)ne compares them 

with fjuestions in physiology, lV)r example. Secondly, there is an 

established mode of procedure in demonstration. We must of course 

remember that sonu'one had to find this out to begin with, Cienerality 

of pr(K)fand demonstration are precisely (rreek inventions. In mathe¬ 

matics the function of proof stands fuit m(»re clearly than in most 

other sciences, evfut though what really goes on in a mathematical 

demonstration has ^)ften been argued about and frequently mis¬ 

understood. I’hirdly, the conclusions of a mathematical argument, 

once properly undc^rstood, do not admit of doiil)t. This much is of 

course true of the conclusion of any valid argument whose premisses 

are accepted. Fhe point of mathematics is that it is part of the pro¬ 

cedure that you do accept the premi.ss«*s, whereas in other fields one 

always compares conclusions with facts, for fear that one of the 

premisses might have been wrong. In mathematics there are ru) 

facts outside itself whicli call for comparisoii. Because of this cer¬ 

tainty, philosophers of all times have usually allowetl that mathe¬ 

matics affords knowledge of a kind superior and more reliable than 

is to be gathered in any other field. Many have said that mathematics 

is knowledge and have deni(‘d this de.scription to any other informa¬ 

tion. To use the language of th( ‘R(‘public', we might say mathematics 

belongs to the realm of forms and then^fore yields knowledge, where 

other fields deal in particulars of which at best op)inion is to be had. 

The theory of ideas owes its origin to Pythagorean mathematics. 

In Socrates it was expanded into a general tht'ory of universals, w'hile 

with Plato it is confined orue more to the field of mathematical .science. 

Towards the end the fourth century, the centre of mathematical 

activity moves to Alexandria. The city had been founded by Alex¬ 

ander in and rapidly liecame one of the foremost trading com¬ 

munities in the Mediterranean. Standing as it does at the gateway 

to Ka.stern lands, it provided a point of c:ontact between the West and 

cultural influences from Babylonia and Persia. A large Jewish 

community grcnv up in a short period and became rapidly hellenized. 

Scholars from Greece built up a school and a library which became 

famous throughout anticpiity. There was no other collection of books 

to rival the holdings of Alexandria. Unfortunately, this uniquesource 

of ancient science and philosophy fell to the flames when Julius 

Caesar’s legions took the town in 47 B.c. It is at this time that much 

material on the great writers of the classical period was irretriev¬ 

ably lo.st. No doubt much of lesser value also burnt. This reflection 

affords some minor consolation when libraries are gutted. 

The best known of Alexandrian mathematicians is Euclid, who 

taught round about 300 b.c. His Elements remain one of the greatest 

monuments to Greek science. Here is set out, in deductive fashion. 



lilt* collfctcd gromcirical knowlt'dgt* (if llit* liiiu*. Much in Euclid is 

iKit of his own invention. But to him is due the systematic presenta¬ 

tion of the subject. The Elements have been throughout the ages an 

example which many have striven to attain. When Spirio/a set out 

his ethics ‘more geometrico’, it was Euclid that served as the model, 

and the same is true of Newton's Prineipia. 

One of the problems that, as W(* saw, was tackled by the later 

Pythagoreans was the construction of irrationals as limiting valu<‘.s of 

sequences of continued fractions. N(‘vertheless, a full arithmetical 

theory of this problem was never formulated. As a re sult of this, an 

account of projiortions could not be worked out in arithmetical 

terms. For it remained impossible to give an irrational, or un- 

mc*asurable, number a numerical name. With l(*ngths, the matter is 

different. Indeed, the cJifliculty was first di.scovered in the attempt to 

give a numlxT* to the hypotenuse of an isosceles right-angled triangle 

of side one unit long. It was, therefore, in geometry that a fully fledgc‘d 

theory ol’proportions emerged. Its inventor, it seems, w'as Eudoxus, 

a contemporary til Plato. Fhe lorm in which the theorv has come 

down to us is found in Faielicl, where the whole matter is set out with 

admirable elarity and rigour. A final return to arithmetic occurs 

with the invention, .some tw'o thousand years later, of anaivtic 

geometry. When Descartes assumed that g(ronu*try can lie handic'd 

by in<*ans of algebra he was, in fact, pursuing the scic'ntifk ideal of 

Socratic dialectic. In destroying the sjK*('ial hy|.)Oth(‘.ses of geom<*lr\ 

he found more general principles on which to )>asc it. This is pre¬ 

cisely the aim that was f)ur.sued, with what me^asure of success we 

shall never know, by the matliematicians of the Academy. 

Fhe I'.lenienls of Euclid are jiure mathematics in the tnoderu sense. 

Cionforming in this to llie traditions of the Academy, the mathemati¬ 

cians of Alexandria pursued th«‘ir re.searches because they were 

interested in the problems. Nowhere is this more clearly apfxirent 

than in Euclid. Fhere is not the slightest trace of a suggestion that 

geometry might be useful. Moreover, to master such a subjec t re¬ 

quired long application. When Euclid was asked by the King of 

Egypt to teach him geometry in a few easy lessons, he made the 

famous retort that there is no royal road to matheinaties. Yet it 

would l)e wrong to imagine that no use was made of mathematics. 

It would be equally wrong to tfiink that inathernatical problems do 

not often spring from practical problems. But it is one thing to delve 

into the origins of some |)artieular theory and cjuile another to treat 

it on its own merits. I'hese two concerns are often not suflicientK 

distinguished. It is pointless to cavil at Euclid because he pays little 

heed to the sociology of mathematical discove ry. This is something 

he is simply not interested in. Given a certain body of mathematical 

knowledge, how^ever this may have grown, he procc'cds tf» deal w'ith 

it and puts it into a rigorous deductive order. This is a scientific 

exercise that does not depend for its validity on the state* ol the 

nation or indeed on anything else. I'he.se same remark.s indeed apply 

to philosophy itself. It is no doiil)t the case that the conditions of the 

times draw' men’s attention to certain problems now’ rather than 

earlier or later, but this in no way alters the merit or otherwise ol 

the theories put forward to meet them. 

a 

1 he Iheoty oj fnoffotlions, as ex¬ 

pounded by Euclid of Alexandria 



Archimedes used the method oj ex¬ 

haustion to square parabolas, a for¬ 

bear of integral calculus 

Another invention a(lril)uted to Eudoxus is the so-called method of 

exhaustion. This is a procedure u.scd to calculate areas bounded by 

curves. The aim is to exhaust the space available by filling it with 

simpler figures whose areas can be readily l()und. In principle this is 

precisely what happens in integral calculus, of which the method ol 

exhaustion is really a precursor. The most famous mathematician to 

use this method ()f calculation was Archimedes, who was not only 

great in the field of mathematics but was also an outstanding physi- 

< ist and engineer. He lived in Syracuse, and, according to Plutarch, 

more than once his technical skills helped to preserve the city from 

being overcome by hostile armies. In the end, the Romans concjuered 

the w'lujle of Sicily and with it Syracuse. I he city lell in 212 and 

during the sack Archimedes was killed. Legend has it that a Roman 

soldier stabbed him to deatli as he was busy working out some 

geometric problem on a patch of sand in his garden. 

Archimedes used the method of exhaustion to square the parabola 

and the circle. For the |)aral)ola, the inscribing of an inhriite sequence 

ol smallfT and smaller triangles leads to an exact numerical formula. 

In the case of the c ircle, the answer depends on the number tt, the 

ratio ol circumlerence to diameter. As this is not a rational numl>er, 

the method of exhaustion can be used to work out approximations 

ol it. By inscribing and circumscribing regular polygons of increasing 

number of sides, we approximate the circumference more and more 

closely. I'he inscribed polygons are always less in perimeter than the 

circle, the circumscribed ones always more*, but the difference be¬ 

comes smaller and smaller as the sides grow in number. 

I’he other great mathematician of the third century was Apollonius 

ol Alexandria, who invented the theory of conic sections. Here, too, 

we have another clear example of the destruction of special hypo¬ 

theses. For a pair i»l straight lines, a parabola, c‘llipse, hypcrlK.>la and 

circh’ now' all appeared as special ca.ses of one and the same thing: 

the section of a cone. 

In other fields of science, the most spectacular (ireek succes.ses 

probably belong to astronomy. Some of these we have mentioned 

already when discussing various philosophers. I’hc most amazing 

achievement of this period is the discovery of the heliocentric theory. 

Aristarchus of Samos, a contemporary of Euclid and Apollonius, 

appears to be the first to have given a full and detailed account of 

this view, though it is possible that it was held in the Academy to¬ 

wards the end of the fourth century. At any rate, we have the reliable 

testimony of Archimedes that Aristarchus did hold this theory. We 

afso find references to it in Plutarch. The gist of the theory was that 

the earth and the planets move round the sun which, together with 

the stars, remains fixed, the earth revolving on its own axis while it 

runs through its orbit. That the earth turns on its axis once a day 

was known already to Heraclides, a fourth century Academic,while 

the obliquity of the ecliptic was a fifth century discovery. The theory 

of Aristarchus was thus by no means an utter novelty. Nevertheless, 

there was some opposition and even hostility to this daring dej^arture 

from the commonsense view of the time. It must \jc confessed that 

even some philosophers were against it, probably mainly on ethical 



grounds. For to remove the earth from the centre of things must 

surely break down moral standards. Gleanthes, the stoic philosopher, 

went so far as to demand the Greeks should indict Aristarchus for 

impiety. Eccentric opinions on sun, moon and stars are quite as 

dangerous at times as unorthodox views in politics. It appears that 

after this outburst Aristarchus voiced his opinions with somewhat 

greater diffidence. The view that the earth moves has since upset 

religious feelings on one other famous occasion, when Galileo upheld 

the Copernican theory. Copernicus, it may be noted, in effect metely 

revived or redisct)vcred the theory of the astronomer from Samos. 

A marginal entry of the name of Aristarchus in one of Cojjcrnicus’ 

manuscripts puts this l>eyond doubt. As to the relative sizes and 

distances within the solar system, the results are not all equally 

successful. The l)est estimate of the sun’s distance from the earth is 

roughly half the actual size. I'he moon’s distance wiis worked out 

fairly accurately. The diameter of the earth was obtained to within 

fifty miles of the correct figure. This leat was due to Eratosthenes, 

who was librarian at Alexandria and an ingenious scientific observer. 

'I'o determine the earth's circumference, he selected two points of 

observation that lay fairly nearly on the same meridian. One ol these 

was Syene, on the tropic of cancer, where at midday the sun is in 

zenith. This was observed by the reflection of the sun in a deep well. 

Four hundred miles north, in Alexandria, it was merely necessary to 

determine the angle of the sun, which is easily^ done by measuring 

the shortest shadow of an obelisk. From this information, the circum¬ 

ference-of the earth and the diameter are easily derived. 

Much of this knowledge was .s<M)n forgotten, mainly^ because it 

clashed with the religious prejudices of the period. That even 

philosophers were guilty in this is really quite understandable. For 

the r»ew astronomy threatened to subvert the ethic doctrine of the 

stoic movement. The impartial observer is inclined to remark that 

this shows stoicism is a bad dextrine and therefore should be up¬ 

turned. But this is counsel of perfection, and those wdiose views are 

thus impugned will not give up their position without a fight. It is 

one of the rar(*st gifts to lx* able to hold a view with conviction and 

detachment at the same time. Philosophers and scientists more than 

other men strive to train themselves to achieve it, though in the end 

they are usually no more succes.sful than the layman. Mathematics 

is admirably suited to foster this kind of attitude. It is by no means 

accidental that many great philo.sophers were also mathematicians. 

In conclusion, it is perhaps worth emphasising that mathematics, 

besides the simplicity^ of its problems and the clarity of its structure, 

affords some scope for the creation of the Ix^autiful. The Greeks, 

indeed, possessed a very acute sense of aesthetics, if the linguistic 

anachronism be allowed. I'he term aesthetics as used today was 

first coined by the i8th century German philosopher Baumgarten. 

At all events, the sentiment expressed by Keats in saying that truth 

is Ix^auiy is a thoroughly Greek conception. It is precisely the kind of 

thing a platonist may well feel in contemplating the geometrical 

proportions of a Grecian urn. The same holds of the structure of 

mathematical proof itself. Notions like elegance and economy in this 

field arc aesthetic in character. 

Eratosthenes found the earth's girth: 
with the sun in zenith, its angle to 
the normal elsewhere on the same 
meridian gives the answer 



Hellenism 

If the early fifth century b.c. had seen the (Ireeks fighting against 

the invading Persians, the early fourth showed that the Great King’s 

empire was a giant f)n clay feet. For had not Xenophon proved that 

a small band of well-led and disciplined Greek soldiers could hold 

its f>wn against the might of Persia, even within her own territories? 

With Alexander the Great, the Greek world went over to the attack. 

In ten short years, from 334 to 324 n.c., the Persian empire fell to the 

young Macedonian conqueror. From Cireece to Bactria, from the 

Nile to the Indus, the world h)r one brief spell came under the single 

rule of Alexander, who, thf)ugh to the Greeks he was a Macedonian 

overlord, lfK)ked uf)on himself as the carrier ol Greek civilisation. 

And so indeed he proved to be. He was not just a conqueror, but a 

coloniser as well. Wherever his armies had carried him he founded 

Greek cities run on Greek lines. In the.se centres ol Greek life the 

original Greek or Macedonian settlers would fuse with local people. 

Alexander at Issus, beating Darius, 
J.S his lands ^reu\ Greek culture 
spread^ from \ile to Indus: allegory 
of the .Mle, Indo-Greek Buddha 
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Alcxaiidt'r fricouragrd his Macedonians to marry Asian women and 

was not shy himself to praclice what he preached. For good measure 

he took two Persian princesses for wives. 

As a state, the empire of Alexander was an ej>hemeral thing. yXfter his 

death, his generals in the end divided the territory into three parts. 

The European, or Antigonid empire, fell to the Romans within little 

more than a hundred years. The Asiatic, c^r wSeleucid kingdom, broke 

up and was taken over by the Romans in the West and tlie Parthians 

and others in the East. Egypt under the Ptolemies became Roman 

under Augustus. But as a carrier of (ireek influence, the Macedonian 

conquest was more successful, (ifeek civilisation fairly poured into 

Asia. Greek became the language of the educated everywhere, and 

quickly developed into the common tongue for trade and commerce, 

much as E.nglish has done in recent decades. Around 200 b.c. a man 

could speak Greek from the (Jalcs of Hercules to the Ganges. 
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The science, philosophy and, alxive all, the art of the (Jreeks was thus 

coming to bear on the old civilisations cjf the East. Coins, vases, 

architectural and sculptural remains and, to a lesser extent, literary 

influences, bear witness to this cultural invasion. Likewise, the East 

exerted a new influence on the West. This was, however, something of 

a step backward. E'er what seems to have caught the fancy of the 





(inrks more than anyihin^ else al that time was Babylonian 

astrology. I’hus, for all its scicaitihc and technical expansion, the 

hellcnistir age was lar more superstitious than the classical times had 

been, d'he same thing is recurring under our own eyes. When I was a 

\ oung man, astrology was the preserve of some few unhinged cranks, 

d'oday, this disease is powerful enough to persuade tho.se who control 

the popular press to carry columns on w'hat is in the stars. Perhaps 

this is nf)t to be wondered at. For until the Romans came, the w^hole 

hellenistic |)eriod was unchecked, unsettled and unsafe. 'Fhe 

mercenary ai mies of warring factions infested the countryside froiii" 

time to time. Politically, the new' cities of Alexander lacked the 

stability of the older colonies wliich had traditiorud links with their 

metropolis. 'The general climate of th<‘ times lacked a feeling of 

security. Mighty empires had fallen, their succes.sors were fighting 

for supremacy on a shifting scene. Fhe transience of things was 

brought lioine to im rj in no uncertain fashion. 

Cailturally, we find an increasing spread of specialisation. Fhe great 

men of the classical period, as members of a city slate, cc>uld turn 

their hands to many things, as occasion and circumstances might 

demand. The enquirers of the hellenistic w'orld confined themselves 

to one specific field. 'Fhe centre of scientific research shifted from 

Athens to Alexandria, the most successful of Alexander's new cities, 

the meeting place of scholars and writers from all over the w'orld. 

ICratosthenes the geographer was for some liriie the chief librarian of 

the great library, l^uclid taught mathematics, and so did Apollonius, 

while Archimedes had studied there. Socially, the basLs of stalde 

existence was being undermined by the grow'th of the slave popula¬ 

tion. A free man could not easily compete in fields w'here slav'cs were 

used to do the work. Fhe only thing to do w'as to become a soldier of 

fortune and hope to be in on some lucrative plundering exploit. 

While the wider sphere of (ireek influence had taught men ideals 

wider than that of the city state, there was neither a man nor a cause 

strong enough to rally the scattered remnants of Alexander’s world. 

Roman (otn oj Janus, crudn than 
hellenistii loins of that time 

Fhe everlasting sense of insecurity brought with it a lack of interest in 

[Miblic affairs and a general decay of intellectual and moral fibre. The 

( ireeks of old had failed to rise to the political problems of their time, 

the men of the hellenistic period failed likewise. In the end it fell to 

the organising genius of Rome to produce order from chaos and to A section oJ the Peutinger map: good 

transmit to later ages the civilisation of the Greeks. mads helped Roman control 



Antisthenes^ logician from Megara 

Dio genes y the cynic 

Aloni^ with ihe passing of the goldrn age of city states, a general 

decline in freshness and vitality overtakes the Greek world. If there is 

one outstanding feature that all the great Athenian philosophers had 

inromiiion, it is a boldly cheerful attitude to life. I'he world was not a 

had place to live in, the state could be taken in at one glance. 

Arisn»tle, as we saw', had made this a feature of his ideal city. 

As a result ol Macedonian expansion this complacent outlook was 

shalteretl once and for all. In the philosophic trends of those days 

this reflects itself in an ov^erall pessimism and sense of insecurity. No 

longer do we meet the sell-assurance oi citizen aristocrats like Plato. 

In a .sense it is the death i>f Socrates wliich marks the watershed of 

Greek culture, 'rixjugh Plato’s work was still to come, we are in fact 

descending into the |>lains ol lu'lleiiistic culture. In philo.soyihy a 

nunilxr ol in w rnovements are beginning to emerge. 'Phe first of 

these is linked directly with Antisthenes, laie i>f Socrates’ disciples. 

His name is associated with a paradox in the Eleatic tradition. 

At cording to this, it is impossible to make significant statements. 

A is A, which is true but not worth saying, or A is B, w'hert' B is not 

A, and this must needs be false. No wonder Antisthenes came to lose 

faith in philosophy. In his later years he renounced his upper cla.ss 

life and liackgrtiund and took to leading tlu* simple life of the com¬ 

mon people. Pie rebelled against th(‘ customs of his time and washed 

to turn back to a primitive life untrammelled by the conventions and 

restrictions of the organised stale . 

One ol his disciples was Diogem^s, a native of Sinope, a (ireek colony 

on the huxine. From him the new' movement deri\'ed its lal)el. 

Diogenes lived a lili* as primitive as a dog, w'hich earned him th(‘ 

riicknariK* ol 'cynic’, meaning dog-like. la^gend has it that he lived 

in a tub and that Alexander once f am<‘ to visit the famous man. 

1 he young Macedonian asked him to utter a wi.sh and it would be 

granted. ‘Stand out of my light’ wa.s the reply, and so irnprt'ssed was 

Alexander that he retorted, ‘Were I not Alexander, I would be 

Diogenes’. 

riie burd<‘n f)f cynic teaching was a turning away from worldly 

goods and a concentration on virtue as the only good w'orlh having. 

This is clearly one ol the strains oi socratic doctrine. As a reaction 

to world events it is a somewhat negative aj)proach. It is true that 

the weaker one's ties the smaller becomes the likelihood of being 

hurt or disappointed. But from such sources no further inspiration 

can be expected. The cynic doctrine in due course grew into a 

widespread and powerful tradition. During the third century n.c:. 

it had great popular su[)port throughout the hellenistic world. This, 

of course, merely means that a Ibrrn of debased cynic teaching 

happened to reflect truly the ethical conditions of the times. It was 

a kind of opportunistic attitude to life, taking with both hands when 

there were things to take, yet not complaining when times were lean, 

enjoying lile when it could be enjoyed, but accepting the whims of 

fortune with a shrug of the shoulder. It is from this development of 

the doctrine that the word ‘cynical’ acquired its uncomplimentary 

tinge of meaning. But cynicism as a movement was not a sufii- 



ciently deliberate affair to last as such. Its ethical cont(*nt came to 

be absorbed by the stoic school, of which we shall speak a little later. 

Another, ratlier different product of the period orphiloso{»hic decline 

was the sceptic movement. Literally, a sceptic is just a doubter, but 

as a philosophy, scepticism raises doubt to the rank of a dogma. It 

denies that anyone could ever know anything with certainty. The 

trouble, of course, is that one would like to krK)w whence* the philo¬ 

sophic sceptic gathers this piece of information. How does he know 

that this is the case if his f)ositiori explicitly denies the possibility 

of knowledge? This is a criticism applicable as soon as the dubiety of 

our opinions is made into a |)rinciple. As a healthy reminder that it 

pays to be cautious, there is of'course nothing wrong with it. 

The first philosophic sceptic was Pyrrho, a citi/en of Elis, who had 

seen the world with Alexander’s armies. Sceptic doctrines were not 

a new thing, for, as we saw earlier, doulit had been throwm upon the 

reliai:)ility of the senses by the Pythagorean and Eleatic schools, 

whereas the sophists had introduced similar notions as a basis for 

their social and ethical relativism. But none of these thinkers had 

made a central issue of doubt as such. When 17th and i8th century 

writers speak of Pyrrhonian ])hilo.sophers, it is to sceptics of this kind 

that they refer. Of' Pyrrho himself next to nothing is known, but his 

disciple Timon appears to have* denied that first principles of deduc¬ 

tion could ever be attained. Since the Aristotelian account of 

scientific argument relies on first princij)Ies, this was a .serious attack 

on the followers of Aristotle. It explains why the schola.stic Middle 

Ages were so hostile to Pyrrhonian philosophy. The Socratic account 

of the method of hypothesis and deduction is not affected by the 

sceptic onslaught. Philosophically, the revival of learning in the 17th 

century was a turning away from Aristotle and a return to Plato. 

After rirnon, who died in 233 scepticism, too, ceased to be an 

independent school. Instead, it was ab.sorbed by the Academy, which 

preserved a sceptic bias for nearly two hundred years. 'Phis was, of 

course, a distortion of the Platonic tradition. iVue enough, we find 

passages in Plato which out of conterxt look like a giving up of all 

attempt at constructive thinking. The dialectic puzzles in the ‘Par¬ 

menides’ spring to mind. But dialectic, in Plato, is never an end in 

itself. Only if it is Tnisunclerstood in this way can it be twisted in a 

sceptical sense. Still, in an age which was becoming sulmierged in 

superstition, the sceptics did perform a valuable service as debunkers. 

By the same token, however, they might well decide to go through 

the motions of some superstitious rites without feeling inwardly 

committed. It is because of this completely negative outlook that, as 

a system, scepticism tended to l)ring forth amongst its devotees a 

generation of half-baked .scoffers who were clever rather than sound. 

Forms of design relax alorift with 

decaying intellectual standards 
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During the first century n.c., scepticism once more became an inde¬ 

pendent tradition. Lucian, the satirist of the .second century A.n., and 

Sextus Empiricus, who.se works are extant, belonged to later scep¬ 

ticism. But the temper of the times ultimately demanded a more 

definite and comforting system of beliefs. The growth of a dogmatic 

outl(K3k gradually overshadowed the sceptic philosoj)hy 



WHen one oompares tHe philosophic .speculations of the hellenistic 

age with that of the great Athenian tradition and its precursors, one 

is £V>rcihly struck hy the wan and tired look of the age of decadence. 

Philosophy to the thinkers of old had heen an adventure, rerjuiring 

the ah^rtness and courage <A' the pioneer. I^ater pliilosophy too may 

he said to hav^e drawn on the ccmrage of its practitioners, hut it is 

now th<* courage of resignation and patient endurance rather than 

the boisterous valour of the exy>lorer. In an age where the framework 

of the old society had crurnhled, men sought peac'e, and if tliey could 

not easily secure tliis commodity, they made a v'irtue out of putting 

Uj^> wulli liardships that could not l>e eschewed. This is nowhere more 

c:le;irl\' ev'idenl than in the philosophic school of Pf^icurus. 

Ik^>rn in 34^2 a.c:., of Athenian parents, Kpicurus at the age of eighteen 

came from Sanios to Athens and shortly afterw’ards went to Asia 

Nfinor, where he came under the spell of' th<' philosophy of l^e- 

mr>critus. When just ov^er thirty, lie founded a school, which from 

307 ii.c. until his death in ^270 n.c;. functioned in Athc'ns. "I’lu" school 

lived as a community’ in his house and grounds, seeking as far as 

ptissihle to isolal<' itself from the rusli atid strife of th<- outside w^orld. 

All his life, Fly^icurus was dogged hy minor ailments which lie trained 

himself tt> hear without flinching. The central aim of his doetrine is 

the attainment of an undisturbed condition of j^eacefulness. 

The prime good for FLpiciirus is p>leasure. Without it the good life is 

imp'ossihle, 'I'he fileasures in cjuestion include those of the body as 

much as those of the mind, ’^Phr- latter consist in tlie contemplation of' 

l>odily f^leasures, and arc not in any v’ital sense suj>erior. Still, 

sinct' we hav^e greater control over the direction of our mental activi¬ 

ties, we can in some measure se*lect the objects of our contemplation, 

whereas tht:^ affections of the l>ody are largely’ irnp>osed on us. Here 

lies the only^ advantage of pleasures of the mind. On this view the 

virtuous man is circumspect in the pursuit of his pleasures. 

"I'his general theory gives rise to a eonception of the good life cjuite 

different from that of Socrates and Plato. The w’hole tendency^ is 

away from aetivity and responsibility. Socrates did, of course, con¬ 

sider the theoretic life as the best of all. Kut this did not mean corn- 

pilete detacliment and aloofness. On the contrary^ one of the duties of 

the elite is precisely to take an active part in the conduct of public 

business. Plato, too, was strongly' imbued w’ith this sense of duty. 'I’he 

phiiosoy>her who has emerged from the eave must go back and hclp> 

free those less gifted with insight than he. It was this conviction that 

led liirn into his Sicilian ventures. In Kpicurus, none of'the vitality of 

living remains. He does indeed distinguish between active and 

p^assiv'c fileasures, but gives tlie latter pride of place. An active 

pleasure is experienced in the striv'ing for some plcasuraV>le end under 

the motive power of desir<' fc>r the thing that is wanting. The goal 

once attained, a passiv'c pleasure is achieved in the al>sence of any 

furtlier desire. It is an anaesthetic revelling in a state of satiety'. 

One can understand that this kind of prudential ethic commended 

itself to a period weary of the nneertainties of life. As an aeeovint of' 

the (iood it is, however, very' onesided. It overlooks, an^ongst other 



things, the fact that the absence of desire or feeling is a feature 

precisely oi' the active pursuit of' erK|uiry. Socrates was fundamen¬ 

tally right in holding that knowledge was a Ciood. It is in disinteres¬ 

tedly striving for understanding that we achieve the kind of un¬ 

selfconscious alertness that Epicurus is seeking. 

His temperament as a man did, however, lead Epicurus into being less 

consistent than hts somewhat austere ojiinions might suggest. For he 

valued friendship above all else, even though tin’s can evidently not 

l)e counted amongst passive pleasures. I'hat epicurean came to b(‘ a 

l)yword for luxurious living is due to the fact that Epicurus was much 

maligned by his stoic contemporaries and th(‘ir successors, who de¬ 

spised what seemed to them the grossly materialistic f)utlook of the 

Epicurean df)Ctrine. This is all the more misleading for the 

circum.stance that the F.picurean circle really led a frugal existence. 

Following Democritus’ atomism, Epicurus was in this sense a 

materialist. He does not, how'cver, adopt the view that the motion t>f 

atoms is rigidly governed l:)y laws. As we have pointed out Ixtfore, the 

notion of law is in the first place derived from the social sphere and 

only later came to be apjdied to the happenings of the physical 

world. Religion, likewise, is a .s<^cial phenomenon, atid in the notion 

of necessity these two lines of thought seem to cross. It is the gods who 

are the ultimate lawgivers. In his rejection of religion, Epicurus was 

thus bound to dismiss the rigid rule of nece.ssity as well. 'The atoms of 

I'.picurus are therefore allowed a certain measure of capricious in- 

de})endence, though once a certain process was under weigh, its 

further course was in accordance to law's, as in Democritus. 

As for the .soul, that simply was a special kind of material, whose 

particles were intermingled with the constituent atoms of the IxKly. 

Sensation is explained as the impinging of emanations from objects 

upon the atoms of the .soul. When death supervenes, the soul atoms 

lose their connection with the Ixxly and are scattered, surviving as 

atoms but no longer caf)ablc ofsemation. In this way Epicurus shows 

that fear of death is irrational, becau.se death itself is not something 

that we can experience. Though he is violently opposed to religion, 

Epicurus allows that the gods exist. However, we are neither better 

nor worse off for their existence. T’hem.selves sufK!rb practitioners 

of Epicureanism, they take no interest in the concerns of men. 

They mete out neither reward nor punishment. In sum, it l>ehoves 

us to steer a course of prudence and mcKieratiem with the aim of 

achieving a state of unruffled equilibrium, t he supreme of pleasures 

and therefore the highe.st (i(XKl. 

Dnlike other schools, Epicureanism did not develop a scientific 

tradition. Its freethinking attitude and its opposition to super¬ 

stitious practices continued to be respected by a select few'amongst the 

upper classes of the early Roman Empire, though even on the 

ethical side it was gradually displaced by Stoicism. Only one other 

outstanding name figures in the Epicurean tradition, that of the 

Roman poet Lucretius who lived from 99 to 55 b.c. In a famous 

poem entitled ‘De rerum natura ’ he sets forth the Epicurean doctrine. 

I\l>iiuru\; his atomic theory of the 
\oul 'm/iersrdcs' immortality 
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The* most inlhiontial philosophic movcinciil which flourislicd in 

hellenisiic times is Stoicism. Less rigidly bound to the soil of metro¬ 

politan Greece than the great schools of Athens, it drew some of its 

most famous representatives from the Last and later from the Roman 

West. The h>under of the movement was a Phr)enician C Vpriot b\ 

the name of Zeno. The date oi his birth is uncertain but falls w ithin 

the second half of the fourth century a.c. "I'he commercial activities 

of his family first took the young man to Athens, and there he 

developed an intc’r<*st in philo.sophy. He al>andoned trade and 

eventually set up a school of his owm. He u.sed to lecture in the Stoa 

Poikile, w'hich means a covered hallway painted in many colours. 

It is after this building that the* doctrine was called Stoicism. 

The stoic })hilosophy spans a period of some five centuries. During 

that time, its doctrines underw^ent considerable changes. What holds 

the movc'menl together, howcNcr, is its ethical teacliing w'hich re¬ 

mained much the same throughout. J’his aspect of stoicism has its 

origin in the socratic way of life*. C’ouragc- in the face of danger and 

suff e ring, indilTerence to material circumstances, thc:se are virtues 

that tfie stoics valued. It is this emphasis on endurance and detach¬ 

ment that has given the word stoic its modern meaning. 

Stoicism, as an f thical theory, is a .somewdiat colourless and iiustere 

clLscipline when set over against the theories of (he* classical age. 

As a de^ctrine*, howevc'r, it succe'e*de:d in gaining wider adhe*rcnce* 

than the doctrines of Plato and Aristotle. It may l)e that Plato’s 

emphasis e)n know ledge as the supreme good did not easily ce>mmend 

itself to m<_:n who stood in the midst e>f a life of'action. At all events, 

ii was the ste)ic doctrine which se*enieci te) capture the imagination 

of the fu'lle*nistir kings and rulers. Whetlier this was e'liough to 

achieve the results that Socrates had hoped for in .Staying that 

phiIo.sophers must become kings and kings philosophers is, of course, 

more doubtful. 

Chrysippus Little survives ol tin* work of the earlier stoics except in fragments, 

though it is po.s.sible to piece togelluT a reasonable account oi their 

doctrines. Zeno’s own preoccupations set in to have lK‘en mainly 

ethical. One of the principal issues w'hirh remained a ccuitral 

interest throughout stoic philosophy is the great problem of deter¬ 

minism and free will, a philosophic tjuestion which has remained 

suflicienlly alive tt) attract tfie attention of philosopliers dow'n the 

ages to our owm day. According to Zeno, nature is strictly ruled by 

law. His cosmological theory appears to be inspired in the main by 

jiresocraiic view's. 'The original substance, according to Zeno, is fire, 

as with Heraclitus. hVorn this, the other elements are in course of 

time separated, somewhat af ter the maiiii<*r of Anaxagoras’ theories. 

In the end the re sujiervenes a large-scale lionhre, everything returns 

into the* pristine fire and the whole thing starts all over again, as in 

Empedocles’ the ory of cycles. 'Lhe laws in ceinf'ormity w'ilh which the 

world runs its ceiiirse emanate freim some supreme authority which 

governs history in all its details. Everything happens for some pur- 

po.se in a preordained mariner. The supreme or divine agency is 

thought of not as something outside the world, but running through 

it, like moisture seeping through sand. God is thus an immanent 



power, part of which lives within each human being. I’hls kind of 

view has become famous in modern times ihroxigh the ])hilosophical 

writings of Spinoza who was influenced by the stoic tradition, 

rhe foremost good is virtue, which consists in living at one with 

the world. 1 his is, however, not to be (onslrued as a mere tautology, 

on the grounds that everything that is, is thus far fort hat one with the 

world. It is rather a matter of a person's will being directed in sneh 

a way that it ()lends with nature insKad ofopposing it. Worldly goods 

are held to be of small aeeount. A tyrant may de[)rive a man of all 

the external things he owns, even of life, but he cannot take from 

him his virtue, that is an internal inalienable j>ossession. And so we 

reach the conclusion that on rejectirig the false claims of external 

goods, a man becomes perfectly frer^, since his virtue, which alone 

matters, cannot be touched by outside f)ressure. 

AdTniraf)le though some of* these sugg(‘stions might be as pn*eepts for 

dignified living, there are serious flaws in the doctrin<‘ as an ethical 

lhe<^ry. For if the world is ruled by law it is of small avail to 

preach the supremacy of virtue. Those who are virtuous will l)e so 

because tfiat is the way it had to be, and likewise for the wicked. 

And what arc we to make of the (ioclhead which preordains evil? 

'The suggestion made at one f)oint in Plato’s ‘Repul)lic’, that ( Jod is 

the author only ol what is good in the world ( videiuly would lie of 

little use here. Very similar objections fare both Spinoza and Leib¬ 

nitz, who try to turn the difficulty by holding that the human mind 

cannot grasp the necessity of things as a whole, but that in reality 

c'verytfiing is arranged for the best in this best ol possible worlds. But 

quite af)art from the logical difficulties in the theory, there are, it 

would seem, plain factual rnistakes. It is much to be feared that 

misery on the whole is not conducive to enhancing virtue or ennob¬ 

ling the soul. Besides, it is one of the melancholy discoveries of this 

progressive age of ours tfiat with sullicient skill it is possible to break 

probably anyone, however strong his fibre. What is, however, very 

much to the peiint in stoicism is the recognition that in some sense 

the internal good ol virtue is more vital than other things. Losses 

of material possession can always in some measure be repaired, but 

if one lose his self respect, he becomes less than human. 

The first systematic account of stoicism is said to go back to 

Chrysippus (280 207 b.o.), though his works have not survived. It is 

at this stage that the stoics took a more lively interest in logic and 

language. They formulated the theory of hypotlietical and disjunctive 

.syllogism, and discovered an important logical relation which in 

modem jargon is called material implication. This is the relation 

between two propositions when it is not the case that the first is true 

and the second false. Take the statement ‘if the barometer falls, it 

will rain’. The relation between ‘the barometer falls’ and ‘it will rain’ 

is one of material implication. The stoics likewise invented the ter¬ 

minology of grammar which in their hands first became a systematic 

field of enquiry. The names of the grammatical cases is of stoic 

invention. The Latin translations of these, including the mistransla¬ 

tion of a Greek term into ‘accusative’, have come down from the 

Roman grammarians and are still used today. 

A stoa; J^eno taught in Athens in 111 
such a hall, whence Stoicism 



112 Seneca, Roman Senator and Stoic 

The stoic doctrines gained ground in Rome through the literary 

activities of Cicero, who had studied under the stoic philosopher 

Povsidonius. I'his Greek from Syria had travelled widely and contri¬ 

buted to many fields. His astronomical researches we have mentioned 

earlier. As a historian he carried on the work of Polybius. His 

philosophic position contained a fair measure of the older Academic 

tradition, at a time when the Academy itself had come under sceptic 

influence as we have already seen. 

Although philosophically the later exponents of stoicism are less 

important, the writings ol three of them have been very fully 

preserved and cpiite a lot is known about their lives. Though their 

.social .stations diflered enormously, their philosophies are very much 

the .same. Seneca, the Roman senator ot Spanish origin, Epictetus, 

the (jreek slave who had gained his freedom under Nero, and Marcus 

Aurelius, the emperor {>f the .second century a.d., all of them alike 

wrote ethical es.says in the stoic strain. 

Seneca was born in h.c. or thereabouts, and belonged to a well-to- 

do Spanish family that had come to live in Rome. H«‘ entered politics 

and in due course rose to ministerial oflice. His fortunes suffered a 

temporary setback under Claudius, a somewhat anodyne individual 

who at the request of Me.s.salina, his wife, sent Seneca into exile in 

41 A.D, The senator, it seems, had been a trifle too free in critic ising 

the even freer mode of life of his empress, who some years later was 

indeed overtaken by a rather sudden end. (Claudius' second wife was 

Agrippina, the mother of Nero. In 4H a.d. Seneca was recalled from 

his Corsican refuge to undertake the cdtication of the imperial heir. 

The Roman prince was not a hopeful target for the pedagogic 

exertions of the stoic philo.sopher. But Seneca himself was far from 

leading the kind of life that might have* been expected from one who 

preached the stoic ethic. He gathen‘d a massive fortune, largely 

through lending moiiey at exorbitant rates to the inhabitants of 

Britain. I’his may have been one ol the grievances which led to the 

rebellion in the British province. Luckily it now takes more than high 

interest rates to goad Britons into a revolutionary frame of mind. As 

Nero became more autocratic and insane, Seneca once more fell into 

clLsgrace. In the end he was invited to commit suicide on pain of 

execution. This he did in the manner of the time by slashing hi.s 

veins. Though his life had not on the whole been stoic in character, 

his manner of death was true to his philosophy. 

Epictetus was a (*rcek, lx)rn probably in 60 a.d. His very name 

reminds us that he had been a slave, for it means the acquired one. 

From ill-treatment suffered during his early days of servitude he 

retained a lame leg and a general debility of health. On gaining his 

freedom, Epictetus l>egan teaching in Rome until qtJ a.d., when 

Domitian expelled him along with other stoics because they were 

critical of the Emperor’s tyrannical rule and constituted a moral 

force set against the imperial throne. His last years were spent in 

Nicopolis, in the north west of Greece, where he died in about 100 a.d. 

Through his pupil Arrian some discourses of Epictetus have been 

preserved. In them we find the stoic ethic set out much along the 

lines ejtplained alxwe. 



If Epictetus was bom a slave, the last of the great stoic writers was on 

the contrary an emperor. Marcus Aurelias, who lived from 121 to 

180 A.D., had been adopted by his uncle, Antoninus Pius, one of the 

more civilised among Roman emperors, as the epithet indeed sugg¬ 

ests- Marcus Aurelius succeeded to the throne in 161 a.d. and spent 

the rest of his life in service to the Empire. I'he times were troubled by 

natural and military disturbances, and the Emperor was incessantly 

engaged in curbing barbarian tribes whose inroads upon the imperial 

tx>rders were beginning to threaten Roman supremacy. The burden 

of office lay heavy on him, but he considered it his duly to sastain it. 

The state being endangered from within as well as without, he took 

such measures as seemed to help maintain order. He persecuted the 

Christians, not from malice, but because their rejection of the state 

religion was a troublesome source of dLssidence. In this he was 

probably correct, though at the same time persecution is always a 

sign of weakness on the part of the persecutor. A society firmly 

established and confident of itself has no need to persecute heretics. 

The ‘Meditations’ of Marcus Aurelius, written in Greek like the 

discourses of Epictetus, have come down to us in their entirety. They 

are a diary of philosophic reflections, recorded, as time might permit, 

during moments of rest snatched from military duty or public business. 

It is worth noting that in spite of subscribing to the general stoic 

theory oftheG<K)d, Marcus Aurelius held a view of public duty which 

is more in line with that of Plato. Man Ixring a social creature, it 

behoves us to play our part in the lx)dy politic. This underlines on 

the ethical plane the difficulty about free will and determinism we 

have hinted at earlier. Eor we have seen that on the general stoic 

view a man’s virtue or vice is a j>rivale matter which docs not affect 

others. But on the social view of man, the ethical qualities of each can 

have a very definite effect on everyone else. Had the Emperor taken 

a laxer view of his duties, there would undoubtedly have been far 

more strife than existed already. No very convincing solution of this 

difficulty was ever produced by stoicism. 

On the question of first principles, which was a problem left over 

from the time of Plato and Aristotle, the stoics developed a theory' of 

innate ideas, clear and self evident starting points from which the 

deductive process could begin. ThLs view dominated the philosophy 

of the Middle Ages and was adopted by some mtxiern rationalists as 

well. It Is a metaphysical cornerstone of the Cartesian method. 

In its conception of man, the stoic doctrine was more generous than 

the theories of the classical age. Aristotle, we may recall, had gone so 

far as to admit that a Greek should not be a slave to his fellow 

countryman. Stoicism, taking its lead from Alexander’s practice, 

held that in a sense ail men were equal, even though during imperial 

times slavery existed on a more massive scale than ever before. 

Following this line of thought, stoicism put forward the distinction 

between natural law and the law of nations. By natural right here is 

meant the kind of thing a man is entitled to precisely because of his 

human nature. The doctrine of natural rights had some beneficial 

influence on Roman legislation in mitigating the lot of those who 

were deprived of full social status. It was revived for similar reasons 

in the post-Renaissance period in the struggle against the conception 

of the divine right of kings. 

Marcus Aureliusy Emperor and Stoic 
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While Greece herself had been the intellectual workshop of the 

world, she was unable to survive as a free and independent nation. 

Greek cultural traditions, on the other hand, spread far and wide 

and have left a permanent mark, at any rate on Western civilLsation. 

The Middle East was hellenized through the influence of Alexander; 

in the West, Rome became the carrier of the Greek heritage. 

Contact fjetween Greece and Rome first occurred though the Cireek 

colonies of Southern Italy. Politically, the campaigns Alexander 

had not disturlred the countries west of Greece. At the beginning of 

the hellenistic period, the two important powers in this area were 

Syracuse and Carthage. Both fell tt> Rome in the course of the third 

century, as a result of the first two Punic wars. Spain was annexed 

during these operations. The second century saw the conquest ol' 

Greece and Macedonia. A third Punic war ended with the complete 

levelling of the city of Carthage in 146. In the same year Ck>rinth 

received similar treatment at the hands of the Roman legions. 

Such wantonly ruthless acts of destruction wt're rather exceptional 

and found their critics at the time as in later ages. In this regard our 

own pericxl is last relapsing into barbarism. 

During the first century B.c., Asia Minor, Syria, Egypt and Gaul 

were added to the territories of Rome, while Britain fell during the 

first century a.i>. 'These successive conquests were not the result of a 

mere thirst for adventure. They were dictated by the search for a 

natural frontier which could be held without too much hardship 

against encroachments by hostile tribes l>eyond. In the early days of* 

the Empire this goal had been reached: in the north, the lands of 

Rome were bounded by two great rivers, Rhine and Danulic:. 

Eastwards lay the Euphrates and the Arabian desert, in the south 

the Sahara and in the west the Ocean. In this setting, the Roman 

Empire lived in comparative fX‘ace and stability for the first two 

( enturif'S ttl' our era. 



Politically, Rome had Ixrgun as a city state similar in many ways to 

those of Greece. A legendary period under Etruscan Kings was fol¬ 

lowed by a republic dominated by an aristocratic ruling class which 

controlled the Senate. As the state grew in size and importance, con¬ 

stitutional changes in the direction of democracy imposed themselves. 

While the Senate retained a good deal ol’power, the popular a-ssem- 

bly came to be represented by tribunes who had a voice in affairs of 

state. The consulship, too, became in the end accessible to men of 

origin other than aristocratic. As a result of conquest and expansion, 

however, the ruling families gained immense fortunes, while the 

small freeholder was driven off the land by the nse of slave labour on 

large-scale holdings owned by absent landhirds. 'fhe Senate thus 

ruled supreme. A popular democratic movement, led by the 

Gracchi, towards the end of the second century b.c., did not succeed, 

and a series of civil wars eventually led to the estal)lishment of 

Imperial rule. Octavian, the adoptf‘d son of Julius Caesar, finally 

restored order, was granted the title of Augustus, and ruled as 

Emperor, though democratic institutions were Ibrrnally retained. 

For some two hundred years after tlic death of Augustus in 41 a.o., 

the Roman Empire lived on the whole in peace. 'There w'<*re, it is 

true, internal troubles and persecutions, but they were not of such 

j^roportions as to upturn the foundations of Imperial rule. Warfare 

went on along the lx)rders while Rome lived a placid, ordered life. 

In the end, the army itself began to take advantage of its power, 

which it used to extract gold in return for the favour of its support. 

In this way emperors came to the throne with military backing, and 

likcwi.se fell as soon as such support was withdrawn. Tor a time 

disaster was staved off by the energetic eflorts of Diocletian (286-305) 

and Comstantine (312-337), but some of the emergency measures 

adopted only helped to accelerate the decline. Large numbers of 

Germanic mercenaries fought on the side of the Empire. This, in the 

end, prov^ed to be one of the reasons for its fall. Barbarian princes, 

trained in the arts of war by serving with the Legions of Rome, at 

length came to suspect that these their new won skills might be 

employed with greater gain if used in their ow’n interests rather than 

for the benefit of their Roman masters. A short hundred years later, 

the city of Rome fell to the Goths. Something of the cultural 

heritage of the past did, however, survive through the influence of 

Christianity which under Constantine had been promoted to 

official state religion. Insofar as the invaders became converts, the 

(church was able to preserve in some measure the knowledge of 

Greek civilisation. The Eastern Empire suffered a different fate. 

There, the Moslem invaders imposed their own religion and through 

their own culture transmitted the traditions of Greece to the West. 

Culturally, Rome is almost entirely derivative. In its art, architec¬ 

ture, literature and philosophy, the Roman world imitates more or 

less successfully the great examples from Greece. Nevertheless, there 

is one sphere in which the Romans succeeded where Greece and even 

Alexander had failed. This is the sphere of large-scale government, 

law and administration. Here, Rome had some influence on Greek 

thought. We saw earlier that in matters of politics the Greeks of 

A Roman Legion's standard bearer 
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classical times had been unable to transcend tlie ideals of the city 

state. Rome, on the other hand, had wider visioiLS, and this im¬ 

pressed itself on the historian Polybius, a Greek born about 200 b.c. 

who had fallen into Roman captivity. Like Panactius the stoic, he 

Monged to a circle of men of letters which had gathered round the 

younger Scipio. Beyond this political influence, Rome could yield 

nothing that might inspire (Jreek thinkers with new ideas. Greece, 

(or her part, though destroyed as a nation, was in the sphere of 

culture victfirious over her Roman conquerors. Educated Romans 

spoke Greek, as until recently educated pAiropeans spoke French. 

The Academy at Athens attracted the sons of Roman nobility. 

Cicero was a student there. In every field the standards of Greece 

were being adopted, and in many respects the products of Rome arc 

pale copies of Greek originals. Roman philosophy, in particular, is 

peculiarly barren of original thought. 

The irreverent and inquisitive character of the (>reek tradition, 

coupled with the decay of hellenistic times, did something to soften 

the old Roman virtues, especially when with the advent of overseas 

expansion great riches poured into the country. The genuinely Greek 

influence diminished in strength and became centred on some few 

indivdduals, especially amonj^st the arbtocracy of the city of Rome. 

The non-Greek elements of hellenistic culture, on the other hand, 

grew stronger with time. The East, as we have noted earlier, sup¬ 

plied an clement of mysticism wWch was on the whole less dominant 

in the civilization of Greece. In this way religious influences from 

Mesopotamia and further afleld seeped through to the West, pro¬ 

ducing a va.st syncretic ferment from which Christianity ultimately 

emerged supreme. At the .same time, the mystic strain encouraged 

the spread of all kinds of superstitious I>eliefs and practice's. As men 

became less satisfied with their earthly lot and less confident in their 

own |x>wers, the forces of unreason gained ground. The Empire did, 

it is true, enjoy two centuries ol peace, but the Pax Romana was not 

an era of constructive intellectual effort. Philosophy, as far as there 

w^as any, was in the stoic strain. On the political side this was an 

advance over the parochialism ol' the great classical thinkers. For 

stoicism preached the brotherhood of man. With Rome the ruler of 

the known world for several centuries, this stoic notion did acquire 

tangible significance. In its own way, of course, the Empire regarded 

the world l)cyond its borders with Just as much condescension as 

might the Greek city states. There were some contacts with the Far 

East, but not enough to impress the Roman citizen with the fact that 

there were other great civilizations that could not simply be dis¬ 

missed as barbarian. E'or all its greater breadth of outlook, Rome thus 

was subject to the same arrogance as her cultural forebears the 

Greeks. This astigmatism was inherited even by the Church, which 

called itself Catholic, or universal, though in the East there were 

other great religions whose ethic was at least as advanced as the 

Christian. Men still dreamt of universal government and civilisation. 

The supreme role of Rome, then, has been one of transmitting a 

culture older than, and superior to, its own. I'his was achieved be¬ 

cause of the organising genius of Roman administrators and the 

social cohesion of the Empire. The remnants of the vast network of 



roads throughout Roman territories remind us of this great organising 

task, Roman expansion ensured that much of Europe should con¬ 

tinue to function largely as one cultural unit, in spite of national 

differences and feuds that arose in later times. Not even the barbarian Jupiter's Temple; Baalbek^ in Syria 

invasions were able to destroy this cultural basis beyond repair. In 

the East, the influence tjf Rome lias been less lasting. The reason for 

this lies in the great vitality of the conquering Moslem Arabs. Where 

in the West invaders became al>sorbed within a tradition that owed 

much to Rome, the Middle East liccame almost completely con¬ 

verted to the religion of the conqueror. But the West owes to the 

Arabs much of its knowledge of the Greeks, which was transmitted to 

Europe by Moslem thinkers, especially through Spain. 

In Britain, which was Roman for three centuries, the Anglo-Saxon 

invasions seem to have produced a complete break with Roman 

traditions. As a result of this, the great Roman legal tradition, which 
has survived everywhere else in Western Europe where Rome ruled, 

did not gain a hold in Britain. English common law to this day 

remains Anglo-Saxon. In philosophy, this has one interesting conse¬ 

quence worth noting. The scholastic philosophy of the Middle Ages 

is linked closely with the law, and philosophic casuistry was paralleled 

by a rigid and formal exercise of the old Roman tradition. In 

England, where Anglo-Saxon legal traditions were in force, philo¬ 

sophy, even at the height of the scholastic period, has mostly Ixen of 

a more empirical temper. 



Plotinus, the Neo-Platonut 

The syncrrtic u-ndcnc ics which, under the Empire, worked in the 

field of religion were accompanied by a similar development in 

philosophy. Broadly speaking, the mainstream of philosophy during 

the early Empire was stoic, while the more cheerful doctrines ol 

Plato and Aristotle had been somewhat supplanted. By the third 

century, however, a new interpretation of the old ethic in the light 

of stoic doctrine came to the fore, a move which was well in tune 

with the general conditions of the time. This amalgam of different 

theories came to be called Neo-Platonism and was to exercise great 

influence on Christian theology. It is, in a sense, a bridge from 

antiquity to the Middle Ages. With it, the philosophy of the ancients 

comes to an end, while medieval thought starts from this jK)int. 

Neo-Platonism arose in Alexandria, the meeting place of East and 

W<‘st. Here were to l»e found religious influences from Persia and 

Babylon, remnants of Egyptian rites, a strong Jewish community 

practising its own religion, Christian sects, and with it all a general 

hackgrtmnd of hellenistic culture. 'J'he Neo-Platonic school is said to 

have been founded by Ammonius Saccas, of whom little is know'u. 

The most im|)ortant of his pupils was Plotinus (204 270), the 

greatest of the Neo-Platonic philosophers. He was born in Egypt 

and studied in Alexandria where he lived until 243. 

Being interested in the religions and mysticism of the East, he 

followed the Fiinperor (iordian III in a campaign against Persia. 

Phis enterprise did not, however, prosper. The Emperor was young 

and inexperienced, and somehow incurred the displeasure of his 

lieutenants. Such conflicts were at that time resolved in summary 

lashion, and the young C.aesar met an untimely end at the hands of 

those he was supposed to command. Accordingly in 244 Plotinus fled 

from Mesopotamia, the scene of the murder, and settled in Rome, 

w'hcre he remained and taught until the end of his life. His writings 

are based on lecture notes from his later years, edited by his pupil 

Porphyry, wIki was somewhat of a Pythagorean. As a result of this, 

the works of l^lotinus as they have come down to us are overlaid 

wnth a certain amount of mysticism, due perhaps to the editor. 

C onsi.sting of nine books, the extant works go under the title of the 

‘Enneads’. Their general tenor is platonic, though they lack both the 

scope and the colour of Plato’s works, being almost wholly confined 

tf) the theor*)' of ideas and some of the Pythagorean myths. There is 

in his w'ork a certain detachment from the real world. This is not 

surprising w hen one considers the state of the Empire. It would take 

a man of utter blindness or else supreme fortitude to maintain an 

1 ifl even temper of straightforward cheerfulness in face of the disorders 

of the time, A theory of ideas which treats the world of sense and its 

miseries as unreal is well suited to reconcile men to their fate. 

rhe central doctrine of Plotinus’ metaphysics is his theory of the 

trinity. This consists of the One, Nous, and Soul, in that order of 

priority and dependence. Before we go into this, let it be noted that 

for all the influence exerted on theology by this theory, it is not itself 

(Christian, hut Neo-Platonic. Origen, a contemporary of Plotinus 

who had studied under the same teacher, was a Christian and also 



put ibrwarci a theory oi'tlic trinity. This, too, put the three parts on 

different levels for which it w'as later condemned as heretical. 

Plotinus, as an outsider, was not thus marked lor ceitsure, and 

probably for that reason his influence until Ojnstantine was greater. 

The One of Plotinus’ trinity is very much like the' sphere of Parme¬ 

nides, ol which at best wc may say ‘It is’. To describe it in any other 

way would imply that there might be other things greater than it. 

Plotinus sometimes speaks ol it as Ciod, and sometimes in the 

manner of the ‘Republic’ as itie flood. But it is greater than Being, 

omnipresent and nowhere, indefinable and pervasive. Ol it one had 

better be silent than say anything, and in this we ch!arly see the 

influence of mysticism. For the mystic, too, takes refuge behind a 

barrier of silence and inability to communicate. It is in the last 

analysis the greatness f)l Greek philosophy to have recognised the 

central role of the logos. In spite of some mystical elements, Greek 

thinking is therei'ore essentially opposed to mysticism. 

The next element in the trinity Plotinus calls .Nous. It .seems im¬ 

possible to find an adequate translation lor this. What is meant is 

something like spirit, not in a mystical Imt in an intellectual sense. 

I'lie relation between Nous and the One is best explained by an 

analogy. The One is like the sun which provides its own light. Nous 

is then this light by which the One secs it.sell. It may, in a sense, be 

compared with selfconsciousness. By exercising our own minds in the 

direction away from sense we can come to know l)oth Nous, and 

through it the One, of which Nous is the image. We sec here a 

parallel to the notion of dialectic in the ‘Repuljlic', where a .similar 

process is said to lead to vision of the form of the (iood. 

The third and final member of the trinity is called the Soul which 

is twolold in nature. In its inner asj^ect it is directed \ipwards to 

Nous; its outer manifestation leads down to the world of .sense ol 

which it is the creator. Unlike the stoic identification of God with 

the world, Plotinus’ theory denies pantheism and goes back to tht* 

view of Socrates. But though Nature is considered as the downward 

emanation of Soul, it is not held to be evil as the (Gnostics taught. 

On the contrary, the mysticism of Plotinus allows quite freely that 

Nature is beautiful, and as good as it is in the .scheme ol' things that 

it should be. 'I’his generous outlook was not shared by later mystics 

and religious teachers, nor even philosophers. In their othcr- 

worldliru!.ss they came to curse beauty and pleasure as base and evil. 

How far such dire doctrinc.s are ever practised by any but unbalanced 

fanatics is of course dubious in the extreme. Nevertheless, the inverted 

cult of ugliness did hold sway for many centuries. Christianity 

oflicially retains the quaint notion that pleasure is sinful. 

On the question of immortality, Plotinus adopts the view set out in 

the ‘Phaedo’. A man’s soul is said to be an essence, and jis these are 

eternal so is the soul. This is parallel to Socrates’ account, where the 

soul is said to be on the side of the forms. Nevertheless, Plotinus’ 

theory has a certain Aristotelian element in it. Though the soul is 

eternal, it tends to merge in Nous, and therefore loses its personality 

even if not its identity. 
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120 Pre-Socratic Greek thinker 

Wc have now reached the end of our survey of Ancient philosophy. 

In the course of it wc have spanned some nine centuries, from the 

time of Thales to that of Plotinus. If the line of division is set here, 

this is not to say that there have not been later thinkers that might 

properly t>c considered as belonging to the traditions of the Ancients. 

In one sense this is indeed true ol all philosophy. Nevertheless, it is 

possible to discern certain major breaks in the development of 

cultural traditions. Such a jx)int is reached with Plotinus. From now 

on, in the West at any rate, philosophy comes under the wing of the 

(Church. 'Phis remains true even if there are exceptions, like Boethius. 

At the same time, it is well to keep in mind that when Rome fell 

there continued in Eastern parts, firsi under Byzantium and then 

Moslem rule, a philosophic tradition free from religious ties. 

In kx)king back over the philosophic endeavours of the Ancient 

wt»rld, one is struck by the extraordinary power of the Greek mind in 

discerning general problems. Plato has said that the beginning of 

philosophy lies in puzzlement, and this capacity to l)e struck with 

wonder and amazement the (Greeks of early times possessed to an 

unusual degree. The general notion of enquiry and research is one of 

the great Greek inventions that has shapt'd the Western world. It is 

of course always invidious to make comparisons between different 

cultures, but if one were to characterise Western civilisation in a 

single short phrase, one may well say that it is built on an ethic of 

mental enterprise which is essentially (Jreek. Fhe other vital feature 

of Greek philosophy is that it basically aims at publicity. Its truths, 

such as they are, do not claim an aura of ineffability. From the be¬ 

ginning, great emphasis attaches to language and communication. 

There are, it is true, some mystical elements as well, and from quite 

early on. The Pythagorean mystical strain runs through the entire 

course of Ancient philosophy. But in a way this mysticism is really 

external to the enquiry itself. It tends much rather to govern the 

ethic of the enquirer. Only v/hen decay sets in does mysticism assume 

a more important role. As we suggested in discussing Plotinus, 

mysticism is opposed to the spirit of Greek philosophy. 

One of the foremost problems which faced Ancient thinkers in a 

much more serious way than it does the moderns arose from the fact 

that, while wc nowadays can fall back on the traditions of the past, 

no such support existed for the early philosophers of Greece. We 

largely take our philosophic, scientific and technological vocabulary 

from classical sources, often without fully appreciating their import. 

To the Greek enquirer everything remained to be done from the 

beginning. New ways of talking had to be forged and technical 

vocabularies invented, built up from the material provided by 

everyday speech. If therefore at times it seems to us that their ways 

of putting things arc clumsy, wc must remember that they were often 

groping for expression where the necessary tools were still in the 

making. Some effort of the mind is required to think oneself back 

into such a position. It is as though we had to do philosophy and 

science in Anglo-Saxon, cut off from Greek and Latin. 

From the time wc have reached, to the revival of learning and the 

emergence of modem science on the basis of a return to early 



sources, some twelve centuries had to elapse. It is perhaps an idle 
question to ask why this period of arrested development had to 

occur. Any attempt at answering it is bound to be oversimplified, 
Still, it is no doubt true that the thinkers of Greece and Rome did 

not succeed in evolving an adequate political theory. 

If the failure of the Greeks had been due to a certain arrogance 

born of superior intellectual powers, the Romans failed from sheer 

lack of imagination. This heaviness ol mind reveals itself in various 

ways, not least in the monumental architecture of Imperial times. 

The diflFerence l)etween the Greek and Roman spirit might well be 

symbolised by contrasting a Greek temple with a late Roman 

basilica. In Roman hands, the intellectual heritage ol Greece lx*- 
comes something rather less subtle and elegant. 

The philosophic tradition of Greece is essentially a movement of 
enlightenment and liberation. For it aims at freeing the mind from 

the bonds of ignorance. It removes the fear of the unknown by 

presenting the world as something accessible to reason. Its vehicle is 

the logos and its aspiration the pursuit ol knowledge under the lorm 

of the GcxkI. Disinterested enquiry is itself regarded as ethically gcK)d; 

through it, rather than through religious mysteries, do men achieve 

the gcx)d life. Along with the tradition of enquiry’ we find a certain 

cheerful outlook devoid of false sentiment. For Scxrates, the un~ 

ejcamined life is not worth living. Aristotle holds that what is im¬ 
portant is not to live long but to live well. Some of this freshness, it 

is true, is lost in hcllenistic and Roman times, when a somewhat more 

sclfconscious stoicism gains ground. It remains none the less that all 

that is best in the intellectual framework of Western civilisation goes 

back to the traditions of the thinkers ol Greece. 

Constantine, who made Chnstianity 
the state religion. 
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Early Christianity 

In Grarro-Roinan tinu-s, as locia\, philosophy was in the main in¬ 

dependent from religif)!!. Philosophers might, ol course, ask questions 

which w<»uld also he of interest to those who were roiK erned with 

religious matters. But priestly organisations had no influence on, or 

power over, the thinkers of those times. I’he intervening period from 

the fall f>f Rome to the end of the Middle Ages differs in tliis respect 

from both the preceding and subsequent (Tas. Philosophy in the 

West beeam<‘ an activity which flourished under tin* patronage and 

direction of the Clhurch. For this there are a number of reasoiLS. 



When the Western Roman Empire broke up, the function of the 

(k)d-Emperors of Rome had already been split into two powers. 

Since C'hristianity had become the state religion under Comstantine, 

the Church liad taken over all matters touching CkkI and religion, 

leaving the Emperor to look after temporal affairs. The authority of 

the Church remained in principle undisputed, though it gradually 

declined, until the Reformation undermined its hold by insisting on 

the personal nature oi man’s dealings with Ciod. 'I’hereaftcr the 

churches became instruments of the rising national states. 

While in the central parts of the old Empire secular traditions of 

learning lingered on for some time, the barbarian north had nothing 

to fall back on. Literacy thus came to be almost exclusively a mark 

of members of the Church, or clerics, an historical development 

whose memory survives in our modern word ‘clerk’. What survived 

of the traditions of the past was preserved by the Church, and 

philosophy became a branch of learning designed to justify the 

dominion of Christianity and its guardians. So long as its tenets were 

on the whole accepted, the Church achieved and maintained a 

position of power and wealth. But there were other traditions which 

were striving for suj)remacy, the old Roman traditions through 

whose decline the Church had first risen into prominence, and the 

new Germanic tradition from which sprang the feudal aristocracies 

St. Luke in his study 
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that took the place of the political organisation of the old Empire. 

However, neither of these was represented hy a [)rof)crly worked out 

social philosophy, and not least on this account they were unable 

successfully to challenge the power of the Church. The Roman 

tradition reasserted itself gradually from the Italian renaissance of 

the 14th century onwards, and the CJerrnanic tradition broke through 

with the Reformation in the ihth century. But during the Middle 

Ages philosophy remains closely hound up w'ith the Church. 

Along with the replacement of the G(Kl-l'imperor h) the tw'o {K)W'c*r.s 

of the Pope as God’s representative on the one hand, and of the 

Emperor on the other, several other latent dualisms came tet the fore. 

There is first of all the tangible reality of the dualism of Latin and 

Teuton. I’he power of the C’hurch remained Latin, whereas the 

Empire fell to the teutonic descendants of the barbarian invaders. 

Until it fell under the attacks of Napoleon it w'as known as the Holy 

Roman Empiireof the Cxerinan nation. Next, we have the division of 

men into clergy and laity. The former were the guardians of the 

orthodox creed, and since the Church successfully w'ithstocxl the 

impact of various hcTcsics, at any rate* in the West, the position of 

the clergy lx*came greatly strengthened. Some of the Christian 

Emperors of the early pc'riod had been sympathetic to Arianism, hut 

in the end orthodoxy won. Then there is the contrast between the 

Kingdom c>f Heaven and the various earthly kingdoms. The source 

of this is to be found in the Gospels, but it gains more direct impor¬ 

tance after the fall of Rome. I’hough the barbarians might destroy 

the city, the City of God cannot be sackc*d. Finally, there is the 

opposition l>ctw'een the spirit and the flesh. This is of much older 

origin, going back to the .socratic theories <»f Ixidy and soul. In their 

Nec>~Platonic form these notions iK’cariie central in the Pauline 

version of the new religion. It is from this source that the asceticism 

of early Christianity was inspired. 

'Phis, in bare outline, Ls the world in which what might for short lx* 

called Catholic Philosophy developed. It came to a first maturity in 

St. Augustine who was influencrxl mainly by Plato, and reached its 

jx^ak in St. 'Phomas Aquinas who set the Church on an Aristotelian 

foundation which its chief apologists have defended ever since. 

Because this philosophy is so closely linked with the Church, an 

account of its development and its influence on later ages will 

involve what might at first appear to be more than a fair proportion 

of‘ history. But some account of these events is necessary if we are to 

understand the spirit <)f the pericjd, and its philosophy. 
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Semitic deities, Babylonian idols 

Christianity, which came to dominate the West, is an ofisitoot from 

the religion of the Jews, with certain Greek and Eastern admixtures. 

With Judaism, Christianity shares the view that (Jod has His fa¬ 

vourites, though of course the chosen ones are difi'erent in the two 

cases. Tk)th religions have the same view of history, starting with 

divine creation and moving towards some divine end. 'rhcrc w^cre, 

it is true, .some differences of opinion as to w^ho was the Messiah, 

and what He w'as going to accomplish. For the Jews, the Saviour was 

still to conic and would bring them victory on earth, whereas the 

Christians saw him in Jesus of Nazareth, whose Kingdom, however, 

was not of this world. fakcwi.s(‘, Christianity took over the Jewish 

conception of righteousness as a guiding principle ol helping one’s 

fellow man, and also the insistence on a dogma. Both later Judaism 

and Christianity subscribe to the essentially Neo-Platonic notion of 

another world. But w'hile the (ireek theory is philosophical and not 

readily grasped by everyone, the Jewish and Christian view w'as 

more one of settling accounts in the hereafter, when the righteous 

would go to heaven and the wicked burn in hell. I’he element of 

retribution in this theory made it universally intelligible. 

To understand how these beliefs developed, wt must remember that 

Yahwch, the God of the Jews, was in the beginning first and foremost 

the Deity of a .Semitic tribe Who protected His own people. Along 

with Him there were gods presiding over other tribes. There is not 

at this time any hint of another world. The Lord God of Israel 

directed the earthly fortunes of His tribe. He is a jealous God and will 

not suffer His people to have other gods besides Him. The prophets 

of old were political leaders who spent quite a lot of time on stamping 

out the worship of other gods, for fear of incurring Yahwch’s dis- 



Alt. Sinai., home of Tahweh, the 
invisible (iod of the. Jews 

pleasure and jeopardising the social cohesion of the Jews. I’his 

nationalistic and tribal character of'the Jewish religion was enhanced 

by a series of national disasters. In 722 b.c. Israel, the northern 

kingdom, fell to the Assyrians, who deported most of its inhabitants. 

In 606 the Babylonians captured Nineveh and destroyed the Assyrian 

Empire. The southern kingdom ol* Judah was conquered by the 

Babylonian King Nebuchadrezzar who tcx)k Jerusalem in 586, burnt 

the Temple and led large numbers of Jews into captivity in Babylon. 

Not until the year after Cyrus, the Persian king, had taken Babylon 

in 538 were the Jews allowed to go back to Palestine. It was during 

the Babylonian captivity that the dogma and national character of 

the religion hardened. Since the Temple was destroyed, the Jews 

had to dispense with sacrificial rites. Much of the traditional lore of 

their religion as it survives today goes back to thus period. 

Jewish captives in Babylon 



From this period, i<jo, stems the dispersion of the Jews. Fc»r not all 

of them returned to their homeland. Those that did survived as a 

relativ^ely unimportant theocratic state. After Alexander they man¬ 

aged somehow to hold their own in the long drawm out disputes 

between Seleucid Asia and Ptolemaic Egypt. An important Jewish 

|:K)pulation grew in Alexandria and in all ])ut religion soon l>ecame 

completely hellenized. The HeVjrew scriptures therefore had to 1k' 

translated into Greek, giv^ing rise to the Septuagint, so called because 

legend has it that seventy translators independently produced 

identical versions. But when the Seleucid King Antiochus tried 

to hellenize the Jews by force in the first half of the second century 

B.C., they rose in revolt under the leadership €>1' the Maccabcan 

l>rothers. With great courage and fortitude the Jews fought for the 

right to worship Ciod in their own way. In the end they won and 

the family of the MaccaInmans ruled as High Priests. This line of 

rulers is called the Hasmonean dymasty and governed until the time 

of Hcroci. 

It was largely the successful resistance of the MaccalK’ans which, at 

a time w'hen the Jew's of the dispersion were becoming rapidly 

hellenized, ensured the surv’ival ol' the Jew'ish religion, and thereby 

provided the conditions w'ithotJt which Christianity, and later 

Islam, could not have arisen. It is also at this time that the notion of 

C.'otn struck under the Alaccahees another world hereaft<‘r creeps into the Jewisli religicm, since the 

events of the rel>ellion had shown that here below disiister often 

overtakes those first who are the most virtuous. I>uring the first 

century' B.t:., Ix'side the fx>wers of orthodoxy, there developed, under 

hellenistic influence, a rather more mellow mov^ement foreshadow¬ 

ing in its teachings the ethical reappraisal of the Jesus of the (iospels. 

FVimitive C'hristianity is in fact a reformed Judaism, just as Pro- 

\\ (I Gentiles in the precincts^ on pain testaniism was at first a movement of reform w’ithin the C^hurch. 
o f death': near the 1 emple ^alr 



Under Marc Antony, the rule ol the High Priests was al)olished and 

Herod, who was a thoroughly hellenized jew, was appointed as King. 

After his death in .4 h.o. Judaea was din rtly governed by a Roman 

procurator. But the Jews did not take kindly to the Roman God- 

Emperors. Neither, of course, did the Christians. But unlike the 

Christians, who, in principle at least, subscribed to the practice of 

humility, the Jews on the whole were proud and disdainful, resem¬ 

bling in this the Greeks of classical times. Stubbornly they refused to 

recognise any but their own God. The advice of Jesus to give unto 

Caesar what is Caesar’s and unto God what is G(kJ’s, is a typical 

example of this Jewish recalcitrance. Though on the face of it a com¬ 

promise, it is nevertheless a refusal to recognise the identity of G(k1 

and Emperor. In 66 a.d. the Jews rose in revolt against the Romans, 

and after a bitter war Jerusalem was taken in 70 A.n. and the Temj^le 

destroyed a second time. The record of this campaign survives in the 

Greek of the hellenistic Jewish historian Josephus. 

PVom this event derives the second and final dispersion of the Jews, 

As at the time of the Babylonian captivity, orthodoxy Ijecame more 

severe. Alter the first century a.d. Christianity and Judaism face each 

other as two distinct and antagonistic religions. In the West, 

Christianity aroused a fearful sentiment of anti-semitism so that the 

Jews from now on live at the fringe of society, persecuted and ex¬ 

ploited, until their enfranchisement in the 19th century. It was only 

in Mohammedan countries, especially in Spain, that they flourished. 

When the Moors were finally expelled, it was largely through the 

polyglot Jewish thinkers of McK)rish Spain that the clas.sical tradition, 

along with the learning of the Arabs, was handed on to the clerics. 

In 1948 the Jews once more took j:K)s.session of the Promised Land. 

Whether they will develop a new cultural influence of their own it is 

yet too early to say. 

The triumph of Titus at Rome, 
Jewish captives and Temple spoils 

Arabesque^ in synagogue at Toledo 
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Paul of Tarsus, sinner and saint, 
inventor of Christianity 

'I'he dissident Jewish sects which corislitiiicd fjrirnitive Christianity 

did not at first intend that the new creed should come to hold sway 

over gentiles. In their exclusiveness these early C'hristians main¬ 

tained the old traditions. Judaism had never sought if> convert out¬ 

siders, nor could it now, in its reformed condition, attract recruits .so 

long a.s circumcision and ritual lood restrictions were enforced. 

Christianity might have remained a sect of unorthf>dox Jews, had 

not one of it.s adherents set himself to broaden the basis for meml>er- 

ship- Paul of "Tarsus, a hellenused [(‘W and Christian, removing these 

external obstacles, made Christianity universally acceptable. 

Still, to the hellenised ( itizens of the Empire it would not do that 

Christ should be the son of the (Jod of the Jews. This blemish was 

avoided by gnosticism, a syncretic movement that arose at the same 

time as Christianity. According to gnosticism the sensible, material 

world was crealed by Vahweh, who was really a minor deity, having 

fallen out with the supreme godhead and thereafter practised evil. 

At last the son r>f the supreme god came to live aiufiiig men in the 

guise of a mortal, in order to upturn the false leaching of the Old 

Testament. These, along with a dose of Plato, were the ingredients 

of gnosticism. It combines elements of Cireek legend and Orphic 

mysticism, with Christian leaching and other eastern influences, 

rounding if off with an eclectic admixture of philosophy, usually 

Plato and Stoicism, The Manichaean variety of later gnosticism 

went so far as to equate the distinction between spirit and matter 

with the antithesis of good and evil. In their contempt for things 

material they went further than the Stoics had ever ventured. They 

forbade the eating of meat and declared sex in any shape or form to 

be altogether a sinful business. From their survival for some centuries 

it seems proper to infer that these austere doctrines were not prae- 

ti.scd with complete success. 

"The gnostic sects l>ccamc less important after Constantine but still 

exercised a certain influence. The sect of the Docetics taught that it 

was not Jesus who was crucified, hut some ghost-like substitute. One 

is reminded here of the sacrifice of Iphigenia in Greek legend. 

Mohammed, who allowed that Jesus was a prophet, though not as 

important a one as himsell, later adopted the Dticetic view\ 

As Christianity became more firmly established, its hostility to the 

religion of the Old Testament grew fiercer. The Jews, it held, had 

failed to recognise the Messiah announced by the prophets of old, 

and therefore must be evil. From Constantine onwards anti¬ 

semitism became a respectable form of Christian fervour, though in 

fact the religious motive was not the only one. It is odd that Christi¬ 

anity, which had itself been suffering appalling persecution, should, 

once in power, turn with equal fer(x:ity on a minority which was 

just as steadfast in its l>eliefs. 

In one respect, the new religion took a new and notable turn. The 

religion of the Jews is, on the whole, a very simple ami untheological 

affair. This candidness survives even in the synoptic Gosj>cls. But 

with John we find a beginning of that theological speculation which 

steadily grew in importance as Christian thinkers sought to accom- 



niodate iht^ mrtaphysics ol tht* (irceks within the (raincwork oflhcir 

own new creed. We are no longer concerned simply with the figure 

ol the god-inaii Cfirist, ‘the anointed one’, but with his theological 

asf)ecl as I'he Word, a conception which gfx\s back through the 

Stoics and Plato to Heraclitus. Phis theological tradition found a 

first systematic expression in the work of Origen who lived from 

i85-2f)4, in Alexandria. He had studied under Amrnonius Saccas, 

the teacher of Plotinus, with whom he has much in common. 

According to Origen, God alone is incf}rix»real, in all his three as¬ 

pects. He holds the old Socratic theory that the soul exists in an in¬ 

dependent state before the IxKly, entering it at birth. For this, as fiir 

the view’ that in the end all shall be saved, he was later to be re¬ 

garded as guilty of heresy. But he fell foul of i\\v Ghurch during his 

lifetime too. When young he had unwisely taken extreme pre¬ 

cautions against the weakness of the flesh by emasculation, a remedy 

of w hich the Church did not approve. Btnng thus diminished he was 

no longer eligible for the pricslh(K)d, though on this question there 

appears to have been some divergence of opinion.^. 

In his lxx)k ‘Against Ceisus’, Origen gives a detailed reply to Celsus, 

whose l>ook against the Christians has not survived. Here for the 

first time wt find the apologetic strain of argument which iiLsists on 

the divinely inspired nature of The Btxik. Amongst other things, the 

fact that belief has a socially valuable influence on its adherents is 

taken as pnxif of the validity of the belief. This last is a pragmatic 

view which was put forward by as recent a thinker as William 

James. It is easy to sec, however, that such an argument is a double 

edged weapon. For it all depends on what it is that you hold to be 

valuable. The Marxists, who do not hold with institutional Christi¬ 

anity, call religion the opium of the people, and would, on prag¬ 

matic grounds, be perfectly entitled to do what they c.an to oppo.se it. 

The centralisation of the Church was a gradual process. In the 

Ijcgiiming, bishops were elected kx'.ally by the memfx'rs of the 

Ghurch. Only after Constantine did the bishops of Rome grow more 

and more powerful. Through its support of the poor, the Church 

acquired a crowd of clients much as the senatorial families in Rome 

had done in the past. The time of Constantine was one of doctrinal 

struggles which caused much disturbance in the Kinpire. To settle 

some of these questions the Emperor exerted his influence to have the 

council of Nicaea convened in 325. This determined the standards of 

orthodoxy as against Arianism. By such methods did the Church 

henceforth resolve differences in doctrinal development. Fhe 

doctrine of Arius, an Alexandrian priest, held that God the Father 

had priority over the Son, the two being distinct, 'Fhe opposite 

heresy was defended by Sabcllius, who maintained that they w'ere 

merely two aspects of one and the same person. The orthixlox view 

which ultimately won the field puts them on the same level, holding 

that they are alike in substance but different as persons. Arianism, 

however, continued to flourish, and so did a variety of other heresies. 

The chief protagonist of the orthodox camp was Athanasius, bishop 

in Alexandria from 328 to 373. Arianism was favoured by Can- 

stantinc’s successors, with the exception of Julian the Apostate who 

was a pagan. But with the advent of Theodosius in 379, orthcxlox\ 

received imperial support as well. 

Dionysian revelry: ancient rituals in 

contrast with the new religion 

Saints, from the Arian chapel in 

Ravenna, Gothic Arian stronghold 



Ambrosey Milan's bishop 

'I’o the last and Christian period of the Western Roman hinpire 

belong three important cJericiJ who in various w'ays helped strengthen 

the power of the Church. All three were later canonized. Ambrose 

Jerome and Augustine all were born within a few >ears of each other 

during the middle of the fourth century. Together with Pope Crregory 

the Great, who belongs to the sixth century, they came to be called 

the Doctors of the Church. 

Of the three onl) the last one was a philosoj)her. Ambrose, a fearless 

protagonist of Church power, laid the foundations for the relation 

between State and Church which prevailed throughout the Middle 

ages. Jerome was the fii-st to produce a I.atin translation of the Bible. 

Augustine speculated on theology and metaphysics. 'J’he tlieological 

framework of Catholicism up till the Reformation is mainly due to 

him, so are the leading principles of the reformed religions Luther 

himself was an Augustinian monk. 

Ambrose was born in 3^0, at I reses. He was edinated in Rome and 

took up a legal career. At thirt\ he was afipointed governor of 

Liguria and Aemilia in the North of Italv, a position which he held 

lor four years. At that stage, for some rea.son unknown, Ik* aliandoned 

the secular life, though not his political activities. He was eletted 

bishop of Milan, which was then the capital city of the Western 

Lmpire. From his episcopal position, Ambrose exercised far reaching 

political influence through his fearless and often uncompromising 

insisumct* on the spiritual supremacy of the Church. 

At first, the religious position was cicarcut and no threats to ortho¬ 

doxy .seemed likely while (iratian, himself a catholic, was Lrnperor. 

Neglectful of his imperial duties, he was however finally murdered, 

and with the succession trouble began. Power was usurped by 

Maximus throughout the West except for Italy, where the rule 

passed rightfully to CiratianN younger brother Valentinian II. As 

the young emperor w'as still a minor, his mother Justina did in effect 

hold sway. Justina being Arian, a clash was bound to occur. Lhe 

focal point where paganism and C'hristianity collided most sfiectacu- 

larh was of course the city of Rome itself Under Constantine’s son 

(-onstantius, the statue of victory had been removed from the Senate 

Hou.se. Julian the Apostate had it restored, Gratian once more 

whi.skc‘d it awa\, whereupon some senators asked lor it to be put 

back. But the C’hristian faction in the Senate, wdth the help of 

Ambrose and Pope Darnasus, prevailc^d. With Gratian out of the w'ay, 

the pagan party came to the fore again in 384 with a petition to 

Valentinian 11. I'o jirevent this new move from inclining the Em¬ 

peror to favour the pagans, Ambrose took up his cjuill tcj remind him 

that the Emperor was liable to serve God just as much as the 

citizens were to serve the Emperor as soldiers. By implication this 

goes much further than Jesus’ request to give to God and Caesar 

what each of them severally was entitled to receive. Here we have 

a demand which asserts that the Church, being God’s vehicle for 

commanding obedience on earth, was higher than the State. In a 

sense, this gives a true reflection of the way in which the power of 

the state wa.s at that time receding. The Church, as a universal and 

international institution, was to survive the political dis.solution of 



the Empire. That a hi.shop could hint at such things with impunity 

is a sign of the decay of the Roman Empire. I'he affair of the statue 

of victory was however not finished. Under f'.ugenius, a later usurper, 

it was restored, though after his defeat by Theodosius in 1^04, the 

Christian party won once and for all. 

With Justina, Ambrose quarelled because of her Arianism. She had 

a.sked that a place of worship should be reserved in Milan for the 

CjJothic legionaries who were Arian, I'his th<‘ bishop would not allow 

and in his stand the people sided with him. Ehc Gothic .soldiery 

which were sent to take over the basilica made common cau.se with 

the people and refu.sed to resort to force. It was a signal act of 

courage for Ambrose, faced w ith barbarian mere enaries in arms, not 

to yield. 'Fhc Emperor gave in, giving Ambrose a great moral victr)ry 

in his fight for ecclesiastic independence. 

But not all the actions of the bishop w'ere equal I v commendable. 

During the reign of I'heodosius, he oj^pfised the Emperor who had 

ordered a local bishop to pay for the rebuilding of a burnt synagogue. 

The fire had been caused deliberately at the in.stigation of that cleric, 

and the Eanperor was intent on not encouraging this kind of intimi¬ 

dation. But Ambrose argued that no Christian should on any count 

be held responsible for making good such damage, a dangerou.s 

doctrine that led to much persecution during the Middle Ages. 

Davtd ilvin o penance. 1 hi ^ example 

Ambrose: bade Theodosius follow 
after the 7 hessalonica tna.ssaere 

While the chief merits of Ambrose lay in the field of administrati<m 

and statesmanship, Jerome on the other hand w'as one of the out¬ 

standing scholars of his day. He was born in 345 at Slridon, near the 

Dalmatian Ijorder. At eighteen he went to Rome to study. After 

some years of travel in Gaul he .settled in Aejuileia, near his native 

tow'n. Following some quarrel, he left for the East and sf)ent hve 

years as a hermit in the Syrian de.scrt. Sulisequently he went to 

(Constantinople and back to Rome w'here he remained from 382 to 

385. r\)pe Darnasus had died the year before, and his successor seems 

to have disliked the quarrelsome cleric. Once more Jerome set out 

easlw’ard, accompanied this time by a flock of virtuous Roman ladies 

who sub.scribed to his precepts on celibacy and abstinence. They 

finally settled down to a monastic life at Bethlehem, in 388, where 

he died in 420, His masterpiece is the N’ulgate, the Latin Bible 

which became the recognised orthodox version. The Gospels were 

translated from the original (ireek during his last stay at Rome, for 

the Old Testament he went back to the Hebrew sources, a task 

undertaken, with help fnmi Jewish scholars, in the final period. 

Through his way of life, Jerome became a powerful influence in 

furthering the monastic movement which was gaining strength at 

that time. His own retinue of Roman disciples who went with him 

to Bethlehem established four monasteries there. Like Ambrose, he 

was a great writer of letters, many of them to young ladies, exhorting 

them to remain in the paths of virtue and chastity. When Rome was 

sacked by (iothic invaders in 410, his attitude seems to have been 

one of resignation, and he continued to be more preoccupied with 

praising the worth of virginity than with the possibilities of taking 

steps to save the Empire. 

A raised platform, habitation of 
hermits, precursors of monasticism 



Augustine^ bishop of Hippo; writer 

on theolofiy and philosophy 

Auj^ustinc was iKirn in 354 in thr province of Numidia. He received 

a thoroughly Roman education and at twenty went to Rome together 

with his mistress and their young son. A little later we find him in 

Milan where he made a living as a teacher. On the religious side, he 

w<is a Manichaean during this period. But in the end, the continued 

pressure of remorse and a scheming mother brought him within the 

orthodox fold. In 387 he was baptised by Ambrose. He returned to 

Africa, became Bishop of Hippo in 396 and so remained until his 

death in 430. 

In his Confessions, we find a colourful account of his struggles with 

sin. One early incident continued to obsess him throughout life. The 

episode is trivial enough, as a boy, he once ransacked a pear tree in a 

neighlKHir’s garden, out ol'pure wanton high spirits. His morbid pre¬ 

occupation with sin so magnified this misdeed that he could never 

cpiite forgive himself Tampering with fruit trees, it would seem, is at 

all times a risky enterprise. 

Sinfulness which in the early times of the Old M estament was con¬ 

sidered as a national shortcoming had gradually come to lx* regarded 

as a blemish of the individual. For (Christian theology, this shift in 

empihasis was vital, since the Church as an institution could not err. 

It w'iis individual Christians that might commit .sins. By emphasising 

the individual aspect, Augustine is a precursor of protestant theology. 

In Catholicism, the function of the Church came to be regarded as 

the vital thing. For Augustine both sides are imfiortant. .Man, being 

essentially damned and sinful, is saved through the mediation of the 

Church. But olxservance of religious practice's and even the leading 

of a virtuous life cannot ensure salvation, (iod being gocxl, and man 

evil, the granting of salvation is a favour, but the w^ithholding of it 

is in no way blameworthy. This doctrine of pn'destination was later 

adopted l)y the more inflexible brands of reformed theology. On the 

other hand, his view that evil was not a material principle, as the 

Manichaeans had held, l)ui the outcome of a bad will, was a valuable 

doctrine taken over by the reformed religions. It is the basis for the 

protestant conception of responsibility. 

"Fhe theological work of Augustine was chi<'fly aimed at controverting 

the more moderate views of' Pelagius, I’his Welsh cleric was a man 

of more humane temper than most of'the churchmen of his time. He 

denied the doctrine of original sin and taught that man can through 

his own elTorts achieve salvation, liy choosing to lead a virtuous life. 

Moderate and civilized, this theory w^as Ixumd to find many .sup¬ 

porters, especially amongst tliose who still retained something of the 

spirit of the (Jreek philosophers. Augu.stine, for his part, fought the 

Pelagian doctrine with great fervour, and was not a little responsible 

for its being finally declared heretical. He construes the doctrine 

of predestination from the epistles of Paul, who might well have been 

astonished to see such fearful propositions deduced from his teaching. 

The theory w^as later taken up by Calvin, at which time the Church 

wi.sely dropped it. 

Augustine’s preoccupations are in the main theological. Even where 

he is concerned with philosophic questions, his aim is primarily to 



reconcile ihc leaching of the Bible with the philosophic heritage ol 

the Platonic school. In this he is the precursor o( the apologetic 

tradition- None the less, his philus<»phic speculations are interesting 

in their own right and reveal him as a thinker of some subtlety- This 

material is found in the eleventh book of the (k)n(essions. It has no 

gossip value and is, therefore, usually omitted Irom popular editions. 

'The problem which Augustine .sets himsell is to show how the 

omnipotence of God can b<‘ reconciled with the I'act that creation 

look place as outlined in (ienesis, assuming this to l)e a fact. To 

begin with it is necessary to distinguish the Jewish and Christian 

notion of creation from that to be found in ( ireek philosophy. To a 

(ireek, at any time, it would have seemed quite absurd that the 

world could be conjured up out of nothing. If Ciod created the world, 

he is to be thought of as the master builder who ronstruct.s from raw 

inateriaJs that are already there. I’hat something could come from 

nothing was alien to the scientific temper of the (ireek mind. Not so 

w'itli the God of the Scriptures, he is to be thought of as crcalifig the 

liuilding iiialerials as well as putting up the structure. The Cxreek 

view' naturally leads to pantheism, for which God is tfie world, a 

line of thought which has at all times attracted those with a strong 

leaning towards mysticism. I'hc best known philosophic exponent of 

this view is Spinoza- Augu.stinc adopts the Creator of the Old 

restaiiient, a God outside this world. This deity is a timeless spirit, 

not subject to causality or hiiJtorical development. When he created 

the w(»rld he created l ime along with it. We cannot ask what came 

Ix^fore, because there was no Time of which this can be asked. 

rime, lor Augustine, is a threefold present. The present properly .so 

called is the only thing that really is. 7 he past lives as a present 

memory, and the future as a present expectation. 7 he theory is not 

without its defects, but the p<»int of it is to emphasi.se the subjective 

character of time as being part of tlu* mental experience of man, w ho 

is a created being. It makes therefore no .sense, on this view, to ask 

w^hat came lx!fore creation, I’he same subjective interpretation of 

lime is found in Kant, w^ho makes it a form of the understanding. 

This subjective approach led Augustine to foresliadow the Cartesian 

doctrine that the only thing that one cannot doubt is that he thinks. 

Subjectivism is, in the end, not a logically tenable theory. Still, 

Augustine is ()ne of its aide expositors. 

77ie time of Augustine was marked by the fall of the Western 

Empire. Alaric's (ioths took Rc^rne in 410. 77ie Christians may have 

seen in this a deserved chastisement fi)r their sins. I'o the pagan 

mind the case stood otherwise: the old gods had l>cen abandoned, 

and Jupiter had justly withdrawn his protection. To meet this 

argument from a Cliristian point of view Augustine wrote his ‘City 

of G«xi’, which in the course <)f writing l>ecame a fully fledged 

Christian theory of histor^^ Much in it is now of no more than 

antiquarian interest, but the central thesis of the independence of 

Church from State was of great importance during the Middle Ages, 

and continues to linger in some places even now'. The view that the 

Slate, in order to partake of salvation, must obey the (Church, is in 

fact based on the example of the Jewish Slate of the Old 7>stament 

A hishofii mantle and cross on 
imperial throne: (Ihunh v. State 

Bishop's cathedra; ivor\\ bih cent. 



i;3() Boethiusy Plaionist philosopher 

and Roman aristocrat 

Under Theodoric’s rei^n there lived in Rome a remarkable thinker 

whose life and work stand in sharp contrast with the general decay 

of civilization at the time. 15oelhiiis was born in Rome alxmt 480, 

the son of a nol)lcman, and well connected w^ith the senatorial class. 

He was a friend of Jlieodoric, and when the Gothic king became 

rider of Rome in 500, Boethius was eventually appointed consul in 

510. His fortunes suflered a reversal in later years. In 524 he was 

imprisoned and executed on a charge of treachery. It w^as in gaol, 

while waiting for death, that he composed the book which made him 

famous, the (xmsolations of Philosophy. 

Even in his own time, Boethius enjoyed the reputation of being a 

wise and learned man. His are the earliest Latin translations ol'the 

logical wTitings of Aristotle. Along with these he produced com¬ 

mentaries and works ol'his owti on Aristotelian logic. His treatises on 

music, arithmetic and geometry w^(Te long regarded as standard 

works in the liberal art schools of the middle ages. His plan to 

produce a complete translation of Plato and Aristotle unfortunately 

was never completed. 'Hie Middle Ages, oddly enough, revered him 

not only as a great student of classical philosoj)hy, but also as a 

Ghristian. He had, it is trut , publislurd some tractates on theological 

matters, which were believed to be by his own hand, though 

it seems unlikely that they should be authentic. His own pos¬ 

ition, as set forth in the C'onsolations, is Platonic. It is of course 

more than likely that he was a C'hristian, as most people then 

were, but if so, his Christianity could have been no more than 

nominal, so far as his thinking was concerned. For the philosophy of 

Plato had much more inllucnce on him than did the theological 

speculations of the Fathers. Yet perhaps it was well that he should 

have been thought reliably orthodox, since to this circumstance we 

owe that much ol his Platonism could safely be absorbed by clerics 

of later centuries, when the taint of heresy might easily have con¬ 

demned his works to oblivion. 

At all events, the (k>nsolations is free from Christian theology. I’lie 

book consists of alternating prose and verse sections. Boethius himself 

speaks in prose, and philosophy in the shape of a w oman replies in 

verse. In doctrine and outlook the work is quite removed from the 

intere.sts that agitated the (Churchmen of the time. It opens with a 

passage reaflirming the primacy of the three great Athenian 

philosophers. In pursuing the good way of life Boethius is following 

the tradition of the Pythagoreans. His ethical doctrines are largely 

stoic, and his metaphysics goes straight back to Plato. Some of the 

passages are pantheistic in tone, and accordingly he develops a 

theory in wdiich evil is regarded as unreal. CkxI, being equated with 

goodness, can do no evil, and since he is omnipotent evil must be 

illusory. Much of this is utterly at variance with Christian theology 

and ethics, but somehow it did not seem to upset anyone in the 

ortluKlox camp. The spirit of the entire book is reminiscent'of Plato. 

It shuns the mysticism of the Neo-Platonic writers like Plotinus and 

is fre<* from the superstitions prevailing at the time. The feverish 

sense of sin which overshadows Christian thinkers of that era is quite 

ahsent. What is perhaps the most remarkable feature of the work is 

that it was written by a man imprisoned and condemned to death. 



It would be wrong to think of Boetliius as an ivory tower thinker, 

remote from the practical concerns of his lime. On the contrary, 

much in the manner of philosophers ol'old, he stood in the midst of 

practical affairs, an able and cool-headed administrator who did 

faithful and valuable service to his Ciothic master. In later times he 

came to be regarded as a martyr to Arian persecution, an error 

which may have helped his popularity as a writer. Still, as a dis¬ 

interested thinker not given to fanaticism, he was never canonized, 

whereas Cyril (of whom more pr<\sently) became a saint. 

The work of Boethius in its historical setting raises the perennial 

problem of how far a man is hound to be the product of his age. 

Boethius lived in a world hostile to detached and reasonable enquiry, 

an era infested wdth superstition and rank with deadly zeal. Yet in 

his work none of tliese outside pressures seem to show', nor are his 

problems in any way peculiarly those of his time. It is of etmrse true 

that aristocratic circles in Rome were less pr<»ne to yield to the 

passing fashions and enthusiasms of tlie day. If anywhere it w'as in 

these surroundings that some of the old virtues survived long after 

the empire ceased to exist, and this may to some extent account for the 

stoicstrain in the ethical thinking of Boethius. But then this (act it¬ 

self, the cf)ntinued existence of such a group in s[nte of the inroads of 

barbarians from without and fanaticism from within, in turn must be 

explained. Bhe answ'er, 1 think, is Iw'ofold, It is true enough that 

men are the products of traditions. In the first instance they are 

moulded by the surroundings in which they grow up, and later their 

way of'life gains support from those traditions to w'hich either In full 

ef)nseiencr f)r el.se in more or less blind ol)edience they give their 

allegiance. On the other hand, traditions are not time bound in this 

way, they assume a life c»f their own and can survive for long periods, 

.smouldering below the surface as it were, to be fanned once more 

into open fire when gaining renewed support. In some measure the 

traditions of classical times survived in the precarious circurirstanccs 

of the barbarian invasions,and in this way a man like Boethius could 

emerge. Nevertheless he must have been aware of the gulf that 

separated him from his cf)ntemporaries. Depending upon the vigour 

of a tradition, it takers corre.spondingly more or less fortitude to 

support it, and Boethius surely needed all the c^>uragc he could 

muster. 

We can now answer another, related question. Is it necessary to study 

the history of philosophy in order to understand a philosophic 

question.^ And do we need to know something of the history of a 

period to understand its philosophy? Evidently on the view outlined 

alK)ve there is some interplay between social tradilioiLs and philoso¬ 

phical traditions. A superstitious tradition wall not produce thinkers 

free from superstition, A tradition which values abstinence more 

highly than enterprise will not produce constructive political 

measures to meet the challenge of the moment. On the other hand, 

a philosophic question may well be understood without the entire 

apparatus of historical scholarship behind it. The point of looking 

at the history of philosophy lies in the recognition that most questions 

have been asked before, and that some intelligent answers to them 

have been given in the past. 

Boethius writing the Consolations 

while awaiting death in prison 



Justinian tried to reconquer West. 

Orthodoxy he closed the Academy 

The sack of Rome ushers in a period of invasion and strife, leading 

to llie fall of Western Rome and the esUiblishment of (xermanic 

tribes throughout its territories. In the north, Britain was overrun 

by Angles, Saxons and Jutes, Frankish trilx^s spread into (iaul, and 

tlie Vandals went south into Spain and North Africa. The names of 

countries and regions have survived as reminders of these events, the 

Angles gave their nam(‘ to England, the Franks to France, and the 

Vandals to Andalusia. 

The south of France was occupied by Visigoths and Italy was 

concjuered by Ostrogothic invaders, who had earlier been defeated 

in an unsuccessful attempt at smashing the l^astern Empire. Since 

the end of the third cc*ntiiry, (Jothic mercenaries had Ibught in 

Roman service, and had tfuis come to l(‘arii Roman skills and 

practices in warfare. I’he I‘anj)ire lingered on for sotne lew years 

after Rome fell, to l)c ultimately destroyed in 476 by Ostrogoths 

under their king Odovaker; he* ruled until 49;^ when he was 

murdered at the behest of Theodoric, who b(‘cam(‘ king ol th(‘ 

Ostrogoths and reigned in Italy until his death in 526. Ikdiind the 

Ooths, from the East, the Mongolian tribe of the Huns \mder their 

king Attila were pressing westward, though at times in league with 

their (iothic neighbours, they were on bad terms with them when 

Attila invaded (iaul in 451. A Joint CSIothic and Roman force stopped 

the invaders at Chalons. A subsequent attempt at taking Rome was 

foiled by moral pressure courageously exerted by Fope Leo. The 

Mongf)! prince died shortly afterwards and left his tribes w illiout the 

leadership to which they were accustomed, d'he power of the 

marauding A.sian horsemen vanished. 

It might Ik* thought that these upheavals would have called forth 

some iKjld reaction from the CUuirch. But their attention was ah- 

sorlx*d in niceties of doctrine pertaining to the rarer regions of 

Christ’s degrees of rnultif)licity. I’here were those who held that he 

was one person with two as|K*cls, the vaew which won in the end. Its 

chief protagonist was Cyril, the Alexandrian patriarch from 412 to 

.pfj, A staunch and narrow' minded supporter of orthodoxy, he 

showed his zeal in fjraclical way s b\' (*nrouraging persecution of the 

Jewish community in Alexandria, and contriving the brutal murder 

of Hy patia, one of the few w()nien w ho grace the annals of mathe¬ 

matics. He was in due course canonized. 

On the other side, the followers of Ncstorius, the Patriarch ol 

Coastantinople, favound the opinion that there were two persoiLs, 

(Christ the man and Christ the Son ol (hxl, a view' which as we saw 

had (inostic antecedents, 'Fhe Nestorian dextrine had its supporters 

mainly in Asia Minor and Syria. An attempt was made to resolve 

this the(>logical impasse, and a council was therefore summoned to 

a.sseinble at E[)hcsus in 4;^!. Fhe faction siding with Cyril managed 

to reach the place of a.ssembly first and quickly decided in favour of 

themselves, belore the opposition had time to gain entry. Nestorian- 

ism was declared to be henceforth heretical. The view that there was 

only one person prevailed. After the death of Cyril, a synod at 

E])hcsu.s, in 449, went even further and declared that Christ not only 

was one person but had only one nature. This doctrine came to Ix^ 



known as the Monophysite heresy. It was condenrined at the Council 

of Chalcedon in 451. Had Cyril not died when he did, it is more 

than likely that instead of achieving sainthfxxl he would have 

become a monophysite heretic. But though oecumenical councils 

might lay down standards of orthodoxy , heresy lingered on, especially 

in the Ea.st. It is not a little due to the intransigence of the orthodox 

power towards the heretic churches that the forces of Islam later 

met with such signal succctss. 

In Italy, the Gothic invaders did not blindly destroy the social fabric. 

Theodoric, who reigned until his death in 526, preserved the old 

civil administration. In religious matters, he was apparently 

moderate. He was himself an Arian and seems to have countenanced 

the non-Christian elements that continued to survive especially 

amongst the patrician families in Rome. Boethius, the Neoplatonist, 

was Theodoric’s minister. The emperor J ustin was however a man 

of narrower views. In 323 he outlawed the Arian heretics. Theodoric 

was embarrassed by this move, for his Italian territories were solidly 

Catholic, while his owm power was insuflicient to withstand the 

emperor. Fearing a plot amongst his own supporters he had Boethius 

imprisoned and executed in 524. I'heodoric died in 326, Justin the 

year after, to Ix! succeeded by Justinian. It was on his commission 

that the great compendia of Roman law , the Codex and the Digests, 

were compiled. Justinian was a staunch champion of orthodoxy. 

Early in his reign, in 329, he ordered the closure of the Academy at 

Athens, which survived as a last stronghold of the old traditions, 

though by this time its teachings had become considerably diluted 

by Neoplatonic mysticism. In 532, the building of St. Sophia in 

Constantinople was begun. It remained the centre of the Byzantine 

Church until (Constantinople fell to the Turks in 1433. 

I he emperor’s interest in religion was shared by his spouse, the 

larnous Theodora, a lady of indifferent past and a monophysite to 

boot. It was for her that Jnstinian embarked on the controversy ol 

the Three (Chapters. At (Chalcedon three Fathers with Nestorian 

leanings had been declared orthodox, a clau.se offensive to mono¬ 

physite opinion. Justinian decreed the three men were heretics, 

which led to long drawn out discussions in the Church. In the end 

he fell into heresy himself, adopting the Aphthartodcxetic view that 

(Christ's physical Ixnly was incorruptible, a monophysite corollary . 

Under Justinian a last attempt was made to wrest the Western 

Provinces from their barbarian overlords. Italy was invaded in 333 

and the country was torn by war for some eighteen years. Africa, too, 

was reconquered after a fashion, but Byzantine rule proved on the 

whole a doubtful blexsing. In any case, the powers of Byzantium were 

not equal to the task of recovering the whole empire, even though the 

(church was on the Emperor’s side. Justinian died in 565, and three 

years later Itzdy suffered a new barbarian onslaught. The Lombard 

invaders took permanent possession of the northern parts w'hich came 

to be called Lombardy. For two centuries they struggled with the 

Byzantines who, being pressed by Saracens from the .south, eventually 

withdrew. Ravenna, the last Byzantine stronghold in Italy, fell to the 

Lombards in 751, 

Theodora, the monophysite spouse of 

Justinian 

Theodoric's tomb at Ravenna 



C^'offin, thought to hr nf Heneihet 

lierirdift, foutidet of AtonU i.assnio 

During the prri^Kl wr are discussing a figure like Boethius was quite 

exceptional. I'lie temper of the age was not philosophical. However, 

we must mention two developrnent.s which came to have important 

consequences Idr the philosophy of the Middle Ages. 'I'he first of 

these is the growth of inonasticism in the West, the second the 

increase in power and authorit\' of the pajiacy. They are linked 

respectively with the names of Benedict and C/regory. Monasticism 

began in the Eastern ernpirt‘ in the fourth century. In the early 

stages, it was not linked with the C’.hurch. It was Athanasius who took 

the first steps that finally brought the monastic movement under 

C.hurch domination. Jerome, as we have seen, was a great c hampion 

o( the monastic way of life. f.)uring tin* sixth century monastc‘ric*s 

came to be c*slablished in Ciaiil and in Ireland. But the decisive figure 

in WVstern monasticrism was Benedict, after whem the Benedic:tine 

order is nam<‘d. Born in 480 of noble j^arentage, he* grew up amidst 

the c'ase and luxuries of the Roman nobility. As a young man of 

tvvc'nty he sufiered a violent reaction to the traditions of his early 

upbringing, and for three years went 10 live as a he rmit in a cave. In 

520 he founded a monastery on Monte (la.ssino. This became the* 

centre of the Bene^dictine Order. Its rule, drawn up by the founder, 

enjoins up«in its members vows of poverty, obedience and chastity. 

The excessive austerities practised by Eastern monks were not to 

Benedict’s liking. Their traditions had taken very Iitc*ral notice of 

the Christian view that the flesh was sinful. Accordingly they vied 

with each other who c:oiild achieve the rankest state of bodily neglect. 

r<» these unwholesome eccentricities the Benedictine rule put a 

determinc'd stop. Authority and powt^r was placed in the hands of the 

abbot who was appejinted for life. In later times, the Benedictine 

Ordtfrs developed traditions of their own which were sornew'hat at 

variance w ith the intentions of their founder. A large library came to 

be collected at Monte C.assino, and Benedictine .scholars did much to 

preserv<* the lingering traditions of cla.ssical learning. 

Benedict remained at Monte Cassino until hLs deatli in 54;p Some 

forty years later the Lombards sacked the monastery and the order 

fled to Rome. ^ wice more in its long history Monte Cassino suffered 

destruction, first at the hands of the Saracens in the ninth century, 

and once again during the second world war. Its library, fortunately 

was saved, and the monastery has now been completely re])uilt. 

Some details on the life of Benedict are recorded in the second Ijook 

of dialogues of (jregory. Much of this consists of tales of miraculous 

events and deeds, wdiich throw some light on the general state of 

mind of the educated at that time. Reading, it must be remembered, 

had sunk by then to the level <»f a skill possessed by a very small 

minority. These w'ritings w^ere not at ail prcxluced for a gullible mass 

of illiterates, as are the superman and science fiction trash of today. 

For the rest, these dialogues constitute our main source of informa¬ 

tion on Benedict. Gregory the Great, their author, is counted as the 

fourth Doctor of the Western Church, He was horn in 540, a scion 

of Roman nobility, and he grew up amidst wealth and luxury. He 

received the sort of education befitting his state, though he did not 

learn Greek, an oversight whicli he could never make good in spite 

of six years residence at the Imperial co\irt in later years. In 57;^ wc 



find him as the prefect oi the city. But shortly afterwards he seems 

tf) have felt the call. He resigned his office and gave away his 

fortunes to become a Benedictine monk. 'Fhe harsh and frugal life 

whidi followed hard upon this remarkable conversion did perma¬ 

nent damage to his health. His was however not to be (he life of 

meditation he had yearned for. His political skills had n(»t been 

Ibrgotten, and Pope Pelagius II chose him as his ambassador at the 

Imperial court in Constantinople, to which the West still allowed a 

token allegiance. From 597 to 585 Gregory stayed at the court, but 

lailed in his main task which was to entice the Emperor into war 

against the Lombards. But the period for military intervention was 

past. The last such attempts under Justinian had led to momentary 

succe.ss, only to come to nothing in the end. On returning to Rome, 

Gregory spent five years in the monastery which had been estab¬ 

lished in his former palace. I’he Pope died in 590 and Gregory, 

who would have much preferred to remain a monk, was chosen to 

succeed him. It required all the statesmanship of Gregory to deal 

with the precarious situation in which the crumbling of Western 

Roman atithority had left the country. Italy was being ravaged by 

I.ornbards, Africa was the scene of struggles between a weak Byzan¬ 

tine exarchy beset by Moorish tribes, Visigoths and Franks were at 

war in Gaul, and Britain, dechristianized by the Anglo-Saxon 

invaders, had become pagan England. Heresies continued to plague 

the Church, and the general decay of standards tended to under¬ 

mine those Christian principles that ought to have governed the 

way of life of the clerics. The practice of simony was widespread and 

could indeed not be checked effectively for some five-hundred 

years. Gregory fell heir to all these troublesome difficulties and did 

what he could to contain them. Yet the very confusion which reigned 

throughout the west enabled him to establish papal power on a 

firmer basis than it had ever hitherto pos.sesscd. Never until that 

time had the bishop of Rome been able to impose hLs authority so 

widely and with so great a measure of success as did Gregory. 'Phis 

he did mainly by writing numerous letters to clerics and secular 

rulers who might be failing in what seemed to him their proper 

duties, or guilty of exceeding the rightful scope of their authority. 

Bv i.ssuing a Book of Pastoral Rules he laid the foundations for 

Roman supremacy in regulating Church affairs in general. This 

compendium was highly respected throughout medieval times and 

even found its way into the Eastern Church, where it was used in a 

Greek version. His theological teaching influenced biblical 

studies in the direction of syrnliolic interpretation, ignoring the 

purely historical content, which did not come to the fore until the 

revival of learning. 

For all his resolute endeavours in strengthening the position of 

Roman Catholicism, (iregory was a man of somewhat hidebound 

outlook. In politics, he would condone Imperial excesses if they 

might suit his own interests, or when he fell that opposition might 

be dangerous. Compared with a man like Ambrose he was a crafty 

opportunist. He did much to spread the influence of the Benedictine 

order, which became a prototype for later monastic foundations. 

But in his time the Church showed scant respect for secular learning 

and Gregory was no exception to the rule. 
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Scholasticism 

•12 

(Charles Alar lei. victor at Tout s ot'er 

the Arab uwaders 

As the central authority of Rome decayed, the lands of the Western 

Empire began to sink into an era of barbarism during which Europe 

suffered a general cultural decline. The Dark Ages, as they are 

called, are reckoned from a.d, (ioo to io(K) approximately. Any 

attempt at carving up history like this into neat compartments is of 

course highly artificial. Not too much ought to be made of such 

divisions, at best they may hint at some overall features prevailing 

during the period. It must therefore not lx; imagined that with the 

turn of the 7th century Europe was suddenly plunged into gloom 

from which she emerged four centuries later. For one thing, the 

classical traditions of the past survived in some measure, though 

their continued influence was somewhat precarious and restricted. 

Some learning w'as fostered in monasteries, especially in far ofi 

corners like Ireland. Still, it is not inappropriate to call these 

centuries dark, especially if they are set over against what went 

before and what came alter. At the same time it is well to rememlx-r 

that the ILastern Empire did not share this general decay in equal 

measure. Imperial control in Byzantium survived and thus caused 

learning to remain more secular than it was to become for many 

centuries in the West. Likewise, while Western culture languished, 

the young and vigorous civilisation of Islam, encompassing much 

of India, the Middle East, North Africa and Spain, rose to its 

greatest heights. Further afield, the civilisation of China under the 

Tang dynasty saw one of its most important literary epochs. 

In order to understand why philosophy came to be so closely linked 

with the Church we rnusl sketch in outline the main trends of 

development of the papacy and the secular fX)wers through the 

y>eriod we are considering here. It was largely due to the political 

vacuum left by the disappe.arancc of Imperial Rome that the Popes 

were able to secure their commanding position in the West. The 

Eastern patriarchs, besides being more restricted by the existence 

of Imperial authority, had never taken kindly to the pretensions of 

the bishops of Rome, and ultimately the Eastern Churches went 

their own several w'ays. Moreover, the barbarising influence of the 

invading tribes in the West had set back the general standards of 

literacy that had in Roman times prevailed throughout the Emf)irf‘. 

The clerics, who did preserve what vestiges of learning had surv ived, 

thus came to be a privileged group that could read and wTite. When 

after some centuries of strife Europe emerged into a stabler yx*riod, 

it was the clerics who founded and ran the scIkxjIs. The scholastic 

philosophy remained unrivalled until the renai.ssance. 

In Western Europe, the papacy during the yih and 8lh centuries 

was steering a hazardous course between the rival political forces ol 

Byzantine Emperors and barbarian kings. The Greek connection 

was in some ways preferable to dependence on the invaders. At least 

the Emperor’s authority was based on proper legal foundations, 

whereas the rulers t)f conquering tribes had gained power by force. 

Besides, the Eastern Empire maintained the standards of civilization 

that had ruled when Rome was great, and in this way kept alive 

some kind of universal outlook which storid in sharp contrast with 



tht iiarrc>v\ nationalism of the barbarian turthcriiiort, lK>th CfoiHs 

and Lombards had within recent memory adhered to Arianism, 

while Byzantium was at least more or less orthodox, e\eii if she 

refused to bow to the ecclesiastic authority of Rome 

However, the Lastern hmpirt was no longer stnmg enough ic» main 

tain Its authority m the West In 739 the Lombards made an 

unsuccessful attempt at conquering Rome lo counterbalance the 

Lombard threat, Pope Gregory III tned to enlist the help of the 

Franks The Merovingian kings who succeeded Clovis had by then 

lost all real power in the Frankish Kingdom The effective ruler was 

the major domiis During the early 8th century this ofhee was held 

by Charles Martel, who stopped the rising tide eif Islam at the battle 

of lours in 732 Both Charles and Gregory died in 741 I heir suc¬ 

cessors, Pepin and Pope Stephen III, came to an understanding 

The major domus required from the Pope official recognition of 

kingship, thus supplanting the Merovingian dynasty Pepin, m turn, 

gave the Pope the town of Ravenna, which the Lombards had 

captured in 731, together with other territories of the exarchate 

This brought about the final break with Byzantium 



In the absence of a central political power, the papacy became much 

more powerful than the Eastern Church ever could in its own 

domain. The disposal of Ravenna was not, of course, in any sense a 

legal transaction. To give this business some semblance of proper 

title, certain clergy forged a document which came to be known as 

the Donation of Constantine. This instrument purported to be a 

decree of Constantine whereby he made over to the Holy See all 

territories that had belonged to Western Rome. In this way the 

temporal power of the Popes was established and maintained 

throughout the Middle Ages. I'he Ibrgery was not exposed until the 

15th century. 

^44 Charlemagne, crowned Emperor at 

Rome in heir to the Caesars 

The Lombards tried to resist Frankish interference, but in the end 

Pepin’s son Charlemagne crossed the Alps in 774 and inflicted a 

decisive defeat on the Lombard armies. He a.ssunied the title of 

king of the Lombards and marched on Rome, where Ik* confirmed 

his father’s donation of The papacy was lavourabJy disposed to 

him, and he on his sid(* did much to spread Christianity intc) Saxon 

territory, though hLs methods of converting pagans relied on tlu* 

power of the swx>rd more than on persuasion. On the Fvastern border 

he conquered most of (Germany, but in the Soutli his ellbrts to push 

back the Arabs in Spain were less successful. The defeat of Ins rear¬ 

guard in 778 gave rise to the famous Roland legends. 

But Charlemagne aimed at more than mere consolidation ol his 

frontiers. He saw himself as the true heir ol the Western Empire. 

On (Christmas Day in the year 800, he was crowned Emperor by the 

Pope in Rome. This marks the beginning of the Holy Roman 

Empjire of the German Nation. Fhe break with Byzantium which 

had been caused in fact by Pepin’s donation was thus completed l)y 

the creation of a new Western ILmperor. Charlemagne’s pretext for 

this move was somewhat flimsy. The throne at Byzantium was at 

that time occupied by the Empress Irene. This, he argued, was not 

allowed by Imperial practice, and therefore the office was vacant. 

By having himself crowned by the. Pope, Charlemagne was able to 

function as the legal successor of the Caesars. At the .same tiuK*, the 

papacy through this event became interlinked with the Imperial 

power, and though in the sequel headstrong Em})erors might remove 

or install popes to suit their purposes, the Pope must still confirm an 

Emperor in his position by placing the crown on his head. The 

temporal and spiritual powders thus were locked together in fateful 

interdependence. Dissension was naturally inevitable, and Pope and 

Emperor, with varying fortunes, were engaged in a constant tug o’ 

war. One of the chief causes of conflict arose over the question ol 

episcopal appointments, of which more will be said later. By the 

13th century, the opposing factions found compromi.se no longer 

possible. In the ensuing struggle, the papacy emerged victorious, 

only to lo.se its hard won advantage through the declining moral 

standards of the early renais.sance popes. At the same time the rise of 

national monarchies in England, France and Spain released new 

forces which undermined the unity that had survived under the 

spiritual leadership of the Church. The Empire lingered on until 

Napoleon’s conquest of Europe, while the papacy remains to the 

present day, though its supremacy w^as broken by the Reformation. 



Whilt* Charlemagne lived he gave welcome protection to the Popes, 

who in their turn were carclul not to cross his pur|M>st's. Me was 

himseJI illiterate and I'n^e from piety, hut not inimical to learning or 

pious living in others. He encouraged a literary revival and patron¬ 

ised scholars, though his own recreations were of a less IxMikish 

nature. As for straight Christian conduct, this was dt f'ined InMieficial 

for his subjects, hut must not unduly hamper the life of the court. 

Under the successors ol fUiarlemagn(% th(‘ power of ih<* Pmperor 

declined, especially when the three sons of l.ouis the Pious divided 

its domains amongst themselves. From these events developed the 

rift which came to set th(‘ (iemians against the french in later times. 

Meanwhile the Paf)acy gained in strength where from .secular strife 

the l'au|>ire lost it. At the same time, Rome had to enforce its 

authority with bishops who, as we .saw, had l)een more or le.ss inde- 

|>endent within tlieir own areas, esj)eciall\ if they were at some 

distance from tin* .seat of central |)ovver. In th<‘ matter of appoint¬ 

ments, Pope Nicholas 1 (85,8 byi was l)y arid large successful in 

maintaining Roman authority. Still, this whole question was some¬ 

what contested not only l>y the secular powers l)ut within (he ("hurch 

icsell. A clever and determined hisho|) might well hold out against a 

Pope who larked th(‘.se (jualities. In tlu* event, the })apal f)ovver 

lajjsed again when Nicltolas di(‘d. 

d'h(‘ tenth century saw lh(' [)aj)aey rnatiaged l)y the local arLstoeracy 

ol Rome. I h(‘ City had sunk into a state of barbarism and ebaos as 

a result of the recurrent devastations occasioned by the struggles 

between Hy/.antine, Loml)ard and Frankish armies, d hroughout the 

West, tile land was made unsafe by independent minded va.ssals 

whom their leiidal lords were unable to kee[) in check. Neither the 

lunperor nor th<‘ F>ench king could enforce any kind of effective 

control over their unruly barons. Hungarian raiders encroached 

upon Italian territory in the North, while \ iking adventurers spread 

fear and havoc througliout the coast and river lands of Fairope. d'he 

Normans were eventually given a strip of land in France and in 

reiurii accej)(ed (Christianity. Fhc threat of Saracen domination 

Irom (he South, which had been mcniiitiiig during the 9th century, 

was averted when Kastern Rome defeated the invaders on the river 

(Jarigliano near Naples in 915, hut the Imperial forces were too weak 

once more to govcTii in the W(‘st as had been tric'd in the time of 

Justinian. In this general conlusion, the j>aj>acy, forcc'd to obey the 

wliirns of w ilful Roman noblemen, not only lost such remains of 

influence that hitherto it might have had in the affairs of the Eastern 

(Church, but also found its control ol' Western clergy melting awa\ 

while lcx:ai bishops once again asserted (heir independence. In this, 

however, they were ncjt successful, for though the ties with Rome 

might be lcK).sened, the links w'ith local secular powers grew stronger. 

I he character of many of the incumbents of the throne cjf St. lV*ter 

during this period w'as nc3l such as might have stemmed the tide of 

social as well as moral dissolution. 

(Coronation chair of Charlemagne^ in 14 5 

the cathedral, Aix la Chapelle 

With the eleventh century, thegreat movements of peoples w'asc^oining 

to an end. The external threat ol' Islam had been contained. From 

now on, the West goes over to the ofl'ensive. 



Charles the Bald, King of France, 

patron of John the Scot 

In far off Ireland the knowledge ofCireek survived at a time when it 

had been forgotten in most other Western parts. I'he culture of 

Ireland flourished while the West was on the whole experiencing a 

decline. In the end it was the coming of the Danes which destroyed 

this pricket of civilization. 

It is thus not surj)rising that tlie greatest figure among learned men 

of that age shrnild he an Irishman. Johannes Scotus Erigena, the 

ninth century philosopher, was a Ncoplatonist and (ireek scholar, 

pelagian in outlotik and pantheist in his theology. In spite of his un¬ 

orthodox opinioiLS he somehow seems to have escaped persecution. 

The vitality of Irish ( iilture at that time was due to an interesting set 

of circumstances. When Gaul liegan to sufTer successive waves oi' 

barbarian invasion, there was a great drift of learned men tow'ards 

what protection the extreme West might afford. 'Ehose that went to 

England could find no foothold among the Angles, Saxons and Jutes 

who were pagan. But Ireland offered safety, and in this way many 

scholars found refuge there. In England, too, we must reckon the 

Dark Ages somew hat differently. There is a break at tfie time of the 

Anglo-Saxon invasions, but a revival under Alfred the (ireat. The 

dark period thus begins and ends two hundred years earlier. The 

Danish invasions of the ninth and tenth centuries produced a hiatus 

in the development of England and a permanent setback in Ireland. 

This time there was an exodus of scholars in the oyiposite direction. 

Meanwhile Rome was too far away to exercise control in Irish Ghurch 

affairs. The authority of bishoy^s w'as not overliearing, and the 

monastic scholars lost no time in quarrels of dogma. The liberal 

outlook of John the Scot was y)os.sil>le when elsewhere it would have 

met with swift correction. 

Of John’s life we know' little, excey)t for the yieriod when he was at 

the court of Gharles the Bald of I Vance. He lived, it seems, from 800 

to 877, the dates are uncertain. In 84;^ he was invited to the French 

Court to take charge of the court school. Here he became involved 

in a controversy on the question of jjrede.stination as against free will. 

John supyxirted the free will side, holding that one’s own efforts 

tow^ards virtue do count. What gave offence w'as not so much fiis 

Pelagianism, though tfiis was bad enough, but the fact that his treat¬ 

ment of the question was simy)ly y)hilosoyjhical. Rea.son and revela¬ 

tion, he says, are independent sources of truth tfiat neither overlayj 

nor conflict. But if it looks as though there were conflict in a given 

case, reason must be trusted above revelation. In fact true religion is 

j^recisely true philosoy)hy, and conversely. This point of view did not 

commend itself to the less vigr)rou.s minded clerics of the King’s 

Court, and John’s treatise on thest' s\ibjects was condemned. Only 

the King’s personal friendship helped to protect him from ymnish- 

ment. Gharles died in 877, and so did his Irish scholar. 

In his philosophy, John was a realist, in the scholastic sense of the 

term. It is important to be clear on this point of technical usage. 

Taking its origin from the theory of ideas as expounded by the 

Platonic Socrates, realism holds that universals are things, and that 

they come Ix^fore particulars. The opposite camp based itself on the 

conceptualism of Aristotle. This theory is called nominalism, holding 



that iinivcrsals arc merely names and that particulars come l>efore 

univcrsals. The battle between realists and nominalists on the question 

of univcrsals was hotly fought throughout the Middle Ages. It sur¬ 

vives to the present day in science and mathematics. Because scholas¬ 

tic realism is connected w'ith the thef)ry of ideas it has in iTK>dern 

times also been called idealism. One must distinguish all this from 

later non-scholastic uses of these terms, which will be explained in 

the appro})riate places. 

John’s realism stands out clearly in his main philosophic work, 

entitled ‘On the division of Nature'. recognises a fourfold division 

of Nature according to whether a thing creates or not, or is created 

f)r not. First, we have what creates and is not created, which evidently 

is Ciod. Secondly, we come to wliat creates and is created, under 

w hicli heading we find the ideas, in the sense ol Plato and Socrates, 

which create particulars and are created by (iod, in whom thev 

sul)sist. Thirdly, there are things in space and time which are created 

but do not create. I'his, finally, leaves what does not <Teate and is not 

created, and here wc turn lull circh* and come back to (iod as the 

ultimate goal tow'ards w'hich all things must strix e. In this sense, (iod, 

being indistinguishable frf)m his own purpose, dries not create. 

So far for things that are; but hr* also includes in Nature the things 

that are not. f irst amongst these are ordinaiy physical objects, which 

in trur* Neo-platonic style, are excludr*d from the intr'Iligiblr* world, 

likew ise, .sin is regarded as a dr ier I or privation, a falling short of 

the divine pattern, and so belongs to the nalrn ol What is not. All 

this goes bark ultimately to thr* l*latonie theory in whirh, as we .saw, 

the (iood is equated with knowledge. 

[i)God (rentes.[2yIdeas', in God, 

are created and create, {j} 7 he .spatio- 

temporal is created. {^)God, as total 

aim, is not created, nor creates 

Fhe view that, as explained, Ciod is identical with his purposes Ir'ads 

directly into a pantheistic theology which is anything but ortliodox. 

Ciod’s own essence is unknowal)le not only for men but for ( iod him¬ 

self, since he is not an object that could be know n. I'lie logical rr*ason 

fr>r this, thriugh not stated hy Jr»hn, is that (iod is (‘verything; and 

tlierefore the know ing situation, in w hich there is a know(*r and an 

object ol knowir'dge, carmrit ari.se. His theory of thr* Trinity is not 

unlike that of Plotinus. Fhe being ofCiod rr^vcals itself in the being 

of things. His wasdom in their order, and His life in their movrment; 

and these respectively correspond to Father, Son, and Holy (ihosl. 

As for the realm of ideas, they constitute the Logos, w hich through 

the agency of the Holy Cdiost cause, or giw rise to, the particulars, 

which have no independent material being, Cilod ( rr-ates things r>ut 

of nothing in the sense in w'hich this nothing is (iod himself who 

transrends all knowledge and therefore is no thing. John thus opposes 

the Aristotelian view^ which allows matr*rial being to the particulars. 

On the other hand, the first three divisions on the criterion of creating 

and being created come from Aristotle’s similar criterion of moving 

and being move*d. The fourth division derives from the Neo-Platonic 

doctritie of Dionysius. Dionysius, an Athenian disciple of St. Paul, 

was the supposed author of a treatise reconciling Neo-Platonism with 

Christianity. John had translated this work from the Cireek, and may 

well thus have gained protection, since the [)seudo-Dionysius, through 

his connection with St. Paul, was wrongly held to be ^irlhcKlox. 



Abbey of Cluny^ centre of reform 

Henry IV\ excommunicated, begs 

the abbess Mathilda to intercede 

During the 11 th century, Europe at last begins to enter a period of 

regeneration. External threats from North and South were checked 

by the Normans, llieir conquest of England put an end to Scandi¬ 

navian encroachments, while their campaigns in Sicily freed that 

island once and for all from Saracen rule. Reforms of monastic 

institutions gained ground and the principles of papal elections and 

Church organization came under review. Standards of literacy l)egan 

to rise as education improved, not only among clerics but to some 

extent with the aristocracy too. 

The two chief difficulties that Ijesct the Church at the time were the 

f>ractice of simony and the question of celibacy. Both are in a sense 

linked with the status of the [priesthood as it had developed over the 

years. Because priests were the ministers of religious miracles and 

pcpwers. they came gradually to exercise considerable influence in 

secular affairs. This kind f)f influence remains effective only so long 

as people are on the whole given to believing that these jxpwcrs are 

genuine. I’hroughout the Middle Ages this belief remained sincere 

and widespread. But tlie taste of authority generally whets the 

appetite. Unless there are strong and eflective moral traditions to 

guide those in pfisitions of vantage, they will tend to feather their own 

ne.sts. In this way the granting of church office in return for a money 

payment became a source of wealth and power for those who could 

dispense such favours, fhese practices in the end corrupted the 

institution, and efforts were madt‘, from time to time, to combat this 

evil. On the other hand in the matter of clerical celibacy the issues 

are not so clear cut. fhe moral aspect of this question has never been 

finally settled. Neither in the Eastern CUiurch, nor later in the re¬ 

formed churches of the West, was celibacy ever considered as morally 

valuable. Islam, it may be added, goes so far as to condemn it. 

Meanwhile, ftrim a political point of vicw% there were not un¬ 

reasonable grounds for the changes that were brought about at the 

time. If priests were married they would lend to develop into a 

hereditary caste, especially if the economic motive of pre.serving 

wealth was also involved. Besides, a priest must not be like otht^r 

men; celibacy adverti.sed this distance between them. 

fhe centre from w hich monastic reform took its rise was the abbey of 

Uluny, founded in 910. A new principle of organisation was here put 

into practice for the first time. The abbey was stplely and directly 

responsible to the Pope. The ablot in turn exercised authority over 

foundations that owed their origin to ("luriy. The new^ regime strove 

to avoid the extremes lioth of luxury and asceticism. Other reformers 

foIh>wed suit and founded new orders. The Ciamaldolese go back to 

1012, the Uarthusians to 1084, and the Ci.stercians, who followed the 

Benedictine rule, to 1098. As for the papacy itself, reform was 

principally the outcome of struggles for supremacy betw^een the 

Emperor and th(‘ Holy See. (Gregory VI bought the |>apacy frf)m his 

predeces.sor Ikuiedict IX in order to reform it. But the Emperor 

Henry HI (10^59 58) who was himself a young and energetic reformer 

could not <ountenance such a transaction, however praiseworthy the 

motives might have been. In 104b, at the age of twenty-two, Henry 

descended uf>on Rome and defxised Uregory. Henry continued 

thenceforth to a[>point Popes, which he did with discretion, and to 



remove them IVoin ofhee, if they should not come up to expectation. 

During tlie minority of Henry \\\ who ruled 1‘roin lof^h until i lot), 

the papiu y oncv more recovcTcd some of its independence, rnder 

Pope Nicliolas II a dec ree was passed w^hich placed papal elections 

virtually into the hands of cardinal hish(»ps, the KmfM‘ror Ixung (juiic* 

excluded. Nicholas also strengthened his hold over archl)ishoj)s. In 

iof)C), he sent Peter Damian, a (lamaldolese sc holar, to Milan m orde r 

to assert papal authority and support the local movements for re form 

Damian is intc*resting as the author of the doctrine that (iod is not 

hound hv the law of contradic tion, and can undo that whic h is done*, 

a view' which was later rejected by Aephnas. Philosophy, lor Damian, 

was the handmaiden of theologv, and he opposed dialectic. The 

demand that (fod should he* able tc) ove rride* the princ iplc* oi ccuitra- 

diction brings out, by imjjlicalion, the dilhculty in the* notion of 

omnipotence. If (iod is omnipotent, might He* nc)t be* able*, for 

instance*, to make a stone* so hcav'y that He cannot lift it.* And \e*t 

He must be able to, if He is n*ally omnipotent. rhc*refore*, it s(*ems. 

He both can and c'annol lift it. C)ninipote*nce turns out to be an 

impossible nolicjn, unltvss one abandon the j)rinei}>le of e ontiadiction 

This last ineivc would make discourse imyxissible*. It is for this reason 

that Damian’s th<*ory w as bound to be rejc'c tecl. 

I’he elc'ction of the suc cc'ssor of Nicholas II sharpe'nc*d the* e onflici 

bc'tween papaev and Fanj)eror, with the scale turning in favour of 

the cardinals. The new' ine‘unibe*nt after tins, elc‘cte‘el m 107 ^ v\as 

Hildebrand, who took the name ol (iregorv \’II. L nde r his te imn* 

came* the great clash with the Kmpe*ror on the* ejue*stion ol inve*sli- 

tur(*s, which was to last for se*ve*ral centuries. The* ring and staff, 

with which a newl) c'e)nse*cTat(*d bishop was invc*sle'd as symbols ol 

ofhee, had hithe-rto b<*en givc'u bv the* s(‘c ular rulet. (ir(*gor), in orele*r 

to strengthen papal authority, arrogate^d this right to Ihinseil 

Matters c ame* to a head ov'e*r the* Kmjx'ror’s appointment of a new 

archbishop of Milan, in 1075. I he Pojre thre*aten<‘el to depose and 

e.xe'oinmunicate the Fanpe*ror. I’he l*anpe*ror dc*clare*cl hnnse*!! su¬ 

preme* and the* Pope was pronounce*d depose*d. Cjrc'gorv re*taliai<*ei 

and excommunicated Fmpe'ror and bishops, de*claring them depose*cl 

in turn. The Pope gained the uppe r hand at fir^t, and in 1077 Henry 

IV came to do penanc e at (^anossa. But He*nr> s re*pe*ntaric( was a 

})olitic'al move, 'rhough his enemies had ele*cte"d a rival in his st<*acl, 

Henry in time prevailed ove*r his op[)onents, and wht*n in 1080 

(iregor) at last pronounced in favour of the riv'al Kmpererr Rudolf it 

was tejo late. Henrv^ had an antipope c'lected and with him c*nlerecl 

Remie in 1084 to be erowned. (Gregory, with Norman help from 

Sicily', forced Henry and his aiiti])ope' to re*Lre*at in haste*, but re^- 

mained prisoiH*r to his protectors and dic'd the following ve'ar. 

I hough (iregory' was not sucxessful, hi.s policie's later were. 

Men like Anselm, Archbishop of C^ante-rbury ( toe);^ 1 locp soon 

followc'd (Gregory'\s example and cpiarrelled with secular authority. 

Ansf'lm is imfK)rtant in philosophy as the* inventor of the ontological 

argument for Clod’s existence*. (Joel, being the greale'St po.ssible ob)c*ct 

of thought, cannot lack existene'e, c'lse he* would not be greatc'st. 

Wliat is really wronj' here is llic view that existence is a qualilv. 

But many philosophers have since grapplc'd with this aigiimeiit. 

Death oj Pope Gregory VII 

A vianuscnpi oJ Anselm^ 
Archbishop of Canterbury 
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1 he Prophet^ from a Per start rns. 

Whcrras thr West was overrun by l)arbariaris wh<> came to adopt 

C^iristianiiy, the Kastern Empire t^radually fell to the c>nslaut»hl of 

.Vtohammedans wlio, thoiii^h not bent on converting the conquered 

jieoples, granted exemption (rom triliute to such as would join tlieir 

religion, a jjrivilege of vvhich the vast majority did axail themselvt^s. 

rhe M<jhauimedan era is reckoned from the Hegira, Mohammed’s 

flight from Mecca to Medina in ()22. Alter his death in the 

Arab c<»rKjuests transformed tlie world in the short sjwe of a century. 

Syria fell in b;H bi f).t2, India in f>f)4, C’artfiage in 697 and 

S|>ain in 71 1 -12. 'T he battle of'IVnirs in 7*^2 turned the tide, and the 

Aral)s retreated to Spain. (’-onstantinof)le was l)esiegc*d in ()()9 and 

again in 716 17. ITie liy/.antine Empire held t>ut with diniinisfiing 

territories until the Ottoman Turks took the city in I4f)3. "This 

remarkable explosion of Moslem vitality was helped by the g«*neral 

state of exhaustion of tfie empires overrun. Besides, in many filaees 

the invaders were help<‘d by conflic ts in those areas. Syria and Egypt 

more especially had suffered for not b<*ing ortfiodciX. 

'The new religion i)rociaimed by the Prophet was in some ways a 

return to the austere monotheism of the Old 'Testament, divest<‘d of 

tfie mystic accretions of the New. Take the jews, he forbade* graven 

iina<'^<*s, but unlike tfH‘m he banned the use of wine. How' far this 

latu I prohibition renuiined eflectiv'e is doubtful; the former coinc ided 

with iconoclastic tendencies amongst Nc'storians. Oonquest was 

almost a religious duty, though the pc*nple of the Book \vc*re to be left 

unharmed. This affected Christians, Jc'ws and Zoroastrians, who 

sev^erally adherc*d tc) the canems of their own sacred stri|>tun*s. 

Expansion oj the Aloslern world 

The Arafxs did not at first set out for systematic conquest. 'Their land 

bc'ing arid and poor, they were wont to make border raids for lc)ot. 

But as resistance was fecf)le,'thc‘ raiders became concjucTers. In many 

cases the administration of tfic'se new lands remained untouched 

under its new masters. Tiie Arab I'.mpire was ruled by caliphs, 

succe.s.sors of the Prof)het and he irs to his authority. Though at first 

c-lective, tfie caliphate sf)on bc*cvunc* dynastic under the Umayyads, 

vvfio ruled till 750. T his ruling family followed the teachings of the 

Propfiet for political rather tfian religious reasons and was ojjposc’d 

to fanaticism. Tfie Arabs were on the wliole not tc>o religiously 

inclined, their mc>tives for expansion remaining, as at first, material 

gain. 'This v*ery lack of ferv-our enabled them, tfiough weak in 

numbers, to rule over vast rc*gions inhaf>ited by men more c ivTlised 

and alien in crc‘c*d. In Persia, however, the teac:hing of the Prophet 

fell on ground well prepared by tfic* religious and speculativ^e tra¬ 

ditions of tlie past. After the deatfi of Mohammed’s son-in-law Ali in 

()f)i, the faithful split up into the Sunni and Shiah sects. 'The latter 

were .somewhat c_)f a minority whose loyalties lay with Ali, and who 

would have none of the Urnayyads. Tfie Persians belonged to this 

minority, and it is largely through their influence that the dynasty 

was supplanted and replaced by the Abbasids, who removed the 

capital from Damascus to Baghdad. 'Tfie policies of this new dynasty 

gave freer rein to fanatical sections of Islam. However, they Jtist 

Spain wTiere, at Cordova, an independent caliphate w^as set up by 

the one Uinayyad who had survived the fall of his clan. Under 

Abbasid rule the Empire ro.se to great splendour with Harun-al- 



Rashid, a (ontcmporary of (.liarlrinairnr, and well known from the 

Irgcnds of the ‘Arabian Nights’. After his dcadi in 809, the Empire 

began to suffer from large scale use of T urkish mercenaries, just as 

Rome liad from using barbarian soldiers. The Abbasid Cali[)hate 

declined and fell with the sack of Baghdad by the Mongols in 

Moslem culture arose in Syria but soon became centred on Persia 

and Spain. In Syria, the Arabs inherited the Aristotelian traditions 

favoured by the Nestorians, at a time when orthodox Cathf)licism 

adhered to Neo~Platonic dcKtrines. Much cor\fusion was however 

caused by the fact tliat Aristotelian theories became mingled witfi a 

ctTtain Neo-Platonic influence. In Persia, Moslems became 

acquainted with Indian mathematics and introduced Arabic mnn- 

erals which ought really to be called Indian. The civilization of 

Persia produced poets like Firdousi and maintained its high artistic 

standards in spite of M<»ngol invasion during the i;^th century. 

Nestorian traditions, through which the Arabs first came in contact 

with (Ireek learning, had also spread into Persia at an earlier stage, 

after the Byzantine F.mperor /eno had closed down the school at 

Fdes.sa in |8i. From both these sources, tlie Mosh^m thinkers h arnt 

their Aristotelian logic and philosoj>hy, along with the scientifu 

heritage ol the Ancients. Fhc greatest of the Mohammedan philo- 

soph< rs in Persia was Avicenna (980 io;{7). Born in the province of 

Bokhara, he eventually taught philosophy and medicine at Ispahan, 

and linally settled at 'reh<*ran. He was fond ol good living and 

iiii iirred the enmity ol theologians for his unorthodox opinions. His 

works then'lore had greater influema* in the West, through Latin 

translation. One of his main philosophic concerns is the perennial 

})robl<-m of univcrsals whit h lati r became a central questit»n in 

scholasticism. Avict'una's solution is an attempt at squaring Plato 

with Aristotle. He begins by saying that generality in forms is en¬ 

gendered by lliought, an Aristott'Iian view repeated by Averroesand 

later Albertus Magnus, the leaeber of Aquinas. But Avitfuna goes 

on t<» tpialify this \'ieu. Universals are before, in, and after things all 

at one(‘: before in Ciod’s mind, when he creates things tni a pattern; 

in things as far as they belong to the external world; and after them 

in human thought, which discerns patterns through experit iKa. 

Spain, too, produced one outstanding Mohammedan philosoj>hrr, 

Averroes • ii2()- 98), b<»rn in C’ordova of a line of t adis. He hiinscdf 

studied law amongst otlier things, and was a cadi in Sevilh‘ anti lat<T 

in Ckirdova. In 1184 berame court physic ian, though he was 

finally exiled to Morocco for holding philosc»j)hie views insteati oi 

contenting himself w'ith the faith. His main f:ontril)UtioM was to free 

Aristotelian studies ln>m tlu* distorting inflnenee of Neo-Platonism. 

He b(*iieved, as did Aquinas later, that Hod’s existence can Ik- pio\ed 

on rational grounds alone. As for the soul, he holds with Aristotle 

that it is not immortal, though ‘nous’ is. Since tliis abstract intelli¬ 

gence is unitary, its survival does not mean personal immortality. 

C'hristian philo.sophcrs naturally rejected thc.se views. Averroes in 

Latin translation not only influenced the scholastics, but also found 

lavour with free thinkers at large wdio rejeeu d immortality and came 

to be called Averroists. 

J Avirerina r.'.v., lythitul. 



Thv jKilicifs of (irrgory Vll seemed, at the time of his death in 1085, 

to iiave wrenched from the Holy See its power and influence in the 

aflairs of ilie laiipire. But in the sequel it turned out that the tuu^ of 

war l>eiw'(‘en temporal and spiritital powers was by no means at an 

end. Indeed, the papacy had not yet reached the summit of its 

political career. In the meantime, the vicar of (rod found his authority 

in matters spiritual enhanced by the support of the risint; cities of 

Lombardy, while the (Vusades at first strengthened his pn^stige. 

T he struggle over investitures was resumed by Pope Urban 11 [ 1088 

gq) who once more* arrogat<‘d these rights to himself When in loq;^ 

Conrad, the* son of Henry IV, rose in rebellion against his imf)erial 

father, lu^ st>ught and found support from Urban. The XortluTn 

(ities were favourably disposed towards the Pope, so that the whole 

of Lombardy was easily conquered. Philip, the King of Franc(‘ was 

also conciliated, and in 1094, Urban could set out on a journey 

of triumf)h through Lombardy and France. There, at the council f»f 

Clermont in the following year, he preached the first Crusade. 

Urban's successor, Pasc hal II, successfully continued the })apal polic\ 

on investitures until the death of Henry IV in iiof). rhereafter, in 

(hTinaii lands at l(‘ast, the new Faiiperor, Henry \\ prevailed. I'he 

Pope suggested that Emperors should not meddle with inve stitures 

in return for which clerics would forego the right to temporal 

j)n^pertv. Fhc meu of (iod, however, were more firmly an( lu>red i?i 

this world than such a pious pro[M)sal see nied to suppose*. Whe‘n its 

j)rovisie)ns l)e*came known, the ( ierman clerics (tIchI havoc. Henry, 

w'he) w-as in Rome at the time, ihrealcned the* Pe)pe into submission 

and had himself crowned Emperor. But his triumph was short-live el. 

Eleven years later, in 1122, Pe>pe C^alixtus 11, by the Concordat of 

Worms, n*gained eontre)! e)ver investitures. 

During the reign of Emperor I'rederick Barbarossa (1152 e^o), the 

struggle eutcre el a new phii.se. In 11^)4, Hadrian I\ , an I’aiglishman, 

was elected te> the He)ly Sec. In the Ix ginning, Pope and EnijX'ror 

Je)ined forces against tlie city of Rcmie which defied them both. In 

their movement of independence ihi* Romans were led by Arnold i»l 

Brescia, a forcelul and courageous heretic who inveigfied against the 

(einporai splendours oi' clerics. Church men who held wT)rldly 

possessions cc)ulci not enter the Kingdom of Heaven, he maintained. 

This view did not eomrnerid itse lf to princes of the ("hureh, and 

Arnold was savagely attacked for this heresy, d hese troubles had 

begun under the previous pope but eanie to a head when Hadrian 

was elected. He punished the Romans for a civil disturbance by 

j>lacirig them under an interdict. In the end their spirit of indepen¬ 

dence was broken and they agreerd to banish their heretic leader. 

Arnold went into hiding but fell into the hands of Barbarossa’s troops. 

He was duly burnt and in 1155 the Emperor was crowned, not 

without a ferocious crushing of attendant popular demonstrations. 

Blit two years later the Pope broke with the Emperor. Two decades 

of war between the. two powers followed. The Lc^rnbard I..eague 

fought for the Pope, or perhaps rather against the Emperor. The 

fortunes of war wTre varied. Milan was razed in 1162, but later in 

that year Barbarossa and his antifK>pe were overtaken by disaster 



whrii ill tlu ir march on Rome the army was ravaged by pcstilenc e. 

A final attempt at lireakin.t^^ [)apal power ended in Bari>arossa's defeat 

at Legnano in i I7h. An uneasy peace was cotu luded. Ilie Km[)en)r 

joined the third Ousade and died in Anatolia in 1190. 

In the end the struggle between C'hun h and Kmpir<' was to ben<-fii 

neither party. It was the city states ot'Northern Italy that began t<» 

emerge as a new power. 1 hey siip|H)rted tlie Pope as long as ihr* 

Emperor threatened their independence. When, later, tliis threat 

disap[>eared, th(‘y followed their own interests and developed a 

scdilar ( ulture distinct from that ol the (Umn h. riiough nominallv 

adhering to Christianity, they develoj.ed a largely fn e thinking out- 

l()(»k, much in tin* way in wfh( h Protestant societv has tended t«) d«» 

after \hv lyih century. I Ih^ maritime (iti< s ol Northern Italy gained 

greatly in importance as jmividers of ships and supplies during tlu^ 

Crusades. Rtdigious fervour may have been one old he original forces 

(ontrilniting to the crusading movement, but powrrlul r(nnomi( 

motive's also were at work. The* f..ast In lrl out fair |)romisr f»l loot, to 

l)t' ac(|uircd, what is more, in a virtuous and sainlK cause, while 

close at liand the* Jews of Iairo])e were a profitable' target fe»r re ligions 

indignation. 'I hat in the Moslem world tlu* knights of Christe iulom 

wore set against a culture* immeasurably su|>crior t<» the ir e)wii was 

not at first apparent to them. 

Se’he)lasticism, as a move-ment, difleas from classical philosophy in 

that its (onclusiejiis are cireaimseribed be'fore the event. It must 

functieai witfiin tlte orbit ol ()rthode)xy. Its [)atron saint amongst the 

Ancients is Aristotle, whose inllut'uce' gradually disj)laee*s that e»| 

Plato. In me'th(»d it lends to follow the (lassifieator\ approac h of 

Aristotle, using dialex'tic argume'iit witli scant refe'renee' to facts. One* 

of the greatest theon lie al issues was the* pre>blem ol uihversals wliich 

split the pliilosophic world into ojiposing camps. The realists he ld 

that universals were things, basing tlu'inse’lves eai Plaie> and the* 

theory e>l ideas. J’he neiminalists on the eontrary maintained that 

universals wore mere* names, invoking the anth(‘rity e)l Ariste)tle. 

Seholastieisin is usually reeke)ned from Re)srelin, a Ereneh e IcTic w ho 

was the teacher ol Abelard, la!lie* is know n about him, and his philo- 

se>pliic views arc recorde'd mainly in the writings of An.selm and 

Abelard. He was a nominalist and, according to An.selm, held that 

universals were a mere breath e)f the ve)ire. Erorri denying the leality 

of universals he w^ent on to deny tliat a wliole was real over and 

above its parts, a view' which must have led to a rigid logical 

atomism. In ccjnnection with the Trinity this naturally produces 

heretical views which he was made to recant in Rheirns in iOf|2. 

Abelard, born in 1079, was a more important thinker. He studied 

and taught in Paris, and after a theological interlude, returned to 

teaching in iii'p Eo this period belongs his affair with Hcloisc, 

wdiose irate uncle. Canon Eulbert, had the rash lover castrated and 

sent both of them severally into clerical retreat. Abelard lived on 

until 1142 and retained great popularity as a teacher. He, too, was 

a nominalist. More precise than Ro.scclin, he j>oints out that we 

predicate a word not as an occurrence, but as having significance. 

Universals arise from the resemblances between things, hut a 

resemblance is not itself a thing, as reali.sin wrongly supposes. 

Hadrian IF, the only English Pope 
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During tlir rjtli crntury, ihv scholastir movement reached its highrsl 

|)eak. Likewise, the struggle between P()[)e and Emperor entered its 

fierec'st phase. In many ways this period marks the climax of tlu* 

Medieval w<»rld in Europe. In subsequent centuries, new forces 

emerge, from the Italian renaissance of the 15th to the revival ol 

seiene<‘and philosojihy in the 17th centurx. 

hmoient III, /nolaironist />/ 

f)ap(il Mipu'mm y 

l'h(‘ greatest of the [Political P(>p(‘s was Innocent 111 (iiqH r2if>), 

und(i whom papal aulhoritv attained a level nev^er afterwards 

achieved. Si(il> had been ('onf}iiered bv Barbarossa’s son Henry \ I 

who had married L.onstanc(‘, a jirincess in line of succession to tlu‘ 

\orman Kings of the island. Henry di(‘d in ii()7 and Ins son 

I‘Vederi< k became King at two v'ears old. His mother placed him 

under the guardianship of Innocent 111 u[)on the latter\ accession. 

In return for respec ting hVedc'ric k's rights, the Pope gained recogni¬ 

tion of his own supremacy. Similar acknowledgements were ob¬ 

tained from most of the* rulers of Europe. While' in the fourth 

Clrusade his |>lans were thwartc'd b\ the W netians who forced fiim 

to lake (lonslaulinople for their own j)ur|>oses, his venturi* against 

the Albigenses was entirely .sueecssful. Southern Eranei* was cleared 

ol heresv, being tolallv destroyed in the jinx ess. In (Germany, the 

Imipi'ToT Otto was depos(*cl and Frixleriek II, now luIK grown u{), 

eleeled in liis stead. Elms did Innoci rit Ill hold sway (wei lanperor 

4md Kings. Within the Limn h itsell, a greater measun* of power was 

secured lor tiu* (!uri«i. But in .t wav the V(‘r\ extent of its ti'inporal 

success alr(‘adv loreshadowed lh<* decline ol the papaev. For ,is its 

hold on this world gr(‘w firmer, its anthontv in matt(*rs tone King the* 

next dec av<‘d; one c ireimistancT that latc'r l(*d to the Relormation, 

f’rc'deric'k H had bti'ii (‘lec ted with [liipal support .it (he expense ol 

])romis<*s eonec ruing the Pope's suiirem.KV. Xone of thc'se the voung 

Fanperor intc*nded to ke(*p longer than neres.sarv. d ins young 

Sicilian ol (a rinan and \orman pan rilagc* grew up in a soc ic'tv 

w here a new culture w as iii the making. 1 lere Moslem ancl Bv/.aiitine, 

(German and Italian influences ('oml)ined to produce a modern 

civilization vvhicli gave the Italian renaissance its first impulse. 

Being sirept'd in all these iradilioiis, kVedrric k was .ible to c'ommand 

respec t with Fast and Wi st alike In outlook I'ar bc-yond his time and 

modern in his ]>olitical reromis, hi* v\as a man ol independent 

thought and action. His foreeful and c onslriictivi* policies earned 

Inm the sobncpiei c>l \stu{>or mundi,' wonder of tlu* world. 

Witliin tv\o vears ol each oth<*r both Innocent HI and Frederick's 

defeati'd (ic'rinan opponent, Otto, died. Fhe papaev passed to 

Honoriu.s III, with whom llie voung Fanjx'ror soon (el! out. Being 

lamiliar with ihi' lefiru cl c ivilization ol'ihc* Anibs, Frederic k was not 

to be- prevailed upon to go erusading. Next, there vv(*re diflieullies in 

Lombardv, wliere (tc rman influenee was on the whole disliked. 'Fins 

creati'd liirlher fnelion with the Pope who was generally supported 

hv tlie Lombard cities. In 1227 Honorius III died and his successor, 

(iregory IX, forthw ith excommunicated I Vederic k for failing to go 

on Lrusadr*. I he Emperor was not toc» nmrh j^ertnrbed by this mov e. 

He liad married the daughter of the Norman King of Jerusalem and 

ill 1228, wliile still an outcast from the fold, went to Palestine and 



settled matters there by negotiation with the Moslems. Jerusalem 

was ofseant military value, hut Christians had religious attachments 

to it. 'I’he Holy City was thus surrendered by treaty, and Frederick 

was crowned King (jf Jerusalem. 

To the Pope’s way of (hinking, this was altogether loo reasonalde a 

manner of composing differences, but in the f ace of success he had to 

make his peace with the Fmperor in ri^^o. 'Phere followed a period of 

reform during which the Kingdom of Si<'ily was given a modern 

administration and a new' h gal code. Trade and commerct' were 

encouraged by abolition of all internal customs barriers, and edu¬ 

cation })ronu)ted by the founding of a university at Naples. In 

hostilities in Lombardy revived, and Frederick, until his death, in 

1250, was engaged in constant war will) successive Popes, riie 

mounting ferocity of the struggle tarnished the earlier and more 

enlightened years of his reign. 

'rh(‘ rooting out of her<‘sy was pursued with great thoroughness, 

though not on the whole with complete success. I hc^ Albigenses, a 

manichacan sect in S(»uthern France, wctc, it is true, eomplctclv 

wiped out in the Crusade against them in I20(). Other heretical 

movements, however, survived. 7’he Incjuisition which was in¬ 

stituted in 12;^;^, never entirely stamped out the jews in Spain and 

Portugal. The Walden.scs, a late 12th century movement fore¬ 

shadowing the reformaliotg followed their leader, Peter Waldo, into 

exile from i-yons to tlie alpine valleys of Piedmont, west of Turin, 

where to this day they survive as Protestant and French speaking 

communities. In the light ol such events one might suspect that later 

generations had learnt one cannot easily kill ideas by wateh-hunl 

methods. History .se ems to show' that this lesson has not been learnt. 

In spite of the immensely [jowerlu! position of the Church, the 

thirteenth century was thus not a period of undisputed supremacy 

even w'ithin the purely ecclesia.stical sphere. But if the established 

Church did not on the whole cemform to the tenets of its founder, 

there arose within it two orders which at first somewhat restoreil the 

balance. B()th the Ctirly Dominicans and Fraiici.sans lblli)wed the 

precepts of their founders, St. Dominie (1170 1221) and St. Francis 

of A.ssisi (1181 122()). But though these orders were originally 

mendicant, the vows of poverty were not to burden them for long. 

Both Dominicans and Franciscaas became j)romincnt in handling 

the busines.s of the Incjuisition. 'Fhi.s institution fortunately never 

.spread to Faigland or Scandinavia. It is likely that at one time the 

tortures it inflicted were intended in the interest of the vietirns, on 

the view that teinporarv jiain here below might save a soul from being 

eternally damned. Nevertheless, practical considerations no doubt 

helped at times to strengthen the pious intentions of the judges. The 

Fmglish had no objection in seeing Joan of Arc thus disposed of. 

However, the orders of Dominic and Francis, against what their 

founders would have wished, became devoted to the pursuit of 

learning. Alhertus Magnus and his pupil Aquinas were Dominicans, 

while Roger Bacon, Duns Scotus and William of Occam belonged to 

the Franciscan order. It is in philcKsophy that they made their really 

valuable contribution to the culture of their period. 

Ernpnor Freda ich II^ Jounder uj a 155 
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ir liitlirrto rliiiri Iimcn had found ilicir })hilosophi<' insj^iration mainly 

from Nco-platonir sources^ thr thirteenth eenturysaw the triumph of 

Aristotle. riuHiias Aquinas (i'225“r27.[) souirhl to establish (Catholic 

doctrine on Aristotle’s f)hilosoph\. How lar such an undertakini^ 

might meet with success in a purely philosoj)hic way is ol' course 

douhtfuK The theology of Aristotle, for one thing, is (juit<‘ out of tun<- 

w ith the notion of(iod favoured by (Christianity. But there can be no 

doubt that, as a philosoj)hi( influence witliin tin* (Church, the 

Aristotelianism of Aquinas gained a hold which was complete and 

permanent. I'hcunism has become the oflicial doc trine of the* Roman 

(’hurch, and is taught as such in all its colleges and schools. No otlier 

philoso[)hy today enjoys so promincait a status and such powerful 

backing, exce|>t the Dialectical Materialism which is the official 

doc:trine of ('ommunism. In Acpiinas’ own timc\ his philosophy did 

not, of course at once achiewe this privilc'ged position. But in the- 

sequel, as his authorit\ became mon‘ rigidly c'stablishc'd, so the' 

mainstre am of philosophy gradually nio\'ed once more into secular 

channels, rev<*rting to tlie spirit of ind<*pendence that pervadc*s the 

philosophy of the* Ancients. 

"fhomas b<*long<*d tcj the* family of the Clounis of Arpiino, whos<‘ 

rc'sidc iice was in a village of that namt\ not far from Monte ( )a.ssino, 

where he began his studies. After six years at the- I’nive-rsity of 

Naples, he joined the Dominican orde r in 1244 and continued his 

work at (Cologne, undc'r Albe-rtus Magnus, tlie forennost Deaninic an 

teacher and Aristotelian sc holar of his time. Having spent some time- 

in (Cologne and Paris, I'homas returned to Italy in 1 and devote-d 

the following five ye-ars to the- w riting oftlu- ‘Summa e'ontra (ientih-s', 

which is his me>st important work. In I2()f> he be^gan writing his 

othe-r main w<»rk, the- ‘Suinrna I heologica'. During these ye'ars, te>o, 

he wrote comiTientarie*s on mans of the- works of Aristotle, of whie h 

his fric^nd William of Moe-rlx'ke provade-d him with translations 

straight from the-(ireek. In I2f><ghe left once more for Paris, where he- 

stayed for three- years. The university of Paris at that time was 

hostile te> the Aristotelian doctrine* of the Dominicans be-cau.se this 

sugge-ste-d some link with the Ave-rroists there. ()n immortality, the 

Averroist view was, as we- have- see-n, closer to Ariste>tle than the 

(Christian dcM^triiie-. ’flhs augured ill for Ariste>tle*, and d'homas took 

great pains to dislodge* Avr-rroist opinion from its stronghold. His 

efl<»rt.s in this dire*ction we-re* entire-ly suce e^ssful, a victory that saved 

the' Stagyrile for (Christian the-ology even if this mc*ant giving up 

some of the* original tc-xts. In 1272, riiomas returned to Italv, where 

he died tw^o ye-ars later, while on his way to the council e)f Lyons. 

5!) Alhertus Ma^mis^ Joreruosl Arislo- His system of philosojihy soon gained ree-ognition. In i ^ocg it was 

telian 0/ his time, taught Aquinas pronounc ed the- official doctrine of the- Dominican order, and cano¬ 

nization followed dose afterwards, in 142:^- Philosophic^ally, the 

I hoinist system is j)erhaps not quite so important as its historical 

influence- might suggest. It suffe-rs from the fact that its conclusions 

are inexorably impose-d be-forehand by (Christian dogma. We do not 

find the disinterestc-d de tachment of Socrates and Plato, where the 

argument is allowe d to lake us whithc'r it will. On the othc-r hand, the 

grerat systems of the ‘Sums' are moiraments of intellectual lalxair. 

Opposing points of view* are always stated clearly and fairly. In the 



commentaries on Aristotle, Thomas reveals himself as a thorough 

and intelligent student of the Stagyrite, which is more than could be 

said of any of his predecessors, his teacher included. His contem¬ 

poraries called him the ‘angelic th»clor\ To the (iliurch of Rrmie, 

Thomas Aquinas was inde(*d a messenger and a teacher. 

In the earlier, neo-platonic theologians, the dualism of reason 

and revelation was external to tfie system, rhoinism produced 

a reversal of doctrine against neo-platonic theory. Neo-platonisin 

has a dualism in the sphere of being, as betw'een iiniversals 

and particulars. More precisely, perhaps, there is a hierarchy 

of degrees of Indng starting with the One and descending through 

ideas to the particulars which are lowest in respect of being. 

The gap from universals U) particulars is somehow bridged by the 

Logos, which stated in more down to earth language is cjuite a 

sensible view. I'or words have general meaning but may be used to 

refer to particular things. Along with this dualist theory of being, we 

have a unitary theory of knowing. There is an intellect f)r reason 

which has one way of knowing that is essentially dialectical. With 

Aquinas the p^)sition is exactly the opposite. Here, in Aristr)telian 

fa.shion, being is .seen exclusively in the particulars, and from this 

the exi.stence of (hxl is somehow inferred. To the extent that 

particulars are accepted as raw' material this view is empirical in 

contrast with the rationalist attemj)! at deducing [>artic'ulars. On 

tfie other hand, the rhornisl approa<'h, while holding a unitary view 

of being, creates a dualism in the sph<*re ol knowing. Two sources ot 

knowledge are now postulated, hirst, as before, w e have reason, which 

obtains its food for thought fr(»m the experience ol the senses. There 

is a well known scholastic formula which says that there is nothing in 

the intellect wliic h was not first in sense ex[KTience, Hut in addition, 

there is revelation as an independent source of knowledge. When* 

rea.son produces rational knowledge, revt'lation gives men faith. 

Some things, it would a|)|)car, lie altoge ther beyotul the reach of 

rea.son, and these must b<- grasped, if gras[K-d they can be,by the 

ministrations of revelation. T o this group belong specific points of 

religious dogma, such as articles of faith that are past understanding. 

The triune nature of (h)d, the* resurn-ction and the C’hristian 

e.schatology are examjiles of this. The exi.stence of (iod, however, 

though it may in the first instance ('ommend itself through revelation, 

may also be established dialectically on rational grounds, and to this 

(‘iid we find the various attempts at proving this proposition. Thus, 

insofar as principles of religion are amenable to rational treatment, 

it is possible to argue with non-believers; lor the rest, revelation is 

the only way towards seeing the light. In the last analysis, Thomism 

does not really treat the two .sources of knowledge as quite on the 

same ltK>ling. Somehow, it seems, faith is requirc^d before rational 

knowledge may be pursued. Men must believe before they can 

reason. Lor though the truths of reason are autonomous, it is a mat¬ 

ter of revelation that they should be pursued at all. But this way of 

talking is not without some danger. The truths of revelation are 

arbitrary, and though for Aquinas there is no conflict between 

reason and revelation, nor therefore any opposition between philo¬ 

sophy and theology, one does in fact undermine the other. Where rea¬ 

son can cope with the facts, revelation is redundant, and conversely. 

'‘"I. 
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A? for theologv% we must remember that this really lalls into two 

parts. There is first what is called natural theology, which deals with 

Chnl in the context of topics like first causes, prim<’ movers and the 

like. This is what Aristotle calls theology; it may be set on the sid(‘ 

of metaphysics. But Aeptinas, as a Christian, also developed what 

may be called a dogmatic theology. This treats of matters accessible 

only through revelation. Here he falls back on earlier Christian 

winters, mainly Augustine whose* views on grace and salvation he 

seems on the whole to endorse. Fhese are indeed matters that lie 

beyond reason. Dogmatic theology is of course quite alien to the 

spirit of Ancient philosof)hy; nothing like it is found in Aristotle. 

It is i)ecauseol the theological element that Aquinas in his metaphysics 

goes beyond Aristotle in one important res[>ec:t. We recall that 

Aristotle's (iod is a kind ol disinterested architect. Existence is not 

consideretl as having to be confern‘d on particular things. I'hr y are 

simply there, and so was the raw material Irorn which they wx-re 

fashioned. For Aquinas, on the other hand, (iod is the fount of all 

existence. A finite thing is said to exist only contingently. It depends 

for its existence either directly or indirectly on something which 

exists of necessity, and this something is God. In scholastic language 

this is expressed in terms of e.sst*nc(‘ and existence. 'Fhe essenc e ol a 

thing is roughly a C|uallty, or what the thing is. Flxistencx* is a term 

])ointing to the lact that a thing is. It is that whereby the thing is. 

Both these terms are of course abstrac tions in the s(*nsc that neither 

an essence nor an existence can be on its own. A concn*te thing 

invariably has both. But there are facts of language which suggest a 

distinction here. Frege hints at precisely this point when he dis- 

tinguish<*s between sense and reference. The meaning of a w'ord 

raises one question, whether or not there is in fact an object to which 

the word applies is quite another matte r. Finite things then are .said 

to have existence and essence as distinguishable, though of course not 

separable, features. In (iod alotie there is no olijective differein e 

between essence and existence*. Now the metaphysical theory of the 

existential dependence ol finite* being gives rise to the third of the* 

five pnK)fs of the existence ofCiod in the ‘Summa theologica'. We 

begin from the ordinary' fact ol experience that things arise and pass 

away, which means that their exist(*nce is not necessary, in the 

technical sense. Fhings of this kind, so the argument runs, do at .some 

time or other in fad not exist. But if so, there was a time* \vh(‘n 

nothing existed, and heme there would be nothing now, since no 

finite thing can confer its own existence on it.self. There must there¬ 

fore be something which has necessary existence. This is what is 

called God, 

Several comments on this argument may lx* useful. First, of course, 

it takes for granted that the being there at all of anything needs to be 

justified or accounted lor. I'his is a central point of Fhomist meta¬ 

physics. If this view is not held, as in fact it was not held by Aristotle, 

for instance, then nothing further can be said. But allow'ing the 

premiss for the sake of discussion, there is an internal weakness in the 

argument which makes it invalid. From the fact that any finite thing 

dfx*s at some time not exist it does not follow that there is any time 

at wliich none whatever exists. 



'I'hr terminology of essenre and existence is underpinned in Acpiinas 

by the Aristotelian theory of potentiality and actuality. An essence 

is })urcly potential and an existence purely actual. In finite things 

there is thus always a inixtunr of these two. I'o exist is .somehow to 

be engaged in an activity; and lliis must, for any finite object, derive 

from some tiling else. 

"fhe first and second proof lor the existence of (iod are in effect 

Aristotelian in character. Ac|uinas argues to an unmoved mover and 

an uncau.sed cause, in each c ase stipulating that an infinite regress of 

movers and causes is inadmissible. But this simply destroys the 

premiss of the argument. 'Fo take the second argument, if every cau.se 

has itself a lurther cause, one cannot in the same breath go on to say 

that there is one cause which has nei lurther cause. 'Fhis is simply a 

contradiction. It should be mentioned, however, that Aejuinas is not 

eoneerned with causal chains in time. It is a matter of sequence of 

causes, one depending on the othe*r here and now, rather like the 

links in a chain susjicnded from a liook in the ceiling. The ceiling 

would be the first or uncau.sed cause, since it is not a link suspended 

frfim anything else. But there is no good reason why a regre.ss should 

lie rejected, provided only it leads to no contradictions. 'Fhe series of 

rationals greater than zero up to and including one is infinite, and 

yet has no first member. In the cast* of moiitm, the fjuestitin of a 

rt'gress need not even arise. 1 wo gravitating particles circling round 

<‘ach otluT like sun and {ilanet will continue to do so indefinitely. 

'Fhe liiurlh pioot for God’s existence proceeds from the recognition of 

\ arious degrees ol pcrl'ection in finite things. This, it is said, pre- 

siqiposes the existence of something completely perfect. 'Fhe fifth and 

last argument notes that inanimate objects in nature appear to min¬ 

ister to some end, in that the world is perv'aded by .some kind of order. 

Fhis is taken ta point to an outside intelligence whose ends are thus 

servod, since inanimate things cannot have ends of their own. In this 

argument, which is called the teleological, or argument from design, 

it is a.ssijmed that order must be accounted lor. Fhcre is certainly no 

logical rea.son for such an assumption; we might equally well say that 

disorder needs explanaticm, and the argument runs the other way. 

J'hc (iutological argument of St. Anselm which w^e mentioned earlier 

was rejected by Aquinas, though curiously enough on practical 

rather than logical grounds. Since no created and therefore finite 

mind can ever grasp the essence of God, his existence, which is 

imjjlied by his essence, can never in fact be deduced like this. 

Whereas the God of Nco-Platoni.srn is .somehow' coextensive with the 

World, the CJod of Aquinas is a kind of incorporeal highpricst set 

over and above the created world. As such he fK).sses.scs to an infinite 

degree all positive qualities, which i.s taken to follow somehow from 

the bare fact of his existence, though what can be said on this subject 

js negative. A finite mind c.annot reach a positive definition. 

It is in the version of Aquinas that Aristotle dominated the philo¬ 

sophic field until the renaissance. What was rejected at that time was 

however not so much the teaching of Aristotle or even Aquinas, but 

rather certain ill-informed habits of using metaphysical speculation. 

The argument from design: order 
implies a designer, hence God exists 



From an early ms. of Roger Bacon^ 

an account of eclipses and comets 

Tf'hc importance of empirical study as against metaphysical specula¬ 

tion was emphasised by Roger Bacon, one of a line of Franciscan 

scholai's under whose impact medieval ways of thinking began to 

disintegrate. Bacon was a contemporary ot Aquinas and by no means 

opposed U) theology. In laying the I'oundations on which more 

modern lines ol enquiry later develo[)ed he had no wish to undermine 

the authority of the C'hurch in spiritual matters. 'This is true in 

general of the Franciscan thinkers of the late 13th and early i.|th 

centuries. Nevertheless, by their approach to the problem of faith 

and reason they hastened the breakdown of' the Middle Ages. 

For 'Fhomisug reason and revelation, as we just saw', may ov'erla|). 

The Franciscan scholars viewed this matter afresh and sought sharper 

definition betwet^n the two. By clearly separating the' sphen* of' 

intellect from that of faith, they intended to liberate theology proper 

from its dependence on classical philosophy. At the same time, 

however, philosophy was thus severed from its sub.seT*\'ience to 

theological ends. Along with a free pursuit of philosophic speculation 

goes scientific research. More especially, the Franciscans mark a 

renewed emphasis of Neo-Platonic infliieiue wdiicli encouraged the 

.study of mathematics. 'Fhe strict exclusion of rational enquiry from 

tile domain of faith henceforth dtinanded that science and jdulo.sophy 

refrain from cavilling at articles of lailh. But, likewise*, faith must not 

pretend to pronounce' dogmata where rational science and philo¬ 

sophy can hold their own. This circumstance brings with it ^>ccasion 

for .sharper conflicts than had till then occurre*d. For if the ministers 

of faith decree on matters which are found in fact to be neit so, the*n it 

follows that they must retreat or else give battle on grotmd to w^hich 

they hold no title. Only by not entering the lists of dialectics can 

rrv’^clatir)n maintain its independence. In this way men may devote 

their lives to scientific research and at the same time hold a variety 

of beliefs about God. The I’hornists w’eaken their the{>logical position 

in attempting to prove (iod’s existence, quite apart from the fact that 

the arguments are not succe.ssful. On the side of religious belief this 

means that the criteria of rea.son simply do not apply, and in a .senst* 

the soul is free to give allegiance to what it fancies. 

Roger Bacon lived, it seems, from 1214 tn both dates are 

somewhat uncertain. Studying in Oxford and Paris, he ac(juired an 

encyclopaedic grasp of all branches of learning, somewhat in the 

manner of the Arab philosophers of the past. In his oj>position to 

Thoniism he did not mince words. It seemed r)dd to him tlutt Aquinas 

should write authoritatively on Aristotle without being able to read 

him. Translations were unreliable and nf>t to be trusted. Furthermore, 

while Aristotle does count as imjjortant, there are other things that 

are equally so. In particular, the Thomi.sts were ignorant of mathe¬ 

matics. As for the gaining of new knowledge, we must re.sort to 

experiment rather than fall l>ack on authorities. Bacon does not con¬ 

demn the deductive mcthcKl of scholastic dialectic as such, but In* 

insists that it is not enough to derive conclusions. IV) carry convic¬ 

tion they must weather the test of exj>crimenl. 

Such novel views could not fail to attract the unfavourable attention 

of orthodoxy. In 1257, Bacon was banished from Oxford and went 



into rxilr in Paris. Ihc fonnrr papal Irgatr in Kntrlancl, (iuy dr 

l•■oul^jllrs, iK'carnr Pope (llrmcnt IV in f2()5. Being inlerested in the 

I'.nglish scholar, h(' requested from Bacon a siiininary of his philo¬ 

sophy. Tliis was supplied in I2()8, a Franciscan prohibition notwith¬ 

standing. Bacon's doctrines were favouraljly rect ived and he was 

all(»wed to return to Oxford. But the l*op<‘ died that year, and Bac^)n 

<‘ontinued to be less tac tful than he might have* been. In 1277 canu' 

th(‘ great condemnation. Bacon, with many others, was ( ailed to give 

account of Iiis views. On what |}recise Iiead he was found guilty is not 

known, but he spent fiftc^c^n years in prison. He was lre<‘d in 1292 and 

di<*d two years later. 

OI greater philosof)hic interest is Duns Scotus (about 1270 i 508:, a 

Scot as t}i(‘ name suggests, and a member of the Francisc an Order. 

H(* studied in Oxford where he became* a teacher at tweniy-tliree 

years old. I.ater h(‘ taught in Paris and (Cologne, where In died. 

With Duns Scotus the* breac h betwee n laitli and n-ason becomes 

more dc-linitc*. \Vhil(‘ this inv«»lv(‘s o!i the one side* a narrowing dcjwn 

of the .sc <)[>(“ o] r<*a.son, on the other it restores to (iod coinplelc* irc c - 

dom and inde|)c*ndence. 'rheolog\, whic h is concerincJ witli what 

may be* said about ( iod, is no longer a rational di.sciplinc*, l)ut rathc'r 

a set ol u.seful bcdiels insj)ired by revelation. In this s|>irit. Duns 

rejected the Fhomist arguments l(»r (iod's existcmc c\ on the grounds 

that they rest on se nse expcaieaice. Likewise lu‘ rejected the argu¬ 

ments of Augustine, Ix c ause these* dr.iw to scunc- extent on divine 

illumination. Sinc e' argument and proof 1 x long to philo.sojjhy, and 

thc'ology and ])hilosophv arc* mutually exc lusisc. In' cannot aee.ept 

the Augustinian proois. On the other liand, he is not averse* to a 

i'oiu'c*[)tual proof ba.sed on tin* noiicjiiof a first imeaused be ing, some¬ 

what in tin* ve in of Avicenna, d’his is reallv a variation on Anst*lrn\s 

ontological argument. Fhit knowledge* of (iod is not possible through 

c reatc'd things whose* existence is m<*rel\ eontingent and dependent 

on His will. In fact, the (xistc’iue ol tilings is idc'ntifncl with their 

(•s.s(*iu'e. For Acjiiinas, it will he rernc'mhered, this idc-nlificalion 

serves to define (iod. Knovvlc'dgf* is of c*ssc'nces, and lln^se arc* there¬ 

fore different from the Idc*as in (iocFs mind, since we cannot know* 

Him. Since essence and existence coincide, that which makes eacli 

individual what it is cannot be matter but must be lorm, in oppo¬ 

sition to Acjuinas' view. Although forms, for Duns, are substantial, 

lu' docs not subscribe* to a full blown IMatonic rc'alism. Thus there 

may be a variety of forms in an individual, Imt these are distinc t 

in a formal manner only, so that there is no cpiestion of their existing 

inde{>endently. 

lun Duns^ W ill [ red) rules Reason , 

Plato held the opfiosiie view 

Just as tlie supreme powder lies with (iod's will, so within the human 

soul Duns holds that it is the will which rules the intellect. The 

flower of the w'ill gives men freedom, where intellect is constrained 

by the object to which it attends. From this it follows that the wall 

can grasp only what is finite, since the existence of infinite being is 

neces.sary and therefore annuls frc'edom. I'he doctrine of Ircedom as 

ofiposed to necessity is in liije with the* Aiigiistinian tradition. In the 

hands ol the FVancLscan scholars it lK*caim* a powerful influence for 

scepticism. If CjckI is exempt from the eternal law^s of the w'orld, then 

W'hat may be bdieved of him mav also be doubte^d. 

ibl 



St brancis of founder oj 

the hrancucan Order 

)2 

\n < \ < n nion radical empiric ism is louricl in the works ol William of 

Occam, the i^rcatcst ol the Franciscan scholars He was born in 

Ockham in Sums some time between i2C)o and i joo He studied 

and taught at Oxiorcl and later at Pans His doctrines Ik mtj; some¬ 

what imeirthodox, he was ordered in 1524 to atlenci the Feipe in 

\\it^non 1 OUT vears later he had another disai>^rtcmfnt with the 

Pope, John WII 1 he Spiiituals, in extreme section e>f the 

hraiiciscan oidet who took then vow ol poverlv in earnest, liaci been 

the tare^et ol papa! displcasiiie A compioniise anan^ement, by 

which the Pope retained formal ownershif) ol the proficrtv ol the 

order, had been in force foi some lime I his was now revoked and 

main me mbtrs de tied papii aiithoritv (Vearn, Marsij^lio of Padua, 

ind Michael eil Cesena the order s t^e ne ral were on the side of the 

rebels and were excommunicated in 1^28 hortimatelv thev were 

dde to flee from Avit^non, and found protection it the court of the 

I rnperor 1 ours m Munich 

In the strut^t^le between the two powers the Pope was 1) u kint:; i rival 

I mpe lor *ind e xe enumumc ate el I ouis w ho in his turn laid e hart^e s of 

liercsv ii( iinsl the P(>j)e throui^h a (icnt ral ( oune il In Occam the 

I rnperor in return lor Ins protection, lound a reaeJv ind force Iul 

pamphleteer 1 he scholar fie rmed some slroru( attacks iu[4unst the 

Pof>e and his concerns m woridiv affairs I ouis died m i ^-j8 l)ut 

Occam rernamed in Munich until ins de ilh m i ^^c) 

MarsiL,ho of Paclu I 1270 !^}2 i frie nd and le How exile of Ore irn 

was ccfuallv ojifoscd to the Pope ind juit forward cpiite modern 

views on the o ^amsation and competence of both secular and 

spiritu il powc IS lire ultimate sovtrciiijnt\ resides m the m ijorilv c)l 

the fie ople in both rises (ancral f ouncils are to be lortned l)v 

popular election Onlv such a ( ouiuil should have the ru^ht to ex 

communicate and even then not withc>iit se cular sane lion ( ouncils 

alone should lav down st indards ol oithodoxv but the C hurc h is not 

to meddle m aflairs ol state Occims f)olitic«d thought while not 

cjuile so extieine as this, is stroni/lv influenced b\ Marsii^ho 

In ins f)hilosc)f)hN Occim t^oes much further towards eiufiiricism 

tlian anv of the other 1 lanciscans Duns Scotus, while removing (rod 

from the sf^hc re cif ralion.il thought, ne ve rthe less still retained a more 

or less traditic*nal nietiph)sie Occ im on the other hand, was 

roundlv anlime taf)h\ su al A general onlologv as is found in Plato, 

\ris(otle and the ir followers, is according to Occam, cfuite irnposs 

ible Re alitv attac he s to the indiv iclual singular thing, and this alone 

could f>e an object c)f exjiericnce vieldmg direct ^ind certain know¬ 

ledge This meant that for an account of be ing the e labor ite appara¬ 

tus of \ristotelian metafihvsics was cpiite superfluous II is in this 

sc use we must inte rjire t Occ tin s state rncnl that it is vain to do with 

more what can be done with less I his is the basis of the different, 

better known saving, that entities should not be multiplied bevond 

iRcessitv 1 hough not in his writings this maxim has tome to be 

known as Occam s razor Ihe cntitRs in cfucstion are of course the 

forms, substances and the like with which traditional rne tafihysics 

was concerned However, a rather diflcrent twist has been given to 

this formula bv thinkers ol later ages who were finmanly interested 



in questions of scientific method. Occam's razor there becomes a 

general principle of economy in the process of saving the appear¬ 

ances. II a simple explanation will do, it is idle to seek a complex one. 

While thus holding that being belongs to the individual, Occam 

allowed that in the sphere of logic, which deals with words, there is 

a kind of general knowledge f»f meaning. This is not, as with indi¬ 

viduals, a matter of direct apprehension, but of abstraction. Besides, 

there is no giaarantee that what has thus been arrived at has existence 

as a thing. Occam is thus a thorough going nominalist. Logic, in the 

strict Aristotelian seiLse, must be regarded as a verbal instrument. 

It is concerned with the meaning of terms. In this, Occam amplifies 

the views of the early nominalists of the iith century. Indeed, 

already Boethius had maintained that the categories of Aristotle 

were about words. 

'riie concepts or terms used iii discourse are entirely the product ol' 

the mind. Insofar as they are nrit verbalised they are called natural 

universals or signs, in contrast with words as such, which are conven¬ 

tional signs. To avoid absurdities, we must be careful not to confuse 

statements about things with statements about words. When, as in 

science, we talk about things, the terms used are said to be of first 

intention. If, on the other hand, we talk about words, as in logic, 

the terms are of second intention. It is important, in argument, to 

ensure that all the terms used have the same intention. Losing the.se 

definitions, we may express the nominalist po.sition by saying that 

the term ‘universar is of second intention. 'I'he realists think that it 

has first intention, but this is wrong. Here Thomism agree^s with 

Occam in rejecting the notion of universals as things. They further 

agree in allowing the existence t)f universals before things, as ideas in 

the mind r)f Ciod, a formula due originally to Avicenna, as w^e .saw 

earlier. But w'hereas Aquinas held this to be a meLaphy.sical truth 

which could lie supported by reason, for Occam it was a proposition 

of theolog\' in his .sense, and thus divorced from the rational sphere. 

As for theology, this, to Occam, was altogether a matter of faith. OckI's 

existence could not ])e established by logical proof. In this he goes 

further tlian Duns Seen us and rejects Anselm as well as Aquinas. 

Cifid cannot be known through sense experience and nothing can be 

established about him by our rational apparatus. Belief in Ciod and 

in his various attributes dcjiends on faith, and so does the entire 

system ol dogmata alKUit the Trinity, the immortality of the soul, 

creation and the like. 

In this sense, then, Occam may l>c described as a sceptic. But it 

would Ix' wrtmg to think of him as an unlxlievcr. By limiting the 

sco[>e of reason, and freeing h^gic from metaphysical and theological 

encumbrances, he did much to promote renewed efforts of scientific 

enquiry. At the same time, the field f)f faith was left wide open to 

every kind of extravagance. It is therefore not surprising that there 

should have developed a mystical movement going back, in nian\' 

ways, to Nco-Platonic traditions. Its best known representative is 

Master Eckhart (i 327), a Dominic.an w^hosc theories completely 

ignored the demands of orthodoxy. To the established Church, a 

mystic is as much if not more of a menace than a freethinker. In 

1329, Eckhart’s doctrines were declared heretical. 

Occam\s ra.ioi\ principle of economy: 
use the simplest hypothesis 



Dante Alighieri, whose i^real poem 
sums up the medieval outlook 

In Dante s eoneephon, ar pud that 

Hell is a stageless amphitheatre 

Perhaps the greatest synthesis rif medieval thought is to he found in 

the w'f)rk of Dante {1265-1;^^!). At the time wfien fie wrote tfie 

Divine (lomedy, the Middle Age's were indeed fK'ginning to dis¬ 

solve'. He*re% then, we- lia\’e a tH>nsf>eelus eifa world that w'as past its 

(jriine, leioking hae k to the- gre at Ariste>telian revival e»f Aquinas, and 

the fartiem fights f>elvve'e-n (iiielfs and (diifielline's that lingert'd in the 

city state's ed Italy. Dante, it is e'vident, liad read the works of the 

Angelie De>rte)r. Likewise, he was conversant witli the gent'ral 

cultural activities of his time, and with the classical culture- ol 

(irex-ce anel Rome, insofar as this was then kne»w'n. Lhe Divine 

(.oiue-dy is nianife-stly a je>iirne'y through hell, [)urgatf>ry and intf> 

heaven, f)ut in the eoursc of this trip we arc actually pre-sente-d with a 

ceimpeuidium of inedie*val the)ughi, in tlie form of cligre-ssionsandallu¬ 

sions. Dante was banished fre»m his native Florence in i;^o2, whe-n in 

the ete-rnal se-e-savv of civic disturbance's betvve-eii tfie rival parlit-s, tfie 

Black (iuelfs e ame- to f>ower. Dante's family supporteel the White 

partv, and he himsedf had stremg views on the function of the 

Enquire. Much of these political struggle-s, togctlier with recent past 

fiistory tfiat tiad le-d up to the-.se e-vents, re-eeive mentie>n in the 

Divine C'ome*dy. At lie-art a (ihibclline, Dante adinirt'd Emperor 

Frederic k II , who in his Inroad emtlook and fiackgremnd was an ideal 

e-xample of what the poet wished an Emperor to lie. Dante belongs 

te> the fiandful eif gre-ate-st narne-s of We-ste'rn lite-rature-. But this was 

not his only title to fame. Above all, he forged the vulgar tongue 

into a universal literary instrument wliicfi for the first time w-as able 

le> set a standard transce-nding the- variatieins of local dialect. Where-- 

as until that time Latin alone had fulfilled this ofhet-, Italian now 

became a medium for literary work. As a language, it has changetl 

v<*ry little from that day to this. Tlie first beginnings of poetry in 

Italian go back to Pietro della X’igna, tin- minister of Frcdi-rick 11. 

Adopting what seemed best to him from a number of dialects, 

Dante built around his native- Fuscan tfie literary langvuige of 

modern Italy. At roughly the- same lime, the v-ulgar tongue devc'loped 

ill France, (ierrnany and England. C!hauc(-r lived shortly after 

Dante. Fhe language of learning, liowever, remained Latin for .some 

consideralile time, 'Fhe first [ihilosopher to write in his native tongue 

was De.scartcs, and then only on occasions. l.atin gradually de¬ 

clined until, in the early 19th century, it di.sappeared as a medium of 

expression by the learned. FVom the 17th to the 20th century, this 

function of universal communication was tak(*n over by Frencfi, and 

in our lime Faiglisfi is replacing it. 

In his political thinking, Dante was a champion of strong Im^K^rial 

power at a time when the Empire had lost mu< h of its pristine in¬ 

fluence. The national states of France and England were in the as¬ 

cendant, and the idea of universal Empire somewhat at a discount. It 

is in line with Dante’s generally medieval outhnik that this change of 

fKilitical emphasis did not strike him as significant. Had he been able 

to see this, the development of Italy into a modern state might well 

have occurred much earlier. This is not to .say that the old tradition 

of an all embracing Imperial state did not have much to commend 

it. But the times were not ripe for it. As a result of this, Dante’s 

[Kilitical theories remained quite unimportant in the sphere of 

practical politics. 



There are, in th<‘ Divine ( loniedy, some quaint problems tonehini; 

the status oi the Ancients, wliich to us would seem quite unimportant. 

The great philosoplters ol the classical past are of course not to be 

rat(‘d as mere heathens that deserve eternal damnation. Aristotle in 

particular, the ‘master of those who know’, siirely deservH*s our 

praise. Still, not having gone through baptism, these thinkers certainly 

were no (Iliristians. A compromi.se is therelbre contrived. As hea¬ 

thens, the Ancient j)hilosophers belong into hell, whicii is where we 

do indeed find them, hut a spe< ial corner is set aside for th(*m, a kind 

of I'Jysian enclave in an oth«‘rwise somewhat lorbidding locality. So 

strong were the bonds of dogma in those days that it was felt to be a 

f)roblem to fit in the great non-(^hristian think<Ts of the past. 

Medieval lile, in spite ol its fears and sujXTStitions, was es.s(*ntiallv an 

ordered affair. A man was born to his station and f>w<‘d loyalty to his 

feudal lord. The whole body politic was nicely dix ided and ranged 

into grad<‘s, and nothing could alt(*r this. In the h<‘ld of political 

theory this tradition was (‘xploded by Marsiglio and (Veam. As to 

the spiritual jower, which was the main wielder ofthose fears whicfi 

kept men in check, its influenc c* began to wane so soon as it was felt 

that dogma might lx* dispenseci with. 'This cannot have been ()< < am's 

intention, but it was c ertainly tfie eflec t his doctrines caiiic* to have 

on the reformers. Among scholastics, Luthe r valued Occam above 

all the rest. None of these upheavals is yet foreshadowed in Dante. 

His opposition to the Pope is ba.sc'd not on anv dc'parturc* frcmi 

orthodo.vy, but on the* m<.‘ddling of the (ifmrch in matters that 

b(‘longed to the* Lmperor's cornpetcaicc. But although papal power 

in Dante's own time* had greatly diminishc'd, it was no longcT 

possible* for a (jcnnaii Kmpc*ror to maintain his auth<»rity in Italy. 

Afl<*r i;}oq, when the paj)ac y was transferred to Avignon, the Pope* 

became virtually an itisirumcnt of the* King of France, and the 

conflict l>etwe«*n Pope and Kmperor became a struggle of France 

against (iermany, Fngland siding with the* Fjnj>ire. When Henry 

\'ll of Luxemburg became l'anpc*ror in i ^oB, it lookc*d as though 

the Kinpire might once again recover, and Dante hailed him as a 

.saviour. But Henry’s .succes.ses were incomplete and epheineral. 

Fhough he' d<*sc(*nd('d into Italy and was crownc*d in Rome in i;^i2, 

he was unable* lo assc'rt himself against Naples and Florence, and 

died the* following yc'ar. Dante died an c*xil<* in Ravenna in 

Similarly Jot l/ic other place: 

Paradise is like a step-pyramid 

With the ri.se of the vulgar tonguc*s, the (Uiurch lost some of its hold 

on the intellectual activities in philosophy and .science. At the same 

time, there oc curs a great outburst of .sec ular literature, beginning in 

Italy and gradually moving north. 'Flu* wider scope of enejuiry to- 

gethc'r with a measure of sc epticism, born of the gulf between faith it)^ 

and reason, turned men’s minds away from things not of this world 

and taught them lo try to improve their lot, or at least ahcT 

it. All th(*se tendencies were beginning to show theiaselves in the* 

first half of' the i.|th century. Dante doc*s not fores<‘e them, he 

is (‘.ssentially lcK)kirig back to the times of Frederick 11. Whc*ri’as the 

medieval world was in principle centralised, the new force's of the 

renaissanc e tendc'd to disrupt the monolithic structure of medieval 

society. Nc*v(!rtheiess, it sc*ems that in our own time, for edifferent 

reasons, the* idea of universjil dominion may once again emerge. 



7 he i^reat schism ends when Council 

of Constance elects Martin C 

4 

During the 14th ce^ntury the papal power suflered a rapid decline. 

Though in the struggle with the Empire, the Holy See had proved it¬ 

self the stronger, it was no longer an easy matter for the C^hurch to 

control Christians through holding the threat of excommunication 

constantly over their heads. Men w'ere beginning to dare think about 

(iod for themselves. The j)apacy had lost its moral and spiritual hold 

on tliinkers and scholars, while Kings and the masses of the people 

w^ere alike uneasy alx»ut the enormous moneys that were levied by the 

Pope's envoys. All these trends were beginning to take shape, though 

at the turn of the century this might not yet have broken through in¬ 

to open contlict. Indeed, Pope Boniface in the Bull ‘Unain 

Sanctam', stressed f>apal supremacy beyond even the claims ol 

Innocent III. In 1500, he declared a Jubilee year, during w'hich 

plenary indulgence would l>e accorded any ol the Hock who might 

come in pilgrimage tc^ Rome. While this tended to underline the 

spiritual [)ow’er of the Pope, it also helped to pour V2\st sums into his 

treiisury besides enriching the peo[)le of Rome wliose iivelihof)d w'as 

bound up with looking after the temporal needs of pilgrims. 7'he 

success of the jubilee was such that its renewal was set down for 

(ilty years hence, and then for twenty-five, instead of a hundred. 

In spite of this outward show of supremacy, lire power of Boniface 

\'II1 was flimsily grounded. As a man, he loved gold more than be¬ 

comes a prince o( the Church, and in matters of faith he was no 

paradigm ol orthodoxv. During his entire tenure, he was in con¬ 

flict either with Freirch prelates or with their King, Philip l\\ I'roin 

this (piarrel it was the King of ITance who emerged the victor. The 

next Pope, elected in 1305, was Cnemenl V, a Frenchman who, in 

1309, established his seat in Avignon. It was during his oHice and with 

his connivance that Philip 1 Wsuppres.sed the Templars. This purely 

predatory measure was undertaken on quite unfounded pretexts of 

heresv. In general, the quarrels of the papacy from now on lend to 

undenmne its 2iulh(»rity. The dissension between John XXII and 

the FnincLstans produced the polemics of Occam. In Rome, the 

absence of the Popes in Avignon led to a temporary break away 

under the leadership oi Ciola di Rien/.i. "This Roman citizen Iw^gan by 

fighting the corrupt nobility in Rome, and in the end defied both 

Pope and EnifK-ror, declaring Rome to be ruler as of Old. In 1352, 

Pope Clement \"I .succeeded in capturing Rien/.i, who was not re- 

lea.sed until the Pojie’s death two years later. Rien/.i returned to 

powtT in Rome but was killed by the populace some months later. 

Througli its e.xile in Fntru ilu* papacy lost rniu h of its prestige. 

( iregory XI tried to remedy this drift liy returning to Rome in 1377. 

But lu died the following year and his Italian succe.s.sor, Urban VI, 

cjuarrelied with the French cardinals, who <*lected Rolxrrt of 

fieneva as their Pope. As Clement \'II, this Frenchman returned to 

Avignon, iuid the (ireat Schism which was thus begun la.sted until 

the C>oun< il of Ctmstance. The Fn nch supported their Pope at 

Avignon, while the Empire recognised his Rfwnan counterpart. As 

each Pope appointed his own ('ardinals who in their turn elected his 

successor, the breach could not be healed. An attempt was made to 

bn ak the deadlot k by means of a ( Council called at Pisa in 1409. 

The two existing Popes were declared deposed and a new con- 



ciliar Pope was elected. But the deposed would not resign, so that 

instead of two Popes now' there were three. The C^ouncil of C>on- 

stance, which was called in 1414, at last restored some order. 7'he 

conciliar Pope was deposed, the Roman incumbent w’as prevailed 

upon to resign, and the Avignon line dissoK'ed I'or lack ol support 

because ol English ascendancy in IVance. In 1417, the I'onncil 

appointed Martin V, thereby bringing the Great Schism to an end. 

But the CUiurch failed to reform itself from wdthin, and through his 

opposition to the conciliar inoveinent, the Pope further diminished 

such respect as the papacy might still command. 

In England, o})position to Rome was carried further by John 

Wyclifl'e (about 1320-1384), a native of Yorkshire and a scholar and 

teacher at Oxford. It is worth remarking that England had long 

been less suKsendent U) Rome than continental Europe. Already 

William the C^mqueror had stipulated that no bishop could be 

appointed in his realm without the sanction of the King. 

Wyclifl'e was a secular priest. His purely philo.sophic work is less 

important than that of the Eranccscans. Aliandoning tlu‘ noininalLsm 

ol'Occam, he tended rather towards some form of Platonic realism. 

Where Occam had endowed God with absolute freedom and power, 

Wycliffe inclined to view' Ciod’s ordinance as necessary and binding 

on Him. The world could not be other than it is, a view clearly 

inspired by Neo-Platonic doctrine and found again in the 17th 

century in Spinoza’s philosophy. Late in life Wycliffe came to oppose 

the C'hurch, at first liecause of the worldy style of life the popes 

and bishops indulged in, while the masses ol the faithful lived in 

stark poverty. In 137^ he expressed a novel view on civil dc»minion 

in a (ourse of lectures at Oxford. Only the righteous can lay claim 

to property and authority, 'I’he clergy, insofar as they might fail this 

lest, were really forfeit of their property, a matter which should be 

decided by the Slate. In any case property was evil: iff’hrist and his 

di.sciples had had none, neither should the clergy have any iU)w. 

'I hese doctrines were not to the liking of propertied cleric.s, but 

found favour with the English government intent on stoj>piiig papal 

tribute. Pope Gregtirv' XI, noting that Wycliffe's heretical opinions 

were in line with those t)f Marsiglio of Padua, ordered a trial, but 

the proceedings were broken up by the citizens of London. Besides, 

the University asserted its ac.adeniic ircedom It) obey the King, and 

denied the Pope's competence to bring its teachers to court. 

After the Great Schism, Wyclifl'e went so iar as to declare the Pope 

to be Antichrist, 'Eogether wdth some friends he produced an Eng¬ 

lish v'^ersion of the Yulgate. He established a secular order of poor 

priests, who worked as itinerant preachers dedicated to thescrvice of 

the pcK)r. In the end he denounced the doctrine of traiisubstantiation 

much as the leaders of the reformation later did. During the Peasants’ 

Revolt of 1381, Wycliffe remained neutral, though his past marked 

him as a rebel sympathiser. He died in Lutterworth in 1384. Alive, 

he had escaped persecution. The Council of Constance look revenge 

on his bones. His English followers, the Lollards, were ruthlcsslv 

stamped out. In Bohemia his doctrines inspired the Hussite move¬ 

ment which survived until the reformation. 

igurdi loarmis ^ukuido^risAn^ 

John Wyclijje. heretic and critic 
of the Church. The peasants' revolt 
tn was partly inspired by him 
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11 wt* ask ourselves what is the main difTerence between the Greek 

and the medieval outlook we might well say that the former lacked 

a sense of sin. I'o the Greeks, man did not appear alHicted with an 

iniierited personal load of sinfulness. They might indeed observe 

that lil'e on earth was a precarious thing that could be crushed at 

the whim of the gods. But this was in no way to be construed as a 

just and ecpjitable portion for evils committed in the past. It follows 

that to the (»reek mind there was no problem of redemption or 

salvation. Accordingly the ethical thinking of the (Greeks is, on the 

whole, a fairly uninetaphysical affair. In hellenistic times, especially 

with stoicism, a note of resigned acceptance creeps into ethics, and 

is later transmitted to the early C'hristian Sects. In sum, howev^er, 

(ireek philosophy was not confronted with theological problems and 

therefore remained thoroughly secular. 

When the Ghristian religion took hold of the West, the situation in 

ethical matters suffered a radical change. 1 he C-hristian regarded 

earthly life as a preparation for a greater life to come, and the 

miseries of human existence as trials imposed on liiin lo cleanse him 

from the congenital burden of sin lo which he was heir. But this was 

literally a superhuman task. In order to survive the test successfully, 

man needed divine help, and this might or might not be forthcoming. 

Where to a Greek virtue was its own reward, the Ghristian must be 

virtuous becau.se (jod tells him .so. 'fhough following the narrow 

path of virtue might not of itself ensure salvation, it was at any rate 

a prerequisite. Some of the.se tenets must, of course, be taken on 

trust, and here is where divine assistance first intervTnes. For it 

requires the grace of God for man to acquire faith and thenceforth 

respect its articles. 'Fhose who could not take ( ven this first step 

were irremediably damned. 

In this context philosophy came lo have a religious function. For 

although faith transcends reason, it behoves the believer as best he 

may to fortify himself against doubt by letting rea.son shed on faith 

such light as it could. Philosophy, therefore, in medieval times, 

becomes the handmaiden of theology. So long as this attitude pre¬ 

vailed, the Christian philosophers were necessarily churchmen. 

Secular learning, insofar as it survived at all, was pres(Tved by 

clerics, and schcK>ls, and later universities, were run by men who 

belonged to one or other ol the great religious orders. The philo¬ 

sophic apparatus which was called into play by these tliinkers goes 

back to Plato and Aristotle. More particularly, the Aristotelian 

strain gains the upper hand in the thirteenth century. It is easy to 

see why Aristotle is more adaptable lo Christian theology than Plato. 

Using scholastic language, we may put the matter thus: a realist 

theory does not leave much room for a divine power with any vital 

function in the running of things. Nominalism provides much wider 

scope in this respect. Thtmgh, of course, the G(xl of the Jews and 

Christians Is a very diffcrcrit thing from the Aristotelian divinity, it 

is nevertheless true that Aristotelian ism fits much better into the 

Christian scheme than Platonism. The Platonic theory is calculated 

to inspire pantheistic doctrines, as, for instance, with Spinoza, 

though his brand of pantheism is purely logical, as we shall see later. 

This union between philosophy and theology can last so long as it is 



allowrfl that rrason can underpin faith to some extent. When the 

Fraru iscan scholars of the fourteenth century denied this possibility, 

and held reason and faith to be mutually irrelevant, the stage is set 

for a gradual withering away of the medieval outlook. No further 

employment remains for philosophy in the theological field. In 

Ireeing faith from all possible lirik.s with rational enquiry, Occ.am set 

philosophy on the road back to secularism. From the sixteenth 

century onwards, the Church no longer dominates in this held. 

At the same time, this schism enables men to keep their rational and 

their religicms activities strictly separate from each other. It would 

be quite wrong to think of this as hypocrisy. There have been, and 

remain, vast numbers of men who will not let their practical beliefs 

interfere with their religious one‘s. It is, on the contrary', quite certain 

that only in this way can a religion maintain itself free from the 

assault of doubt. For as long as theology comes out into the arena of 

dialectic, it must conform to the canons (if rational discussion. 

On the other hand, an impossible impasse is reached whenever one 

must take on faith a proposition which is incompatible with the 

findings of empirical enquiry. Take, for (^xample, the age of our 

planet: the Old I c^stainent computes it at some five and three-cjuarter 

iiiillennia or so, and this the orthodox must believe. Geologists, on 

the (»ther hand, give rea.sons for believing the earth to be over 4000 

million y('ars old. One or other of th(*se two beliefs must thus be 

modifiid, unless the religious-minded enquirer is prepared to hold 

one view on Sunday and the other for the rest of the week. The 

important |)oiiit here is that where religious principles conflict with 

the findings of enquiry, religicjn is always in a defensive situation and 

has to modify its position. For it is in the nature of the case that failh 

must not conflict with reason. Since conflict here lie.s within the field 

ol rational dialectic, it is always religion that has to retreat. With 

this proviso, however, the n!ligious position after retreat remains 

distinct and separate. 

In their efforts to give a rational account of religious dogma so far flu nature oj the holy trinity: 

as this is possible, the scholastic philosophers often showed great ^ perennial scholastic prohlerri 

ingenuity and subtlety of mind. 1 he long-range effect of these 

exercises was to sharpen the linguistic t<K)ls which were inherited by 

the renai.ssancc thinkers that followed, rhls is probably the most 

valuable task scholasticism has performed. Where it was at fault was 

in not giving sufficient weight to empirical enquiry. It was left to the 

Franciscan scholars to draw attcnti(3n to this defect. I'hat the findings 

of experience should be thus underrated Is natural enough in an age 

which was more concerned with (iod and the hereafter than with 

the problems of this wwld. The renaissance thinkers once more draw 

man into a central position. It is in such a climate that human 

activity will l)e valued for its own sake, and, therefore, scientific 

enquiry, too, takes new and formidable strides. 

I fiq 

An ethic of activity is in the end what has set the West apart from 

the rest of the world during the last three or four hundred years. As 

Western technology has conquered the world, so tfie ethic that goes 

along with it has gained some measure of new influence. 



Rise of modern philosophy 

While during the 14th ccntur) the medieval outl(X)k began lo de¬ 

cline, there gradually emerged new forces wdiich have lorged the 

mcxlern world ol today. Socially, the feudal structure of medieval 

society became unstable through the rise of a powerful (lass ol 

merchants who made common cause with sovereigns against unruly 

barons. Politically, the nobles lost some of their immunity when 

better weapons of ofTence made their customary strongholds unten¬ 

able. If the crude sticks and pikes of peasants cannot breach castle 

walls, giin{K)wder will, four great movements mark th(‘ j)eriod of 

transition which leads from the dt'cline of the Middle Ages to the 

great forward surge of the 17th century. 

Venus rtsingjrom the ivaves^ .symbol 

of cultural revival^ in popular art, tot 

7 here is first the Italian renaissance of the 1 fjth and i6lh centuries. 

Whereas Dante was still steeped in medieval ways f)f thinking, he had 

provided in the vulgar tongue the instrument which made the 

written word accessible to the layman who had no Latin. With 

w riters like Boccaccio and Petrarch there is a return t(j secular ideals. 

A rebirth of interest in the secular culture of the anc ients is found 

throughout the arts and sciences, and marks a break with the clerical 

traditions of the Middle Ages. Whereas the medieval scene was 

dominated by preoccupations concerning (iod, the renaissance* 

thinkers were more interested in man. From this circumstance the 

new cultural movement derives the name of Humanism, the .secr>nd 

of the great new influences. Whereas the renais.sance as a w liolc 

directly afiected the general outlook on life, the humanist inovem(‘nt 

remained the province of thinkei's and scholars. The Italian renais¬ 

sance was not accompanied by a durable rel)irth of national unity. 

The country' was broken up into small territories ruled by city states 

and anarchy was rife. Italy fell to the Habsbiirg dynasties of Austria 

and Spain, and did not emerge as a .sov ereign nation until the middle 

of the 19th century. The renai.ssance movement , however, exerted a 

strong influence and gradually rnov'cd north into Ck^rmany, France 

and the Low Countries. "Ihe great humanists of the.se regions 

emerged roughly a century alter their Italian precursors. 

Here, the humanist movement is contemporary wdth the Lutheran 

reformation, the third of the major forces which changed the 

medieval w^orld. That some kind of reform was due had indeed iK^en 

recognised within the Church for some time. Humanist thinkers had 

criticised the malpractices which infested Church government, but 

the hold of ambitious and gold hungry Popes was too strong. When 

the reformation did break out it was severely opjjosed and con¬ 

demned by Rome. What might otherwise have been accommodated 

as a new' movement within the sphere of the Universal CUmrch was 

thus forced into isolation, and developed into a number of National 

Protestant Churches. When at last the Catholic (Church began U) 

reform itself it w^as Uh) late to heal the religious .schism. Henceforth 

Western Christianity remains divided. Fhe reformed religions owe 

lo the humanist influence the conception of universal priesth<H>d. 

Lvery man is in direct contact with God; Christ needs no vicars. 

The fourth important development arises directly from the revival of 

empirical studies initiated by the criticism of Occam. During the 



next two centuries i^^reai advances are made in ilie scientiti< field. Of 

central im[X)rlance was the rediscovery ol'the helioeenlrie system 

by ('opernicus. The ac count of it appeared in })rint in ifjpb From 

tlie I 7th cetUury onwards, the physical and mathematical sciences 

make rapid progress and bv promoting great technical development 

secure the dominant position of the West. Fhe scientific tradition, 

besides conferring material benefits, is in itself a gre^at promoter of 

independent thought. Wherever Western civilization spreads, its polit¬ 

ical ideals eventually follow in the wake ol its material expansion. 

The otitl(K>k which is generated by the growth ol*scientific enquiry is 

essentially once more the ouikK>k of the (Greeks. Doing science is to 

save appearances. The authority which these traditions acquire is 



A printing press, instrument for 
spreading literature 

utterly different from the dogmatism with which the Church in 

medieval times had sought to impose its dominion on men. It Ls true, 

ofeourse, that a hierarchy which lives by a dogmatic system oflKdiels 

may to a large extent speak with one voice on all manner of things 

when enquirers hold various opinions. By some it Ls assumed that 

monolithic unanimity is a sign of superiority, though why this should 

be so has never been explained, 'riiat it may give those who supj>ort 

it a feeling of strength is ik) doubt the case, but this does not make 

their jx>sition any the more plausible, just as a proposition does not 

become any truer lc)r being pronounce<l with a louder voice. The 

only things enquiry has to respect are the universal canonsof rational 

discourse, or, in Socraiic language, the dialectic*. 

The spectacular successes of science in its technelogical applications 

have, however, conjured up a danger of a difl'erent kind. For it has 

come to Ik* thought by many that there is literally nothing man 

might not achieve if only his c'fforts are suitably directed and appli<*d. 

The great advances of modern technology depend on the collabora¬ 

tion of many minds and hands, and to those whose task it is to initiate 

new schemes it must, indeed, appear that their own |)owers are 

without limit. Fhat all these projects inv^olv^e human effort and 

should serve human ends is apt to be forgotteti. In this sphere our 

own world is fairly threatening to overstep the measures. 

In the philosophic field, the emphasis on man gives an inward slant 

to sj^K'culation, and this leads to a point of view diametrically opjiosed 

to that w^hich inspires the phiIo.sophies of power. Man now becomes 

a critic of his own faculties, nothing is allow'ed to stand unchallenged 

except certain immediate expericrKcs. "I’his subjt*ctiv(‘ attitude leads 

to an extreme form of* sc:epticLsm which in its own way is just as 

overwrought as the tendency to ignore the individual altogether. 

Sc^me intermediate solution, evidently, must be found. 

Meanwhile, the transition period we are discu.ssing is marked by two 

especially important developments. First there is the invention of the 

printing press using movable types. 'FhLs gcxrs back to the 15th 

century, so far, at any rate, as the W<*st is cnncenied. The C'liinese 

had u.sed this process already five hundred years earlier, but this was 

not known in Europe. With the advetit ol printing, the scope for 

circulating new' ideas grew enormously. It was this that in the end 

helped undermine the old authorities. For as the Bible, rendered into 

vulgar tongues, became freely available in print, the Church could 

no longer plamibly maintain its guardianship over matters of faith. 

As for learning in general, the same cause's hastened a return to 

secularism. Not only did printing provide a means for spreading new- 

political doctrines which were critical of* the old order, but aLso it 

enabled the huiiianLst scholars to publLsh editions of the works of the 

ancients. I'his in turn promoted a wider study of the classical sources 

and tended to improve standards of education generally. 

It is perhaps not superfluous to point out that the invention of 

printing is a doubtful blessing if it is not accompanied by the safe¬ 

guarding of* freedom of discussion. For falsehood is printed just as 

easily as truth, and just as easily spread. It avails a man precious 



litllr to l)(* al)lc to rrad ii ihr tnaU riai pul in iront o( him must l)e 

ar('(‘ptcci without question. Only where there is freedom of speech 

and criticism does the wide circulation ol the printed word enhance 

( rupiiry. Without this freedom it would l>e better if we were illiterate. 

In our owai time thi.s problem has become more acute becau.sc* 

printinji^ is no Ioniser the only poweri'ul medium for mass-communi¬ 

cation. Since the invention of wireless telegraphy and television it 

has bet'ome (‘veri more iiii[>ortant to exerci.se that eternal vigilance 

without which freedom in general begins to languish. 

Along with the wide r spread of inibrmation, men began to form a 

juster view' of the earth tliey live* on. I’his was iuxomplished through 

a series of voyages of discovery which gave new outlets to the drive 

and enterprise of the West. I hese adventurous exploits were made 

possible by technical impro\ernents in shipbuilding and navigation, 

and also by a return to am h rit astronomy. Until the i f)th century 

shij)s did not venture far fiom the coast lines of the Atlantic, partly 

becau.se tliere was no point indoing so, but aboveal 1 because it was uu- 

saleto venture into regions where there were no landmarks to guide the 

seafarer. The ii.se of the compass opened up the high .seas, and henct - 

Ibrth explorers might cross the oceans in search of new’ lands and 

sea lanes. 

For medieval marg the w'orld was a static, finite and well-ordered 

plac<‘. Fa cry thing within it had its appointed function, the stars to 

run in their courses and man to live in the station to which he was 

born. I'his complacent picture was rudely shattered by the renais¬ 

sance. Two opj)osing tendencies j)roduce a new outlook. On the one 

hand, there is great confidence in the power and ingenuity of man, 

who now takes up the centre of the stage. Hut at the same time, man's 

position in the universe becomes less coriinianding, for the infinity of 

sj)ac'e begins to exercise the imagination of philo.sophers. The.se views 

are adumbrated in the writings of the (ierman Cardinal Nicolas 

Cusanus (1401 I4f)4), and in the followiiig century become incc>r- 

porated in the (^opcrnican system. Similarly, there is a return U> the 

old view of Pythagc)ras and Plato that the w'orld is built on a 

mathematical pattern. Ail lliese speculations upset the existing order 

ol things and undermined the old established authorities lK)th in the 

clerical and secular sphere. Fhe Church tried to contain the spread 

of heresy, but with little success. AH the same it is well to remember 

that as recently as iboo the Inquisition condemned Giordano Bruno 

to be burnt at the stake. As so often bef()re, the ministers of the 

existing order, from fear of subversion, dealt out savage .sentence on 

one who dared to be different. But this very verdict showed how weak 

was the position it was supposed to upliold. In the political field new 

conceptions of authority gradually developed and the powers ol 

hereditary rulers came to be more and more restricted. 

Fhe break occasioned by the reformatiem was not in all respects a 

fruitful development. It might be thought that with a plurality of 

religions men should at last have come to .see that one and the .same 

(Jod may be worshipped in many different ways. This was a view 

which Cusanus had advocated already before the reformation. But 

this rather obviims conclusion did not commend itself to the faithful. 

Type of vessel used by Columbus. 

His discovery of Ameru a in 

opened up new horizons 



74 Plato and Aristotle^ as seen by the 
Italian renaissance painter Raphael 

'Die renaissance did not, of course, begin as a sudden awakening 

from a past during which the knowledge of the ancients lay dormant. 

Indeed, we have seen that throughout the Middle Ages there re¬ 

mained some vestiges of the older traditions. Histor>' is simply not 

broken up by such sharp lines of division. Nevertheless, distinctions 

of this kind are useful if handled with care. If, therefore, it is 

legitimate to speak of an Italian renaissance, this means that there 

are certain obvious differences lietwcen the medieval past and the 

modern period. A clear contrast, lor example, exists between the 

ecclesiastic literature of the scliolastics and the secular literature' in 

the vulgar tongue which begins to appear w'ith the 14th century. 

This literary revival precedes the humanist rebirth of learning based 

on classical sources. The new literature used as its vehicle the language 

of the people, and thus came to have a wider appeal than the works 

of scholars who retained Latin as their medium. 

In all fields of endeavour the limitations ol the medieval outlook wTre 

now' being thrown off. 'I'he sources of inspiration lie, to begin w ith, 

in the emerging secular interests of the period, and later in an 

idealized vision of the ancient past. The conception of antiquity 

w'hich developed at that time was, of course, more or less distorted 

ijy the enthusiasm of a generation which had rediscovered a con¬ 

tinuity with its own history. This somewhat romantic view of the 

ancients survived until the 19th centuiy. Wc are certainly much 

better informed on these matters now than were the artists and 

writers of the renaissance. 

In Italy, where the remnants oi ancient civilisation provided langil:»lr 

symbols of past ages, the renaissance movement gained a wid<'r 

f<M)thold than did its later forms north of the Alps. Politically, the 

country was divided much in the manner of ancient (iref'ce. In the 

north, there were numenjus city-states, in the centre the [)apal 

dominions and in the south the kingdom of Naples and Sicily. Of 

the northern cities, Milan, Venice and Florence were the most 

powerful. There was constant strife between states, as well as faction 

lights within each city. While individual intrigues and vendettas 

were conducted with supreme skill and cruelty, tfie country as a 

w^hoie did not suffer grave damage. Nobles and cities would light 

each other with the help of hirelings w'ho.se professional interest was 

to stay alive. This relaxed state of affairs was radically alt<Ted w hen 

Italy became the battleground of the French king and the Frnperor. 

Italy was, however, too far divided to rally against invasion from 

abroad. The country thus remained disunited and largely under 

Ibreign dominion. In the repeated struggles between France and the 

Lmpire, it was the Habsburgs who emerged as victors. Naples and 

Sicily remained Spanish while the papal dominions enjoyed a tolera¬ 

ted independence. Milan, a (iuelf stronghold, became a dependency 

ol the Spanish Habsburgs in 1535.1 he Venetians occupy a somewhat 

special posit ion, partly because they had never suffered defeat at the 

hands of the barbarians, and partly because of the Byzantine con¬ 

nection. The)' had acquired strength and wealth through the 

crusades, and after defeating their rivals the (Genoese, controlled 

trade throughout the Mediterranean. When Constantinople fell to 

the Ottoman Turks in 1453, V’^enice I>egan to decline, a process 



which was liaslciiccl hy the discovery the Cape route to India and 

the opening up of the New World. 

'The foremost bearer of the renaissance movement was the city ol 

Florence. No town except Athens has brought forth such a company 

of artists and thinkers. Dante, Michelangelo and Leonardo, to 

mention only a lew, were all ol them Florentines, and so, later was 

(ialileo. riie inte rnal troubles of Florence which had caused Dante’s 

exile, ev'cntually led to the rule ol the Mcdicis. From 14(K) onwards, 

except for short ititerniptions, this family of merchant nobles ruled 

the city lor over three centuries. 

As for the papacy, the renai.ssance had a twofold effect. On the one 

hand, the popes t(K)k an enlightened interest in the scholarly pur¬ 

suits of the humanists and became great patrons of the arts. Papal 

claims to temporal ^x)wer derived from the spurious Donation of 

Constantine, but Pope Nicholas V (14.17 55) greatly admired 

l.orenzo V alla, who exposed the forg<Ty and held <uher c|uestionablc 

opinions. I he literary detective was made a(K)stoIic secretary in 

s})ite f>f his unorthodox views. On the other hand, this relaxation of 

standards ol beliel led U) such secular preciccupations as to lose the 

papacy much ol its spiritual influence. The private lives of men like 

Alexander V’l (1492 150^5) fell somewhat short of the j)iety which 

might be expected from Cod’s rcjiresentative on earth. Moreover, 

the temporal pursuits of ilith century popes drained off large sums 

of money Injin abroad. All this gave rise to grievances that culmina- 

t(‘d in the reformation. 

In philosophy, the Italian renaissance did not, on the whole, produce 

gn at works. It was a period of rediscovery of sources rather than of 

great |>hilos()phic spe culation. In f)articular, the study of Plato once 

more begins to challenge the Aristotelianisrn of the sc1uk)Is. Florence, 

under C’osimo dei Medici, saw' the rise ol the Florentine Academy in 

the t‘arly 15th century. Fliis institution favoured Plato as against the 

estal)hshed universities. In general, the labours of humanist scholars 

{)aved the way for the great philosoj)hic devt lopmeiUs of the 17th 

century. 

For all that the renai.ssance emancipated men from the dogmatism 

of the ( ’liurch, it did not save them from all kinds of ancient super¬ 

stition. Astrology, which had constanily been discouraged by the 

(Church, now gained widespread popularity, infecting not just the 

ignorant but the learned as well. As for witchcraft, this too was 

widely believed in, and hundreds of harmless eccentrics were burnt 

at the stake as witches. Witch-hunting is, of course, not unknown 

even in our own lime, though it is no longer the custom to bum the 

quarr)'. Along with the rejection of medieval dogmatism went a loss 

of respect for established codes of conduct and behavdour. It is this, 

amongst other things, that prevented Italy from acquiring some form 

of national integrity in the face of foreign dangers from the North. 

The times were rife with treacherous intrigue and double dealing. 

The gentle art of disposing of rivals or enemies w^as developed to an 

unsurpassed level of craftsmanship. In such a climate of deceit and 

distrust no viable form of political collaboration could be lK)rn. 

Jerome, from a majolica dish of J j 
the renaissance period 



Afachiarelli, Florentine diplomat^ 
political philosopher 

III thr field ol'political philosophy, the Italian renaissance pnKluced 

one outstanding figure. Niccolo Machiavelli (1469 1527) was the 

son ofa Florentine lawyer. His political career began in 1494, when 

the Medici w'cre expelled from Florence. It is at this time that the 

city came under the influence of Savonarola, the Dciininican re¬ 

former who stiKid out against the vice and corruption ol his time, 

in his zealous efforts he ultimately lell loul of Alexander \^I, the 

Borgia pope, and was burnt at the stake in 1498. 'l'he.s(‘ events were 

calculated to pnivoke reflections on the nature of power and jiolitical 

success. Machiavelli later wrote that unarmed prophets always 

failed, giving Savonarola as an example. During the exile of the 

Medici, Florence was a re[)ublic and Machiavelli remained in public 

office until their return tt) power in 1512. Throughout this time he 

was opposed to tliem and therefore now fell into disgrace. He was 

forced to retire from pulilic life, and thenceforth devoted himselflo 

writing on political philosophy and related inatttTs. An attem|ii to 

regain the favour of the Medici liy dedicating his famous book ‘ The 

Prince* to Loren/o 11 in 151;^ was not successful. He died in i5i^7, 

th(* year the mercenaries of the Fan pen >r C-harles \' sacked Rome. 

Ma<-hiavelfi’s two great works on politics are ‘ Fhe Prince' and the 

‘Discourses’. Of these, the first .sets out to study the ways and nt(*ans 

in which autocratic |)ovv<t is won and maintained, while th<* latter 

provides a general study t)l power and its cxercis(‘ under various 

types of rule. The doctrine of ‘ The Princ<' makes n(> attemf)i at 

giving pious advice on how' to be a v irtuous ruler. On the contrary, 

it recogni.se.s that there are evil ]jrartices which are conducive to the 

acquisition of political |)ovver. It is fniin this eircuiiistance that tiu* 

term Machiavellian has taken on its somewhat sinister and deroga¬ 

tory meaning. In fairness to Machiavelli it must be stated that he 

docs not advocate villainy as a principle. His fit^ld of enquiry lies 

beyond good and evil, just as the researches of a nuclear physicist do. 

If you wish to gain power, so the argument runs, you must be 

ruthless. Whether this is good or bad is cjuite another cpiestion, but 

not of interest to Machiavelli. It is [lossible to find fault with him for 

not giving attention to this inalier, but it is pointless to condemn him 

for his study of power pf)litics cis it actually exi.sted. For what is set 

down in ‘Fhe Prince’ is more or less a summary of practices that 

were common in renaissance Italv . 

During his jiublic life in the service, of the Florentine republic, 

Machiavelli had been sent on a variety of diplomatic missions which 

had given him ample opfK)rtunity of studying at first hand th(‘ 

intricacies of political intrigue. In the course of his diplomatic work 

he became well acquainted with Caesar Borgia, tlieson of Alexander 

VI, and as vigorous a scoundrel as his father. With great skill and 

daring, C^aesar B(»rgia jdanned to ensure his own position against the 

day when his father should die. His brother, standing in the way of 

these ambitions, was eliminated. On the military side, Cae.sar helped 

his father enlarge the papal dominions, fully intending later to keep 

these territories for himself. As for the papal succession, everything 

must be done that one of his own friends should come to occupy the 

Holy See. Caesar Borgia displayed admirable ingenuity, and dip¬ 

lomatic cunning in pursuing these ends, now feigning friendship, and 



nowdealingdcalh. 'Tlie victims f)rthcs(‘rxcrris<\s in statesmanship can¬ 

not, of course, be consulted about tfieir feelings, lint the chances are 

that from a detaclied point of view they might well have admired 

Caesar Borgia’s undoubted skill; such was the temper of the times. In 

theend, his plans failed bt-cause he washiinself illatthe time his father 

died in 1 he successor to the papal throiu* was Julius II, an 

inveterate enemy of the Borgias. (bveri the aims of Caesar Borgia, 

one may well recognise that he pursued tiiern ably. For this, Machia- 

vein allows him generous praise. In ‘'The Prince’, he commends him 

as an example* to others whc) rniglit be asf)iring to power. That 

practices ol tliis kind seeinc'd to him delensible is in keeping with 

the g(*neral standards of the j)eriod. From the 17th to the 19th 

century such ruthlc'ss rnetliods were, on the whole, not condoned, at 

least not praised in j)ublic. The 20th century has once again produc ed 

a num])er of politic:al leadc*rs in the tradition that Machiavelli knew. 

From 151'i to 1521, the papal throne was occupied by Leo X, a 

member of the Medici family. Sinc e Machiavelli was trying tc) in¬ 

gratiate* himself with the Medicis, w'e find that in ‘The Prince’ the 

rjuestion of papal authcjrity is avoided with a ff*w pious platitudes. 

In the ‘Discourses’ a rather more critical vic'w is taken of the papacy. 

'Ihe entire a})f)roach here is more inlonned with ethical notions. 

Maciiiavelli considers, in order of merit, the various types of men 

in power, ranging from the founders of religions to those of tyrannies. 

The function of religion in the state* he* conceives along pragmatic 

lines. The truth or falsehood of religious belief matters not at all, 

prcA'ided only that the stale should gain some measure of social 

cohesion. On such a vi(*w it is, of course, cjuite proper to persecute 

heretics. As lor the (Church, it is condemnc'd on two counts: first, 

becau.se the c'vil way of life of many of its rninistc*rs has shaken 

popular ccMifidence in religion; and secondly, because the secular 

and political interests of tlie i)apacy were an obstacle to national 

unity in Italy. It may l>e noted, iticidentally, that this is quite (Con¬ 

sistent with a recognition that, in pursuit of their own ends, some of 

the political popes had acted with great dexterity. ‘The Princ:e’, is 

not concerned with ends, wh(*reas the ‘Discourses’ .sometimes are. 

As to conventional moral standards, ‘Tlic Prince’ makes it quite 

clear that rulers are not bound by them: unless expediency demands 

that moral laws should i)e obeycxl, a ruler may break them all. 

Indeed, he often must if he wishes to remain in power. At the same 

time, he should appear to others to be virtuous. It is only by means 

of this duplicity that a ruler can hold his position. 

In the gencTal discussion of the ‘Discourses’, Machiavelli expounds 

the theory of checks and balances. All c»rders in society should have 

some constitutional power so that they can exercise some measure of 

mutual control. This theory goes back to Plato’s ‘Politicus’, and 

be(;omes prominent in the 17th century with Locke, and with 

Montesquieu in the i8th century. Machiavelli has thus influenced 

the theories of the lil>eral political philosophers of mcxlcrn times as 

well as the practice of c<)ntemjX)rary autocrats. The doctrine of 

duf)licity is practised by many as far as it will carry' them, though it 

has limitations which Machiavelli does not consider. 

Caesar Borgia, son of Alexander 17, 
ruthless renaissance potentate 



f 1X ^ M i 9 N Fdicuci ablolucuiii^ 

From Erasmus^ book, "I hc renaissance movement which swept Italy during the fifteenth 

praise of folly' centurv^ took some time to make itself felt north of the Alps. In that 

northward spread the force.s of revival suflered some significant 

changes. For one thing, in the north the new outlook remained nmeh 

more a concern of the learned. In a sense, it is not even strictly 

c(‘rrect to speak of a renaissance, ibr there is nothing here that once 

existed and could now be reborn. Where in the south the traditions 

of tfie past had some vague meaning for people in general, in 

northern lands the influence of Rf)me had been temporary or non¬ 

existent. 'Fhe new movement was thus led primarily by scholars, and 

its appeal therelore somewhat restricted. Not finding the same out¬ 

let in the artistic sphere, this n^orthern humanism was in some ways a 

more serious affair. In the end, its break with medieval authority 

was more abrupt and spectacular than in Italy. Although many of 

the humanist scholars did not favour the religious split occasioned by 

the reformation, it was in a way to be expected that this should 

occur, if at all, in the wake of the iifirthern renaissance. 

Since the renaissance, the function ol religion in the lives of the 

people was quite a difierent one on the two sides of the Alps. In 

Italy, the papacy in some sercse represented the direct cormection 

w ith the imperial past. As for the practice of religion itself, this was 

mf>re a matter of routine, a part of ordinary life which was negotiated 

with the same unruffled attitude as eating or drinking. Even today 

religion in Italy retains this .somewhat unfervid flavour when com¬ 

pared w'ith the same creed as practised elsewhere. There was there¬ 

fore a twofold reason why a complete severance with the existing 

religious traditions was impossible. First, the Church was in some 

sense a part of the establishment, even if, as Machiavclli had pointed 

out, the papacy was somewhat of a hindrance to Italian national 

unity'; and secondly, beliefs were not held with that kind of deep 

conviction that might have led to radical changes when called for. 

The humanist thinkers of the north were men who had a serious 

interest in religion and the abuses from which it suffered. In their 



polrmical writings they were bitterly hostile to the debased practices 

of the curia. Added to this was a feeling of national pride for which 

Italian prelates had not always made due allowance. It was not 

merely a matter of general concern about the monetary contri¬ 

butions towards the upkeep and embellishment of Rome, but als^» ol 

direct resentment of the condescension with which the cjuick-witted 

Italians regarded the more serious-minded t eutons from the north. 

The greatest of the northern humanists was tirasrnus of Rotterdam 

(1466 153b). Both his parents died )K!fore he was twenty, and this, it 

seems, prevented him from going straight on to a university. His 

guardians sent him to a monastic school instead, and in due course 

he joined an Augustinian monastery at Steyn. I’he result of these 

early experiences engendered in him a lasting hatred for the severe 

and unimaginative scholasticism which had been inflicted on him. 

In 1494, bi.shr)p of C'ambrai appointed Krasmus as hLs secretary 

and thus }u‘lped him U) break away from the monkish seclusion of 

Steyii. Sev'eral visits to Paris followed, but the philosophic atmos¬ 

phere at the Sorbonne was no longer conducive to furthering the 

new learning. For, in the face of the revival, the 'Fhomist and 

Oceamist factions had buried their hatchets and were now making 

common cause against the humanists. 

At the end of 1499, he went h)r a short visit to England where he met 

Clolet and above all More. Upon his return to the continent he t<K)k 

up (jireek to gcMid effect. Whcti he visited Italy in ifjofi he t<Kik his 

doctorate at 1 urin but found no one tf) excel him in Greek. In 

he published the first edition of the New Te.stament in Greek to 

a|>pear in print. Of his l)ooks, the best remembered is ‘ Fhe Praise of 

Folly', a satire ('omposed at More's house in London in I'he 

(ireek title is a pun on More's name. In this lK>ok, l>esides much 

ridicule on the failings of mankind, there are bitter attacks on the 

degradation of religious imtitutions and their ministers. In spite of 

his outspoken criticisms he did not, when the time came, declare 

openly for the reformation. He held the es.sentially protestant view 

that man stands in direct relation with (iod and that theology was 

superfluous. But at the same time he would not be drawn into 

religious controversies arising in the wake of the ref<)rmation 

movement. He was more interested in his scholarly pursuits and his 

publishing, and fell in any case that the schism w'as unfortunate. 

While in some measure it is true enough that controversies of this 

kind are a nuisance, these issues could not be ignored. In the end, 

Erasmus declared for Catholicism, but at the same time l>ecame 

less important. The stage was held by men of stronger mettle. 

It is in education that the influence of Erasmus came to leave its 

most lasting impression. The humanist learning which, until re¬ 

cently, was the core of secondary education wherever Western 

European views prevailed, owes much to his literary and teaching 

activities. In his work as a publisher he was not alw^ays concerned 

with exhaustive critical examination of texts. He aimed at a wider 

reading public rather than at academic specialists. At the same time 

he did not write in the vulgar tongue. He was on the contrary 

intent on strengthening the position of Latin. 

ErcLsmus oj Rotterdam 
153/S), scholar and editor 



1 homos More (i47S-ijX5h 
the English humanist 

In England, the most prominent of the humanists was Sir Thomas 

More (147B 1335). At the age of fourteen he was sent to Oxford and 

there began to study Greek. 7'his was at that time apt to be regarded 

as a tride eccentric, and was certainly viewed w^ith suspicion by the 

young scholar's father. More was destined to follow his father’s 

footsteps and take up law. In 1497 he met Erasmus on his first visit 

to England. T’his renewed contact with the new learning strengthened 

More’s interest in his Greek studies. Shortly after this he went through 

a })hase of asceticism and practised the rigours of the Carthusian 

order. In the end, however, he abandoned monastic ideas, partly 

perhaps owing to contrary advice from his friend Erasmus. In 1304 

we find him in Parliament, where he distinguished himself by his 

forthright l)arring of Henry VII's financial requests. The king died 

in 1309 and More once more devoted himself to his profession. But 

Henry VHI s(K)n calle^d him back to public affairs. In due cour.se he 

rose to the highest office, becoming Chancellor in Wofsey’s stead,after 

the latter’s fall in 1329. But More did not remain in power long. He 

was opposed to the King’s divorce from Catherine of Aragon, and 

resigned his office in 1332. He provoked the King’s active displeasure 

by refusing to accept an invitation to the coronation of Anne Boleyn. 

When, in 1334, the act of supremacy established the King as the 

head of the new church, More would not take the oath. He was sent 

to the Tower, and at his trial, in 1333, was found guilty of'treason for 

having said that Parliament could not make the King head of the 

Church. On the strength of this view he was executed. Toleration in 

matters of politics was not the custom of tlie times. 

More was a voluminous writer, but most of his works are hardly 

read today. His fame rests entirely on a political phantasy best known 

under the title of‘Utopia’. 'Phis is a piece of speculative .social and 

political theory, evidently inspired by Plato’s ‘Republic’, It is in the 

form of a report by a shipwrecked sailf)r who lived five years in this 

island community. As in Plato, there is great emphasis on communal 

property, and for similar reasons. Where things are privately owned, 

it is held, a thorough respect for the common weal cannot emerge. 

Besides, if men possess goods for themselves, they are divided from 

each other in the measure that their riches differ. That all men should 

be equal is, in Utopia, a basic fact taken for granted. From this it is 

inferred that private [)roperty is a corrupting influence and therefore 

not to be admitted. When their visitor tells the Utopians about 

Christianity, it appeals to them mainly fV>r the communi.st streak in 

its teaching concerning property. 

The organisation of this ideal state is described in great detail. There 

is a capital city and fifty-three other towns, all built on the same 

pattern, with identical dwellings to which all and sundry have free 

access. Where private property docs not exist there is no point in 

stealing. The cf>untryside is dotted with farms all run on similar lines. 

As for dress, everyone wears the same kind of clothes, except for a 

useful, though minor .sartorial distinction between married women 

and spinsters. Clothes are inconspicuous and always remain the .same, 

the vagaries of fashion arc unknown. The working lives of citizens all 

run to the .same pattern. I’hey all work a six hour day and invariably 

turn in at eight in the evening and rise again at four in the morning. 



Those who have the making of scholars concentrate on their intellec¬ 

tual labours and do not do any other kind of work. It is from this 

group that the governing body is selected. The system of rule is a 

form of representative democracy by indirect election. 'T’he head of 

state is elected for life, provided he behaves liirriself; il not, he may be 

deposed. The social life of the community is also subject to strict rules. 

As to relations with foreign countries, these are confined to the essen¬ 

tial minimum. Iron does not exist in Utopia and must therefore be 

imported. Military training is given ]K)th to nu^n and women, though 

war is never waged except in self-defenc(% or in assistance ol allies or 

oppressed nations. So far as possible, the fighting is done by merce¬ 

naries. A fund ol precious metal is built u[) by trade in order to pay 

for mercenarv^ troops in time of war. For their own piir|)oses they 

need no money. "Fheir way of lile is free from bigotry and asceticism. 

There is, however, one minor restric tion: atheists, thcaigh allowed to 

hold their vdew\s without interference, do not enjoy th<‘ status of 

citizens and cannot belong to the govcTtiment. For some of the more 

menial tasks there are bondsmen, recruited (forn the ranks oi those 

con\'ictcd of serious crimes, or from foreigners w ho have escaped to 

a\'oid punishment in their own countries. 

No doubt life in so well contrived a state as tliis would be desperately 

uninteresting. This is a common feature of ideal states. What is, 

liowever, much more relevant in More’s discussion is the new liberal 

approach to the question of religious toleration. Fhe reformation had 

shaken the UJiristian community of Fairope out of its complacent 

attitude to authority. That there were j)recursors to these events, 

preaching toleration in religious matters, we have already mentioned. 

When the reformation le‘d to a permanent religious split in Kurope, 

the notion of toleration had eventually to prevail, d'he alternative of 

wholesale extt*rmination and suppre.ssion was tried and found wanting 

in the end. In the sixteenth century, however, the notion that all and 

sundry might have their religious beliefs respected was still suffi¬ 

ciently eccentric to attract attention. 

One of the results of the reformation was that religion i)ecame more 

overtly a political matter, often on a national basis as in Fhigland. 

This, evidently, could never happen so long as one universal religion 

prevailed. It was this new political character of religious allegiance 

that men like More deplored in withholding their support for the 

reformation. That they substantially agreed on the necessity for .some 

kind of reform we saw already in connection with Era.smu.s. But they 

deplored the violence and strife that attended the emergence of a 

completely separate creed. In this they were of ct)ur.se quite right. 

In England, the national character of the religious split stands out 

very clearly. Here the newly established Church fits closely into the 

political framework of the machinery of government. At the .same 

time, the break was in some ways not so violent as clsew'here, for 

there had been a long standing tradition of comparative indepen¬ 

dence from Rome. Already the Conqueror had insisted on having his 

voice in episcopal appointments. The anti-Roman bent of the new' 

Church survives in the maintenance of the Protestant succession 

which goes back to William and Mary, and in the unwritten law that 

no Roman Catholic succeeds to the Presidency of'the United States. 

i8i 

More's phantasy, inspired by Plato, 

tale, of a sailor stranded on the 

island of "Utopia 



Martin Luther 
Augustinian friar^ reformer, 
bible translator 

John Calvin {130^-1^64), the 
French reformer of Geneva 

Wc have seen that for some centuries before the storm ol the re¬ 

formation broke, a gradual change in intellectual climate had under¬ 

mined the old views of Church supremacy. The causes w hic:}i brought 

about this revolutionary change are varied and mixed. C^n the face 

of it we arc merely confronted with a rebellion against vicarious 

authority between God and Man. But this commendable principle 

may well not have broken through unaided if the C^hurch had iu>t by 

its own abuses attracted men’s attention to the disparity between 

what it preached and what it practised, rhe clergy often were 

substantially provided with landed property. T’his might not in it¬ 

self be reckoned objectionable if it were not for the fac t tiiat the 

teaching t>f Jesus cannot be easily reconciled w^ith the w(jrldly de¬ 

portment of his ministers. A.s for Cjuestij)ns of religious doctrine, 

already Occam had maintained that CHit istianity ct)uld function 

without the unbridled supremacy of the Bishop ol Rome. All the 

elements Ibr a thorough refonn of the religious life of CChristendom 

were thus extant within the CChurch. In the end it was owing I > 

political forces that the search for reform developed into a schism. 

The reformers themselves were intellectually inferior to the humanist 

sch^)lars that had prepared the* ground. But they supf^lied the 

revolutionary fer\'(»ur which critical thinkers often find it dillicult to 

summon up. Martin I.utlier (1483— *548) an Augustinian friar 

and a teacher of theology. I’he del)asecl practice of .selling indul¬ 

gences caused him acute moral distress, as it did to many others. In 

1517 he came out into the open and proclaimetl the famous ninety- 

five theses, a document which he nailed to the door of the (Castle 

Church of Wittenberg. In challenging iht* curia c)n this p()int. he had 

no intention ol .setting up a new religion. However, this vexed 

question involved the whole political j)roblem of large scale financial 

contributions to a foreign power. By the time Luther publicly burned 

the papal bull of excommunication in 1520, the matter was ntj longer 

simply one of religious reform. The German princes and rulers were 

beginning to take sides, and the reformation })ecame a political 

revolt of the Germans agaiiLst the subtler power of the Pope. 

After the Diet of Worms in 1521, Luther was in hiding for ten months 

and produced a New IVstament in the Vulgar 'rongue. As a literary 

document this, in some measure, did for the (Germans what the 

Divine Comedy had done for the Italians. At all events, it greatly 

helped to spread the words of the Gospels among the people. I'hat 

there were grave discrepancies l>etwcen the teaching of Jesus and the 

existing social order could now be seen by everyone who could read. 

It was largely on this and the new Protestant conception of the bible 

as the sole authority that the Pea.sants’ revolt of 1524 based its own 

virtue. But Imther was not a democratic reformer and declared 

openly against those who had defied their political masters. In his polit¬ 

ical thinking he remained medieval in outl(K>k. I’he revolt was attended 

by much violence and cruelty on all sides, and in the end was 

brutally cru.shed. This abortive attempt at a social revolution did 

something towards weakening the initial impulse of the reformed 

religion. The term Protc.slanl itself stems from an appeal i.ssued by 

supporters of the reformed religion in protest against the cmjxror’s 

attempt, in 1529, to reintroduce the provisions of the Diet of Worms. 



Oil that occasion, the reformer and his party had been declared out¬ 

laws, but this measure was beinj; held in abeyance since 1526. Now 

once more Luther was under the ban of empire, and therefore did not 

attend the Diet of Augsburg in 15;^0- But the Protetant movement 

was by now too strong to be crushed, and in 1532 the emperor was 

forced, by the religious peace of Nuremberg, to give reluctant 

guarantees to those who sought free exercise of their new religion. 

'Lhe reform movement spread rapidly into the low countries. 

Prance and Swit/erland. After Luther, the most influential re- 

former wasjolin (Calvin (1509 *5)^4), a Preiu hman who established 

himself at CJeneva. He became converted to the reform movement in 

his early twenties, and thereafter was spiritual leader of pro- 

testantisrn in France and the Netherlands. Calvinism as a doctrine, 

in its Augustinianisrn, is fiercer and more uncomjiromising tlian 

Lutheran evangelism. It is strongly imbued with puritan ideals and 

maintains that salvation is a matter of predestination. 'Phis is one of 

the less engaging features of C'hristian theologv, and the Roman 

church did well to dissociate it.self from tfie doctrine. In practice, 

of course, it does less liarm tfiaii might at first appear, since everyone 

is free to consider himself as fine oftht' elect. 

I'lie latter half of the sixteenth century saw France torn by tiie wars 

of religion between the rt l'ormed Huguenots and the C^^atholics. As in 

Germany, the causes oi these upheavals w^ere not merely religious, 

but partly economic. More precisely, we might .say that iKith the 

religious anci the economic causes were symptoms of general changes 

that marked the traiLsition from inediev’al to modern times. For the 

reformed religion and its puritan features go hand in hand with the 

rise of modern trade. In France, tlie religious dissensions were for a 

time composed by the edic t of toleration, proclaimed at Nantes in 

1598. Wlien it was revoked in 1685, large numbers of Huguenots 

left their fiomeland and settled in Fngland and Germany. 

As Protestantism was not a universal religion, it reejuired protection 

from politJc:al heads of stale, who tended to become the heads of 

their national churches as well. 'Dus was a blessing in dLsguise, for 

lacking the pow'er of the Roman clergy, Proieslant churchmen, 

though they were often as bigcjled and int« ilerant as anyone, had not 

the unchecked power to do much fiarm. In the end, men .saw that 

religious strife was wasteful and inconclusive, as neither side was 

strong enough to eliminate the other. It was from this negative 

reali.sation that effective religious toleration eventually developed. 

Within the Roman Church itself, a new movement of reform de¬ 

veloped towards the middle of the sixteenth century. This w'as centred 

on the Jesuit Order, which wa.s foundcxl by Ignatius of I.oyola 

(1491 1556) and gained official recognition in 1540. The society of 

Jesus was organised on military' principles inspired by Loyola’s 

earlier career as a soldier. In doctrine, the JesuiLs opposed the 

Augustinian teaching that the Protestants had adopted, and em¬ 

phasised free will al)ove all. Their practical activities were con¬ 

cerned with missionary work, education and the nxiting out of 

heresy. 'Fhey Ix^came the main organisers of the Spanish inquisition. 

Emblem of Jesuit Order, founded 
by l^^natius of Loyola (14^1-r^j6) 



Alberti {1404^1412) y archiUcty 
humanist thinker 

Pythagorean module: Giorgio used 
these proportions for design 

Whereas the humanism of the north led to a new conception of 

Christianity, the Italian humanist thinkers were not much concerned 

with religion. Then, as now, Catholicism in Italy was a part of daily 

life that did not deeply engage men’s consciousness. In a sense, 

religion played a smaller part in their lives and was certainly less 

calculated to arouse their feelings. Besides, since Rome was the central 

point of the hierarchy, Roman Catholicism could not disturb the 

national pride of Italians. In a very real form this was some kind of 

survival of the principles of state cult as it existed in ancient imperial 

days. The preponderance of Italian influence in the government of 

the Church of Rome remains to the present day. 

Of much greater importance in the thinking of the Italian humanists 

was the renewed emphasis on the mathematical tradition of Pytha¬ 

goras and Plato. The numerical structure of the world was once again 

emphasized, thus displacing the Aristotelian tradition that had over¬ 

shadowed it. This was one of the principal developments which led to 

the spectacular revival of scientific enquiry in the sixteenth and 

seventeenth centuries. Nowhere is this more apparent than in the 

theory and practice of Italian renaissance architecture. Here, there 

was a direct link with the old classical traditions, especially as laid 

down in the works of Vitruvius, the Roman architect of the first 

century a.d. Great importance was attached to the proportions 

between the various parts of a building, and along with this went a 

mathematical theory of the beautiful. As Vitruvius had said, basing 

himself on Greek sources, beauty consists in the harmony of proper 

proportions. This view goes straight back to Pythagorean sources. It 

shows, incidentally, another way in which the theory of ideas may 

gain a foothold. For it is clear that, to the naked eye, it Ls not possil>le 

to judge precisely the numerical relationships between different parts 

of a structure. And yet, when certain precise proportions are achieved, 

some kind of aesthetic satisfaction seems to result. Therefore the 

existence of such proportions, as an ideal, guarantees perfection. 

Amongst the Italian humanist thinkers one of the most important 

was Alberti (1404-1472). In the manner of the time, this Venetian 

was a versatile craftsman in many fields. His most lasting influence 

was probably in the field of architecture, but he also was a philoso¬ 

pher, poet, painter and musician. Indeed, just as some elementary 

knowledge of harmony is essential to understand the Pythagorean 

influence in Greek philosophy, so in the case of renaissance architec¬ 

ture the same, knowledge is required to grasp the proportions involved 

in design. Briefly, the rationale of this theory was that the audible 

consonance of the Pythagorean intervals was the criterion for visual 

consonance in architectural design. When (jJocthe later speaks of 

architecture as frozen music, this, to a renaissance architect, would 

convey something which was literally true of his own practice. The 

theory of harmony based on the tuned string thus provided a general 

standard of excellence in art and was so interpreted by men like 

Giorgio and Leonardo. The principle of proportions was found also 

in the structure of the human body and in the adjusted function of 

men’s moral existence. All this is straight and deliberate Pytha- 

goreanism. But mathematics here assumes a further role which had 

great influence on the scientific revival of the following centuries. 



For in so far as an art might partake of number it was at once raised 

onto a more exalted level. This is most obvious in the case of music, 

but also applies to the other arts. It also explains in some measure 

the versatility of the humanist thinkers of this period, and in par¬ 

ticular the fact that so many of them were artists and architects. For 

the mathematics of proportions provided a universal key to the 

design of the universe. Whether such a theory can be made a sound 

basis for a general aesthetics remains, of course, controversial. But it 

has in any case the great merit of setting up unquestionably objective 

criteria for excellence not tied to feelings or intentions. 

A grasp of the numerical structure in things thus conferred on man 

new powers over his surroundings. In a way it made man more like 

God. The Pythagoreans had viewed him as the supreme mathe¬ 

matician. If man was able in some measure to exercise and improve 

his mathematical skills he came closer to divine status. This is not to 

say that humanism was impious or even opposed to the received 

religion. But it does show that the current religious practices ten<3cd 

to be accepted as a matter of routine, and what really fired the 

imagination of thinkers was the old presocratic doctrine. Thus, in the 

field of philosophy, a neoplatonic strain comes to the fore again. The 

emphasis on man’s power is reminiscent of the optimism of Athens 

at the peak of her power. 

This was the intellectual climate in which modern science began to 

grow. It is sometimes thought that at the turn of the seventeenth 

century, science sprang into life fully armed, as Athena from the 

head of Zeus. Nothing could be further from the truth. The revival 

of science is based directly and consciously on the Pythagorean tra¬ 

dition of the renaissance. Likewise, it is worth emphasising that in 

this tradition there was no opposition l^ctween the work of the artist 

and the scientific enquirer. Both in their several ways .sought after 

truth, whose essence was grasped through numbers. These numerical 

patterns were discernible to any who would take the trouble to look. 

This new approach to the world and its problems was radically 

different from the Aristotelianism of the schools. It was anti-dogmatic 

in that it did not rely on texts, but on the sole authority of the science 

of numbers. In this it may at times have gone too far. As in all other 

fields, the danger of overstepping the measures must always be re¬ 

membered. In the present case, the excess would lx; mathematical 

mysticism, which relics on numbers as on symbols of magic. This, 

amongst other things, brought the theory of proportions into disre¬ 

pute in later centuries. Besides, it was felt that the Pythagorean 

intervals imposed unnatural and stifling restrictions on the inventive 

genius of the designer. This romantic reaction against rules and 

criteria may well have run its course in our own time, and a return 

to some of the principles that animated the renaissance is a distinct 

possibility for the near future. 

In philosophy proper, the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries are on the 

whole not very spectacular. On the other hand, the spread of the 

new learning, the dissemination of books, and, above all, the re¬ 

newed vigour of the ancient traditions of Pythagoras and Plato, 

paved the way for the great philosophic systems of the 17th century. 
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The heliocentric system of 

doper nicus 

Copernicus {1473-1543], 
cleric and astronomer 

11 was in the wake of this revival of ancient modes of thought that the 

great scientific revolution began. Starting from a more or less 

orthodox Pythagorean ism, it gradually overthrew the established 

notions of Aristotelian physics and astronomy, to finish by going 

right be hind the appearances and discovering an immensely general 

and powerful hyj:K)thesis. In all this, the men who furthered such 

enquiries knew that they stood directly in the Platonic tradition. 

'Fhe first to revive the heliocentric theory of Aristarchus was 

Copernicus (1473 1543)- This Polish cleric had in his earlier years 

gone south to Italy where we find him teaching mathematics in 

Rmne in 1500. It was there that he came in contact with the 

Pythagoreanism ol' the Italian humanists. After some years of study 

at several Italian universities he returned to Poland in 1303, and 

after 1512 resumed his work as a canon of Frauenburg. His work was 

mainly administrative, though he had tKcasionally to practice 

medicine, which he had studied in Italy. In his spare time he pursued 

astronomical researches. The heliocentric hypothesis had come to his 

notice during his stay in Italy. Now he was trying to test his views 

with w'hat instruments could be mustered at that time. 

rhe work in which all this is fully set out is entitled ‘I)e revolutionibus 

orbium coelestiunf, which was not published until the year of his 

death. The the^^ry as he projxmnded it was not free from diffi¬ 

culties, and in some ways was dictated by preconceived notions going 

back to Pythagoras. 'Fhat the planets must move steadily in circles 

seemed to Copernicus a foregone conclusion, because the circle is a 

symbol of perfection, and uniform motion the only kind becoming a 

heavenly body. Within the scope of the observations available, the 

heliocentric view with circular orbits was, however, much suf)erior 

to the epicycles of Ptolemy. For, here, at last was a simple hypothesis 

which by itself alone saved all the appearances. 

The Copcrnican Theory was received with violent hostility by 

Lutherans as well as Catholics. For it was sensed, quite rightly, that 

here was the beginning of a riew anti-dogmatic movement which 

was going to undermine, if not religion itself, at least the author¬ 

itarian principles on which religious organisations rely. That in the 

end the great development of the scientific movement occurred 

mainly in protestant countries is due to the relative impotence of the 

national churches in the control over the opinions of its members. 

A.stronomical research was continued by Tycho Brahe (1546-1601), 

whose main contribution lay in the provision of extensive and ac¬ 

curate records of planetary motions. He also c.ast doubt on Aristo¬ 

telian doctrines in astronomy by showing that the region beyond the 

moon was not exempt from change. For a new star that appeared in 

1572 was found to have no daily parallax and must therefore be at a 

vastly greater distance than the moon. Comets, too, could be shown 

to l>e moving lx;yond the moon’s orbit. 

A great step forward was taken by Kepler (1571-1630), who as a 

young man had worked under Tycho Brahe. By careful study of the 

records of observation, Kepler found that the circular orbits of 



Copernicus did not properly save the appearances. He re*co^Tiised 

that the orbits were ellipses with the sun in one focus. Furthermore, 

tlie area swept out in a given lime by a radius connecting the sun to a 

planet was found to be constant for that planet. Finally, the ratio of 

the square of the period of revolution to the cube of tlte mean distance 

from the sun turned out to be the same for all planets. Fhesc are the 

three laws of Kepler, which constituted a radical break with the some¬ 

what literal Pythagoreanism that had guided the researches of 

Copernicus. It became clear that such extraneous elements as the 

insistence on circular motion had to be abandoned. Previously, 

where a simple circular orbit was inadequate, it had l)een the custom 

since Ptolemy to compound more complicated orbits l)y means of 

epicyclic motions. 'I’his device approximately accounts f<jr the 

motions of' the moon with regard to the sun. But more careful 

observations showed (hat no amount of epicyclic complication could 

adequately describe the observ^ed orbits. Kepler's first law' cut this 

(jordian Knot at one blow. At the same time, his second law sh^iwed 

that the motion of planets in their orbit was not uniform. When they 

arc closer to tlie sun they move faster than in the more remote 

portions of the orbits. All this forced men to recognise that it w'as 

dangerous to argue without reference to the facts, from preconceived 

aesthetic or mystical principles. On the other hand, the central 

mathematical principles of Pythagoreanism were brilliantly 

vindicated by Kepler’s three laws. It .seemed, indeed, that it was the 

numerical structure in appearances that gave the key to under¬ 

standing them. lakew'ise, it became clear that in order to find a 

proper account I'or appearances it w'as necessary to look for relation¬ 

ships that were usually not obvious. "Fhe measures according to 

which the universe runs are hidden, as Heraclitus had put it, and it 

is precisely the task of the enquires to discover them. At the same 

time it is of utmost importance not to do violence to the appearances 

merely to safeguard some extraneous principle. 

But if on the one hand it is dangerous to ignore appearances, on the 

other a blind recording of them can be just as frustrating to science 

as the wildest of speculations might be. Aristotle is a case in point. 

For he was right in saying that if you do not keep on pushing a bc»dy 

it will come to a halt. 7'his is certainly wdiat w'e observe wdth such 

bodies as we can push about. It was wrongly inferred that the sam(‘ 

must be true of the stars which, indeed, we ourselves cannot push 

round the heavens, and which therefore must, it was thought, be 

moved in some other way. All this unsound theorising in dynamics 

rested on a set of appearances that had been taken too much at face 

value. Here, too, the proper analysis lay hidden. What causes bodies 

to slow down when not continuously impelled is the operation ol 

obstructions. Remove these, and the body will continue moving of its 

own accord. In practice, of course, we cannot completely remove 

obstructions, but we can diminish them and ob.serve that motions 

persist longer to the extent that the path has been cleared. In the 

limiting case, when there is nothing to impede a body, it will go on 

moving freely. This new hypothesis in dynamics was formulated by 

Galileo (1564-1642), one of the great founders of modern science. 

This new approach to dynamics was a radical departure from 

Aristotclianism in two ways. First, it postulated that rest was not a 
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Galileo Galilei {1^64-1642)^ 

scieff-ist and inventor 
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privileged condition of bodies, but that motion was jnst as natural. 

Secondly, it showed that not circular motion, as had been thought, 

but rectilinear motion was ‘natural’, in the special sense in w^hich 

this word was used. If a body is not interfered with in any way it 

goes on movung at uniform speed in a straight line. 'I’he same in- 

suiriciently critical approach to observations had hitherto prevented 

a .sound understanding of the laws governing falling bodies. It is as a 

matter of fact true that in the atmosphere a dense body falls faster 

than a light one of equal mass. Here again, it is the obstruction of the 

medium in which the bodies fall that must be taken into account. 

If the medium becomes rarer all bodies fall more nearly at the same 

rate, and in em|)ty space this b(‘comes strict e(|uality. Ob.servations 

on falling bodies showed that the speed of fall inen^ases by thirty- 

two feet each second. I’hus, as the speed was not uniform, but 

accelerated, there inusl be something interfering wath the natural 

motion of bodies. T his is the force of grav ity exerted by tin* earth. 

'rhese findings were of importance in (ialileo’s researches on tin- 

path of proj(*ctiles, a matter of some practical military imj^ortance to 

tin* Duke of d’u.scany who was (ialiho’s patron. An important 

prin^ iple (>1 dynamics was here first l)rought to bear on a striking 

examph*. If we consider the path of a projectile we may take tin- 

motion to be compounded of two separate and inde|)eiident partial 

motions. One of these is horizontal and uniform, the other vertical 

and therefore governed by the laws of falling bodies. 'I'ln* combined 

motion turns out to follow the course of’a parabola. This is a simple 

case of the compositir>Ti f)f directed quantiti(‘s that obey the paral¬ 

lelogram law of addition. \’elocities, accelerations and forces are 

C|uantities that can be dealt with in this way. 

In astronomy, Galileo adopted the heliocentric theory and wrnt on 

to make a number of imf)ortant discoverif*s. Perfecting a telescope 

that had lately been invented in Holland, he ol)served a number of 

facts that once ; nd for all destroyed the Aristotelian misconcey)tion 

about the heave.ily regions. The Milky Way lurm-d out to consist of 

v^ast numbers of stars. Copernicus had .said that in his theory the 

planet Venus must show' phases, and this was now confirmed by 

(Galileo’s telescof)e. Likewd.se, the tcle.scoyx- rev-ealed the .satellites of 

Ju|)iter, and it was shown that the.se movi'd round their parent plan<‘t 

in accordance with Kepler’s law^s. All these discoveries up.set long 

cherished prejudices and led orthf)dox .scholastics to condemti the 

telescope which had thus undermined their dogmatic slumbers. It is 

worth noting in advance that a very similar thing occurred thn-e 

centuries later. Comte condemned the microscope for upsetting the 

sirnyjle fibrin of the laws of gases. In this sense |X)sitiv'ists have a good 

deal in common wdth Aristotle and his uncomy^romising super¬ 

ficiality of'okservation in y^hysics. 

Sooner or later Galileo was !)pund to fall foul of'orthodoxy. In ibtb 

he was condemned in a closed session f)f the Inquisition. But his be¬ 

haviour seemed to remain tof) unsubmissive, .so that in 1^33 he was 

once more dragged before court, this time in public. For the sake of 

y)eace he recanted and prfjinised lieneef )rth to abandon all thoughts 

of the earth moving. Legend has it that he did as he was bidden but 



mumbled to himself ‘and yet it moves’. His recantation was of 

course only for show, but the Inquisition had succeeded in stamping 

out scientific enquiry in Italy for several centuries. 

PHILOSOPHIC 
NATURALIS 

The final step in putting forward a general theory of dynamics was 

taken by Isaac Newton (1642-1727). Most of the notions involved 

had been hinted at or used in an isolated maimer. But Newton was 

the hrst to understand the full significance ol' the gropings ol' his 

prcdeces.sors. In his ‘Principia Mathematics philosophise naturalis’, 

published in 1687, he sets out the three laws of motion and then 

develops, in the manner of the Greeks, a deductive account of 

dynamics. The first law is a generalised statement of Galileo’s 

])rinciple. All bodies, if unimpeded, move at constant speed in a 

straight line, in technical terms, with uniform velocity. 'Phe second 

law defines force as the cause of non-uniform motion, staling that 

force is proportional to the product of mass and acceleration. 'The 

third law is the principle that to every action there is an equal and 

ojiposilc reaction. In astronomy he gave the final and complete 

account for which Copernicus and Kepler had taken the initial steps. 

The universal law of gravitation states that between any two particles 

of matter there is a force of attraction jiroportional to the 

product (jf their masses and in inverse ratio ol' the square of the 

distance. In this way the motion of the planets, their satellites, and 

comets could all be accounted fc>r to the smallest known detail. In¬ 

deed, since every particle affects every other particle, this theory 

made it possible to calculate exactly the perturbations of orbits 

caused by other bodies. I'his no other tlieory had ever been able to 

df). As for Kepler’s laws, thi'se were now merely consequences of 

Newtonian theory. Here, at last, the mathematical key to the 

universe seemed to have been discovered. The ultimate form in which 

we now' state these fac ts are the differential equations of motion, 

w Inch arc stripped of all extraneous and incidental details of the 

concrete reality to which they apply. The same holds of Einstein’s 

even more general account. Still, relativity theory to this day re¬ 

mains controversial and suffers from internal difficulties. But to 

return to Newton, the mathematical vehicle for expressing dynamics 

is the theory of fluxions, f»ne of the forms of difl'erential calculus, W'hich 

W'as also discovered independently by Leibniz. From this time onw'ards 

mathematics and physics advance in leaps and bounds. 

Other great discoveries were made in the seventeenth century. 

Gilbert’s work on magnetism was published in 1600. Towards mid¬ 

century, Huygens put forward the wave theory of light. Harvey’s 

discoveries on the circulation of blood appeared in print in 1628. 

Robert Boyle in ‘The Sceptical Chyrnist’ (1661) put an end to the 

rnystery-mongering of the alchemists and returned to the atomic 

theory of Democritus. Great advances were made in the construction 

of instruments which in their turn provided more accurate obser¬ 

vations leading to further developments of theory. This tremendous 

outburst of scientific activity was followed by a corresponding 

technological development that made Western Europe supreme for 

some three centuries. With the scientific revolution the spirit of 

Greece had once more come into its own. All this is reflected in 

philosophy too. 

Principia 
MATHEMATICA 

Definitiones. 

Def. I. 

Qiiafititas Mdteria efi me/tfttra ejufdem orta ex iOtMS Detrptate 

Magnittulme amjtniBim. AEr duplo deniior in duplo fpatio quadruplus cfL Idem 

inrcIlipcdcNivcet Pulvcribus per compreflionem vcl liquc- 

fa£lioncm cundrnfaris. Et par eft ratio corponun omnhini, qux 

per caufas quafamqi diverftmode condcnfantiir. Mcdii interea. 

Cl quod fiierit, interfhtia partium liberc pervadentis, hie nullam ra- 

rioncm Hanc aurem quantitarem Tub nomine corporis vel 

MalTx in fcquenribus paflun intelligo. Innotcicit ea per corporis cu- 

ju(q, pondits. Nam ponderi proportionalem efle rrperi per expe- 

rimenta pendulorum accurattftimc iiiftituta , uti pofthac doceb^ 
tiir. 

B Def. 

Firsi page of the Principia^ 
hy Isaac JSewton (1642-1 J2y) 
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In the process of saving appearances, philosophers had hitherto 

discussed mainly the aspect of saving. As to the appearances them¬ 

selves, little if anything had been said. For this there are, of course, 

excellent reasons. But by way of reaction to the excessive concentra¬ 

tion on (he purely logical side ol deduction, the time was ripe for 

something to be said about the material of observation w^ithout which 

empirical enquiry remains barren. The old Aristotelian instrument, 

or organon, of the syllogism could not .serve the advancement ol 

science. A new' organon seemed to be required. 

The first to state these problems explicitly was Francis Bacon (1561 

1626). Being the son of the lord keeper of the Great Seal, and trained 

in the legal profession, Bacon grew up in a climate which naturally 

led him into a government career. At tw'cnty-three he entcTed 

parliament and later became the adviser of the P^arl of Essex. When 

E.ssex fi^ll into disgrace for treason, Bacon sided with the crown, 

though he was never able to command die lull confidence of Eliza- 

l:)cth. But when Jam^^s I succeeded to the throne in 1603, the outlook 

became more hopeful. By 1617, Bacon had advanced to his father’s 

office and in the following year he became Lord Chancellor, being 

created Baron Verulain. In 1620 his enemies contrived to wreck his 

political career by accusing him of accepting bribes in chancery 

suits. Bacon did not contest the issue, admitting the charge but 

pleading that his judgement had never been swayed by gifts. The 

lords condemned him to a fine of ^^40,000, and decreed he should be 

detained in the Tower at the King’s pleasure. As to political office or 

a seat in parliament, from these he must henceforth be excluded. Of 

this dire sentence, the first part was remitted and the second confined 

to four days detention. His exclusion from politics was, however, en¬ 

forced, and from now on he lived in literary retirement. 

Bacon was a man of w'ide interests in the tradition of the renaissance. 

He wrote on law and history, and is famous for his essays, a literary 

form which had of late been invented by Montaigne (1533-1592) in 

France. In philosophy Bacon’s best known book is ‘The Advance¬ 

ment of Learning’, published in 1605 and written in English. Here 

Bacon sets the stage for his later enquiries. As the title of the book 

suggests, he is concerned with enlarging the scope of knowledge, and 

man’s pi^wer of control over his surroundings. In matters of religion 

he adopts what amounts to an Occamist p>osition. Let faith and 

reason each treat of their several concerns and not encroach upon 

each other. I'he only function assigned to reason in the religious 

sphere is to deduce consequences from principles accepted on faith. 

As for the proper pursuit of science, what Bacon emphasized is the 

need for a new method or instrument of discovery, to replace the 

evidently bankrupt theory of the syllogism. This he found in his own 

new version of induction. In itself, the notion of induction was not 

new, Aristotle had already used it. But hitherto, the form in which 

induction had been practised w'as by simple enumeration of in¬ 

stances. Bacon thought he had found .something of a more powerful 

procedure. This consisted in the drawing up of lists of things that 

shared a given quality under investigation, as well as lists of things 

that lacked it, and lists of things that possessed it in varying degrees. 



Tn this way it was hoped one would discover the peculiar character 

of a quality. If this process of tabulation could ever he complete and 

exhaustive, we must of necessity reach the end of Our enquiry. In 

practice we must content ourselves with a partial list and then 

venture some guess on the basis of it. 

This, very briefly, is the gist of Bacon's account ofscientilic method, 

which he considered to be a new instrume nt for discovery. I he title 

ol the treatise in which the themy is set forth eonveys this view'. The 

‘Novum Organum', publisht d in ih20, was to take the place of the 

organon oi Aristotle. As a practical prf)cedure it has not commended 

itself to scientists, and as a theory e»l inetlKxl it is WTe)rig, though in its 

insistence on observation it was a valuable antidt>te to the exce.sses 

ol traditional rationalism. Basically, the new- instrument really never 

goes beyond Aristotle. It relies .sf)h‘ly aiid simply on classification, 

and on the notion that by sufficient relinement thi- proper pigeon¬ 

hole will be found for everything. Orue we have found the |>roper 

place, and with it the appropriate name, Ibr any particular quality, 

we are held .somehow to lie in control ol it. This account is adequate 

enough for statistical enquiry. But as t(i the formulation of hypothe¬ 

ses, Bacon is wrong in thinking that this is based on induction, which 

is concerned rather w ith the testing of hypothe.se.s. Indeed, in order 

to conduct a series of observations one already has to have* a pre¬ 

liminary hypothesis. But for the diseovery of hypotheses one cannot 

lay down a set of general prescriptions. Bacon is quite wrong in 

thinking that there could be an instrument ofdiscovery, the mechani¬ 

cal application of w hich would enable one to unearth .startling new 

.secrets of nature. The .setting up f)f hy|)otheses does not proceed in 

(his manner at all. Again, Bacon's rejection of the syllogism led him 

to underestimate the function of deduction in scientific enquiry. In 

particular, he had little appreciation of the mathematical methods 

which were developing in his lime. The role of induction in the 

testing of hypotheses is one small facet of method. Without the 

mathematical deduction which leads from the hypotheses to a con¬ 

crete, testable, situation, there would be no knowing wlxal to test. 

Bacon’s account of the various kinds of error to which man is subject 

is one of the most colourful parts ol his philo.sophy. We are prone, so 

he says, to yield to four types of mental weaknesses, w'hich he calls 

‘idols’. First, there are the ‘idols of the tribe’, which belong to us 

because we are human. Wishful thinking would be an example, 

especially the expectation of greater order in natural phenomena 

than docs in fact exist. Next, there arc ‘idols of the cave’, which arc 

the individual kinks of each man, and tfu^se are numberless. 'Fhe 

‘idols of the market-place’ arc errors caused by the tendency of the 

mind to be dazzled by words, an error particularly rampant in 

philosophy. Lastly, the ‘idols of the theatre’ arc those errors which 

arise from systems and schools of thought. Aristotelianism is Bacon’s 

stock example of this. 

Bacon*5 method of science: listing 
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For all his interest in scientific enquiry. Bacon mis.sed practically all 

the most important developments of his own lime He was unaware 

of the work of Kepler; and, though he was a patient of Har\^ey, did 

not know of the doctor’s researches on the circulation of the blood. 



Thomas Hobbes {i^88-i6yg) 
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Of greater importance to British Empiricism, as for philosophy in 

general, was Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679). While in some respects 

he belongs to the empiricist tradition, he also has an appreciation of 

the mathematical method which links him with Galileo and Des¬ 

cartes. Being thus aware of the function of deduction in scientific 

enquiry he had a much sounder grasp of scientific method than 

Bacon could ever reach. 

Hobbes’ early family life was unpromising. His father was a wild and 

woolly-minded vicar who disappeared in London when Hobbes was 

yet a child. Fortunately, the vicar’s brother was a responsible man 

who, being himself childless, took on the upbringing of his young 

nephew. At fourteen years Hobbes went to Oxford and studied 

classics. Scholastic logic and Aristotle’s metaphysics were part of the 

curriculum, and for these Hobbes developed a thorough dislike which 

remained with him all his life. In 1608, he became tutor to William 

Cavendish, son of the Earl of Devonshire, and two years later accom¬ 

panied his pupil on the traditional grand tour of the continent. 

Succeeding to the title, the young nobleman became Hobbes’ patron. 

Through him Hobbes became acquainted with many of the leading 

men of his time. When his master died in 1628, Hobbes went to 

Paris for a time and then returned to become tutor to the son of his 

former pupil. With the young earl he went abroad in 1634 to visit 

France and Italy. In Paris he met Mersenne and his circle, and in 

1636 visited Galileo in Florence. He returned home in 1637 and 

began working on an early version of his political theory. His views 

on sovereignty pleased neither sideih the impending struggle between 

royalists and republicans, and Hobbes, being by nature inclined to 

caution, left for France where he remained from 1640 to 1651. 

During these years in Paris he associated once more with Mersenne’s 

circle and met Descartes. Being at first on friendly terms with the 

royalist refugees from England, including the future Charles II, he 

fell out with everybody when he published the ‘Leviathan’ in 1651. 

His royalist friends disliked the scientific and impersonal treatment 

of the problem of loyalty, while the French clergy t<x)k exception to 

his anti-catholicism. He therefore decided to flee once more, this 

time in the reverse direction back to England. He submitted to 

Cromwell and withdrew from political life. It was at this time in his 

life that Hobbes became involved in a bout of circle squaring, with 

Wallis from Oxford as his critic. Hobbes’ admiration for mathe¬ 

matics was greater than his skill in that science, and the professor 

easily won in the controversy. Hobbes continued his polemics against 

mathematicians until the end of his life. 

After the Restoration, Hobbes once more gained the favour of the 

King and even obtained a pension of £100 a year, an endowment as 

generous as the payment of it remained unreliable. But when, after 

the Plague and the Great Fire, popular superstition prompted a 

parliamentary enquiry into atheism, Hobbes’ ‘Leviathan’ Ixicame a 

particular target of unfavourable criticism. Henceforth the author 

could publish nothing controversial on social or political matters 

except abroad, where during the last years of his long life he was 
held in higher repute than at home. 



In phiK^sophv, Hobbes laid the groundwork of much that was later 
tharacteristic of the British Empiricist schofil His most important 
work IS the ‘Leviathan’, in which he afiplies his general philosophic 
views to the working out of a theorv of sovereignty But before 
turning to social theors , the l>ook contains, b\ wav of introduction, a 
fairh complete summary of his general philosophic position In the 
first part thew is an act ount of man and human psychology in strictly 
mechanical terms, together with some genera] philosophic reflection 
on language and epistemology Like Galileo and TVstartes, he hcilds 
that whatestr we experience is caused b\ mechanical motion in 

external bodies, whereas sights, sounds, smells and so on are not in 
the ob]ects but are private to us On this subject he mentions in 
passing that the unnersities still teac h a crude theorv of emanations 
based on Aristotle Sl\ 1\ hc' adds that he doc's not disapprove of um- 

vcrsitie*s in general, but seeing that he will later spe*ak of their place 
in a commonwealth, he must tell us of the ir chief defects tei be amen- 
dc'd, amongst which the* freejuenev of insignificant speech is one’ He 
has an associatiorust \ lew of pss c hologv and <idopts a thorough-going 
nominalism with regard to language' fjeoinctrs, he* considers, is so 
far the onlv science '1 he function of reason is of the character of 
argument as in geometrv We must start from definitions, being 
c areful not to use s< If-c ontradiciorv n<»tions in fr.iming thc'm Reason, 
in this se*nse', is some'thing that is acquired through practice, it is not 

inborn, as Descartes holds There follows an account of the passions 
in terms of motions In then natural state, Hobbes thinks, all men are 
C'qual and sevcralK seek to pre*serve thcmseKc's at the exjiense of 
others, so that there is a state of war of all against all 

1 o t'seape this uiie as\ nightmare, men band together and delegate 
their own powers to a central authoritv This is the sub|ect of the 
second part of the book Men, being rational and competitive, have 

to come to an artificial agreementorc onvenant, bv which thev agree to 
submit to some authoritv of their choic< Once such a sv'stem gc*ts 
under weigh, there is tlu'reforc no right of rebellion, since it is the 

ruled that are liound bv the agreement but not the ruler Onlv if a 
ruler fails to provide the pn^tcction for which h^ was chcisen in the 
first plac e can men rightlv cieclar* the agreement null and void A 
soc letv based on this kind of contract is a ( omnionwealth It is like a 

giant man made up of ordinary men, a ‘Leviathan’ It is bigger and 
more powc'rful than a man, and iherefon is like a god, though it shares 
with oidinarv men their nmrtahtv The central authoritv is called 
the scwereign and has absolute power in all spheres of life The third 
part outlines whv there should be no universal church Hobbes was 

thoroughlv Erastian, and therefore held that a church must be a 
national institution sub|ect to the civil authoritic's In the fourth pait, 
the church of Rome is taken to task for failing to se< this 

Hobbc's* theory was influenced bv the political upheavals of his time 
What he abhorred above all was civil strife His views thrrelorc 
incline towards peace at any price The notion of c hecks and balances, 
as worked out later by J^cxke, is alien to his wav of thinking His 
approach to political questions, though free from mysticism anci 
superstition, tends to oversimplilv the problems. His conception of 
the stale is inadequate to the political situation m which he lived 

7 itle pa^e of the ''leviathan 

In li the sovernsji Jigurci, as 
the sum of tndimduah 



194 RenS Descartes 

The renaissance period, as we have seen, gradually brought to the 

fore a preoccupation with mathematics. A second main (}<iestion 

which interested post-renaissance thinkers was the importance of 

inethtxl. This we have noted already with Bacon and Mobiles. For 

Rene Descartes (1396 i<)f,o) these two influences became fused into 

a new philoso|)hi( system in th<* grand manner of the ancients. lie is 

thus rightly regarded as the founder of modern [)hiloso}>hy. 

r)e.scartes’ family Ix'longed to the lower nobility, his father being a 

Councillor of the l^irlianu^nt of Brittany. From i()04 to i()i2 he 

attended the Jesuit College of La Fleche where, besides a soviiul 

classical education, fie received as g(M)d a grounding in mathematics 

as was to be had at the time. After leaving college he went to Paris, 

and in the li)llowing year began studying law in Poitie rs, whe n' he 

graduated in ihib. His interests, however, lay elsewh(‘rr. In if)i8 he 

went to Holland to enlist in the army, whicli left him a good deal of 

time for mathematical study. In the thirty Years war began 

iti earnest, and De.scartes, intent on se<*ing tlie world, e nrolled in tlte 

Bavarian army. In the winter of that year he found the leading 

notions that inspire his phihisophy. Flu' exf)erien< is d(\s('ribed in 

the ‘Discourse on Method'. ()ne day when it was ('older than usual, 

Descartes took rclugc in a (ottage and sat bv llie tiled oven, rims 

})roperIy vvarmet] he l>egan to meditate, and at the end of the day the 

outline of his entire philo.sophv had dearly presented itS(‘lf to him. 

Descartes stayed with tlu^ army until if)22 and the n returiuxl to 

Paris. The following year he visited Italy, wln re he remained for two 

years. Returning to Fram e he li>und that life at hotne ofTcred loo 

many distractions. Ik'ing by nature somewhat retiring, and intent on 

working in an undisturbed atmosphere, hv left for Holland in 1828. 

Having sold his small estate, he was able to live independently in 

rea.sonable comfort. Except for three brief visits to France, he stayed 

in Holland for the next twenty-one years. (iradualK he worked out 

his philosophy, along the lines that he had conceived on the occasion 

of the discovery of hLs method. An important work on physics, in 

which he adopted the Copcrnican tlu*ory, was held back from publi¬ 

cation when Descartes hc’ard of (ialileo’s trial in if>33. He was alxm* 

all unwilling to be eminesh(‘d in <ontroversy, which to him seemed a 

waste of valual)le time. He was, moreover, to all appearances a 

faithful Ciatholic, though with w ftal doctrinal purity wall remain for¬ 

ever unknown. De.scartes th(*rel()re (onfined himself to publishing a 

collection of three volumes on Dio|)trics, Mett'ors and Geometry. The 

‘Discourse’, published in 1837, is intended as a preface to these three 

treatises. The most famous om* is the (Geometry, where the principles 

of analytic geometry are set out and appli(rd. In 1841 there followed 

the ‘Meditations’, and in iG.pi tin* ‘Principles of Philosophydedi¬ 

cated to Princess Elizabeth, the daughter of the Idector Palatine. 

A treati.se on the passions of the .soul was written fiir the Princess in 

1649. In that year, (’hristina of Sw'ed<‘n became interested in 

Descartes’ work, and at last [prevailed upon him to come to Stock¬ 

holm. 'Phis Scandinavian sovereign was a true renaissances character. 

Strong-w'illed and vigorous, she insisted that Descartes should teach 

her in j>hilosophy at five in the irKjrning. This unphilosophic hour of 

rising at dead of night in a Swedish w inter was more than Descartes 

could endure. He t(K)k ill and died in February 1850. 



'I’hr method of Descartes is ultimately the outcome of his interest in 

mathematics. In the field of i^eometry, he had aln^ady shown how 

this could lead U) far reac hing c:onst*quences. P’or it was po.ssil)le, witli 

the analytic method, to describe the pro|)eriies of whole fimiilies of 

curves by riK'ans of sim[)le equations. Descartes beli(*ved that tin- 

method, which in the field of math(*inatics liad been so successlul, 

might b<‘ extended to other fields and thus enable tin* enquirer to 

reach the same kind of certainty as in mathematics. 'The ‘Discourse* 

is aiming to show what precepts we must follow in order to make good 

use of our rational equipment. As to reason itself, it is held that all 

men are equal in this respect. W(‘ differ mercK in that some use it 

betU r than others. Hut metliod is .sf)mething acquin d by prat tice, a 

point implicitly recogni.sed by Descartes, for he do<*s not wish to 

impose a method on us, but rathf-r show how he himself has succ ess¬ 

fully employed his own rea.son. I’he account is autobiographical and 

tells of the writer's (‘arly di.s.satisfaclion with all the inconclusive and 

uncertain talk that is to be found in all s|)heres. Of philosophy h<- 

says no view is so outrageous but has been held bv somec»n<-. Mathe¬ 

matics impressed hirtt f()r the certainty of its dc-ductions, but he could 

not as yet .see ihcar proper use. He gax e u|) l>ook learning and began 

his travels, but he found that customs differed am<»ngsi thcmsc-lvc-s as 

much as the- opinion of philosophers. In the end, he resolvc-d he must 

Iccjk into himself to find the- truth. 'I hc re fbllcws an account of the 

rc'fh (tions by the- stove mentionc d earlier. 

Noting that only a work complet<*lv finished b\ one single^ author 

giv’<‘s any satisfactieju, he decided tc^ reject everything he had l>een 

taught and fcjrccd to take on trust. Lcigic, geometry and algebra 

alone survive this lujlocaust, and from these he finds four rules, riie 

first is never to accejjt anything except clear and distinct ideas. 

Secondly, we must divide each j^roblem into as nuinv’ frarls as are 

required to solve it. 'riiirdly, thoughts must follow an order from the- 

simple to the complex, and where tlieie is no order we must assume 

one. The fourth rviU^ states that we should always check thoroughly 

in order to ensure that nothing has been overlooked. I'his is the 

method De.scartes used in a[)plying algebra to geometrical proldems, 

thus creating what \\v now call analytical geometry. As for its 

applicatic)n to philosof)hy, this, De.scartes felt, must be postponed 

until he was a littl<* older. In regard to ethics, we are in a dilemma. It 

is the last in the order ol sciences, but in our lives we hav'e to mak<‘ 

immediate clecisiorLs. Descartes therefore adopts a jjrovisional c<»de 

of behaviour w hich, on a pragmatic criterion, will give him the best 

conditions of life. He therefore decides to abide by the laws and 

customs of his country and to remain faithful to his religion; to act 

with determination and perseverance onc(‘ he had made up his mind 

to a course of action; and finally to attempt to rule himself rather 

than tempt fortune, and to adapt his wishes to the order of things 

rather than the reverse. From this time forward Descartes decided to 

devote himself’to philosophy. 

doing on U) metaphysics, Descartes’ method leads him to .systematic 

doubt, The evidence of the serrses is uncertain and must l)e called 

into question. Even mathematics, though less questionable, must be 

suspected, for God might be leading us systematically astray. Ulti- 
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riiatrly the one thini^ a doubter must admit is his own doubiini’. 

This is the basis ol the fundamental ("artesian formula : ‘1 think 

therefore I am’. Here, l)eseart(‘s thought, was the dear and distinct 

starting point for meta])hysics. I'lius, Desc artes concludes that he is 

a thinking thing, quite iudef)eudent of natural substances, and there¬ 

fore likewise independent of the body. He* now goes on to the exis- 

uaict' of God for which lie repeats essentially tlie ontological prool. 

Since (Jod must be truthful he cannot deceive us as to our own c lear 

atid distinct ideas. Since we have suc h an idea of l)odies, or e xtension, 

as hc‘ puts it, therefore they exist. Next comes an outline ol the 

])hvsical (|ueslions in the order in which these w(‘re to have bc-c*n 

d<*alt with in the’ urij^ublishc’d treatise. Kvervthirjg is explained in 

terms of exxtension and motion. I'his is a[)plied c^ven in biology, and 

Dc.scai'tes gives an ac count ol the c irculation of the* blcuad as due to 

the hc*art‘s acting like' a healcT, causing blood that entc’rs it to 

expand.7'his is,ofcj)urse,al variance w ith Harvoy's observations, and 

occasioned a liveh c-oninac'rsy bet\vc-c*n the two men. But to return 

to the ‘Discourse* , this mcx hamc al thc^orv leads to the v i(‘w that 

animals ^ire automata, devfiid (»f souls, which is moreover supjiosc'd 

to lc)ilov\ from the tael that ihcA do not speak and thcTcfore must 

lack reason. This n*inforc(‘s the \'ic‘\v that m<m‘s soul is iridc‘|.)endent 

of his body and Ic'ads us, since diere are no othc-r dc*siructivc Ibrc'cs, 

to conclude that it is immortal, f inally, the* ‘Discourse' hints at the* 

trial of (ialileo, and disc usscs the Cjueslion whe ther tei publish e>r not 

to publish. In the end the* ceimpreunise is le» relexise the* ‘Discemrse' 

«md the three essays to which it forms the yirefacc'. I’his. in bare 

outline is the message cif’thr ‘Diseoursc*', giving a succinct [liclure- of 

the* [irinciples olThc' Gartc'sian |>hile)seij>hy. 

What is imj:)e)rtant in this doc trine is above* all the* method ol e ritical 

deiulil. As a procedure it leads into a univc'rsal sct‘|>ticism, as it late*r 

elid with Hume. ButDesc artes is saved from the s(:cptic\d conclusion 

by his e lear and distinc t idc'as, which he finds in his eiwn nie*ntal 

activity. Such general notions as extc'iision aneJ motion, iicing incle- 

{amdent of the senses, are for Desc art<‘S innate ideas, and genuine 

knowledge is of these primary qualitic*s. Sense jierception is of secon¬ 

dary Cjualities like colour, taste, touc h and the like, but these are not 

reallv in things. In tfie Meditations, Descartes gives the lamcms 

exanifile of the piece of Wax and its ehaiiging af)pearaiicc*s to illiis- 

iraic* this point. What is eoiistant throughout is extension; and this is 

an innate idea, known by the mind. 

I he (larte.sian jihilosophv thus cm|)hasi/es tlioughls as the indubi¬ 

table starting points, and this has influc nec'd lairojiean philosophy 

evc'r since, both in the rationalist and in the emjiiric ist c amp. 'I his 

remains true ewen though the lorinula H think therefore I am’, on 

which this devc'lopment is baseci, is it.seJf not very sound. For ibc' 

statement is jilausililc* onlv if we admit a concealed |)iesu]>position, 

that thinking is a .sell-conscious procc*ss. Otherwise vve might as well 

say *1 walk therefore* I am', for if I do walk it is indec'd true that 

I must e xist. This olijeetion was rai.sed by Hol)bc‘s and (iassemdi. 

But, ofcour.se, I ruav think I walk when I am in laet not walking, 

whereas 1 could not think that I think when I am in fac t not 

thinking. It is iliis self-referenec, which is assumed to occur in the 



f)r()rcss of thinkini^, that rotifers on the fortnnla its apparcnllv in- 

(iuhilable (fiaraeter. Do away with sell-consrioiisness, as Hume 

suh.secjuentix (hd, and tlie prim i|)l(‘ ialls down. Still, it remains true 

that om*\s own nuMital expenemcs earrv a [)eeuliar eertaintv not 

shan‘d hv oth<T events. 

By s}iarpf‘nins> the old dualism Ix'twi^i'ii mind and matter, the Ciar> 

lesian philosofihy hrouc^ht to the lore the jirohlem of the r<‘lation 

between mind and body that sueh a theory must face. For the 

material and the rmaital worlds nenv ajipear to run their several 

eourses selj-(ontained and ruled b\ tlu'ir own prineipl(‘s. In partieu- 

lar, it is impossible on sueh a view to luild that mental operations 

siK'h as willing could e\ er alfc c t th(‘ |>hysieal world, Deseartes himself 

made* an exeeption here, by allowing that a human soul could alter 

the motion oi tlu' vital s|hrils as to direc tion, though not in cpiantitv. 

d'his artificial escajx* was, ho\\c\(‘r,out of keepini^ with the system, 

Besidi's, it did not ai^roe with the la ws of motion, Descartes' followers, 

therefore drojiped it and held that mind cannot move body. '!V> 

account lor the relation we must su|>j>os<‘ that th<* world is .so pn*- 

ordained that wlienever a ccctain bodilv movement takes place, what 

j)asses lor llu’ aj)prof)riate mental ('oiu'omitant does in fact su|>erven(‘ 

at the rii;ht moment in the mental spht'n*, without there being a 

direct conncM tion. Fhis vic'w was developed by Descartes'followers, 

in [)arlicular Oulincx (if)24 -i(>f)<y) arid Mahdrranche iib^B 

I he theory is called occ asionalism, bec ause* it holds that (ioci so 

orders the* Universe that the material and mental series of events run 

their [rarallel eourses in suc h a way that an e\cnt in one* always 

hap])eiis on the aj)proj)riatc' occasion of an event in the other. 

(rcMjlinex invented the simile of the two clocks to illustrate this ihcxrry. 

II w'e have two clocks, eac fi k(‘c*ping perlec t time, then wc* may look 

at otre dial when the hand points to the' hour and hear the other 

c loc k strike. This might incline- us to saying that the first dock causc-cl 

the second to strike. Mind and i)ody are like these two dorks, wound 

u}> by (tocI to run their indepc-ndenl but parallcd courses. Occasion¬ 

alism doc's, of course, raise .some* awkward dillieulties. For just as in 

order to kc-ej) time we can ciispense with one ofour two elc)rks, so it 

sc;ems that it is possible to inier mc-nlal c-vents entirely by cross 

refc-renc e from f)hysi( al r\ enls. 

Fhe f)o.ssibility of sure<-ss o( such an enterjirisc* is guaranteed by the 

f)rineiple of oeeasionalism ilsell. We c an thus work out a c'ompletc* 

theory ol mentality in terms of })hysieal ewents only, an attempt which 

was in fact made hy eighteenth renlury materialists, and amplified by 

the* behaviourist psychology of the twentieth eenturs. I'luis, far from 

saving the soul's independence from the hody, oeeasionalism ulti¬ 

mately makevs the soul a rc-dundant entity; or, if this hr preferred, it 

makers the body superfluous at all lirnc-s. Whichever view is taken, it 

ill agre-es with Uhristian principles, and it is not surprising that 

D( -seartes' works found a secure place on the indc-x. For one thing, 

(-artesianism cannot consistently arcornmodale fre-e will. In the end, 

the rigid determinism oft he Cartesian account of the inaierial world, 

both physical and biological, did much to promote the materialism 

of the eighteentli and nineteenth c enturies, especially w'hen taken in 

conjunction w'ith Newtonian physics. 

The Cartesian dualism: the mental 

and the physical are separate 

Diagram from the Geometry 



Spinoza 

I Im- C'artrsian (hialistn is in thr end thr outcome ol* quite a con- 

ventional approach to the prohiem of sul>stance, in the technical 

sense in which the scholastics had used the term. A suhstatice is a 

carrier of qualities, hut is itself inclependent and permanent. 

Descartes recoi^nised matter and mind as two dilTerent suf)stances 

which, heinj^each suflicient unto itself, could not interact in any way. 

riie occasionalist device is introduced to l)rid,i;e the gap. It is clear, 

however, that if we admit such a principle there is no reason why we 

should not relv on it as heavily as we wish. One might, for instance, 

treat each mind as a substance of its own. Moving in this direction, 

Leibniz in liis theory ol' monads developed a theory of infinitely 

many substances, all independent but co-ordinated. Alternatively, 

one could g() back to a Parmenidean point of view% and maintain 

that there is only one substance. This latter course was taken by 

Spinoza, whose theory is fierhaps the most consistent and un¬ 

compromising monism ever worked out. 

Spinoza < if);^2 ibyy), born in Amsterdam, was the son ofa Jewdsh 

family whose forbears had, within living memory, al)andoned their 

homes in l*ortugal to find a place where they might worship (jod 

after their own fashion. For, situ e the e.\pulsion of the Moslems from 

Spain and Portugal, the Inquisition had instituted a reign of 

religious intolerance which made life for non-(ihrisiians, to say the 

least, uncomlc)rtable. Reformed Holland, herself at war with the 

Spanish tyranny, offered refuge to these victims of persecution, and 

Amsterdam became the home of a large Jewish community. Within 

its bounds, Spinoza received fiis early upbringing and education. 

But to his lively intellect these* traditional studies wwe not enough, 

through Latin he was able to acquaint him.self with the writings of 

the thinkers w ho had brought about the great revival of learning and 

were developing the new science and philo.sophy. He soon found it 

impo.ssible to remain within the bounds of orthodoxy, to the great 

embarrassment of the Jewish roininunity. Reformed theologians 

were in their own way intransigent, and it was felt that any 

violently (ritical rejection of religion might upset the general 

atmosphere of tolerance then firevailing in Holland. Spinoza was 

finally expelled from his synagogue with all the curses in the Book. 

Being naturally somewhat .shy, he w'as thereafter completely 

i.solated and tlienceforth lived quietly amongst a small circle of 

friends, earning fiis living by polishing lenses and devoting himself to 

philo.sophic meditation. In spite of his retired way of life, his fame 

spread rapidly, and he was later to correspond with a number of 

I influi iitial admirers. Of these Leibniz w as the most important, and it 

is known that the two met at the Hague. But S[)ino/,a never con¬ 

sented to he drawai out of his retirement. In 167;^, the Elector 

Palatine offered him the chair of philosophy at Heidelberg, hut 

Spinoza p»)litely refused to aerej^t it. His reasons for declining the 

fionour are revealing. In the first place, he says"! think I should cease 

to promote philosophy were I to devote myself to teaching the young. 

Furthermore 1 do not know within what hounds I should have to 

crintain the freedom of philosophising, .so that I may not appear to 

wish to upset established religion ... you will therefore understand 



dial 1 arn not harbouring hopes Tor better fortune still, but will 

abstain from lecturing merely because 1 pri/(‘ tranquillity, whieli I 

think 1 can best gain in this manner.’ 

Spinoza’s WTitings are not bulky, but what there is reveals a e(»n- 

centration and higical rigour rarely ever attained. Ilis views on ( iod 

and religion were, however, so far ahead of his time, that for all his 

dignified ethical theorising he was reviled, both in his rnvn lime and 

for a hundred years t(j come, as a monster of ini<pii!y. Ilis greatest 

work, the ‘Lthies’, was felt to be so explosi\e that it (ould ikjT b(‘ 

jniblished until after his death. His piihtieal tlieory has rnurh in 

common with Hobbes, but though indeed there is a fair nuMsure of 

agreement between them on many of the li*atures they thought 

desirable in a sound society, the grounding of S|)ino/.a’.s theory is 

entirely diflerent. Whereas Hoblies establishes liis account in an 

<unj)irical manner, Spiiio/.a deduee.s his eonciusions from his 

g(‘neral metafihysieal theory. In fact, to see the force of Spinoza’s 

arguments one must treat his entire jiliilosophieal work as one great 

treatise. It is partly for this reason that SjiiiHJ/a’s writings made less 

of an immediate imjiression tlian the jiolitit al works of die empirical 

philosojihers, Ihit it must be remembered that llie |»r(»l)lems dis- 

eiissed were then very live and real Lssues of the day. I he vital part 

played by lilierty in the lunetion of the body [lolitic was not tlu n .so 

generally admitted as it Ix'caine in the nineteenth (<oitur\. 

Spinoza, unlike Hobbes, was a protagonist of freedom of thought. 

Indeed, it follows from liLs metaphysies and his ethical theory that 

only under such conditions can a state liiiK lion properly. In the 

rractatus Theologico-Politicus tliis is discussed witli great emphasis, 

'riie liook is somewhat unusual in that these* topie:s are apjiroae he el in 

an indirect way through biblical criticism. S|'>iiie>za lieTc be^giirs, 

niainb' ein the Old Testament, what two < enliiries later came to be 

railed Higher Oritieism. An examination of historical examples fremi 

this seiiire e leads on to a demonstration that freedenn e^f thenighi is of 

the ('.ssenee of .social existt'iice. On this matter, we find a (juaiiit 

reflection by way of conclusiein. ‘And ye*t 1 must confe:ss that from 

such freedom certain inconvenients may at times ari.se. Hut \vhe» has 

ever se> wisely set up anything that no ills covdd arise from it,^ He wdio 

wishes to rule everything by laws will call lorth imperfeeiions 

rather than diminish them, W'hat cannot be lorbiddem must needs be 

allowed, even if at limes this leads to liarm'. 

Sjhnoza also differs from Hobix-s in not regarding democrat y as the 

most rational ordering of society. I’lie mrist rea.sonable governrneiu 

issues sound decrees w here they are comj>etent, and remains altH>l in 

matters ol' belief and instruction. It will arise where there is a 

politically responsible and privileged class on the basis of propertx. 

Under such a government men have the best cliaiiee to lulfil their 

intellectual potentialities, in Spinoza’s sense; and that, in terms of his 

metaphysics, is what human beings naturally aim at. As to the 

question of the best government, it may well in lact l>e true that a 

trading community, where activity depends on some measure of 

freedom and safety, has the Ixsl chance of developing a liberal rule. 

His native Holland here illustrates Spinoza’s point. 
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III iLirnint; lo the‘Ethics' iicxt^ vve arc lollowin^ the iiistorical order in 

which Spinoza’s system was puhlished, even thou<(h the loti^ical 

secpience would begin witli it. The title ol the liook is somewhat mis¬ 

leading as to its contents. For here we have first of all S[)ino/a's 

metaphysics, which cemtains imjilicitlya statement of the ratiotialist 

blueprint lor the scientilic investigatkni ol nature. This had becoim^ 

one of the foremost intellectual i.ssiies ol the .st'venteenth ceritury. 

riiere hallows ,in ac count of the mind, th(‘ psychology of the will and 

of the passions, and an ethical the(>rv based on the precluding. 

riie entire' work is set out iii llic* maimer of Euclid. We start with 

dehnilions and a set of axioms, and from thc'sc* we derive ifie entin' 

corpus of j>ro[)(>siiicnis that loliow', with all the atlcndant proofs, 

corollarii's and c'X]>lanalions. d’his maiiiKT of jilnlosophi/ing is laa 

nowalays imu h in vogue; and to those who .si-e no virtue in anything, 

save what comes lu>t (»ll the jiress, the system of Spinoza will be a 

strange ( xcac ise indeed. But in its setting, it ap[)ears not so outragi'ous; 

and, in its own riglit, it nanains a masterpic'cc of concise and lucid 

disconrs(\ 

Fiu“ lust part treats of (iod. Six dt liniiions arc* .se t out, inc luding oin* 

ol substanc e* and one of god in conli>rmity w ith tlie traditional usages 

ol .sc holastic philosophy. 'Idle axioms stale seven basic: assumptions 

which are not liirther justificxl. J’roin here on we simply follow out 

the coiisecjuenc es, as in Euclid. I'roin the* wa\ in w hich subslaiu e has 

iieen clelmed it aj>p(*ars that it must be something that cc)m|.)lel(*ly 

(‘xplains itsc“ll. It is shown that it must lie infinite, otherwise its 

limitations wcnild have* some b(*aring on it. Also, it is shown that thi're 

can be only one suc h substance, and it turns out to be the w'orld as a 

whole; and likewise it coincides with god. Hence god and the* 

universe, that is the totality of all things, an* one and ilie same, riiis 

is the lainons pantheistic doctrine of Spinoza. It must be emphasized 

that Spinoza's account has not a trace ol inysticism in it. Fhe whole 

affair is just an exercise in deductive logic, based on a si't of de¬ 

finitions and axioms set uji with |.>rodigious ingenuity. It is perhajcs 

the mo.st oulstanding c'xample ol systematic construction in tin* 

history of j>hiIosophy. 

1 he id(‘iitificaiion ol god wath nature was utte'rly repugnant to the 

orthodox in all c amps, and yet it was llu’ outcome of a simple piece of 

deduc tivc' argument. As far as it goes it is scjurid enough, and if .some 

we re hurt in their precious beliefs this merely shows that logic is no 

respecter ol feelings, if god and substance are defined in the 

traditional way there is nothing lor it, Spinoza's conclusion imjiosi s 

itself. One might well, as a result <.)1 this, come to rec.ognize that there 

was sometliing pec uliar about these terms. In line with this theory, 

Sjiincjza regards our several human iritelligenct!s as parts of god's 

intelligence. He shares with He.scartes the insistence on clarity and 

distinctness. For he .says that dafsehood consist in a lackofpcrceplion, 

which inadequate, that is mutilated and confusc'd, ideas involve'. 

Once we have adequate ideas, we exune to know indubitably the 

order and ccmneclion ol things, which is the same as that of ideas. It 

is ol 1 he* nature ol mind to contemplate things not as contingent, but as 

nece.ssary. 1 he better w’e are able to do this the more closely we be- 



comr onr with god; or, what is the sairie, with ihv world. It is in this 

('(jntrxt that Spinoza coiiu^d the famous phrase* that ‘it is of thr 

nature of mind to perceive things from a certain timeless point of 

view’. This is, indeed, a con.sequeiice of the fact that i}ie mind sees 

things as nexessary. 

In the third section of the‘Ethics’, it is show ri how the mind is pre¬ 

vented Ifoin realising a full intellee tual vision ol ther universe, be¬ 

cause the operation of the passions militate against it. I’he motive 

power behind all our actions is sctlf-preservation. It might l)e thought 

that this purely egotistic principle damns us all for .self-seeking 

< ynics. But this would be to miss the mark entirelv. l*’or in seeking his 

own advantage a man will sooner or later come to aspire to unity 

with god. I’his lie achieves the more he can see things ‘sub specie 

aetcTiiitatis’, that is from a timeless point of view, as mentioned above. 

In the- last two sectioiLs we find Spinoza’s ethics properly so called. 

A man is in a state of slavery in so far as he is condition<*d by outside 

influeru'es and causes. This holds, indeed, for everything that is 

finite*. But in so far as one* may achieve* community with ge>d, one i.s 

no l()Mg<'r subje e t to sue h influence's, bec ause the unive-rse as a wdiole 

is not ceaiclilioned. I bus, through In coming more and more altune*d 

to ih(‘ whole, (iue* gains a corrc'sponding me^asure of frexdom. For 

rreedom is precisely indcqienclence, or .self-detcTmination, and this 

holds true* enily of god. It is in this way that we can free oursedves 

from f<*ar. l.ike Soc rates and Plato, Spinoza holds ignorancf to be the 

pi ime ( aiise* of all e*vil, and knowledge, in the .sense of gre*ater eorn- 

pr<‘h(*nsion of the universe, the one condition conducive to wise and 

aclecjuaie* ae tion. But unlike Socrates, he doc*s not think alKiut 

death. ‘A free man thinks of nothing le.ss than of death; and his 

w isdom is iiic'ditaliori not of cleaih, but of life’. Since evil is iic’gative, 

god or nature, b<*ing a totality lacking nothing, cannot be (‘vil. 

lACTA thing is lor the best in this one and only pos.siblc‘ w'orld. In 

prac tical allairs, it behoves man as a finite* hc-iiig to act in such a w'ay 

as to [)rc*sc‘rvc liinisc*!!. in order to attain as gn at a measure of con- 

tae t with the universe as he* can. 

For S/nrioza, mind and matter are 
two aspects of the otw substance 

d his, v<*ry roughly, is the* ontliiit* ol Spinoza's system. Its iinporianet* 

l(>r the sc ierilific* iiio\ emenl in the* seveiilc enlh c entury lies in the 

iinplic it suggc'stion of deterministic c*xplanation on one* and the same 

level for everything that goc's on in the universe. In fact, this system 

is a bluej^riiU for the future elaboration of a corpus of unified science. 

Such an attc'inpt would not now* be rc*gardc*d as .sound without 

certain serious qualifications. Likewi.se, on the ethical side, it cannot 

lie admitted that evil is pnndy a iu\gative thing. F.very ac t of wanton 

cruelty, for instance, is a positive and permanent blemish on the 

world as a whole. It may be this that the Cdiristiaii hints at in the 

thc'ory of original sin. Spinoza’s answer would have to be that no 

cruelly is ever wanton sub .specie aelernitatis, but this would not be 

easy to establish. Nevertheless, the system of S|)iiioza remains one of 

the outstanding monuments of w'cstern philosophy. 'Fhough the** 

severity of its tone has a c<*rtain Old d’eslarnent flavour, it is one of 

the great attempts, in the grand manner of the Cyreeks, to pre^sent llie 

world as an intelligible whole. 

Interior of synagoi^ue whence 
Spinoza was expelled in ifjj6 
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I'he ]>r()bleni of substance led, as we have seen already, to verv' 

difTerenl solutiorus indeed. If Spinoza had maintained an extrenir 

monism, the answer of Leibniz goes to the opposite extreme and pos> 

tulates an infinity of substances. The two theories are in some w ays 

related like that oi Parmenides with atomism, thougli the parallel 

should not be pressed too far. Leibni/'s theory is in the end based on 

the reHeetion that a substance, being one, cannot have extension; lor 

this suggests jilurality, and can only characterise a collection ol sub¬ 

stances. From this he inl'ers that there are infinitely many substances, 

each ol which is unextended and therclim* immaterial. Fhese sub¬ 

stances are called monads, and have the esst^iitial pn)perty of* being 

souls, in a somewhat general sense ol the word. 

Leibniz (i(>46 171b) was born in Leipzig where his father was a 

univ'crsit)' pre^fessor. At an early age Ik* showed signs of a liv ely and 

critical intellect; and at filieeii years t)ld he entered th(* university, 

w^here he .studied philosophy, graduating tw'f> y(‘ars later and moving 

on to Jena to study law. At twenty he applied for his doctorate in 

law from the University of Leipzig, l)ut this was withheld bt‘eau.s(‘ of 

his age. At Altdorf, the imivcTsity authorities were more tolerant and 

not only granted him his df gret*. l)ut even ollered liim a chair. 

However, having very different things in mind, Lt ibriiz did not avail 

himself of this offer. In iGf)7 he- took up dij>l()maiic service with the 

Archbishop of Mainz, one of lh<* Llerlors and an active jiolitician 

bent on raising the shatten d n innanls ot ihc Empire from lh<‘ hoh^- 

caust of the thirty years war. Above all, it was nece.ssary to k(’ep 

Louis XI\' of France from invading the country. 

With this object Leibniz w’(ait to Paris in 1672 and stayed there for 

the liest part of four years. His plan was to convince the Sun King 

to direct his military energies against the infidels and invadt* lygy|)t. 

This mi.ssion failed, but in th<* meantime Leibniz met many of the 

important philosophers and scientists of his time. Malebranche was 

then in vogue in Pan.s, and .so were men like Arnauld, the chid 

representative of Jansenism since Pascal. The Dutch physicist 

Huygens, too, was amongst his acquaintances. In ir)7;j he came to 

London and met Boyle the chemist, and Oldenburg who was the 

secretary of the recently founded Royal Society, of which Leibniz 

became a member. Llpon the death of his cm|)loyer in the same year, 

Leibniz was offered a post by the Duke of Brunswick wdio needed a 

librarian at Hanover. Leibniz did not accept at once but remained 

abroad. In 1675, while in Paris, he lx:gan working on the infinitesi¬ 

mal calculus, which he discovered independently of New torrs slightly 

earlier work. Leibniz eventually published his version, which is 

closer to the modern form than Newton’s theory of'fluxions, in the Acta 

Eruditorum of 1684. Newton's Principia appeared three years later. 

A long and barren dLspute ensued, and instead of dealing with the 

scientific issues involved, people took sides along nationalistic lines. 

As a result, English mathematics fell behind for a century, because 

the Leibnizian notation, adopted by tlie French, was a mon* flexible 

U)ol of analysis. In i1i7(i, Leibniz visited Spinoza at The Hague, and 

then took up the librarianship at Hanover, a position in which he 

remained until his death. He spent much time on compiling a history 

of Brunswick, and for the rest pursued his .scientific and philosophic 



studies. Besides, he continued to work out schemes to regenerate the 

European political scene. He tried to heal the great religious rift, but 

his schemes fell on deaf ears. When George ol‘Hanover became King 

of England in 1714, Leibniz was not invited to follow the court to 

London, mainly no doubt because of the unfortunate repercussions 

of the controversy about the < alculus. He stayed behind, embittered 

and neglected, and died two years later. 

I he |)hilosophy oi Leibniz is not easy to discuss. For one thing, much 

oi his work is fragmentary and ollen lacks the rare of revision which 

would have brought to light inconsistencies before it was too lat<‘. 

'The <‘xternal circumstanc es of Lcjlaiiz’s life are mainly responsil>le 

lor this. Philos()|>hical writing had to be done in rar<‘ moments of 

lei.sure and was subjec t to delay and intcrru])tions. But there is a 

second and more interesting rrason that renders Leibniz difficult at 

times. I'his arises from the twofold nature ol Ids philo.sophy. On the 

one liaiid, there is his metapliysic of substanc e issuing in thc^ theory 

of monads, on the olhcn he put forward a logical theory which in 

many respects runs parallel to his mcta|)hysic ai specailations. I he 

logic is lor us perhaps the more important of the two, but Leibniz 

hirnsell »‘vidently attac heel c'cpial importance to both aspeols of his 

work. Indeed, to him it seemed unquestionably the case that one 

could move from one sphere to the other without difficulty. This 

view is now on the w^hole discredited, at any rate by British philoso> 

phers; thoiigh the notion that language and logic are somehow .self- 

contained is itself a rneta})hysical view' witli its own defects. As fc>r the 

Leihnizian metaphysic, it is important to note that it receives some 

of its leading features from the .scientific developments of the period. 

The inetaf)hysic:al writings were published in his time and contain 

the theory ol inonads on w hich Leibniz's fame as a philo.sopher rested 

for some two c:enluries. I'hc logical works remained unpublished and 

wc-re not properly appreciated until the beginning of this century. In 

his metaphysical tlteoric^s, Leibniz, as was stated above, produced an 

answer to the problem of svd)slancc by means of monads. With 

Spinoza he shares the view that substances cannot interact. This 

leads at once to the conclusion that no two monads can be causally 

connected. Indeed, there can be no real connections of any kind 

between them. This is expre.ssed by .saying that monads are window¬ 

less. How' is this to be squared with tlie fact, admitted on all sides, 

that different parts of the universe appear to be in causal relations? 

The answer lay ready to hand in Geulincx’ theory of the two clocks. 

We merely have to extend this to an infinite number and we reach 

the theory of pre-e.stablished harmony, according to which each 

monad mirrors the entire universe, in the sense that God has so or¬ 

dained the entire business that all monads independently run their 

several courses in a gigantic system of craftily devised parallel courses. 

Each monad being a substance, they are all cjualitativcly different as 

well as occupying different points of view. It will not do to say, 

strictly speaking, that they have different positions, since they are not 

spatio-temporal entities. Space and time are sensory appearances 

which arc not real. The reality l>chind them is the arrangement of 

monads each with a different point of view. Each mirrors the uni¬ 

verse in a slightly different way, no two of which are exactly alike. If 

Leibniz s house at Hanover 

1. La Mona lie, dont nons parleroDs id, n’csl 
autre chose, q'u'une substance simple, cjui entre dans 
ics comjwses; simple, eVst a dire sans }>artios. '). 

2. Et il faut qii'il y ait di's substances simples^ 
puis(|uri y a dcs coinjwses 5 car le compose ilest 
autre cliosc, c]uun amas, on ag^regatum des 
simples. 

3. Or la, ou il n y a point de parties, il n’y a 
ni etendiic, ni figure, ni divisibilite possible. Et 
CCS Monadcs sont k^s veiitablcs Atonies de la Na¬ 
ture et CD un mot ics Eleineiis des choses. 

4. 11 Wy a aussi point de dissolution a craindre, 
et il n'y a aucunc iiianiere rouce\able jiar iaquelle 
uiie substance simple puisse |M*rir naturellement.*) 

5. Tar Ja mcMiie raison il n’y en a auenne, |iar 
laquelle uuo substance .^im]>le puisse commencer 
iiaturellciiicnt, puisqu’cllo ne siiuroit etre fornicc 
|)ar coin|K>sition. 

Frorfi an early edition of 

the Monadoloffy 



WCN'SIS OCTOBRIS A.IMDCLXXXIV. 4^7 

mVA METHODUS PRO MAXIMIS FT Mi¬ 

nima, ittmifiu iMi/’tKtiim, jtu tiec fr,u7.:’, net irruumuks 
^UAMtUMtes m«nt$ir» (f JtMgnUrepro ia$4 cMkuh 

genus, per a. O' L. 

SItaxis AX,dc curvar plurcv, wV V, 'X >X', YY. Z Z, quarum orJi 

nat»,adjxennu>rmjk‘, VX. WX, YX,ZX, quarvoemtur rcij.f;- 
^i\r, r, , V, 7 ; i*.. ipf.i A X ;in(ci(Ij jb jxe, vocriur x. 7an),'rntr^ (int 

V li, Vv' C, Y D, Z Laxi orctnrcfucs rcfjvtlivc in purMHis li, C, H, }■. 

]antrc<7ajlicnu pro.irbitrio aflumw voertur re<2a qua: bf ad 

dx,ut»» r vcl V ,vcl V, vcl t )cft ad V i;( vcl \ii' C!,vcl Yvel Z1.) vo- 

ectur d I' ( vcl d v, vi) d) vcl d/ ) five diHircntia ipfariitn v vcl ij ia- 

rumxi'.aut y,aiu/) 1 calculirc^ulaeiumulci: 

Sit a quanti;asdaraconflafti,cntdaxqiialtto, A d axent zqu« 
a dx.'fifit Y xqu p( ku ordinataquarviicurvr Y V, xqualiv cuuis or- 

dinatxrrlpondcnticurvx VV)crit dyxqii.da . ]itn.'Udi/is&"SuL 

tnitie\ fifit/^yf w+x xqu.r,cnt cl / -y + v feu d», .rqo 

d / *- d V d w^^d V. MuiitphfstiOt d x p iqu. 1 d p»|,p d x, (rii pfito 

V xqu.\ p, her d y aqu X d r»f< p d X. In afbirrio mini eft vel foriTiulam, 

lit X V, vel cornpendio pro ea litrram, ur y, adlubete. Norandoni & x 

A d X codrin modo in hoc calcolo tradUrit at y dc dy, vclaliatn liieram 

indcterminacam cum liu diftcrenrialt. Notandum etiam non dari 

IcmpCT regrtflum a diffarcntiali dBqiia(ionc#nificuai quadam cautio¬ 

ner dc quo alibi, rorro Dirtji^, <^.1 ( poricozcqu.Z.) da xqu« 

±»dv ?^ ydp y y 

yv 
Quoad 5ijfiw hoc probe notandum, cum in calculo pro litera 

iubftituiiiM ftrnpliciter c|ut diftcrrntialis, (ervari quidemcadeni (igna, 

A pruq^r Icribi .fi d r, pro —/ Icfibi->d z, tit ex additione A fubtra- 

c’lione paulo ante pofita apparrt; led quaodo ad cxegefin valorum 

Trniiur, Icti cumronlidcraturtpHus zrcbiio ad a, tunc apparrre, an 

valor ipftus d i lit qoanritas aftirmariva, an nihilo minor (cu negattva: 

quod poftciiuvctm lit,tunc tangenv Z F diicitura punAo Z non ver- 

fu^ A,led mpartctcontraruslcu infra X.ui cA tuot cutni|'(a;orti:!'..::a: 

N n n j I ocert - 

t\vc» monads arc exactly alike then they are really just one and the 

same. This is the signifiraiice ol Leihniz/s principle of the identity ol 

indiseernihlcs. It thus makes no senses to say, loosely speaking, that 

two nitniads could differ in position only. 

Since all tht* monads are different we can arrange thtan in an order 

at cording to the clearness with which th<‘y mirror the world. Everv 

ohj<‘ct consists of a colony of monads. Human bodies, too, art! 

organised in this way, hut here thtTt* is a dominant monad which 

stands t»iit lt)r tht* t lt arness of its vfsion. 1‘his privilegetl mt)nad is 

what is more specifically called the sonl ol a man, though in a wider 

sense all monads are.soiils, and all of them an* immaterial, indestrut - 

tihle and tht*reft)re immortal. T he domiuaiit mtmad or st)Lil stands 

t)ut not tmly Idr the greater clearness t»f its perception hut alst> in that 

it harl)t)urs the piir})t>ses for which its subordinates function in their 

pre-established harmonious manner. EvtTytliing in the universe 

happens for a suflicient reastm, but free w ill is allowed ftir in that the 

reasoiLs for which a human being acts have not tht* stringent com¬ 

pulsion of logical necessity, ( dwl, too, enjtiys this kind of freedom, 

though he is iu>t free to contravene the laws of logic. This theory of 

free w’ill, wfiich made Leibniz acc eptable where Spinoza might ofi'erid, 

is realiv .somewhat eternal lo tin* systematic* account in terms of 

monads, and is in fact at variance w ilh it, as w ill he seen below. 

I.rihniz\s article on differential 

calculus, 1684; first fni^e. 

diagrams 

As to the pc'rennial cpic^stion of the* existence of (xod, Leibniz, givc's a 

complete exposition of the main metaphysical arguments which wc 

have met already. Of the lc)iir arguments the first is St. Anst lnfs 

ontological argument, and the .sc'cond a l(>rm of tlic* argumemt from a 

first c ause as found in Arislolle. Thirdly, we have an argument from 

necessary truth, which is said .somehow* to require a divine mind to 

exist in, and finally we have a prooi‘from pre-(\stablished harmony, 

w hich is really a kind of argument from design. All of these we have 

dealt with (‘Isewfit're and shown what their weaknesses are. Kant was 

shortly to deny the possibility of metaphysic al proof's of this kind in 

general. As for thc'ologN’, it must be rememlxTcxI that the god of 

meta|)hysics is a kind of finishing touch to a theory of the nature of 

things. He do<\s not appe al lo the emotions and has no cormc'ction 

with the god of the Book. Except for Neo- fhomists, tlieologians c_ui 

the whole no longer rely on the theon^tical divine entity of traditional 

philosophy. 

I'he Leibnizian metaphysic was insf)ired in .some* measure by the 

nc*w findings that w^ere being accumulated with the help of the rnicro- 

sc^ope. Leeuw’cnhoek (if)32 1723) liad discovered spermatozoa, and 

it had been showm that a drop of water w as full of small organisms. 

It was, as it w^ere, an entire world on a smaller scale than our ow'u 

every day world. Clonsiderations like tliese lc*d to the notion of 

monads as ultimate unextended metaphysical soul-points. The new 

calculus with its infinitc'simals scomc'd to be pointing in the same 

general direction. What is important lor Leibniz here is tfie organie 

nature of the.se ultimate* constituents. In this he departs from the 

ineehjinical outlook which had been proiriotc'd by Galileo and the 

Cartesians. Although this created difliculties, it led Leibniz to tlie 

discovery of the princi})le of con.servalion of energy in one of its early 



tornis, anti to tlu' priuriplr ol lrast action. On the whole the (ieveh>|>- 

inent oi phvsies lollowecl tlu^ (ialilean anti (^artesian priiiei[)les. 

Whatevt r may he tlie relevant e nl this, it remains that in his It)Lp( al 

doctrine Leihni/. has prov idtd a threat number ol iiints that make 

his inetaphysic, ii not |)lausihle, then at least sr)m<‘\vhat easier to 

undtustand. Lt l us be.L;in with tfu* fac t that La ihniz act <‘pt<al tlu‘ 

AristtJtt'lian suhjet t-j>r(‘dicat<.‘ lot^it . I wo general logical print iples 

are taken as basic axioms. The first of tht st* is the print ij>le t>l ctntra- ■ 

diction, attt>rdinit tt> widt h ol two contradictory propt>sitions one 

must be true* and the cuht r false. rht‘ tjtlit r is tfif‘ j)reviousK men- 

tit>ned firint if)le ol sufheient reason, in tt^rms of whit h a L(iv<-n state 

of a flairs lollows lrt>m siiflicitait jirecttleiit reasons. Let us ajiply l\\rsr 

two principle's tf> the' case/ ol analytit jirojK>sitit»ns in la ibniz/s st iise; 

that is to say, j)ropositit)ns in winch the' subje t l ttaitains the' ptedit ate , 

as in ‘all metal ct)iris are metallic', riien it is st'en Irtjin iht' ]>rincipit' 

of t entradit tieju that all sut ii pit>positions art' true, whereas the' 

juinciplt* t)f sufheient r(*a.st)n leads to the vie-w that all true prt>jM»- 

sitions, beinL( suilicitntly ^roundt'd, are e>l the' analytic: kind, thouLth 

only (iod tan se t' tlit in in this way. I t) tht' human mind such trutlis 

appear to be' tout indent. Here, as in S}>ino/.a, we find an attempt at 

^raj)plin.t» with thf‘ ide al programrnt' of st ient t*. I*or what the' 

sc ie ntist d(K s in se tting; up tht'eirit's is to try to ji^rasp the' t ontin^t iu 

anti exhibit it in siu h a way that it appears as a eonse'tjuent t' ol 

sointaldntt t'lse, and thered'ore in that sense ne t e ssary. (iod alone is in 

possession of a [K rf'ect .st it'ut e, and he there lore sec s e v eryihiuj^ in tht' 

liL»ht til necessity. 

I he' lum-int('ractiein ol substiint t's is a consf'(|uence ol tht* fai t that 

the 1 ife-liistory ofevery Itigical stibjet t is alrt'ady tontaine'd in its own AlitnaJ: are tupfi-spatut-teniporal 

notion, l ids follows from the* fact that its history is what is true of it, substances with a pfhnt aj view 

and th(‘ analyticity of all true propositit>ns. I fuis we art' lort t d inlti 

admitting ])re-t'stabhshe*d harmony. Hut in its tiwn way tfds aicount 

is as strictl) deterministic as Spinoza s iht'tiry, and free will in the 

sense jireviously t'Xjilained lias no plate in it. As to (»t>d and his 

( re atitin of tht* wtirltl, his goodness le ads him tt) create the best 

possibit* world. I here is, howe'ver, antither la^ibidzian thetiry tin lids 

subject, wht're Ciod and creation do not figure at all. I'his is a view 

that st'eins to bt* inspired by the Arisiott'lian thetiry of enieU'chy, or 

striving from potentiality to actuality, dliat world will in the end 

exist which disjilays at any tine time liitr greatest anmunt of actuality, 

kt'ef^ing in mind tfiat nt>t all [uiteniialilit's can siniullanetiusly Ix' 

re'alised. 

Hut lor his strict adherenct* tti the subject-predicate logic, I.t ibniz 

might have published some of' Ids attempts in mathematical logit:, 

wldtrh would have got this subject under weigh more than a ct'utury 

earlier. He felt that it should f)e possible to invx'iit a uni\'(*rsal 

symbolic language which was perfect, and would reduct* cerebration 

tej calculation. In spite of t'lectronic brains, this was perhajis .some¬ 

what rash, but nevt'rtheh'ss he* foresaw much that has since become 

comrnoiifilace in the field of logic. As feir the perfect language, this is 

only another expression eif'the hope that men could come to have the 

perfect science of'fiod. 



Giambattista Vico (i668-ry^) 

2o(> 

Thr prromipation with clrar and distinct ideas, and the consequent 

search for a perfect universal language, are the main rationalist 

pursuits of philosophy in the Cartesian tradition. That this, in some 

measure, corresponds to the aitiis of science we have already noted. 

At the same time we have here a road to follow rather than a final 

goal to reach. Leibniz already saw this at least implicitly, w'hen he 

suggested that only Cod had perfect .science. A very much more 

radical criticism of the rationalist Iin<‘ of thought is contained in the 

worksofthegr(‘at Italian philosopher Coainbattista V’ico (ih()8 1744). 

The Leilmizian statement, w^hich every godfearing Christian, in¬ 

cluding Vico, wf»uid accept leads the Italian to set up a new princifile 

ol epistemology, (iod has perfect knowledge of the world because he 

has made it. Man, being liiinself created, knows the world imper¬ 

fectly. For Vico, the condition for know ing something is to have made 

it. I'he basic formulation of the principle is that we can know only 

what we can do or make. VVe may put this bv saying truth is the sarm* 

as fact, provided the latter term is understood in its pristine meaning. 

In his own time and for fifty yaars after his death Vico remained 

practically^ unknown. Born in Naples, th(‘ srin of a small book.seller, 

he became, at the age ol thirty-one, a professor of rhetoric at the 

university of his native city. This somewhat subordinate position he 

held until his retirement in 1741. Most of his life he was poor. To 

keep himself and his family he had to eke out his modest salary by 

giving priv'ate tuition and doing odd literary jobs for tin* nobility . 

Owing partly to the obscurity of his message* he was not iinder- 

sto<xl by his contemporaries, and never had the good fortune of' 

meeting or corresponding with a thinker of his ow n stature. 

The theory that truth is deed h'ads to a number of (‘Xtremely im¬ 

portant consequences. First of all, it provides a rt'ason why mathe¬ 

matical truths are known with certainty, f or man him.self has made 

mathematical science by setting up rules in an abstract and arbitrary 

manner. Because we have literally made mathematics, we are able to 

understand them. At the same time, \’ic:o thinks that tnath(‘tnatics 

does not enable us to promote a knowledge of nature nearly as 

much as the rationalists thought, for he thinks that mathematics 

are abstract; not in the sen.se of being distilled, as it were, from ex¬ 

perience, but as being divorced from nature and in some ways an 

arbitrary construction of the human mind. Nature herself was made 

by God and therefore only he can fully understand her. As far as man 

goes, if he wishes to learn something about nature, he should adopt 

not so much a mathematical procedure, but an empirical approach 

through experiment and observation. Vico is much more in sympatlty 

with Bacon than with Descartes. In warning against the u.se of math¬ 

ematics Vico, it must l>e ctiiifessed, failed to sec the role it plays in 

scientific research. At the same time one might allow that there was 

here a warning against unbridled mathematical speculation, which 

sometimes tries to pass for empirical research. 'Fhat the proper 

approach lies somewhere between the two extremes we have al¬ 

ready had occasion to suggest. The theory that mathematics gain 

their certainty from the doing of them has influenced many later 

writers, though they might disagree with Vico’s notion that mathe¬ 

matics was in liis seme arbitrary. The views of the marxlst writer 



Sorel may hr iruMiiioned here, as well as the ar(X)unts given by 

Goblot and Meyerson. 'Fhe same hr>lds oi' the utilitarian and 

pragmatist accounts of the nature ol iiiatheinatics. On the other side, 

tlie notion of arbitrariness has commended itself to the formalists, who 

treat mathematics as an elaborate game. It w'oulfl, ol course, be 

diiricult to state in all cases how direct the influence olA'ico has bt en. 

Of Marx and Sorel we know that they studied Vico’s work. But ich^as 

often hav(‘ subtle ways of making themselves fell without their in¬ 

fluence l)ecoming consciously seen. I hough Vico’s work was not very 

widely read, it nevertheless contains the germs ofinanv developments 

in lh(‘ phiios(>phy of the nineteenth century. 

The oth<T main conseqtience of Vico's principle is his theory of 

histor\’. Mathematics, he held, was perfectly knowable because inau- 

inade, but did not refer to reality. Nature was not perfectly knowable 

for it was made by Ciod, but it did refer to the real. This paradox 

remairts aliv(‘ today wherever jaire matlu iuatics is held to Ijc a mere 

construction. Vic*o tried to discover a ‘new .science’ which was l)oth 

j)erlectly knowable and about lh(‘ real world. Ihis he found irt 

historv, when* man and god collaborate, a startling reversal olThe 

traditional view; for the C'-artesians had written oil history as iin- 

sci(‘ntifi('. rhe view that so< i<'ty is inherently more knowable than 

inert matter was re\ ived in the last i entury by the (»erman philosopher 

Dilthey, and the so< iologists Max Weber and Sombart. 

The nt'w hypothesis is set Ibrth most fully in a book called the ‘New 

Science’, of which Vito |)roduced .several \ ersion.s. To the mtxlcrn 

reader this book is s<nnewhat of a prol)lem, for it is a mixture of 

various ingrt‘dients lliat are not always properly distinguLshed. 

A[3art from philost>phical cpiesti<.)ns, the autlK)r deals with empirical 

problems and with .straightforward questions of history, and these 

various strands ol the enquiry^ are not always easy to di.seniangle. 

Indeed, at times V'ico himself does not seem to be aware that he is 

sliding from tme kind of question into the other. With all these faults 

and obscurities, tliere still remains a highly important theory 

develojjed in the U)ok. 

Vtco\s house in Naples 

Wliat, then, is meant by equating truth w ith the thing done, or facii* 

This .somew hat unortluxlox principle yields on closer inspection .some 

quite sound corollaries on the epistemological que.stion. Kor it is true 

that doing can help) to improve our knowing. I’he intelligent p<‘r- 

Ibrmance of some action undoubtedly pjromotes one’s understanding 

of it. It is evident that this occurs most naturally in the field of human 

action or endeavour. A good example Ls the understanding of music. 

I’o understand a piece of music thoroughly it is not enough to listen to 

it, but we must, as it w^erc, reconstruct it by reading or playing the 

score, even if this Ls done with a relative lack of expert skill. Ihe point 

is rather that expert skill is gained gradually in precisely this manner. 

But a similar comment holds true for scientific enquiry, too. An 

active knowledge of wdiat can be done with the material under in¬ 

vestigation gives one a firmer gra.sp on reality than mere external, 

abstract knowledge. This is at the basis of the piragrnaticist p>lulosophy 

of Peirce, as we shall see later. But in any case, there is nothing 

recondite here, ordinary common seme is aware of this in the saying 
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iha* practice makes perlecl. lluis it is no! enough, in rnathernaiics, 

to learn theorems, one should he able* to hrin^ to bear one's (iieo- 

rctieal equipment on a variety of specific problems. I’his is not 

a demand for abandoning disinterested enquiry in fav^our ofutilitv, on 

the contrary, it is through seeing concepts in action that a projx'r 

understanding of'them is obtained. On th<‘ face of it tliis approach 

looks somewhat like the j^raginatii' doctrine of IVotagoras. How¬ 

ever, \’ico does not make nian tlu* measure of all things in (]Liite tlu‘ 

Soj)hist sense. What is underlined is the active and litcTallv rr- 

constnictive element in the knowing process, which is not at iili th( 

same as making what a})})(‘ars to eac h into the ultimate' criterion. 

The emphasis on activity is (]uite o})j)osed to the clear and distiia t 

ideas of the rationalists 

7 ruth is (ited: ihc horizofi e/ (nn 

knnjvled^e extends as jar as our 

field of action 

Where rationalism shrinks away from the imagination as a sourc e of 

confusion, V ico on the contrary em[)hasizes its role in the j)roc('ss of 

discoverv. Before we reach concepts, he- would hold, wc* think in 

terms ol rather vague and i!l-defiru*d situations. This vic'w is in^t 

entirely satisfactory, for howe ver vague- a thinking process might be 

it is difhe lilt to s<*(' how it eoulci lx- (juite dex’oici r)i ( once|)tual con¬ 

tent. It might be- better to sa\ that |>rimitiv(' thought j)r(K(‘ccis in 

U-rms ol'pic tures and m<na|)hors, whereas eoneepiual thinking is tin* 

last stage of sojdustieatioii. One valuable bint, tlntt might arise- I'runi 

all this, is tin- fact that the raticmalist account deals with science as a 

finished produc t, and prc'sents it in an c‘X|)ository ordet. I fie acTonnt 

imf)lieit in V’ic'o shows sc ience in the making and adojUs the order of 

invention. But much of this is not at all eh-arK stated in V'ieo's work. 

As to history, which is made by man, Vheo holds that dif-giratc'stdegrer 

of ecTtainty can be- achieved. He fc-lt ilial it was possible f'or tin- 

historian to ciiscewer the* general laws of tlic- historic al process, and in 

terms of it explain wh\ things have turned out as the\ ha\'e and will 

continue in a })rc*dictable manner. V ico is not saving tliat c-verv clc-- 

tail is predicted in a mec hanieal way, but that the liroacl outlinc-s are 

knowable in a gc-neral way. d’lx-re is, f'(»r him, a tide- in the affairs ol 

men, and as the w aters flow l)ac'k and forth, so the fori urns of man¬ 

kind run in cycles. The theory of cycle's stems ullimat(*iy Irom 

presoeratie sourec-s, as wc' have- sec-n. But \ ico gne-s a new slant i<> 

thc-se old notions by seeking the l()rm of the rec urrc-nl j)fias(‘s of 

history m the mind oi man, as the- playwright and actor of the* j>ic-( 

'Ihus V'ico’s lhc*or\, rather than looking hack, points forward to 

Hcygel's thc'ory of history. At the .same time, this ap})roaeh to the 

liistoric al problem fits in bette r with the emj)iric al study of historv 

-^oli than dc» the- ratic.mahsl tlieories of orde r. Thus llie tiic-or\ of the* 

social c:onira( t, as statc-d by Hof)f)cs and latcT Rou.ssc'au, is a tvpic al 

ratjonalist distortion. It is social theory .sc-en in a meelianic al, one 

might almc»st .sav mathenuilieal way. V’ico’s thc'ory allow^s him to sc-e 

.soc ial organisatirai as a natural and gradual growth involving human 

beings w ho, through their at cumulating traditions, slowly dc-veloyj 

forms of communal Ii\'itig. I he sex ial contract, on the other hand, 

assumes men who suddenK hnci that they are yx-rfeetly reasonable* 

and caleulating beings who, through an act of rational dec ision, call 

into lile a new soeielx. 



What is true of society in general is likewise true of language in 

particular. Language begins when in the course of their common 

activities men have to convey information to each other. In its 

primitive form, language consists of gestures and symbolic acts. When 

language l)ccornes articulate its signs suffer a gradual change from 

direct, and in this sense, natural connection with simple objects, into 

conventional patterns. Indeed, language is to begin with poetic. 

Only gradually does it Ijccome .scientific. The grammarians who 

codified the principles of linguistic structure were in error when they 

Ux>k the rationalist view here too and regarded language as a con¬ 

scious and delilx*:rate construction. That scientific and philosophic 

language is a late product of civilisation we have already seen when 

discussing ancient philosophy. There we saw how men struggled 

with the common language of their lime in order to say new things, 

'fhis remains an important principle that is occasionally forgotten. 

Starting from ordinary language it is precisely the business of 

.science and philosophy to Ibrge sharper linguistic tools for the pur¬ 

pose of handling new enquiries. This is (he valuable message implied 

in the Cartesian demand for clear and distinct ideas. Vico himself 

does not seem to have seen the matter in this light, and therefore 

missed the significance of rationalist philosophy for science. 

We may approach language in one of two opposite ways. Either we 

may take, with Leibniz, the extreme rationalist view of language as a 

calculus, with clear and distinct notions prevailing throughout, and 

rules for calculation set down explicitly. Alternatively, we may, in the 

spirit of V'ico, regard the natural languages in the way in which they 

have growm as adequate media for communication, while rejecting 

any attempt at formalLsation as a distortion. On such a view the 

function of logic really becomes superfluous, and the only criterion 

W'hich can provide meaning is the active use of the language itself. 

Both these extreme points of view are wrong. The rationalist mis¬ 

takes the direction in which development occurs for an ultimate goal 

that can be reached, whereas the refusal to formali.se at all prevents 

any possiblity of breaking out of the narrow field of vision within 

which at any time we find ourselves. Bt'sides, this latter approach is 

usually linked with the view that ordinary discourse is already as 

clear and distinct as it need or could be, an altogether rash and 

optimistic notion which fails to take into account past philosophic 

prejudices that survive in ordinary’ speech. 

For all his unorthodox theorising in the sociological field, Vico 

nevertheless remained a devout Catholic. At any rate, he tried to 

accommodate the received religion within his system. Whether this 

is possible without inconsistency is ofcour.se another question. But 

then consistency is not one of Vico’s merits. The importance of Vico 

lies much rather in his almost uncanny foreshadowing of the nine¬ 

teenth century and its philosophic developments. In his sociology lie 

moves away from the rationalist conception of the ideal common¬ 

wealth and applies himself to the empirical task of studying how 

societies grow and develop. In this he is highly original and for the 

first time provides a genuine theory of human civilization. All this is 

intimately connected with the leading notion central to all his 

thinking: that truth is deed, or‘verum factum', to use the Latin. 

.in'nr Jtiii 
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Horrors attending religious wars 

British Empiricism 
In the vvakc' oi'tlie reformation there t^rew up in the north of Europe 

a new attitude to politics and philosophy. Its emergence as a rcactif)ri 

to the period of religious warfare and subservience to Rome was 

centred on England and Holland. England was largely spared the 

horrors consequent upon the religious schism of the continent. Pro¬ 

testants and Catholics, it is true, did for a while persecute each other 

in a half-hearted sort of way, and Puritanism under Oomwell was at 

loggerheads with the Church. But there w'cre no large scale atro¬ 

cities, and above all no foreign interference of a military kind. The 

Dutch, on the other hand, suffered the full impact of the religious 

wars. In a long and bitter struggle against (Catholic Spain they 

finally achieved provisional recognition of independence in ifioq, 

which was confirmed at the I’reaty of Westphalia in 1648. 

This new attitude towards problems in the social and intellectual 

sphere is called liberalism. Under this somewhat vague heading one 

can discern a number offairly distinct features. First ol all, liberalism 

was essentially Protestant, but not in a narrf)W', Calvinistic manner. 

It was much rather a development of the protestant notion that each 

man must come to terms with Cod in his ow^n way. Besides, bigotry 

is bad for business. Since liberalism was a product of the rising 

middle clas.ses in whose hands commerce and industry was develop¬ 

ing, it was opposed to the entrenched traditions of privilege of aristo¬ 

cracy and monarchy alike. The keynote is thus one of toleration. In 

the seventeenth century, at a time when most of the rest of Europe 

was tom w'ith religious strife and tortured by instransigent fanaticLsm, 

the Dutch Republic was an asylum for non-comformisls and free 

thinkers of all kinds. The Protestant Churches never acquired the 

political power that Catholicism had enjoyed during the Middle 

ages. State power was therefore becoming much more important. 

Tlie arbitrarv’ power f)f monarchs came to be regarded with dis¬ 

favour by the middle class nierchanLs w ho had gained property and 

Jacobean Parliament; England had wealth through their own enterprise. The movement therefore was 

reached some measure oj stability towards democracy based on the rights of property and the curtail- 
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rnrnt of the kingly powers Along with the denial of the divine right 

of kings there arose a feeling that men can rise above their circum¬ 

stances through their own efforts, and consequeiillv i greater 

emphasis is begimiing to he placed on the importance ol education 

-21 ] 

In general, government as such was vie\\ed with suspicion, as inter¬ 

fering w ith the needs of expanding commerce and restricting its free 

development. At the same time the need lor law and order was 

recognised as essential, and thLS somewhat tempered the attitude of 

opposition to government. From this period the Faiglish inherit their 

typical love for compromLse. In social matters this implies a con* 

cern for improvement rather than revolution. 





I’hc liberalism ol' the seventeenth century thus was, as the name 

indeed suggests, a force for liberation. It freed those that practised it 

fnjrn all the tyrannies, political and religious, economic and intellec¬ 

tual, tt) which the dying traditions of medievalism were still clinging, 

l ikewise, it was opjx^sed to the blind fervour of extremist protestant 

sects. It rejected the authority of the Church to legislate in matters 

of f)hilosophy and science. Until the Congress of Vienna plunged 

Europe into the neo-fciidal morass of the Holy Alliance, early 

liberalism, fired by an optimistic outlook and driven by boundless 

energy, made tremendous strides without suffering major setbacks. 

In England and Holland the growth of liberalism w'as so much 

bound up with the general conditions of the time that it created very 

litde fuss. But in some other countries, notably France and North 

America, ii had a revolutionary influence in sliaping subsequent 

cv(‘nts. A dominant feature of the liberal altitude was its respect for 

individualism. 

Pn^testant theology had emphasised the inadequacy of authority to 

lay down the law' in matters of conscience. Ehe same individualism 

penetrated into the economic and philosophic sphere. In economics 

it manifests itself in iakser hnre’ and its rationalisation in nineteenth 

century utilitarianism. In philosophy it brings to the fore an interest 

in the theory of knowledge, which has so largely occupied philoso- 

[)hers since then. Descartes’ famous fornmla ‘I think, therefore I am’ 

is typical of this individualism, since it throws everyone back on hk 

ow^n personal existence as a basis for knowledge. 

I'his doctrine of individualism was in the main a rationalist theory, 

and reason was held to be of paramount imp)ortance. To be ruled by 

the passions was generally considered to be uncivilised. During the 

nineteenth century, however, the individualist doctrine came to be 

extended to the passions themselves and, on the crest of the romantic 

movement, led to a numl>er of philosophies of pow^r which exalted 

the .self-will of the stronger. This ends of course in something quite 

opposed to liberalism. Such theories are indeed self-defeating, since 

the man w'ho succeeds must destroy the ladder to success, for fear of 

competition from others equally ambitious. 

liie liberal movement influenced the intellectual climate of opinion 

generally. It is therefore not surprising that thinkers who might 

otherwise hold radically different philosophic views were neverthe¬ 

less liberal in their political theories, Spinoza was lil)eral as much as 

the British Empiricist philosophers. 

With the rise of industrial society in the nineteenth century liberal¬ 

ism was a powerful source for social improvement of the miserably 

exploited labouring classes. This function was later taken over by the 

more militant forces of the rising socialist movement. Liberalism 

remained on the whole a movement without dogma. As a political 

force it is now unfortunately quite spent. It is a sorry comment on our 

times, and perhaps the outcome of the international catastrophes of 

the present century, that most men no longer have the courage to 

live without a rigid political creed. 

Ao. 1680. 
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The mind starts like a blank sheet. 

Ideas of Sensation and Reflection 

are then inscribed on it 

riie philosophic work of I3escartes gave rise to two main streams 

oi development. One of these is the revived rationalist tradition 

whose main carriers in the seventeenth century were Spinoza and 

Leibniz. The other is what is generally called British Empiricism. 

It is important not to apply these lal>cls too rigidly. One of the 

great obstacles to understanding in philosophy, as indeed in any 

other field, is a blind and over-rigid classification of thinkcTs by 

labels. Still, the conventional division is not arliitrary, [)ut points to 

some leading features of the two traditions. I’his is true even though 

in political theory the British empiricists show' a marked streak of 

rationalist thinking. 

The three great representatives of this movement, Locke, Berkeley 

and Hume, roughly span the period from the Cavil War in England 

to the French Revolution. John Locke (16 52-1704) was given a 

strict puritan upbringing. His father fought with the Ibrces of' 

Parliament during the war. One of' the basic tenets of l.,ockc\s out¬ 

look was tolerance. This eventually led him to break with both 

sides in the conflict. In 1646 he went to Westminster School where 

he acquired the traditional grounding in classics. Six years later he 

moved on to Oxford w'here he spent the next filYeen years, first as a 

student and then as a teacher of fireek and j>hilosophy. fhe 

scholasticism then still prevailing at Oxford was not to his liking, 

and we find him taking an interest in scientific experiments and in 

the philosophy of Descartes. The established church held out no 

prospects for a man of his tolerant outlook, and so he finally took up 

the study of medicine. At this time he came to know Boyle, who w as 

connected with the Royal Society that had been founded in ifififl. 

Meanwhile he had accompanied a diplomatic mission to the 

Elector of Brandenburg in 1663, and in the following year had met 

Lord Ashley, later first Earl of Shaftesbury. He bf‘( ame Shaftesbury's 

friend and assistant until 1682. Locke’s most famous philosophic 

work is his ‘Essay concerning human understanding', begun in 1671 

as a result of a series of discussion with friends, in which it became 

clear that a preliminary a.ssessment of the scope and limitations of 

human knowledge might be helpful. Wlien Shaftesbury’ fell in 1673, 

Locke went abroad and spent the next three years in France, w'here 

he met many of the leading thinkers of the time. In 1675 Shaftesbury 

re-emerged on the political .scene and became Lord President of'the 

Privy Council. Locke resumed hi.s position as secretary wdth the 

earl the following year. Shaftesbury w^as trying to prevent the 

accession of James II and was implicated in the abortive Monmouth 

rebellion. In the end he died an exile in Amsterdam in 1683. Locke 

was suspect by association and escaped to Holland in the same year. 

For some time he lived under a pseudonym to avoid being extra¬ 

dited. It was at this time that he finished the Essay. To the same 

period belong his ‘Letter on Tolerance’ and the ‘Two Treatises on 

Government’. In 1688 William of Orange took the English Crown 

and Locke returned home shortly afterwards. The Essay was pub¬ 

lished in 1 Gqfj, and Locke spent most of his last years in preparing 

later editions and engaging in controversies arising from his work. 

In the Essay, for the first time, we have a forthright attempt at 

setting forth the limitations of the mind and the sort of enquiries 



which it is possible for us to pursue. Whereas the rationalists had 

tacitly assumed that perfect knowledge was ultimately attainable, 

the new approach was less optimistic on this head. Rationalism is 

on the whole an optimistic doctrine and t(» that extent uncritical. 

I'he epistemological enquiry of Locke, on the other hand, is the 

foundation of a critical phil<)so])hy which is empirical in two senses. 

First, it does not, as the rationalists had done, prejudge the scope 

of human knowledge, and secondly it emphasises the element oj* 

sensc-ex})eriencc. 'Fhis approach therelbre marks not onh the 

beginning of the (empiricist tradition carried on by Berkeley, Hume 

and j. S. Mill, but also was the starting point of the critical philo¬ 

sophy of Kant. Locke’s Essay thus sets out to sweep away old 

l^rejudices and preconceptions rather than to provide a n(‘w 

.system. In this he had set himself a task which he considered more 

modest than the work of such master-builders as the ‘incomj)arabIe 

Mr. Newton'. For his own part he leels ‘it is aiTibition enough to be 

employed as an under-labourer in ( learing th<‘ ground a little, and 

removing .some of the rubbish that lies in the way of knowledge.' 

I’he first step in this new programme was to l»ase knowledge 

slrictlv on experience, which meant that the innatt* ideas of Descartes 

and Leibniz must l)e rejected. That wc have from birth some kintl 

of inborn equipment capal)le ol development and enabling us to 

learn a number of things is admitted on all sides. But it will not do 

to assum<‘ that the untutored mind has dormant contents. If this 

were so we could never distinguish between this and other knowledge 

that genuinely conies from experi(*nce. We might then as well say 

that all knowledge is innate. This is ol course prec isely what is said 

in the theory of anamnesis that was mentioned in the ‘Meno'. 

The mind, then, is to begin with like a clean sheet of paper. 

What provides it with mental contents is experience. The.se contents 

Locke calls ideas, using the t<Tm in a verv wade sense. In a general 

way, ideas are divided into two types, according to their objects. 

1^’irst there are ideas of sensation which (ome from the observation 

of the outside world through our senses. The other kind are ideas of 

ndleetion which arise when the mind observes itself. So far forth the 

doctrine docs not introduce anything of startling novelty. 'Fhat 

nothing is in the mind unless it had come through the senses w'as an 

old scholastic formula, and Leibniz had added a qualification 

excepting the mind itself from the general formula. What is new and 

characteristic of empiricism is the suggestion that these are the only 

sources of knowledge. Thus in the course of thinking and speculation 

WT can never go beyond the confines of what we have gathered 

through sensation and reflection. Johj] lj)cke (i6j:»-jyo4) 

Locke proceeds to divude ideas into simple and complex. No 

satisfactory criterion for simplicity is provided, for he calls ideas 

simple when they cannot be broken up into j^arts. This is not very 

helpful as an explanation, and besides he is not consistent in his use 

of the phrase. But it is clear what he b trying to do. If there are only 

ideas of sensation and reflection, then it must be possible to show 

how mental contents are made up of these, or in other words, how 

complex ideas arise from a combination of simple ones. Complex 



ideas are subdivided into substances, modes and relations. Substances 

arc complex ideas of things that can exist by themselves, whereas 

modes arc de|>endcnt on substances. Relations, as Locke himsell' 

came to see, are not really complex ideas in his sense at all. riiey are 

a class of their own and arise from the mental operation ol' coni^ 

paring. Take, for instance, the case of causality. This idea of relation 

superv^enes upon the observation of change. The notirm of lu cessary 

connection, I,ocke held, was based (iii a prior assumption and ^^’as 

not grounded in experience. Hume was later to emphasise the 

second of these [>oints, and Kant the first. 
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For I.ocke, to say that one knows .something or other implies that 

one is certain. In this he merely follows the rationalist tradition. 

It is a use of the v\<jrd ‘know' which goes liack to Plato and Sck rates. 

Now' what we know, according to Locke, are ideas, and these in 

turn are said to picture or represent the world. The representative 

theory' c>f km>wledge of course takes J..ocke beyond the empiricism 

which he so fiercely advocates. If all w'c know are ide as we can ru-ver 

know whether these cor^(^spond to the w'orld of things. At all events, 

this view of knowledge leads Locke to the v iew' that words stand lor 

ideas much in the way that ideas stand Ibr things. Phere is, however, 

this difference, that words are conventional signs in a sense in 

which ideas are not. Since experience provides us only with par¬ 

ticular ideas, it is the operation of the mind itself that produces 

abstract, general ideas. As for his view on the origin of language, 

expressed incidentally in the Essay, it shares with Vico the recogni¬ 

tion of the role of metaphor. 

One of the chief difliculties of Locke’s theory of knowledge is to 

account for error. The form of the problem is exactly the same 

as in the ‘Theaetetus’, if we sul>stitute Ltx:ke’s white sheet of paper 

for Plato’s bird cage, and ideas for birds. It then appiears that on 

such a theory we could never lie in error, but Locke is not usually 

worried by this kind of problem. He is not systematic in his treat¬ 

ment and often leaves the argument when difficulties arise. His 

practical frame of mind led him to treat philosophic problems in 

piecemeal fashion without facing the task of achieving a consistent 

position. He was, as he had put it, an under-lalxmrer. 

In matters of theology, Locke accepted the traditional division 

of truth into rational and revealed, and always remained a devout, 

if independent, believer in Christianity. What he abhorred above 

all was ‘enthusiasm’, in the original Greek sense of the word. It 

means a state of being p>osscssed by divine inspiration, and was 

characteristic of the religious leaders in the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries. Their fanaticism, Locke felt, was destructive of both 

reason and revelation, a view fearfully supported by the atnxrities 

of the religious wars. In sum, Locke really puts reason first, following 

in this the general philosophic temper of his age. 

The same mixture of reason and piecemeal empiricism is found 

in Locke’s political theories. 7’hesc arc expressed in his two Treatises 

on Government, written in 1689-90. The first of these is a rebuttal 

of Sir Rol)ert Kilmer’s pamphlet entitled Patriarcha, which con- 



tained an extreme formulation of the divine right of kings. This 

theory is ])ased on the hereditary^ principle which Lcnrke finds n<j 

difficulty in demolishing, though it may lie remarked that the 

])rinriple is not as such opposed tf) human reason. It is, in fart, 

widely accepted in the economic sphere. 

In the second 'freatist', Locke puts forward his own theory. Like 

Hobbes, he thinks tliat before there was civil government, men lived 

in a stale of nature ruled by natural law. All this is traditional 

.sclK)lasticisrTi. Locke's view on the rise (d gov'erninent is based, as in 

Holibes, on the rationalist doc trine of the social contract. In its 

setting, this was an advance on those who held to the divine right of 

kings, though it was inferior to X’ico's theory. T he prime motive 

behind the sexual contract was, for L(x:ke, the protec tion of property . 

In binding them.selves to such agreements, men siirrendcT the right 

to act as sole champions of their own causes, [his right is now handed 

to the government. Since in a monarchy the king may well be 

himself involved in a dispute, the jirinciple that no man should judge 

his own case recpjires that the judiciary innst be indefxuideni of the 

crxecutive. The division of powers was subsecjuently- treated in great 

detail by Montc^scjuieu. In Locke, we find the first full-blown account 

of these matters. What he has in mind more particularly is the* 

executive jx>wer of the king as set over agaircst the le gislative functicui 

of parliament. It is the legislature which must be supreme, being 

responsible only to the community as a whole, of which it is the 

represeIllative. What is to lx* done when the executive and the 

legislature arc at loggerheads? Evidently the* executive, in sucli cases, 

must b<* cocTced into submission. Tliis, indeed, is what had happened 

to Ciharles I, whose autocratic manner helped provoke the civil wars. 

There remains the question of how one is to decide when force may 

rightfully be used against a fractious sovereign. In practice these 

matters are usually decided by the success or failure of the cause in 

question. Though Locke seems vaguely^ aware ol this fact, his own 

view is in line with the generally rationalist trend of the political 

thinking of his time. It was assumed that any reasonable man knew 

what was right. Here, once more, the dcKtrine of natural law hovers 

in the background. For it is only on some intrinsic principle of this 

kind that the rightness of an action may be assessed. It is here that 

the third power of the judiciary has a peculiar role to play. Locke 

himself docs not discuss the judiciary as a separate power. But where- 

ever the division of powers came to be accepted, the judiciary in 

time attained a fully independent status, enabling it to adjudicate 

between any other powers. In this way, the three fiowcrs constitute 

a system of mutual checJts and l^alances that tend to prevent the rise 

of untrammelled authority. This is central to political lilxrralism. 

In England today, the rigidity of party structure and the power 

yielded by Cabinet do somewhat diminish the division between 

executive and legislature. The most striking example of the division 

of powers as Locke conceived it exists in the government of the 

United States of America, where President and Congress function 

independently. As to the state in general, its powers since Locke’s 

time have grown to vast dimensions, at the expense of the individual. 
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to be made, and wbat height they 
out to have. 

^.177. Rhttoruk and Legitk being iUmrir^. 
the Ans that in the ordinary method 
ufually follow immediately after Gram¬ 
mar, it may perhaps be wondered that 
1 have &id ib little of them: The rea> 
ion is, becauie of the little advantage 
voting People receive by them: For I 
nave ieldom or never oblerved any one 
to get the SkiU of rcalbning well, or 
fpeaking handfemly by (hidyingthc^ 
Rules, which pretend to teach it: And 
therefore I would have a young Gen¬ 
tleman take a view of them in the 
(bortcftSyflcmscould be found, with¬ 
out dwelling long on the contempla¬ 
tion and ftudy of tbofe Formalities;. 
Right Rcalbning is founded on (btne- 
thingclfethan thePrrdrr<n»r»rrandPre- 
dicthhsy and docs not cootift in talking 
in Mode and figmre it ielf. But *usbc- 
lidcs my preient Bufine^ to enlarge up¬ 
on thi» Speculation: To come there¬ 
fore to what we have in hand ; if you 
would have your Son Rtifw miy let 
him read Chillhigmirtb; and if you 
would have him f^k well, let fom 
be converliuit in to give him 

the 
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Though amongst thinkers Locke is neither the pro foil lidcst nor the 

most original, his work cainc to exercise a strong and lasting in¬ 

fluence both in philosophy and in politics. Philosophically he stands 

at the beginning of the new empiricism, a line of thought which was 

developed in the first instance by Berkeley and Hume and later by 

Bentham and John Stuart Mill. Likewise, the encyclopaedist 

movement of eighteenth century France was largely Lockean, with 

the exception of Rousseau and his followers. Marxism, t(K>, owes its 

scientific flavour to Lockean influence. 

Politically, Locke’s theories were a summary of the kind of thing that 

was in fact being practised in England. No great upheaval is there¬ 

fore to be expected. In America and France the case stood other- 

wLse. As a result, Lockean liberalism led to some rather spectacular 

and revolutionary commotion. In America, liberalism became the 

national ideal, enshrined in the constitution. It is a way with ideals 

that they are not always faithfully observed, but as a principle early 

liberalism has continued to function in America aimo.st unchanged. 

Oddly enough, Locke’s immense success is linked with the sweeping 

conquest of Newton. Once and for all, Newtonian physics had done 

away with the authority of Aristotle. Likewise, Locke’s political 

theory^ though hardly novel, repudiated the divine right of kings and 

sought to establish, on the basis of the law of nature of the schol¬ 

astics, suitably altered to conform to modern conditions, a new 

doctrine of the state. The scientific temper of these efforts is re¬ 

flected in its effects on subsequent events. The very wording of the 



Declaration of Independence bears the stamp of it. When Franklin 

substituted ‘self-evident’ for Jefl'erson’s ‘sacred and undeniable’ in 

the phrase ‘we hold these trutlis to be self-evident’, he echoes the 

philosophic language of Locke. 

In France, the impact of Locke was, if anything, even stronger. The 

outdated political tyranny of the ‘ancien regime’ sUkkI in painful and 

obvious contrast with the liberal principles of England. B<*sides, in 

the field of science Newtonian notions had ousted the older Car¬ 

tesian view of the world. In economics, too, the haiglish policy of free 

trade, though partly misunderstood, was much admir(‘d by the 

French. Throughout the eighteenth century there reigned in France 

an attitude of anglophilia built alxjve all on the inflvience of Locke. 

It is with the philosophy of L.ocke that the subsequent split in modern 

European philosophy first appears, (’ontinental philosophy on the 

whole has been <jf the large scale system building kind. Its arguments 

are in the a priori strain and in its sw't‘ep it often takes no interest in 

matters of detail, British philo.sophy, on the other hand, follow's more 

closely the method of empirical research in science. It deals with a 

host of smaller matters in piecemeal fashion, and when it does 

advance general principles it puts them to the test of direct evidence. 

As a result of these differences in approach, th<‘ a priori system, while 

in itself consistent, will crumble to dust if its basic tenets are dis¬ 

lodged. The empiricist philosophy, being based on ob-served fact, 

will not collapse if in some places w^e find lault with it. The difference 

is as between tw'o pyramids of which one is built upside down. The 

empirical pyramid stands on its base and does not fall if a slab is 

removed somcw’herc. 'I'he a priori stands on its head and topples over 

if you so much as stjuint at it. 

In ethics, the practical results of this method are even more obvious. 

A theory of good worked out as a rigid system can wreak learful 

havoc if some unenlightened despot fancies himself designed by fate 

to implement it. No doubt there may be .some who despise utilitarian 

ethics because it starts from the base desire for happine.ss. It is quite 

certain, however, that the protagoikist of such a theory will in the end 

do more to improve the lot of his fellow than w ill the austere and 

high minded reformer pursuing an ideal end no matter what the 

means. Together with these different points of view in ethics we find 

correspondingly different attitudes in politics developing. I'he 

liberals in the Lockean tradition had no great love for sweeping 

changes based on abstract principles. Every issue must be dealt with 

on its own merits in free discussion. It is this piecemeal, tentative and 

anti-systematic, rather than unsystematic, character of English 

government and social practice that continentals find .so exasperating. 

The utilitarian descendants of Lockean liberalism supported an 

ethic of enlightened self-interest. This conception may not have 

called forth the noblest sentiments in men; but by the same token, it 

avoided the truly heroic atrocities committed in the name of 

loftier systems that envisaged more dignified motives, while ignoring 

the fact that men are not abstractions. 

John Locke {r6'}2-jyo.f) 

Rationalism, a pyramid standings 
on its head; Empiricism, on its feet '2ig 
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One serious flaw that remains in Locke’s theoiy is his account of 

abstract ideas. 'Lhis, of course, is an attempt to cope with the problem 

of universals, left over on the Lockean theory ol knowledge. Lhe 

difficulty is that if we abstract from specific instancies, what is left in 

the end is nothing at all. Locke gwf*s as an exarnph* the abstract idc*a 

ol‘a triangle, which must lie ‘neither oblicpie nor rectangle, neither 

equilatc-raJ, equicruval, nor scalenon, but all and none of thc^c at 

once.’ The criticism c>f the theory of abstract ideas is the starting 

point of Berkeley’s j>hilo.sophy. 

George Berkelc-y (1685^ 1753), of Anglo-Irish dc'seent, was born in 

Ireland in 1885. At fifteen years old he went to Trinity (college, 

Dublin, w'here alongside tfir traditional sulijects the iif'vv Ic^arning of 

Newton and the philosophy of Locke were beginning to flourish. In 

I 707 he was elected to a fellowship of his college. Within the next six 

years he published the works on w hich rests his fame as a philo.sopher. 

Before he was thirty years old hc' had made his mark, thereafter his 

main energies wen* dev(»ted to other causes. From 1713 1721 

Berkeley lived and travelled in England and on the Continent. On 

returning to 1 rinity he took up a Senior Fellowship, and in 1724 

became Dean (»f Derry. At this stage he* began to work for the f<>uncF 

ing of a m issionary college in Bermuda. With the a.ssuraru:e of backing 

from the governrnent,he set out for America in 1728 to enlist support 

among the New Englanders. But the help promis<"d from Westminster 

was not forthcoming,and Berkeley had to abandon his plans. In 1732 

he returned to London. Two years later he secured preferment to the 

bLshopric of C’loyne, a post he held until his death. In 1752 he left for 

a visit to Oxford where he died at the beginning of the following year. 

T he fundamental thesis of Berkeley’s philosophy is that for something 

to exist is the same as its being perceived. 'Fhis formula seemed to 

him so self-evident that he could never explain to his less convinced 

contcinporaries what he was trying to do. For., on the fac.e of it, the 

formula is of course outrageously at odds with common setLse. No one 

normally thinks, as this view appears to demand, that objects which 

he perceives are in his mind. 'Fhe poing however, is that Berkeley is 

implicitly suggesting that on the empirical view, that Locke had 

preached but not always practised consistently, there is something 

wrong with the idc*a of an object. Fo pretend to rcd'ute Berkeley by 

kicking stones as Dr. JohrLson did is therefore completely lx‘side the 

point. Whether Berkeley’s own theory is in the end a cure for the 

difficulties of Locke is of course a different question. Meanwhile it 

must be remembered that Berkeley is not trying to myslify us with 

esoteric puzzles, but is attempting to rectify certain inconsistencies in 

Locke. In this at least, he is quite succes.sful. The distinction between 

an inner and outer world cannot properly be maintained on Locke’s 

epistemology. It is impossible, in one and the same breath, to hold 

a Lockean theory of ideas and a representative theoiy' of knowledge. 

A very similar difficulty later faced the Kantian account of the same 

problem. 

The first work in which Berkeley criticises the theory of abstract ideas 

is the ‘Essay towards a New Theory of Vision’. In this Ixiok he begins 



by discussing some confusions afx>ut perception which were at that 

time prevalent. In particular, he gives the proper solution to the 

apparent puzzle alxnu our seeing things the right way up, though 

the image on the retina of the eye is inverted. This conundrum was 

much in vogue then, and Berkeley showed that it was due to cjuite a 

simple fallacy. The f>oint is that we sec with our eyes, and not by 

looking at them from behind as at a screen. Carelessness in sliding 

from geometrical optics into the language of*visual perception is thus 

the cause of* this misunderstanding. Berkeley goes on to develop a 

theory of perception which makes a radical distinction between the 

sorts of thing that different senses allow us to say about their objects. 

Visual perceptions, he says, are not of external things but are simply 

ideas in the mind. Tactual perceptions, though in the mind as ideas 

of sensation, are nevertheless said to be of physical objects though in 

his later work this distinction is no longer allowed, and all percep¬ 

tions yield ideas of seiLsation in the mind only. The reason why the 

senses are thus cut off from eacli other is that all sensations are 

specific. This, too, accounts for Berkeley's rejection of what he calls 

‘materialLsm'. For matter is simply some metaphysical carrier of 

qualities which latter alone gave rise to experiences that arc mental 

contents. Bare matter as such cannot be experienced and is therefore 

an otiose abstraction. I’he same consideration applit-s to Locke's 

abstract ideas. II, for example, you take away from a triangle all the 

specific cliaracters it has, in the end strictly nothing is left over, and 

of nothing no experience is to be had. 

In the ‘Principles of Human Knowledge’, published in 1710, one 

year after the Essay, Berkeley states his basic formula without 

qualification or compromise: to be is to be perceived. This is the 

ultimate outcome of Locke's empiricism if one takes it seriously. For 

all we can then .say is that we have experiences of certain sensations 

or reflections when we do in fact have them, and not at other times. 

Thus, not only are we confined to experiences which as such arc 

registered in the mind, but we are reduced to admitting these only 

when we have them. In one sense this is not in the least (Kid: you have 

experiences when you have them and not at any other time. To sjTK'ak 

of anything as existing only makes sense in and through experiences, 

and therefore to l>e and to l^e perceived are one and the same. It 

makes no .sense, on this view, to s(X!ak of an unexperienced cxpxrience, 

or an unperccived idea, a position which continues to be held by 

contemporary philosophers who hold phenomenalist theories of 

knowledge. On such theorit^s, there are no utLsensed sense data. As 

for abstract ideas, if they were po.ssible at all, they must l>e standing 

for some reality which cannot be experienced and this is a contradic¬ 

tion of Lockean empiricism. On the empirical view, reality is co¬ 

extensive with what can l>c experienced. 

Plan for Berkeley s projects of 
a town in Bermuda 
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How, then, is the problem of universals to be tackled? Berkeley points 

out that what Locke thought of as abstract ideas were simply general 

names. But these do not refer to any one thing, rather they refer to 

any one of a group of things. Thus the word ‘triangle’ Is used to speak 

about any triangle, but does not refer to an abstraction. The difficulty 

alx)ut the theory of abstract ideas is in fact not unrelated to that 
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which wc discussed in connection with the Socratic*forms. They, too, 

arc somehow totally unspecific and on this account live in another 

world than ours, yet it was thought possible to know them, 

Berkelev, however, not merely rejects abstract ideas, but also the 

entire Lockean distinction between objects and ideas,together with 

the representative th('or\' of know ledge that results from it. For how, 

as consistent empiricists, can we maintain on the one hand that all 

experience is of ideas of .sensation and reflection, and on the other 

hand as.sert that ideas correspond to objects that are not themselves 

know'll, or even knowatile? In Locke we already have a foretaste of a 

distinction, drawn later by Kant, betwivn things in themselves and 

appearances. Berkeley will have none of the former, and is quite right 

in rejecting them as incompatible with Lockean empiricism. 'Fhis is 

the pfiint ol Berkeleian idealism. All we may really know and talk of 

are mental contents. Along with the representativt* theory of know¬ 

ledge, Locke held the view that vvorrls were signs for ideas. To each 

idea corresponds its w'ord, and <onxersely. It is this erroneous view' 

which is responsible for tfie theory of abstract ideas, rhu.s, Locke must 

hold that the utterance' of a word in discourse summons up the idea, 

and in this way information is conveyed from one jicrson to another. 

Berkeley has no dithculty in .showing that this account of language 

will not do. For what we understand in listening to .someone is the 

drift olTiis speech rather than a .series of verlial meanings cut oflTrom 

each other and then strung together like beads. One might add that 

in any ca.se the difficulty about representation occurs all over again. 

Flow' is one to assign names to ideas? 'I his would require tfiat one 

could non-verlially convey that a certain definite idea was present in 

one's mind, and then go on to give it a rianirr. But ev en then it would 

remain impossible to see how the correspondence could be stated 

since in the terms of the theory the idea itself is not verbal, d'hc 

I.ockean account ol language is thus gravely deficient. 

VVe have seen that one ran give an accounl of Berkeley's idcalisjn 

which makes it le.ss startling than perhaps at first it seems. Some ol 

the consequences that Berkeley is led to con.sider are less convincing. 

I’hus, it seems to him inescapable that if' there is perceiving activity 

going on, then there must be minds, or spirits, that engage in it. Now' 

a mind, in having ideas, is not its ow n object of experience, therefore 

its existence consists not in l>eing perceived, Init in perceiving. Fhis 

view f)! th(‘ mind, however, i.s not consistent with Berkeley s f)wn 

position. For on examining the case we find that a mind conceived in 

this manner is precisely the sort of abstract idea that Berkeley has 

criticised in Locke. It is something that perceives, not something or 

other, but in the abstract. As for the question of what happens to the 

mind when it is inactive a special .solution is required. Evidently, if 

existence means either })erceiving, as in the case of active minds, or 

being perceived, as with ideas, then the inactive mind must be an 

idea in the constantly active mind of God. It is thus in order to meet 

a theoretical difficulty that this philosophical God is introduced. His 

lunelion is merely to ensure the continued existence of minds, and 

incidentally, of what we call physical objects as well. This is a 

somewhat liberal way ol‘l)ringing the whole account back to some- 



thing approaching common sense talk. This part of Berkeley’s 

|X>sition is the least valuable and philosophically least interesting. 

It is worth emphasising here that Berkeley’s formula that to be is to 

be perceived does not state something tliat he thinks is a matter for 

experiment to decide He states, in fact, that we need only consider 

careftdly how we use our vocabulary correctly to see that his formula 

must obviously l>e true. Thus what he is doing here has no meta¬ 

physical import, it is rather a question of laying down how certain 

words are to be used. In so far as we might decide to use ‘existence’ 

and ‘being perceived’ synonymously, there is of course no room for 

doubt. But Berkeley thinks not only that this is how we ought to use 

these words, but that in careful sjxrech we df» in fact already use them 

in this way. That this is not altogether an implausible view we have 

been at some pains to show. Nevertheless, one might well leel that 

this way of talking is not quite .so appropriate as Berkeley thinks. 

There is first of all the fact that he is led to a metaphysical thetiry of 

mind and Hod which Is quite out of keeping with the rest of his 

philosophy. Withc>ut pressing this point, we may feel that the ter¬ 

minology of Berkeley is needlessly at variance with ordinary common 

sense ways of talking, though this might be arguable and is in any 

case not a reason why one must abandon it. But quite apart from this 

there is a fihilosophical weakness in Berkeley’s account which lays 

much of it open to criticism. This is all the more remarkable for the 

fact that Berkeley himself had exposed just this kind of error in con¬ 

nection with vision. As we mentioned, he rightly insisted that a man 

sees with his eyes and does not look at them. Likewise,one might say 

in general that a man perceiv<;s w'ith his mind, but in perceiving does 

not, as it were, hover over his mind, observing it. Just as we do not 

observe our eyes, neither do we observe our minds, and just as little 

as we should want to say that we see what is on the retina, should we 

say that we perceive what is in the mind. This shows at least that the 

phrase ‘in the mind’ needs a careful consideration which Berkeley 

does not give to it. 

What this criticism show's is that there might be good reasons for 

rejecting Berkeley’s way of talking in favour of a different terminology, 

and this on the basis of the analogy in the example. It seems clear 

that on this score, at any rate, the Berkeleian formulation is apt to be 

as misleading as anything. It might be felt that this is not a fair way 

of dealing with Berkeley. However, this is probably just what he 

himself would want a critic to do. For he held that it was the philo¬ 

sopher’s business to disentangle misleading ways of talking. In the 

introduction to the Principles he puts the matter thus: ‘upon the 

whole I am inclined to think that the far greater part, if not all, of 

those difficulties which have hitherto amused philosophers, and 

blocked up the way to knowledge, are entirely owing to ourselves. 

That we have first raised a dust, and then complain we cannot see.’ 

Berkeley’s one other main philosophic work, ‘The Dialogues of Hylas 

and Philonous’, does not introduce new material for discussion, but 

reiterates, in the more readable form of dialogue, the views of the 

earlier works. 
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The doctrine of ideas as set forth by Locke is oj>cn to a number of 

serious criticisms. If the mind knows only sense impressions then 

Berkeley’s criticism points out that no distinction can be made be¬ 

tween primar>' and secondary qualities. A thorough-going critical 

account must, however, go further even than Berkeley, who still 

allowed the existence of minds. 11 was Hume who developed Ltxrkean 

empiricism to its logical conclusion. In the end it is the extravagance 

of the sceptical position thus arrived at that slumps up the flaws in the 

initial a.ssumptions. 

David Hume (1711- 1776) was Ixirn in Edinburgh, where he entered 

the University at the age of twelve. After a conventional course of 

Art studies, he left the University before he was sixteen and tried 

for some time to apply himself to the law. But his true interests lay 

in philosophy which in the end he resolved to pursue. A short venture 

into business was speedily abandoned, and in 1734 Hume set out to 

France where* he sUiyed Ibr three years. Having no great means at 

his di.sjx>sal, he had to adjust his nifxie of life to what little comforts 

his fortunes could afford. These rt'strictions he was quite witling to 

bear so that he might devote hiitisell entirely to literary pursuits. 

While in France, he wrote his most larnous work, the ‘TreatLse ol 

Human Nature’. By the time he was twenty-six, he had completed 

the Ixxjk on which his philosophic lame has later come to rest. 'Fhe 

Treatise was published in London shortly after Hume’s return from 

abroad. It was, however, a re.sounding failure at first. T’he Ixjok 

lx‘ars traces of* the youth of its author, not so rniic:h in its philo¬ 

sophic content, as in its somewhat brash and forthright tone. Nor 

did its unconcealed rejection of received religi<»us principles help to 

increase its popularity. It was for similar reasons that Hume, in 1744, 

failed to secure the chair of philosophy at the University of Fklin- 

burgh. In 174^ he entered the service of (ieneral St. CUair with 

whom, in the following year, he went on a diplomatic mission to 

Austria and Italy. These duties enabled him to set aside suflicient 

money to retire from employment in 1748, and henceforth to devote 

himself to his f)wn work. Within a pericxl of fifteen years he published 

a numlx^r of works on epistemology, ethics and pt)litics, and to cn)wn 

it all, a History of England which brought him both fame and 

fortune. In 1783 he went once more to France, this time as personal 

secretary to the British Ambas.sador. 'Fwo years later he bec.ame 

.secretary to the Embassy, and, u|X>n recall of the ambassador, acted 

as charge d’affaires until a new' appointment was made later in the 

year. In 1768 he returned home and lx;came an Under Secretary of 

State, a position he held for two years until his retirement in 1769. 

His last years were spent in Edinburgh. 

As he states in the intrcxluction of the Treatise, Hume considers all 

enquiry' in some measure governed by what he calls the science of 

man. Unlike Lcx:ke and Berkeley, Hume Ls concerned not only with 

clearing the ground, but keeps in mind the system which might 

subsequently be set up. And this is a science of man. The attempt at 

providing a new system suggests influence of continental rationalism, 

due to Hume’s contact with French thinkers who continued to be 

dominated by Cartesian principles. At all events, a prospective 



science of man led Hume to enquire into human nature in general, 

and to begin with, into the scope and limitations of man’s mental 

equipment. 

Hume accepts the basic principle of Locke’s theory of sensation, and 

on this view has no difliculty in criticising Berkeley’s theory of the 

mind or self. For all we arc aware of in sense experience are im¬ 

pressions, and none of these can give rise to the idea of personal 

identity. Berkeley had indeed suspected that liis treatment of the soul 

as a substance was grafted on to his system in an artificial manner. 

He could not allow that we can have an idea of it, and therefore he 

suggests that we have a ‘notion’ of the soul. What these notions 

might be is never explained. But w'hatever lie might say, this really 

undermines his own theory ol ideas. 

Hume’s arguments are basecJ on a num}>er of general assumptions 

that run through his entire theory of know'Iedge. He agrees, in 

principle, W'ith the Lockean theory' of ideas, though his terminology 

is different. Hume speiiks of impressions and ideas as the content of 

our perceptioiLs. 'Fhis distinction does not correspond to Locke’s 

division of ideas of sensation and ideas of reflect ion, but cues acro.ss 

this classification. 

An impression, for Hume, may [iroceed both from sense experience 

and from such activities a.s mem(jry. 1 mpressicnis are said t<j produce 

ideas which differ from sense ex[>erience in that they have not the 

same vividness. Ideas are pale copies of imprcssioirs which at some 

time must hav(‘ preceded them in sen.se ex|)erien< e. At all events, 

when the mind thinks, it attends to the ideas within it. The term 

‘idea’ is here to be understcKKl in the literal Greek sense of the word. 

Thinking, for Hume, is picture thinking, or imagining, to use a Latin 

w'<>rd which originally meant the same, (’ollectively, all experience, 

whether in sensation or imagination, is called perception. 

Several im[K>rtant points are to lie noted. Hume follows Locke in 

holding that inipressitms are in some sense separate and distinct. 

'Fhus, Hume holds it possible to break down a complex experience 

into its simple constituent impressions. It follows from this that simple 

iilipressions arc the building material for all experience, and can 

'therefore be imagined separately. Moreover, since ideas arc pale 

copies of impressions, it follows that wdiatever w^e can picture to 

ourselves in thinking can f>e the object of a possible experience. 

Furthermore,we conclude, on the same grounds, that what cannot 

lx; imagined can likewise not be experienced, 'rhus, the scope of 

possible imaginations is co-extensivc with the range of po.ssible ex¬ 

periences. It is essential to keep this in mind if we are to understand 

Hume’s arguments. For he constantly invites us to try to imagine 

something or other, and on deeming us like himself unable to do this, 

he will a.sscrt that the supposed situation is not a possible object of 

experience. Experience thus consists of a succession of [x*rceplioiis. 

Beyond this succession, no other connection between perceptions is 

ever perceived. Here lies the fundamental difl'ercncc between Car¬ 

tesian rationalism and the empiricism of Locke and his followers. 

Part of letter to his publisher from 
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rhc rationalists hold that thertr arc close and intimate connections 

Ik tween things, and maintain that these can be known. Hume, on 

the other hand, denies that there are such connections, or rather 

suggests that,even if there were^we could certainly never know them. 

All W(‘ can know are succes.sion.s of impre.ssions or ideas, and it is 

therefore idle even to consider the question whether there are other, 

deeper connections,or not. 
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In the light of these general features of Humean epistemology we may 

now l(K>k more closely at the particular arguments piit forward on 

some of the central issues in Hume’s philosopliy. Let us begin with 

the C[uestion of personal identity, dLscu.ssed in the Treatise at the end 

of the first lKK>k, which is entitled ‘Of the Understanding’. Hume be¬ 

gins by stating that ‘there are some philosophers who imagine we are 

every moment intimately conscious of what we call our “self”: that 

we feel its existence and its continuance in existence: and arc certain, 

beyond the evidence of demonstration, both of its perfect identity 

and .simplicity’. But an appeal to experience shows that none of the 

grounds on which the self is supposed to underlie experience will 

stand examination: ‘Unluckily, all these positive assertions arc con¬ 

trary to that very experience which is pleaded for them: nor have we 

any idea of “.self”, after the manner here explained. For, from what 

iinf)ression could this idea lx: derived?’ We arc then shown that no 

such impression can be found, and thus there can be no idea of self. 

There Ls the further difficulty that we cannot see how our par¬ 

ticular perceptions are related to the .self And here Hume, arguing 

in his characteristic manner, says of perceptions that ‘all these are 

different, and may be separately considered, and may exist separa¬ 

tely, and have no need of anything to support their existence. After 

what manner therefore do they l^clong to seif, and how are they 

connected with it? For rny part, when I enter most intimately into 

what 1 call “my.self”, I always stumble on some particular perception 

or other, of heat or cold, light or shade, love or hatred, pain or 

pleasure. I can never catch “myself” at any time without a per¬ 

ception, and never can observe anything but the perception.’ And 

a little later he adds ‘if any one, up)on serious and unprejudiced 

reflection, thinks he has a different notion of “himself”, I must 

confess I can reason no longer with lum. All I can allow is, that he 

may l>e in the right as well as 1, and that we arc essentially different 

in this particular’. But evidently he regards such people as cranks, 

and goes on to .say ‘I may venture to affirm of the rest of mankind 

that they are nothing but a bundle or collection of different per¬ 

ceptions, which succeed each other with an inconceivable rapidity, 

and are in a perpetual flux or movement’. 

‘The mind is a kind of theatre, where several perceptions successively 

make their appearance’. But this is qualified, ‘the comparison of the 

theatre must not mislead us. They are the successive jjerceptions only, 

that constitute the mind: nor have we the most distant notion of the 

place where these scenes arc represented, or of the materials of which 

it is composed’. The reason why men mistakenly believe in personal 

identity is that we tend to confuse a succession of ideas with the idea 

of identity we form of something remaining the same over a period 



of time. I'hus, wc are led to the notion of a ‘souP, and ‘self’, and 

‘substance’, to disguise the variation which does in fact exist in our 

successive experiences. ‘ rhus the controversy concerning identity is 

not merely a dispute of words. For when we attribute identity, in an 

improper sense, to variable or iiiterrupt(*tl objects, our mistake is not 

confined to the expression, but is commonly attended with a fiction, 

cither of something invariable and uninterrupted, or of something 

mysterious and inexplicable, or at least with a proptmsity to such 

fictions’. Hume then goes t>n to show how this propensity operates 

and gives an account, in terms o(' his associationist psychology, of 

how what passers for an idea of personal identity in fact supervenes. 

To the principle ol' association we shall presently return. As for 

quoting Hume at length, his own elegance of style is excuse enough. 

Besides, there is really no U'tler and clearer way of putting the 

matter than Hume's f)wn. This < in urnstance has on the uhoh- set a 

valuable precedent for philosophic writing in Britain, though Hume's 

perfection has perhaps never been equalled. 

The other main question we must look at is Hume’s tht'ory ol 

causality. 'I'he rationalists hold that the Jink between cause and 

effect is some intrinsic feature in the nature of things. As we saw, 

for instance with Spinoza, it was felt p(issil>le, l>y considering things 

in a sufficiently ample way, to show deductively that all appearatu ( s 

must Ix' wiiat they are, though it is usually alhwved that onl\ (iod 

can achieve such vision. On Hume’s theory, such caus^il links t an- 

not be known, for very much the kind of' reason advanced in the 

criticism of the idea of personal identity. The source of our niistak<-n 

view as to the nature of this link li<‘s in the propensity to at(ril>iif<‘ 

necessity of connection Ix'tw ecn the members ol certain .sequences of 

ideas. Now the linking together of ideas arises from assexiation 

promoted by the three relations of resemblance, contiguity in space 

and time, and cause and effect. These he calls philosophical rela¬ 

tions, in that they play a part in the comparison of ideas. In some 

ways they correspond to Lcxrke's ideas of reflection, which, as w e 

saw, arise when the mind compares its owai contents. Rcscniblanre 

in some measure intervenes in all cases of philosophic relation, sinc<* 

w^ithout it comparison cannot exTur. Of such relations Hurnc dis¬ 

tinguishes seven kinds: resemblance, identity, relations of space and 

time, numerical relations, degrees in quality, contrariety and causa¬ 

tion. Of these he selects more particularly identity, relations of space 

and time, and causation, having shown that the other four depend 

only on the ideas Ixring compared- Numerical relations in a given 

geometrical figure, for instance, depend only on the idea of that 

figure. These four relations alone are said to give rise to knowledge 

and certainty. But in the case of identity, spatio-temporal relations 

and causality, w'hcre wc cannot conduct alistract reasonings, w'c must 

lean on sense experience. Causality is the only one of these that has a 

genuine function in reasoning since the other two depend on it. 'fhe 

identity of an object must be inferred on some causal principle-, and 

likewise with spatio-temporal relations. It is worth noting here that 

Hume often inadvertently falls into ordinary' ways of talking about 

objects^ w^hen in all strictness his theory should constrain him to 

mention only ideas. 

For liume^ causality is association 

from habit: rationalists hold that 

cause and effect are linked 



Hume then gives a psychological account of how the relation of 

causality is arrived at from experience. The frequent conjunction of 

two ()biecls of a given kind in sense perception forms a hal)it of mind 

which leads us to associate the two ideas that are produced by the 

impressions. When this habit becomes strong enough, the mere 

appearance, in sensation, of one object, will call forth in the mind 

the association of the two ideas. There is nothing infallible or inevi¬ 

table about this, causality is, so to sj)eak, a habit of mind. 
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However, Hume's treatment is not altogether consistent, since earlier 

on we saw that association itself is said to arise from caicsality, 

whereas here causality is explained in terms of it. As an account of 

how mental habits are generated, the as.sociationist principle is never- 

theh ss a luscful piece ol psychological (‘xplanation wdiich continues 

to exerci.se considerable influence. As for Hume, it is not really 

permissible for him to speak of mental habits or proy)ensities, at least 

not ol (he formation of them. For, as we saw , in his stricter moments 

the mind just is (Ik* siiccc-ssion of percepti(»ns. I’here is thus nothing 

that could develop liabits, nor will it do to say that .sequences of 

perceptions come as a matter of fact to develo[> certain patterns, 

since the bare statement spells mystery unle.ss we can somehenv make 

this appear as not just a fortunate accident. 

Now it is certainly true that necessity of connection between cause 

and eflect, as demanded by rationalism, cannot be .spun out of 

Hume's epistemology, f or hr)wever mucli we are confronted with 

constant and regular conjunctions, at no stage could wt say that the 

impression of necessity had supervent*d over and above the se¬ 

quences of impressions. It is thus not possible that there should be 

an idea of necessity. But since some men are rationalists and are 

prone to think otlierwise there must be some psychological me- 

ciianism that mish'ads them. I’his is precisely where mental habits 

come in. We are so accustomed, from experience, to see effects 

following on their several causes that in the end we lapse into be¬ 

lieving that it must be so. It is this last sl(‘p which cannot be justified, 

if we accfqjl Hume’s empiricism. 

Hume concludes this discussion ol‘causality by laying down certain 

‘rules by which to judge of cau.ses and effec ts’. In this he anticipates 

by a hundred years the statement of J. S. Mill's canons of induction. 

Bc'fore setting out the rules, Hume recalls .some ol the main features 

of cau.sality. ‘Anything may produce anything’, he says, reminding 

us that there is no such thing as necessary connection. The rules are 

eight in number. I’he first states that ‘cause and effect must be 

contiguous in space and lime,' the .second that ‘the cause must be 

prior to the effect,’ the third that there must l>e constant conjunc¬ 

tion between caase and effect. There then follow several rules that 

foreshadow Mill’s canons. In four, we are told that the same came 

always produces the same effect, a principle we are said to derive 

from experience. From this follows rule five, that where several 

(auses might have the same effect, it must be by something they all 

have in common. Likewise we infer rule six, that a difference in 

effect shows a difference in cause. The remaining two rules we need 

not consider here. 



The outcome of Hume’s epistemology is a sceptical position. We 

saw earlier that the sceptics of ancient time were men opfK>sed to 

the metaphysical system-builders. The term sceptic must not be 

understood in the popular sense that it has since acquired, which 

suggests some kind of chronic indecision. The original Greek simply 

means one who enqjLiires with care. Where the system-builders felt 

they had found their answers, the sceptics wTre less sure and went 

on looking. In course of time it was their lack of confidence rather 

than their continued search which coloured the name by which 

they were known. Hume’s philosophy is sceptical in this .sense. For. 

like the sceptics, he comes to the conclusion that certain things^that 

in everyday life we take lor gran ted, can not in any w'ay be ju.stified. 

One must not, of course, imagine that the sceptic is unable to make 

up his mind on the current problems that lace him in the business 

of living. Having stated the sceptical position, Hume makes it quite 

clear that this does not disrupt one’s ordinary pursuits. ‘Should it 

here he asked me, whether I sincerely assent to this argument, 

wdiich I seem to lake such pains to inculcate, and whether I be 

really one of those sceptics w ho hold that all is uncertain, and that 

our judgment is not in any thing possessed af any measure of truth 

or falsehood: I should reply that this question is entirely superfluous, 

and that neither 1, nor any other person, was ever sincerely and 

constantly of that opinion. Nature, by an absolute and uncontroll¬ 

able nexessity, has determined us to judge as well as to breathe and 

feci. . . . Whoever has taken the pains to refute the cavils of this 

total scepticism, has really disputed without an antagonist. . . .’ 

As to the doctrine of ideas whicii Locke put (iorward, Hume’s de¬ 

velopment of it shows with relentless tenacity where this kind ol 

theory leads us in the end, f urther than this one c.annot go along 

the.se lines. If one hold that when we ordinarily speak of causality 

we do not mean what Hume says wx do or should mean, then a 

fresh start must l^e made. It is pretty clear that neither .scientists nor 

the ordinary’ man thinks of causality in terms merely of constant 

conjunction. Hume’s answer to this would be that they are all of 

them wrong if they mean something else. But pt'rhaps here the 

rationalist doctrine is l>eing somew^hat ttx) roundly dismissed. What 

the scientist does in fact do is much Ix'ttcr described by rationalism, 

as we saw in connection w'ith Spinoza, The aim of sriem e is to 

exhibit r.ausal relations in terms of a deductive system where efl'ects 

follow from c.au.ses as the conclusion of a valid argument follows 

from its premisses, that is of necessity. But Hume’s criticism remains 

valid for the premisses themselves. I’owards these we should main¬ 

tain an enquiring, or sceptical, attitude. 

We recall that Hume’s primary interest lay in the science of man. 

Here, the sceptical position pnxluccs a radical change in the fields 

of ethics and religion. For, once we have showm that we cannot know 

necessary connections, the force of moral demands is undermined as 

well, at any rate if it Ls desired to justify ethical principles by rational 

argument. The foundation of ethics now l>ecomes no stronger than 

Humean causality itself. But of course, on Hume’s own showing, this 

will leave us free in practice to adopt w'hatever view we wish, even 

il' we cannot justify it. 

For rationalism things are 

intrinsically connected. 

Scepticism denies all links 



Enlightenment and Romanticism 

One of the outstanding features of the British Empiricist movement 

was its generally tolerant attitude to those that might l>e following 

different traditions. Thus Locke insisted that toleration must be 

extended without distinction, even to ‘Papists’, and though Hume 

makes fun of religion in general, and of Roman C^atholicism in 

particular, he is opposed to that ‘enthusiasm’ which is a pre¬ 

requisite for suppression. This generally enlightened attitude came 

to characterise the intellectual climate of the jx*riod. During the 

i8th century, it gained a fcx>thold first in Franct*, and later Germany. 

The movement of enlightenment, or ‘Aufklarung’ as it later w^as 

called by the Germans, was not lied invariably to a particular schcKil 

of philosophic opinion. It was rather the outcome of the bloody and 

indecisive religious struggles of the sixteenth and seventeenth centu¬ 

ries. The principle of religious toleration, as we have seen already, 

commended itself to Locke as much as to Spinoza. At the same time, 

this new attitude in matters of belief had far-reaching jxilitical 

consequences. For it was bound to oppose unchecked authority in 

every sphere. The divine right of kings ill agrees with the free voicing 

of views on religion. In England, the political struggle had come to 

a head before the turn of the seventeenth century. The constitution 

that emerged from it was indeed not democratic, but it was free from 

some of the worst excesses that characterised the rule of privileged 

Apotheosis of Rousseau, in iyg4: 
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nobles elsewhere No violent upheavals were therefore to l)c expected 

In France, the case stood otherwise There, the forces ol enlighten¬ 

ment did much to prepare the ground for the revolution of 1789 In 

Germany, ‘Aufkiarung’ remained very much a matter of intellectual 

revival. Since the thirty years war, from which she was onl> gradually 

recovering, Germany was culturally dominated by France It was 

not until the rise of Prussia under Frederick the Great, and tht 

literary revival of the second half of the eighteenth centur^% that 

Germany began to cut loose from Us suliservience to French culture 
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Enligliteninciit, furthermore, was bound up with the spread of 

scientific knowledge. Where in the past niuch had been taken for 

granted on the authority of Aristotle and the Church, it now became 

the fashicjii to follow the work of the scientists. Just as in the sphere of 

religion, protestantism had thrown up the idea that everyone should 

use his own judgement, so in the scientific field men must now look 

at nature h>r themselves, rather than put blind trust in the pronounce¬ 

ments of those who stood for old-cstal)Iished doctrines. The findings 

of science were beginning to transform the life of Western Europe. 

Whereas in France the old system was in the end shattered by the 

revolution, eighteenth century Germany v\as on the whole ruled by 

‘benevolent’ despots. Freedom of opinion did exist in some measure, 

though it was not by any means uiilrammelled. Prussia, for all its 

military character, was perhaps the best example of a country where 

some form of liberalism, in the intellectual sphere at any rate, began 

to grow. Frederick the (ireat spoke of himself as the first servant of 

the state and allowed that within the c:onfmes of'it everyone was free 

to gain salvation after his own fashion. 

Enlightenment was essentially a revaluation of independent intellec¬ 

tual activity, aimed quite literally at spreading light where hitherto 

darkness had prevailed. It might be pursued with a certain sense of 

devotion and with intensity, but it was not on that account a way of 

life which favoured strong passions. Meariwhile,an ofijxisite influence 

began to make itself felt: the more violent force of romanticism. 

The romantic movement l>ears to enlightenment a relation which is 

in some ways reminiscent of the Dionysiac attitude as contrasted 

with the A|wllonian. Its roots go back to the somewhat idealized 

conception of ancient C^reece that had emerged with the renaissance. 

In eighteenth century France it grew into a cult of the emotions, by 

way of reaction against the somewhat cool and detached objectivity 

of rationalist thinkers. Where rationalist political thought, since 

Hobbes, had sought to establish and maintain .social and fK>litical 

stability, the romantics were in favour of living dangerously. Instead 

of .seeking .safely they went out for adventure. Comfort and .security 

were spurned as degrading, and a precarious way of life was held, in 

theory at any rate, to be a nobler thing. Hence springs the idealised 

notion of the poor peasant who ekes out a meagre living from his 

plot, but compen.sates for this by being free and uncorrupted by the 

urban civilization. Some special virtue was attached to being close 

to nature. The kind of poverty which was here approved of was 

essentially rural. Industrialism was anathema to the early romantics, 

and it is true enough that the industrial revolution produced much 

ugliness, both social and physical. In later decades, under Marxist 

influence, a romantic view came to be taken of the industrial prole¬ 

tariate. The just grievances of industrial labour have since then been 

righted, the romantic view of the ‘worker’ still lingers on in politics. 

Linked with the romantic movement we find a revival of nationalism. 

The great intellectual efforts in science and philosophy had been 

essentially devoid of national feeling. Enlightenment was a force that 

knew ol* no political lK)undaries as .such, even though in countries 



likr Italy and Spain it could not flourish aloiii^idc CatholicLsm. 

Romanticism, on the other hand, sharj)ened national difrcrences and 

favoured mystical conceptions of iiationh<K>d. This is one of the 

unexf)erted corollaricts of Hol)hcs' Leviathan. A nation came to be 

viewed as a person on a large seal<% endowed with some kind of will 

of its ow n. This new' nationalism came to dominate over the forc<*s 

that caused the revolution of lyHp. Lngland, being the fortunate 

possessor of natural boundaries, had actpiired a sense of nation¬ 

hood in very much more relaxed circumstances, and its own position 

in the schenu* of things seemed to be unassailable. The young French 

Repid)lic, beset on all sides by hostile rulers, could not develop so 

unsell’-conscious a conviction ol its identity. Still less could the (Ger¬ 

mans, wdiose lands had been annex<‘d by the imperial armies of 

Napoleon. A great outburst of national fet ling had inspire:! the 

wars of liberation in idi;], and Prussia became the rallying point for 

(ierman nationalism. It is interesting to not<‘ that some of the great 

(ierrnan p<»ets foresaw that this would lead to tn»uble. 

Spurning utility, the romantics relied on a stlietic standards. This 

ap}dies to their views on conduct and morals, as well as in economic 

matters, in so far as this ev<"r t<)u< bed lh<'ir thinking. As to the 

beauties of nature, it w^as the violent and grandiose that wort th* ir 

approval. The life of the rising middle clas.ses seemed U) tlu in dull r ncl 

hedged in by crippling conventions. In this they were inch e d not al¬ 

together unju.stified. If today our outlook here is more tolerant, this 

is not least the outcome of romantic rebels w ho dt:fied the approved 

(ustorns of their age. 

PhiIo.sophically, romanticism may be .said to have exercised an 

innuence in two of)posite directions. First, there is the over-ern[)hasis 

on reasori^and along w ith it the pious hope that we need only apply 

our minds a little m«ire intensely to the problems in hand and all (»ur 

difliculties w ill In permanently .solved. 'Fhis kind of romantic ration¬ 

alism, al>sent in the thinkers of the seventeenth century, figures in 

the work of the German idealists, and later in the philosophy of 

Marx. 'I'he Utilitarians also have a streak of it, in their assumption 

that man, in the abstract, is infinitely educalde, which is clearly false, 

Utopian notions in general, whether purely intellectual or pertaining 

to .scx:ial matters, are typical prcKlucts of romantic rationalism. But 

on the other hand, the underrating of reason isecpialK’ an outcrop of 

romanticism. This irrationalist attitude, of w'hich existentialism is 

perhaps the most notorious species, is in some ways a rel>ellion against 

the increasing encroachments of industrial society on the individual. 

Romanticism found support alxwe all amongst poets. Fhc mtjsl 

famous romantic is probably Byron. Here we find all the ingredients 

that blend into a thorough romantic. 'Fhere is rel>ellion, defiance, 

contempt for established conventions, recklessness and noble deeds. 

To die in the swamps of Missolonghi for the cause of (ircek freedom 

was the greatest romantic gesture of all time. The later romantic 

poetry of Germany and France is influenced by him. The Ru.ssian poet 

Lermontov consciously styled himself a disciple. Italy, too, had a 

great romantic poet, Leopardi, whose work reflects the hopeJc.ss 

state of suppression of Italy at the beginning of the 19th century. 

I^opardi on his 

deathbed 

Ljtrmoniov {181^-1841) 



234 D'Alembert 

mathematician^ co-editor 

of the Encyclopaedia 

I'he outstanding monument of the enlightenment period in the 

eighteenth century is the great Encyclopaedia compiled by a group 

of writers and scientists in France. Quite consciously, these men were 

turning their backs on religion and metaphysics, seeing in scit iice 

the new intellectual driving force. By collecting together, in a vast 

work, the entire scientific knowledge of their time, not merely as an 

alphabetic record, but as an account of the scientific way of dealing 

with the world, these writers hoped to produce a powerful instrument 

in the struggle against the obscurantism of established authority. 

Most of the famous literary and scientific figures of eighteenth 

century France contributed to the enterprise. Two of these deserve 

special mention. D’Alembert (1717 *7^3) is probably best known 

as a mathematician. A vital principle in theoretical mechanics goes 

by his name. He was, however, a man of broad philosophic and 

literary interests. 'Fo him is due, amongst other things, the intro¬ 

duction to the Encyclopaedia. 'I'he man who bore the best part of 

editorial responsibility was Diderot (1713 17^4), a writer on many 

subjects who had rejected all conventional forms of religion. 

The encyclopaedists were not, how^ever, irreligious in a w idcr sense. 

Diderot's view was akin to the pantheistic doctrine of Spinoza. 

Voltaire (if)94 1778) who contributed extensively to the great work, 

had said that if GckI did not exist we should have to invent him. Ht* 

w'as, of course, bitterly opposed to institutional (Christianity, but did 

l)elieve in some kind ol supernatural power whose ends at e .served il 

men lived good livTS. It is a Ibrni of Pelagianism devoid (^f all 

conventional attachments. At tiu* same time, he ridiculed the 

Leibnizian view’ that ours is the best of all possible worlds, recognising 

evil as something positive that must be fought. Hence his fierce and 

bitter struggle against conventional religion. 

Much more extreme in their rejection ol religion were the f rench 

materialists. Their doctrine is a development of the theory of sui>- 

stance propounded l)y Descarte s. We saw’ how the occasionalist prin¬ 

ciple really makes it superfluous to study mind as well as matter. 

Since the two realms function in a strictly parallel manner we can 

dLspen.se with either r»ne of the two. The best account of the ma¬ 

terialist doctrine is found in Larnettrie’s 'I/homine machine’. 

Rejecting the Cartesian dualism, he allows only one substance, to 

wit, matter. This matter is however not inert in the sense in which 

the earlier mechanistic theories had stipulated, on the contrary* it is 

one of the features of matter as such that it should be in motion. 

There is no need of a prime mover, and C^od is merely what Laplace 

later called an ‘unnecessary hypothesis’. (3n this view, mentality is a 

function of the material world. This thecjry has some connection 

with the Leibnizian conception of monads, even though it allows only 

one substance as contra.sted with the infinity of monads. Neverthe¬ 

less the view of monads as l>eing ‘souls’ is somewhat akin to the 

notion of matter having, at times, a mind-like function. It is from 

this source, incidentally, that Marx derives the theory that the mind 

is a by-product of Ixxlily organisation. 

On the basis of such a theory, the materialists held a frankly atheist 

position. Religion in any shape or form is regarded as pernicious and 



dclil)cratc ialseh(K>d, spr(*ad and encouraj^ed by rulers and clerics in 

their own interests, since it is easier to exercise control over the 

ignorant. Here, too, Marx is indebted to the materialists when he 

speaks of religion as the opium t)l the people. By expensing religion 

and metaphysical speculation, the maierialLsts wished to show man¬ 

kind the path of science and reason which would usher in a kind t>f 

earthly paradise. This view they share witli the encyclopaedists, and 

once again Marx’s utopian stxrialisrn Ls inspired by these notions. In 

this respect however, they were all oi‘ them subject to a romantic 

illusion. While it is true that an enlightened attitude to life and its 

problems Ls of immense help in finding aj)propriate mea.sures to 

meet our difficulties, it is plainly not to this world that ultimate and 

permanent solutions of the totality of all problems could belong. 

What all thc'st* thinkers alike w^re emphasizing was the pre-eminence 

(»f rea.son. After the French revolution, which disestablished the 

reigning religion, a supreme being was invented and a special festival 

day set aside for it. Fsscntially, this was a deification of reason. At 

the same lime, the revolution showed scant respect for reason in 

certain other matters. Lavoisier, the founder of modern chemistry, 

was arraigned before a revolutionary tribunal at the time of the 

terror. He had lx*en a Farmer-general and had in fact suggested 

some valuable fiscal reforms. As an official of the ancien regime lie 

was, however, held to l>e guilty oi crimes against the people. When 

it was urged that he was one of the greatest scientists, the court replied 

that the republic had no need of scientists. And so he was guillotined. 
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The Encydopjcdia is in some ways the symbol of enlightenment 

during the eighteenth century. The emphasis lies on cool and 

rational dLscussion, and the aim is to work towards new and happier 

prospects for mankind. At the same time there grew up a romantic 

movement which was opposed to reason. One of the chief repre¬ 

sentatives of romanticism was Jean Jacques Rousseau (1712 1778). 

He was not, in the strict sense, a philosopher, except perhaps in his 

work on political theory and education. 7’hrough this and hLs vast 

literary' activity he greatly influenced the later romantic movement. 

Jean Ja£ques Rousseau (iyi2-7S) 

Of Rousseau’s life we have a record in his own 'Confessions’, though 

the stor\' is somewhat distorted through 'poetic’ licence. Born in 

(Geneva, of Calvinist descent, he lost his parents at an early age and 

was brought up by an aunt. Having left schcK)l at twelve years old 

he tried a number of different trades but liked none of them. At 

sixteen he ran away- from home. At 'Furin he became converted to 

Catholicism, a faith he was to hold expediently' for some time. He 

now entered the serv ice of a lady, but was again stranded when she 

died three months later. On this occasion there w as a famous incident 

which illustrates the ethical position of a man who relies merely on 

his ow'n feelings. It was found that Rou.sseau had in his pos.se.s.sion a 

ribliKJii he had stolen from his employer. Rosseau alleged that the 

object had been given him by a certain maid, who was duly punished 

for the theft. In the Ck^nfession he tells us that he was prompted to 

this deed by his affection for the girl, which caused her to be fore¬ 

most in his mind when an explanation had been demanded of him. 

There is no hint of remorse. That he had l>orne false witness he 

would of course not deny. His excuse w'ould j)robal)ly be that he had 

done so without malice. 

We next find him under the wings of Madame de Warens, who also 

had been converted. This lady, considerably older than the young 

tramp, became his mother and mistress all in one. During the next 

decade, Rousseau .spent much of his time in her house. In i74;j, he 

became secretary to the French ainba.s.sador at Venice, but resigned 

when his .salary was not forthcoming. In Paris, in alx)ut 1745, he met 

'Fherese le Vasseur, a .servant girl with whom he thenceforth lived 

as his wile, concurrently running other affairs from time to time. The 

five children he had by her were all taken to the Foundling Hospital. 

Why he attached himself to this girl is not Uk) clear. She was |KK)r, 

ugly, ignorant and yet none too honest. It seems, however, that her 

defects ministered to Rousseau’s feelings of superiority. 
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Not until 1750 did Rousseau Ixrcorne known as a writer. In that 

year, the Academy of Dijon held an essay competition on the question 

whether the arts and sciences had profited mankind. Rous.seau 

carried the prize with a brilliantly argued denial. Culture, he main¬ 

tained, taught men unnatural wants to which they became enslaved. 

He favoured Sparta as against Athens. Science he condemns because 

it had sprung from base motives. Civilized man is corrupted, it is 

the noble savage who is really in possession of virtue. These views 

were further developed in his ‘Discourse on In€!quality’ (1754). 

Voltaire, who was sent a copy the following year, poured sarcastic 

scorn on the author, a slight which led to their eventual quarrel. 



In 1754, Rousseau, now larnous, followed an invitation to his native 

(Jeneva and reverted to Calvinism, in order to qualify for citizenship. 

In 1762 appeared ‘Rmile’, a treatise on education; and ‘The Social 

C'ontract’, whicli contains his political theory. Both were condemned, 

the former for its account of natural religion, which displeased 

religious bodies all alike; and the latter for its democratic flavour. 

Rousseau fled first to Neuchatcl, then Prussian, and afterwards to 

England where he met Hume and even gained a pension from 

(icorge III. But in the end he quarrelled with everyone and de¬ 

veloped a persecution mania. He returned to Paris where he spent 

his last years in want and misery. 

Rousseau’s defence of the feelings as against reason has l)cen one of 

the powerful influences in the shaping of the romantic movement. 

Amongst other things it has set Protestant theology on a new path 

that sharply differentiates it from the Thomist doctrine, which is in 

the f>hilosophic tradition of the ancients. The new IVote^stant 

approach dispenses with proofs for the existence of God, and allows 

that such information wells up from the heart unaided by reason. 

Likewise, in ethics Rousseau contends that our natural feelings point 

in the right direction, whereas reason leads us astray. This romantic 

doctrine is of course diametrically opposed to Plato, Aristotle and 

Scholasticism. It is a most dangerous theory, since it is quite arbitrary 

and literally countenances any deed, provided only it has emotional 

backing on the part of the doer. 'This entire account of natural 

religion is an interlude in Emile and is presented as the ‘C'onfessions 

of a Savoyard Vicar’. Fhe new sentimentalist Theology that has 

sprung f rom Rousseau is in a sen.se unas.sailable. For, in the manner 

of Occam, it cuts itself loose from reason at the very start. 

'Fhe Social Contract is written in rather a different vein. Here 

Rousseau is at his theoretical l>est. On transferring their rights to the 

community as a whole, men as individuals lose all their liberties. It 

is true that Rousseau allows some safeguard, in that a man is said 

t() retain certain natural rights. But this depends on the questionable 

assumption that the sovereign will in fact always respect such rights. 

The sovereign is not subject to any higher authority, and his will is 

the ‘General Will’, a kind of composite judgement which Ls en¬ 

forceable on those whose individual wills might disagree. 

Much hinges on the conception of the general will, but unfortunately 

it is not made very clear. The notion .seems to be that taking away 

conflicting interests of individuals there is left over some self interest 

shared by all of them. But Rousseau never follows this to its last 

consequences. A state run on such lines would have to forbid all 

private; organisations of whatever kind, and especially those with 

political and economic aims. Thus we have all the elements of a 

totalitarian system, and though Rousseau seems not altogether un¬ 

aware of this, he fails to show how this consequence might be avoided. 

As for hLs references to democracy, it must bc! understood that he is 

thinking of the ancient City State and not of representative govern¬ 

ment. The l>ook was, of course, misunderstood by those who first 

opposed its doctrine, and later by the leaders of the revolution w'ho 

favoured it. 
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Immanuel Kant {ly24-1804) 

The post-Cartesian development of European philosophy took, as we 

saw, two different lines. On the one hand there are the various 

rationalist systems of continental philosophy, and on the other there 

is the general line of British Empiricism. Both arc subjectivist in that 

they arc concerned with private experience. Locke had set himself 

the task of conducting a preliminary enquiry to ascertain what was 

the scope of the human mind, and the great problem, which was 

brought out most clearly by Hume, is how to account for relation. 

Hume’s answer was that we form certain habits which make us see 

things as connected. As we pointed out, even this is saying more than 

in all strictness Hume .can be allowed. Still, it is a statement that 

contains a hint at one possible way out of the difficulty. It was his 

reading of Hume that woke Kant from his dogmatic slumber. By 

raising the habit Hume speaks of to the status of a rational principle, 

Kant simply disposes of the Humean problem; though, of course, he 

is saddled with some new difficulties of his own. 

Immanuel Kant (1724-1804) was born in Konigsberg in East 

Prussia, and never throughout his life moved far away from his native 

town. From his early upbringing he retained a streak of pietism 

which influenced his general mode of life and hLs ethical writing. 

Kant studied at the University of Konigsberg, beginning with theo- 

logy, but finally taking up philosophy, where he felt hLs real interests 

lay. For some years he earned a living as private tutor to the offspring 

of landed aristocrats, until, in 1755, he obtained a lectureship in 

philosophy at Konigsberg. In 1770 he was promoted to the chair of 

logic and metaphysics which he retained until his death. I'hough not 

excessively ascetic, Kant led a very dLsciplined and industrious life. 

His habits were so regular that his fellow citizens used to set their 

watches by his passage. He was not a robust man but escaped illness 

because of his settled ways. At the same time,he was a brilliant con¬ 

versationalist, and his attendance at social gatherings was always 

welcome. In political matters, he was a liberal in the l>cst enlighten¬ 

ment tradition, and as to religion, he maintained a kind of unortho¬ 

dox protestant position. He welcomed the FVench Revolution and 

favoured republican principles. Through his great philosophic works 

he achieved fame though never affluence. In his final years hLs mental 

powers declined; but the Konigsl^ergers were proud of him, and when 

he died he was given a spectacular funeral, a distinction that over¬ 

takes very few philosophers indeed. 

Kant’s works cover an enormous range of subjects, on all of which 

he had at some time lectured. Little of this remains of interest today, 

except a cosmogonic theory based purely on Newtonian physics, a 

238 view that was later independently adopted by Laplace. What is of 

particular interest to us here is Kant’s critical philosophy. The 

critical problem had first been mooted by Locke, who wished to clear 

the ground. But the way of ideas, after Locke, led inevitably to the 

scepticism of Hume. Kant staged what he himself called a Coperni- 

can revolution in thLs field. For instead of trying, as Hume had done, 

to explain concepts in terms of experience, Kant set out to explain 

experience in terms of concepts. In a sense we might say that Kant’s 

philosophy holds a balance between the extreme position of British 

Empiricism on the one hand, and the innate principles of Cartesian 



rationalism on the other. The Kantian theor>^ is difficult and in¬ 

volved and in many parts questionable. Nevertheless, we must 

attempt to grasp an outline of it if we are to understand its great 

influence on later philosophy. 

With Hume and the empiricists, Kant held that all knowledge in 

fact arises through experience, but unlike them he added to this view 

an important remark. We must distinguish between what actually 

produces knowledge, and the form that such knowledge takes. Thus, 

though knowledge arises through experience, it does not solely derive 

from it. We might put this differently by saying that sense-experience 

is necessary but not sufficient for knowledge. The form that know¬ 

ledge takes, the principles of organisation that transform the raw 

materials of experience into knowledge, these Kant would hold are 

not themselves derived from experience. Though Kant does not say 

so, it is obvious that these principk^s are innate in Descartes’ sense. 

The general concepts of reason which the mind thus supplies to shape 

experience into knowledge Kant, using the Aristotelian term, calls 

categories. Since knowledge Is propositional in character, these cate¬ 

gories must be linked with the form ol propositions. Before showing 

how Kant derives the categories we must, however, pause to consider 

an important matter touching the classification of propexsitions. Kant, 

following Leibniz, adhered to the traditional Aristotelian subject- 

predicate logic. Indeed, he thought that logic was complete and un¬ 

improvable. Now propositions may l>e distinguished into such as 

already contain the predicate in the subject, and others in which this 

does not hold. Thus, ‘all Ixxlics are extended’, is of the former type, 

because this is how ‘body’ is defined. Such propositions are called 

analytic, they only elucidate words. But ‘all Ixxiies have weight’. Is 

of the other tyj:>c. The notion of l>cing a body docs not of itself include 

that of having weight. This proposition is synthetic, it may l)e denied 

without self-contradiction. 

Alongside this way of distinguishing between propositions, Kant 

introduces another criterion of classification. Knowledge which is in 

principle independent of experience he calls ‘a priori’. For the rest, 

whatever derives from experience is described as ‘a posteriori’. The 

important thing is that these two classifications cut across each other. 

'Fhis is precisely how Kant escapes the difficulties of empiricists like 

Hume, who would have considered the two classifications as identical. 

Fhc analytic would be coextensive with the a priori, and the synthe¬ 

tic with the a posteriori. Kant does allow the former, but insists that 

there may be a priori synthetic propositions. The aim of the ‘Critique 

of pure Reason’ is to establish how a priori synthetic judgements are 

possible. More particularly, what is here at stake for Kant is the 

possibility of pure mathematics, l>ecausc in his view mathematical 

propositions arc a priori synthetic. The example he discusses is the 

arithmetical one of adding five and seven, an illustration no doubt 

derived from Plato’s ‘Thcactetus’ where the same numlx;rs are used. 

The proposition that 5+7 = 12 is a priori, since it does not derive 

from experience, while it is synthetic because the concept of twelve 

is not already contained in the concepts of five, seven and addition. 

On such grounds Kant holds mathematics to be a priori synthetic. 
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Aiiotht^r impcjrtant example is the principle ofcausalily. I’he Humean 

account stumbled on the hurdle of necessary connection, which on 

the theory of impressions and ideas is imjx)ssible. For Kant, causality 

is an a priori synthetic principle. To call it a priori merely empha¬ 

sises Hume’s point that it cannot derive from experience, but instead 

of describing it as an externally conditioned habit, Kant treats it as 

a principle of cognition. It is synthetic lx*causc we can deny it with¬ 

out falling into verbal self-contradiction. Nevertheless, it is an a 

priori synthetic principle without which knowledge is held to be 

impossible, as we shall see a little later. 

We can now turn to the Kantian theory ol categories. These arc th(‘ 

a priori concepts of the understanding other than those of mathe¬ 

matics. As we have suggested already, they must be sought in tfie 

form of propositions. Given Kant’s view of logic, the list of categories 

seems to follow almost naturally. Indeed, Kant thought that he had 

ibund a method for deducing the complete list of categories. He 

first of all distiiiguislied certain traditional formal features of 

propositioas. Thc.se are quantity, quality, relation and modality. As 

to quantity, logicians since Aristotle recognise universal, particular 

and singular propositions. To these corres[X)nd the categories of 

unity, plurality and totality respectively. The quality of a proposition 

may be affirmative, negative or limitative, which }X)ints to the respec¬ 

tive categories of reality, negation and limitation. Under relation we 

may divide propositions into categorical, hy[X>thetical and disjunc¬ 

tive, whence we note the categories of substance and accident, cause 

and effect, and interaction. Lastly, a projx)sition may have one of 

three modal characters: it may be problematic, a.s.sertoric or 

apodeictic. The corresponding categories arc those of fxissibiiity and 

imjx>ssibility, existence and non-existence, and finally necessity and 

contingency. With the details ol Kant’s deduction we need not here 

concern ourselves. Nor is it difficult to see that Kant’s table of 

categories is not as complete as he thought, since it depends on a 

somewhat narrow view of logic. But the notion of general concepts, 

not derived fron? experience yet operating in the field of experience, 

is still of philcwophic interest. It provides one answer to Hume’s 

pmblern, though one might not accept the Kantian account of it. 

Silhouette of Kant Having deduced his list of categories from formal considerations, 

Kant goes on to show that without categories it Is impossible to have 

any communicable experience at all. Thus, Ixdbre the impressions 

which break in on the senses become knowledge, they must be 

organised or unified in some way by the activity of the understanding. 

We are here dealing with the epistemological problem. To explain 

240 Kant’s position we must be clear on his use of terms. I’he knowing 

proce.ss is said to involve on the one hand the senses, which merely 

receive the impact of experience coming from without, and the 

understanding which tics these elements of sensation together. The 

understanding is to be distinguished from reason. Hegel later at 

one point expressed this by saying that reason Is what unites men, 

understanding what sets them apart from each other. We might say 

that men are equal in so far as they are all rational, or endowed with 

reason; but unequal in regard to understanding: for this is active 

intelligence, in regard to which men are indeed notoriously unequal. 



In order to have experience in a way that can be formulated in 

judgements, there must be what Kant calls a unity of apperception. 

Clearly, Hume’s isolated impre.ssions are not enough, however 

rapid their succession. Instead of the staccato of empiricist sense- 
experience Kant posits some kind of continuity. According to Kant 

it is impossible to have experience of anything eternal except through 

the framework of the categories. Their operation is thus a necessary 
condition for such experience. It is, of course, not suflicient, since the 

senses also must play their part. But the categories also intervene. 
What Kant thus seems to deny is the possibility of pure experience 

as a merely passive taking in of impressions, unless indeed we are 

concerned w'ith. ineffable streams of consciousness. 

As for space and time, these are held tt) be two a priori particular 

notions that belong to pure intuition of outer and inner .sense respec¬ 
tively. The dLscussion of these matters in Kant is rather complex and 

his arguments on the whole not very convincing. 'I'he gist of the 

whole theory seems to be that without a priori notions of space and 

time experience is impossible. In this respect space and time are 

somewhat akin to the categories. Experience is thus moulded by a 

priori concepts. But what gives rise to experience is also conditioned 

by things outside the mind. These sources of experience Kant calls 

‘things in them.selves’, or noumena, in contrast with appearances, or 

phenomena. On the Kantian theory it is irnpossilile to experience a 

thing in itself, since all experience occurs with the concurrence of 

space, time and the categories. We may at best infer that there are 

such things from the postulated external source of impressions. 

Strictly speaking, even that is not pcrniLssible, since wc have no 

independent way of finding out that there are such sources, and even 

if we had, we could still not say that they were causing our sense 

impressions. For if we speak of causality we are already inside the 

network of a priori concepts operating within the understanding. 

Here we have Ltjcke’s difficulty all over again. For Just as Locke 

should not on his own theory speak of an external world giving rise 

to ideas of sensation, so Kant is not entitled to speak of noumena as 

giving rise to phenomena. 

1 Quantity 
unity 
plurality 
totality 

2 Quality 
reality 
negation 
limitation 

3 Relation 
substance and accident 
causality and dependence 
interaction 

4 Modality 
possibility — impossibility 
existence — non-existence 
necessity — contingency 

The Kantian categories 

The thing in itself, lieing outside space and time, is a piece of meta¬ 

physical furniture which ensured that in spite of a somewhat sub¬ 

jective epistemology, we should be able to avoid scepticism and 

recognise a field of experience which was at least inter-subjective. 

Kant is forced into this jxisition because he dties not allow the inde¬ 

pendent existence of space and time. Remove these two from the list 

of a priori concepts and the thing in itself becomes superfluous. This 

could certainly be done without affecting Kant’s theory of the 
categories. There is however, another reason altogether for which 

Kant requires noumena. The clue lies in hLs ethical theory to which 

we shall come presently. Meanwhile let us note that the thing in 

itself falk completely outside the scope of a priori concepts and 

principles. One of the dangers in the speculative use of these concepts 

is precisely that we might overstep the bounds of their applicability. 

The limits of a priori concepts are those of the field of experience. 
If we go further we become involved in fruitless metaphysics and 

‘dialectic’, which for Kant carries a derogatory meaning. 
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But the ‘Critique of Pure Reason* deals with only one of the three 

main questions that obtrude themselves on us. It sets the limits to 

cognition. This leaves volition and what Kant calls judgement. The 

former falls within the province of ethics, and is discussed in the 

‘Critique of Practical Reason.’ As for judgement, this is meant in the 

sense of estimating purposes or ends. It is the subject of the ‘Critique 

of Judgement’, which we shall not examine here. However, we must 

briefly consider Kant’s ethical theory, as discussed in the ‘Critique 

Bwfli of Practical Reason’, and in the ‘Metaphysics of Morals.’ 
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Volition is called practical in the sense in which action is contrasted 

with the theoretical process of cognition. The two words, theoretical 

and practical, must here be understood in their original sense in 

(ireek, facing linked with ‘seeing’ and ‘doing’ respectively. I’hc basic 

question of practical reason is this: how ought we to act? Here, too, 

Kant introduces somewhat of a revolution. For if hitherto ethics had 

always assumed that the will was ruled by external influences, Kant 

supposes that it gives its own law unto itself. In this sense the will may 

be described as autonomous. If we wish to arrive at some general 

principles of action, we cannot find them if we look for external goals 

or causes. We must, on the contrary^ l(K)k within ourselves, if we 

wish to discover what Kant calls the moral law. But, evidently, this 

moral law cannot consist of specific injunctions. It cannot tell us 

how in any given case we should act. For this is precisely what, on 

the principle of autonomy, we must avoid. What remains is therefore 

a purely formal principle devoid of empirical content. T’his Kant 

calls the categorical imperative. Here wc have another hybrid notion 

that, in the practical employment of reason, corresponds to the a 

priori synthetic in the theoretical employment of it. In traditional 

logic, the categorical and imperative moods are mutually exclusive. 

But Kant holds that certain statements involving ‘ought’ may be un¬ 

conditional, and these he calls categorical imperatives. The supreme 

principle of ethics is thus found in the following categorical impera¬ 

tive : always act in such a way that the principles guiding the will 

could become the basis of a universal law. This somewhat austere 

pronouncement is really just a jx)mpous way of saying that we 

should do unto others as we would that they do unto us. It is a 

principle which denies the justice of special pleading. 

Wc note that the categorical imperative at the basis of Kantian 

ethics is a formal principle. As such it cannot belong to the sphere 

of theoretical reason, since this concerns itself with phenomena. Kant 

concludes from this that the good will, which is determined by this 

categorical imperative, must be noumenal. And here, at last, we see 

what function the noumenon has. Phenomena conform to the cate¬ 

gories, in particular to the category of cause and effect. Noumena, 

on the other hand, arc not subject to such restrictions, and in this 

manner Kant is able to escape the dilemma of free will as opposed to 

determinism. In so far as a man belongs to the phenomenal world, 

he is determined by its laws. But as a moral agent, man is noumenal, 

and therefore possesses free will. The solution is ingenious enough, 

though of course it falls along with the notion of the thing in itself. 

There is, in Kant’s ethic, a somewhat forbidding streak of Calvinist 

rectitude. For, clearly, the only thing that counts is that our action 



should be inspired by the right principles. On this view, to like doing 

what you are ethically bound to do is a positive hindrance to moral 

action. Suppose I like rny neighbour, and feel therefore inclined to 

help him when he is in difficulties. This, on Kant’s principle, is not 

nearly so commendable as to extend the same charitable attitude to 

someone else who is perfectly loathsome. The whole thing becomes 

a rather unpleasant and dreary round of duties, performed not from 

desire but from principle. "Fhe perlbrmer is the good will, which 

alone counts as unconditionally good. 

It is, of course, perfectly true that we cannot always give in to the 

whim of the moment. T'here are many occasions whcr» we do act on 

principle, even if this runs against our immediate de.sires. But all the 

same it .seems odd that all one’s actions should be thus hemmed in. 

That Kant held such a view may l)e due to his having led on the 

whole an extremely ihetiretical life. Otherwise, it might have 

occurred to him that in the field ol pirivate affections there may be 

much that we might properly call g(K)d, without there being any 

question of turning anything into a general law. But the Kantian 

ethic is open to a much more serious objection still. If what counts 

is the f rame of mind or intention, then you can cheerfully fall into 

a thorough mess, provided only you feel it is your duty. I'he miserable 

con.sequences that your action might call forth are of no account 

whatever. Well might Socrates warn the protagonist of such an 

ethic that ignorance was the overriding sin. 

As to the ethical function of the thing in itself, there are some further 

consequences. In the ‘Critique of Pure Reason’ Kant had shown 

that it is impossible, within the sphere of theoretical reason, to 

establish the existence of God by argument. The speculative activity 

of pure reason does indeed entertain the idea of the existence of 

God. But it is the practical reason which alone gives ground for such 

a l)clief. Indeed, in the practical field we are bound to accept this 

notion, since without it there can be no proper moral activity. For 

Kant the po.ssibility of acting on the categorical imperative of the 

moral law carries the practic.al implication that God exists. 

In a way, Kant’s theory draws a dividing line reminiscent of Occam. Virw of Konigsberg Castle^ house 

For what the First Critique sets out to do is to delimit knowledge in in foreground^ left 

order to make room for faith. That God exists cannot be know'n as a 

theoretical truth, but it imposes itself as a belief on practical grounds, 

always in the sense of theoretical and practical explained earlier. 

Nevertheless, Kant’s ethic did not allow him to follow any religious 

dogma. For, as we sec, it is the moral law which is really im|>orta!»t. 

The specific dogmata of different religions arc falsely asserted to be 

god-given. Though Kant held that Christianity was the only 

religion which did in fact conform to the moral law, his views on 

religion earned him official censure by the Prussian Government. 

Equally radical for his time were the views on peace and international 

cooperation set forth in a pamphlet on ‘Perpetual Peace’, published 

in 1795. Representative government and world federation were tw(j 

of the leading notions he proposed. We might do well to remember 

these in our own time. 



Fichte ( j'/62-i8i4) 

Part of Fichte letter to Schiller 

The Kantian phiJosophy had, as we saw, provided some sort of 

answer to Hume’s problem, but at the cost of introducing noumena. 

Kant’s successt)rs in the German Idealist movement were not slow 

lo demonstrate the weakness of this ccmception, though their own 

developments in the theory of knowledge were questionable too. 

One way of avoiding a dualism had been indicated by the materia¬ 

lists, for whom the mind is an accompaniment of certain forms of 

material organization. The other possibility is to turn this round and 

consider the outer world as in some sense the product of the mind. 

Kant, in positing noumena, had been unwilling to take this last 

step; Fichte took it deliberately. 

Fichte (1762-1814), born in poor circumstances, was helped through 

his .school and University days by a generous patron. Afterwards 

he made a precarious living as a tutor. When he came across Kant’s 

writings he went at once to seek out the great philosopher, who 

helped him publish a critical essay on revelation. This gained im¬ 

mediate success, and Fichte became profes.sor at Jena. His views on 

religion were, however, not to the liking of the authorities. He left for 

Berlin and entered government service. In 1808, he held his famous 

‘Addre.s.ses to the German Nation’, in which he appealed to the Ger¬ 

mans as a whole to resist Napolef)n. In these speeches German 

nationalism takes a somewhat intense form. ‘To have character and 

to be German undoubtedly mean one and the same’, according to 

Fichte. It is not C]uite clear whether he thought this was an empirical 

fact or an appropriate verbal definition. Fhe former is a dis- 

cus.sible issue; as a definition it .seems a trifle eccentric. 

When, in 1810, the University of Berlin w^as founded, he became 

professor, retaining this post until his death. When the wars of 

liberation broke out in 1813, he sent his students to fight against the 

French. Like so many others, he had been a supfiorter of the French 

revolution, but an opponent of the corruption of it by Napoleon. 

In his political thinking, Fichte foreshadows Marxian notions of a 

socialist economy with state control over production and distribution. 

But philosophically of greater interest to us here is his doctrine of the 

Ego, which was designed to counter the Kantian dualism. The Ego, 

which in some ways corresponds to Kant’s unity of apperception, is 

an active thing w^hich is autonomous in Kant’s sen.se. As for the 

world of experience, this is a kind of unconscious projection of the 

Ego, which he calls the non-Ego. It is because the projection is not a 

conscious one that we are said to be misled into thinking that we are 

constrained by an external world. As to things in themselves, this 

question can never ari.se, since what w^e know are appearances. To 

talk about noumena is self-contradictory; it is like knowing what can, 

by definition, not be known. The projection is however not only un¬ 

conscious but unconditional as well. Since it is not exj)enenccd, it Ls 

not determined by the category of cau.sality. As a free process it 

springs from the practical and moral nature of the Ego, where 

practic.al is to lx* understcxxl in the etymologic.al sense. For in this 

way the active principle which animates the Ego has some work to 

do in coming to terms with its own projection. 



This somewhat fanciful theory does indeed avoid dualist difficulties. 

It is a precursor of Hegelianism as we shall see. One of the con¬ 

sequences of such a theory is tiiat it must seem possible to spin the 

world out of the Ego, This was first attempted by Schclling, whose 

philosophy of nature later inspired Hegel. 

Schelling (* 7’; f>-i854) like Hegel and the romantic poet 

Holderlin, of Suabian origin. Both of them became his friends when 

he entered the University of Tubingen at the age of fifteen. Kant and 

Fichte were the main philosophic influence that he absorbed; and an 

early brilliance and literary cicgapce earned him a profe.ssor.ship at 

Jena before his twenty-third year. In this way he came to know the 

romantic poets T'ieck and Novalis, and the two Schlegel brothers: 

Friedrich; and August, who with Tieck translated Shakespeare into 

German, and whose divorced wife Schelling married, though he was 

twelve years younger. He was interested in science and conversant with 

the latest developments. Before he was twenty-five he had published 

his ‘Philosophy of Nature’, in which he sets out to give an a priori 

account of nature. In this Schelling does not ignore the actual state of 

empirical science. He does, however, think that after the event it 

must be possible to deduce these findings from very general principles 

that are non-empirical. T here is in thi.s attempt a streak of spinozistic 

rationalism, combined with Fichte's notion of activity. For the a 

priori world that Schelling is trying to derive is conceived as active, 

whereas the world of empirical science seemed to him to be dead. 

'Phis method was later taken up by Hegel. To the modern reader 

such rarified speculations about scientific matters are nearly incom¬ 

prehensible. There is a lot of empty verbiage and a great deal of 

outright ludicrous detail in the.se discu.ssions. It w^as this, amongst 

other things, that later brought idealist philosophy into dLsreputc. 

What is, however, remarkal)le, is that Schelling himself in later years 

came to reject this kind of philo.sophising. Schelling’s own interests 

had, after his early phase, moved towards religious mysticism. His 

first wife had died, and he had fallen out with Hegel. When in 1841 

he was invited to write a preface to the German translation of the 

works of the French philosopher Victor Cousin, Schelling took the 

opp(jrtunity to launch a .scathing attack on Hegel’s philosophy of 

nature. No names are mentioned, and the culprit w^as in any' case 

dead, but the intention was clear enough. Schelling here vigorously 

denies that it is possible to deduce empirical facts from a priori 

principles. Whether he was aw^are that this undermined his own 

philosophy of nature as well as Hegel’s it is difficult to assess. 

Schelling {1775^^^54) 

Both in Fichte and Schelling we find forms of what Hegel later used 

as the dialectic method. In Fichte we saw how the Ego is confronted 

with the ta.sk of overcoming the non-Ego. In Schelling’s philo.sophy 

of nature there is a fundamental concept of polar opposites and their 

unity which foreshadows the dialectic even more clearly. How'ever, 

the source of the dialectic goes to Kant’s table of categories, where he 

explains that in the third in each group is a combination of the first 

and second, which are opposites. Thus, unity is in a sense the 

opposite of plurality, whereas a totality contains a manifold of 

units, and this unites the two first notions. 



I’hc (ierinan Idealist philosophy received its final and systematic 

lorm at the hands of Hegel. Taking up hints from Fichte and the 

early Schelling, he produced a philosophic edifice that for all its un¬ 

sound features still remains interesting and instructive. Besides, 

Hegelianism exercised widespread influence on a w^hole generation 

of thinkers not only in ( jerrnany hut later in England as well. France, 

on the whole, was not amenable to Hegelian philosophy, perhaps 

because of the great obscurity of the original which hinders a 

plausible rendering into elearcut French. The philosophy of Hegel 

survives especially in the dialectic materialism of Marx and Engels, 

which provides just as goc>d an example ol its untenability. 

G. IV. F. He^el {jyyo-i&ji) 
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Hegel (1770 was l)orn in Stuttgart and studied at Tubingen 

at the same time as Schelling. For some years he worked as a private 

tutor and then joined Schelling in Jena in 1801. It was here that 

five years lat(*r he completed the ‘Phenomenology of Mind’, on the 

eve of the battle of Jena. He left before the victorious French and for 

some years worked as an editor and then as the head of'a grammar 

school in Xuremberg, where his ‘Science of Logic’ was written. In 

181 f> he becanx' professor at Heidelberg and produced the ‘Encyclo¬ 

paedia of the Philosophic Sciences.' Finally, in 1818, he wascallt'd to 

the chair of philosophy at Berlin, where he henceforth nMuained. lie 

greatly admired Prussia, and Ins philosophy l)ecaine official doctrine. 

MegeTs writings are amongst the most ditticult w'orks in the entire 

liUTature of philosophy. "This is due not only to the nature of' the 

topics discussed, but also to the clumsy style of tin* author. The relief 

afforded by the occasional brilliant rnetaf)hors is not enough to offset 

the gentTal obscurity. To try to understand what Hegel was aiming 

at we might recall the Kantian distinction betw^een the theoretical 

and the firactical. The Hegelian philosophy may then l>e described 

as insisting on the primacy of the practical, in the original sense of 

the word. For this reason, great emphasis is laid on history and the 

historical character of all human endeavours. As for the dialectic 

method, which has some roots in Kant, Fichte and Schelling, its 

plausibility for Hegel no doubt stems from a review of the see-saw 

development of historical movements. More particularly, the growth 

of pre-soc:ratic f)hilosophy seems to follow this pattern, as w'as men¬ 

tioned earlier. Hegel raises this method to the status of a principle of 

historical c'xplanation. Now as far as it goes dialectic progression 

from tw'o opposing demands to .some compromise solution is useful 

enough. However, Hegel proceeds to show^ how' history had to go 

thremgh its various stages on the basis of this principle. Needle.ss to 

sav this is only^ possible by distorting the facts. It is one thing to 

recognise a pattern of historical events, but quite another to deduce 

history from such a principle. Schelling’s criticism can be applied to 

this as much as to the philosophy of nature. 

The dialectic method is in some ways reminiscent of the 

socTatic striving towards the form of the G(K>d. "To this latter corres- 

j)ond.s what Hegel calls the Absolute Idea. Just as the socratic 

dialectic, through destroying special hypotheses, leads ultimately to 

the form of the Ciood, so the Hegelian dialectic a.sccnds to the 

Absolute Idea. 'This process is explained for better or worse in the 



Logic. It .should l>c kept in mind that logic to Hegel i.s really synony¬ 

mous with metaphysic. Fhus, under this heading we find an account 

of the categories spun out of each other by a dialectic progression of 

thesis, antithesis and synthesis. This doctrine is evidentiv inspired by 

the Kantian disciLssion of the categories with which it shares the 

(atcgory of unity as a starting point. 'l’hereaft<‘r Hegel go(*s his own 

w ay and constructs a long and somewhat arbitrary string of cate¬ 

gories until he reaches the Absolute Idea, by which tunc we have 

turned full c in le and an* back again at unity. In a wa\ Hegel regards 

this as a guarantee oi' completeness and sound argument. The 

Absolute Idea in fact turns out to be the supreme example of unity, 

m which all diflerences have b<‘(‘n swallowed up. 

As to the dialectic process that leads to the Absolute, it helps us to 

gain a fuller grasp of this difficult notion. To explain this in simple 

language is beyond Hegel’s and no doubt anyone’s jxiwer. But Hegel 

here falls back on one of those striking illustrations with w'hich his 

works a))ound. "Fhe contrast is that between somebody whose notion 

of the Absolute is unsupported by a passage through the dialectic, 

and someone else wlu» has gone' tlirough it. This is likene'd to the 

signihcancc* that a prayer has to a child and to an old man Both 

recite the same words, but for the child they me-aii ver> little more 

than certain noises, w hereas to the old man the\ evoke the experience's 

of a lifetime. 
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J'iie dialectic principle thus proclaims that the Aksolute, in w'hich 

the progre.ssion comes to an end, is the only reality. In this particular, 

Hegel is influenced by »Spmoza. It follows that no fragment of the 

whole has any viable re'ality or meaning bv itself. Only if it is 

related to the entire universe can it be meaningful. It w^ould seem 

as though the one and only proposition we sliould risk is that the 

Absolute Idea is real. Only the whcilc is true. Anything partial can 

only l)e jiartially true. As for a definition of the Absolute Idea, this 

is so obscure in Hegel as to be useless. I'he gist of it is fiow'ever quite 

simple, rhe Ab.solute Idea, for Hegel, is the Idea wdiich thinks itself. 

Tills is a mc'taphysical showpiece that corresponds in some ways to 

Aristotle’s (iocl, an ahnif and unknown entity wrapped up in its own 

thought. In some other respects it is reminiscent of Spinoza’s Ciod 

who is identical wdth the universe. Like Sjiinoza, Hegel rejects any’ 

form of dualism. Following Fichte, he starts from the menial, and 

therel'ore talks in terms of the Idea. 
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I'his general metaphysical theory is applied by Hegel to history. TiiU page of HegeVs Philosophy 
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course, surprising, for it is precLsely from history that Hegel derived 

the dialectic principle. But, as we said earlier, the detailed account 

of specific events should not l)e sougiit in this a priori manner. Again, 

the progression towards the Absolute in history provides an oppor¬ 

tunity for some pretty crude nationalist propaganda. It would appear 

that history had reached its ultimate stage in the Prussian state of 

Hegel’s day. Such is the conclusion that Hegel reaches in the ‘Philo¬ 

sophy of History’. It now appears that the great dialectician was 

here somewhat hasty in his deduction. 
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The same pattern of argument leads Hegel to favour a state which 

is organised in a totalitarian manner. The development of spirit in 

history is above all the task of the Germans, according to Hegel. For 

they alone have understood the universal scope of freedom. Now 

freedom is not a negative notion but must be linked to some code of 

law; on this we may agree with Hegel. From this it does not, however, 

follow that wherever there is law there is freedom, as Hegel seems in 

fact to think. If this were so, ‘freedom’ would l)e synonymous with 

•‘obedience to law’, which is somewhat at variance with the layman’s 

view. At the same time there is a valuable hint in Hegel’s notion of 

freedom. Someone who habitually runs his head into brick walls, 

from an unwillingness to allow that bricks are harder than skulls, 

might be described as persistent but not as free. In this sense freedom 

is to recognise the world as it is rather than harbour illusions, or to 

grasp the working of necessity, a thought foreshadowed, as we saw, 

already by Heraclitus. But when it comes to the specific laws of 

Prussia, there seems to be no reason why these should be logically 

necessary'. To maintain that they are, as Hegel is inclined to do, 

merely enjoins upon the helpless citizen a blind obedience to the 

ordinances of his country. His freedom Ls to do as he is told. 

The dialectic method is inspired by one other feature which comes 

from an observ^ation of history. For it emphasises the aspect of 

struggle between t)pposing forces. Like Heraclitus, Hegel greatly 

values strife. He goes .so far as to suggest that war is morally superior 

to peace. If nations have no enemy to fight against, they become 

morally weak and decadent. F.vidcntly Hegel is here thinking of 

Heraclitus’ dictum that war is the father of all. He rejects Kant’s 

conception of world-wide confederation and is opposed to the Holy 

Alliance, which emerged from the Congress of Vienna. The entire 

discussion of politics and history is distorted by his one-sided interest 

in political history. In this he lacks the broad vision of Vico, who 

recognised the importance of the arts and sciences. Only from a 

political view in the narrow sense could Hegel come to the conclusion 

that external enemies were vital to the moral health of a nation. If 

one adopts a somewhat wider outlook it becomes clear that there is 

much within any given society that provides ample outlet for the 

healthy pugnacity of its citizens. The view that differences between 

nations must be resolved by war assumes that no social contract 

between them Ls possible, and that they must remain in their mutual 

dealings in a state of nature, where only power counts. On this 

matter Kant displayed greater insight than Hegel. For our own 

times have shown that war will in the end lead to universal destruc¬ 

tion. That would indeed amount to a dialectic consummation which 

must satisfy even the most orthodox Hegelian. 

The Hegelian doctrine of politics and history is oddly enough not 

really in harmony with his own logic. For the totality in which the 

dialectic process issues is not like the ‘One’ of Parmenides, which is 

undifferentiated; nor even like Spinoza’s God or Nature, where the 

individual becomes more and more at one with the universe and 

ultimately becomes merged with it. Hegel, on the contrary,’ thinks 

in terms of organic wholes, a notion which was later to influence the 

philosophy of Dewey. On this view, it is precisely through being 



related to a whole, as are the parts of an organism, that the individual 
gains its full reality. One might have thought that this would lead 
Hegel to allow a variety of organisations within the state, but he will 
have none of it. The state is the one overriding power. As a good 
protestani, Hegel naturally proclaims the supremacy of state over 
church; for this ensures the national character of church organisa¬ 
tion. To the Church of Rome, leaving aside all other considerations, 
Hegel would be opposed for what is in fact its main merit: that it is 
an international body. Likewise, no allowance is made for the inde¬ 
pendent pursuit of organised interests within society, even though on 
his organic view Hegel should welcome such activities. As for dis¬ 
interested enquiry or the indulging of hobbies, this would not be 
entertained. But why, for instance, should stamp collectors not 
gather into a club merely to pursue their own common interest in 
philately? It is worth noting that the official Marxist doctrine retains 
a strong measure of Hegelianism here. All activities are somehow 
construed as having to minister directly to the welfare of the state. 
If a philatelic society under such a system does not view its work as 
helping to glorify the socialist revolution, its members will find 
theiTLselves rudely cut off from collecting stamps or anything else. 

Hegel’s political theory is inconsistent with his rnctaphysic in one 
other important respect. A thorough application of his own dialectic 
principle should have brought him to see that there is no ground for 
stopping short of an organisation between nations, perhaps somewhat 
along the lines suggested by Kant. As it is, the Absolute in politics 

seems to be the Kingdom of Prussia. The deduction of his conclusion 
is, of course, a sham. That there were men who honestly believed 
this proposition one would indeed not deny. But while it may give 
comfort to some to believe such things, it is somewhat disingenuous 

to proclaim them as dictates of reason. By this method one can find 
spurious excuses for every prejudice and atrocity under the sun. It 
is all a little too easy. 

Let us now return to the dialectic, which Is really the central notion 
of Hegel’s system. We have previously noted how a dialectic step 
involves three stages. We first have a statement which is then opposed 
by a counter-statement, and finally the two are combined into a 

composite arrangement. A simple example will illustrate this. One 
might for instance put forward the thesis that gold is valuable. 
Against this may be pitted the antithesis that gold is not valuable. 
The synthesis may then perhaps be reached that the value of gold 

depends on circumstances. If you happen to be in Oxford Street, 
where you will find people willing to take your gold and give you 
sandwiches in exchange for it, gold is valuable. But if you should be 
lost in the Sahara desert with a bag of gold, and you are in need of 
water, then gold is not valuable. Thus, it seems, the attendant cir¬ 
cumstances must be taken into account. Hegel might not approve 
of this example, but it serves our purpose here. Now the contention 

is that the synthesis becomes a new thesis and the same dialectic 
process begins again, and so on until we take in the whole universe. 
This amounts to saying that the full significance of anything emerges 
only when it is viewed in all its possible connections; that is, in its 
setting in the world as a whole. 
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Hegel lecturing 

Several comments suggest themselves. 'Fhc first relates to the histori¬ 

cal content of the dialectic. It is perfectly true that there are cases 

where irreconcilable demands are adjusted by some sort of com¬ 

promise. I might say for instance that 1 am unwilling to pay income 

tax. Inland Revenue naturally take the opposite line and would 

carry away the lot. Finally we come to a kind of intermediate 

solution through which both parties attain some measure of satisfac¬ 

tion. In this there is nothing whatsoever mysterious. It is to be noted 

that the compromise arises not from two demands that are contra¬ 

dictory, but rat her contrary toeachother. Idiislogiral |>oint needs some 

elucidation. 'Fwo statements are contradictory if tlic truth of one 

ejitails the falsity of the other, and vice versa. But two contrary state¬ 

ments might well both l)e false though they cannot both be true. Thus, 

in the alx)ve example, the compromise solution gives the lie to both of 

the opposing claims. What makes the dialectic work in the true histor¬ 

ical case is the fart that iroin contrary demands some sort of agreement 

may often be arrived at. If, of course, the parties have insufficient 

patience to work out an acceptable scheme^ the game is apt to 

become a little more drastic; and in the end, the stronger parly wins 

and leaves the loser on the field. In such a case* contrary demands 

may after the event be set ti as (ontradictory. But only after the 

event: for it is not inevitable that this must happen. In holding 

contrary views on taxation, neither the citizen nor the authorities are 

compelled to exterminate the other. 

Secondly, it may b(‘ noted that intellec tual development follows a 

similar pattern. In this aspect the dialectic goes back to the interplay 

of question and answer of Plato's dialogues. This is precisely how 

the mind works when confronted with a problem. A case is put 

forward, various objections may be raised, and, in the course of dis¬ 

cussion, either an adjustment Is reached, through taking a more refined 

view' of the situation; or the original case Is abandoned, if on reflection 

it .seems that one of the objections must be accepted. Here, a com¬ 

promise is possible, whether the statements pitted against each other 

are contradictory or contrary. I’hus, Heraclitus’ statement that 

everything moves, and Parmenides’ statement that nothing moves, 

are contraries. But one might merely object to Heraclitus’ view by 

.saying that some things do not move, in which case the two state¬ 

ments are contradictory. In either case we may reach the com¬ 

promise that some things move, and .some not. 

This brings out an iniporUmt difference that Hegel is not prepared 

to recognise. CJontradiction is something that occurs in discourse. 

One man can contradict another; or perhaps better, one statement 

250 can contradict another statement. But in the everyday world of facts 

there is no contradiction. One fact cannot be contradictory to 

another, whatever view may l)e taken of the relation between 

language and the world. I'hus, poverty and wealth arc not contra¬ 

dictory, but merely different. Because Hegel takes a spiritual view 

of the world, he is inclined to ride roughshod over this vital distinc¬ 

tion. Again, it is easy to see, on this view, why the dialectic mcthcxl Is 

applied not only as an instrument of the theory of knowledge, but 

directly as a description of the world. To use technical terms, Hegel 

gives his method not only epistemological, but also ontological 



status. It is on this basis that Hegel proceeds to give a dialectic 

account of nature. Schelling’s objection to it we have already 

mentioned. This kind of nonsense was taken over wholesale by the 

Marxists, except, of course, that they replaced Hegers bias on the 

side of the mind by the materialist principles of Lamettrie. 

Another peculiar prejudice which stems from the dialectic method is 

Hegers predilection for the numl)er three. Everything seems to come 

in threes, just because the dialectic consists of the thr<*e stages of 

the.sis, antithesis and synthesis. 'Hius, wherever anything needs 

dividing up, Hegel divides it into three. Tn his account of hist(»ry, for 

example, he rf'Cf)gnizes the Oriental world, that of the Greeks and 

Romans, and iinally that of the (iermans. 'The rest does not seem to 

cf)unt at all. 'Hiis is of course all right for symmetry, but seems not 

altogether convincing as a method of historical study. Eikew'ise, we 

find a tripartite division in the Encyclopaedia, corresponding to tin: 

three stages of the spirit. 'There is first being-as-such, which gives rise 

to logic. Next, the .spirit is .said to pa.ss through a phase of .self- 

estrangement, in which it is in a stat<* ol being-other. I’his second 

stage is di.scus.sed in the philo.sophy of nature. Finally, the spirit 

completes the dialectric round-trip and returns to itself. (k>rres- 

ponding to this, there is the philo.sophy of spirit. The whole thing is 

conceived as a dialectic triad. This kind of theorising is so prepos¬ 

terous that even those who respect Hegel no longer try to defend it. 

But having made these critical comments, we must not fiverlook 

w hat is valuable in HegeTs philosophy’. First of all, as far as the 

dialectic is concerned, it will lx* allow'ed that Hegel here show's con¬ 

siderable insight into the workings of the mind. For it is frecjuently on 

the dialectic pattern that the mind progresses. As a contribution tothe 

psychology of intellectital growth, the dialectic is, upto a joint, a piece 

of shrew'd observation. Secondly, Hegelianism does emphasise the im¬ 

portance of history which had been suggested by Vico a centur\ 

earlier. The way in which Hegel states his case sometimes suffers 

through want of precision in the u.se of words. This is jx'rhaps linked 

w ith a certain poetic conception of language itself. Thus, w hen Hegel 

says that philosophy is the study of its ow n history', we must see this 

in the light of the dialectic princijde. Hegel is saying that jihilo.sophy 

necessarily grows according to the dialectic [)attern, and therefore a 

study of dialectic, which is the overriding philosojjhic principle, 

seems to coincide with a study t)f the history of philosophy'. This is 

therefore a very oblique way' of saying that for a proper understand¬ 

ing of philosophy one must know something t)f its history. One may 

di.sagree with thi.s, but it is not nonsen.se. In his formulations, Hegel 

often plays on different nieaning.s of words. Indeed, he held the view 

that language has a kind of inherent intelligence which is somehow 

superior to that of its users. Oddly enough, a very similar view is held 

by the ordinary language philosophers of present-day Oxford. 

The dialectic process: a thesis 
opposed by an antithesis gives 
rise to a synthesis 

Berlin University in HegeTs titne 

As to the historical situation, Hegel felt that the Absolute was at 

hand. It was therefore proper to set up philosophic systems, which 

in his view always supervene after the event. This he expressed most 

strikingly in the preface to the ‘Philosophy of Law’: ‘the ow'l of 

Minerva begins her flight only when dusk breaks in.’ 
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I’he Hegelian philoso|.)hy is inspired by a general principle whicli 

recurs throughout the history of philosophy. It is that no portion of 
the world can be understood unless it is seen in its setting in the 

universe as a whole. Consequently the whole is the only reality. 

This view is found already amongst the presocratics. When Par¬ 

menides states that the universe is an immovable sphere, he is trying 

to express something of thLs kind. The mathematical philosophers of 

the Pythagorean sch(3<jl likewise hint at this notion when they say 
that all things are numbers. More recently, Spinoza was a repre¬ 

sentative of the view that the whole alone is ultimately real. Following 

the Pythagorean tradition, the mathematical physicists, in their 

search for the one supreme formula which will explain the whole 
universe, are moved by the same belief, 'Fhe spectacular advances of 

Newtonian physic.s, culminating in cosmologies like that of Laplace, 

provide an example of this. It is not tcK) difficult to show that the 

idealist notion of a universal system is untenable. At the same time, 
there Ls a danger of summarily dismissing it without trying to sec 

what it is aiming at, even il'only in an obscure and hazy manner. 

The interesting point is that in one resp)cct the system of the idealists 

correctly portrays the ambitions of scientific theory. The programme 

of science docs indeed provide for an ever widening sweep of the 

systematic understanding of nature. Hitherto unsuspected inter¬ 

connections are brought to light, more and more of the happenings 

in nature are brought within the compass of a system of theory, and 

in principle there is no end to this development. Moreover, a scienti- 

pertia. 1843. 
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fic theory allows of no exceptions, its hold must be universal, it is 

either all or nothing. We might then say that the system of the 

idealist is a kind of platonic idea of science as a whole, a divine 

science as Leibniz conceived of it. That everything is related to every¬ 

thing else in some manner is true enough, but it is not true that 

things change by being connected with other things. It is on the 

second score that this way of kxjking at science thus falls badly short 

of the mark. It is equally wrong in showing the whc)le thing as a 

finished product, whereas it is a peculiar feature of scientific inquiry 

that there can be no end to it. The Hegelian attitude is not a little 

connected with the scientific optimism of the latter 19th century, 

when everyone thought the answer to everything was just around 

the corner. In the event, this j^roved to be an illusion, as might have 

been foretold. 

Meanwhile, however, it is a trifle unprofitable to tinker with a 

divine science. Whatever might be said al>out it, this is ruil the world 

to wliich it belongs, and other worlds than ours can have no bearing 

on us. I’he idealist system is tlius a spurious concept. But we can 

show iliis even more direrctly by an example. I entertain numerous 

true beliefs, such as ](»r instance tiiat Nf‘lson’s Column is taller than 

Buckingham Palace. A Hegelian will have none of this. 'You do not 

know w hat you are talking about’, he would ol)jecl. ' I'o grasp the 

fact you speak (if, you have to know what kinds of material are u.sed 

in the two structures, who built them and w liy, and .so on indefinitely. 

In the end you will have to take in the entire universe l)eforc you are 

entitled to say you know what you mean in stating that Nelson’s 

Ckilumn is taller than the Palace.’ But, of course, the trouble is that on 

this showing I should have to know everything liefore I know any¬ 

thing, and thus could never even make a start. No one is going to be 

S') modest as to proclaim himself literally and utterly empty-minded. 

Besides, it simply is not true. I do know that Nelson’s Ckdiimn is 

taller than the Palace, but otherwise lay no claim to divine omnis¬ 

cience. The fact is that you can know something without knowing 

everything about it; you can lise a word intelligently without knowing 

the entire vocabulary. It is as though Hegel iihsisted that a piece 

from a jig-saw puzzle had no significance until the whole puzzle had 

been completed. Fhe empiricist, on the contrary ,recognizes that each 

piece has a significance of its own. Indeed, if it had not, you could 

not begin to put the pieces together. 

'Fhe criticism of the logical doctrine of system has im[K)rtant conse¬ 

quences in ethics. For if the logical theory were correct, the ethical 

theory built on it must be .so too. As it is, the question is once more 

wide open. 

Here Hegelianism and L(K:kean liberalism stand diametrically 

opposed to each other. For Hegel the state is in itself good, the 

citizens do not matter as such, but only insofar as they minister to 

the glory of the whole. Liberalism starts at the other end and regards 

the state as ministering to the individual advantages of its various 

members. Fhe idealist view easily generates intolerance, ruthlessness 

and tyranny. The liberal principle fosters tolerance, consideration 

and compromise. 

Rationalism ts to Empiricism as 

a jigsaw puzzle with inseparable 
parts is to an isolated piece 



7'he idealism of Hegel is an attempt at viewing the world as a system. 

Although the emphasis is on spirit, Hegelianism is not in the least 

subjectivist in aim. VVe might call it an objective idealism. We have 

seen already how the dialectic system-building was later criticised 1)\ 

Schelling. Philosophically, this is the starting point of tin* violent 

anti-Hegelian outburst ol Soren Kierkegaard, the Danish pliilo- 

.sopher. His works had little influence at the time, but some lilty 

years later they iK‘caine the source of the existentialist movement. 

Kierkegaard (was born in Copenhagen, where at tlie age 

of seventeen he ent<*retl the University. His lather had come to the 

capital as a young man and liad exchanged (arming for business, in 

which he was extremely successful. The .son was thus not under prc‘s- 

sure to make a living for himself From his father, Kierkegaard 

inherited a lively w it and intelligence, as w'ell as brooding tempera¬ 

ment. Hy 1841, he had completed a master’s degree in theology. In 

the meantime he had been inronclusively engaged to a girl who did 

not .seem to him sufliciently appreciative of w hat he took to l)e his 

own tlu ological mission. At all events, he broke ofl' the engagement, 

and after finishing his studi< s went to Berlin, where Schelling was 

then lecturing. Henceforth he devoted himself to theological and 

phiIo.sophic speculation, while his one-time betrothed very .sensibly 

married someone else. 
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Soren Kierkegaard 

Let us return to the criticism that Si helling din^cti'd against Ht‘g(‘rs 

system. Schelling distinguishes between negative and jiositive philo¬ 

sophy. The former is concerned with concejits, or universals, or 

essences, to use the scholastic term. It dealt with tlie ‘what’ of things. 

Positive philosophy, on th<‘ other hand relates to actual existence, 

or to the ‘that’ of things. Schelling holds that [diilosophy must start 

with a negative stage and then move on to the |)osiiive level. The 

formulation reminds one of Schcllmg's princi|)le ol polarity, and of 

the fact that in his riwn philosophical development he had traversed 

precisely this kind of path. T he early Schelling is ‘negative’, the later 

w (»rks are ‘positive’ in this sense. The chief criticism against Hegel is 

tfien that, having become stuck in the negative region, he purports 

to deduce (he positive world of fact. It is from this comment that 

existentialism takes its origin. 

But this is only a logical objection to Hegel. What is at least equally 

important in Kierkegaard is an emotional objection. Hegelianism is 

a somewhat dry and theoretical affair, and leaves little if any scope 

for the passions of the soul. Indeed, this is tnu* of the German 

Idealist philo.sophy in general, and even Schelling’s later specula¬ 

tions do not escape from this. 'I'he enlightenment had tended to look 

upon the passions with some misgivings, Kierkegaard wants to make 

them philosophically resf)ectable again. 'Phis is in line with the ro¬ 

manticism of the poets, and opposed to the kind of ethic that links 

good with kiiow'ledge and evil with ignorance. By cutting ofl'the will 

from reasfin, in true Occamist fashion, existentialism is trying to 

attract our attention to the need for man to act and choose, not as a 

result of phiU)sophic reflection, but from some spontaneous function 

of the will. This at once enables him to make nxini for faith in a very 

simple way. Fur it Is now a free act of the will to accept religious l:)elicfs. 



Tlic existentialist principle is sometimes expressed as stating that 

existence is prior to essence. Another way of putting it would be to 

say that we first know that a thing is, and afterwards what it is. 

Again, this arrujunts to putting the particular l)efore the universal, 

or Aristotle lx‘fore Plato. Kierkegaard puts will before reason and 

argues that, in regard to man, one should not be Ux.) scientific. 

Science, which deals with what is general, can only touch upon 

things from the outside. In contrast with this, Kierkegaard recog¬ 

nises ‘existential' modes of thinking which grasp a situation from the 

inside. In the case of man, he feels we overlook what is really impor¬ 

tant if WT approach him in the scientific way. The sp)ecific feelings of 

an individual can be understood existentially. 

For Kierkegaard, ethical theories are too rationalistic to allow' men 

to order their lives by them. The specific character of an individuars 

moral action are not duly appreciated by any of these theori<!s. 

Besides, it is always easy to find counter-examples or exceptional 

cases where a rule is broken. It is on grounds such as th(‘se that 

Kierkegaard urges that we should base our lives on religious rather 

than on ethical principles. This is in the respected Augustinian tra¬ 

dition of protestantism. A man is responsible only to God and his 

command. No other human being can intervene tf) change this 

relation. For Kierkegaard, religi(jn is a matter of existential 

thinking, since it comes from w'ithin the soul. 

Kierkegaard was a fervent Christian; but, naturally enough, his views 

were Ixnind to bring him into conflict with the somew'hat rigid 

institutionalism of the Danish state church. He w'as opposed to 

rationalist theology in the grand manner of the schola.stics. The exis¬ 

tence of (i<xl has to be grasped existentially; no amount of demon¬ 

stration, which moves in the realm of essence, can establish it. Thus, 

as we have said earlier, Kierkegaard severs faith from reason. 

'Fhe criticism of Hegel, from which the reflections of Kierkegaard 

take their course, is in the main valid. The existentialist philosophy 

which has growm out of it is, however, not nearly so sound. In limiting 

the scope of rca.son, it lays itself open to all kinds of aljsurdities. At 

the level of faith this would indeed not only be expected, but almost 

welcome. ‘Credo quia absurdum’ is an old and respected motto of 

Ixdicvers in revelation, and in a sense they may lx* right ; if you are 

going to exercise your freedom to believe, you might as well fasten 

on to something unusual. 

Meanwhile, it is well to rememl)er that underestimating reason is just 

as dangerou.s as overrating it. Hegel thought tex) highly of it and fell 

into the error that reason could generate the universe. Kierkegaard 

goes to the other extreme and in effect maintains that reason is 

unable to help us towards grasping the specific which alone is really 

worth knowing. Such a view denies all value to science, and is in 

accordance with the l>cst principles of romanticism. Although 

Kierkegaard fiercely criticises the romantic way of life, as Ixring 

purely determined by the vagaries of external influences, he is him¬ 

self a thorough romantic. The very principle which postulates 

existential modes of thinking is a muddied romantic conception. 

Kierkegaard's birthplace in 
Copenhagen ; second from right 

Caricature of Kierkegaard 



The existentialist rejection of Hegel was thus in the main a refusal 

to allow that the world itself constituted a system. Though Kierke¬ 

gaard does not enter explicitly into the matter, his existentialism in 

fact presupposes a realist theory of knowledge, in the sense in which 

this is opposed to an idealist view. A very different objection to Hegel 

arises if one returns to a .somewhat refined Kantian dualism, a move 

which occurs in Schopenhauer’s philosophy. 

^The World as Will and ldea\ 
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Arthur Schopenhauer (i 788-1860) was the .son of a Danzig mer¬ 

chant who admired Voltaire and shared his respect for England. 

When, in 1793, Prussia annexed the free city of Danzig, the family 

moved to Hamburg. In 1797, Schopenhauer went to live in Paris, 

and during his two years stay he nearly forgot his mother-tongue. In 

1803 he came to England and entered a lx)arding sciiool for some 

six months. This sufficed to make him loathe our schools and learn 

the language. In later years he regularly took the London ‘Times’. 

On returning to Hamburg he made a half-hearted attempt at a 

commercial career, but gave it up again as soon as his father died. 

His mother now moved to Weimar, where she soon became hostess 

of a literary salon frequented by many of the great poets and writers 

then residing there. In fact, she subsequently became a novelist 

herself. But meanwhile her son, whose morose temperament she did 

not share, Ixgan to resent her somewhat independent mode of life. 

At twenty-one, Schopenhauer acquired a small legacy, and thereafter 

mother and son gradually became estranged. 
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The legacy enabled him to take up university studies. He began in 

Gottingen in 1809, where he first came in contact with Kant’s philo¬ 

sophy. In 1811 he moved to Berlin, where his studies were mainly in 

science. He attended some of Fichte’s lectures, but held his philosophy 

in contempt. He completed his studies in 1813 when the wars of 

liberation broke out, but these events did not call forth in him any 

Ia.sting enthusiasm. In the following years he came to know Goethe 

in Weimar, where he began his studies of Indian mysticism. In 1819 

he l>egan to lecture as a Privatdozent at the University of Berlin. He 

was fully convinced of his own genius, and felt that it would be less 

than honest to conceal this fact from the rest of mankind, who might 

as yet not be aware of it. Accordingly, he set his lectures for the same 

hour as Hegel. When he failed to attract the Hegelians in force, 

Schopenhauer decided to give up lecturing and to settle down in 

Frankfurt, where indeed he remained for the rest of his life. As a 

person he was conceited, sour and vain. The fame for which he 

yearned did not supervene until the end of his life. 
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Schopenhauer reached his philosophic views at an early age. His 

main work, ‘The World as Will and Idea’, appeared in 1818 when 

the author was just thirty years old. It was at first ignored com¬ 

pletely. In this book is set forth a kind of modified Kantian theory 

which deliberately retains the thing in itself. Unlike Kant, however, 

Schopenhauer equates the thing in itself* with the will. Thus, the ex¬ 

perienced world is, as with Kant, regarded as consisting of pheno¬ 

mena, in the Kantian sense. What causes thc.se phenomena is, 

however, not a range of unknowable noumena, but the noumenal 

will. This is pretty close to orthodox Kantian views. We saw that 



Kant regards the will as on the side of nouinena. If I exercise my will, 

there corr<*sponds to it, in the world f»r experience, the movement ol 

my body. It may lx* noted in passing that Kant here has really 

failed to gf) beyond occasionalism; for, as we saw, there can be n<» 

causal relation betwc'cn noutnena anci phenomena. At any rate, 

Schopenhauer regards the iKjdy as an appearance w'hc»se reality 

resides in the w^ill. As with Kant, the noumenal w'orid lies l>eyond 

space, time and ihe categories. "Fhe w’ill as noumenon is not subject 

to them either. I'lierefon* it is timeless and non-spalial, w'hich iinplif*s 

its onenc’ss. As far as 1 am real, to wit in regard t(» my will, I am not 

distinct and separate, that would Ik* a mere phenomenal illusi<»n. 

On the contrary, my will is really the one universal will. 

Sch(»penhauer regards this will as thorc»ughly evil, and resjxinsible 

for the suffering which inevitably acc'ompanies life. Moreovc^r, for 

him knowlt*dge is not, as for Hegel, a Ibunt of freedom, but rather 

a scnirce ol'sullering. 'I'liiis, in plac e of the optimism of rationalist 

systems, Schopenhauer displays a gloomy outlook in w'hich there is 

no room for happirK*ss. As to sex, this was a wicked business tocj, 

bc'cau.se procrc*ation m<*rely pnwided new victims Jbr suffering. 

C'onnected with this view is Schopenhauer’s misogyny, for he felt that 

w'oman's part in this was more deliberate than man’s. 

I'here is no logical rc^ason why Kantian epistemology should lx* thus 

linkc'd with a pes.simLstic view' of things. Schopc*nhauer him.self w'as 

unable, by temperament, to be happy, and therelbre declared that 

happiness could not be achieved. Towards the end of his brcxiding 

lile, his work gainc'd recognition and his financial circumstances 

became somewhat easier, Ixith ol w'hich suddenly caused him to be 

more* cheerful in spite of his theory. Still, it cannot lx* said that the 

rationalist (3ver-confidence in the g(K)dness of this world is sound 

either, riius, where a thinker like Spinoza was, theoretically at least, 

not pre|)ared to sec evil, Schopenhauer w'ent to the other extreme 

and could see no good in anything. 

Arthur Schopenhauer [iy88-iS(k)), 
as a young man 

I'he solutic^n to this painful state of affairs must, according to 

Schopenhauer, l)e sought in the myths of Buddhism. What cause's 

our suffering is precisely our willing. By doping the will we may in 

the end achieve release in Nirvana, or nothingness. 'I’he mystic 

trance makes us see through the veil ol Maya, wdiich stands for 

illusion. Tlius we may come to see the w'orld as one and, having 

gained this knowledge, conquer the will. But knowledge of oneness 

here does not lead to communion with Gtxl, as in the western mystics 

like master Eckhart; or with the pantheistic w'orld of Spinoza. On 

the contrary, insight into the whole, and sympathy with its suffering, 

afford us an esc.ape into nothingness. 

As against the rationalist doctrines of the Hegelian sclux»l, Schopen¬ 

hauer’s philosophy emphasizes the importance of the will. This view 

was adopted by many later philosophers who have otherwise very 

little in common. We find it in Nietzsche as well as in the pragma¬ 

tists. Existentialism, t<x>, is greatly interested in the will as against 

reason. As to the mysticism of Schopenhauer’s dcxrtrine, this rather 

stands outside the mainstream of philosophy. 

Schopenhauer in later years 



If the philosophy of Schopenhauer seeks, in the end, to provide an 

escape from the world and its strife, the opposite path is taken l>y 

Nietzsche (1844 1900). It is not easy to sum up tlic content ol his 

thinking. He is not, in the ordinary sense, a philosopher, and has not 

left a systematic account of his views. One might perhaps describe 

him as an aristocratic humanist in the literal sen.se. What he tried 

above all to promote was the supremacy of the man who was l>esl, 

that is healthiest and strongest in character. This brings witfi it a 

certain emphasis on toughness in the face of'misery, which is some¬ 

what at variance with received ethical standards, though not 

ncces.sarily with actual practice. By concentrating on tlie.st* features 

out of context, many have .seen in Nietz.sche the j)ro|)Iiet (►! tin* 

political tyrannies of our own limes. It may well be that tyrants 

have draw'n some inspiration from .Nietzsche, but it would lx* in¬ 

appropriate to make him responsible for the misdeeds of men who 

have understood him at best suj)erticially. For Nictz.sclH* would have 

been bitterly opp>osed U> the political dev^eloprnent.s in his own 

country, had he lived long enough to witne.ss them. 

Nietz.sche's father was a proteslant pastor. 'This made for a home 

ba< kground ol piety and rectitude, a tinge of w hich remains in the 

high moral tone of Nietzsche’s works ev(*n at their most rebellious. 

At an early age he showed himself a brilliant scholar, and at 

twenty-four he became professor of cla.s.sical philology at the uni¬ 

versity of Basle. A year later the Franco-Pru.ssian war broke out. As 

Nietzsche had become a Swlss citizen, he had to content luinself 

w'ith serving as a medical t>rderly. Aftei being laid low with dysentry 

he was discharged and returned lo Basle. Me had never been in the 

best of health, and never ([uite recovered from his war service. By 

1879 resign his post, though a generous pension enabled 

him to live in reasonable comli>n. Ffie next ten years he spent in 

Switzerland and Italy, continuing his literary work, mostly in 

solitude and without recognition. In 1889, as a delayed result of a 

venereal infection contracted during his student days, lie became 

insane and remained in this stale until his death. 

Nietz.sche’s work is in the first instance inspired by the ideals of 

presocratic Circece, and particularly Sparta. In his first major work, 

' Fhe Birth of Tragedy' (1872J, he pul forward the famous dis¬ 

tinction between the Apollonian and the Dionysiac moods of the 

(ireek soul. 1 he dark and passionate Dionysiac .strain is bound uy> 

with a recognition of the reality of tragedy in the existence of man. 

Fhe olympian pantheon, on the other hand, is a kind of serene 

vision w'hich counter-balances the stark unplea.santness of human 

lib*. I his .springs from the Apollonian streak of the soul. We might 

describe (ireek tragedy as an Apollonian sublimation of Dionysiac 

cravings. Aristotle, as we saw, held similar view^s on these matters. 

What Nietzsche eventually look from this account of the origins of 

tragedy is the conception of die tragic hero. Unlike Aristotle, he secs 

in tragedy not a vicarious cleansing of the emotions, but a positive 

acceptance of life as it is. Whereas Schopenhauer had reached a 

pessimistic conclusion, Nietzsche adopts an optimist position, w'hich 

he thinks can l>e discerned in a proper interpretation of Greek 



iragrdv, However, it must be noted that his is not an optimism in the 

popular sense. It is rather a kind of aggressive acceptance of the 

harsti and cruel realities ol life. Like Schopenhauer, he recognizes 

thf* primacy ^)f the will; but he goes IVirther and regards a strong 

will as the pre-eminent featur<‘ ofa g<K>d man,whereas Schf)penhauer 

had seen the will as the source of all evil. 

Nietzsche distinguishes between tw'o types of person and their 

respective moralities. These are tlie masters and the* slaves. 'The 

ethical th(*ory l)ased on this distinction is expcninded in his book 

‘Beyond Good and KviT (i88()). On the <jne hand we have the master 

morality, in which good connotes independence, generosity, self- 

reliance and the like; in fact, all the virtues that beU>ng to Ari.stotle’s 

gieat-souled man. rhe (jpf>osed delects are subservience^, meanness, 

timidity and so on, and these an* bad. The contrast between good 

and liad is here roughly equivalent to that between noble and 

contemptible. The slave morality w'orks on ejuite a different prin¬ 

ciple. J'or it the good lies in a kind ol pervasive reticence, and in all 

those things that diminish suffering and striving; whereas it con¬ 

demns the things that are gocKl on the master morality, calling them 

evil rather than bad. 7'he g<iod of the master morality is apt to be 

terrilying, and all fear-provoking action is evil to the slav^e. The 

morality of the hero or superman lies beyond good and ev'il. 

In ‘Thus Spake Zarathustra’ these doctrines had already l>een set 

out in the form of an ethical manifesto which imitates, in .style, the 

writings of the Bible, Nietzsche w'as a great literary artist, and his 

works look more like poetic pro.se than philosophy. 

What Nietzsche abhorred above all w'as the emergence of the new' 

type of mass humanity that grew' up along with the new technology. 

For him the proper function of society is to act as the seedbed for 

the few great who achieve the aristocratic ideal. I he suffering that 

this might cause to the small fry does not .seem to him to matter. 

The kind ol'state he envisages has much in common with the ideal 

state of’ Plato’s ‘Republic ’. Traditional religions he coiLsiders to be 

props tcj the slave morality. "Fhe free man, according to him, must 

recognize that CJod is dead; what we must strive for is not Crod, 

but a higher type of man. The stock example of slave morality, 

Nietzsche finds in Christianity, For it is pessimistic in holding out 

hopes of a better life in another W'orld, and values slavish virtues 

like meekness and sympathy. It was for Wagner’s later leanings to¬ 

wards Christianity that Nietzsche came to attack the comjx)ser 

whom he had earlier counted as an admired friend. As f<»r his hero- 

worship, this was accompanied by a hercc anti-feminism which ad¬ 

vocated the oriental custom of treating w'omen as chattel. In this we 

find a reflection of Nietzsche’s own inability to cope with the fair .sex. 

There is in this ethical doctrine a good deal of’ useful observation 

(jf different types of human beings and their ways of tackling the 

business of living. There is much to be .said for the exercise of a 

certain ruthlessness,provided tfiis is adrninLstered to one.self. What is 

less convincing is the notion of total indifference to the suffering 

endured by the many in the interest of the few. 
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Utilitarianism and since 

VVc nuisl now turn hack a ccniury and take up anotluT strand ol 

our slorv. I’hc idealist philosophy and its critics had dcv^elopcd in 

a world whose material circumstances were altering in a ver>' 

radical manner. These changes were brought alK)ut by the indus¬ 

trial revolution which took its rise in eighteenth century Kngland. 

At first, the introduction of machinery was a very gradual thing. 

lr!jj>rovemenis were made in the construction ol hx)nis,and tfie 

output o( textiles incre ased. The vital step was the perfection of the 

stc‘ain-engine, which provided a limitless source of jK>wer to drive 

the machines in the workshops that sprang up in great numbers, 

riie most fdiicient way o( producing steam was by means ol coal- 

hred boilers. There was thus a great development of coal-mining, 

»)lten under very harsh and ugly circuimtances. Indeed, on the 

human side, the early days of' industrialism were a thorougfdy 

gruesome peruid. 

During the eighteenth century, the enclosure movement in England 

readied its peak. For several eenluries past there had hern ca.ses 

t>l common land being <111 lose'd by the nobility lor their own use. 

riiis created some hardship to the rural population whose living 

was in some measure dept iident on the l>encfits to be drawn from 

the rf>nunon laritl. Not uiUil the eighteenth century, however, did 

this encroachment oi their privileges cause large numbers ol’eoimlry- 

folk to lie uprooU‘d and driven to the towns and cities in search lor 

a new livelihcHid. It was these people who came to be ab.sorbcd in 

the new factories. Badly paid and e.xploited, they .settled down in 

the poorest quarters of the towns as wdl as on the outskirts, laying the 

foundations for the huge industrial slums of the nineteenth century. 

I'he inv^entiim ol macliincry was at first viewed with considerable 

suspicion by those who felt that their skills in fiandieraft were being 

rendered superfluous. Likewise, with every improvement in the 

working of machines, tfie tendency of industrial labour was to 

resist lor fear of having their livelih(K)d cut off. This fear is not 

unknown even today; the introduction of electronically controlled 

marhinery is viewed with suspicion f)y trade unions, as miieh as 

was the power l(K>m in the nineteentfi century. Htiwever, on this 

particular the pe.s.siinisLs have always been wrong. In.stead of 

suirering a decline of living conditions, the industrial nations of the 

world have experieru ed a gradual ri.se in wealth and comfort at all 

levels. It must Ik* conlFssed that the mi.sery of the early industrial 

proletariate in Flngland was pretty stark. Some of the worst evils 

were partly due to ignorance, Ibr these were new problems that no 

one had ever had to lace. The old liberalism, based on handicraft 

and peasant proprietorship, was not flexible enough to cope with 

the great new problems of industrial society. Reform was slow 

in coming, l)ut did eventually correct these early mistakes. Wfiere 

industrialism developed later, as in continental countries, some of 

the troubles that l>esct tfie development of industrial .society were 

less severe* l>ccau.sc by then the problems were better understood. 

During the early nineteenth century there l^egins a growing tendency 

of interplay between science and technology. In some measure this 



has, (>1 course, always e\iste(l But from the days oi industrialism 

onwards, the systematic application ol scientific principles in llie 

design and production ol technical equipment has product d an 

accelerating growth ol material expansion The steam-engine was 

the source ol the new power Ihe hrst half of the centurs saw a 

complete scientihc investigation of th( prmcijjles invoked Ihe 

new science ol thermodynamics in turn taught engineers how to 

build more clhcient engines 



At the same timr, the steam-engine began to replace all other Ibrnis 

oi power in the field of transjx>rt. By the middle of the century a 

vast net of'railways was growing up in Pairope and North America, 

and at the same time, sailing ships began to be displaced by 

steamers. All these innovations produced vast changes in the liv('s 

and outli»ok of tfie people who were afh eted by them. On tfie wliole, 

man seems to be a conservative animal. His technical prowess has 

therefore tended to outpace his political wisdom, thus creating a 

lack of balance from w hich we have not recovered y(‘l. 

I'he early development of industrial [iroduction gave rise to a 

renewed interest in <|uestif)ns of economics. As a study in its own 

right, polltif al < conomv in modern times goes back to the work of 

Adam Smitli {17-2;^ 90;, a fellow countryman of David Hurne and 

a professor of philos<»j)hy. His writings on ethics are in the Humean 

tradition but were on the whole le.ss important than his work on 

economics. He owes his fame to the treatise on ‘ I lu^ Wealth of 

Nations' (177!)). In this book for the first time an altem[)t is made 

to study the various fiirces at work in the economic life (»f a country. 

One particularly important [)roblem which is brought to the lore 

is the (piestion of division of labour. Smith shows at some length 

how the production of industrial goods is increased if tin* making 

of an article is broken up inU) a number of stages, each of Which is 

carried out liy a specialised worker. The particular example he 

cliooses comes from the making of pins, and his conclusions are no 

doubt based on actual observations of production figures. At all 

events, the principle of division of labour was applied on a grand 

scab' in industry ever since, and has been thoroughly vindicated. 

Fherc are, of course, human problems winch have* to be considered 

too, for if ilie specialised operation becomes so fragmentary as to 

de.stroy a man’s interest in his w'ork, the worker suffers in the end. 

lids difficultv, winch was not too well understood in Smith's lime, 

has become one of the major problems of inodern industry and its 

dehumanizing efferi on those who work its machines. 

Political economy rernainc^d for some* considerable time a |)ec‘uliarly 

British pursuit. The jiliysiocrals of eighteenth t:entury f rance had 

indec'd been interested in economic prolilerns, but their wTilings 

did not excTt the same Influence as Adam Smith's book, which 

became the biblc- of classical ec'onondcs. liie next important 

contribution in this fictid was Ric ardo’s labour thc'orv of v alue w hich 

was taken over bv Marx. 

Adam Smith cp), foumkr In the philosophic field, the rise of industrialism has brought with 

of rriodrrn political economy certain emphasis on utility' which was hotly opposed by the 

romantics. At the same time this somewhat dull philosophy was in 

the (*nd more productive of much needed reform in social matters 

than all the romantic indignation it provoked from |x>ets and 

idc'alists. I'he changes it sought to l)ring about were piecemeal and 

orderK, and revolution was far from its aims. Not .so with the some¬ 

what more emotional doctrine of Marx, which in its own peculiar 

way retains much of the uncompromising idealism of its Hegelian 

source. Hc-re the goal is a complete transformation of the existing 

carder by violent means. 



i he human prnhirm of trrhnoloj^^ical society did not at onrc 

reveal itself to those who did ncjl suffer the indignities it inflicted 

on th(‘ industrial prol<‘tariat. Such unpleasant facts might b(‘ 

unfdrtiinate hut were at first regarded as inevitable. I'his .somewhat 

smug and (allous indifference was shattered during (he later part 

of the century, when the problems involved came to be taken u[) by 

writers. The revolutifin of i8.j8 did something towards bringing 

these facts to th(' notice of soci('ty at large. As a political manoeuvre, 

liic di.sturbances were somewhat of a failure. They did, how'(‘ver, 

leave Ixdiind some measure of uneasine.ss alxmt social conditions. 

In (he w'orks of Dickens in Kngland, and lat<“r /<»Ia in fVan< <*, these 

j)n>blems received an airing that help(‘d to foster a greater auarene.ss 

of the .situation. 

One of the great remedies to all soda I ills was .seen in the provision 

oi adequate education. In this the reformers were j)robably not 

quite right. Merely to teach everyone to n*ad, write and reckon does 

not in itself dispose of social problems. Nor is it (rue that these no 

doubt adrniralile skills are es.scntial lor the proper working of an 

industrial society. A great deal of specialised routine work can in 

principle be done by illiterates. But education may indirectly help 

to solve certain problems, since it sometimes makes those who have 

to endure hardships seek ways to better their lot. At the same time, 

it is clear enough that a mere course of in.struction neerd not lead to 

such results. On the contrary, it may lead fKrople to believe that the 

existing order of things Ls as it must be. Indoctrination of this sort 

is at times quite effective. Nev^erthele.ss, the reformers are right 

in holding that certain problems cannot be properly tackled unle.ss 

there is a fairly widespread understanding of what is at stake: and 

this does indeed require some measure of education. 

'Fhe division of labour w'hich Adam Smith discussed in connection 

with the making of goods has overtaken intellectual pursuits to 

almost an equal extent. During the course of the nineteenth century, 

enquiry' has, so to speak, l>ccome industriiilized. 
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The utilitarian movement received its name from an ethical doctrine 

which gt>es back more particularly to Hutcheson, who had ex¬ 

pounded it already in 1725. Briefly, the theory holds that the good 

is pleasure and the bad pain. Hence the best state to l>c achieved is 

one in which the balance of pleasure over pain is greatest. This view 

was adopted by Beniham, and came to be known as utilitarianism. 

Jeremy Bentham (1748 1832) was above all interested in jurispru¬ 

dence, where his main inspiration derived from Helvetius and 

Beccaria. Ethic.s, for Bentham, was mainly a basis for studies on legal 

w’ays of promoting the l>cst })ossil)le state of affairs. Berithatn was the 

leader of a group of men who were known as the ‘Philosophical 

Radicals’. 'I'hey were much concerned with social reform and edu¬ 

cation, and were generally opposed to the authority of the Church 

and the restrictive privileges of the ruling section of .society. Bentham 

was a man of retiring dis|M)sition and had started from views that 

were not notably radical. In later life, however, he became, for all 

his shyness, an aggressive atheist. 

He was much concerned with education and shared with his fellow 

radicals a supreme confidence in its unlimited remedial powers. It 

is worth recalling that in his time England had only the two univer¬ 

sities, and access to these was restricted to professing Anglicans. 

This anomaly was not corrected until the latter half of the nineteenth 

century. Bentham was intent on helping to provide opportunities for 

university education to those who failed to fulfil the narrow (pialifi- 

cations demanded by the existing institutions. He was one of the 

group who helped to establish Univ'ersity Odlege, London, in 1H25. 

No religious tests were impo.sed on students, and the college has 

never had a chapel. Bentham hirnsell had by this time made a 

complete break with religion. When he died he stipulated that his 

skeleton, suitably accoutred and surmounted by a wax mask, should 

kept at the college. Tne picture shown here was taken from this 

exhibit, which sits in a showcase as a permanent memorial to one 

of the founders. 

Bentham’s philosophy is based on two leading ideas that go back to 

the early eighteenth century. The first of these is the principle of 

a.s.sociation which had been giv^en prominence by Hartley. It stems 

ultimately from Hume’s theory of causality, when* it is used to 

explain the notion of causal dependence in terms of the association of 

ideas. In Hartley and later Bentham, the principle ol a.ssociation 

btToines the central mechanism of psychology. Instead of the 

traditional apparatus of <oncepts pertaining to the mind and its 

operation, Bentham puls his one principle which works on the raw 

material provided by experience. Lhis enables him to give a de¬ 

terministic account of psychology, which does not involve mental 

concepts at all; these have, as it were, lx*en shorn off by Occam’s 

razor. The theory of the conditioned reflex later worked out by 

Pavlov is ba.sed on the .same kind of outlook as the associationist 

psychology. 

The second principle is the utilitarian maxim of the greatest happi- 

ne.s.s which has already been mentioned. This is linked with psycho- 



lf)gy in that for Brnthain what mrn try lo do is to attain tfic* greatest 

possible happiness for themselves. Happiness is here taken to mean 

the same as pleasure. The function of the law is to ensure that, in 

seekini^ his own maximum |)leasure, nol)ody should impair this .same 

[pursuit for others. In this way is acliieved the greatest happiness of 

the greatest number. This w^as, for all their differences, the eomm<in 

aim of the utilitarians. I’hus baldly stated, the goal sounds somewhat 

uninspired and smug. But the intcaitions behind it are hir from be ing 

so. As a movement devoted te) reform, utilitarianism has certainly 

achieved more than all the idealist philosojjhies put te>gether, and it 

has done this without much liess. At tli(‘ .same lime, the [)rinciph‘ of 

greatest happiness lor the greatest number was capable of bearing 

another interjjretation. In the [jands of liberal economists, it became 

a justification for laisser lairc ’ and free trade. I'or it was a.ssurned 

that the free and imtrammc'lled pursuit by eadi man of liis own 

greatest pleasure would, given jurisprudence, produce the grc'atest 

happiness of society. In this, however, the liberals wen^ a little too 

oj)tiinLstic. One might pt^rhaps allow , in a Socratic vein, that if men 

look the trouble to inform tliernselves and gauge the rejiercu.ssions 

ol their actions, they w^ould usually see* that hurling society w ill in 

the end be hurtful lo ihermelves. But men do not ahvays consider 

such things with care, and often act on impulse and in ignorance, in 

our owai time, the doctrine of Maisser laire’ has therefore come to be 

hedged about with certain reslriclive safeguards. 

riie law, then, is considered as a mechanism to ensure that (‘acfi 

may pursue his aims without detriment to his fellows, 'bhe functiciii 

of punishment is thus not revenge, but prevention of crime. What 

matters is that ccTtain encToachments should carry a penalty, not 

tliat the retribution should be savage, as in fact it te nded to be in 

England at tliat lime. Benlharn was opposed to the indiscriminate 

inflic tion of the death penalty, w hic h was thfui vctn freely disfiensed 

lor rather trifling offences. 

Two great conclusions follow from the utilitarian ethic. First it seems 

clear that in .some respects all men have ec]ually .strong urges 

towards happin<‘ss. Therefore they should all enjoy equal rights and 

opportunities. This view was .somewhat of a nov(‘lty at the time, and 

constituted one of the central tenets of the reforming jirogramme of 

the radicals. The other inference that suggests iLself is that the 

greatest happinc^ can cmly be attained if conditions remain stable. 

I’hus, ecpiality and security are the oveiTiding considerations. As for 

liberty, this Benlhain thought less important. Like the Rights of 

Man, liberty seemed to him somewhat nietaphy.sical and romantic. 

Politically, he favoured l)enevolent d(*spotisrn rather than democracy, 

lliis, incidentally, brings out one of the difficulties in his utili¬ 

tarianism. For evidently there is no mechanism which will ensure 

that the legislator will in fact take a benevolent course. On his own 

psychological theory this would require that legislators always act 

with extreme foresight on the ba.sis of full knowledge. But, as we 

have suggested earlier, this assumption is not altogether sound. As 

a matter of practical fK>litics, this difficulty cannot he removed once 

and for all. At l)est one may attempt to make sure that legislators 

arc never allowed more than so much rope at a time. 
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In his social criticism, Bcnlhain is in line with eighteenth century 

materialism, and foresliadows much that Marx was later to maintain. 

He h(}Ids that the existing morality ol sacrifice* is a deliberate hoax 

irn}K>sed by the governing class in del'ending its vested interests. It 

ex[)ects sacrifices from others but does not make any itself. Against 

all this Bentham puts forward his utilitarian principle. 

Jo/in Stuart Mill {1806 j']) 

'2<)h 

While Bentham remaitu'd the intelh'clual leader ol the Radicals 

during his life-tirne, the driving force behind the movt^nient was 

James Mill (lyyg He shared Benthanrs utilitarian views on 

ethics, and despLsed the romantics. In f)oIitical matt(Ts he thought 

that men <'ould be persuaded by argument and \\(‘re given to making 

rational assessments before taking action. Along with this goes an 

inordinate bcli(*f in the elhcacy of edne atioti. The l)ntt of these pre¬ 

conceptions was James Mill’s .son johtj Stuart Mill 1 i8ob 7;^;, who 

had his father’s (‘ducational doctrines rnilih'ssly inflicted on liim. 

‘I n<*ver was a boy,’ he complained Iat(*r in lif<% 'never [ilayed at 

cricket. Instead h(‘ studied (ireek from the ag<“ <»f tliree, with all the 

rest to follow at an ecjually premature age. I’his learlnl experitnice 

led not unnaturally to a nervous breakdown just before he was 

twenty-one years old. Mill later took an active imert'st in the niove- 

inent Ibr parliamentarv reform during the thirties, but did not 

fj<jlhcr to assume the leadership lliat had l)(‘Iong('d to his f'ath(T 

an<l to Bentham Ix'fore him. From to i8t)8 he fu*ld tlie seat for 

Westminster in lh<‘ Mouse of (a>mmons, (onlinuing to press l(jr 

universal sulfragt*, and |>ursning a generally liberal, anti-imperialist 

course alter lh<‘ fashion of Bentham. 

In his philosophy, J. S. Mill is almost entirely derivative, d he book 

which established fiis rej)utation perhaf)S more firmly than anything 

else is his la)gic (1843). What was novel at thc‘ lime was Ins dis- 

cu.ssion of induction. '] his is governed by a s('l of canons which are 

curiously reminiscent of somt‘ of Hume's rules for causal ctmnec- 

lions. One ol the perennial problems of inductive logic has betui to 

find a justification lor arguing inductively. Mill takes the view that 

what givex ground for proceeding in this manntT is the observed 

constancy of nature, which is itself a stipreme induction. I’hi.s, of 

course, makes tli<^ whole argum(‘nt circular, a circumstance that did 

not seem to worry him. But there is a much more geiKTal problem 

involved here, which has continued to iK^devil logicians to the 

present day. 'Fhe dilhculty is,roughly, that somehow people led 

induction is not after all as respectable as it ought to be. I'herefore 

it must be justified. But this would seem to lead to an insidious 

dilemma that is not always nx'ognized. I’or justification is a matter 

of deductive logic. It cannot itself'be inductive if induction is what 

must be justified. As for deduction itself, this no one levels compelled 

to justify, it has l)een r(*spectablc from time immemorial. Perhaps 

tile cnily way out is to let induction be different without seeking to 

ti<* it to deductive apologies. 

Mill’s account of the utilitarian ethic is contained in an e.s.say 

(rntitled Utilitarianism (i8b;j). I’here is little here that goes beyond 

B(’ntham. Like f^picurus, who migfit be regarded as the first utili¬ 

tarian, Mill is in the end prejiared to regard certain pleasures as 



liii^luT than others. But he is not nrally siireessrul in explaining what 

might he meant Ijy qualitatively better pleasures as contrasted with 

mere diflerences in quantity. I’his is not surpri.sing, since the greatest 

happiness j)rinciple, and the calculus of pleasures that goes with it, 

implicitly eliminate quality in favour of quantity. 

In trying to give an argument in favour of the utilitarian principle 

that pleasure is in fact what people pursue, Mill commits a .serious 

blunder. ‘"Fhe only proof capable ol being given that an object is 

visible, is that people actually see it. I’he only proof that a sound is 

audible, is that people hear it: and so of the other sources of our 

experience. In like manner, 1 apprehend, the* sole evidence it Ls 

possible to produce that anything is desirabl<% is that people actually 

desire it.’ But this is a quibble based on a verba! similarity that 

conceals a logical difference. ( )n<‘ says of .something that it is visible 

if it can be seen. In the case of desirable there is an ambiguity. If 

I say ol something that it is desirable, 1 may mean simply that 1 do 

in fact desire it. In speaking thus to someone else I assume, of course, 

that his likes and dislikes arc roughly the same as mine. 'I’o say, in 

this sense, tliat the desirable is desired is trivial. But there is another 

seiLse in wliich we speak ol something as desirable, as when we .say 

that honesty is desirable, 'ffiis really means that we should he honest, 

it is an ethical statement that is Ix ing made. Mill’s argument is thus 

certainlv unsound, for the analogy })etween ‘visible’ and 'desirable’ 

is superficial. Already Hume had |M)inted out that one cannot 

deduce an ‘ought’ from an ‘is’. 
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But in any case, it is easy to give direct counter-examples which 

invalidate the juinciple. Barring tlu* trivial sense in which pleasure 

is defined as what is desired, it is not generally true that what I 

desire is pleasure, though the satisfac tion of a desire will indeed give 

rTie pleasure. Bf‘sidcs, there are cases where I may de.sire .something 

vvhicii lias no direct bearing on my lile Ijeyond the fact that 1 have 

this desire. One might, for instance, desire that a certain horse 

should win a race without actually laying bets. The utilitarian 

|)rinciple is thus cjpen to a number of sc^rious oltjections. Neverthc- 

l(‘ss, the utilitarian etliic may still be the source of rfl'ective social 

action. For wiiat the c’thical doctrine proclaims is that the good is 

the greatest hapj)in(*ss of' the greatest number. This may be held 

(|uite apart from whether men in fact alw^ays act in a way that will 

promote this universal happiness. Fhe function of the law w'ould 

then be to ensure that the greatest happiness is obtained. Likew^ise, 

the object of reform on such a l)asis is not so much an attainment of 

ideal institutions as of workable onf‘s that do in fact bestow .some 

inc'asure of happiness upon the citizen. It is a democratic theory. 

In opjH)sition to Bentham, Mill was a pa.ssionatc defender of free¬ 

dom. The best exposition of his views on this matter is to be found 

in the famous R.ssay nn Liberty (1H59). He had written it together 

with Harriet Taylor, whom he had married in 1851, after her first 

husband’s death. In this essay, Mill puts up a powerful defence for 

freedom of thought and discussion, and suggests a limitation ol 

the state’s |>ower to interfere in the lives of its citizens. He is particu¬ 

larly oppos<‘d to (Christianity’s claims to be the fount of all goodness. 

JOHN STUART MILL. 

LOHBON: 

JOHN W. PABfEB AND SON, WEST 8TBAND. 
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Malthas rSj^) 

Onr of the jjrobirins tluil ]x*gan to make Irk by tlic turn ol the 

eighteenth century was the rapid increase in pf)piiIation, which 

occurred once vaccination began to diminish the death-rate. A study 

of this problem was undertaken by Malthus (i ybt) 1834), who was 

an economist, a friend of the radicals, and an Anglican clergyman to 

}K)Ot. In his famous Kssay on Population (i 797) he set out the thetuy 

that the rate <jf increase in population w'as fast outrunning the 

development of food supplies. While population increased in geo¬ 

metric progression, the provision of f(»od grew only in arithmetic 

profK>rtion. A point must come where numbers have to be limited, 

or else large-scale starvation will supervene. On the (piestion of how’ 

such limitation is to be achieved, Malthus adoj)ts a conventional 

ChrLstian v'iew’. Men must be ediuated so that they might learn to 

practise ‘restraint’ and thus keep numbers down. Malthus, himself a 

married man, w'as outstandingly successful in imj)lementing this 

theory in his own case; in f<»ur years he had a family ol t hree children. 

In spite of this triumph it now aj)pearsthat thetheor\ is not aseffec tive 

as might be wished. It w'oiild seem that Ooudorcet h*id held sfumder 

views on these matters. When* Malthus pn^ached ‘restraint', 

C’ondorcet hatl earlier suggested birth-control in the modern sense. 

'I’his Malthus nev<‘r lorgave him, lor in his own stern moral view 

such methods came under the heading of‘vice*. He regarded artificial 

birth-control as .somewhat on a level with prostitution. 

On this general question the radicals were at first divided. Henthani 

had once been in favour of Malthus, whereas the Mills tended to 

agree with the views ol Condorcet. Young J. S. Mill, at the age of 

eighteen, was on('<‘ arr(‘sted in the course* of handing e>ul l)irtli-control 

pamphlets in a working-class slum, and s<*nt to j.)rison ibr this offence*. 

It is not surprising, then, that the general suliject of liberty was to 

remain one of his vital interests. 
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Ricardo {1772-182;^) The Ussay on Po}>ulation w'a.s nevertheh*ss a v(*r\ important contri¬ 

bution to political economy and prov ided certain basic notions that 

found their later de*velopmeiits in other fields. In particular, Darwin 

(1H09 82) derived from it the f)rincij>le f)f natural selection and the 

iu>tion of the struggle for existence. In discussing the geometric rate 

of increase of organic beings and the struggle that ensues, Darw in 

says, in 'I’he Origin of Species (1859;, that ‘it is the doctrine of 

Malthus apph<*d with maniic>ld force to the whole animal and vege¬ 

table kingdoms; fiir in this ca.se thi^re can be no artificial increase* of 

food, and no prudential restraint from marriage.’ In this free for all 

fight for the limited means of subsistence, victory goes to the or¬ 

ganism best adapted to its .surroundings, d’his is Darwin's doctrine ol 

the survival of* the fittest. In a sense, it is merely an extension of the 

free coinyH*tition of the Benthamites, However, in the social field 

this competition has to conform to certain rules, wliereas Darwinian 

competition in nature know’s no restrictions. Translated back into 

political terms, the doctrine of surviv^al of the fittest w^as to inspire 

.some of the political thinking of the dictatorships of the tw^entieth 

century. It is unlikely that Darw'in him.self w'ould have* countenanced 

these extensions of his theory, for he was himself a liberal, and suf>- 

ported the radic.als and their programme of reform. 



The other and much less original part ol Darwin’s work is the throry 

of evolution. This, as we saw, gf)es hack to Anaximander. What 

Darwin did was to supply an immense amount ol factual detail 

based on his own diligent observation of nature. His arguments for 

evolution are of unequal value, but certainly better backed than tho.se 

of the great Milesian. Still, the Darwinian theory first brought the 

evolutionary hypothesis into the wider arena f>f public discussion. 

Since it explained the f>rigin c)f species in terms of natural selection 

from a universal ancestral organism, it was opf>osed tr> the story of 

Genesis upheld by established religion. This led to a bitter struggle 

between Darwinists and orthodox CUiristians f)f all denominations. 

One of the chief protagoni.sts in the Darw'inist camp was H. 

Huxley, the great Ihologist. I’he.se issues have since then soinew'hat 

abated. But at the height of the controversy immense feeling could be 

aroused on the question whether or not man and the highetr apes 

had a common ancestor. I rather suspect this suggestion inu.st be 

offensive to apes, but in any case few' people nowadays an* upset by it. 

Another line of development that l>egan w ith the radicals led directly 

to Socialism and Marx. Ricardo (1772 182;^), who was a friend of 

Bentham and James Mill, published his Principles of Political 

Economy and 'I’axation in 1817. In tliis treatise, Ricardo puts forwar<l 

a sound theory of rent, which was neglected, and a labour theory 

of value, according to which the exchange value of a commodity 

depends simply on the amount of lalM)ur sjient on it. Phis caused 

'Thomas Hodgskin to suggest, in 1825, that labour was entitled to 

reaj) the benefit f)f the values that it produced. 11 rent was paid to 

the capitalist or the owner of land, this could only be robbery. 

At the same lime, working men found a champion for their cause in 

Robert Ow^en, who had introduced in his own textile factf>ries in 

New Lanark some very novel principles of treating lalxuir. He was 

a man informed with high ethical views, and declared that the in¬ 

human exploitation of workers tluai [)revailing was wrong. His 

practice showed that a l)usiness could be run with profit while men 

were jiaid a decent wage without working exce.ssive hours. Owen 

w^as the driving force behind the first Factory Acts, though their 

provisions fell far short of what he had hoj>ed tc» achieve. In 1827 

we find Owen’s follow'crs referred to for the first time as Socialists. 

The radicals were by no means pleased by Ow^erTs doctrine, for this 

seemed to subvert the received notions of propert\^ On this score the 

liberals were more inclined to subscribe to free competition and the 

prizes that this might fetch. The movement which grew up with 

Owen as its leader gave ri.se to the co-oix^rative system and helped to 

promote early trade unionism. But, for want of a social philosophy, 

these early developments were not immediately siiccesslul. Owen 

was alK)ve all a practical man with a burning belief in his one leading 

idea. It remained for Marx to provide Socialism with a philosophic 

foundation. In this he based himself on the labour theory ofv^alueof 

Ricardo for his economics, and on the Hegelian dialectic as a tool 

for philosophic discussion. In this way, utilitarianism w’as a step¬ 

ping stone to theories that proved in the end to !)e more influential. 

Darn in (ffkfC) 82) 

Cartoon of Danvin and T. //. Huxley 



Karl Marx (////// pupil of 

social theorist, revolutionary 

•2r 

Friedrich Engels (/<9^0-95) 

riir town of Trrvcs, on thr Mosrllr river, iuis in the course of its 

iiistory been peculiarly productive t)f saints. For it is the hirthyilace 

not onlv of Aniljrose, but also of Karl Marx (1818 8;^). As sainthood 

goes, Marx was undoubtedly the more successful ol the two, and it 

is ju.st that this should be so. l^’or h<- is tlu' Ibunder of the inov<'in<‘nt 

that sanctified him, whereas his fellow townsman and saintly 

colleague was but a latter-day adherent ol'liis own creed. 

Marx <‘ame from a Jewish family w'liich had turned protestant. 

During his university days he was strongly influenced by the 

Hegeliani.srn then in vogue. His work as a journalist came to an 

abrupt end when the Prussian authorities banned the ‘Kheinisrhe 

Zeitung’ in 18.4Marx tln n \v( rit to Frame and became accpiainted 

with the leading French socialists. In Paris he met Friedrich Fngels, 

whose lather owaied factories in (iermany and at Manchester. 

Fngels managed the latter, and was thus able to introduce Marx 

to the problems of lal>our and industry in Fngland. On the ev<‘ ol 

the revolution of 1848, Marx published the Communist Manifesto. 

H( was activelv involved in the revolution both in France and 

(iermany. In i84<y, the Prussian governnuait sent him into exile, 

and he took relug<‘ in London. There he remained, excej)t lor some 

brief trij)S to his homeland, until the <‘nd of his life. In the main it 

was through help from Fng<'l.s that Marx and his family subsist(‘d. 

Hut in spite of pova^rty, Marx studied and wrote with zeal, paving 

the way for the social revolution he felt imminent. 

Marx’s thinking w'as moulded by three major influences. There is 

first of all his cotme ctiori w ith the Philosophic Radicals. Like them, 

h<* is opposed to romanticism and j>ursues a social theory w'hich 

claims to be scientifu. From Ricardo he adof)ted the labour theory 

of'value,though he gave a different twist to it. Ricardo and Malthus 

had argued from a tacit assumj)tion that tin- existing social order 

was irnmutal)lo; free ccmipetition therefore keeps wages for labour 

at subsistence level, and so contiols numbers. Marx, on the other 

hand, takes the j)oint of view' of the worker whose labour is used by 

the ca|)italist employer. A man products value in excess of his 

remuneration, and this surj>lu.s value is drained off l)y th(‘ capitalist 

for his owai benefit. In this way, labour is <*xploit<‘d. But this is n<»t 

really a personal matter, l^’or it rerpiires the concurrence of large 

numbers of men and (piantities of equipment to produce goods on 

an industrial scale. The exjjloitation is therefort* to be understtKKl 

in terms of a system of production, and the relations to it of the 

w'orking class and the capitalist class as a whoht. 

'This brings us to the .second strain in Marx’s thinking, namely his 

Hegelianism. For what seems to count in Marx, as much as in Hegel, 

is the w'hole system rather than the individual. It is the economic 

system that must be tackled, rather than isolated grievances. In this 

jiarticular Marx is utterly at variance with the liberalism of the 

Radicals and their refiirms. The MarxLst doctrine is tied very chisely 

to philosophical theories that are in the main Hegelian, This may 

well be the reason why Marxism has never really been popular 

in Fngland, for the Fnglish are not on the w^hole much impressed 

by philosophy. 



From Hegel, too, stems Marx's historical view ol social develop¬ 

ment. 1‘his evolutionary approach is connected with the dialectic, 

which Marx adopts unchanged rroiii Hegel. T1h‘ historical process 

advancfs in dialectic fashion. Here Marx’s interpretation is 

thoroughly Hegelian in method, ihougli the driving force is eon- 

c('ived diflen ntly in the two ca.ses. In Hegel, the course of history 

is a gradual self-reali/ation of the spirit vvhif h strives towards the 

Absolute. Marx sul)stitutes modes of prochu lion lor th<‘ s[)irit, and 

the classless .society for the Absolute. A giv(*n system f*f produ(‘tion 

will, in the course of time, develop intfTual tensions between the 

various social classt's that are linked with it. ddiese (ontradictions, 

as Marx calls iluun, are resolved into a higluT synthesis. The lorni 

that tfie dialectic struggle tak(‘s is the class war. The light (ontinues 

until, under Socialism, a classless society supervenes. Once this 

lias betai attained then* is nothing left to fight, and the dialectic 

process may go to sleep, f’or Hegel the Kingdom on earth was th<* 

Pru.ssian Stat<% for Marx it is the classless soc iety. 

riie development of history, for Marx, is just as inevitable as lor 

Hegel, and both deduce* it from a metajihysical theory. 'Flu* c riticism 

lev(‘lled against Hegel can lx* afiplied unc hanged to Marx. In so 

lar as Marx’s observations reveal a shn vvd assessment of certain 

historic:d events that did in fact occur, they do not n-epiire a logic 

from which they are allegedly deducexl. 

While the Marxist account is Hegelian in method, it re[>udiate‘s 

He*gers insistence on the spiritual nature of the* world. Marx said 

that Hegel had to be put up.side down, and this he preiceeded to do 

by adojiting the materialist deictrines of the e iglitex'nth century. 

Materialism is the third main ingrexlie-nt in Marxist [ihilosophy. 

Blit he*re, toei, Marx give's a new twist to the* older the/orie's. Ixaviiig 

aside the materialist element in the- e-eonomic interpretation ol 

history, we* find that Marx's pliilosophic materialism is not of the* 

mee lianical type. What Marx maintains is much rather a doe trine 

of activitv which goes back lo \'ico. In his Klev'en Fhe-se-s on Feuer¬ 

bach lie pul tliis point in tlie famous dictum that ‘pliiloso- 

phers have onlv interpreter! the world in various ways, the real task 

is to ehaiige* it.’ In this rontext, he puts lorward a coneeption of 

truth whicli is very rennniscent of X^lco’s formula, and fore-shadows 

certain forms of pragmatism. Frutli, lor him, is not a mailer ol 

e emtemplation, l)ul something that has lo l>e demon.stralerl in 

practice. The contemplative approach is linked with bourgeois 

individualism, which Marx, of course, despises. His e)vvn practical 

inalerialism bedemgs to the cla.ssU'ss w'orld of Socialism. 

What Marx is trying to do is to capture, for materialism, the 

doctrine of activity which had been developed by the Idealist .scheiol 

in general, and Hegel in pariirular. The inechanistic diK trines had 

let this go by default and thus allowed Idealism to work out this 

aspect of theory; though, of course, it had to be put upside down 

lielore it was of any use. As to Mico’s influence, this is perhaps not 

fully conscious, though Marx certainly knew the Scienza Nuova. 

He called his own new theorx^ dialectic materialism, thus 

emphasizing the evolutionary and Hegelian element in it. 

KommunilliFc^en Fartei. 

The (hwmunist Manijesto of iS.fH 
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From all this it can be seen that the Marxist dcHrtrinc is a highly 

sophisticated affair. The theory' of dialectic materialism is a philo¬ 

sophic system for which its supporters claim a universal sco[)e. As 

might be expected, this has led to a great deal of philosophic 

six'culation, in the Hegelian vein, about matters that had really 

l)etter be left to the empirical enquiries of science. The earliest 

example of this is to lx* found in Engels’ b<x>k ‘Anti-Diihring’, in 

which he criticizes the theories of the (German philosopher Diihring. 

But detailed dialectic explanations on why water boils, in terms of 

quantitative changes accumulating into qualitative ones, contra¬ 

dictions, negations and counter-negations, are not a whit more 

satisfying than the philosophy of nature in Hegel. It really will not 

do to brand traditional science as pursuing lK)urgeois ideals. 

Marx is very likely right in holding that the general scientific 

interests of a society rell(‘c1 in some measure the social interests of 

its dominating group. Thus, one might hold that the revival of 

astronomy during the renaissance promoted the exj)ansion of trade* 

and enhanced the power of the rising middle f:la.ss, though it may be 

remarked that one could not easily explain either in terms of iht' 

other. But in two vital res[)ects this doctrine is inadequate. In the 

first place, it is evident that the solution of particular j^roblems 

within a scientific field need have no connections wliatsoever with 

s(K:ial pressun's of any kind. Of course, this is not to deny that tliere 

arc occasions when a problem is tackled in response to somc‘ urgent 

need of the moment. But, in general, scientific prol)leins are not 

resolved in this manner. 'I'his leads us to the .second weakness in tiu* 

dialectic materialist account, to wit the failure to recognize the 

scientific movement as an independent force. Again, no one wouhl 

deny that there are important links between .scietitific enquiry and 

other things that go on in society. Nevertheless, the pursuit of 

science, in the course of tune, has gathered a certain rnomentimt of 

its own, which ensures for it sc^me measure of autonf)my. I'his is true 

of all forms of disinterested enquiry. While, thenTorc, dialectic 

materialLsm is valuable* in pointing to the importance of econf)mic 

influences as moulding the life ol a s(K:icty, it is at fault in over¬ 

simplifying in terms of this one leading notion. 

In the .scjcial field it.self this provokes some rather odd con.sequences. 

For if you do not agree w ith the Marxist doctrine, you are deemed 

not to lx:* on the side of progress, llie term of'distinction reserved for 

tho.se who have not lK*en visited by the new revelation is the word 

Teactionary’. Literally, the inference is that you are working against 

progress, in a backward direction. The dialectic pnx^ess, however, 

ensures that you will Ixr eliminated in due course, for progress must 

win in the end. This, then, l>ecomcs the rationale for violent 

removal of non-conformist elements. There is here a strong messianic 

streak in the political philosophy of Marxism. As the founder of an 

earlier creed had put it, he who is not with us is against us. 'I'his is 

clearly not the principle of' a democratic doctrine. 

All this jxjints to the fact that Marx was not only a political theorist, 

but also an agitator and revolutionary pamphleteer. The tone of 

his writings is often one of indignation and ethical rectitude, which 



would seem to be quite illogical if the dialectic is going to run 

its inevitable course in any case. If, as Lenin later put it, the state 

is going to wither away, it is |X)intless to make a fuss about it before 

the event. But this distant historical goal, admirable though it 

might be in the contemplation, is of scant comfort to thbsc who 

sufler h<‘re and now. Aiul so, the pursuit of what relief can l>e 

obtainc'd is after all respectabh*, even if it is not quite consistent 

with th<‘ theory of the dialedic evf)liition of histo^^^ For w'hat this 

f)reaches is the overthrow of the existing order by vlohmt means. 

In fact, of course, this aspect of tin* th(‘ory seems to l)e mainly a 

reflection of the d<‘sperate plight of the W(»rking-class in the nine¬ 

teenth centiir\'. It is a good example of Marx’s own ecorumtic 

interpretation of history, which explains the view^ and theories 

that arc he ld at any time in terms of the prevailing economic order. 

'Fhis doctrine comes dangerously close to pragmatism in one resp*ct 

at least. For it looks as though w(* are doing away with truth in 

favour of economically <‘()nditioned prejudices. If now v\e w'ere to 

ask the same question about this theory itself, we should have tf> .say 

that it, t(K), merely reflects ( crtaiii social conditions at a particular 

tim<‘. But here Marxism implicitb makes an exce ption in its own 

favour. For it holds hat the economic interpretation of histor\ on 

the dialtM tic mate rialist pattern is the true \ievv. 

In his IbreTasts em the dialectic evolution e)f hist(»ry, Marx was ne)t 

in all respec ts succe'ssful. He did predict, with some acceiracs, that a 

.system of free comfjetition would eve ritualK le'ad to the feirmalion 

of monopolies. Fhis much is indeed discernible Irorn traditiemal 

economic theory. But where Marx went wrong was in assuming 

that the rich w'ould beceune richer, and the poor pe)orer, until the 

dialectic tension of this VontradictioiF became so .strong as to call 

forth (he revolution. This is not at all what did happen. I’he 

industrial nations of the w'orld, on the (ontrary, devi.sed methods 

ol regulation w hich .softened the .starkne.ss of the econ(»mic struggle, 

by limiting freedom of action in the economic s})here and intro¬ 

ducing .social welfare schemes. When the rev(dution did come, it 

was not, as Marx had foretold, in the industrialized WestcTii part 

of Europe, but in agrarian Russia. 

Marx\\ iirai>ey Ui^h^ate cemetery 

The Marxi.st philosophy is the last great system that was pnKluced 

by the nineteenth century. Its great appeal and w'idespread influence' 

is due in the main to the religious character of its utopian prophecies, 

as well as to the revolutionary element in its j)rograrmne lor action. 

As for its philosophic background, this is, as we have tried to show, 

neither quite so simple nor quite so new' as is often thought. The 

economic interpretation of history is one of a numlKT of general 

theories of history that are ultimately derivative fro»n Hegel, 

Another example, wdiich belongs to the following generation, is 

OiK'e’s theory ol‘ history as the storv’ of lilierty. In particular, tin* 

Marxi.st doctrine of contradiction is directly lK»rrowed from Hegel, 

and subject to the same difhculties. Politically, this raises problems 

of some magnitude in our own time. Nearly hall the world UKla\ is 

governed by states that put implicit trust in Marx’s theories. The 

possibility ol* co-existence involves a certain relaxation of theoretical 

commitments. 



Auilusie ('omte 18fyj) 

Positive Philosophy, title pa^e 
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In France, the philosophic movement of the encyclopaedists found 

a successor in Auguste Comte (1798 1857). Sharing with the Philo¬ 

sophic Radicals their respect for science and opj.X)sition to established 

religions, he set out to provide a comprehensive classification of all 

the sciences, starting with mathematics and culminating in social 

science. Like his Lnglish contempcjrarics, he was opposed to meta¬ 

physics, though like them he knew little of (German Idealism. 

Because he insi.stefl that wt* must begin with what Ls given directly 

in experience, and refrain from trying to go behind phenomena, he 

calls his dtictrine a pf)sitive philosophy. It is from this source that 

positivism derives its name. 

Comte was l>orti in the ancient university town ol Montpellier, the 

son ol a highly respectable and c onventional family of government 

clerks. His father was a monarchist and a rigid catholic, but Comte 

soon outgrew' the narrow' purview of the parental home. When at the 

Polytechnkjue in Paris, he was expelled for taking p)art in a students" 

relx'llion against one ol thc'ir professors. 'This laU*r prevented him 

fr(»in gaining university employment. At the age of tw'enty-six he 

published his first sketch of positivism, and from 1830 onwards the 

Course of Positive* l^hilosophy appeared in six volumes. Ouring the 

last ten years ol his life, he devoted much time to the elaboration of 

a positivist religion, w'hich was to take the place of the established 

crc'eds. Instt*ad of Ciod, this new gos|)el recognized humanity as 

suprt ine. I'hroughout his lile, Comte was somewhat frail in health, 

and suffered from recurrent mental d<*pression which drove him to 

the verge of suicide. He made a living by private tuition, eked out 

with gifts from friends and admirers, amongst whom we find J. S. 

.Mill. But (k)mte appears to hav'e been somewhat im|.:>atient of men 

who would not constantly acknowledge liiin as a genius, which in 

the end caused Milfs friendship for him to cckiI off 

PHILOSOPHIE POSITIVE, 
PAE M. AVGVSTC GOHTB, 

TOME PREMIER, 

cow-aairAMT 

JLBS PElfcUMlltAJKES gIuIiEAUX BT LA nUUMOPHIB 

MATBiMATTQUB. 

PARIS, 
BACHEUER, LIBRAIRE POOR LES MATBEMATIQOES, 

QUAI UBS AUGUSTINS^ ft* 55. 

Ckimtc’s philosophy show's certain affinities particularly with Vico, 

whose w'ork Comte had studied. From V"i('o he derives the notion of 

the primacy of history in the affairs of man. I..ikewise, this source 

f)rovidc*s the concept of various stages in the historical development 

ol human society. Vico hirn.self had derived this oljservation from a 

study of Cireek mythology. Comte adopts the view that society goes 

from an initial theological pha.se through a metaphysical pha.se, and 

finally moves on to w'hat he calls a positive pha.se, which brings the 

historical process to its proper hapj^y end. X'^ico, in this respect, was 

a more realistic thinker, and recognized that scjciety can and does 

relapse from periods of refinement and civilized achievement into 

eras of new barfjarism. 'I'he Dark Ages that followed the break-up of 

the Roman w'orld are an example. Sf), perhaps, are our owm times. 

To return to C<3mie, the positive stage is ruled by rational science, 

'fliis is Comte’s famous theory of the tliree stages of development. It 

has l)een suggested that there is some echo of Hegel here, but the 

similarity is superficial. I’or the development from one phase to the 

next is not conceived in dialectic terms, and the fact that there are 

three stages is entirely fortuitous. What Comte does share with Hegel 

is the optimistic notion of an ultimate state of perfection reached by 

the historical process. Marx, as we saw, held similar views. This is 

a general symptom of nineteenth century optimism. 



'] h<‘ positivist theory niaintains that all scientific fields have under¬ 

gone this evolution thr()U,i;h three Staines. The only oik* that has as 

yet completely el(‘ared all hiirdh^s is mathematics. In physical 

science, metaphysical concepts still abound, though it is to be hoped 

that the positive sUige is not far of]'. We shall see latcT how within 

fifty years of Comte a positive account of niechanics came to be given 

by Mach. What ('omte is trying to do above all is to arrange th<' 

entire field of .scientific study in a (ornprehensive and logical order. 

In this endeavour he shows himself a true descendant cifthe encych*- 

paedists. The idea of such an order is, of course, extremely old, 

going back a.s far as Aristotle, f’.ach science in the* hierarchy contri- 

butc‘s to an account of the entries that follow it, but not to those that 

precede. In this way we arriv(‘ at the (kimtian list, headc*d by 

mathematics and followed by a.stronoiny, physics, chemistry, biolcigy 

and .sociology, 

rhe important entry is the last one. (’ornte him.sell coined the word 

sociology for what Hume would hav<‘ call(‘d a science of man. 

According to Comte, this science* has as yet to be e.stablished, and 

he c'onsidc'rs himself as its founder. Logic ally, soc iology is the* last 

and most complex study in the hic-rarcliv, but in point of fact we 

are all of us more familiar with the .social surroundings in which wc 

live than with the axioms of pun* mathematics. This brings out 

another aspext of the* primacy of the historical, which we have met 

in Vico. For man’s social cxislcTice is the |)rocess of history. 

The positive stage of .social existence, whic h fired the imagination 

of (a)mtr, has the common drawbac ks of all utopian systems. Hen* 

there is a marked stn^ak of idealist influencre in (iomte's thinking, 

though how he came by it is not cjuite clear. Within each of the 

three phases of develoj)ment there is a gradual unifying tendency 

that moves it.sell through thre e .stag<‘s. j'hus, in the theological stage 

we start with animism, which attributes divine status to all the 

objc'cls di.scernc‘cl by primitive man. From this wt move on to 

{polytheism and monotheisir\. Th<* tendency Ls always towards 

grc‘atc*r unification. In .scienc:e, this nu*ans that we strive to subsume 

a variety of })henomena under some single hc*ad, and in scK:iely the 

goal is away from the individual towards humanity as a whole. Fins 

has, indeed, somewhat of a Hegelian ring alxmt it. Positive humanity 

will be ruled by the moral authority of a scientific (•litc*, while the 

executive powc'r will be entru.stc‘d lc» technical experts. Fhe arrange- 

merit is not dksimilar to the ideal state of Plato’.s ‘Republic.’ 

On the ethical side, the .system requires that the individual submerge 

his owm desires in favour of a dedication to the progress oflminanity. 

This emphasis on the ‘cause’ to the exclusion of private interests also 

characterizes the political theory of Marxism. As might be expected, 

positivism dot's not recognize the jxissibility of an introsjx'ctive 

kind of p.syrhc)logy. This is specifically denied, bexause it is said to 

be impossible for the kncjwing prc)ce.s.s to know it.self So far as this 

suggestion is meant to imply that in a knowing situation it is not 

true in general that the know'er knows his own knowing, we may 

accept it as sound. Nevertheless, in ruling out hypotheses in general 

iis metaphysical, |K)sitivism misconstrues the naturcr of explanation. 
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astronomy 2 6 

physics 3 4 

chemistry 4 3 

biology 6 2 

sociology 0 1 
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A completely dilfcrcnt oiitlcK>k from |>ositivisin iiiforius the philo¬ 

sophy ol C. S. Peirce (i8;^<y-i9i4). Where C’omie had discarded 

hypotheses as metaphysical, Peirce, on the contrary, was intent on 

showing that the framing of hypotheses is a vital activity with a 

logic of its own. 'Phe work of Peirce is voluminous and fragmentary. 

Besides, he was tdten struggling with difficult problems and novel 

suggestions. It is therefore not easy to obtain a clear view of his 

position. It is, however, l)eyond doubt that he was one of the most 

original minds of the later nineteenth century, and certainly the 

greatest American thinker ever. 
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Peirce was Ix^rn in Cambridge, Massachusetts. His lather was pro- 

fe.ssor of mathematics at Harvard, where Peirce himself becam<* a 

student. Except for two spells ol a few years of lecturing, Peirce 

never secured permanent academic emj)loyment. He Iield a govt'rn- 

ment post in the Geodetic Survey, and pnxluced, Ix^sides his scientific 

work, a steady flow of papers and articles on a wide range ol 

philosophic topics. His failure to gain a profes.sorship was somewhat 

linked with his disregard for the standards of conformity demanded 

by the S(x:iety in which he lived. Moreover, few excc*pt soim* friends 

and scholars recognized his genius, and no one rt-ally underst(X)d 

him f ully. It is a measure of his setLse of purpose that he was not 

soured by such lack of recognition. During his last twenty-five years 

he was Ijeset by poverty and ill health, but he worked until the end. 

Peirce is commonly regarded as the founder of pragmatism. How- 

ms of Pence's article 'Hume ever, this view is subject to very serious qualifications. Contemporary 

Miracles and Laws of Aature' jxagmatism stems not from Peirce, but from what William James 

thought Peirce was saying. I'hat this confusion arose is due to a 

number of causes. For one thing, Peirce’s own views became clearer 

in his later writings, whereas James t(X)k his lead from earlier formu¬ 

lations, which w'ere more open to misunderstanding. Peirce tried to 

disow'ii the pragmatism James attributed to him. He therefore came 

to call hi.s own philosophy praginaticism, in the hofx* that this 

inelegant neologism would draw attention to the difference. 

The d<x:trine of pragmatism is stated in some of Peirce’s earlier work 

in a form which does permit, on the face of it, the inference that 

James drew from it. Peirce links his definition of truth to a general 

discussion of inquiry and the motives that animate its pursuit. 

Inquiry arises out of some kind of dissatisfaction or uneasiness, and 

its aim is said to be the attaining of a state of rest, in which the 

disturbing influences have lx‘en dispelled. The view one accepts at 

any of these interinediatc stages of equilibrium is, to the l>est of one’s 

iyl) knowledge, the truth. But one can never know that fresh evidence 

might not require one to change one’s [xrsition. We can never rest 

assured that we have not committed an error. This general theory' of 

incjuiry Peirce calls fallibilism. In connection with it he says that 

truth is the opinion to which, in the end, the community settles 

down. Taken at face value, this is of course absurd. For if we all 

were to believe that twice two make five, and at that very instant 

the earth w^ere destroyed, our erstwhile arithmetic eccentricity would 

still remain erroneous. It may lx indeed the case that if all my 

neighlxmrs did Ixdieve such things, it might lx prudent of me at 



least to pretend that I sliared their views, but that is altoj^ether a 

did'erent matter. Peirce's statement must thus l)e seen in the context 

of fallibilisrn. 

As to the bearing of any particular truth, Peirce insists that aii\ 

statement that claims to be true must have practical c;onsecjuen('<*s. 

It mu.st, that is, allow the possibility of some future action, and the 

Ibrmation of a disposition to act accordingly in all circumstanc<‘s of‘ 

the given kind. The meaning of a statement is said to consist in 

these practical consequences. It is in this form that Jaimes adopted 

pragmatism. But it must l>e made clear that P(‘irce's view is much 

rather in line with the ‘verum factum' formula of \ ico. JVuth is 

what you can do with your statements. 'To take an example, il 

I make a statement aUiut a chemical substance, then the import of 

it is enhanced by all the projK-rties of the substance that can be 

subjected to experiment and tested. This, roughly, seems to lx* what 

Peirce is driving at. The pragmatism that James has culled froui all 

this reminds <me of the Protagorean formula of rnan as the measure 

of all things, in contrast with Peirce's intention, which is Ix'tter 

expressed by Vico's theory. 

In the discussion of the logic of hyjK)th<‘ses, Peirce made a funda¬ 

mental contributi(»n. It had l>een variously supjx>sed by philosophers 

that hypothesc*s are the result either <»f deduction, as rationalists 

might incline to hold, or of induction, as the empiricists think. Peirce 

saw that neither of these views was adequate. Hypotheses are tlu* 

outcome of a third and radically different logical process, which 

Peirce in his customary colourful st\ie calls ‘abduction'. It amounts 

to tentatively adopting a hypothesis because it saves some particular 

appearance. That the appearance is saved is of course a matter of 

deduction, but not the acceptance of the hyjxUhesis 

Like his father, Peirce was an accomplished mathematician, and in 

the field of symbolic logic he made a nvimb<*r of iiiijxjrtant discoveries. 

Among.st other things, he invented the method of truth-tables to 

determine the truth-values of a coriqx)und formula, a device much 

used by later logicians. I'o him is also due a new logic of relations. 

Peirce laid much store by his system for diagraiiimatic argument, 

but the rules of the procedure are rather inv<»lved, and the idea d<M*s 

not seem to have gained much popularity. Lhe pragmaticist outl<K)k 

of Peirce led him to emphasize an interesting aspect of mathematical 

argument that is not often given its due weight. He insists on the 

importance of construction in the building up of a mathematical 

pnKjf. These views are found again in (joblot and Meyerson. 

Peirce had a thorough grasp m)t only of mathematics and of th<‘ 

scientific developments of his time, but also of the histories of science 

and of philosophy. From this broad outlook it seemed to him that 

science prcsupfwses a metaphysical basis of* a realist kind. He there¬ 

fore elaborated a mctaphysic of his own, leaning explicitly on the 

scholastic realism of Duns Scot us. Indeed, he holds that pragmaticism 

and scholastic realism go hand in hand. Whether this l>e so or not, it 

shows that his pragmaticism has little to do with James’ pragmatism. 

Series of dia^arrts after Peirce: 
an elucidation of the syllogism 

g h 



Ill his own time Peirce had very little influence; what made 

pragmatism into an influential philosophy was the interpretation 

given to it by William James (1842 1910). This by no means 

pleased Peirce, as we have mentioned already. For Peirce’s doctrine 

is something rather more subtle than Jamesian pragmatism, and is 

only lx‘ginning to be properly appreciated. 

William James (18^2- i()io) 

278 

James was a New Englander and a staunch prf)tcstanl. I’his back- 

ground survives in his thinking, though he was a free thinker and 

sceptically disjxised towards all forms of orthodox tlieology. Unlike 

IVirce, he had a long and distinguished academic career at Harvard, 

where he was Professor ol'Psychology. His ‘Principles ol Psychology ’ 

apjx'ared in 1890, and remains to this day one ol the best general 

accounts of the subject. Philosophy was really a sideline* lor him, 

but he rightly came to be regarded as the leading American figure 

in that lield. As a man, he was kind and generous, and strongly 

in favour of demeKnicy, unlike his literary brother Henry. Com¬ 

pared with Peirce’s philosophy, his thinking is rather less profound; 

l)ut e)wing to his personality and position, he exerci.sed a vastly 

greater influence on philosophic thought, particularly in America. 

'I’he philosophic im|X>rtance of James is twofold. His influential role 

in spreading pragmatism we have just noted. The other main strand 

of his thinking is connected with a doctrine which he called radical 

empiricism. It was first stated in 1904, in an article entitled T)ocs 

“Consciousness” exist?’James here set out to show that the traditional 

dualLsm of subject and object was a liindrance to a sound view of 

epistemology'. According to James, we must abandon the notion of 

self-consciousness as an entity set over against the objects of the 

material world. 7'he subject-object account of knowing seems to 

him a sophisticated rationalist distortion, which is in any case not 

truly empirical. For we really have nothing to go on beyond what 

James calls ‘purt* experience'. This is conceived as the concrete 

fulness of life, as contrasted with sul)ser|uent abstract reflection on 

it. rhe knowing process tlius becomes a relation lK*tween different 

parts of pure experience. James did not go on to work out the full 

implications of this theory, but those who followed his suggestion 

c.aine to replace the old dualistic theories by a 'neutral monism’, 

which .states that there is only one kind of basic stuff in the world. 

For James, then, pure experience is the stuff all things are made of 

Here the radical empiricism of James is marred by his pragmatism, 

which does not recognize anything that has no practical bearing 

on human life. Only what forms part of experience, )>y which he 

means human experience, is of any relevance. James’ English con¬ 

temporary I'.C.S. Schiller, who held rather similar views on this, 

ailed his own theory ‘Humanism’. The trouble with this doctrine is 

that its scope is too narrow for what .science, and for that matter 

comnK>n sense as well, have always regarded as one of their main 

tasks. The inquirer must see himself as part of a world which is 

always stretching beyond his ken. Otherwise there would l)e no 

sense in pursuing anything. If I am of* necessity co-terminous with 

whatever the world might mean, I might as well sit back and drift. 

While James is right in criticizing the old dualistic theories of mind 

and matter, his own theory of pure experience cannot l)e entertained. 



On the general question of rationalism versus empiricism, we must 

mention a famous distinction drawn by James. According to this 

view, rationalist doctrines tend to emphasize the mental at the 

expense of the material. They are optimistic in character and strive 

lor unity, and favour reflection to the neglect of experiment. I'hose 

who incline towards accepting such theories James calls tendei- 

ininded. On the other side, there are the empiricist theories, which 

tend to occupy themselves more with the material world. 'Fhey are 

pessimistic, recognize separateness in the world, and prefer experi¬ 

ment to excogitation. These views are supported by the tough- 

minded. The distinction must, of course, not be pressed too far. 

The pragmatic doctrine is definitely on the tough-minded side ol 

this alternative. In a treatise entitled ‘PragmatLsm’ (1907), James 

explains his theory and fx>ints out that there are two sides to it. 

On the one hand, [migmatisrn is a method, which James identifies 

with the empiricist attitude. He is careful to insist that as a method 

it does not prescrilK* any particular results, but merely a way of 

dealing w ith the world. What this method amounts to is roughly that 

distinctions carrying no practical differences are meaningless. Along 

with this goes a relusal to regard any issue as ever finally 

closed. 'Phis much comes straight from Peirce and would indeed 

commend itself to any empiricist enquirer. If nothing more were 

involved, Janies wxiuld be quite right in saying that pragmatism 

w'as merely a new name for some old w'ays of thinking. 

From these admirable principles, however, James gradually slides 

into something ven much more questionable. The j)ragmalic 

method leads him to the view that scientilic theories are irLstrurnents 

for future action, rather than finally acceptalile answers to questions 

about natur<\ A theory should not be treated as a magic s|)e.I! of 

words, which enables the magician to maintain a hold on nature. 

'Fhe pragmatist insists on c'xaminiiig each word closely and asking 

for what James has called its ‘cash-value’. From this it is only one 

further step to the pragmalLst definition of truth as that which lias 

fruitlul consecjuenccs. Dewey’s instrumental ctjnception of truth 

comes to much the same thing. 

At this point pragmatism liccoincs itself a metaphysical doctrine ol 

the most dubious kind, and it is understandable that Peirce UK)k 

great pains to dksociatc hi nisei I from it. Leaving aside the difhcully 

of establishing here and now what are the consequences ol a given 

view, and whether they will turn out to be fruitful, there remains in 

any case the fact that a certain .set ol coicsequenccs will either be 

fruitful, or they will not be .so. 'I’his, at any rate, has to be decided 

in an ordinary, non-pragmatic way. It will not do to evade this issue 

by saying the consequences will be fruitful in some indeterminate 

measure; that would allow’ us simply to accept anything at all. Up 

to a point, James seems to sense this difliculty in that he recognizes 

a person’s freedom to adopt certain beliefs if this is conducive to 

happiness. Fhe case of* religious belief provides a g(K>d example. 

But this is not at all the way in which a religious jicrson holds his 

beliefs. He does not entertain them because of the contentment he 

estimates they wall produce, but rather the reverse: it is because of 

his beliefs that he is happy 
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Orir of dan tor's paradoxes: there 
are as many even numbers as there 
are numbers 

From the very l>eginning oi philosophy in Ciretxe, mathematics has 

always been a subject oi special interest to philosophers. The ad¬ 

vances of the last two hundred years l>car this out in a striking 

manner. I'he infinitesimal calculus formulated by Leibniz and 

Newton led, in the eighteenth century, to a great outburst of mathe¬ 

matical invention. However, the logical foundations of mathematics 

were not prof>crly underst(x>d, and considerable u.se was made of 

some rather ill-founded notions. 

Mathematical analysis in those days laid much sli>re by the concept 

of ‘infinitesimals’. This, it was thought, played an essential part in 

the functioning of the newly invented calculus. An infinitesimal, so 

it was held, is a quantity neither sizeless nor finite, but ‘vanishingly’ 

small. It was supposed that it was such quafitities that were at work 

in the forming of differential coefiicients and integrals. At ]x>ttom, 

the infinitesimal is, of course, one of the mustiest of all skeletons in 

the mathematical cupboard. For it goes back to the unit of the 

Pythagoreans, which is a similar version of this entity. We have 

seen how Zeno exposed the Pythagorean doctrine. In modern times, 

critical comment on the theory of infinitesimals also came from 

philosophers. Berkeley was probably the first to point out the 

difliculties involved, and there are some telling [xiints in Hegel’s 

discu.ssion of these matters. But mathematicians did not at first pay 

heed to these warnings. I’hey went ahead and developed their 

science, and it is well that they should have done so. It is a peculiar 

fact about the genesis and grow'th of new disciplines that t(K> much 

rigour t(K) early imposed stifles the imagination and stultifies in¬ 

vention. A certain freedom from the strictures of sustained formality 

tends to promote the development of a subject in its early stages, 

even if this means the risk of a certain amount of error. 

Nonetheless, there comes a time in the development of any field 

when standards of rigour have to be tightened. In mathematics, the 

period of rigour sets in with the beginning of the nineteenth century. 

The first onslaught was delivered by the PVench mathematician 

Cauchy, who worked out a systematic theory of limits. "Phis, in 

conjunction with the later work of Weierstrass in Germany, made it 

possible to dispense with infinitesimals. 'Fhe general problems of 

continuity and infinite number, which are lurking liehind these 

developments, were for the first time inve.stigated by (ieorg Cantor. 

.Numerical infinity had been causing trouble from the time of Zeno 

and his paradoxes. If we recall the race lietween Achilles and the 

tortoise, we might put one of the puzzling aspects of’ this contest as 

follows: for every place Achilles has been at, there is a place that the 

tortoise has occupied. 'I’he two runners have thus at any time 

a.ssumed an equal numl^er of stations. Yet obviously Achilles covers 

more ground. This seems to run counter the common sense notion 

that the whole is greater than the part. But when we deal with 

infinite collections this is no longer so. Thus, to take a simple example, 

the series of positive integers, which is an infinite collection, has in 

it (xld and even numbers. Take away ail the odd numbers, and you 

might think that what is left is half of what you began with. But 

there remain as many even numlx^rs as there were numl)crs alto- 



gcther at the start. This somewhat startling conclusion is quite easily 

demonstrated. First, wc write down the series of natural numl)ers, 

and then, alongside it, a scries rt!sulting from it by doubling each 

member in turn. For every numl>er in the first series there is a 

corresptmding entry in the second. There is, as mathematicians put 

it, a <)ne-one correspondence l>etwecn them. 'I’he two scries 

therefore have the same number of terms. In the case of infinite 

collections, therefore, a part contains as many terms as the whole. 

Iliis Ls the property that Cantor uses to define an infinite collection. 

On this basis Cantor developed a whole theory of infinite numbers. 

In particular, he showed that there are infinite numbers of different 

sizes, though one must not, of course, think of these quite in the 

way in which we talk about ordinary numbers. An example of a 

higher infinity than that of the series of natural numbers Ls the series 

of real numbers, or continuum, as it is .sometimes called. Suppose 

all decimal fractions are listed in order of size. We now make up a 

new decimal by taking the first figure of the first entry, the 

second figure of the second entry, and so on, and raising each figure 

by one. The resulting decimal is different from all the decimals 

in the list, which we had suppcised to be complete. 'I’his shows 

that a denumerable list cannot l>e made up in the first place. The 

number of decimal fractions is infinite U> a higher degree than the 

numl>er of natural nurnl>ers. rhls so-called diagonal process has 

later l)een t)f some importance in symlK)lic logic too. 

Another question of basic interest to the logician came to Ijc taken 

up towards the end of the nineteenth century, i'he ambition of 

mathematicians from the earliest times has l>ecn to .show their entire 

science as a system of deductions from a single starting point, or at 

lea.st from as few as fKissible. 'Fhis Ls one of the aspects of Socrates’ 

form of the Gcx>d. I’he Elements of Euclid provide an example of 

what was required, even if Euclid’s own treatment w'as defective. 

In the case of arithmetic, a small set of postulates, from which 

everything else could be deduced, was given by the Italian mathe¬ 

matician Peano. The basic statements are five in number. Together 

they define the class of progressions of which the natural number 

scries constitutes one example. Briefly, the postulates state that the 

successor of every number is also a number, and that every number 

has one and only one successor. The scries Ijcgins with zero, which 

is a numix'r, but not itself the successor of a number. Finally, there 

is the principle of mathematical induction, by means of which the 

general properties belonging to all members of the series are 

established. This principle runs thus: if a given property of any 

number ‘n’ also belongs to its successor, and to the numlx^r zero, 

then it belongs to every numlxrr of the series. 

From the time of Peano, a new interest was taken in questions about 

the foundations of mathematics. In this field there are two opposed 

schools of thought. On the one hand there arc the formalists, 

whose main concern is consistency; and on the other the intuitionbts, 

who take a somewhat positivist line, and demand that you should 

be able to point to what you happen to be talking about. 

Peano" s axioms: the successor of a 
number is a number^ any number 

has one and only one such; o is 
a number but not a successor. 

Finally^ the principle of 
mathematical induction 
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G, Frege {1848-1^5) 

A common feature of these mathematical developments is their 

interest to the logician. Here, indeed, it seemed that logic and 

mathematics were beginning to merge :A the fringes. Since the time 

of Kant, who had considered logic as complete, great changes had 

occurred in the study of logical theor>\ In particular, new' forms of 

treating logical arguments by means of mathematical formulae had 

been developed. The first systematic account of this new way of 

dealing w'ith logic is due to Frege (1848 1925), whose work was, 

however, completely ignorexi for twenty years, until 1 drew attention 

to it in 1903. In his own country he long remained an obscure 

professor of mathematics. It is only in recent years that his imjxirtance 

as a philosopher has come to be recognized. 

Frege’s mathematical logic goes back to 1879. In 1884, he published 

his Foundations of Arithmetic, in w hich the method is ap|)lied to a 

more radical treatment ol Peano’s pmblem. I'he axioms of Peano, 

for all their economy, were nevertheless unsatisfactory from a logical 

point of view. For it seemed .somew'hat arbitrary that it should be 

these rather than some other statements that were the basis of 

mathematical science. Peano himself never went so far as to consider 

these matters. Fo solve this f|uestion in the most general form was 

the task that Frege set himself. 

What Frege set out to do is to exhibit the axioms cjI Peaiif) as a 

logical consequence of his syml)olic system. This would at once 

remove the blemish of arbitrariness, and show tiiat pure rnatlu'- 

matics was merely a prolongation ol logic. Iri particular, it would 

be necessary to derive some logical definition ol number it-S(df. I he 

notion of reducing mathematics to logic plainly suggests itself from 

Peano’s axioms. For they limit the es.sential vocabulary of mathe¬ 

matics to the two terms of ‘numl>er’ and ‘successor*. Fhe second of 

these is a general logical term; to turn our vocabularv' entirely into 

logical terms we merely need give a logical account of the first. This 

Frege did, defining number by means ol purely logical concepts. His 

definition comes to much the same as that given by Whitehead and 

myself in Principia Mathematica. It is there staled that a numl>er 

is the cla.ss of all classc's similar to a given class. Thus, every class 

of three objects is an in.stance of the miml^er three, which itself is the* 

class of all such classes. As fbr numl)cr in general, this is the class 

of all particular numlxrrs, and thus turns out to be a cla.ss of the 

third order. 

One perhaps unexpected feature resulting from this definition is 

that numbers cannot l)e added together. While you can add a triad 

of apples to a couple of pears and obtain five pieces of fruit, you 

cannot add the class of all triads, to the class of all couples. But, as 

we saw, this is not really .so novel a discovery after all. Plato had 

already .said that numljers cannot \yc added. 

His treatment of mathematics led Frege to formulate the distinction 

l>etween the .sense and the reference of* a sentence. Tins is required 

to account lor the fact that equations are not merely enif)ty 

repetitions. The twf) sides of an equation have common referenc e, 

but differ in sense. 



As a system of symbolic logic, Frege’s account did not gain much 

influence, partly no doubt because of its intricate notation. The 

symbolism used in Principia Mathematica owes something to that of 

Peano, and has been found more adaptable. Since then, quite a 

number of notations have come into use in the field of mathematical 

logic. One of the most elegant of these was developied by the famous 

Polish sch(x>l of logicians, which was dispersed by the last war. 

Likewise, considerable improvements have been made in the way of 

economy lK)th in notation and in the number of fundamental axioms 

of the system. The American logician Sheffer introduced a single 

logical constant, in terms of which those of the propositional calculus 

could be defined in turn. With the help of this new logical con.stant 

it was po-ssible to base the system of symlxilic logic on one single 

axiom. But all these are highly technical matters that cannot be 

explained in detail here. 

Mathematical logic, on the purely formal side, is no longer the 

concern of philo.sophers as such. It is handled by mathematicians, 

though of course it is mathematics of' a very special sort. What is of 

interest to the philosopher are the problems that arise out of the 

general a.ssumptions about symbolism, made before a system gets 

under weigh. Likewise, he is interested in the paradoxical conclusions 

that are .sometimes reached in the construction of a syml>olic .system. 
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One such paradox aro.se in connection w'ith the definition of number 

in Principia Mathematica. The ii<Jtion of‘class of all classes’ was the 

cause of it. For evidently the class of all c:la.sses is itself a class, and 

therefore belongs to the class of all cia.s.ses; it thus contains itself as 

one of its members. There are, of course, many other classes that do 

not have this property. 'Fhe class of all voters docs not itself enjoy 

the benefits of universal sufl'rage. The paradox now arises when we 

consider the class of all classes which are not members of themselvt*s. 

'File que.stion is whether this class is a member of itself or not. If we 

suppose that it is a member ol' itself, then it is not an in.stancc! of a 

class that does include itself. But in order to l>e a memb<^r of 

itself, it must be of the kind that is Ix'ing con.sidered in the first place, 

that is, not a member of itself. If, on the contrary, we assume that 

the class under discussion is not a nieml>er of itself, then it is not an 

instance of a class that does not include itself. But in order to Ije no 

member of itself, it must l>e one of the classes in the cla.ss about w’hich 

the original question was asked, and .so it is a member of itself. In 

either ca.se we reach a contradiction. 

Lhe difficulty can l>e removed if we note that one must not treat 

classes on quite the same footing as classes of classes, just as normally 

one w(»uld not speak of men on the same level as of nations. It then 

becomes evident that w^e should not talk about classes that are their 

own members so glibly as we did in setting up the paradox. The 

difficulties concerning the paradoxes have been tackled in various 

ways, and no general agreement has yet been reached on how they 

should l-)e disposed of. But in the meantime, this problem has made 

philo.sophers aware once again of the great need to .scrutinize the 

way in which sentences are constructed, and words iLsed. 

The authors of 
Principia Mathematica 
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Contemporary 

As Life grows in complexity, so do 
the means for ruling it: part of an 
electronic brain 

In dealing with the philosophy ol the last seventy or eighty years, we 

arc faced with some special difficulties. For we are still so near to 

these developments that it is difficult to view them with proper 

distance and detachment. The thinkers of the remoter past have had 

to stand the test of critical as.sessmcnt by later generations. Along 

with the passage of time there goes a gradual sifting, w'hich helps to 

lighten the task of selection. It is verv^ rare indeed that a minor 

thinker should in the long run achieve a measure of fame that his 

work does not warrant; though it does happen that important men 

are unjustly forgotten. 

With recent thinkers, questions of choice l>ecome more difficult, and 

the chances of achieving a balanced outlook more precarious. Where 

for the past it is possible to see phases of development in their 

entirety, the present is too clo.se u[X)n us to allow us to disentangle 

the various strands of the story with the same confidence. Indeed, 

it cannot he otherwise. It is comparatively easy to be wise after the 

event and come to understand the growth of the philosophic tra¬ 

dition. But it would be an Hegelian illusion to imagine that the 

.significance of contemporary changes can l>e deduced in all their 

specific detail. At l)est, one may hope to see some general trends that 

can be linked with earlier events. 

'Fhe later nineteenth century is marked by a number of new develoj> 

ments that have affected the intellectual climate of our own time. 

There is first of ail the breakdown of old ways of life that were 

grounded in the pre-industrial era. The tremendfius growth of tech¬ 

nical power has made life a very much more intricate busine.ss than 

once it used to be. Whether this is good or bad is not here at issue. 

We merely note the fact that the demands on r>ur time are vastly 

more varied, and our requirements for ordinary living a greai deal 

more complex, than ever l>efore. 

All this is reflected in the intellectual sphere as well. Where at one 

time it had been possible for a single person to master several 

disciplines, it was now becoming increasingly more difficult for 

anyone to acquire a thorough grasp of even one single field. The 

breaking up of intellectual pursuits into compartments of ever more 

narrow scope has in our own time brought about a veritable con¬ 

fusion of tongues. This unhealthy state of affairs is the outcome of 

certain changes that have imposed themselves with the growth of 

contcmpf>rary technological society. In the not so distant past there 

prevailed, not only within a given country, but to a large measure 

throughout Western Europe, a common background which was 

shared by all those who had reached a certain level of education. 

This was not, of course, a universal or egalitarian polish. Education 

was usually a matter of privilege, an exclusiveness which has since 

lK!cn largely eliminated; the only admissible criterion now is com¬ 

petence, which is a privilege of a different sort. This common basis 

for understanding has since disappeared. The demands and pressures 

of specialisation direct young people into narrow channels before 

there is time to develop broader interests and understanding. As a 



result ol all this, it is often extremely difficult for those who devote 

themselves to different branches of enquirv to communicate with 

each other 

But the nineteenth century has brought forth another even more 

literal confusion of tongues. For it has seen the decay and ultimate 

death of what had from time immemorial served as the common 

medium of expression amongst the learned of all nations Latin had 

been the language of scholars, thinkers and scientists, from the time 



of Cicrro to the renaissance. Gauss, in the early nineteenth century, 

wrote his famous work on curved surfaces in Latin, but this was 

already somewhat of a curiosity. Today the enquirer in any field has 

to be able to cope with two or three languages other than his own, if 

he wishes to have access to the work that goes on in his own speciality. 

This has become a problem of some magnitude. So far no solution of 

this difficulty has been found, though it seems some modern tongue 

w'ill eventually have to fulfil the function that Latin once did. 

Thf astringency o f science: 

Madanie Curie in her laboratory 

Another new feature of the intellectual life of the nineteenth century 

is the break between artistic and scientific pursuits. 'Lhis was a 

retrograde step when set over against the temper of mind displayed 

by the humanists of rcnais.sance times. Where these earlier thinkers 

pursued science and art in the light of the one general principle of 

harmony and proportions, the nineteenth century, under the impact 

of romanticism, pnxluced a violent reaction against the inroads that 

scientific progress .seemed to make on man. T he scientific way of life 

with its lalxiratories and experiments seemed to stifle the spirit of 

freedom and adventure which the artist demanded. The view that 

the experimental approach would not reveal the secrets of nature 

w'as oddly enough expres.sed already by Goethe, no doubt in one of 

his romantic moods. At all events, the contra.st l>etween the labora¬ 

tory and the artist's studio well describes the break we have 

mentioned. 

At the same time, there developed a certain divergence between 

science and philosophy. During the .seventeenth and early eighteenth 

centuries, tho.se who made significant contributioiLs to philosophy 

were very often men who were more than amateurs in scientific 

matters. Largely as a result of the German Idealist philosophy, this 

scope of philosophic outlook disappeared in the course of the nine¬ 

teenth century, at any rate in England and Germany. The Frencfi, 

as we have already suggested, were at the time somewhat immune to 

German Idealism, simply because their longue does not take kindly 

to this sort of speculation. As a result, the rift between science and 

philosophy did not affect France in the same measure. This break 

has on the whole continued ever since. Scientists and philosophers 

do not, of course, ignore one another completely. But it would seem 

a fair comment that each often fails to understand what the other is 

doing. The excursions of contemporary scientists into philo.sophy arc 

often no more felicitous than were the idealist philosopher’s sallies 

in the reverse direction. 

In the pmlitic^l field, the nineteenth century in Europe is an era of 

sharpening national differences. I'he previous century had not the 

same fierce attitude to such matters. It was jxissible, then, while 

France and England were at war, for Elnglish noblemen to spend 

the winter months on the shores of the Mediterranean as was their 

custom. 'Fhe business of war, for all its ugliness, was on the whole a 

somewhat relaxed affair. Not .so with the great national wars of the 

last hundred years. Like much else in contemporary affairs, war has 

l>ecome a great deal more efficient. What has hitherto tended to 

save the world from utter ruin is the perennial incompetence of its 

rulers. But let the direction of' public busine.ss fall into the hands of 



some latter day Archimedes, whose eiiijines of war are atomic rather 

than ballistic, and we should swiftly find ourselves disintegrated. 

However, the late nineteenth c<*ntury did not quite foresee these 

changes. On the contrary, there prevailed at that time a kind of 

scientific optimism which made men believe that the Kingdom of 

heaven was about to break out on earth. The vast strides accom¬ 

plished by science and technology made it seem not unplausible that 

the solution of all problems was close at hand. Newtonian physics 

was the instrument that was going to accomplish this task. But here, 

the discoveries of the following generation dealt a rude shock to 

those who had thought that it only remained to apply to special 

cases the well-known principles of physical theory. In our own time 

the discoveries concerning atomic structure hav(^ shattered the com¬ 

placent outlook that had developed by the turn of the century. 

Neverthele.ss, some of this .scientific optimism survives in the present, 

rhe scope f<r)r scientifically and technologically transforming the 

world appear indeed to be without limit. At the same time, there is 

a growing suspicion, even amongst the experts themselves, that a 

brave new world is perhaps not quite .so undiluted a blessing as some 

ol its over-eager advocates seem to imagine. That to a large extent 

the differences betw'cen men can be ironed out is an unhappy 

commonplace we have had ample occasion to observe in our own 

lifetime. This may well make human society a more efiicient and 

stable machine. But it would surely spell the end of all intellectual 

endeavour, in science as much as anywhen* else. At bottom, this 

kind of dream is a Hegelian illusion. It supposes that there are 

ultirnates that can be reached, and that enquiry is a process which 

comes tc) an end. This is, however, an unsound view; it seems clear, 

on the contrary, that enquiry is limitless. Perhaps this circumstance 

wull in the end preserve us from the kind of goal that architects ol 

Utopian phantasies dream up from time to time. 

The enormous .scope of .scientific control raises new social problems 

of an ethical character. In themselves, the discoveries and inventions 

of the scientist are ethically neutral. It is the power which they 

confer on us that can be turned to good or bad account. As a 

problem, this is indeed not really new. What makes the repercussions 

of science more dangerous today is the fearful efficacy of the means 

of destruction now available. Another difference seems to lie in the 

indi.scriminatc character of modern scientific sources of power and 

control when used for destruction. We have indeed come a long way 

from the time of the Cireeks. One of the most heinous crimes that 

a Greek could commit in times of war was to cut down olive trees. 

The romantic exuberance in art: 

Sarah Bernhardt m her salon 
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But after sounding all these warnings, we ought perhaps to remember 

that it is a very precarious business to see one’s own time in proper 

perspective. Besides, there has never yet been, in the entire history 

of our civilization, an occasion on which men of vision and enterprise 

have not in the end come forth to set things right when all seemed to 

be lost. Still, it might well be said that we are facing a situation 

unlike anything that ever happened. In the last hundred years the 

West has undergone a material change unprecedented in history. 



De Chirico V ^ Great Metaphysician \ 

symbol of the search for meaning. 

{Mus. Mod. Art, Neu) York) 
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The reaction of science against philosophy is in the last analysis an 

outcome of the positivism of Comte. W’c saw in this connection that 

Comte was intent on ruling out the setting up of hypotheses. Natural 

processes were to be described but not explained. This kind of 

programme is in some ways linked with the general state of scientific 

optimism of the times. Only when it is felt that the scientific enter¬ 

prise has reached some measure of completeness, and the end is in 

sight, could such an attitude to theory- emerge. It is worth noting 

that on thi.« head there is a passage in Newton which is usually 

quoted out of context and thus distorted. Speaking of the way in 

w'hich lightrays travel, he says, in a guarded manner, that he frames 

no hypotheses. An explanation is not attempted, but it is not sug¬ 

gested that this could not be done. Nevertheless, we may recognize 

that a powerful theory, like Newton's, when once set going,wnll find 

sufficient employment for a time without tlic need for such hypo¬ 

theses. In .so far as scientists thought that Newtonian physics was on 

the point of settling all outstanding problems, it was natural enough 

that they should insist on description at the expense of explanation. 

The Idealist philosophers had tended, in the Hegelian manner, to 

run together all branches of enquiry into one vast and compre¬ 

hensive system. Against this the scientists felt that their researches 

should not be submerged in a monistic philosophy. As to the 

positivist demand to remain within the lx)unds of experience and 

the description of it, this was consciously linked with an appeal to 

Kant and his followers. To l(K>k for the reasons of phenomena and 

to purport to furnish explanations amounts to transgressing into the 

noiimcnal, where the categorit;:s of explanation do not apply. It 

therefore must Ijc a chimerical undertaking. 

I'his kind of approach to scientific theory is characteristic of a whole 

group of scientists who were interested in the philosophical implica¬ 

tions of the activities of the enquirer. When the name of Kant is 

invoked here, it is well to remember that the outlook which informs 

these thinkers is not Kantian in the orthodox sense. For, as we saw, 

Kant's theory' of knowledge makes the framework of the categories 

of explanation a pre-rcejuisite for experience. In this present context, 

explanation is declared to lx* unscientific because it is supposed to 

go beyond experience. It cannot l)c said that these scientific posi¬ 

tivists had understotKl Kant tcK> well. 

The I>est known repre.sentative of this group is E. Mach (1838-1916), 

whose ‘Science of Mechanics’ provides a positivist account of me¬ 

chanics. In so doing it studiously avoids using the scholastic termi¬ 

nology w'hich had to some extent found its way into Newtonian 

physics. A term like force is a ca.se in point. A force Ls not something 

that one can sec. All w'e can say is that bodies move in certain ways. 

Mach therefore eliminates force and defines it in terms of the purely 

kinematic concept of acceleration. Mach does not, of'course, purport 

to produce a mechanics that will be more powerful as a science. The 

positivist exercise is really an application of Occam’s razor to what 

seemed to be a clearly superfluous growth of idle scientific concepts. 

We cannot here examine in detail how far this pruning operation 

might have been justified. But it is of some im{x>rtancc to insist on 

one point concerning scientific method in general. To rule hypo- 



theses out of court is to misunderstand the function of explanation 

in science, A hypothesis explains in so far as it saves the appearances 

and predicts the future. If not itseJf the object of enquiry, it may 

continue to explain, so long at least as it does not do violence to the 

facts. But it explains only because it remains itself unexplained. 

When it in turn requires saviiig, it no longer explains, but must be 

accounted for in lemis of some other hypothesis which now remains 

unexplained. This is not in the least mysterious. You cannot in one 

and the same breath explain everything at once. But the positivists 

arc wrong in holding that you cannot explain anything at all. For 

stippose you really decided to abandon all hypotheses. How are we 

then to go alK)ut doing science ’ All that seems to be leh is Baconian 

classification; and this, as we have seen, doe.s not lead us very far. 

Thus, the very' fact that science does go on gives the lie to the 

positivism of men like Mach. 'Fhe most outspoken criticism of the 

positivist doctrine is to be found in the work of Meyerson 

where we find an epistemology which is genuinely Kantian 

in principle, though not in detail. 

In their attempts at finding scientific substitutes for what they 

called disparagingly ‘metaphysics', the scientific philosophers very 

often fell into metaphysical difiiculties of their own. d'his is in a way 

not surprising. For although they might witli some justice reject tlie 

metaphysical speculations of philosophers, they were prone to forget 

that .scientific enquiry itself proceeds on the basis of certain pre¬ 

suppositions. 'Fo this extent, at least, Kant seems to have been right. 

Thus, to take an example, the general notion of causality is a pre¬ 

requisite for scientific work. It is not the outcome of research, but 

rather a presupposition, even if only tacit, without which research 

could not get under weigh. When viewed in this light, the philosophic 

noveltit^ that have of late appeared in the writings of scientists arc 

not quite so inspiring as they might seem at first. 

As to the significance of scientific statements and pnx'edures, these 

have tended to be set aside in favour of a kind of mathematical 

ritual. The findings of science had somewhat upset the rigid and 

closed Newtonian view of the world. But instead of trydng to enlarge 

this view, scientists hav^e on the whole been content to handle their 

problems with the help of mathematical theories that produce ade¬ 

quate results when suitably interpreted. The intermediate stages ol 

calculation and transformation are left alone and function merely as 

a set of rules. This attitude which, though not universal, is wide¬ 

spread, is curiously reminiscent of the numerical mysticism of the 

Pythagoreans and of their followers in late renaissance times. 

An equation of theoretual snena\ 

usually interpreted as mere 

manipulatwn of sii;ns 

In philosophy itself, these general trends have produced a movement 

away fn)m science. This is true not only of the resurgence of Idealist 

strains on the continent, but also of the largely linguistic philosophy 

of Great Britain. As to this latter, it is true, in a sense, that it is not 

the business of philosophy to make discoveries, but to assess the 

merit of different ways of talking al)out what is admitted on all 

hands. At any rate, this is one of the things philosophy always has 

done. Nevertheless, different philosophic views may help or hinder, 

in various degrees, the progress of scientific enquiry. 

U
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F, H. Bradley {18^1^24) 

His hooky Appeararue and Reality, 
was fir St published in 18^ 

As to philosophy proper, to which we must now return, the Lnglish 

scene was dominated, during the later nineteenth century, by tlie 

Idealism that had drifted across from the continent. In Britain, rain 

conies from Ireland, and Idealism from Germany. The dominant 

figure in the field was not, however, quite in the Hegelian tradition. 

F. H. Bradley (1846 1924), who studied and wrote at Oxford, 

worked out a critical rejection of materialism and aimed at reaching 

an Absolute reminiscent of Spinoza’s god or nature, rather than of 

Hegers absolute idea. As to the dialectic method w hich he adopts in 

his discussions, this is not a principle of organic growth, as it pur¬ 

ports to be in Hegel, but rather a discursive weapon in the tradition 

ot l*lato and his Eleatic firecursors. Indeed, Bradley is at pains tf> 

oj>pose the somew hat intellectual monism of Hegel, in which there is 

a tendency to ecpiate knowing and being; a view which goes back 

ultimately to Sf>rrates and the Py thagoreans. Bradley tries to go be* 

low rational thought and its categori€‘s to the level of bare feeling or 

experi<‘nce. It is at this stage that we can speak of reality. As to 

thought, this Is always a kind of ialsification of what really is. It gives 

rise to mere appearances, because it distorts the real by imjKising on 

it an alien Iramework of classifications and connections. Bradley 

thus holds that in the process of thinking we must inevitably en¬ 

tangle ourselves in contradictions. I'his dcK'trine is set out in a book 

entitled ‘Appearance and Reality'. 

'I’he main burden of Bradley’s attack on thought is that it Is neces¬ 

sarily relational; and relations, as he tries to show', involve us in 

contradictions. To establish this odd conclusion Bradley u.ses a form of 

third man argument as wasmed by the Platonic Parmenides against 

Socrates’ theory of participation. As qualities and relations are on 

the one hand distinct and on the other hand inseparable, \src should 

be able u> distinguish, in any given quality, that part w'hich Is 

strictly qualitative from that which gives purchase to the relational 

links. But we cannot so distinguish betw'een diHerent parts of a 

cpiality, and even if we could, we should now' be faced with the 

problem of r(»nnecling the two parts together again. This involves a 

new' relation, and the third man argument has got under weigh. 
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Ehe .sphere of thought, and with it science, thus suffers from con¬ 

tradiction, and therefore >)elongs to appearance rather than reality. 

In a curiously round alK>ul way Bradley here reaches the same con- 

ciusioii as Hume, though on rather different grounds. But, like Hume, 

he rejects the notion of the self because it involves relations. As to the 

God of established religion. He too inu.st be dismissed as appearance, 

for precisely the .same reason. 

Having thus disposed of apj:)earance, Bradley finds reality in the 

Absolute, which seems to be .some kind of Eleatic One that is 

experienced from within, at a level more direct and immediate than 

that of rational thought. In this Absolute all differences are united 

and all conflicts re.solved. But tills does not mean that appearances 

are abolished. In everyday life we think, and do .science, which in¬ 

volves us in appearance. Likewise, the evil that men commit is 

firmly entrenched, as appi‘arance, in the ordinary world. But at the 

level of the Absolute these imperfections .seem to disappear. 



Another lorm of Idealism which Is in some ways derivative from 

Hegelianism is found in the philosophy of Benedetto Groce (1866- 

1952), though here the direct influence of Vico is perhaps even more 

important. Cr<K:c w'as not an academic philosopher, and enjoyed 

economic independence throughout his long life. Bec.ausc of his 

international standing he survived the Fascist era without being t(K) 

much molested; since the war he had held several positions in the 

Italian government. 

He wrote voluminously on history' and literature, and in 1905 

founded *La Critica’, a literarv^ journal ol which he retained the 

editorship. Characteristic of his approach to philosophy' Ls his 

emphasis on aesthetics, l>ecause of the concrete experience the mind 

is in\T»Ived in when it contemplates a work of art. 

With Hegel, whose monism simply drn's not allow' nKjin for the 

epistemological dilhculties of British FnipiricLsm, or even of Kant's 

theory, Croce shares the view' that reality is spiritual. But though 

Hegel had insisted, in his emphasis on the diah‘ctic, that mental 

jirocesses involve the active conquest of obstacles, Croc'e seems here 

to go straight back to the ‘verurn factum' e<piation of Vico. At any 

rate, he is aware of some of the chief weaknesses of Hegelianism. Of 

these the application of dialectic to nature is one; the numerical 

my stery-mongeriiig of tripartite divisions is another. But, alnwe all, 

Hegel is at fault in hLs conception of an idealist system. We have al¬ 

ready given some critical comment on this; here we may add that 

the doctrine ol dialectic dev'elopment and the attainment of ultimate 

goals are .sciinehow inconifiatible. (!roce retains the notion ofdevelop- 

rnent, though he d^ics not accept a Hegelian account of it. Instead 

of dialectic progression, he adopts a nK)diricd form of Vico's theory 

of phases. V^iro had thought that these dcvelopinents are cyclical, 

so that in the end everything will return to the same starting point. 

'I'his view, as we have seen, goes hack to Flmpedocles. How'ever, 

Croce thinks of these changes as progre-ssive, so that, in returning to 

its initial stage, the mind has acquired some new' insight in the 

process. 

For all hLs rejection of Hegel, it must be confessed that Croce retains 

a fair measure of dialectic in his writings. Thus, in the b<K>k w'lio.se 

title-page is shown here, he speaks in terms that arc almost reminis¬ 

cent of Hegel’s logic. ‘The intimate link bc'tween error and truth 

arises because a mere and utter error is inconceivable; and l)ecause 

it is inconceivable it does not exist. Krror speaks with two voices: one 

of these asserts the false, but the other denies it; and this is a clash of 

yes and no, which is called contradiction’. This excerpt also serves to 

underline the point that for Croce the mind is adequate to rcality. 

There is nothing in the world that we cannot in principle disexwer. 

Whatever is inconceivable cannot exist, and therefore what exists 

is also conceivable. It is worth pointing out that Bradley' held a 

view which is converse to this. To him what w'as conceivable must 

therefore exist, which he expressed in the formula ‘w'hat may be 

and must l>€, is.’ Finally, the Hegelian influence Ls res|>oiisible for 

making Ooce present Vico as a nineteenth century rationalist, when 

in fact he was a seventeenth century Platonist. 

Benedetto Croce {iS66-igj2) 

7 his essay (/p/5) was an inaugural 
lecture for the Rice Institute, 
University of Houston, 7 exas 
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Henri Bergson } 
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In France, the most influential philosopher of the late nineteenth 

and early twentieth centuries took a different turn in his reaction 

against science. Henri Bergson (1859-1941) stands in the irration- 

alist tradition which goes back to Rousseau and the romantic move¬ 

ment. Like the pragmatists, Bergson emphasizes action above all. 

In this, he mirrors a certain impatience with the careful and 

dispassionate exercise of reason in philosophy and scientific enquiry. 

One of the principal features of rational thought is its striving for 

precision. I'he Cartesian precepts in the Discourse are quite a good 

description of it. Aliove all, in trying to capture the fleeling move¬ 

ment of ex[>erience within the framework of language, we seem to 

arrest the flux of reality and put in its place a pale and static verbal 

picture of it. We have here the old problem of Heraclitus and 

Parmenides. What Bergson Is trying to do is to uphold the reality of 

flux in experience as against the travesty of rigid forms that pertain 

to reason and its picture of tht‘ world. 

Thus far the problem of Bergson is somewhat reminiscent of 

Bradley. But the solution of it is here quite different. Bradley's 

metaphysics is in the end closely linked with his logical theories, 

and more particularly with a coherence theory ol truth. For Bergson, 

logic itself is the influence which must be overcome. In this sense 

Bradley may lx‘ descrilK*d as rationalist and Bergson as irrationalist. 

'Fhe philosophy of Bergson, in contrast to the idealist anti 

materialist monisms of the nineteenth century, returns to a dualist 

view of the w'orid. fhe two divisions of the universe arc liowcver 

not quite those of earlier dualist theories. One of them is matter, as 

with Descartes; the other is some sort of vital principle which is 

different from the mental portion of the rationalist’s world. These 

two great forces, the vital on one side, and the material on the 

other, are involved in a permanent struggle in which the active 

impulse of life tries to overcome the obstacles put in its way by 

inert matter. In this process the life-force is to some extent moulded 

by the material conditions in which it operates, but nevertheless it 

retains its basic feature ol’ freedom in action. Btrrgson rejects the 

traditional theories ol’evolution because of their rationalist leanings, 

which do not allow' the emergence of anything fundamentally new. 

The later seems sc^mehow already contained in the earlier, or 

predetermined by it, and this seems to undermine the freedom of 

action that Bergson attributes to the life-force. For him, evolution 

produces genuine novelty, it is creative in the literal sense. This 

doctrine is set forth in his l>est-known work, which bears the title 

of ‘Creative Evolution’. The sort of evolutionary process that 

Bergson |rK)stulates is taken directly from the analogy of artistic 

creation. Just as the artist is moved to action by some kind of 

creative urge, so is the life-force working in nature. Evolutionary 

changes occur through persistent creative urges that aim at certain 

new characteristics hitherto not existing. 

As tt» man, the evolutionary process has landed us with an animal 

in which intellect has supervened over and aixive instinct. 'Fhis 

Bergson counts as somcw'hat of a misfortune, as indeed Rousseau 

had done Ix^fore him. Man’s intellect has tended to stifle his instincts 



and li.js thus robbed him ol his freedom. For the intellect imposes 

its own conceptual constraints on the world and thus gives a dLstorted 

picture of it. We have indeed come a long way from the rationalist 

doctrine that sees in the intellect a force for liberation. 

The highest form of instinct is intuition, which is souk* kind of mental 

activity directly in tune with the world. Where intellect distorts, 

intuition grasps experience as it is. The trouble w'ith intellect, 

according to Bergson, is that it is adequate only to the disciuitinuity 

of the material world. This view is evidently linked with the notion of 

language as a framework of discf>ntinuous concepts. As for life, this 

is cs.sentially contiruKuts, the intellect cannot understand it. Here, 

it seems, we must fall back on intuition. The distinction between 

intellect and intuition is connected, for Bergson, with a parallel 

distinction between space and tiriK*. The intellect, which breaks up 

or analyses the world operates in a timeless, dreamlike fashion. Fo 

use our previous contrast between the theoretical and the practical, 

in the etymological sense of these words, the intellect is theoretic al. 

It looks at th(' world in a geometrical way, for it there is space but 

not time. But life is a practical business which flows in time, and 

this is where intuition interv^enes. The s])alial di.s.sections cdlccied 

by the intellect have .scmie point, ol course, but they are a hindrance 

to a proper understanding of life. Fhe time of physical theory is not 

a genuine time, but rather a kind of spatial metaphor; the real time 

of intuition Bergson c:alls dunitiori. What this might be is however 

not easy to explain. Bergson seems to think of it as a kind of bare 

experience wliich overwhelms us when we refrain from rational 

thought and merely let ourselves drift on the crest of lime. It may be 

suggested that this notion is somewhere akin to the existential modes 

of cognition mentioned by Kierkegaard and taken up, in modified 

form, by later existentialists. 

Bergson's theory of time is linked with his account of memory. In 

memory the conscious mind contrives some kind of coniinuruon 

between the past and the present. I'he past is acting no longer while 

the present is active now. 'Fliis way of talking, of course, assumes 

precisely that mathemalical time which elsewhere he is at pains to 

discard in f avour of duration. The past and present must Ik* separate 

for the statement alx>ut activity to make sense. Besides, there is a 

simple confu.sion w^hich arises from the double meaning that attaches 

to the word memory. By memory we understand sometimes the 

mental activity of remembering here and now, and sometimes the 

past event, which is l>eing thus remembered. By confusing the 

mental activity w'itli its object, Bergson is led to speak of past and 

present as mingling. 
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It is in line with the anti-rationalist bent of Bergson’s tliinking that, 

on the whole, he is nf)t given to providing reasons, eitiier good or 

bad, for the views he invites us to accept. Instead, he relies oii a 

certain poetic quality in his illustrations. This is all very colourful 

and pleasing but docs not necessarily convince the reader. Indeed, 

this is a difficulty with any set of maxims which intends to curtail 

the scope of reason. For to speak of grounds for acceptance is aln ady 

to move within the sphere of the rational. 



/. I\ Pavlov { Russian 

physiologist, worked on the 

conditioned reflex 

Pavlov in his laboralory 

I’he Ik*n!;s<)nian ihcor)^ may perhaps best be regarded as suggesting 

some psychological rather than logical features of experience. In this 

sense it is in line with certain trends in psychological theory. Similar 

considerations apply to existentialism. The great new development 

in the field of psychology' was the theory of psycho-analysis. But 

!)elore embarking on a brief discussion of it, we must mention 

another trend in psychf)logy which Ls in many ways opposed to this, 

to wit an approach which is generally called behaviourism. 

I he behaviourist school of psychology i.s an offshoot from positivism. 

It deni<^ the seemingly <>ccult entities of the old introspective kind 

of p.sychology and declares in favour of* overt Ix-haviour. Only what 

f)copIe are olwerved t*) be doing counts. At best we may use, in our 

conceptual framework for describing l>ehaviour, dispositions to 

act in certain ways under given circumstances. These are openly 

obser\'aL>le matters that can be tested much in the way that experi¬ 

ments are conducted by the f>hysical scientist. A simple extension of 

this approach is to seek purely physico-chemical and physiological 

explanations for pyschological events. This kind of theory thus tends 

to Iw! materialist and j>ositivist in the sense explained. One of the 

mo.st widely publicised aspects in this line of development is the 

work of the Russian physiologist Pavlov on conditioned reflexes. 

Everyone has heard of Pavlov and his salivating dogs. V>ry^ roughly 

the exf>crimeiit exmsists in providing fixKl for the animal at the same 

time as showing it some signal, for instance a shape on a screen. 

Aftcr a while the sha|:K' alone came to l>e sufficient to produce the 

physioh^ical effects that one would have expected to go with the 

provision of f(M>d. Saliva started to flow at the mere showing of the 

signal. This kind of reaction was called a conditioned reflex. 

What these researches are supposed to show is that the concrete, 

ol)ser\'able situation reveals certain linked events, with connections 

that can Ik* to some extent altered through enforced habits. On this 

|^)int the explanation uses associationist psychology in a fairly 

traditional, Humean manner. But in addition the implication seems 

to be that there is no need to postulate such occult entities as thought; 

ail that can lx* said is covered by the observable linked events. 

I'his is perhaps an extreme formulation of the case, and no doubt 

some qualifications are required. However, for our present purpose 

it is enough to indicate the trend. In philosophy, a somewhat similar 

develojmient is found in certain forms of linguistics which do away 

with meaning in the traditional sense and su!>stitute actual use of 

language, or the disposition to use it in certain ways on the apprt>- 

priate (xcasion. Like Pavlov’s dogs, we are supposed to salivate 

rather than think. 

Quite the opposite approach is found in the [psychological doctrines 

that are associated with the name of Sigmund Freud (1856 1939). 

Starting from a fairly biological [xpint of view, Freud eventually 

moveti to a psychology that embraces hidden entities without stint. 

Of central importance to his thcor^^ is the notion of the subconscious 

mind, which by its very nature is not directly observable. Leaving 

aside, for the moment, the question whether this theory is sound, it 



must be repeated here that it is at any rate quite a proper scientifu 

hypothesis. Th<ise who reject it out of hand from a (Xjsitivist bias 

fail to understand the function of hypothesis in scientific method. 

But to return to Freud, the thc*;ory of the sulx:onscious mind and its 

ways of working provide the means for several important develop¬ 

ments in psychological the<jry. The first of these is Freud's general 

theory of dreams, published in 1900 under the title of‘The Interpre¬ 

tation of Dreams’; the sec<»nd, connected with the former, is his 

theory' of forgetting, a layman’s account <j1‘which appeared, in 1904, 

in the ‘Psychopathology of Everyday Life’. 

What distinguishes dreaming from Ix'ing awake and conscious is 

that the former allows a kind of freedom and phantasy, which in our 

waking life would not stand up to the hard facts that confront us. 

But this freedom of the dreamer is after ail more apparent than real. 

I’his must l>e the outcome of any general theory of dreams. In 

Freud's work, the general hypothesis is that in dreams we attain the 

fulfilnjent of wishes and desires which in (ordinary life are repressed 

for a variety of reasons. The mechanism of repres.sion and the 

detailed structure of the individual’s jjsychological apparatus we 

cannot go into here. It is sufficient to point out that the dreamer 

shuffles and reconstructs, w^ith some latitude, a variety of elements 

grounded in immediate experience, and the repres.sed wishes not 

only of the day, but those that reach back sometimes even to early 

childhood. I'he task of interpretation is to unravel the real meaning 

of the dream. This involves the recognition of certain symlK>ls that 

intervene in the proce&s of repression, in t)rdcr to hide some un¬ 

comfortable truth, or avoid calling a spade a spade w'hen this might 

not be countenanced. In the course of these interpretations Freud 

built up a w'hole list of symbols, though in all fairness it must be 

said that he himself was more guarded in their use than were his 

followers. On the therapeutic side, and it must be remembered that 

Freud was a medical man, an uncovering or psycho-analysis of these 

processes was held to be necessary for the adjustment of neurotic 

disorders occasioned by repression. Analysis was indeed not sufficient 

to effect a cure, but without it no attempt was even possible, 'Fhe 

therapeutic conception of knowledge is, of course, not new. As we 

have seen, it was held already by Socrates. Ck)nternporary linguistic 

analysts hold a very similar view alxjut philosophic puzzles, which 

they assimilate to linguistic neuroses, to be cured by analysis. 

As to forgetting, Freud connects this with a similar mechanism of 

repression. We forget because in some sense we are afraid to re¬ 

member. In order to cure our forgetfulness we must come to 

understand what it is that makes us shrink from remembering. 

Sigmund Freud 
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The Freudian theory has in any case the merit of making a serious 

attempt at giving a general scientific account of dreams. In some of 

its details it is no doubt not altogether convincing. The Freudian 

dictionary of symbols, for instance, docs not seem altogether ac¬ 

ceptable. What has, of course, brought psycho-analysis greater notice 

than it might otherwise have had was the frank recognition of sexual 

behaviour and its repression. At the same time, this circumstance 

has made it the target of much unenlightened abuse. 
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Since the turn of the century, the dominant force in American 

philosophy has been a modified form of pragmatism. The chief 

representative of this movement was John Dewey (1859-^1932). Of 

New England ancestry, he was steeped in the old lifxrral tradition 

ol that region. His interests were always widespread and went beyond 

academic philosophy. Perhaps his main influence has been in the 

field of education, a subject on which he had much to say from the 

time when, in 1B94, he became professor of philosophy at the 

iiniversitv of Chicago. If in our own time the distinction l>etween 

education in the traditional sense, and vocational training as in¬ 

creasingly demanded }>y a technological society, has l>ecome some¬ 

what blurred, this is in part due to the influenc<* of Dewey's work. 

There arc, in Dewey’s philosophy, three central notions that link it 

with certain earlier developments. The pragmatic clement we have 

already ineiititmed. Dewey shares with Peirce the view' that inquiry 

is all-important. Fhcre i.s next an emphasis on action, which is 

Bergsonian rather than pragmatist. It is true, as we saw, tliat the 

pragmatists also were convinced of the importance of action. But 

liere we must recall that James misuntlerstood Peirce, and that 

P<‘irce's activity is much rather the sort of thing that Vico had in 

mind when he formulated the 'verurn factum’ equation. Thirdly, 

there is in Dewey's theory a strong measure of Hegelian thinking. 

This comes out in j)articular in his insistence on organic or unified 

wholes as the ultimate goal o( incjuiry. The logical steps w^hich occur 

in the pnKess are thus viewed as instruments towards tlic whole. 

I'his instrumental conception of logic has much in common with the 

Hegelian dialectic, if we consider this as an iicstrument that leads 

to the complete system. Following the pragmatist schcK)!, Dewey 

does not wish to be hamstrung by the traditional conceptions of truth' 

and falsehtxxl as they have come down to us from the mathematical 

philosophy of Pythagoras and Plato. Instead, Dewey speaks of war¬ 

ranted assertability, a notion which is derivative from Peirce; though 

we should add the rider that the later Peirce allowed the existence 

of one answer to any question, however remote the attaining of it. 

On this general question of doing away with truth in the ab.solute 

sense, we can apply the criticism that was mentioned already in 

connection with Protagoras. Suppose someone asserts that I am a 

nuisance. If, in a pragmatist mcKxl, I were to ask him whether he 

had warrant for this assertion, what Is the fellow to reply? It may in 

fact be useful to him to hold such views about me, in which case he 

might feci tempted to answer ray question in the affirmative. But 

whether he say yes or no, he at once goes beyond his own pragmatist 

principles. For this is no longer a question of warrant. He does not 

think of second order expediences or warrants at all; this, indeed, 

leads straight into an infinite regress. On the contrary, in answering 

yes or no, he implicitly recognizes an absolute sense of truth. This is 

not altered by the eventual circumstance of his being mistaken as to 

the facts of the matter. He may in good faith give a reply that turns 

out to be false. Nevertheless, he must implicitly accept an absolute 

standard in order to give any answer at all. This kind of criticism 

applies not OTily to pragmatic theories of truth, but to any theory 

that seeks to define truth in tenns of other criteria. 



It is not tcK) difficult to see whence springs this sort of attempt at 

subsuming logic under action. At bottom, it is the Bergsonian cimi- 

plaint that on traditional objective views of logic nothing genuinely 

new can arise in the world. It is the demand for novelty and social 

expansion that inspires this sort of theorizing. In this there is, in the 

end, a confusion between the variety of human activity and the 

invariable framework in which it Ls given expression in language 

and logic. A failure to recognize these standards is apt to make men 

overstep the measures and forget the limitations of their powers. 

The other main figure we must mention here is my former colleague 

A- N. Whitehead (1861-1947). We have already met him as a 

mathematical logician. After Principia Mathernatica his interests 

gradually changed in the direction of philosophic problems arising 

from contemporary' science, and ultimately he turned to metaphysics. 

In 1924, he v'irtually began a new career, being appointed profes.sor 

of philosophy at Harvard. The writings that belong to these later 

years are often very obscure arid difficult to read. 'Phough, of course, 

to say that a book is difficult is not in itself a criticism, I must 

confess that the metaphysical speculations of Whitehead are some¬ 

what strange to me. I will try, however, to state them briefly. 

Whitehead holds that in order to grasp the world we must not follow 

the tradition of (jalileo and Descartes, which divides the real into 

primary and secondary qualities. On this path we rnenrly reach a 

picture distorted by rationalist c.ategories. The world much rather 

consists of an infinite collection of full-bl(K>ded events, each ofw hicfi 

seems to be somewhat reminiscent ol'a Leibnizian monad. However, 

unlike monads, events are momentary and die aw^ay to give rise t<» 

new events. These events somehow happen to objects. Sets of events 

might be thought of as a Heraclitean flux, and objects as Parmenidean 

Spheres. Separately they are, of course, al>stractions; in actual pro¬ 

cesses I)oth arc iiLseparably connected. 

A, J\\ H’hitehead 

As for genuine contact with the real, this seems to require a knowing 

from within, a conflation ol the knower and his object into a .single 

entity. We arc reminded of Spinoza here, and Whitehead does, 

indeed, maintain that every^ proposition should ultimately be viewed 

in its relation to the universal system. This is clearly a form of 

systematic Idealism, though it is not quite of the character of the 

Idealist strains in Dewey’s philosophy. Where Dewey’s conception 

of wholes goes back to Hegel, the Idealism of Whitehead has more 

in common with the organic notions of the later Schclling. 

I'hLs, very briefly, seems to be the theme of Whitehead’s metaphysics. 297 
What standing it will come to have in the hbtory of philosophy I do 
not profess to know. What is, however, of immediate interest is the 
way in which a metaphysical doctrine here arises directly from an 
interest in certain general problems of science. Indeed, wc have seen 
the same thing in the case of the seventeenth century rationalists and 
the nineteenth century idealists. Insofar as scientific theory attempts 
to embrace the whole world, it pursues an aim which is similar to 
that of metaphysics. Where science differs is in its greater responsi¬ 
bility to hard, recalcitrant facts. 



If the ninctrcnlh century may be said to have changed the world 

more thoroughly than anything up till then, the same holds for the 

last fifty years, in which the transformation has l)cen, if anything, 

even more intense. The first w'orld war marks the end of an era. 

'I'he leading idea that had inspired men for several generations was 

the notion ol'progress. It seemed that the world was moving towards 

a Ix'tter and more civilized condition, with Western F)uix)pe as the 

Ixmcvoicnt master, and the rest of the world in political and technical 

dependence. In some ways ihLs view of the world was not unjustified. 

'Fhe West was certainly dominant lK)th politically and in its grasp of 

material power provided by industry'. All this was backed by tre¬ 

mendous self-confidence, and the feeling that (Hod was on the side 

of progress. The grow th of industrial s(x:icty brought w ith it a steep 

rise in fK>pulation. Within a century' numl>ers in England increased 

five-fold, and yet the gloomy prophesies of Malthus had not come 

true. On the contrary , as indiLstrial scx'iety began to overcome its 

initial problems, the general way of life ol the community Ix'came 

gradually more comfortable. 

As a result of these changes there prevailed a feeling ol'optimism and 

confidence in the future which, on the whole, has since b<;cn some¬ 

what shaken. This general optimistic tone is shared by all the major 

intellectual trends of the century'. Utilitarianism, pragmatism and 

materialism are all imbued wuth it. The most spectacular example is 

perhaps the case of Marxist doctrine. I'his has succeeded in j;>re- 

serving its fjelief in the inevitability of progress even into the present. 

It is the only' political theory' which has maintained its ingenuous 

faith ill spite of the disturbances that liave upset the world since 

then. In its indexible dogmatism and its utopian outlcKik Marxism 

is a relic of the nineteent h century . 

In such an atmosphere of progress, it seemed to men that the world 

was set on finn foundations. This bias coloured the thinking not only 

of those whose material condition then' and then allow'ed them to 

take such an optimistic view’. The undeqirivileged, likewise, felt 

that their lot could and would he improv^ed, a hope which was 

indeed not disappointed in the event. Meanwhile, the provision of 

universal education served to show the way in which men could 

lietter themselves. For in this new society those who had not the 

advantage of position could rise above llu-ir station through know¬ 

ledge and skill. 
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/n Victorian times^ life seemed 

solidy set and sound. The world was 

well-organized and stable 

'This competitive clemf'nl is something new' in the .social field, (Com¬ 

petition between traders is, ol course, as old as trade itself. But the 

notion that a man c<mld better himself through his own efforts was 

of more recent origin. In medieval times it was universally accepted 

that evcry'one had Ijcen put into his appointed place by (iod, and 

that it wa.s sinful to tamper with an order divinely ordained. These 

older views had been called into question by the thinkers of the 

renaissance; the nineteenth century dismissed them altogether. 

The conditions we are here describing l>elong, of course, to those 

regions only where industrialism was gaining a fix>thold. This in- 



eludes England and parts of Western Europe. It is well to remcfnl>er 

that these areas amount to a minute fraction of the inhabited globe. 

The irdlu?nce these countries have had on world history' as a result 
ol their greater development has quite out of proportion to their 
numbers. But this, too, is nothing new in human affairs. In sheer 

size, the Persian Empire of old w^as vast compared with Orecce, its 
influence w'as ultimately negligible. 

To those who livcrd in this period inspired with the thought of pro¬ 
gress, it seemed possible to plan ahead with confidence. Conditions 
were settled enough to make it reasonable for men to view their 
pros[x-ctive careers as a w'hole. At the same time, these plans were 
entirely a personal matter. It w’as through one’s own sustained efforts 
that one achieved standing and security. As to the underprivileged, 
the attitude was one of charity and voluntary assistance by high- 
minded and responsible private citizens. 'I’hc first steps tow'ards the 
provision of social welfare were taken, oddly enough, by Bismarck, 
who introduced a form of health insurance for workers, in order to 
take the wind from the sails of his si>cialist opponents. 

Another outstanding feature of this period was its generally liberal 
outl(K)k in politics. It was taken for granted that government was a 

marginal activity, whose function it was to adjudicate between 
clashing interests. Interference in the running of industry^ or trade 
w^as not even thought of. That nowadays governments themselves 
run a variety of enterprises is the result of Marxist influence on our 

general approach to .social questions. As to freedom of movement, 
this w'as completely unrestricted throughout most parts of Europe. 
Then, as now, Russia was somewhat of an exception. You could 
travel any'where in Western Europe without pajjers of any kind, 
except in the Tsar’s Empire, where a passport w'as required. At the 
same time, peof>le did not travel as much as they do now. Partly 
this was due to the greater cost involved which restricted movement 
to those who were relatively well-to-do. I'he controls that have since 
been introduced show how far inteniational confidence has decayed. 

Funeral procession, in ''Entr'acte\ 
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values ridiculed, stability gone 

In the |x>iitical sphere. Western Europe from 1870 onwards enjoyed 
nearly' fifty years of peace. This happy state of affairs w'as indeed not 

world-wide. There were colonial conflicts in Africa, and in the Far 
East, Russia suffered defeat at the hands of Japan, which had made 
rapid strides in its attempt at aijsorbing the technical civilization of 
the West. Still, to someone living in our parts, the world seemed a 
reasonably peaceful place. This was the situation only fifty years ago. 
When one looks back on it, one is apt to feel that people in those 
times lived as though in a world of dreams. 

'Fhb entire framework of values and preconceptions was destroyed 
by the World War of 1914 1918. In spite of the greater national 
consciousness that had devekiped in the course of the nineteenth 
century, those differences had so far lx!cn contained. Now they 
l)rokc loose upon the world a blood-bath the like of which had not 
until that time l)ecn experienced. Along with this catastrophe went 
the decay of confidence in progress and the growth of a climate of 
suspicion from which the world has never quite recovered. 



Ltague of Naiions—Official foumaL 

On ihc purely technical side the first World War showed how far the 

refinement of weapons had outpaced the tactical conceptions of 

niilitar\' men. The result was a tremendous and inconclusive slaugh¬ 

ter which greatly weakened Western Europe. I'he weak and umtable 

condition of France .since 1918 is to a large extent the legacy of this 

l)l<HKd-lettiiig. At the same time the United Stales now- began to play 

an increasingly central role in world affairs. On the other .side, Russia 

went through the B<»lslievik revolution and built up a new industria- 

lisc*d siH ictv vastly more [M)werful than the fsarist Fanpire ever had 

been. Nationalist feelings that had beeti smouldering lieneath the 

surface since the Ck»ngress of \"ienna now^ found expression in the 

form of new national states, each of which was suspicious ol its 

neighbours. Freedom of inovenient l>ecaine hedged about with re¬ 

strictions which are only now* beginning to disappt'ar again. 

The Covenent of the League of Nations. 
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outcome of the. first World War 

Neverthcles.s, it had beeorne clear that further internecine warfare 

amongst Kuroj)ean nations was going henceforth to threaten the 

very survival of VV<"stern Civilization. Fliis was the main driving 

force Ixdiind the setting-up of the I.eague of Nations in 1919. C>nc of 

the chief protagonists of this atteni})t at laying the foundation for 

peaceful co-operation amongst nations was President Wilson of the 

United States. The fact that his proposals were not in the end sup¬ 

ported by his owii country did much to weaken the position of the 

League from its very beginning. In the meantime, the defeat of the 

central fH)wers called forth, by way of reaction, a fiercer and more 

uncompromising nationalist revival than had yet arLsen. Fhe 

National Socialist dictatorship of (ierniany led, within twenty years 

of the foundation of the League ol Nations, to the .second World 

War, which in scope and destruction surpassed any previous war in 

history. The greater technical power of armamenLs and the stronger 

ideological motives at stake turned the business of warfare between 

armies into total war, which directly affected civilians as much as 

soldiers. Atomic warfare saw its first spectacular demonstration in 

Japan. I'his ultimate achievement in destructive power has now 

placed within man’s reach the possibility of self-extermination. 

Whether we shall be wise enough to resist this temptation remains to 

lx‘ seen. It is to be hoped that the United Nations, which after the 

Second World War tcx»k the place of the old Ix^ague, will succeed in 

resfraining men from blasting each other out of existence. 

Throughout history, the two main forces liiat have given special 

impetus to technical development are trade and war. Recent events 

have done this in a spectacular manner. The growth of electronic 

and commuiiicalion engineering has produced what is now called 

by some the second industrial revolution. This Is transforming the 

world under our very eyes in a manner more radical even than the 

first industrial revolution, wdiich was Imsed on the steam engine. 

Likewise, the means of transport have undergone a change un» 

dreamt ol in the ninctecntli century. Modes of travel had changed 

relatively little from Roman times until the advent of railways. 

Since then man has turned the legend of Icarus into reality. Only 

some eighty years ago it seemed fantastic that one might circle the 

globe in eighty days. Now it is pos.sible to do it in as many hours. 



I'hosr far-reaching deve^lopnients have in some ways gone ahead 

faster than man lias been able to adjust himself to his new surroun¬ 

dings. I’o l>cgin with, the great international conflicts have done 

something towards undermining the sense of security which had 

jirevailed in the previous century. It was no longer jxissiblc to take 

a long range view of things quite in the same way. At the same time, 

the activities ol states have heavily encroached upon the freedom ol 

action that once belonged to the individual. For this there are a 

variety ol reasons. In the first place, the growing complexity of the 

economic life ol industrial nations has rendered them very sensitive* 

to all kinds of disturbances. Oimpared with rned '*val times, our own 

s(K‘iety is much less stable. It is therefore necessary to exercise some 

measure oi control ovix forces that can upset the Iwidy politic. 

Secondly, there arisrts the problem of providing some balancing 

influence to counteract the inevitable fluctuations that do occur. 

I’his involves state aciion in economic matters. Thirdly, the loss 

of security inde})endently achieved is now to .some extent compensa¬ 

ted by .services provided by the state. The.se changes have very- little 

to dc) with the political system ol a country. They depend primarily 

on the technology of our civilization. It is indeed remarkable how 

much alike these matters look in countries that arc |X)litically very^ 

different from each other. 

The crushing weight of organization in modern living has called forth 

new' strains of irrationalist thinking in philosophy. In some .sense 

the.se outbursts are a reaction against the power philosophies that 

have inspired contemporary autocratic regimes. It is also a revolt 

against what is felt to be the threat of science to human freedom. 

The main philo.sophic brand of irrationalism is to be found in the 

revived existentialist doctrines that hav<* ol late played such a domi¬ 

nant role in the philosophy of fVance and (jerrnany. About this wc* 

shall presently make some brief comments; the important thing to 

note here is that this trend covers a vast range of different doctrines 

that are often at odds with each other. 

Alongside the existentialist doctrines there has lx*!en, on the continent 

a return to traditional metaphysics. In Great Britain, philosophy has 

of late moved mainly in the linguistic grmive. Never has the gap 

between continental and British philosophy l)een so great as it is 

today. Indeed, it is no longer even allowed by either side that the 

other is really doing philosophy. 

This in the barest outline Is the setting of the contem|x>rary scene. 

In venturing to draw a general sketch one runs not only the risk of With the growth of air links, 301 

distortion, but also of lack of perspective. For this there is no remedy, distances have shrunk 

Nevertheless, we may note one general conclusion. What has hitherto 

enabled Western civilization to dominate the world was its techno- 

logy together with tlic scientific and philosophic tradition which 

gave rise to it. At the moment these forces still seem to he in com¬ 

mand, though there is nothing in the nature of things why they 

must remain sc3. As the technic-al skills that were developed in the 

West spread to other parts of the world, so our |x>sition of vantage 

declines. 
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The existentialist philosophy of the continent is in some ways a rather 

puzzling business. Indeed, it is at times difficult to see in it anything 

that is recognizable as philosophy in the traditional sense. However, 

the general point of departure which is common to the entire move¬ 

ment seems to be this: rationalism as a philosophy is held to be 

unable to provide a viable account of the meaning of human exis¬ 

tence. In using a system of concepts, the rationalist gives general 

descriptions that fail to catch the specific tang of individual human 

experience. To overcome this apparent failure, existentialists fall back 

on the sort of thing that Kierkegaard had called existential modes of 

thinking. Rationalism, in tackling the world from the outside, falls 

short of doing justice to the immediacy of living experience; this 

must be grasprd existentially from within. 

To this apparent puzzle one may give different kinds of treatment. 

One might to lK*gin with be tempted to suggest that human life has 

no meaning or significance in the sense required Ibr these specula¬ 

tions. 'I'he purpose of life is to live it in as interesting a manner as 

[possible; ulterior purposes an‘ chimerical- Besides, there is a serious 

weakness in the ver\ conception of existential modes of thinking. If 

you rellecl on the existence of anything, you must lx* thinking of 

something of a given kind. Fxistence by itself alone is a vicious 

abstraction. Not even Hegel is unaware of thus. 

But these are sledge-hammer arguments; valid no doubt, yet apt to 

prevent us from seeing clearly what these thinkers are hinting at. We 

must therefore take a somewhat ampler view' of existentialism, and 

attempt to indicate l>riefly what it is trying to show. 

For all its rejection of Idealist metaphysics, the existential philosophy 

of Karl Jaspers, in its recognition of three kinds of lieing, retains a 

certain element of dialectic in the Hegelian serjse. Jasjx'rs (1883 ) 

came to philosophy through an earlier interest in p.sychology, 

and more especially problems of psycho-patholog>^ I'hus, man 

stands at the centre of his philosophic studies. In this sense we may 

describe his existentialism as humanist, a phrase that has been used 

by Sartre alx>ut his own brand of philosophy. But in contrast to the 

objective humanism of the rcnaksance, existentialism provides at Ix-st 

a subjective humanism. It Is therefore somewhat misleading for 

existentialist philosophers to use Sartre’s dictum. 

In Jaspers’ theory of l>eing, we arc confronted with three different 

notions. At the lowest level, we have the objective world w^hich is 

simply there. Its Ix'ing is thus a Ix^ing-thcre, grasped from the outside, 

objectively. It covers the field of science in all its aspects. But it Is 

not adquate to the prc»per recognition by the self of its owm existence. 

Indeed, the objective existence that holds in the scientific field is a 

hindrance to a feeling for this higher kind of l>eing, w^hich Jaspers 

calls lx:ing-I, or .simply existence. This mode of Ixing is no longer 

responsible to the rational categories that rule the field of objective 

being. The being-I, or personal existence, is said always to point 

beyond itself. It would not do Jaspers an injustice to dcscrilx:: this in 

Aristotelian terms by saying that, for him, personal existence con¬ 

tains within itself an indeterminate fund of potentialities. In striving 



beyond itself, the I attunes itself to a third sort of being, which-may 

tx-, called transcendent, a being-in-itself that includes both former 

varieties. Although Jaspers docs not pursue the kind of aim that 

inspired the Idealists, it is nevertheless very obvious that hLs three 

kinds of lieing constitute a pretty example of dialectic progression. 

To this extent they must somehow W. within the sco|X" of the rational. 

This, as we have seen before, is an inherent difficulty of any theory 

which attempts to curtail reason in principle. It is, of course, quite 

proper to point out simple home-truths like the fact that men 

are moved by passions as much or even more than by reason; this is 

not in principle a restriction of reason. But w hen it comes to a theory 

ol reason that tries to invalidate reason itself, there arises an un¬ 

comfortable contradiction. For it is necessary to enlist reason in 

order to give an account of anything whatever. A denial of the com¬ 

petence of reason can thus not be given a theoretical cloak; it 

remains ineffable and constrains us to silence. To son»e extent this 

is indeed vaguely recognized by existentialists, who therefore at times 

advocate silence, even if they do not themselves practise it. As to 

Jaspers, he is aware of the difficulty and tries to make amends by 

allow ing that reason is after all important. 

On the basis of this division of being, Jaspers maintains that science, 

lH*ing of necessity interpretative in character, must fail to gain a 

genuine grasp of reality. For, in allowing a distinction l>etween the 

interpretation and its object, we implicitly admit that we have failed. 

I'he assumption seems to be that all statements are a distortion of 

facts, merely because a statement is not identical with the situation 

that Is its objeiU. Thus, l>ecausc statements are about something else, 

they are held to lx* inadequate. It is to lx* noted that a statement is 

here regarded as inadequate of its very nature, and not, as with 

Idealism, because it stands in isolation from a range of other state¬ 

ments that would give it its full meaning. 

Philosophy, for Jaspers, pertains to the transcendent kind of being, 

or being-in-itsclf. Or rather, philosophy is the striving of the indi¬ 

vidual in its endeavour to transcend. As to the moral life of the 

individual, this operates on the plane of personal existence. It is at 

this level that men understand each other, and experience the feeling 

of freedom. Since freedom lies outside the rational sphere, we can 

not give a rational account of it. We must content ourselves to 

recognize its manifestations in certain moods. Our feeling that we 

are free is said to go with a certain mood of apprehension, or dread, 

as Jaspers calls it, l)orrowing a phrase from Kierkegaard. In general 

we may say that whereas the level of being-therc is governed by 

reason, the field of Ix^ing-I is ruled by moods. 

Martin Heidegger 

While the existentialism of Jaspers, at the transcendent level, allowrs 

room for religion, as did Kierkegaard^s, a very different tone prevails 

in the more metaphysically coloured works of Heidegger (1889-). 

Highly eccentric in its terminology, his philosophy is extremely 

obscure. One cannot help suspecting that language is here running 

riot. An intefesting point in his speculations is the insistence that 

nothingness is something positive. As with much else in existential¬ 

ism, this is a psychological observation made to pass for logic. 



Jean Paul Sartre 

In France, the existentialist movement has had more intimate con¬ 

nections with literature, Its lx*st-known exponent, Jean Paul Sartre 

(1905 ) has written not only a weighty philosophic treatise, hut also 

nov^els. In these much of his existentialist thinking is presented through 

characters faced with the kind of call for action which is so important 

a hicet of existentialism. The litcrar\' medium of the novel provides 

the perfect vehicle for reflections ()ii the human pnxlicamcnt. 

In Sartre, the existentialist view of human freedom is taken to the 

limit- Man continuously ch(X)scs his destiny, 'riiere are no links with 

tradition or with preceding events in the life of the individual. It Is 

as though every new decision requires some kind of total commit¬ 

ment. lliose who are frightened by this unpleasant truth will try to 

seek pn)tectiori from rationalising the world. In this the man of 

science is at one w ith the religious believer. Both are trying to escape 

from reality. But lor Sartre they are lx)th sadly mistaken. The world 

is not as sci<‘nce sees it; and as for Cicxl, it w^ould seem that He has 

been dead sint (* the time ol Nietzsclie. The person who is j)repared 

to lace the world as it is n^minds one indeed ^)f Nietzsche’s hero. It is 

from this source that Sartre derives his atheism. 

What is at lx>ttom opposed by Sartre is the rationalist conception 

of iK'ce.ssily, as found in Leibniz and Spinoza, and inherited by the 

Idealist philosophers. It w'ill be recalled that for these thinkers 

everything that Is can in principle be s<‘en as neccs.sary, provided w<: 

take a sufticiently ample view'. It is then inevitable that a dextrine 

ol freedom takes the Ibrm we find in Spinoza or Ht^gel. Freedom 

con.sists in a lK*ing attuned to the workings of necessity. Once such a 

view' of freedom Is rejexted, as it is by Sartre, the rt^st seems to follow 

almost of itself. I'he rationalist view ol' nece.s.sity dominates, as w'e 

have previously remarked, in the held of theoretical science, 'Phis 

must therefore be rejected as .senm as we adopt the existentialist 

doctrine of freedom. Likewise, rationalist theology must be aban¬ 

doned, though it would seem that Sartre is going Ux) far in trying to 

tie this in with atheism. For if we are free in the sense in w'liich 

Sartre thinks we are, then we can choose whatever we will. In this 

matter dilferent existentialist thinkers have in fact chosen differently, 

as we have seen already. 

In its criticism of the rationalist view of necessity, existentialism is 

drawing attention to an important point. However, it does not make 

a philosophic criticism so much as an emotional protest on 

psychological grounds. It is from a mcxxl of feeling oppressed that 

existentialism stages its relxllion against rationalism. I’his leads into 

304 a somew hat strange and personal attitude towards the world of fact 

which constitutes an obstacle to freedom. The rationalist sees his 

freedom in a knowledge of how nature works; the existentialist finds 

it in an indulgence of his moexis. 

The basic logical jxfint behind all this goes back to Schelling’s 

criticism of Hcgcl. Fxistcncc cannot be deduced firom general logical 

principles. This is a criticism that any orthodox empiricist would 

cheerfully endorse. But this much having been said, nothing more 

needs to be added. Indeed, it seems that one would .subvert this 



aflniirablr ( rilirism by prorrrdini^ to firtiurc', on (hr basis of i(. an 

rxistcniialist psyc iioloi^y. For this is j)rc('isrly wliai Sarin 's thnuN 

(oiiK S (o, "Him* is iniirh intrrrstiri^ and valuable observation in tin 

desc ripiion of a vari(My oi j)syrhoIo|Lriral states. Hut that in n In lia\ e 

and Tef'l in this nianner is not a io<»iral eonsequenta* of the fart that 

(‘xistencc is not loi>i< ally neeessar\. 'l‘o t»o the other \va\ \vf>uld be to 

admit and reject Sehelline's point in one and the same* breath. 

While, the refore, on(‘ may well n cthe psyc holo^ic al ol)ser\a- 

tirms as aeeiuate, it will not do to turn this material into an (Uitolooy. 

This is preeisely the object of Sartre’s treatise entitled ‘Heint» and 

Nolhini>ness\ Inir j)oeti( vai^ucmess and liiiLoiistie extravai^anee this 

is in the* best of (ierman traditions. Its attempt at turning a partieular 

outle)ok on life iiite> an ontoloi^iral the ory se'ems somexAhat ea e eailrie 

te> the traditieinal [ihilosopher, whether he belone to (hr ratie>nalisi 

or die- eiujiiririst camp. It is as (he>ue|i one* we‘re t«) turn I )oslof‘Vsk\ s 

nove'Is into phile>se>f)hi( text-books. 

It may be re*mark(‘d that exisleaitialisls we)ulei j>robably reqea t our 

criticisms as Iw'side the jioint. I'or, tlu^y we)uld sav, we* are iisine 

rationalist crite'ria. Instead of addressint; ourselves to existential 

i.ssues we are mox ini; within the* lie ld eif rationalist lo^ie. Fliis mav 

indeed lie* so. But tfie obje*etion can lx* turner) auainsi itself. Fins is 

mer<‘ly another way of saying that an\ criteria whatsoever ope rate 

within the* fiedd of re*ason. So, loo, does lant^uau.e. It is ihereie>r(* 

dansi^eTous te) make use of it in advo(alinL» existemtialist doe trine^s 

Alternatively, one may, eif’ course, (e)nte*nl one’sedf with a kind e)i 

poetie eirusioii from which everyone* max* profit as b(‘s( he mav. 

The existentialist phileisophy of (iabrie l Marcel ., unlike* tfiat 

of Sartre, is religiously inclined. In this it somewhat resembfe‘s the 

thcorie's e^f Jaspe*rs. Like all exis(e*nlialis( thinke*rs, Mare ed is f)arlicn“ 

larly inteT(‘sted in the* individual and his eonerete exj)e‘rie*n('e‘ of 

pecuiiarlv human situations. As to philosophy in g<*neral, what 

Marcel emphasizes is the neexi to go beyond (he eirdinary kind of 

re flection which disse'cts and analyses. Iti order te) scr re ality in the* 

fullest sense vve must put the slices of our rationalist di-ssee tion 

toge ther again, d'his synthetic operatie)n is achieved through what 

Marcel calls reflection to the see:ond power. This is meant to convey 

the notion of a more inte'use and higher form of reflection. \Vlu*r« 

refk'Ction to the first fjowTr is direx texl outwards, this highe r reflee lion 

to the second |X)WTr leniks inwards on itself. 

Gahrie! Marcel 

One of the problems wdiich Mare el is concernexl with is the boclv- 

mind relation. 'This arises from his interest in the human predica¬ 

ment as it strikes the individual in some given real setting. 'Fhe ^oj 

criticism he levels at the dualism of the C'artesians is reminiscent of 

IWkeley's criticism against those who (onfuse seeing with geo¬ 

metrical optics. We might say that the division of mind from hod\ 

presupposes a metaphor that regards the mind as somehow hovering 

over the person and seeing itscll and tlte btxly as two distinct tilings. 

This, roughly, seems to be Marcel’s point, and it is sound enough. 

However, he connects the resolution of the problem to the exercise 

of synthetic reflection, whereas we should feel inclined to hold that 

here a little linguistic analysts will show* what has gone wrong. 
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'Ihc positivism which grew afH>ut the turn of* the century was 

represented by men like Mach, whose work on mechanics we have 

already mentioned. During the tw'enty years that followed, there 

gradually developed a somewhat wider interest in symbolic logic. 

These twfi tendencies combined led to the formation of a new 

movement which centred round Schlick. Like Mach, he was a 

professor at the University of V ienna. I he group of which he was 

the leader was called the V ienna Circle, and their philosophy came 

to be known as Logical Positivism. 

As the name implies, this doctrine w'as in the first instance pcxsitivist. 

It holds that the sum total of our knowledge is provided by science, 

and that metaphysics in the old .style is strictly empty verbiage. 

1’here is nothing we can know beyond experience. In this vve find 

some affinity with Kantian ideas, if wt omit noiirncna. Along with 

their insi.stenc<‘ on (‘m|;irical ol)ser\^ation goes a criterion of meaning 

which is .somewhat linked with the routine pragmatism of the 

laboratory scientist. I his is the famous principle of verifiability, 

according to which the meaning of a proposition is its method of 

verification. It derives from Mach, who used this kind of procedure 

in defining the terms used in mechanics. 

The kfgical positivist movement which .started in V^ienna did not 

survive where it was born. Schlick was killed in 1936 by one of his 

students, and the oilier members found it necessary to settle else¬ 

where owing to the impending strictures of the Nazi regime. All 

of them eventually found their way to America or England. U.arnap 

is still at Chicago, and VVaissrnann at Oxford. In line with the 

general unifying tendency of the language of science, the movement 

liegan to publish, just before the war, the first monographs of wfial 

was to become an International Encyclopedia of Unified Science. 

7’he .series is published by the C’hicago University Press; its first 

editor, O. Neurath, died in England in 1945. Logical positivism 

thus came to be transplanted from its native soil to the English 

speaking countries, where it linked up again with the old tradition 

of British Empiricism, to which it is in some measure indebted. In 

Ijigland, the logical positivist doctrine first gained widespread 

notice through A. J. Ayer’s ‘Language, Truth and Logic’ (1936). 

Within the positivist movement, there reigned a shared contempt 

for metaphysics, and reverence for science. But for the rest, there 

were consideral)lc difTcrcnces on matters of logic and scientific 

melhc;d. In particular, the verifiability principle gave rise to a 

number of different interpretations. The history of the movement 

really hinges on the discussion that developed round questions 

concerning the status and significance of the principle. 

One preliminary criticism against the verifiability theory ol' meaning 

is that it suffers from the same kind of difficulty as the pragmatic 

theory of truth. For suppose that we have found some method of 

verifying a proposition. If we give a descriptive account of the 

procedure we may now ask what Ls the meaning of this account. 

'Phis leads at once into an infinite regress of meanings to be verified, 

urile.ss at some stage we admit that the meaning of a proposition 



simply stares us in the lace. But il that were admitted, the (original 

principle is destroyed, we might then as well allow that we ran 

discern nKanings directly at (nice. 

A liirther dilliculty in the positi\ist position is the rejection ol all 

j)hilosophic speculati(ui as giijherish. For the verifiability theory is 

itsell a philosophic doctrine. Schlick tried to av'(»id this impasse In 

arguing that the principle of verifiability is really ingrained in our 

l)ehavi(>ur, and to state it in so many v\'ords merely reminds us oi 

how' we do in fact proceed. But if this be so, then the principle is 

sound alter all, and thus states a phik)sophic |>osition. For il is 

agreed on all hands that it is not a statement ol empirical science. 

What Schlick attempts to do is to avoid the infinite regress ol 

successive verifications. He holds that ultimately meanings are 

derived from self-illuminating experiences which in turn conler 

meaning on sentences. A similar ain) was pursued by Ciarnap, who 

tried to work out a formal logical system reducing the (‘pistome- 

logical problem to primitive ideas linked l)y the one basic relation 

of recognizing similarity. 

I’hLs method ol attack is based on a tacit a.ssumption ol some corres¬ 

pondence theory of truth. I'hr weakness of such a the<jry as an 

account of the problem ol knowledge is that il requires us to stand 

outside the arena in wliieh experiences and sentences are to l)e 

compared. Neurath saw this difijculty and insisted that a sentence 

can be compared only with another sentence. \Mial gives support 

to a sentenc<‘ is, a< cording to him, a ‘protocol statement', which fie 

regards as on the same level as ordinary empirical statements; that 

is to say, they are not necessary. C'arnap adopted a similar view,but 

held that protocol statements were indubitable starling points, 

which somewhat smacks of C'artcsianism. In either case, this way 

of ta( kling the problem lands us with a coherence theory of truth 

in the traditional rationali.sl fashion. 

Clarnaj) ultimately turned his attention to a very diHereiit approach 

to the central |jroblem of the logical positivist philosophy. If one 

could invent a formalized language which is so con.struclcd that 

unverifiable statement cannot be formulated within it, then the 

adoption of such a language w'ould meet all positivist requirements. 

Fhc principle of verifiability is, as it were, built into the syntax of 

the system. However, this way of dealing with the problem is in- 

adetpiale too. For ()ne thing, questions ol meaning cannot be 

reduced to syntactic constructions, which concern the ways of 

putting w'ords together. Besides, the construction of such a system 

tacitly assumes that all discoveries have by now been made. It is in 

some ways an equivalent to Hegel’s systematizing, which was based 

{in the similar view that the world had moved into its final stage. 

One figure of some importance to the logical positivists, though 

not a member of the Vienna Circle, was Wittgenstein. His early 

logical theories had considerable influence on their thinking. It was, 

how'cver, Wittgensteins’ later, linguistic developments that gave 

logical positivism a new twist once it gained a foothold in England. 

A sample of 0. Neurallis use o! ^07 

pictorial symbols to overcome 
problems of communication 



Of rverylhing be^innirif^ in time 

we may ask u^hat came before it 

A paj^r Jrorn Wittgenstein s 
f ractatus Logico-Philosophtcus 

LOGISCH-PHILOSOPHISCHE ABHANDLUNC 

wurdiji'r Tai&arhr. dass jrdrr Satz eine dieser 

Kigrnschafirn brsitzt. Das acheint nun nichts 

wrnif^er aU srlbsivrrstandlich zu sein, ebenaowenig 

scibsivrrscanditch, a»ie rtwa der Sau, .^lle Rosen 

5ind entweder grlb oder rot'* klange, auch wenn er 

wahr ware, ja, jener Satz bekommC nun ganz 

drn Charakcer ernes naturwissenschafllichen Saczes 

und dies ist das sicherr Anzeichen dafiir, er 

falseh aufgefasst wurde. 

it.112 l>ir nchiige Hrklarung der logischen Satze 

muss ihnrn eine einzigartige Stellung unter alien 

Sat/en geben. 

ti. 113 Hs isf das besondere Mrrkmal der logischen 

Sarze. dass man am .Symbol allein erkennen kann, 

dass sir wahr sind, und diese Tatsaerhe .schlies.st 

die gan/e Philostiphie der Logik in sich. Und 

so ist rs aueh eine der wichfigstrn Tatsachen, dasis 

Mvh die Wahrheit oder Falschheif der nicht- 

logisehen Satze nicht am Satz allein erkennen 

Usst. 

6.12 Dass die Sat/e der Logik Tautologien sind, 

das / e i g t die formalen — logischen — Etgen- 

srhaften der Sprache, der Welt. 

Dass ihre liestandteile so verkniipft eine Tauto^ 

logie ergrbrn. das charaktcrisiert die Logik ihrer 

IWstandteile. 

Damit Sat/r, auf bestimmte Art und Weise 

verknupfl, cinc Tautulogie ergeben, dazu miissen 

sie brsiimmtc Eigenschaften der Siruktur haben. 

Dass sie su verbunden eine Tautologie ergeben, 

/eige also, dass sic dirse Eligenschaften der Struktur 

besit/en. 

(1.1201 Da.vs z. B. die Satze ..p'* und — p" in der 

Verbindung - (p. p)" eine Tautologie ergeben, 

zeigt. dass .sie einander widersprechen. Dass 

die Satze .,p3q“, ,.p” und „q“ in der Form 

..ip3q) > (p) 3 ; (q>“ miteinandrr verbunden eine 

^ «,■« n und Or^Kl 

I fit- {Misitivisi iiiovt iiK'tit lias iLrivt ri rise* to a iiuniixT ol cliHt*rent 

l>rai»t lifs. Oi these <n«‘ ol ihe iiiosi important is the school ol lin- 

miisiic analxsis which has dominated British |)hilost)phy lor the last 

h‘v\ decades. Ji shares wiili oriliodo.x loi^ical positivism the principle 

that all pinlosophical p(*rplexilies are the ouleorne of slovenly use 

ol laumjatje. l‘A'er\ proj>erly lormulated question, so they would 

hold, lias a < lear and [precise answer. It is the task ol analysis to 

^how that ‘(>hilosophif:ar questions arise Irtjm careless misuse ol 

laujuuam*. Oik e the amhi_i;uities ol sut:h questions have heen exhi- 

hiied in broad da\light, the problems are shown to he meaningless 

anti simply dissolve. Philosophy, when properly cmpU)yed, is thus 

t.) he regarded as somt' kind ol linguistic theraf)y. 

\ Nimplt examplr* will illnslrare the method, though 1 do not ai:ee|>t 

I he partu ular argimient on this point. It olten happens that souiv- 

< »ne asks himselt the question ol how it all began. VVhal has started 

the wtirltl till, Irom what ht gimiing did it take its course’’ Iiisttad ol 

pro\i<iing an answer, let us tirsl scrutini/.e the wording ol the 

c|nesiK)n. The central word hguring in it is the word "begiririing’. 

Ilow is ibis word used in ordinary discourse.^ To settle this sub¬ 

sidiary tpiery we must look at the kind t)l situation in which we 

oitlinarily u.se the word. VVe might think perhaj)s (jI a symphon\ 

loiKort and speak ol it as heginning at eight o’clock. Btdbre the 

f)egiiming \\r might hav'e gone out to dinner in town, and alter the 

Muutri w<‘ shall go home. Phtr important thing to note is that it 

makes sense to ask what came belbre the heginning and what came 

alter it. A beginning is a point in lime marking a phase t>l st^mething 

taking p'laee in time. If now wf return to the ‘philtistiphicar 

(juestion it is at once clear that there wtr are using the word ’be¬ 

ginning' in a dilierent way altogether. For it is not intended that we 

should evtT ask what came beiore the beginning ol everything. 

In<!<*ed, putting it this way we can see what is wrong with the 

tpiestion. 11» ask lor a beginning with nothing preceding it is like 

asking lor a round stjuare. Once we have seen this we sliall stop 

asking the tjuestion, because wt- see that it is senseless. 

I ht* philo.Mqihy ol analysis in Frigland has hetai greatly inllueiited 

liy Wittgenstein (1B89 1951 j, who at one lime was in touch willi 

the X'ienna Oirc.le. lake its members, he lelt beltire the gathering 

^lorm orilitltT’s Ciermanv and came to live in Cambridge .where he 

was appointed professor in i9;'J9 w hen (i. K. Moore retired. His only 

hook to appear during his lifetime is the IVactatus Logico-Philoso- 

phieus, whieh was pulilLshed in 1921. In this work he developed the 

view that all iht* truths of logic are tautological. A tautolog>^ in his 

technical sense is a proposition of which the contradictory is sclf- 

<ontradietory. 'I’he word tautological in this sense corresponds 

roughly to the more usual term analytic. In later years his interests 

led him away from logic to linguistic analysts. So far as records of 

his views exist they are to he found in lecture notes and in the 

posthumous collection of his papiers, of which two volumes are so 

far to hand. Bccau.se oi his peculiar and somewhat esotoric style he 

is not easy to describe in a summary fashion. Perhapxs a fair statement 

of the basic tenet of his later p.>hilosophic theory is that the meaning 

of a word is its use. 



In thr course ol presentinti liis account, Wittgenstein introduced the 

simile ol ‘language games’. According to this view, the actual use 

ol some part ol language is like a game, let m say like chess. It has 

certain rules that must l)e observed by those who play the game, 

and there are certain restrictions on the moves that are allowed. 

Wittgenstein completely repudiates his earlier logical work of the 

Fractatus. At that time it had seem(‘d to him pr)ssibie to analyze all 

statements into simple ultimate constituents that cannot be broken 

down any lurther. This theory is acc(»rdinglv sfjmetimes called 

logical atomism, and has much in cfimmon with earlier rationalist 

doctrines ol siinpl<‘ ultimates. It is at the liasis of all attempts at 

working out a perfect language, which will state f'VfTvthing with 

utmost precision. I’he later Wittgenstein denies that such a language 

can be constructed. We can never eliminate confusion complcteh. 

Thus, by learning to pla\ a variety ol language games, \\ r a< <purr 

the meaning ol words through and in their use. Auntlier wav in w hi< h 

this is sometimes put speaks of onr learning the ‘grammar* or ‘logi(' 

ol a word, a technical phrase which has gained w'ides]>read currenc\ 

in linguistic analysis. 'Fhe raising ol metaphysical [iroblems would 

then be the result ol a defective grasp of the grammar* of words. 

l''or once the rules are properly understood, there survives no 

temptation to ask such cpiestions. Ianguisti< therapv has cured us 

from the desire. 

Fhe iiifluenee of Wittgenstein on linguistir philoso[>hy has been 

considerable. Nevertheless, linguistic analv.sis has in some mcasurt' 

gone its own several ways. In particular, there has evolved a new 

inten‘st in linguistic distinctions irrespective of what beneheial 

cures this might efiVet. A new kind of scholasticism has sprung up. 

and like its medieval forerunner, is running itself into a somewhat 

narrow groove. What fiuist of the various strands ol linguist if 

analysis share is a belief that ordinary language is ad(‘cpiaie, and 

puzzles arise from philosophic solecism. 'Fhis view ignores the fact 

that ordinary language is shot tlirough with the lading hues of past 

philosophic theories 

The example given earlier shows how the common use therapy 

is to be understood. This kind of analysis is certainly a useful weapon 

in clearing aw^ay much abstruse and tangled metaphvsic al cobweb. 

As a philo,sof)hical doctrine it has however some weaknessc^s. I 

should have thought, indeed, that f)hilosoph<‘rs had l)een doing 

this sort of thing on the quiet all along. That this is not willingb 

acknow'ledged now^adays is due to a cc’rtain inlellectnal parochialism 

which has been somewhat the fashion recentlv. A morr serious 

matter is the enthroneinent of ordinary language as an arbiter in all 

disputes. It does not seem at all clear to me that ordinarv languagf 

could not itself !)e seriously confiisc'd. At the verv least it nnisi be a 

risky btisiness to treat it like the form of the (h)od w ithout asking 

what language is, how it arises, functions and grows. I’hc tacit 

assumption is that language as ordinarily used is possessed ol some- 

superior genius or hidden intelligence. A further assumption, linked 

indirectly wdlh this, allows that one may ignore ail nil-linguistic 

knowledge, a dispensation liherallv indulged bv its adherents. 

Ludiri^ 



Epilo^e 

VV(‘ have come to the end olOur story. I’he reader whf> has followed 

thus far may ask himself what profit he has drawn from it. To him 

we must address a word of warning. On each of the main topics that 

we have discu.ssed whole libraries have been written. Some small 

fraction ol this ma.s.s of material will have been considered in the 

writing of the jjrescnt volume. I'he perusal of one book, however 

vast its .scope, has nev(*r yet transformed the reader into an expert. 

Indeed, no amount of mere reading will of itself improve one’s 

understanding of anything. What is recpiired in addition to the 

acquiring of information is some measure of intense reflection upon 

the sev<*ral matters thus gathered in. I'his, too, is one excuse for 

histories of philosoj^hy, when on each single issue that comes up for 

treatment so much more detailed works have been provided by 

specialists. To the layman, and indeed to the scholar too, it is of 

some importance at times to sit back and take a synoptic view. For 

this he needs a survey which is not too bulky nor too detailed, and 

af>ove all one that has gone through a single brain. Our account 

is not encyclopaedic in the literal .sense. There has, f>f necf'ssity, 

been some selection, l>oth of men and ideas. At best one can hope to 

provide an outline of the general trends. Likewi.se, the historical 

background material is severely schematic and condensed. This l>o()k 

does not set out to teach the reader history; rather, it tries t(j remind 

him of it (n>m time to time, so that the setting in which philosophic 

views have growTi should not be forgotten. At the same time it under¬ 

lines the continuity in the cultural traditions of the West from early 

Cireece to our own day. 

It may be asked us why in a history such as this we leave no room for 

what is usually called the wisdom of the East. I’o this one may give* 

.several answers. In the first place, the two worlds have grown in 

isolation from each other, so that a self-contained account of 

Western thought is permissible. Besides, this is already a sufficiently 

formidable task; and we have chosen to restrict our scope to that 

subject. But there is another, more comf:)elling rca.son why one might 

do this. For in some vital resf>ects the philosophic tradition ol the 

West differs from the sj:>cculation$ of the Eastern mind. "Fhere is no 

civilization but the Greek in which a philosophic movement goes 

hand in hand with a scientific tradition. It is this that gives the 

Greek enterprise its peculiar scope; it is this dual tradition that has 

shaped the civilization of the West. 

It is of some moment to l>e clear on this peculiar relationship. The 

pursuit of scientific enquiry in some given field is not the .same thing 

as philosophy. But one of the sources of phikxsophic reflection lies in 

.science. When we consider wdtat it is, in general, to lie scientific, we 

are dealing with a philosophic question. The study of the canons of 

scientific method is a philosophic study. One of the perennial 

problems that has occupied the attention of philosophers is the 

attempt of giving an account of what the world is like, in its general 

features. But let us l>c careful here to draw a distinction. It is not a 

proper aim for philosophic study to give a description of facts in the 

way of science. A failure to respect this limitation caused the .system- 



atic idealists to go astray at times. What philosophy can provide is a 

way of looking at the results of empirical enquiry, a frame-w'ork, as 

it were, t<) gather the findings of science into some kind of order. 

Insofar as idealism has tried to do no more than that, it is quite 

within its proper lx>unds. At the same time we may |>oint out that 

in setting out to do science we are already involved in some kind of 

philosophic view of the world. For what we call the ordinary- 

common sense attitude is in fact a tissue of general tacit assumptions 

afMHJt the nature of things, I'o have drawn attention to this cir¬ 

cumstance is perhaps the principal merit t)f the critical philosophy. 

It is in any case not superfluous to remind ourselves that scientific 

theories aim at stating something that is true of the world, whatever 

profitable actions they might enable us to take. This point is at times 

forgotten by those who sec in thef>ri<'s no more than abstract formal 

systems, just as they forget that numlx'rs are used for counting. 

'I'he w'orld that is the object of enquiry is not of our making. We do 

indeed contrive our own mistakes and illusions, and often find it 

difficult to discover that we arc in error. But it is not the pleasure or 

comfort that some belief affords us that makes it true. A man 

might think that he had unlimited financial resources bccau.se 

this view caused him some satisfaction. There arc, indeed, people 

who do adopt this outlook, but bank managers and law courts 

arc on the whole not inclined to share their views. The findings of 

enquiry are sometimes erroneous, but this denrs not make them 

subjective. It might with some justice be remarked that error at least 

requires a perpetrator. Nature herself cannot err, because she makes 

no statements. It is men who may fall into error, when they formulate 

propositions. Perhaps one motive for pragmatic theories is dcriv'cd 

from this fact. For if error is subjective in the sense of being tied to 

someone committing it, and furthermore there is no guarantee 

against error, it might be fell that we are always enclosed within 

our own subjective opinions. But this is altogether wrong. It is one 

things to say that errors may always creep in, but quite another to 

assert that w^e are never right. If I say of something that it is so w'hen 

in fact it is, nothing subjective enters such a judgment. Equally in 

the case of error, if I am wrong, then that 1 am wrong is a fact about 

the world. It is important to emphasize the objective character of 

disinterested enquiry-, and the independent nature of the truths that 

it pursues. Those who insist that truth is .something malleable and 

subjective fail to observe that on this view enquiry is imjxissible. 

Besides, they err in thinking that an enquirer cannot follow his 

curiosity quite indcpt'ndently of gain or usefulness in his discoveries. 

No one denies that much research is not of this kind, but s^)me of it 

is. The history- of science cannot be accounted for in terms of 

pragmatic conceptions. A respect for objective truth is apt to 

operate as a brake on the illusions of unlimited power that spring 

from the subjectivist bias. 

'Fhis brings us to the other mainspring of philosophic speculation. 

So far w'e have mentioned only science and the general principles ol 

its operation, which arc an object of philosophic study. But man as a 

social animal is not only interested in finding out about the world: one 

of his tasks is to act within it. 'Fhc scientific side is concerned with 

7 he philosopher^ as seen 
throuiih t onlemfAtrary eyc\ 
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‘ The unexamined life is not 
worth living for man'* 
[Apologyy j^) 

means, here we are dealing with ends. It is mainly because ol his 

social nature that man is faced with ethical problems. Science can 

tell him how certain ends might best be reached. What it cannot tell 

him is that he should pursue one end rather than some other. 

As to the ethical problem, we have seen a numl>er of different 

approaches to it. In Plato, the ethical and the scientific are ultimately 

run together. The gCK>d is identified with knowledge. It would be 

comforting if this were so. But unfortunately Plato's view is alto¬ 

gether too optimistic. Those who know most may sometimes turn 

this know'ledge to evil account. In any case, however much one 

knows, it does not in itself resolve the problem of what is to l)c done. 

This, then, is the general problem ol reason and the will. If one 

rejects the view that with sufficient .scope the two will coincide, one 

has to allow, as has lx‘en di)ne by Occam, that they are independent. 

This does not, of course, imply that they are totally unrelated. 

Reason can and does act as a control and guide to the will and the 

passions. But, in all strictness, it is the will that ch(K)ses ends. 

One con.sec|uence of this lact is that wc cannot give .scientific justi¬ 

fications for the goals that we might pursue, or lor the ethical 

principles that we adopt. We can begin to argue only if we admit, 

from the outset, some ethical premiss. Phus, one might take it for 

granted that one's actions should l)e such as to preserve the society 

in which one lives; or, perhaps, it might be held that one's actions 

should promote some transformation of the social system. Whatever 

the ethical preniLss, on such a basis it is possible to produce argu¬ 

ments to show why this or that course ol action is to l)e followed. 

'Fhc vital thing to note is that without a premiss containing an 

‘ought’, w'c cannot derive a conclusion telling us what .should be done. 

Now, clearly, ethical demands may differ from one person to the 

next, and it is indeed a commonplace that people often disagree on 

such matters. The (|ucstion then ari.ses whether it is possible to find 

an ethical principle that has some measure of universal validity. 

This requires, at any rate, that the demand should not depend, for 

its acceptability, on the person who makes it. We conclude from this 

that if there are ethical principles of universal .scope they must 

apply to human .society in general. This is not the same thing as 

saying that all men are equal in all respects. Indeed, it would be 

foolish to asseit that they are, Uxause the fact is that they are not. 

Men differ in scope and in abilities, and in many other ways. But 

insofar as ethical judgments arc made, it will not do to limit them to 

a particular group. If, for example, it is held that one should act 

with honesty, then this does not depend on the size, shape or colour 

of tho.se with whom one happens to be dealing. In this sense, then, 

the ethical proVdem gives rise to the conception of the brotherhood of 

man. It is a view first stated explicitly in the ethical doctrine of 

stoicism, and later found its way into Christianity. 

Most of the principles which make for civilized living are of this 

ethical character. No .scientific rca.son can be given why it is bad to 

inflict wanton cruelly on one’s fellows. To me it seems that it is bad, 



and 1 imagine that thLs view is fairly widely held. As to why cruelty 

is a bad thing, I am not sure that I can supply satisfactory reasons. 

These are difficult questions and take time to settle. Perhaps in due 

course a solution may be found. But meanwhile it might be well to 

suggest to those who hold the opposite view that they should ask 

themselves whether their own opinions on these matters are in¬ 

dependent of the fact of their holding them. It might then appear 

that what IcKjks like a general ethical principle is no more than a 
piece of special pleading. 

1 have said earlier that while a genuine ethical principle is no 

respecter of persons, this does not mean that all men are equal. One 

particular in which there are notorious differences is as regards 

knowledge. I do not mean just information, but articulate know¬ 

ledge. We have seen that in the Socratic view, knowledge tends to be 

identified with the good, and we have criticized this theory as too 

rationalistic. There is, however, an important point here that must 

not l>e overlcK)ked. It is recognized quite freely by Socrates that the 

sum total of what a man knows is vanLshingly small. What seems in 

the end more important is that one should pursue knowledge. It is 

disinterested enquiry that is the g<.K>d. 'Fhis is an ethical principle 

that stems from Pythagoras. The pursuit of a truth which is ac¬ 

knowledged as independent of the seeker, this has been, from the 

time of 'I'hales, the ethical driving-force behind the scientific 

movement. Admittedly, this does leave untouched the ethical 

problem arising from possible use's and abu.scs of invention. But 

while this prf)blem must l>e faced, it does not help our understanding 

of these matters if we mix up together these quite distinct and 

.separate issues. 

The enquirer is thus conJronted by a twofold task. On the one hand, 

it is his business to pursue, to the best of his powers, the independent 

objects of his study. He must do this regardless of whether his 

findings will scK)thc or upset. Just as ethical principles are no respec¬ 

ters of persons, so the results of enquiry are not lK>und to respect 

our feelings. On the other hand, there is the problem of turning 

discovery to good account, in the ethical sense, 

1 here remains the question of how we are to take this ethical principle 

that the pursuit of truth is a good thing. For evidently we are not all 

oi us endowed with the ability to engage in scientific enquiry. Nor 

is it |M>ssible on all occasions to suspend judgment. Men must act as 

well as think. But there is one thing that every man can do, and 

tliat is to allow others the freedom to suspend judgment on matters 

that he him.sclf may not wish to question. This shows, incidentally, 

how the pursuit of disinterested enquiry is linked with freedom, 

which is counted as another good. Tolerance is a pre-requisite in a 

society in which enquiry is to flourish. Freedom of speech and 

thought are the great promoters of a free society in which it is 

possible for the enquirer to let the truth lead him whither it will. 

To tfiis extent, every one can contribute to the good here at stake. 

This does not mean that we shall all have the same opinions on 

everything, but it ensures that no avenue is closed by artificial 

strictures. For man, the unexamined life is, indeed, not worth living. 
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On the Ball 

|ROFESSOR AYER, thr Hoad ol 
^ philosophical discussion. 

(Sunday Times.) 
Pancho Gon7.alcs 
Said, flexing his muscle. 
" If Ayer is Hoad. 
Then Pm Bertrand RutseB.** 

From PeUr Simple's column^ 
Daily Telegraphy Feb. ii, 








